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fable. Prometheus dies in Greece, and there receives divine ho-
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VoL. III. b •
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INTRODUCTION.

GREEK AND ROMAN REUGION IN GENERAL.

7
~ NEVER was religion encumbered with A

The extent and
g,.eater number of Gods than that of the Greeks

ture of this reli-
^"^ Romans, since besides those of the orien-

gion. tal nations, they invented a world of others

^:s^s^::;::^miiiii^ themselves, whose names we have already ci-

ted, when treating of theprogress of idolatry- in the first volume.
The Greeks more especially, wlio communicated their fables to

the Romans have blended the history of their gods with so many
fictions, have so disguised the oriental traditions, and delivered

so many circumstances inconsistent with one another, that it is

very difficult to ascertain what were their real sentiments about
the objects of their own v.'orship. Sometimes according to them,
the same gods are physical beings, as the stars, the elements; and
at other times, they are real personages, whose history is well-
known: some are metaphorical generations, others true and natu-
ral ones.—But before we enter upon the history of these gods,
it is necessary to make some general reflections upon the re^

ligion of these two nations^ at least in regard to that of tae
Greeks, which will apply in the proximate degree to that of the
Romans, among whom the rites of the former were propagated
entire.
^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ To have a tolerable conception of the religion

Order of the ^f |.|jg Greeks we must view it under various

tot"he^religifnof
aspects, in several periods of time: 1st, Such

the Greeks, viz. ^s it was in the time of the first inhabitants, or

-^^ at least when the Pelasgi came and settled in

Greece. 2d, With regard to the alterations made in it by tho
colonies from Egypt and Phenicia. 3d, With respect to the
changes consequent upon their ceasing to pay divine honors
to the stars. 4th, With regard to the changes which may have
been introduced into it by Hoiuer and Hesiod. 3th, Concerning
the changes wrought upon it by the fictions of other poets subse-
quent to the two just mentioned: 6th, With regard to those it un-

ToL. III. D
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derwent from the time of Pythagoras and the Platonic philoso-

phers, till the triumph that Christianity gained over it.=====z
ig^^ -y^Q know little or nothing about the re-

1st, The state Hgion of the primitive inhabitants of Greece;
of It when the

^^^ ^^^ j^^^^ easily conceive that it was like

in^ Greece who themselves, not loaded with many ceremonies,

taught the inhab- but only consisted in rude simplicity; and that

itants names for they were unacquainted in those early times,

their gods, which vith that multiplicity of gods whom they came
they had learnt afterwards to adore. Herodotus is the only

tians
^^^^'' one who has preserved to us some knowledge

'

thereof. That author says they who came in re-

mote times to settle in Greece, worshipped their gods without

knowing who they were, and without having any names for them.
" They sacrificed to them, says he, and before the sacrifice they

had a custom of making invocations and prayers, without giving

their gods either names or surnames, because as yet they knew
them not. Further, they called them by the general name of gods,

because they believed that they governed, and were lords of all

things. They became acquainted, after a considerable lapse of

time, with the names of the gods which had been brought from
Eg}^t; but it was very late before they learnt the name of Bac-
chus. At length they went to consult the oracle of Dodona, which
is reckoned the most ancient one of Greece, and was consequent-

ly the only one at that time. The Pelasgi then inquired of the

oracle, if they should receive the names of the gods that came
from the Barbarians: and the answer was, that they should re-

ceive them, and make use of them. Accordingly they sacrificed

from that time invoking the gods by their names; and the Gieeks
afterwards took the same names from them. But from whence each
of those gods came, whether they were from all ages; in short, what
is their form, and how they came to exist; these are points respect-

ing which we are as yet in the dark." The same author immedi-
ately before this, had said, that these Pelasgi, before they came
into Greece, where they were intermixed wiih the Athenians, had
dwelt in the island of Samothrace, and had taught those islanders

to worship the Cabiri. "Whoever, says he, is acquainted with the

ceremonies of those gods, which were also observed by the Sa-

motliracians, will certainly be of opinion that these had learnt

them from the Pelasgi; for that people, who afterwards lived

among the Athenians, had formerly inhabited Samothrace, and
from them the Samothracians had learnt the orgies." These
Pelasgi, according to our author, had also taught the Athenians
their obscure manner of representing Mercury; and they gave
mysterious reasons for this usage, which Herodotus has not

made us acquainted with. He makes one remark more however,

respecting the Pelasgi. " Almost all the names of the gods.
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says he, came from Egypt into Greece. I myself actually found
it to be so, after I had examined the matter for my own informa-

tion, having heard that they had them from the Barbarians: and I

am really convinced that they came from Egypt. But if it be
objected that neither the names of Neptune, Castor, Vesta,

Themis, the Graces, the Nereids, and other gods are there to

be found, I answer with the Egyptians, that they never knew
those gods. And indeed to me it would seem that those names
were given them by the Pelasgi themselves, except that of Nep-
tune, which that people borrowed from the Lybians; for none
but the Libyans were formerly acquainted with Neptune, whom
they have always held in veneration."—Here then we see the
ancient Pelasgi were instructed by the Barbarians; or to speak
more particularly, by the Egyptians; in the names which they
were to give to the gods; who in their turn instructed Greece,
at that time very ignorant, and taught her the names of the same
gods, and the mysteries of the Cabiri, which they had previously

taught the Samothracians. This is all that is known of the reli-

gion of the Greeks at the arrival of the Pelasgi and their set-

tlement at Athens.
"

2d, As to the changes which the colonies in-
2d,The changes troduced into the ancient religion of Greece,

SXtiTn & pfT-
*'"^ P^i*^^ ^^ already determined by what the

nician colonies, s*"^^ author says above, since he assures us that

were effected all the gods who were then worshipped except
gradually, before Neptune, Castor, Vesta, Themis, the Graces,
the Trojan war. the Nereids, came from Egypt. The colonies

-. who brought the knowledge of them into Greece,

did not all arrive at the same time; and consequently the

changes that happened to the religion of Greece, were gradual,

and brought about only in several ages. Herodotus, who seems
to have carefully examined this article, and concludes, that ex-

cept the gods whom he has named, as above, all the rest came
from Egypt, comes next to some particulars with respect to

Bacchus, whose worship was brought into Beotia by Cadmus
and Melampus. " It is he, in short, says our author (speaking

of Melampus the son of Amythaon), who made the Greeks ac-

quainted with the name of Bacchus, and taught them the cere-

monies and sacrifices that are offered to that god, and the man-
ner of representing him. It is true, he did not explain to them
the whole of this mystery; but the sages who came after him,

gave a fuller insight into it. Melampus therefore invented the

representation of Bacchus, and the Greeks, instructed by him,

perform the whole ceremony, as it is now in use among them,

according to his precepts. For my part therefore, I look upon
Melampus to have been a very learned man, skilled in the

arts of divinationj and who taught the Greeks many things
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which he himself had learnt from the Egyptians; especially

the sacrifice in honor of Bacchus, into which however he intro-

duced some alterations: for I would not affirm that whatever

is performed at the feast of that god, resembles the ceremo-

nies that are observed upon that occasion amon;^ the Greeks.

As little will I say, that the Egyptians borrowed from the

Greeks either that ceremony or any thing else: but rather I am
of opinion they had learnt every thing that concerns the wor-

ship of Bacchus, from Cadmus and other Tyrians* who came
with him from Phenicia, into the country that is railed at this

day Beotia."—Here then we see the worship of Bacchus or

Dionysius introduced into Greece by Cadmus and Melampus.
We knovv^ likewise that Cecrops had brought to Athens, where
he settled, the worship of Minerva from Sais in Egypt. The
same prince, if we believe Pausanias, regulated the worship of

the gods, and the ceremonies of religion, with a great deal of
wisdom. He was the first who called Jupiter the supreme god,

or the most high. He forbad the offering of any thing to the

gods that had life, and regulated the ceremonies of marriage.

But though we have not such certainty about the changes that

may have been introduced into the ancient religion of Greece
by the other leaders of colonies; yet it is not to be doubted, that

Inachus, who planted the first colony there, Danaus and others,

likewise brought with tliem the worship of their own gods. Heads
of colonies, though they change their country, do not necessa-

rily change their religion: and when they become masters of the

countries where they take u]) their residence, they endeavor even
to establish among them also, their own religion and forms of
worship. But if they meet with opposition in this attempt, (as

it happened to Cadmus, who by endeavouring to introduce the

worship of Bacchus into Beotia. kindled that war which obliged

himself to fly into Illyricum, and wherein Pentheus lost his life,)

they at least adopt a medium whereby to accommodate their re-

ligion to that of the country, till, having made themselves abso-

lute masters, they find themselves in the capacity to establish

it altogether. It is therefore by no means to be doubted, that

the Egyptian and Phenician colonies produced great changes in

the ancient religion of Greece: and this v/as previous to the time

I

.

. ,1 1 .)

• If Herodotus says here, that Melampus had learnt every thing- that

concerns the worship of Bacchus from Cadmus and other Tyrians, after

having just stated 'that he had learnt those rites from the Egyptians, and
introduced some alterations into them himself,' the inconsistency amounts
to nolliintj, since Melampus mig-Jit have learnt those ceremonies from ei-

ther of those ancient people, or probably from both, as Bacchus or Diony-
sius was a very principal deity throug-hout the oriental nations about that

period though under different names.
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of the Trojan war. after whicli event, at difterent conjunctures,

several other gods were introduced into Greece.
- — Sd, One of the most considerable changes in
3d,Tlie changes ^]^^. relio;ion of tlie Greeks, thouich it is of all

the'^Jeekl lias
^^'^^^* *'^^ ^^^^^ known, is that which must inev-

in- u.Ta/di'vkie '^^^^^J
^^^^'^ happened, when they ceased to pay a

ho'nors to the religious worship to the stars: for though we
stars. are ignorant of the history of this cessation,

' yet the fact is not the less certain. We know
upon the authority of Plato, that the Greeks, after the example
of other nations, worshipped the stars and planets; and at the

tiine of that philosopher, tliis worship was entirely abolished in

Greece. Plato even laments that it did not then subsist, and
seems to wish it had continued forever.—As to the manner how
this change may have happened, tlie most probable seems to be
as follows. The Egyptians, who likewise worshipped the stars

from the earliest ages, having deified some of their kings, held
forth, as has been said elsewhere, that their souls were gone to
heaven to dwell in some of the planets; as for example, that
of Osiris in the Sun, and that of Isis in the Moon. From that
time they addressed their worship promiscuously to the planet,
or hero who resided in it. Cecrops, who brought about so many
revolutions in the religion of Greece, probably taught them this

point of theology; and I question not but that the same Greeks
who paid a religious worship to the planets, for instance to
Saturn and Jupiter, confounded it with that which they dedicated
to the two princes of the same name. Then, soon forgetting the
physical or natural gods, they came to address their prayers on-
ly to the animated gods; and that too in times so early, that
there appears not to have been any vestige of that ancient wor-
ship remaining even in Pythagoras's time.
-

'

•
•

• 4th, The fourth period under which we view
4th,The changes the religion of the Greeks respects the time of
produced by Ho- Homer and Hesiod, who, according to Herodo-
mei- and Hesiod,

^^^^^ ^^^de theogonies: but this part of our sub-

make TJ' gods J*-'^*
i^

^""^^y explained, in treating of the theogo-

more generally "J 0' "^^ Greeks, in the introduction to tlie first

known, and to en- volume, where it has been shown, that these two
large their wor- poets were not the inventors of the fables and
sl>»P- gods they mention, but that they only followed
:^===== the established religion of their own time. It

would scein tliat Herodotus has not expressed himself clearly
when he says that these two poets had coni})osed theogonies.
That Hesiod did so, is indeed literally true; but as to Homer,
there is no appearance of his having designed to reduce into a
system what the Greeks thought of their gods, he having con-
tented himself with giving their received names, and using them
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in such a way as the construction of his poems required. But
though these two famous poets ditT not invent the gods they
speak of. jet it is certain they made them more generally known
than they were before, and gave occasion, especially Homer, for

enlarging their worship, by using the interposition of those gods
upon all occasions, and by representing them as being warmly
concerned for, and deeply interested in human affairs; which
naturally led men to fear them, and seek to appease them, when
they were thought to be incensed.

5t]i, I attribute to poets posterior to Homer
and Hesiod, some considerable changes which
befel the theology of the Greeks: and here we
must call to mind, that source of fables, where
it is proven that the poets had introduced a
great number, which were not known before

their time. As it is the character of poetry to

assume an unbounded license, so the poets ac-

5th, The un-

bounded license

of the poets sub-

sequent to Hesi-

od and Homer,
wrought more
considerable

changes.

cording to their own fancy, changed the circumstances of the fa-

bles, most of which had a connection with religion; sometimes in-

vented new ones, gave new attributes to the gods, or palmed ad-
ventures upon them never know n before ; and from the great

propensity which people had to believe their fictions, the sys-

tem of the established religion came in time to be crowded with
an infinity of new articles. The examples of these changes will

occur in the sequel of this work.
6th, The sixth period refers to the time of

the Pythagorean and Platonic philosophers, who
to make the system of the Greek theology the

more supportable, introduced into it those in-

genious allegories, which abated its absurdity;

an expedient upon which they especially laid

the stress of their cause in the first ages of
Christianity, when the fathers of the church

attacked Paganism with so much strength of argument. These
philosophers indeed made great alterations in the received reli-

gion of their time; but what has been said upon this subject, in

treating of the nature of the Pagan gods, and elsewhere, is suf-

ficient to clear up this point.

Besides these changes which happened at

different periods of time to the system of the

Greek religion, they wrought still greater

changes upon the gods and religious rites of
other nations, which were introduced among
them. Upon receiving strange gods, the Greeks
gave them other names, as has been already

frequently hinted. Ancient authors have, by
good fortune, jriven us notice of those changes: otherwise how

6th, The Pytha-

gorean and Plato-

nic philosophers

greatly abated its

absurdity, in de-

fending it against

the fathers of the

church.

The Greeks
made also consi-

derable changes
respecting the
deities intro-

duced among
them from fo-

reign nations.
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could we know at this clay the origin of those gods. We know
from Herodotus, that the Apollo of the Greeks was Orus of the

Egyptians; that Bacchus or Dionysius was their Osiris; Hermes
or Mercury, their Thaautus or Thot; Pan, their Mendes; Diana,

their Bubastis; Demeter, their Isis; Zeus or Jupiter, their Am-
mon; Venus or Aplirodite, their Astarte: and that many others,

too tedious to mention, underwent the same change. This change

of names was common in those apotheoses which aftbrded the

Greeks and Romans so many new gods. But the Greeks not

only changed the names of the gods they received from Egypt
and Phenicia; they also changed their functions; gave them ano-

ther rank than tliat which they held in the theology of the ori-

ental nations, and framed their genealogies as they pleased. Of
these I could give several examples, but shall be contented with

those of Vulcan and Minerva. We learn from Herodotus that

Vulcan had the first rank among the gods of Egypt: the Greeks
however made him the son of Jupiter and Juno, who was expel-

led heaven for his deformity, when he broke his leg by the fall,

and was compelled, for a livelihood, to work in the island of

Lemnos as a blacksmith. In Egypt he was the husband of Min-
erva; in Greece he had to wife Venus, while Minerva passed

among them for a virgin goddess. In Egypt he had a share of

the government of the world, while in Greece he had only the

command of some blacksmiths. From all these changes arose a
new system of idolatrv, the history whereof, in its most mature
state, together with that of the Romans, which is, as it were, ho-

mogeneous with it, will be the subject of this volume. Previously,

however, to entering upon this detail, it will be proper here to

remark, that the Greeks profess to derive their principal dei-

ties and heroes from the illustrious family of the Titans, with

whose history they have blended that of the gods they received

from foreign nations. Of the history of the Titans we shall have

occasion, therefore, to speak somewhat fully, when treating of

the Greek and Roman deities, particularly Jupiter, with whose
history is confounded and sometimes identified, that of the dif-

ferent members of this renowned family.

'~ZZ There were, however, two sets of Titans

veral Titan fami-" known to the Orientals, and the same number

lies spoken of by were acknowledged by the Greeks. Ihe litans

the Orientals and known to the former were, 1st, those two pri-

the Greeks. mitive architects mentioned by Sanchoniathan,
== in the eighth generation before the deluge; one

named Agros, and the other Agrotes. The image of the latter was

venerated in Phenicia. He had a very magnificent temple at

Byblos; and was there called the greatest of the gods. These two
brothers were likewise called Alltaiand Titanes. The second set

of oriental Titans were sons of Tith or Titeea; of whom >te are
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told, that they made war upon the gods; consequently they lived

in the time of Chronos or Saturn, and of Zeus or Jupiter. The
two sets of Titans admitted by the Greeks, were, 1st, the sons
of the earth, or the first men: who were the Titans that made
war upon the j^ods: and they were evidently the same with those

last spoken of as being known to the Orientals. The 2d, were
the Titan architects, to whom they ascribe the building of se-

veral cities, as Tyrinthus, Troy, &c; and these were plainly the

same with the first we have just c^uoted from Sanchoniathon; the

tradition which he had followed having been carried into Greece
by the Phenicians, and copied by Hesiod, Homer, and the

other Greek poets. These Titans being said to have built cities

and fortresses, implies that they extended their conquests and
subdued several nations: hence undoubtedly arose the vast em-
pire whereof the Greeks make mention. And if the Titans were
known in Africa, among the family of the Atlantides, it was not
till after the conquest of it, since they really came from Asia,

whence they spread themselves through several countries, and
particularly through Crete, and the neighbouring shores of Eu-
rope, as we shall see in the sequel.

_
Having premised thus much of the Greek

A genealogical ^j^j Roman religion in general, and of the Ti-

cS Grlek^rnd ^^^ family in particlar, to whose original they

Roman deities or attribute their principal deities and heroes, we
the Titan family shall commence their history witli that of Jupi-

in general. ter, the most famous of them all, which will

====== give a general insight into that of the rest. And
to give as much perspicuity as possible to the entire subject, we
here subjoin a genealogical chart of the principal Greek and Ro-
man deities, or of the Titan family in general. From Chaos, or

a confused mass of the elements, supposed by the heathen wri-

ters to be self-existent, they feigned that the origin of the uni-

verse was derived—embracing tlierein not only the collective

objects of the natural world, but the uncountable myriads of their

fabled deities. This doctrine was first established by Hesiod,

from whom the suceeeding poets have copied it; and it is proba-

ble that it was obscurely drawn originally, from the account of
the creation by Moses. It is easy, therefore, to conceive why
Chaos was believed by some to be a deity, and the first parent

of that fabulous race. She was accounted the mother of Erebus
or Hell, of Nox or Night, and of Terra, Vesta or the Earth,

otherwise called Titsea, as we have stated in the chart: with
whom commences the family of the Titans.
• We have adopted the customary method of

sub^ctr of this
subdividing the subjects of this volume into

volume.
° ^^ Heavenly, Infernal, Terrestrial, and Sea Dei-

• ' ties, Demi-Gods, and Heroes. We must, howe-
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ver, inform the reader that this arrangement cannot be adhered

to, exclusively of other subjects which do not belong to these

classes, but which, on account of their connection with some of

the subjects thej contain, require to be noticed at the same time,

in order to complete their history. Thus, to give a single exam-
ple, Japetus, Atlas, and Prometheus were never worshipped as

heavenly gods, though we treat of them in that chapter. There-

fore, for a more satisfactory view of the classification of the gods,

I refer the reader to the analytical tables in the nest volume.

Vol. IIL
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Titan—had by Jlurora—

f.s-ox ^^
J-Lii

1 F.hebos J Lcb
VTeiba—had—Co

igtit or Day,
Somnus or Sleep,

. Mora or Death,

LchaioB. the ftrrj-man of Hell.

Co:lu!ii CQLLUS or UBANUSJ
and \

TERRA or TITiEA J

-had by^

us—had by Tethys—<

Semete^

C Minos-
IRhada

-He
—had by- Jimpluti

'ith a stern countenance, Iiolding' a pair of scales in one liand, and a swurd ii

or Parcac, viz. Clotho, Luchrsis, and Atropos; also the furies, or Eumenidea,
viz Calliope, Clio, Evato, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Euterpe, Polyhyff

C whose offspring were Hiaeton, JEsculapius, Philammons, Orpheus, Arisi

wlio abjured marriage.

__ Jwhose offspring were, the god Pan by Penelope; Autolicus, Bchion, ^tilades, and Eurytus, among the Argo-
(nauts: with Eudorus, Kermaphroditus, and other demi-guda, by several mortal virgins.

!*ALLAS, who maintained perpetual celibacy.

Cwhose offspring were, the gods Priapus and Hymenzns; the three graces, viz. Aglaia, Thalia, and Euphrosyne,

^by Venus; also Fhoas, (Enopion and other dimi-gods, by his wife Ariadne.—whose offspring were, Cupid, by his wife Venus; Cacus, by Medusa; and ("occulus, by his mother Juno.

Cwhose offspring were, Anteros, and Harmonia, by Venus; also Ascalaplius, lalmenus, Alcippe, Molus, Pjlus,
" iEvenus, and othei- demi-gods, by several mortal virgins.

—who Was king of the island of Crete,
*

I—who Was a king in the Cyclades,—
j—who Was king of (Enopia or .Slgina:^

offspring were, the three f;ites, viz Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos; also the three furies, viz. Alecto, Tis-

e, and Megxra, as seen above under the article Pluto. [united in a hurricane.

X sons and six daughters. They intermarried, and were indicated by llie twelve principal winds which
' ' ' k'onderful exploits. Descendants, the Heraclid*.

\ the other,

viz. AUcto, Tisiphone, and Megcra.
a„and Urania,

us, and oiher demi-gods, by several

ir integrity of administration, they were made judges of human
in the inkrnul regions. Their ufispring were mortals.

Cwho
Isipl.—who had _
——the most renowned of all the deroi-gods, for his laboi

Ceatinff lettuce • --Hebe

-bad hy-J'''^^^"^
the earth—TYVHOi^^

] Jupiter Uil'f^l:

—had hy—'—Jupiter

—had by •—Jupiter-^—
'. had by JVeptune—
—had by—^—Japettts
—had by Ctto

—had by Phorcys—
-had by Calliope-

-who had r

—whose offspring were
—whose offspring weri

—for whose offspring s

—for whose offspring s

Alexia:

-Atl

i and Aniceius, by the demi-god Hercules her husband.

. Chimsera and Sphinx, two monsters of bell, by Echidna, another celebrated monster,
e the article Vulcan above.

s the article Mars above.

; the article Apnllo i.bove.

-who abjured marriage; see article Diana above.
-fRosERPiNE— '—for whose offspring see her husband Pluto above.

-Thiton who had no offspring; see Triton above.

-Atlas, Prometheus, Menrntius, Epimetheus, and other heroes.

-The three Gorgons, viz. Medusa, Stheno, and Euryalc; also the three liraix, viz. Pephredo, Enyo, and Dinon.
-The three Gorgons, and Graia just mentioned.
—The three Syrens, viz. Parthenope, Ligea, and Leucosia, who were sea-nymphs of resistless charms in song, 8tc.

: Harpies, viz. Aello, Ocypete, and Celeuo. (The Harpies, the Furies, Chim:eva, &c. were monsters of hell.)

A, whose offspring were, Memnon and .Emalhion. hy Tithonus, a mortal prince; and Astraa by Titan, as seen above under article Titan.

, Prometheus, Mcntelius, Epimetheus, and other hei-oes, as seen under the article Clymcne.

s- wife of Oceanus, had by him, Amphitrite, Clymene, Phorcys.Ceto, &c. as see
I Rhea—wife of Saturn, had by him, Pluto, Jupiter, Neptuue, Juno, Latona, Ceres; as

- —wife of Hyperion, had by him, Aurora; as seen above, under the article Hyperion.
."ife of Vulcan, had by him, Cupid, as seen under article Vulcan; also by Bacchus, Priapus, Hymemus, and the three Graces, as i

*
: Muses, viz. Calliope, Clio, Erato, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Euterpe, Polyhymnia, and Ur;E—who was mother of the r

, and the 3,0U0 Oceanides c

cle Bacchus; with Anteros and Han
nder article Jupiter.

i-nymphs.

N. B. Upon a close inspection of this chart, the reader will have as consistent a notion of the genealogy of the principal Greek and Raman deitie

the subject, the more will that consistency be impaired, by the endless contradictions he will find among the poets and mythologists upon this subject.

,
as he can procure from any other source: but the further he investigates

1 we point out under each article in the sequel of this volume.
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CHAPTER L

HEAVENLY DEITIES.

SECTION FIRST.

JUPITER.

GEJ^'ERJIL BEFLECTIOJVS.

THERE appears something very wild in the

ous idea the an- ^^^^ which the Pagans entertained of Jupiter,

cients entertain- ^yhen it is thoroughly examined. The Philoso-
ed of this god. ^

phers take him only for the more purified air or

JEther; a'^^ Juno his spouse, for the grosser air which surrounds

our earth. Others looked upon him to be an animated god, or one

of those men whose illustrious actions or useful inventions had

raised them to divine honours. He was also considered as the so-

vereign of gods and men; as an Almighty God, who by the mere

movement of one of his eyebrows could make Olympus tremble.

But they likewise degraded him, by ascribing to him the most

unworthy actions, and most enormous crimes Accordingly, he is

accused of incest, and adultery; he is an ungrateful son; he is a

choleric, passionate, and revengeful god.

• The Ancients are not even aG:rced about the
They did not

even agree ubout number of Jupiters. Noi CtUi wt pretend lo give
Ihenumberof Jo- c w i- . c .i i .. \t
pj^j.j,j,.

a lull list ot them, since ;iccoruing to Varro,

'

'

"' and Eusebus after him, they amounted to about
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three hundred. Ana this is no hard matter to be believed, since

we learn from the Ancients that in the earlier periods of time,

most of the kings assumed that august name: so that we know

no age before the siege of Troy (at which time this custom ceas-

ed) wherein there is not to be found one or more Jupiters. Henco

go many different nations boasted that Jupiter was born among

them, and could show several monuments to attest it.—.But what

further proves the plurality of Jupiters, is, that the gallantries

which are ascribed to him, cannot agree to one and the same per-

son. The Poets make those gallanlrics to last four hundred years,

for there is no shorter interval between the first and the last of

the amorous adventures they relate of him; after which they make

them quit the stage altogether. Diodorus makes them last six-

teen generations, which amount to nearly five hundred years. It

is true we have not now the history of those old intrigues full

enough, to be able to apply them to each of their authors; but we

know enough of them to prove they do not belong to the same

person. For instance the adventure with Niobe the daughter of

Phoroneus, must refer to Jupiter Apis, the king of Argos, Inac-

lius' grandson, who lived nearly eighteen hundred years before

Jesus Christ. He who committed the rape upon Europa, was Ju-

piter Asterius the king of Crete, who reigned about the lime of

Cadmers, fourteen hundred years before the same sera. He who

according to Diodorus Siculus, had by Electra the daughter of

Atlas, Dardanus, Jason and Hermione, must have lived about one

hundred and fifty years before the Trojan war. He who broke into

the tower of Danae, who became the mother thereby of Perseus,

is the Jupiter Prstus, that princess' uncle, who lived fifty or sixty

years after Jupiter Asterius. He who carried away Ganymede, is

Jupiter Tautalus, who reigned in the year lo20, before Jesus

Christ. He who was Hercules' father, lived sixty or eighty years

before the taking of Troy. In fine, he who had by Leda, the wife

of Tyndarus king of Sparta-, the two Dioscuri Castor and Pollox,
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was not very remote from the same epoch.—Diodorus Siculus

however, reckons only two Jupiters; one was the prince of the

Atlantid'ce, and the other the famous king of Crete, who was ne-

phew to the former.—Cicero admits of tliree of them; two from

Arcadia, one the son of iEthed, and another the son of Cehis;

the third was the son of Saturn, and was l)orn in Crete—that fa-

mous Jupiter with whose history the transactions of all the rest

are blended.

Howsoever many Jupiters there might have
—yet, those who

r ,i , , . .

were the most an- been, the first or all who bore that name is un-

cient IS mdisput- tloubtedly the Jupiter Ammon of the Egyptians,

====^== and Libyans, since it is probable he was Ham,

on whom his son Mizriiim conferred deification. It is well known,

that this patriarch and his family settled in Egypt, called in Scrip-

ture the land of Mizraii.; whereof the famous city Thebes, was,

in honour of him called Ammon or No-Amn.on The Jupiter Se-

rapis worshipped in the same country, is likewise very ancient, as

we have proved in the history of the gods of Egypt—In the

same rank we may reckon Jupiter Belus, of whom we have

spoken when treating of his Temple at Babylon, and among the

gods of Syria, who, according to Herodotus, was the Jupiter of

the Assyrians.—Celus, according to the same author, was the Ju-

piter of the ancient Persians; wherein he agrees, not with the

Greeks, who made Celus or Uranus to be the grandfather of

their Jupiter.

^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Thus much being premised, I shall proceed
AU their stories

blended with that to relate in so many articles, two traditions of

o le re an
.
u-

[^^ celebrated Jupiter of Crete, whose history
piter, wnich is i ' /

treated in the fol- is filled with the adventures of all the rest: In
lowintr articles.

'"

tlie third, I shall explain the fables that are inter-

mixed with those traditions: In the fourth, I shall recount the

different names that were given to Jupiter; in the fifth, the

different manner of representing him; and in the sixth, the par-

ticular worship that was paid him.
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Is^, Jupiter8* hhtory^ according to the best authority.

His Scythian an-
'^^^ Scythians, who descended from Magog,

cestry, viz. Pha- the second son of Japhet, settled at first, in the
neus, Acmon,

—

northern provinces of the higher Asia. Being

divided afterwards into different branches, some of them inha-

bited Margiana, Bactriana, and the most easterly parts of Sogdi-

ana; while others fixed their residence in Iberia, and Albania, be-

tween the Caspian and Euxine seas. Though these nations are

frequently comprehended under the general name of Scythians,

yet they were most commonly called Sacse. Becoming at length

so extremely numerous that their country was not able to main-

tain them, they began to look out for new habitations, under Pha-

neus, their king or leader. Armenia according to Strabo, was the

first province they fell upon; but not being satisfied with the con-

quest of it, they advanced towards Cappadocia, and keeping still

to the west, they settled in the countries that were watered by

the Thermodon and Iris, where, according to Stephanus, they

built the city Acmonia so called from Acmon the son and succes-

sor of Phaneus.—The restless disposition of Acmon, or rather the

desire of extending his dominions, prompted him to enter Phry-

gia, where he built another city which he likewise called Acmonia.

Having also made himself master of Phenicia and Syria, he died

by over heating himself in hunting, and was deified under the

name of the Most High.

Uranus, whose name in .the Greek language
Coelus or . .- , . , «

T^ siemues heaven, was the son and successor otLranus, £> '

====== Acmon. He married his sister Terra or Titeea,

and had several children hy her, who took the name of Titans

from their mother, as well as that of sons of the earth. As those

princes were larger and more robust than their cotcmporaries, or

perhaps because they led a more irregular life, they were also

called Giants; and from that time the Titans and Giants have been
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often confounded, though, as we shall see, they ought to be dis-

tinguished.— If \vc take the accounts which tlic Ancients have

given of Uranus or Coelus, he was so called for no other reason,

than because he had diligently applied himself to the contempia-

tion of the heavenly bodies, to know their nature, their revolu-

tion, and various motions. The Titans, his descendants, who in-

geniously improved every thing that tended to raise that illustrious

family, laid hold of the advantages they derived from the name

ef Uranus and Titsea, to pass upon the world as the sons of hea-

ven and earth; causing themselves to be as much respected for

their origin, as they were formidable for their strength and val-

our.—Uranus so far surpassed any thing his father had done, that

he seems to have almost effaced from the minds of posterity, the

names of those from whom he was descended. He passed the Bos-

phorus, carried his arms into Thrace, and conquered several is-

lands, among others that of Crete, whereof he conferred the go-

vernment upon one of his brothers, supposed to be the father of

the Curetes. Not satisfied with so many conquests, Uranus fell

with violent hands upon the other provinces of Europe. Having

made his way into Spain and passed the straits which separate it

from Africa, he overran the coasts of that quarter; whence re-

turning back, he went to the north of Europe and subdued all that

country—He had several sons; Titan, Occanus, Hyperion, Japc-

tus, Chronos, or Saturn; who when they grew up to manhood,

combined against their father. Uranus being apprised of their plot,

caused them all to be seized, except Occanus, who was always sub-

missive. Saturn, either too young to be put in prison, or rescued

by his mother, set his brothers at liberty, who in their turn seizing

tipon their father's person, conferred the empire in gratitude, up-

on their deliverer. Some of those tyrants made a vain attempt to

oppose the rising power of Saturn; for every thing gave way to

him; and Uranus, reduced to the condition of a private man, died

of grief, or according to Sanchoniathon, in consequence of a vio"
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lent operation commiited upon him by his son Saturn, which

deprived him of his manhood.

, ^ Saturn, become master of a vast empire, be-—and Saturn.

sides the title of king, assumed the royal diadem

and crown: he also took his sister Rhsea for his spouse. In one of

those imprecations which wrath suggests to fathers or mothers

against an ungrateful son, Uranus and Titsea prayed that Saturn's

children might serve him as he had served them. The prince

looking upon this imprecation as a prediction, caused all of his

children to be shut up without distinction of sex. Rhaea enraged

at this cruelty, devised a way to save Jupiter, by conveying him

secretly from Arcadia into Crete, where his uncles, the Curetes

brought him up in the caves of mount Ida.* In the mean time

the Titans, who envied Saturn's greatness, rebelled against him,

and seizing upon his person, shut him up in a close prison. Ju-

piter, then young and courageous, having heard this news, left

Crete, defeated the Titans, delivered his father; and having re-

established him upon his throne, returned victorious into the place

of his retreat. Saturn reigned thereafter many years, without

any disturbance to his tranquillity; but age bringing on jealousy

and distrust, he consulted an Oracle, which declared he was in ex-

tremity of danger from the youngest of his sons. This was enough

to induce that prince to set in motion every stratagem for the de-

struction of Jupiter. He laid ambuscades for the young prince,

•which he cautiously avoided ; but seeing himself every day ex-

posed to new dangers, he prepared to make a vigorous self-de-

fence; in case he should be openly attacked. Accordingly Saturn

• The poets who have spoken of this event, have veiled it under a fic-

tion, saying that Saturn devoured his children as fast as they were bora,

and thatRhaca, beiDg delivered of Jupiter, in order to save him, had pre-

sented a stone in the disguise of an infant, to her husband, who swallow-

ed it.
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came to Crete, but was betrayed by those who governed it in his

name, and was forced to make a hasty retreat into Peloponnesus.

Thither Jupiter pursued him, and after having defeated him a

second time, obliged him to take sanctuary in Italy, where he

was received by Janus. The Titans, then dispersea through se-

veral countries of Greece, jealous of the power of the new con-

queror, as they had been of his father's; or solicited, as is prob-

able, by Saturn himself, levied troops and gave him battle; but

being defeated, they retired into the interior of Spain, whither

Saturn accompanied them. Jupiter having set his brothers and

sisters at liberty, sought out the Titans in their retreat, and de-

feated them for the last lime near Tartessus, and put a period to

the war which had lasted ten years. Saturn, finding himself no

longer secure in a country where liis son was master, passed into

Sicily, and there died of a broken heart; or according to some,

in consequence of a cruel operation, similar to that which he had

inflicted upon his father Uranus.
• With tliis last victory, and the death of Saturn,

—Jupiter—pos- . r t •. tt- i

sesses himself of commenced the reign ot Jupiter. His real name
the empire of his

^,^^ j^^^ ^j^^^^. jg ^^ g^y young, to denote not only

that he was the youngest of Saturn's childern,

but that he had greatly distinguished himself by the exploits of

his youth. The appellation of Pater was added afterwards; whence

he was called Jou-pater, and with a little softening, Jupiter. Having

become master of a vast empire, he married his sister, whom the

Latins called Juno, and the Greeks called Hera or the mistress;

and in this he only followed the example of his father, and grand-

father As it was no easy matter for Jupiter alone to govern do-

minions of so vast an extent, he distributed them into different

governments. Accordingly we learn from Diodorus Siculus that

Atlas governed the frontiers of Africa. This prince was the son

of Japetus, and consequently Jupiter's cousin-german, since Ja-

VoL. III. D
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petus was Saturn's brother. Whether therefore Atlas had seized

upon those provinces remote from the centre of the empire dur-

ing the vpar of the Titans, or that he had them by some other ti-

tle, it is certain that this was the country where he settled, and

became so famous as to give name to that ridge of mountains

which extend themselves to the Atlantic Ocean, and are called

at this day mount Atlas. We likewise learn from the Anci-

ents that Pluto v.as appointed governor of the western parts of

the empire of the Titans, such as Gaul and Spain, as will be seen

in the account of that god. After Pluto's death, his government

was conferred upon Mercury, who therein highly signalized him-

self, and became the great Divinity of the Celts. We aie not in-

formed, by this tradition, of any other governors in other parts

of Jupiter's empire; but that he reserved to himself the whole

east, that is to say Greece, the Isles, and that part of Asia whence

his ancestors came. Nor is there a word in this tradition, about the

division of the world between the three brothers; on the contrary

it appears that Jupiter remained sole master of the empire, and

gave only governments to his brothers and other relations.

===== Such of the Ancients as have written the his-

—is hierhly extol- „ ,, .... • . • r • •

led for his civil tory oi Crete, praised Jupiter highly tor his cou-

and military vir- rggrg hjs prudence, and his justice, with other
tues;— ... .

civil and military virtues; and from those histo-

rians, whose works are now lost, the Greek authors had taken the

accounts they give us of that prince. Not content with the fame

of a conqueror, he also aspired to, as well as excelled in, the cha-

racter of a legislator: for he made wise and equitable laws, which

he enforced by a suitable distribution of rewards and punishments.

He exterminated the pilfering vagabonds who infested Thessaly,

and other provinces of Greece; and besides the tranquillity which

he thereby procured for his suljjects, he was thoughtful also of

his own security, since he had fixed his chief residence in Thes-

saly, upon mount Olympus. It was there chiefly that he kept his
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court, when affairs of state did not claim his presence elsewhere.

He very often made a visit likewise to Crete, where he had been

educated.

.
As there were several princes who assumed

—yet sullied his

glory by attach- the name of Jupiter, his history was filled up

-ffiVepuIplT^' ""'^ ^" ^^^ adventures that befel those who

===== usurped it. Happy however had he not himself

sullied the glory of his actions by his too great attachment to

pleasure! for it is nevertheless true that he occasionally gave

himself up entirely to sensuality; and that the modesty of the

most virtuous women could not screen them from his violent as-

saults: hence so many amorous intrigues, the history whereof is

transmitted to us under the image of his metamorphoses. These

too frequent pieces of gallantry put Juno so much out of humour,

that she cheerfully entered into a conspiracy against him. How-

ever he quelled it so soon as it came to light; and this was the last

of bis exploits. Oppressed with old age, he died at Crete, where

his tomb was for a long time to be seen near Gnossus, one of the

principal cities of the island, with this epitaph: Here lieth Zaii,

ivho was called Jupiter. He lived to the age of a hundred and

twenty years, whereof he reigned sixty-two, from the defeat of

the Titans and the death of Saturn. The Curetes, whom Ennius

calls his sons, though they were really his great uncles, took care

of his obsequies.

^, c. IV,- T\\Q empire of Jupiter had the fate of other
The fate ot his '^ "^

empire. great monarchies in every age, and was unable

to support itself in the splendour which it had received from the

Titan princes. After his death it was divided into a great num-

ber of petty kingdoms, where some of his successors reigned;

but to them we are mostly strangers. What is known of the

sequel of this history is of small moment, and hardly worth re-

lating. Crete was the portion of the empire of the Titans that

subsisted longest. Cres, the son of Jupiter, reigned there after
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the death of his father, and there the Curetes chiefly distinguish-

ed themselves by the care they took of the affairs of religion.

However the ancients have preserved two facts to us, by which

we learn, that some of the successors of those princes were still

powerful after the death of the Titans. The first is, that Deuca-

lion, the son of Prometheus, and consequently of the race of Ti-

tans, settled in Thessaly, and that his children reigned a long

time in different parts of Greece. The second, that the Curetes

founded in the same country the Olympic games, which came to

be so celebrated in after ages. This tradition is preserved to us

by Diodcrus Siculus, who had taken it from Euhemeres, and is

conformable to Sanconiathon, Eusebius, and Lactantius. It is

much more probable, better supported, and more methodically

narrated than that which follows; though there is considerable

analogy between them.

2, Jufiiter^s History most commonly received.

Almost all antiquity agrees that Jupiter was
His birth and

^j^^ ^^^ ^^ Saturn and Rhea. An oracle deliver-
nurture.

I. ed by Coelus and Terra, according to Apollo-

dorus, having foretold his father that one of his sons should be-

reave hirn of his crown and life; or according to other authors,

in consequence of an agreement made with Titan, his elder bro-

ther, who had resigned the empire to him, on condition he should

destroy all his male issue, that the succession might at a future

time return to the elder line, he devoured them as they came in-

to the world. Already Vesta, his eldest daughter, Ceres, Juno,

Pluto, and Neptune had been devoured, when Rhea, finding her-

self again pregnant, and being desirous of saving her child, made

a voyage into the island of Crete, where having hid herself in a

cave called Dicte, she was delivered of Jupiter, whom she gave

to be nursed by two nymphs of the country, named Adraste and

Ada, who were also called the Melissse. ApoUodorus adds that
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Rhea recommended the care of Jupiter in his infancy to the Cu-

retes, who dancing around the cave, and striking their bucklers

with their spears, made noise enough to prevent the cries of the

infant being heard, lest his retreat might be detected. In the

mean time, that goddess, to beguile her husband, who had heard

of her being delivered, deceived him with a stone disguised as

an infant, which he swallowed, and by this deception saved her

son.

When he came to years of maturity, he enter-
At maturity, is , . . . » , , -.i

remarkable for ^" ^^^° ^^ association, says Apollodorus, with

Ins prudence and
jvjetis, whose name imports foresight; and this

foresight. ' ^

==^== signifies that he discovered great prudence and

judgment in the future conduct of his life. It was by the imme-

diate counsel of this ISIetis, that he gave his father Saturn a po-

tion that caus. d him to vomit up first the stone, and then his

children in succession as he had devoured them.

,, , , Jui)iter now entered into a league with his
He dethrones ' *^

his father, and di- brothers, Pluto and Neptune, and made war up-
vides his empire • r . • . r,,.

with Pluto and on his father and his relations the 1 itans. Alter

Neptune.
^j^jg ^^^j, j^^j lasted ten years, Terra foretold Ju-

piter that he should gain a complete victory over his enemies, if

he could deliver such of the Titans as his father kept imprisoned

in Tartarus, and prevail upon them to fight for him. He made

the attempt, and having slain Campe their keeper, rescued them

from prison. In the mean while the Cyclops gave to Jupiter the

thunder, which since that time has been his most common sym-

bol; to Pluto they gave a helmet, and to Neptune the trident.

With these arms they vanquished Saturn; and after Jupiter had

used him in the manner he had used his brother Uranus, he

threw him down to the bottom of Tartarus, together with the

Titans, under the custody of the Hecatonchires, that is, the giants

with a hundred hands. After this victory the three brothers see-

ing themselves masters of the world, divided it among them-
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selves. Jupiter had heaven for his portion, Neptune had the sea,

and to Pluto was allotted the infernal regions or hell.—Xenophon

reckons Chiron in the number of his brothets on the part of Sa-

turn, but by another mother, whom he calls Nais, and Pliny

and Ovid call Philyra. However Chiron is not mentioned either

in this war or in this division of their empire.

The s-iants make ^" ^^^ mean time the giants, (who are to be

an attempt to de- carefully distinguished from the Titans) resolv-
tnrone Jupiter, / o

and are defeated; ed to dethrone Jupiter. They attempted to be-
as it is narrated . .... • ,r i

by Hesiod and sjege him m heaven itselt, or otherwise upon

Apollodorus. Olympus; and for that purpose they piled

mount Ossa upon Pelion. Jupiter, terrified at the sight of his

enemies and their formidable proceedings, called all the gods and

goddesses to his assistance. As the goddess Styx, the daughter

of Oceanus and Tethys, was the first who arrived, with her chil-

dren, Victory, Power, Emulation, and Force, Jupiter was so sen-

sible of the favour, that he ordained from that time that an oath

taken in her name should be the most inviolable of any. After

this manner is the enterprise of the giants related by Hesiod.

But Apollodorus, who seen^s to have compiled some old chroni-

cle, gives a detail of particulars which must not be omitted.—

The giants, says Apollodorus, the sons of Coelus and Terra, were

of a monstrous stature, and their strength v/as proportioned to

their height. They had a wild and dreadful aspect, long hair, a

large beard, and appeared in their lower extremities of the shape

of serpents. Their ordinary residence was in the Phlegrean

plains, or according to some near Pallene. In the assault they

made upon heaven, they threw rocks and burning trees at the

gods. The most formidable of the giants was Porphyrion and

Alcyonseus. The latter was to have been immortal while he re-

mained in the place of his nativity. He had already distinguished

himself by other enterprises. What threw Jupiter into the great-

est consternation, was a tradition importing that the giants were
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invincible, and that none of the gods could take away their

lives, unless he called some mortal to his assistance. Jupiter

having enjoined Aurora, the Moon, and the Sun, not to discover

his designs, prevented Terra from rendering aid to her sons; and

by the advice of Pallas, sent for Hercules to assist him. This

hero with his deadly shafts, overthrew several times the dreadful

Alcyonaeus; but like another AntJeus, so soon as he touched the

earth he resumed new strength and vigour. At length Pallas,

seizing him by the middle, carried him above the circle of the

moon where he expired. In the mean time Porphyrion attacked

both Hercules and Juno at once, when in order to conquer him

with more ease, Jupiter used a stratagem which few husbands

would have thought of. He inspired him with love for the god-

dess; of whom he quickly became so desperately enamoured that

he was going to offer her violence, when Hercules with showers

of darts, and Jupiter with his thunder, put him to death. Ephi-

altes and Otus his brother, sons of Neptune and Iphimedia, the

wife of the giant Aloeus, thence named Aloides, were two for-

midable giants. They had a design especially upon the god of

war; but the former had the left eye put out by the darts of Apol-

lo, aad the right by those of Hercules, and thus was made useless

for the fight. Euritus who attacked that hero, was killed with a

branch of oak, while Hecate, or rather Vulcan, beat down Clyte-

us with a bar of red hot iron. Enceladus seeing the gods victo-

rious, took flight, but Minerva ^topped him short by opposing to

him the island of Sicily. Polybotes pursued by Neptune, flying

over the waves, arrived in the island of Cos; but the god, hav-

ing plucked up a part of that island, buried the body of the giant

under it, whence was formed the island of Nisyros. Minerva

having vanquished the giant Pallas, fleaed him, and armed her-

self with his skin. Mercury who had put on Pluto's helmet,

slew the giant Hyppolitus; and Diana slew him who was called

G ration. The Destinies put to death Agrius and Tkaon. Terra
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enraged at this victory, exerted her last effort, and brought forth

the dreadful Typhon, who alone gave the gods more trouble than

all the other giants together.

After the final overthrow of the giants, Jupi-
Jupiter betakes ,• n , r

himself to the ter directed his attention chietly to the means oi

happiness of his rendering his subiects happy. According to
subjects. His '^

•' ' ' ^ ^
wives and mis- Hesiod he was seven times married, having wed-
tresses.
• ded successively Metis, Themis, Eurynome,

Ceres, Mnemosyne, Latona, and Juno. Thus Juno appears to

have been the last of his wives; not that the mythologists are

agreed upon this article, since some of them contend that the

reason of his marrying Metis, was because Juno was barren. Be

that as it may, he had by his wives and his mistresses, a great

number of children; I shall forbear naming them, since they do

not in reality, all belong to the same Jupiter; but as they were

all or the principal of them raised to the rank of gods or demi-

gods, a slight account of their original forms an essential part

of this history. Thus Jupiter having had recourse to several

plots the better to carry on his gallantries, gave rise to the many

transformations fabled of him by the poets. As they have it,

transformed into a swan, he had Castor and Pollox by Leda) the

wife of Tyndarus king of Sparta. Transformed into a bull he

had Minos and Rhadamanthus by Europa the daughter of Age-

nor. By Calisto he had Areas; by Niobe, Pelasgus; by Larda-

ne he had Sarpedon and Argus; tjy Alcmena the wife of Amphi-

tryon, he had Hercules; by Antiope, Amphyon and Zetes; by

Danae, Perseus; by Jodamia, Deucalion; by Carne the daughter

of Eubulus, Britomartis; by the nymph Schytinides, Megara; by

Protogenia, jEthilius and Memphis; by Toredia, Arcesilaus; by

Ora, Colax; by Electra, Dardanus; by Thalia, the gods Palici;

by Garamantis he had Hiarbas, Phileus, and Pilumnus; by Ce-

res, Proserpine; by Mnemosyne, for whom he had metamorpho-

sed himself into a shepherd, he had the nine Musesj by Juno he
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had Mars; by Maia, the daughter of Atlas, Mercury; by Latona,

Apollo and Diana; by Dione Venus; by Metis. Minerva; and by

Semile the daughter of Cadmus, he had Bacchus. Such was

the tradition which most of the Greek authors followed with re-

spect to Jupiter and his family; which would be considerably ob-

scure, but from the illustration it derives from the preceding. It

is not pretended that these two accounts embrace all the tradi-

tions that were dispersed through Greece concerning Jupiter

and the princes of his family: but any others are scarcely worthy

of curiosity.

3d, Of the Fables intermixed by the Poets in Ju/iiter's History.

The poets, whose business was not simply to

General remark , ^ .• • . ^ iv i • i ..i

on the use the an-
'""'^^^ ^"^ ancient traditions which were the

cientsmadeoffa- foundation of their works, embellished them
ble.

with several fabulous circumstances, as we have

fully proven in treating of the sources of fables. Nor indeed

were the poets alone in embarrassing the narrations of facts with

fables; for, as Lord Bacon says, it was a general usage in iho

first ages, when such invenlions and conclusions of the humtii)

reason, as arc now trite and common, were new and little knowO)

for all things to be explained by fables, parables, similies, compa-

risons, and allusions. Whilst the minds of men were yet rude

and unpractised in matters of subtlety and speculation, this

mode of demonstration was more intelligible than abstract nar-

rations; and in process of time grew into a refined art, which,

through a lapse of ages, revolutionising the habits and modes of

intercourse, requires to be despoiled of its figures, and reduced

to form of expression which would then have been unintelligible.

„,. - ,

,

The first fable intermixed wit!) the history
1 he fable or '

Uranus's casthig just given, is Uranus's treatment to his sons. We
his sons into Tar- ... . ,, , . tt ,

t^us. "^^c It from ApoUodorus, that Uranus cast the

Giant3 and the Cyclops his sons, bound, into the
vq-l. hi. e
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depths ol rartarus, which is the most gloomy region of Hell.

It was upon this occasion that Titsea, outrageous at the unhappf

fate of her sons, instigated the other Titans to lay ambuscades

for her husband, and gave Saturn, her youngest son, that adaman-

tine scythe with which he emasculated his father. After this event

Saturn, assisted by the other Titans, delivered his brothers; but

when he had become absolute master of his father's empire, he

also threw them all into the gulf of Tartarus. To unfold the

meaning of this fable, we must know that the Greeks looked up-

on the places situated to the east of tliem as higher than those

which lay to the westward; hence they took the former for Hea-

ven, and the latter for Hell: and among these last, Spain, Italy,

Epirus or rather Thesprotia, may be reckoned. Now as the Ti-

tans, in the several conspiracies they had successively formed

against Uranus and Saturn, had been obliged to retire into Italy

and Spain, the poets fabled that they were precipitated into the

gulf of Tartarus. We may also add that their notion of Tartarus

was taken from Tartessus, a river in Spain; therefore it is no won-

der that the Titans having been defeated near that river, were fa-

bulously said to have been plunged headlong into the Tartarian

gulf. .

•

====== The nest fable intermixed within this history
The fal)le of

,
. , - . ^.

Saturn's treat- •'cspects the manner in which Chronos or Sa-

ment to Uranus:
^^^^,^ j^ g^jj ,q j^^^,g ^^^^1 j^jg fat^gj, Uranus; to

and that or Jupi-

ter's treatment to wliich we shall add the similar usage retaliated
Saturn.

upon himself by his son Jupiter. Thus it is de-

livered by Sanchoniathon in regard to Uranus. "Eilus, that is to

say, Chronos, in the thirty-second year of his reign, having laid

an ambuscade for his father Uranus, in a kind of valley, cut off

his privities with a sabre: It was between fountains and rivulets.

The place is to be seen at this day where this event happened."

These ancient fictions were altered in proporlion as they passed

from hand to hand; so Hesiod relating the above fact, alters the
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circumstances of it.—Those who are ojF opinion that the history

of the patriarchs, though exceedingly disguised, is to be found in

the fragment of Sanchoniathon now extant, and particularly that

of Abraham in Chronos, or Saturn, will have this fable to aHudc

to the circumcision whereby that patriarch distinguished himself

and his family, from the other nations that were about him; and

perhaps this conjecture is not without foundation. But I am per-

suaded that the leading features of the history of the Titans are

true;—that these princes founded a vast empire, and that they

ruled over the earth; therefore I chuse rather to explain this fobic,

by considering it as a parable, under which we are to understand,

that Saturn's conduct towards his father Uranus, had killed him

with grief. Or according to the ingenious conjecture of M. le

Clerc, the meaning of it is, that Saturn had debauched most

of his father's council, and prevailed upon the considerable per-

sons', particularly his brothers, to relinquish Uranus' party, and

enter into a league with him.—As Jupiter treated Saturn, in the

same manner that Saturn had treated his father Uranus; as he

not only debauched Saturn's troops, and his best friends, l)ut con-

fined him a prisoner in Italy; so Hesiod makes him inflict the

same death upon Saturn, that Saturn had done upon his father

Uranus. And upon these grounds, we shall do no violence to pro-

bability, in making a similar explanation, of the fable of Saturn's

emasculation, with that we have just given respecting Uranus

,

' In the hi.story of the Titans, we have seen that
Fable of Sa- „ . ,p r r ,• • •

tum'.s beinir Saturn, to save himselt trom lalhng into the

bound in woollen hands of the conspirators, retired into Italy; and
cords in It.aly; and
that of his beinj^ this retreat gave rise to two fables— 1st, That
thrown into Tar- , . , ..... . ,

tj,.„g
that prince was there detained in prison, bound

'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ with cords of wool: 2d, That he had been thrown

down by Jupiter into the abyss of Tartarus. As to the first fable,

Macrobius, speaking of a temple which Tuiliis Ho?tiliiis, after

having overcome the Sabines and Albans, had buill in honour of
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Saturn, * xa into the reason why thai gud was said to have

been bound in woollen cords; and says "we learn from Apollodoru3

that that god was bound the whole year; except that in the month

of December i.e broke his chains when the Saturnalia were cele-

brated." He also explains the sarre by saving, " it figured that the

corn shut up ii' the earth where it is detained by chains soft and

easy to be broken, sprung from it and arrived at maturity about

the end of ten months." Without searching into this fable for

mysteries of nature, it seems rather to teach us simply, either that

Saturn was really free in Italy, or so little confined that it was in

bis power to pnu ure his lil)erty. Accordingly he did procure it,

since we see in his history that he retired to Spain, whither Ju-

piter pursued him, Virgil likewise says that he left Italy, What

we read in Statius, is not however without probability, namely,

that Saturn passed the remainder of his life in Italy, and left his

prison once a year; a circumstance which gave rise to the feast

of the Saturnalia, during which the masters set their slaves at li-

berty, in commemoration of the liberty which Saturn enjoyed on

that day. The second fable is taken from Hesiod, who says that

Jupiter had precipitated Saturn into the bottom of Tartarus. He
is also said to have forgotten the services which the Titans, his

Uncles and brothers, had rendered him, and so soon as he be-

came master of the empire, to have thrown them bound hand

and foot into that horrible gulf: and fearing they might be releas-

ed as they had been by himself on a former occasion, he put them

tinder the custody of those terrible giants called the Hecatonchires

or hundred handed. Now these fictions being founded only upon

the repetition of jealousies and conspiracies in the Titan family,

they demand a corresponding explanation. Such as, the Titans

having fled before Jupiter's valour into Spain, were there confined

by the appointment of troops to guard the passages; and these

were the Giants with a hundred hands, as if to say Captains who

had fifty men, each, under their command.—Of a similar nature
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no doubt with the above, was the account, that Neptune kept the

Titans shut up in prison, and hindered their escape; the meaning

of which may be, that Neptune being the admiral of Jupiter's

fleet, and master of the ports of Spain, kept all the passages block-

ed up, so as to prevent their escape by sea.

'

. , „ . As to the stone which it is said that Saturn
Fable of the

stone which Sa- swallowed, this also is a mere fiction, founded
turn swallowed.

, , ,, • r i i ,1
upon the double meanmg of the word elben,

which signifies either a stone or a child. Thus instead of saying

that Rhea substituted another child in the place of Jupiter, whom

Saturn put in prison with his own, and there kept it closely con-

fined; the poet chose rather to feign that it was a real stone, and

that Saturn swallowed it.

Fable of the As to the fable importing that the gods were

i^n^^'thr ods with
provided with arms by the Cyclops, I take it to

arms. have no other foundation but the commonly re-

ceived opinion, that the Cyclops were excellent artists; therefore

if any piece of workmanship was exquisite in its kind, it was as-

cribed to them. Hence also they were said to have built the walls

of Troy, those of Tyrinthia, Sec.

What the ancients relate concerning the wars
Of the Fable of . , ,„. . • . .i r ui c

the gi.ants: consi- of the Titan prmccs, gave rise to the fiiblc ot

dered under se-
j|,(, combat of the giants, and of their assaulting

veral heads, viz.===== heaven: and this fable being more diffused

through the world than any other of antiquity, without exception,

there being hardly a nation of the earth where some tradition of

it has not been found, it will be considered at somewhat greater

length. The following are the principal questions to be e.^amin-

ed. 1st, Whether there were real giants as the poets describe

them? 2d, What is the meaning of their assault upon heaven?

"Whether the Titans and giants were the same according to the

f. best authority? The question about the ex-

Is?, Here twi-e
j^ f criants, so often examined, would seem

giants m reality.^ b '

' • i I. .
., ?,t first sight, a problem easy to be rcbolvctl in
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the affirmative. For all antiquity mentions certain men of an ex-

traordinary stature, who made their appearance at sundry times.

The scriptures make mention of them more than once. Also the

profane historians, the travellers, and especially the poets tell ve-

ry odd stories concerning them. And yet, when one comes to

examine these testimonies impartially; to take the expressions

in the inspired v/ritings in the most natural signification; to re-

duce the exaggerations of the poets to a rational meaning; to li-

mit the historians and travellers to what they were either eye-

witnesses of, or to what they assert only from irrefragable testi-

mony; in fine, to follow the wise conduct of nature, almost al-

ways uniform in her productions, all the marvellous circumstan-

ces that filled our imaginations before, will then disappear. Au-

thors both ancient and modern, who have thought fit to examine

this question, have formed very different sentiments about it.

Some through excess of credulity have partly adopted what the

poets and several of the rabbins have delivered as to the stature

of the giants; and if they have not gone quite so far as to believe

that upon a time they piled Ossa upon Pelion to scale heaven,

they have at least granted that there was once a race of men so

very tall, that they many fold exceeded the stature of ordinary

men. The abbe de Tilladet alledges that the rewere not only real

giants, but also nations and cities of giants; that our first parents,

and particularly the heads of colonies mentioned in history were

real giants, taking that word in the strictest sense. Who can be

persuaded, continues he, that Noah, had he not been larger than

us, would have been capable of building the ark that saved man-

kind; which could not have been capacious enough to contain all

the animals he was commanded to lodge in it, unless we take the

cubits in scripture, mentioned in describing its dimensions, for

cubits of giants.—-M. Henrion proposed a scheme yet more ex-

traordinary. He exhibited to the Academy of Belles Lettres, a

chronological scale respecting the difference of men's stature,
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from the -creation till the birth of Christ. In this scale he assign-

ed to Adam 128 feet 9 inches in height, and to Eve 118 feet 9^

inches, whence he fixed the proporiion between the stature of men

and women to be as 25 to 24. This exorbitant stature soon dimi-

nished. Noah's height fell short of Adam's 20 feet; Abraham's

was brought down to 28 feet in all. Moses had only 13 feet; Her-

cules was reduced to 10 feet, and thus gradually diminishing, to

the end of the scale; so that if providence had not put a stop to

the prodigious decrease, hardly should we at this day dare to rank

ourselves, in respect of bodily dimensions, among the insects that

crawl upon the earth.—Other more judicious writers, not being

able absolutely to deny that there have sometimes appeared men

more bulky and tall than those with whom wc are conversant,

have applied themselves to a critical examination of the books

that speak of them, even those of the greatest authority; and ta-

king with the utmost exactness the measures they make men-

tion of, such as those we read of in holy writ, with respect to Og

king of Bashan, they have found that those of the most enormous

stature did not arrive at 10 or 12 feet in height. Og's bed, con-

cerning which many rabbins have uttered so many extravagan-

cies, according to the express terms of scripture, did not exceed

nine cubits, that is 13| feet. What then shall we say of the wild

assertion of one of those doctors who gravely alledges that the

bone of that giant's thigh was so long that a stag would take an

entire day to run over its dimensions. The same rabbins make

no scruple to tell us that this giant was 120 cubits, or 180 feet

high; and that they may not seem to contradict Moses who as-

signs the dimensions of that prince's bed, they tell us, that bed

was only his cradle. The passage in scripture which most fa-

vours those who not only hold the existence of giants, but also

believe there was a distinct race of them, is where Moses says,

"Then the giants were upon the earth:'' a verse which stands

between two others, where wc read of the marriages of the sons
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of god with the daughters of men, of whom sons are born who

are said in the Hebrew text to have been powerful, or as the vul-

gate renders it, iati fiotentes a aeculo viri Jamoai, while the septu-

agini has translated this expression as importing giants. The de-

scendants of Anak, who in the sacred writings is called the father

of the giants, were really of an extraordinary stature. We havo

just seen what was the height of Og the king of Bashan, whom

Moses calls the last of the giants. All the country inhabited by

the posterity of Anak, in comparison to whom the Israelites look-

ed upon themselves but as grasshoppers, was peopled by men of

an extraordinary stature; for such was the language of those

•whom Moses sent to spy out the land; said they, " the people

whom we have seen are of an extraordinary stature; we have

seen the sons of Anak, all of them of the race of giants, in com-

parison of whom we only appear as so many grasshopperst" Ac-

cordingly their land was called the land of giants, and the city of

Hebron the city of giants, where dwelt Achiman, Sisai, and Thol-

mai of the race of Anak.—To these passages of scripture may

be added the testimonies of piofane authors, and it is propev to

begin with the poets, who are of greater antiquity than the histo-

rians. Nothing is more celebrated in their works than the at-

tempts of the giants against heaven, which they would have them

assail by piling the high mountains of Thessaly upon each other.

Besides the enormity of their size, by which they were capable of

plucking up mountains by the roots, they gave some of them an

hundred arms and fifty heads, and make them roar so loud as to

cause heaven and earth to tremble. Accordingly they so terrified

the gods as to force them to fly into Egypt, and there lie con-

cealed under the figures of different animals. In fine, to com-

plete the portrait of these monsters, they describe them as hav-

ing the lower extremities like serpents. Hesiod, who appears not

to have always had a very warm vein in a kind of poem that did

not require much enthusiasm) yet when he speaks of the enter-
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prise of the giants against the gods, rises inio the siibliii.e, and

gives a description of those enormous beings, which one cbnnot

read without horror. What Homer relates of the Aloids and Po-

lyphemus, is not less extraordinary; for what sort of monster

must he have been, whose staff was like the masi of a ship, and

who at a single meal ate two of Ulysses's companions? The same

poet tells us that Tityus, when he lay upon the ground, covered

no less than nine acres—Had it been only in the poets we found

descriptions of those prodigies of men, we should look upon what

they say as the product of poetical enthusiasm that was not al-

ways guided by reason; but the historians themselves tell us very

extravagant things concerning them. Abydenus and Eupolemus,

according to Eusebius, speaking of the construction of the tower

of Babel, tell us it was the work of a race of giants, who attempt-

ed by means of this tower, to get up to heaven. And the ten

kings of Chaldea mentioned by Berosus, whom he makes to have

lived before the deluge, according to the chronicle of Alexandria,

were real giants. The Greek and Roman authors often speak

of men's bones and teeth of an extraordinary bigness. Phlegon

of Tralles tells us, from the authority of ApoUonius tlie gram-

marian, that in the time of Tibeiius, an earthquake disclosed the

coffins of several giants, wherein was found a tooth no less than

a foot in length, which was sent to that emp/^ioi. How large

then, cries Ryckius, must the mouth have been wiiich contained

thirty-six of those teeth, and what must have been the size of

that giant's body, whose mouth was so wide! Phlegon also asserts

that in a cavern of Daimatia, were found dead bodies whose ribs

were more than sixteen ells in length; and a toibb near Athens

that was 100 cubits long, wherein the body of Macrosiris had

been placed, as llie epitapli expressed. The same author speaks

of some other discoveries of giants' bones and teeth, hut no'ie of

them more extraordinary than those jiist mcnlioiied. Pnusanias,

VoK. HI. 1'
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who undoubtedly had less credulity ihsn Phlegon, though per-

haps too mucli for a historian, says that he was informed by a

Mysian, that he had seen near the sea, the tomb of Ajax the son

of Telamon, and that to give him an idea of that hero's gigantic

form, he had assured him that the ball of his knee was like one

of the quoits used by the young champions at the Olympic

games. We know that those quoits were very large and heavy.

But what is yet more extraordinary, the author adds: " Over

against Mileios is the isla-nd of Lade, which divided itself into

two other little islands, whereof the one goes under the name of

Astcrius, because Asterius has his tomb there. Asterius was the

son of Anak, who is said to have been the son of the earth. The

body of Asterius is no less than ten cubits in length; " but, conti-

nues he, ' that which astonishes me still more, is what I have

seen in a small island in Lydia. There a tomb being disclosed

by the injuries of lime, laid open to view, bones of a prodigious

size, which, had they not been of the shape of human bones,

vyould never have been believed to be such. The common tradi-

tion of the country states that it was the body of Geryon son of

Chrysaor; and we were shewed a huge rock on a mountain,

vyhich w-js said to have served him for a throne. But upon ob-

jecting to tht^e who i^ave this account, that Geryon lived at Ca-

diz, and that his \oiiib was no where to be found, some Lydians

tnore profound in the antiquities of their country, alleged that it

-eras the body of Hyllus the son of Hercules and Omphale." The

same author states that " A Roman emperor having turned the

course of the river Orontes, found in the former channel a tomb

of brick at least 100 cubits long, in which was contained a dead

body of 'lie same length, and of human figure in all its parts.

The Syrians having consulted the oracle of Apollo at Claros, to

know whose body it was, were answered that it was Orontes, a

native of India.*' Upon which the author thus reasons, " And in-

deed, if in primitive ages the moist earth, upon receiving the en-
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livening warmth of the sun beams, produced tiie first race of

mortals, what spot of the globe was more proper for forming

men of an extraordinary bulk, than the Indies which at this very

day, produces such animals as the elephants!"—We' will just

mention by the way, what we find relating to this subject in the

younger Philostratus, who tells us that Ajax was eleven cubits,

that is, nearly seventeen feet high; that Aryades, whose body

had been discovered a short time before upon the banks of the

Orontes, was fifty feel; that he had seen another grave upon the

promontory of Sigeum in Troas, that was twenty-two cubits in

length; and that a dead body had been found in the island of

Lemnos, whose scull was capacious enough to contain more wa-

ter than would fill t\yo pitchers, such as were used in Crete,

which we know were very large. But what shall we think of Plu-

tarch, that judicious author, who gravely relates that Sertorius

having made himself master of the city of Tingi, and not being

inclined to believe what the inhabitants told him of the enor-

mous stature of Anteus, saw his grave opened and the body ly-

ing in it, which was sixty cubits long? We learn from Pliny that

a mountain of Crete, being burst asunder by the shock of an

earthquake, discovered a human body standing upright which

was forty-six cubits high. Solinus relates somewhat as extraor-

dinary a tale, but attested by seemingly unquestionable authority,

respecting a dead body of gigantic form, being thirty-three cu-

bits or forty-eight feet in length, which was shown to Lucius

Flaccus, and to the proconsul Metellus, who had looked upon the

icport they heard of it as a fable. Fazellus, the best modern his-

torian we have for Sicily, relates surprising stories upon this

head. He tells one in particular, wherein Boccacc, in his genea-

logy of the gods, agrees with him, that about 200 years before

his lime, thero was discovered in mount Eryx a cave wherein

vas found the dead body of a giant sitting, with a staff in his

hand like the mast of a ship, and that t!ic whole moldercd into
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ashes SO soon as u was touched, save three teeth, which were

kept by the magistrates of the city of Eryx who had been called

forth to the spectacle, together with a part of the scull which

contained sonie bushels of Sicilian measure. Fazellus reckons it

was the body of that Eryx who was slain by Hercules. The au-

thor adds, that in his time there was found a dead body twenty

culjjts long, which was in like manner reduced to ashes, except

the teeth, each of which weighed about five ounces; and these

he affirms he had seen, as also the figure of that giant which was

pictured upon a wail. These examples, and some others related

by that histotian, inclined him to believe that Sicily had formerly

been peopled by a race of t;iants; and in proof of his assertion he

forgets not Homer's Cyclops, and the Lestrigonians who sunk

Ulysses's ship and devoured his companions.—To these facts

that appear so well attested, others might be added less extraor-

dinary indeed, but still very proper to support the opinion of

those who believe in the existence of giants. We are told that

the body of Pallas, the son of Evander, having been dug up near

Rome, in the twelfth century, was set up by the wall of that city,

and overtopped it by the head. It was likewise reported, that in

the time of Augustus there appeared at Rome, a giant named

Pusio, who was ten cubits high, and that in the time of the em-

peror Claudius, there was brought from Arabia into that city the

body of Gabbuon, which was nearly ten feet. They add that the

body of Orestes measured ten cubits. In fine. Homer, speaking

of the heroes who besieged Troy, says they darted stones which

four men in his time would hardly be able to raise from the

ground. Virgil, the faithful imitator of the Greek poet, gives the

same description of Turnus: and these are the parts of those

two poets which induced St. Augustin tc believe that there had

been real giants.—Though the accounts given of the Celtse by

some of the ancients, are not quite so extraordinary as what has

been related, it is certain they were reckoned six and seven feet
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high. And some modern travellers give the same account of the

Patagonians, the inhabitants of the coast of Chili, and those of the

island of Nicobar in the bay of Bengal. All that we have now

said tends to prove that giants have actually existed; but before

we decide upon the matter, let us examine these authorities

which seem so positive. In the first place it will easily be believ-

ed that the poets have greatly e^iaggerated, in their descriptions

of the giants. For no great penetration is required to be convin-

ced that there never were men able to pluck up mountains by

the roots, to pile them one above another; nor so large as when

stretched out at their length, to cover nine acres of grouvid: the

canibdl Polyphemus nnght terrify the associates of Ulysses, and

eat them too, without being so monstrously Isrge as Homer paints

him.—The scheme of Mr. Henrion destroys itself: whenee, but

from the rabbins, did he learn that Adam was of so prodigious a

size? Does he rely on what some travellers say of the print of

his foot impressed upon a rock in the island of Ceylon? a fable

which Ryckius is at the pains seriously to refute. But what proof

can be given of that successive gradation, which at length, for so

many ages past, has fixed men's stature to the proportion it bears

at this day? For, after all, there is an uncontested and standing

proof that men were no larger than they nov.^ are, perhaps 2,500

years ago. This proof exists in a sepulchral monument of a king

of Egypt, whoever he was, which still remams in the great py-

ranbid. The dimensions of this tomb, which is of the finest por-

phyrian marble, is little more than six feet, according to the

most accurate travellers; and as the coffins are always considera-

bly larger than the bodies that are to be put into them, we infer

that men were no larger in the time of Pharaoh, who built the

great pyramid, than they are at this day. The opinion of the ab-

be Tilladet is not better founded than that of !Mr. Ilcnrion; for,

granting the children of Anak. whom the scripture calls the fa-

ther of giants, and who was the leader of some colonies, to have
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been larger than the rest of their cotemporaries, can we thence

conclude that all the other heads of colonies were giants? As to

what we read in the Bible, that the giants sprung from the com-

merce between the angels and the daughters of men, it is suffici-

ent to observe, thai the very word which the scripture applies to

them, does not so m.uch denote men remarkable for their great

stature, as for their wickedness and debauchery. It is admitted

that the sons of Anak, whom the scriptures term the father of

giants, were mostly of an extraordinary size; but they were far

short of those pretended giants of 100 or 120 feet, above men-

tioned. Moses has left us the dimensions of Og's bed, who was

of that race; but besides that this bed was only 12 or 13 feet

long, a bed which perhaps had been made for ostentation too,

must it necessarily have accorded with the proportions of its own-

er? What we are also told in the sacred writings concerning Go-

liah, comes not near the description of Og, and therefore wo

have nothing further to add upon it. It is true that the Israelites

whom Joshua sent into the land of Canaan, reported that they

had seen giants of the race of Anak, to whom themselves ap-

peared but as grasshoppers; but this is the report of a people

affrighted at the sight of strangers more bulky and robust than

themselves: and one of the spies even confessed that the relation

was exaggerated.—As to what we are told of tombs discovered

in the channel and near the banks of the Orontes in Syria, these

are so many relations of a fabulous nature which are manifestly

strained. And this remark holds equally true in relation to those

caves in Sicily, where, according to the historians of that island,

both ancient and modern, there were found giants of an enor-

mous bulk. These accounts had no other foundation but the re-

ports of artists and tradesmen, without even one man of credit

who could say he had seen the like. And had there been no

other but this individual circumstance added to each of their re-

lations, namely, that those enormous corpses crumbled into ashes
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SO soon as the air got into the caves, it is enough to muke us re-

ly as little in them, as in the story of the pretended burning

lamp said to have been found in the tomb of Tullia the daughter

of Cicero, which became extinct the moment the air entered the

vault,—As for those monstrous bones which are said by some

naturalists to' be the ribs, and the vertebrfe &c. of giants, it is

long since that able anatomists have proved them to have been

the bones of whales or some other sea monsters, or else the ex-

traordinary productions of nature, which often sports in such

imitations.—What is said of the corpse of Pallas son of Evander,

is on the authority of Helinandus; and I look upon that pretty

story as a mere fiction of that author, who lived in the twelfth

century, and who relates it above a hundred years after the al-

leged period of that rare discovery, though no author before

him ever made the least mention of it. This pious monk ought

to have said that not only Pallas, whom Virgil however calls a

child, was a giant, but likewise Turnus who slew him, since the

wound which that monk tells us Pallas had in his side, was four

feet wide; for a spear that could make such a gash, was portable

only by a giant. The story concerning Sertorius, related by Plu-

tarch, deserves as little credit as the rest. It is upon the testimo-

ny of Gabinius that he relies; but Strabo, more judicious, looks

upon the relation of Gabinius as an arrant fable.— In a word. Na-

ture seems too uniform in her productions ever to have made

such a difference in men's sizes; and if there have been some

few exceptions, yet the disproportion was never so considerable:

man is made for cultivating the ground, and for gathering its

fruits and herbs, which such men as the giants are described to

have been could not do. The climate makes some difference

we know, in the sizes both of men and animals; and generally

sneaking, the inhabitants of the temperate zones are larger than

those of the frigid zones; but that difference amounts only to a

foot or two. Mankind have always loved to exaggerate; and \vc
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are formed by Natiiie lo deiight in objects of admiralion: hence

has arisen that vein for feigning, on the one hand, giants mon-

strously large; and on the other, pygmies so diminutively small,

that sometimes they are not allowed above one foot in height, as

it is in Juvenal; Quorum (ota cohors pede non est altior imo. To
conclude, as there are some inhabitants of the earth, such as

those who live near the poles, who are only three or four feet

high, so those who have been reckoned to be giants, might pos-

sibly have been seven or eight; and I doubt if ever there were

seen any taller. Thus the exaggerated stories that impose upon

the bulk of mankind, no sooner come to be examined than they====
> ' isi) into empty sound. We have already

2J, Jlliat is the .

meaning of their ^'''" ^^'"^^ Jupiter destroyed the robbers who in-

assaults vpon hea-
f^g,^j Thessaly, and these were the pretend-

ed gicints; for the word nffilulim in scripture,

signifies people abandoned lo all kinds of irregularities, rob-

bers and ruffians. Jupiter dwelt in common, upon mount Olym-

pus, where he held his court, and hud probably built a strong ci-

tadel; so that this mount was afterwards taken for heaven itself,

and the most ancient poets, particularly Homer, give no other

idea of it. This banditti having attacked the prince, and besieged

him in his citadel, that adventure afterwards gave rise to the fic-

tion of their having made an assault upon heaven itself. It is ad

ded that they piled Ossa upon Pelion, importing, no doubt, that

they had fortified these two mountains, which are also in Thes-

saly, at no great distance from Olympus, whither they retired af-

ter their excursions, which kept Jupiter's garrison in awe. The

adventure of Porphyrion, who offered violence to Juno in presence

of Jupiter himself, no doubt teaches us that the captain of the

rebels really carried off that princess, of whom he was enamour-

ed, and that Jupiter and Hercules pursued and put him to death.

Nothing was more common in those time than rapes, when they

could not otherwise obtain the object beloved. The story of Po-
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lybotes, whom Neptune overthrew in the island of Cos, imports

that the admiral of Jupiter's fleet pursueu Polybotes, wtio proba-

bly had the command of the enemies' ships, as far as that island)

and there cut him off: in fine, that Ephialtes and Otus, who de-

tained Neptune as prisoner for eighteen months in the island of

Crete, imports that those two formidable chiefs had so strongly

blocked up Neptune in the ports of that island, that he could not

escape till the end of that period. For we are lo understand that

in the war now in question, Jupiter appears lo have been attacked

both by sea and land.— It is true, most of the learned of the last

age are of opinion, that the enterprise of the tower of Eabel,

which may be construed a literal assaulting of heaven, had given

rise to the fable we are now explaining. " Let us build" said the

authors of that mad project " a tower that may reach to heaven."

Besides, say they, Nimrod, who headed that enterprise, being

called by Moses, a mighty hunter before the Lord, must no doubt

have been counted a kind of giant. Thus nothing they think is

wanting to complete the resemblance, and they would have it not

to be doubted that this is the explanation of the fable: but be-

sides that no proof can be given of the Pagans having any ac-

quaintance with this event, the explication we have given seems
^=====- natural enough to be adopted.——Thoueh most

Of/, Were the
_

'^ °

Titaiis and the gi- of the ancicnts have confounded the giants with
ants the same. , ,,-,.^ •.. •

i x ^i ^ i ,

^^^^_^____- the 1 itans, it is however certain that they ought

to be distinguished. The latter were of an illustrious fami-

ly, and extended their empire over one part of the world; while

the former were so many banditti dispersed up and down Thes-

saly, who gave the Titans a great deal of trouble. Hesiod in his

Theogony distinguishes them very plainly from each other, and

does not make the giants to be born till long after the overthrow

of the Titans. And what may have been the occasion of confound-

ing them, is, that both the Titans and the giants made war upon

Vol. III. G
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the gods; with this difference, that the Titans, though of the

same race, had often separate interests, some taking part with

Saturn and others with Jupiter: whereas the giants were a gang

of robbers, who had a design equally upon all the Titans. In fine,

what has led some authors to take the giants and the Titans for

the same, is, that both of them passed for sons of Heaven and

Earth: but they had not considered what Apollodorus says, that

the Earth brought forth the giants only because she was incensed

against Jupiter for keeping the Titans shut up in Tartarus. Thus

the Titans were greatly anterior to the giants.

, . p , It is alleged that Jupiter was suckled by a she-

She-Goat's suck- goat called Amakhea. Lactantius says, what gave
ling Jupiter. . , . r , , , ,

• . ,

use to this table, was that the prmcess Amal-

thea, the daughter of Melittus king of Crete, took care of Jupi-

ter's nursing, and ordered goats milk to be given to him. But the'

it were true that he had been suckled by a goat, like ^gystus who

from hence derived his name, there would be nothing in it to ex-

cite wonder, considering that the child was to be brought up se-

cretly and in a solitary place, and that it was so greatly their in-

terest to conceal him from his father; nor could there be any ne-

cessity in this case to have recourse to a pretended princess, whom

we know nothing about. The goat Amalthea was afterwards

placed among the stars, where she forms the constellation that

bears her name. Of one of the horns of this pretended goat did

the Greeks make their cornucopia, tho' sometimes they say the

same thing of a horn of the river Achelous, as will be seen in

the history of Hercules.

„ But this is not the only fable that was invented
Fable of the

_ ....
pigeons that nurs- about Jupiter's nurses; it is also said that pigeons

^^
supplied him with food, as we see in Homer.

The learned Bochart says that this fable took its rise from the

reseniblance between the two Phenician or Arabian words him-

am and hfman;y the first of them signifying a priest and the se-
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cond a pig;eon. Thus because certain priests, called Curetes or

Dactyli, who presided over the sacred things, took care of Jupi-

ter's nursing, it was feigned that he had been nursed by pigeons.

^ - To the fable of the pigeons was added, that of

Eagle that furni- ^^e Eagle which Avas employed in furnishing

shed him with
j^j,^ ^.j^j^ ambrosia, as we have it in Athgeneus;

ambrosia.
'

I i' because that bird was consecrated to Jupiter,

from the day on which, having consulted the Augurs in the

island of Naxos before he entered upon the war with the Titans,

sn Eagle appeared to him, it being a bird of a good omen ;

wherefore he ever after bore a figure of it upon his ensigns. It

was the same Eagle, if we credit Hyginus after some of the An-

cients, that was placed among the stars; tho' others will have it

to be the other Eagle which he employed in the rape of Gany

mede: but it amounts to the same thing, since the fable of that

god's having transformed himself into an Eagle to ravish that

young prince, had no other foundation than his carrying the figure

of that bird upon his ensign.

^ , , ,.
' Jupiter was also said to be fed by Bees, as

Fable ot tlie
^

'

Bees that fed Ju- Virgil has it; and we take the foundation of this

7 '. . ., fable to be, that hives of Bees had been in the

cave where he was brought up. Antoninus Liberalis tells a tragi-

cal adventure of four men, who, having entered into that cave,

and perceived the hives of Bees, that god made the noise of his

thunder to be heard, and by darting his lightning, destroyed them

in a shocking manner; which is but another fiction, importing

that some profane persons bad been punished for their presump-

tion, in daring to violate the sanctity of that place which they

held in high veneration.

, Antiquity has transmitted to us many particu-
Ot the Curetes, * '

who had the care lars relative to the Curetes; and Strabo has drawn

catio'r
^^^ ^ ^* together almost all that can be said upon this sub-

• "
. ject. We find however, in Photius; Apoilodorus,
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Pausanias and others, some particulars that are not related in that

learned and judicious historian. But I shall not insist upon what

wo have in Ovid, who tells us that they were produced by rain,

the ordinary resource of poets, who made all whose original they

were ignorant of, to spring from the earth, from the hollow of

an oak, and the like. And as little stress should be laid upon the

etymology given of their name by Athenaeus, who relying upon

the authority of some verses in vEschylus, alleges that they vi^ere

so denominated, from the care they took of their hair, which they

dressed and curled in a manner peculiar to themselves; for, the

expressions made use of by that ancient poet, seem to have no

relation to the name of the Curetes— Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

and after him, Don Pezron are persuaded that the Curetes were

natives of Crete; and the latter is of opinion that they were even

of the blood royal, and of the number of the Titan princes. We
have seen that they had the care of Jupiter's funeral; and in fact,

they were the priests and astrologers of the Titan princes. Be-

ing addicted to speculative sciences and mechanical arts, they

came to be frequently consulted. In a word they were to the Ti-

tans who reigned in that island, what the Druids were among the

Gauls, the Magi among the Persians, and the Salii among the

Sabines. They were also frequently employed, according to the

same author, in the education of the sons of princes, whom they

brought up with gn at care, teaching them physick; astrology;

whatever concerned religion; and above all the art of war, in

which they took an active part themselves, and were distinguish-

ed from others by peculiar arms, wherewith they made a sound

in cadence, artfully clashing their spears against their bucklers,

and dancing with a great many contortions, to animate themselves

and others to the fight. By the noise of that symphony they pre-

vented the screams of the infant Jupiter, from betraying his con-

cealment. The dance whereof they were the inventors, was call-

ed dactylos, and for the same reason perhaps were they denomi-
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nated Dactyli; unltss one would rather adopt the opinion of the

ancients, that they got this name from there being only ten, the

number of fingers on the hands, the word dactylos signifying a

finger. They also acquired the name of Idfei, because it was near

mount Ida they resided.—The better opinion hovvever seems to

be, that the Cure,tes were not natives of Crete, the best authors

being agreed that they came from Phenicia. Herodotus tells us

that the Phenicians who followed Cadmus, introduced several sci-

ences into Greece; for there were people among those Phenicians,

called Curetes, who were better versed in the arts and sciences

of Phenicia than any others. Some of them settled in Phrygia,

where they were called Corybantes; and others in the island of

Crete, where they got the name of Idgei Dactyli; some of them

came to Rhodes, and these were designated Telchines; others

again went into Samothracia; a part of them came into Euboea,

where before the discovery of iron, they wrought in brass, in a

city which was called for that reason Chalcis. Some of them went

to Imbros, others to Leuinos, and a great number of them set-

tled in Etolia and Acanania, to which also was given the name of

Crete, a name which it retained till /Etolus, the son of Endymion,

seized upon the country and called it after his own name. It was

during the abode of the Curetes in Greece, that the hunting of

the Calydonian boar happened; which occasioned a bloody war

between them and the Etolians.—In the mean time a celebrated

event, whence the chronicle of Paros begins one of its epochs,

gave the Curetes the hint of working iron forges; namely, the

forest of mount Ida took fire by some accident, of which the vio-

lent heat melted the iron wherewith the mountain abounded.

The Curetes observing this effect of heat, improved the disco-

very, and applied themselves to the working of iron. The chro-

nicle just cited places this event under the reign of Minos the

first king of Crete, and of Pandion the first king of Athens, about

1350 before Jesus Christ. The art of forging iron however must
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be older than the burning of mount Ida, since Tubal-Cain, as

Moses tells us, was the inventor of it before the deluge; but it

might have been lost, or perhaps unknown till then in Crete.

—

We must not omit to observe that, according to Diodorus Sicu-

lus, it was to one of the Curetes, named Hercules, the first insti-

tution of the Olympic games was owing. He appointed that the

conqueror at these games should be rewarded with a crown of

olives, and erected upon the spot, an altar to Jupiter Olympius.

We are told by some, that the Idean Hercules instituted these

games in memory of the war between Jupiter and Saturn: and

by others, that it was in memory of the victory obtained over the

Titans, which amounts nearly to the same thing.—In fine, that

nothing might be wanting to complete the glory and renown of the

Curetes, temples were erected to them after their death. Pausa-

nias mentions that which they had in Messenia, where sacrifices

were offered of all sorts of animals.

P . . n ^, It remains to explain the fable of the partition

division of the of the world among the three bi others The
world between . _ „.
Jupiter and his empire of the Titans was vastly extensive: those

brothers.
princes were in possession of Phrygia, Thracia,

a part of Greece, the island of Crete, and several other provinces;

to which Sanchonialhon seems to add Syria, while Diodorus adds

a part of Africa and Mauretania. Jupiter enlarged it a great deal,

and having defeated the Titan party, he bethought himself of

sharing his dominions with his brothers. To himself he reserved

the oriental countries. Pluto had the western provinces to the ex-

tremity of Spain, which is a low country in respect to Greece.

To Neptune was allotted the command of the Mediterranean sea,

as admiral of Jupiter's fleet. This no doubt gave rise to the fable

of the division of the world, and caused these three brothers to

be looked upon as three soverign divinities in their respective

dominions. From that time Olympus, where Jupiter dwelt, was

taken for heaven; and Spain, where Pluto set men to work mines
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in search of the hidden treasure of the earth, was never mention-

ed but as a gloomy kingdom, overspread with impenetrable dark-

ness, the common mansion of the dead—Several learned men

however, are persuaded that it was the division among the three

sons of Noah, which gave rise to the fable of the like division

among Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto: but though we should grant

them that the Pagans were acquainted with this tradition, which

must indeed have been very diffusive, since it was known even

in Peru, if we believe Garcilasso de la Vega, yet it would not be

tiie less true that those Titan princes made a division of theiv

conquests.—According to the sentiment of Pausanias, however,

the better opinion seems to be, that Jupiter represented the su-

preme God who governed at once heaven, earth, and hell, under

three different names. Upon the occasion of a statue of Jupiter

in wood, that was at Argos in a temple of Minerva, he thus speaks;

<' That statue had two eyes as nature has placed them in men, and

a third in the middle of the forehead. This is alleged to be the

Jupiter Patrons who stood in the palace of Priam, in a place un-

covered, and that it was to his altar that unfortunate prince fled

for refuge after the taking of Troy. It may be reasonably conjec-

tured* continues he 'that Jupiter was thus represented with three

eyes, to signify that he reigned in heaven, as all agree; and in

hell, as the god who holds his empire in the subterranean regions

is called by Homer Infernal Jove; also that he reigned over the

seas, as Eschilus the son of Euphorion testifies."

4;/;, Of the JVamcs of Jujiiter.

_,, As Jupiter was the great divinity of the Pagan

very numerous, World, and was universally worshipped, from
and derived from
four principal Egypt to the centre of Spain, we need not be
sources: . , , r j
^_^^___^__ surprised at the great number ot names and sur-

names which were given him by the various nations that received

his worship. The principal of these names were derived from the
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following circumstances, under which heads we shall arrange

ihcm— 1st, from his sovereignty or power; 2d, from his acts of

beneficence; 3d, from subjects of his presidency; 4th, from the

places of his worship, or other localities.

'

The most ordinary epithet applied to Jupiter
1st, from his

sovereignty or was that of Optimus Maximus. He was likewise

r"^^^^' styled Pater, by the Greeks and Romans, be-

cause he was accounted the father of gods and men. That of King

is appropriated to him by Homer and Virgil; and the sacrifices

which were performed at Lebadia, were offered to him under that

title; which is also conferred upon him by Xenophon in his Cyro-

pedia. He was called Almighty, as we see in Virgil and other au-

thors. The epithet of Victor, or Victorious, was given him either

because he had conquered the Giants and Titans, or because no-

thing was thought able to resist him. Under this denomination the

Romans instituted a festival to him, that was celebrated in the

month of April, as we learn from Ovid. He was worshipped at

Tusculum under the name of Majus, to designate his superiority

over all of the gods, of whom he was reckoned the greatest and

the most powerful. The title of Jupiter Stygius was given him,

when he represented Pluto, which is to be met with in inscrip-

tions. Besides several other names denoting the sovereignly of

this god; to the foregoing we will only add those of Jupiter Am-

mon, Jupiter Serapus, and Jupiter Belus, which have been repeat-

edly spoken of.

===== Whenever a public or private benefit was sup-
2d, from his

acts of benefi- posed to proceed from this god, some ceremony
*^^"^^'

paid the debt of gratitude to him, under a new

name derived out of the occasion. Thus he was called Stator, be-

cause he had stopped the Roman army in their flight from an

engagement with the Sabines. Muscarius, or Apomyius, which

is of the same import, was a name given him by the Eleans, in

memory of his having driven away the Hies that molested Her-
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cules during a sacrifice. Thus runs the anecdote: Fausanias tells

us that as Hercules was sacrificing at Olynipia, being greatly in-

commoded by flies, he offered up a victim to Jupiter Aponiyius,

upon which the flies flew away immediately to the other side of

the river Alpheus; from that time the Eleans performed every

year the same sacrifice to be delivered from those insects. He

had the surname of Pistor, because of the tradition, that while

the Gauls were besieging the Reman capital, he had counselled

the garrison to make bread of all the corn they had remaining

and send it into the enemies' camp, to make them believe they

were not distressed for provisions; which stratagem succeeded so

well, that the enemy raised the siege. Pluvius was one of his

names, because in times of great drought he refreshed the earth

with rain. It was from this motive that Trajan's army, when re-

duced to extremity of thirst, occasioned by excessive drought,

made a vow to Jupiter Pluvius, ajid in a moment there fell a great

quantity of rain. In commemoration of this event, the figure of

Jupiter Pluvius was afterwards put upon Trajan's pillar; and to

express the fact, the soldiers were represented as receiving the

water in the hollow of their bucklers; the god being there repre-

sented under the figure of an old man with a long beard, and a

pair of wings, in the attitude of stretching forth both his hands,

with the right a little elevated, the water flowing copiously from

them and from his beard.

Jupiter presided over thunder ever since the
3d, from sub-

jects of his pre- Cyclops forged him that weapon; wherefore he
*^"^^'

v»as called Jupiter Tonans, that is the thunder-

ing or fulmiriatiiig Jupiter. So was Tropceiichus a name of his,

because he presided over triumphs; and Hospitalis, because he

presided over hospitality, as we learn from Virgil; and this is the

name under which he was most revered. The Romans celebrated

festivals to JVipitcr under the name of Gustos or guardian, becauso

Vol. III. U
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as Seneca has it,' he was looked upon as the guardian of the uni-

verse: we have medals of Nerb with the legend, Jupiter Gustos.

He was called Ultor because he had cognizance of crimes, and

took vengeance on the persons of the guilty. To this last, he

had the opposite name of Expiator, because he was thought to give

men expiation for the crimes they committed. The Romans wor-

shipped him likewise under the name of Dapalis, because he pre-

sided over the dishes of meat that were served up at table.

'

. A great number of the names of Jupiter were
4th, from the

_

"^

_

places of his wor- derived from the places where he was worship-
ship, and other

, ,, ,
. ,,.,- r i

localities. P^^ He was denommated CapitoUnus, irom the

^==^== temple which he had on the Capitoline hill at

Rome; Olympius, Atabyrius, Dicteeus, Ideeus, because the moun-

tains which bore these names, whereof the first was in Thessaly,

and the rest in Crete, were consecrated to him. He was called

Dodonseus, from the oracle of Dodona; Trophonius for a like

reason; and Molossus, because the Molossi worshipped him in a

peculiar manner. Under the name of Ithomatus he was particu-

larly worshipped by the people of Messenia, in a place called

Ithome. He was called Laryssreus, because he was worshipped at

Laryssa; Cithseronius, from Mount Cithferon in Beotia, which

was consecrated to him. He had the name of Casius from several

mountains of that name where he was worshipped, one of these

mountains was at the enU'ance of Egypt from Arabia, and another

was in Syria. The common figure under which this Jupiter used

to be represented was that of a rock, or a steep mountain, as is

to be seen on several medals quoted by Vaillant; upon one of

which is represerjted a teiiiplc with four columns, with a moun-

tain in the middle and an eagle on the frontispiece, with this in-

scription, Jupiter Madbachus and Selamanes. These are two Sy-

rian names which import the same thing as when the Latins

would say, Jupiter Perfectus and Pacificus.
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1 hose names oi Jupiter which could not be
Several other

names of Jupiter, enumerated under either of the foregoing heads

=^=^---—--- must be drawn together promiscuously here, as

being the only way to reduce to method a subject so desultory in

itself. Among the most singular of these names was that of Ju-

piter Lapis, from the stone which Saturn had swallowed instead

of Jupiter himself; and in this name he was confounded with the

god Terminus. The oath that was taken by this name was very

awful, according to Apuleius; and it is what Ciceio calls Juvem

Lafiidem jurare. He was called Liiceiius, or Diespiter, because

he was the god of light; Lycaeus because he was supposed to

have transformed Lycaon into a wolf. Jupiter Dolichenius occurs

on a fine marble referred to by Spon. There he is repr< sented

standing upon a bull, with an eagle displayed. As he is in armour,

and has a helmet on his head, some antiquaries ha e taken him

for Mars; but the bull that generally sacrificed to him. and the

eagle leave no room to doubt of its being Jupiter. Pausanias says

that Jupiter Cappautas was a name given to the stone upon

which Orestes sat and recovered his senses. He was worshipped

under the name of Inventor, to whom Hercules raised an altar

according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, when he had found his

oxen that Cacus had stolen from him; under that of \liteus, be-

cause in a famine he had taken a particular care of the millers,

that meal might not be wanting. He was worshipped under iliat of

Arbitrator at Rome, in honour of whom was consecrated a Por-

tico of five columns, as P. Victor tells us. The Greeks gave him

the name of iRgyptus and Nilus; in which he was con ounded

with Osiris. The Lacedemonians had consecrated a temple to

him under the name of Plusios or the Hich, according to Pausa-

nias. He was invoked under the name of Hers?ei>s, because his

altars, especially in princes houses, stood inclosed with walls,

without any oilier covering but the heavens. It was near one

of these walls where he had sought iisyhim, that Priam was slain
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in his own palac* , as we lea in fiom J^ervius. Labradseus was one

of his names, when he was represented under the figure of an

axe which the Carians adored. Plutarch tells us that this god wears

the axe in place of the thunder or sceptre. The story is thus

given; after Hercules had slain the amazon Hippolyta, he gave his

axe to Omphale. The kings of Lydia bore it afterwards, and

transmitted it to their successors, till Candaules thinking it not

consistent with his dignity gave it to one of his courtiers to wear.

After the defeat of Candaules, it fell into the hands of the Cari-

ans who made .> st-.tue lo Jupiter and put the axe into his hand.

Those who would know more upon this subject, may find other

surnames and epithets of Jupiter, in Pausanias, and in Lylio Gy-

raldi.

St/i, The modes in nvhich Jufnter used to be represented,

",,,. We find in the ancients, and we sec upon
1 he common ' ^^

mode of repre- such monuments as are preserved, and particu-
senting Jupiter.

^;s=s===^ l^'ly upon medals, various representations of

Jupiter. The most common manner of picturing him was, under

the figure of a majestic man, with a beard, seated on a throne,

holding thunder in his right hand, and victory in his left, having

an eagle at his feet with wings displayed, bearing away Ga-

nymede; while the god has the upper part of his body naked,

and the lower part covered.—The mythologists offer the follow-

ing reasons for this particular attitude. The throne, say they, by

its stability, denotes the security of his empire. The nakedness

of the upper part of his body intimates that he was visible to the

higher intelligences in the celestial parts of the universe; as on

the contrary the covering of the lower part of his body signified

that he hides himself from this inferior world. The sceptre or

the thunder which he wielded in his right hand, iniimated his

power over gods and men. The victory which he held in his left

hand, signified that he was always victorious; and the eagle sig-
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nified that he was loicl of heaven, as is iliat biid of all the feather-

ed kind.—But the above mode of representing that god was not

uniform. We will see it somewhat varied in the following de-

scription by Pausanias. Speaking of the stcUue of the Olympian

Jupiter, he says; " That god is represented sitting upon a throne

of gold and ivory; and upon his head he wears a crown that imi-

tates the olive wreath. In his right hand he holds a victory which

is likewise of gold and ivory, adorned with fillets and crowned.

In his left hand is a sceptre exquisitely fine, and glittering with all

sorts of metals, with an eagle resting upon the end of it. The

shoes and cloak of the god are also of gold. Upon the cloak are

engraved all sorts of animals, all sorts of flowers, and particularly

lilies. The throne of the god is richly sparkling with gold and

precious stones. The ivory and ebony, by their mixture, make

an agreeable contrast. The painter's art has also intermixed va-

rious animals and other ornaments,"

' The thunder, the most common symbol of
His most com- t . •» r i . i i j

mon symbols
Jupiter, is hgured in two ways upon medals and

ancient monuments; the one is a kind of fire-

brand flaming at both ends, or sometimes only at one end; the

other varies from this, by the addition of two arrows on either

side pointing in contrary directions. The legion that was calkd

fulminating, had this last symbol upon the soldiers' bucklers. Lu-

cian, who tells us that Jupiter's thimderbolt was ten cubits in

length, seems likewise to give it this form, when he very plea-

santly introduces Jupiter complaining that having but a little

time ago discharged his thunder upon Anaxagoras, who denied

the existence of the gods, he had missed his aim, because Peri-

cles had diverted the stroke, which had alighted upon the temple

of Castor und PoUox, and reduced it to ashes; that his thunder

had been almost broken against the stone, and the two chief points

of it were so blunied, that he could no longer use it, till it was

again set to rights.—As for the eagle, the other common symbol
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of Jupiter, Lactantiiis Firn icus gives this ciccount of it; that Ju-

piter setting out for Naxos to combat the Titans, and first offer-

ing a sacrifice upon the shore, an eagJe flew up to him, which

was a favourable omen: according to otliers, the eagle alighted

upon his head; and Servius adds, that in the combat with the Ti-

tans, the eagle nan put the thunder into his hand.

,,

~
The inhabitants of Crete represented Jupiter

oome other re- •
r r

presentations of without ears; to denote that the,sovereign of
Jupiter.

,
.

, . . ,—

^

the universe ought not to give a partial ear to

any person, but to be equally propitious to all.—The Lacedemo-

nians on the contrary, gave hitn four ears, that he might be the

more capable to hear prayers, from whatever quarter of the

world they might be put up to him.—The inhabitants of Helio-

polis, accoiding to Macrobius, represented Jupiter having his

right hand lifted up and armed with a whip like a charioteer, and

holding in his left hand the thunder and ears of corn.—Arrian,

after the sophist Anaxarchus, tells us that the figure of Justice

always accompained that of Jupiter; whereof the reason is very

obvious. With Justice were sometimes joined the Graces and

Hours, to signify that that god was at all times to lend a gracious

ear to the prayers of men. Maitianus thus represents Jupiter in

the assembly of the gods: he has, says he. upon his head a burn-

ing crown; and upon his shoulders a cloak, the work of Minerva;

and over all a white robe spangled with stars; holding in his right

hand two globes, one of gold and the other of amber, while he

leaned with his left upon a tortoise. On his feet he had green

sandals, with which he pressed a nightingale. Frequently his

crown was of oak or olive. When instead of a crown he had a

calathus upon his head, he was Jupiter Serapis, the god so highly

adored in Egypt; and when he appeared with horns, he repre-

sented Jupiter Ammon, so celebrated for the oracle he had in

Libyat
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r, 1 J 1
^\ e find in the cabinets of the curious, a Ju-

beveral medal-
lie representati- piter witli the thunder in both hands.—The re-
ons of that god.

^s=^=:==i verse of one of Beger s medals exhibits an ea-

gle holding in its bill a crown, and treading the thunder with

both its feet.—A figure of the same god, in Boissard, has this

singularity, that he is there sitting, with Mercury's hat and cadu-

ceus above him, to point out that prudence ought always to accom-

pany strength and power. In another figure of the same author,

Jupiter has two sphinxes at the foot of his throne, the intention

whereof was to join sagacity and penetration to force and power.

—In a medal publisbed by Du Choul, Jupiter is riding upon a

ram; in his hand he holds a sceptre, and represents Jupiter Se-

rapis by the calathus which he has upon his head—Upon ano-

ther medal of the same antiquary, Jupiter appears seated on a

throne, with the eagle and pike; above iiis head, the sun, repre-

sented by a large star, is in a chariot witli four horses; and the

moon signified by a crescent, in a chariot with two bulls At Ju-

piter's feet are two men extended at full length, holding bundles

in the same manner as river gods are represented in several me-

dals; this may be to signify the two inferior elements, earth and

water, as might the air and fire be signified b\ the two chariots:

after this manner at least it is explained by Uu Choul. The cir-

cumference of the medal represents the twelve signs of the zo-

diac; and the whole properly denotes that Jupiter is the sove-

reign lord of heaven and earth, stars and elements. Jupiter To-

nans is engraved upon several of Beger's medals, thunder-strik-

ing the giants. Another Jupiter upon a medal of the Brutii, a

people of Italy, has behind him the crescent of the moon; and in

another of the Atbcnians, he has seven stars, probably repre-

senting the seven planets.—Jupiter is commonly represented un-

der the figure of a majestic man, with a beard^ he is however of-

ten represented upon monuments as a young man witliout a

beard: such is Vcjovis or Vcjupiter, who is to be seen upon the
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medals of tiic Fonteian and Licinian fv.milies, arid the Jupiter

Axur or Anxur upon the consular medals, and several others,

soine of which even bear this inscription, Jovi Juveni, to the

young Jupiter. In Tristan an infant Jupiter is riding upon a she-

goat, with this legend, Jovi crescenii.—Jupiter appears upon a

medal belonging to M. de la Chausse, with ram's horns on his

head.—But the most singular image of Jupiter is that which is

to be seen in Beger: upon a base is a ram's head bearing a pi-

geon; which no doubt figures the oracle of Jupiter Ammon,
Some allege that Jupiter was so called from the Greek word

which signifies sand, because Libya where his temple stood, was

full of sands. He was figured with ram's horns, according to

others, because he was found among sheep and rams, after he

had been driven out of heaven by the giants, or for having trans-

formed himself into a ram through a fear of being discovered.

Other roythologists give a different account of it: according to

Hyginus, Bacchus just as he was setting out for the Indies, be-

ing greatly distressed with thirst, found a ram that led him where

there was water; and he prayed Jupiter to give this ram a place

in heaven, which Jupiter accordingly granted; whereupon Bac-

chus built a temple to that god which was called the temple of

Jupiter Ammon. Herodotus however, of much greater antiquity,

relates this history in a different manner; Jupiter, says he, being

averse to shov/ himself to Hercules who was exceedingly desi-

rous to see him, and yet not being able to resist his importunity,

bethought himself of the following expedient; he cut off a ram's

head, with its skin, and having wrapped himself in it, appeared

to Hercules in that dress; for which reason the Egyptians ever

after represented Jupiter with a ram's head. But we are not to

regard the Greeks as to the etymology of the names of oriental

deities; we have more certain guides; and Ammon is plainly

Ham, the son of Noah.—The antiquaries think Jupiter Capitoli-

aus is distinguished from all the vest by the royal wreath on the
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diadem which he w- ars; huaevei up n the consular medals,

where he is named Capitolinus, he has not that diadem; so great

a variety is there in this matter. Indeed we must not dissenible

that these symbols and attitudes were owing either to the caprice

of the artist, or to the fancy of those who caused the statues or

medals representing this god to be made. Sometimes they have

thought fit to represent him by the eagle alone, holding the thun-

der under his feet, as he appears in a monument cited by Bois-

sard.

6(hj Of the nuorshifi paid to Jufiiter.

We doubt not that the worship which the Pa-
The ceremonies .

of his worship g^^is bestowed upon Jupiter, was the most so-

were very nume- jgnin of all others with which theii numberless
rous and solemn,

but without Im- other imaginary deities were honoured. There
man victims at . r . • • ,

flj.g^
must have been an mnnite variety m the cere-

'" monies of this worship, since those n.itions who

received that god as the sovereign of the rest, added to, or re-

trenched them, at pleasure; or accommodated them to those of

their own gods with whom he was numbered. Add to this, that

upon every occasion of giving him a new name, to which there

was no end, they joined some new ceremonies to the old ones,

relative to which we learn nothing distinctly from histoiy. But to

insist upon something more certain and determinate, we may say

that no human victims were offered to him at first as they were

to Saturn, his father. The single example of Lycaon, who ac-

cording to Pausanias, made him an offering of a child, or accord-

ing to Ovid, a prisoner of war, was not followed: on the contrary,

that prince even drew upon himself thereby, the indignation of

all the world. At length however he had occasional imitators, but

Cecrops, upon his arrival at Athens, abolished this cruel super-

stition altogether.

Vot. III. I
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The most common victims offered to this god
What victims

vrere commonly were the she-goat, and the ram, the white bull,

hJoracles^'™''"
^^'^'^°^^ '^°™^ ^^^^^ ^°°''^ S^eat care to gild. Fre-

I quently, without any victim, they made him an

offering of flour, of salt, and of incense, especially at Rome; for

at Athens they always sacrificed to him an ox. When he repre-

sented Vejovis or Jupiter the avenger, the sacrifice of atonement

presented to him was a she-goat. Under this name he had a tem-

ple at Rome near the capitol, where he was represented with ar-

rows in his hands, to signify that he was always in readiness to

execute vengeance upon criminals. Among the trees, the oak and

the olive were consecrated to him. If we may believe Cicero, he

was worshipped by none more religiously, than by the Roman la-

dies: a matroiiis Romanis castissime cultu.s, says that author.—

He had three oracles, that of Ammon in Libya, that of Dodona,

and that of Trophonius, which have already been spoken of un-

der the article of oracles, in the first volume.

Section second.

JUNO.
— SEVERAL countries contend for the honour of

and narture.^^^
^ Juno's birth, especially Argos and the island of

• Samos, where she was honoured with a peculiar

worship. If we rely upon Homer, she was nursed by Oceanus

and Tethys, but as there always is a variety of contradictions in

those ancient traditions, there was one which imported that she

had been brought up under the care of Eubsea, Porcymna, and

Acrsea, the daughters of the river Asterion. Others again main-

tain that the Hours were entrusted with the care of her education.

„ She was the daughter of Saturn and Rhea,
Her family,

name, and mar- and sister of Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Vesta,
^'^^^'

• and Ceres. The Greeks called her Hera, the la-
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dy, or Megal, the great: whereas among the Romans the name

of Juno was derived from Juvans, helpful, and consequently had

the same original with Jupiter, as Juvans-patcr. She was also cal-

led the queen; for, having married Jupiter, she became the chief

goddess of the Pagan world.—This marriage was the effect of

the tcnderest passion. Having loved the young princess from her

earliest infancy, at length, to gain her compliance with his fond

desires, Jupiter made the air extremely cold, and transformed him-

self into a Cuckoo, that Juno might receive hiin into her bosom,

which she accordingly did; a poetical figure that gave an indi-

rect view of the success of an intrigue. Mount Thornax, the

scene of this adventure, was from that time called the Cuckoo

mount. At length Jupiter married his mistress with all possible

solemnity; and the nuptials were celebrated, according to Dio-

dorus Siculus, in the territory of the Gossians, near the river

Therene, where was still to be seen in his time a temple kept

by the priests of the country. There, continues the same author,

they solemnize, every year, the memory of those nuptials, by a

faithful representation of what passed, according to the traditions

that remained concerning them: a very authentic testimony,

since nothing is a better proof of the truth of a fact than ancient

customs and festivals founded thereon.—Servius recites a fable

relative to these nuptials. To make them more solemn, says he,

Jupiter ordered Mercury to invite to them, all the gods, the whole

human race, and all animals. Accordingly, all come except a

nymph named Chelone, who was so disdainful as to ridicule the

match, and refused to be of the parly. Mercury, upon his return

to Olympus, finding Chelone alone absent, went down again to

the earth, in quest of her. lie found Chelone at her house upon

the banks of a river; whereupon he threw her head foremost into

the river and transformed her into an animal of the same name,

which from that time was condemned to carry its house upon its

back; and as a punishment for her raillery, he condemned her to-
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eternal silence. This animal is the tortoise, which the Greeks

called Chelone; and it is easy to see that similitude of names and

otfier circumstances had given rise to the fiction and metamor-

phosis. The tortoise from that time became the symbol of silence,

upon medals both of the gods and the Roman emperors. Sympo-

sius has a pretty sentiment alluding to the use that was made of

the shell of that animal in the construction of musical instru-

ments: viva nihil dixiy que sic modo morttia canto,

Juno very soon became poverbial for jealousy,
Her jealousy.

. of which her husband's vices were truly a suf-

ficient cause. Juno, says Pausanias, was, upon a certain occasion

of which we are ignorant, so much displeased with Jupiter, that

she retired into Euboca in great disgust. Jupiter not being able

to appease her, went to consult Cetheron, the wisest man of his

time, then reigning at Plattea. He counselled Jupiter to provide

a wooden statue dressed in the style of a fine woman, and parade

through the town with it by his side, causing it to be reported at

the same time that he was going to be married to Platsea the

daughter of Asopus. This counsel being followed, the news pre-

sently reached Juno, who repairs immediately to Plataea, and meet-

ing with Jupiter and his pretended mistress, she becomes furious,

lays violent hands upon the garments of the young spouse, but

finds it to be only a statue. Overjoyed at the disappointment, she

readily pardoned Jupiter, for putting the cheat upon her, and be-

came heartily reconciled to him. In memory of this event that

people celebrated a festival which they called the Dsedala, from

the ancient name of wooden statues—But this was not the

only time that this divine pair quarrelled: Jupiter must have been

provoked in earnest by his consort, when, as a punishment, he

suspended her between heaven and earth by a golden chain, and

with a violent blow of his foot, drove Vulcan from him, for offer-

ing to set her at liberty. Juno sometimes took revenge, for

the inconstancy of her spouse, upon the fruit of his intrigues.
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Apollodorus says she sent two dragons to devour Hercules in his

cradle; that she persecuted him through all his life, and that to

compass this cruel design, she assumed the figure of an Amazon.

She also drove Bacchus into madness. We shall pass over the

persecutions she practised upon Jo, Calisto, and many of her

other rivals in the affections of her roving hu^-band—The bad

humour of this goddess towards Jupiter made Porphiry allow her

a place only among the evil Genii—those malevolent Genii whom

that author paints in such lively colours, that the apologists for

the Christian religion could not have given a more hideous re-

presentation of them.

. The ancients are not agreed as to Juno's off-

Her offspring'.

spring Hesiod, after telhng us she was the last

of Jupiter's wives, attributes to her, four children, Hebe, Venus,

Lucina, and Vulcan; who according to later mythologists, have

not, all of them, Jupiter for their father. Apollodorus gives this

goddess only three children, Hebe, Illilhyia, and Arge: others

add to these Mars and Typhon, upon the authority of a hymn

attributed to Homer. It further appears that the mythologists have

allegorised these generations, since they tell us that this goddess

conceived Hebe by eating lettuce; Mars by touching a flower;

and Typhon by means of vapours which arose from her striking

the earth; all of which allude to some mysteries of nature,

whose explanation would be useless, were it practicable.

' The statues of Juno did not always represent
The manner of . , , , , i i , • .

representing her. ^ single goddess, but had relation to several.

I Thus they had somewhat the character of Pal-

las, of V^enus, of Diana, of Nemesis, of the Parcae, and other

goddesses; so that they might be regarded as that kind of statue,

which were called PanthfCan. However, the more common way of

representing her, was under the figure of a majestic woman sit-

ting upon a throne, holding in one hand a sceptre and in the other

a spindlcj having upon her head a radiant crown: Iris or the rain-
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bow encircled lier head; for Iris the daughter of Thaumas was

looked upon as her messenger; a circumstance celebrated among

the poets, but to be referred to Juno only so far as she was a phy-

sical divinity, and taken for the air, whose humidity is declared by

Iris or the rainbow.—Cicero tells us in what manner they repre-

sented Juno at Lanuvium, different from that in which she was

represented at Argos and Rome, having a goat's skin, a javelin,

a little buckler, and sandals crooked at the point. Whence that au-

thor seems justly to conclude, that the idea tiiey had formed of

Juno at Lanuvium, must have been different from what it was

at Argos or Rome. Pausanias thus describes the Juno of Argos.

As you enter the temple, says he, you see upon a throne the sta-

tue of that goddess, of an extraordinary size, all of gold and ivory.

Upon her head she wears a crown, over which are the Graces and

the Hours. She holds in one hand a pomegranate, and in the other

a sceptre, at the end of which is a cuckoo. The allusion of the

cuckoo is explained above: as for the pomegranate, it alluded, no

doubt, to some scandalous mystery, respecting which the author

says he chuses to be silent. Around the throne also were the three

Graces. But we must observe that this statue of Juno was com-

paratively modern, as Polycletes made it. However, near the sta-

tue of Hebe, which accompanies this statue of Juno, there was

another of that goddess very ancient, which stood upon a column;

and Clemens of Alexandria on the authority of the ancient poets,

says this goddess was represented at Argos, in remoter times,

by a simple column.
"

- As some peculiar attribute was given to every
Her attributes , . ,

_ ^ , •
i

or dominion. deity, those of Juno were kmgdoms, empires,

and riches. Accordingly these were what she of-

fered to Paris, if he would adjudge to her the prize of beauty.

She was also believed to have a particular care of the dress and

ornaments of females; and for this reason you see her represented

in her statue with her hair elegantly adjusicd. Hence it came to
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be a proverbial phrase, that the attire-women presented the mir-

ror to Juno.

' This goddess was called Sospita, because she

city oTnamesT
''

^^atched over the healthful state of the air, whose

- intemperature is the principal cause of diseases.

She had three temples under this name; one at Lanuvium, and

the other two at Rome. And Cicero informs us that the consuls,

before they entered upon their office, were obliged to offer a sa-

crifice to her.—Under the name of Queen, she had a statue at

Veii, which was transported to the Aventinc mount under the

dictatorship of Camillus, where it was consecrated by the ladies

of tlie city. So much was this statue reverenced, that none but

her priest dared to touch it.—When Juno presided over women

in child-bed and was confounded with Diana, she was called Lu-

cina, and was represented as a matron holding a cup in her right

hand and a spear in her left, with this inscription Junoni Lucin<e.

Sometimes she was represented sitting upon a chair, holding in

her left hafld a child in swadling clothes, and in her right a flower

resembling a lily; or else a whip, which signified a happy deli-

very. Of the casiigiition, by the by, which the pregnant women

used voluntary to submit themselves to, for the purpose of pro-

curing a happy delivery, we have spoken in the first volume page

328, when treatin:< of the festival called Lupercalia. Women in

child-bed invoked Juno also under the name of Opigenia, and

Populonia, which last was given hei on account of the public

prayers that were put up to lier by the people: also they invoked

her under the name of Maiuta, in honour of which she had a

temple at Rome. And because she presided over the day of na-

tivity, she was called Egeria, and Natalis—When she presided

over marriages, she had the name of Juga, and Pronuba, as it is

seen in Virgil : and under the former name she had an altar in

the street called Jugaria. All who entered into wedlock offered

this goddess a victim, from which they took the gall bladder and
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threw it behind the altar. As the goddess of marriage she had

also the surname of Domiduca, because she had the care of con-

ducting the spouses home. In the same capacity she was called

Uxia, Cinxia, Gamelia, and Zygia.—Juno was surnamed Calen-

daris, because the calends of each month were sacred to her, at

which time sacrifices were regularly offered her. She was called

Novella or Februaria, because the pontiffs paid her a peculiar

worship on the first day of February Juno, styled Moneta, had

a temple at Rome, where she was represented upon medals with

the instruments of coinage, the hammer, the anvil, the pincers,

and the die. Others insist however, that Moneta is derived from

vioneoi I warn, or advise, because a little before the Gauls be-

sieged Rome, she had advised the people to buy a sow big with

young, 8cc.—We have in Boissard a fine monument dedicated by

Claudia Sabbatis to Juno Placidse, the gracious or the benign
;

where this goddess appears sitting between Vesta who holds a

torch, and Mercury who bears a branch of laurel. She is called

Tropsa by Lycophron, because she presided over triumphs.—

To this goddess were given other names and surnames, some of

them derived from the places where she was worshipped, and

others from some attributes that were peculiar to her. Of the

former class, was the name of Samia, which she derived from

the peculiar worship that was paid her at "Samos; and that of La-

cinia, from a promontory in Italy, where she had a temple; be-

sides numerous others too tedious to mention. Of the latter class,

was the surname of Aerian, because she was taken for the air;

and Boopis, on account of her large eyes; and Caprotina on ac-

count of the skin and horns of the goat which she wore upon

her head, &c.

^^ Of all the divinities in the pai^an world there
The universa- ^ '^

lity and solemni- were none whose worship was more solemn
ty of her worship.

, .
, , ,

. _ r,,, . •

. and more universal than that oi Juno, i he his-

tory of the prodigies she had wrought, and of the vengeance she
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had taken upon those who had slighted her, or wlio hud in any

mannei compared themselves to her, had so inspiiec mankind

with awe and dread of her character, that no means were omitted

to mitigate and appease her temper, when she was thought to be

offended: so that authorities are not wanting to prove that her wor-

ship was even more solemn and more extensive than that of Ju-

piter himself. It was not confined to Europe alone, but found its

way into Asia, especially into Syria; and into Et;ypt and other

parts of Africa: that is to say the Syrians mixed tlu Greek cere-

monies of the worship of Juno with those of Astarte; and the

Egyptians did the same with regard to their Isis.—There were eve-

ry where through Greece and Italy, temples, chapels, and altars,

dedicated to this goddess, and in places of distinction they were

most numerous. Many of the names of this goddess which we

have above cited declare the places where these temples, chapels,

&c. stood, or carried some allusion to the occasions of their being

erected; and there is no doubt but upon each ot these occasions

some new ceremony was added, though history seldom mentions

it. Among the celebrated towns, there were three that paid more

particular worship to Juno than others, namely, Argos. Samos,

and Carthage. The priestesses of the Juno of Argos were highly

respected in Greece; and their priesthood served to distinguish

the principal eras in the Grecian history. We may easily judge

in what high veneration Juno was held by the women, since their

guardian deities were, from her, called Junones, as those of men

were denominated Genii.

======= From amons: the birds, we learn that the
Her consecra-

ted animals and hawk, the goslin, and above all the peacock,
"

were sacred to Juno. The last frequently ac-

companies her statues, and in consequence of her superior parti-

ality to it, she placed in its tail the eyes of Argus after Mercury

had put him to death. If wc may credit Elicin, the ICgvptians

Vor.. III. K •
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consecrated to her the vuhure. Among the plants, dittany and

poppy were offered her by the Greeks when they took her for

Juno Lueina. Lastly, among animals, there were none more par-

ticularly consecrated to her than the ewe lamb, which was the

most common victim offered to her in sacrifice. It was also usual

to offer up to her a sow on the first day of every month. It was

common for the wife of the high priest of this goddess to offici-

ate in these sacrifices; and in this capacity she was called the

queen, as the high priest her husband was called the king. Pau-

sanias says that when the Elians sacrificed to Juno, whom they

called mistress, they used no wine in their libations; and he adds

that they sacrificed in the same r^^nner to Juno Ammonia.

SECTION THIRD.

SATURN.
ALL the Latin authors are unanimously

Saturn's reign

in Italy called the agreed that Saturn reigned in Italy after Janus,
golden age. . . .

who had received him into his dominions, upon

his being dethroned by Jupiter. But we shall see in the history

of Janus, that this Saturn, to whom Janus had given so kind a

reception, could not have been the Titan prince who was de-

throned by Jupiter; as, according to chronology, that prince must

have reigned in Italy 150 years before the time of Janus; nor

could his reign, v/hicli was full of wars, bloodshed, and all sorts

of crimes, have justified the character of golden ag'e attributed to

the reign of that Saturn who lived in the time of Janus, with

whose history that of the Titan prince has been erroneously

blended. That Saturn who was coiemporary with Janus governed

his kingdom with so much justice and equanimity, that he was

not only adored by his subjects, but signalized the period of his

veign among succeeding generations, as the golden age. In rea-

lity, that prince abolished distinctions, and put all his subjects
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upon an equality; even property was held in common, as if all

earthly blessings had been but one patriuiony. It is on this arti-

cle that Ovid's poetical talent shines with peculiar lustre Dio-

dorus Siculus tells us, " when this prince came to the throne, h©

propagated his fame and renown to the diiTerent quarters of the

world, by polishing and improving his subjects who had hitherto

led a savage life. He established justice and equality every where;

so that his subjects became remarkable for their humane and be-

neficent disposition, and by consequence were extremely happy.

He reigned chiefly in the western countries where his memory

is still held in veneration. Accordingly the Romans, and the Car-

thaginians, and all the people of the neighbouring provinces, in-

stituted festivals and sacrifices to his honour; and several places

were consecrated to him by their names. The v.isdom of his go-

vernment had, in a great degree, banished vice, and g.»ve men a

taste of an empire of innocence, peace, and feiicity. Hesiod gives

a happy description of it to this effect:

" These were the subjects of old Saturn's reign:

Like gods they liv'd, with bosoms void of care,

To toil and pain estrang'd. Cold age ne*er shook

Their vigorous limbs; but in eternal feast

They pass'd the joyous time: then full of days,

As if o'ercome by gentle sleep, they died.

In life each good was theirs; the fruitful earth,

Spontaneous, pour'd perpetual harvests forth,

Which in glad ease, they quietly enjoy'd.

And when descending to the grave, in dust

They shrouded lay, their souls by Jove's high will,

Were guardian genii made; in airy forms,

To wander earth, and bless the kindred just;

Unseen, observing every deed of man.

Of wealth and bliss th' awarder's here below."
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'(J presei \e the memoi v cf that happy peri-
The saturnalia

'

, r ,

anclothercircum- od of equahty, the servants during the lestival

stances confirm
^^ ^|^g saturnalia, thut was celebrated in honour

that ti adition.

;:^:;^^:;^i:^ii^ii^ii^ of Saturn in the month of December, sat at table

with their masters, or, according to some authors, they were

served by their masters in turn.—The mountain afterwards

called the Capitoline mount, in former times went Onder the

name of the Saturnine mount; and if we believe Dionysius of Ha-

licarnassus, and Justin, all Italy was formerly called Saturnia—

proofs of the authenticity of Saturn's history, that may be relied

upon in preference even to the testimonies of authors, who not

being cotemporary with the facts, have not the infallibility of

n imp'; snd customs which originated at the very time.

_
Cicero in his treatise on the nature of the

Cicero and o- . i
•

i

thers regard the gods, where he mtroduces two philosophers

history of Saturn
(]isccursinsi on this subject, seems to have con-

as an allegory. '^ •'

====: sidered Saturn's history only in a physical light,

when one of his speakers says he was that god who governed the

course of tht times and the seasons; agreeably to what his name

signifies in Greek: for Cronos.^ which is the Greek name of Sa-

turn, if you give it the aspiration, is the same with chronos'^ or

time. Thus, according to ( icero, when it was said that Saturn

devoured his children, it was a plain allegory taken from the de-

vouring or consuming effects of time upon all things: Temfius

edax rerum; as it is in Horace. In like manner the name of Sa-

turn, which the Latins gave to this god, signified according to

that author, one who is full of years.—Other philosophers refer

what is said of Saturn, only to the planet which bears that name,

being the greatest and highest of all. And from that planet they

draw many allegories; thus, according to them, what the poets

say of tht prison of Saturn, where he is chained by Jupiter, sig-

nifies iierelv that the malignant influence emitted by the planet

Saturn, was corrected by the milder influence that proceeded
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from Jupiter, In like manner they believed that Saturn as a pla-

net, being cold and dry, overruled persons of a melancholy and

splenetic disposition. As to the seasons of the year, the same

planet presided over autumn, and in the week over the seventh

day.—The Platonic philosophers, according to Lucian, fancied

that Saturn, as being nearest heaven, because he is the most dis-

tant from us, presitled over contemplation. But let us wave any

furtiier account of these vain subtleties

===== Gerard Vossius justly distinguishes several
There were in .

reality several Saturns. It is even thought, as we find m the

Saturns besides jj^^j, ^^ equivocal names, which some of the
the Titan pnr.ce. '

^
learned ascribe to Xenophon, that in the earli-

est times most kings took the name of Saturn: but not to vouch

for a fact which is no where to be found except in that work,

whose authority is uncertain, the most ancient Saturn according

to Vossius, is Adam himself; the second is Noah; the third is

spoken of by Sanclionialhon under the name of II, which Euse-

bius takes to be only a contraction of Israel, that is Jacob. The

fourth is Moloch, a god of the Syrians, who appears to be Abra-

ham, from the affinity that is observable between the history of

one and the other. The fifth is the Titan prince whom Jupiter

threw in fetters: and the sixth is the subject of this article, who

reigned in Italy in conjunction witli Janus, and whom we have

even confounded with that prince, giving the one two faces as

well as the other.

„. ,

.

To say something now of the worship of Saturn,
His worship. JO f J

"' we shall observe in the fiist place that it was

neither so extensive nor so solemn as that of his son Jupiter: and

it seems that his cruel treatment to his children, caused him to

lose that supeiiority which undoubtedly he otherwise would have

had over the rest of the gods; whereas Rhea his wife, for the

zealous concern she displayed, to save her children from the

cruelty of her husband, preserved her superiority, and caused hor
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to be worshipped over the whole pagan world as the great mo-

ther of the gods.—However, several places are distinguished for

the worship paid to Saturn; though it was chiefly among the

Carthaginians that he was particularly honoured. The ancient

Gauls and the neighbouring nations were also distinguished vo-

taries of Saturn. No one doubts that human sacrifices were offer-

ed to him as well as to Moloch, especially in the Gauls and at

Carthage: and this barbarous custom continued in that city till

the Romans made themselves masters of it. It was also practised

in Italy, though it did not subsist there long. Dionysius, who was

better versed in the antiquities of Italy than any other author, tells

us that Hercules, upon his return from Spain into Italy, abolished

it entirely; and having erected an altar to that god upon the Sa-

turnine mount, offered him a sort of victims made of paste in the

human figure, by way of reconciling the prepossessions of the

people for their old custom.—The same author enumerates the

places and cities where Saturn was worshipped; and informs us

that Tatius, A. Sempronius, M. Minutius, and Atracinus, dedi-

cated temples to him, and appointed festivals and sacrifices to his

honour. Macrobius informs us that Tullus Hostilius likewise

consecrated a temple to him; and that under this prince the Sa-

turnalia were founded. This god had likewise a temple near the

Capitol, which Valerius Poplicola converted into the public trea-

sury, because in the golden age of Saturn's reign, no thefts were

committed.—Ancient writers say that it was the custom to sa-

crifice to this god with the head uncovered, whilst on the contra-

ry it was generally veiled during the sacrifices made to the other

celestial gods.

===== There are but few monuments of Saturn to
The manner

, ...
of representing be found in the Antiquaries. Boissart, however,
"^'

gives us an image of him, which represents an

old man leaning upon the trunk of a tree, around which a serpent

wreathed itself. He is also to be seen on the consular medals, as
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an old man with a scythe behind hinu He was generally repre-

Kcnted as a very aged man, stooping forwards, with a scythe in

his hand, to denote that he presided over agriculture, which he

had taught the Latins. Under this figure however, hdiuni is ge-

nerally considered as the symbol of Time, who insensibly mows

down all sublunary things with his relentless scythe, into the abyss

of destruction. He sometimes has a serpent in his hand, with its

tail inserted into its mouth, forming a hoop as a further symbol

of eternity.— If he was sometimes represented with his feet chain-

ed, it signified, says ApoUodorus, that the seeds of the earth, over

which he presided, are bound inactive till the time of his festival,

when they begin to shoot forth, and grow.

SECTION FOURTH.

JANUS.
ALL the Roman historians agree that this

Janus came
from Thessaly prince reigned in Italy when Saturn retired thi-

150 years after
, , , ,

• , • •
i , *«

the time of Sa- tber, and tliat this god was mvitcd to partake of

turn the Titan
j^j^. crown, and afterward succeeded him: Picus

prmce.
the son of Janus being too young to reign. The

Ancients are unanimously of opinion that Janus was not a native

of Italy, but that he came thither from the country of the Per-

rhebi, a people in Thessaly, who dwelt on the river Pireus. Some

authors say that he was the son of Apollo; others that he was the

son of Ccclus and Hecate; but such fabulous uncertainty implies

that there remains no authentic memorial of his parentage. As

Janus arrived in Italy before Saturn, and, having established his

empire, received him in his dominions, on that account he was

first named in commencing a sacrifice, and was honoured with

the appellation of father.—The learned Don Pezron is the only

one who denies that Janus reigned in Italy, stating that he was

only one of Saturn's lieutenant-generals.—The learned Kyckius,
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speaking of the colony which Janus brought with him from Thes-

saly, makes the time of his arrival in Italy to be 150 years before

the arrival of iEneas in ihe same country, and consequently 146

years before the taking of Troy; iEneas having landed in Italy

about four years after the destruction of that city. Here then

arises a great difficulty as to the propriety of the general voice of

antiquity, that Janus received Saturn into Italy; for chronology

by no means corresponds with it. Theophilus of Antioch assures

us, on the authority of Tallus, that Chronos or Saturn lived 321

years before the taking of Troy; which supposes about 150 years

between Saturn and Janus: and indeed, Minos I. who was the son

of Jupiter, and grand-son of Saturn, lived 225 years before the

Trojan war; and he had a son named Lycastus, who was father

to Minos II. whose son assisted at the siege of Troy. Whence

we ought to conclude that one Saturn actually did arrive in Italy

long before Janus; and, as all antiquity attests that Janus and Sa-

turn were cotenlporary, we must suppose that the prince who

was received by Janus, was, after his apotheosis, denominated

Saturn.

• Janus ha\ing come to Italy vvith a colony as
Having- made .

conquests there, we have said, drew to his party many of the

he associated in
j^a^j^gg ^^^ ^^.j^j, jj^gjf. assistance, made himself

his empire an ex- '

iled prince called master of a part of the country which lies be-
Saturn.==z==^ tween the Lyris and the Tyber; and having

taken possession of a mountain, built there a city called after

himself, Janiculum. About this time, Saturn, banished from his

countrv 5 landed in Italy; whereupon, Janus gave him a kind recep-

tion, and made him an associate in his empire. Saturn built a for-

tress near Janiculum and called it Saturnia. The country reduced

by Janus was afterwards called Latium, because it was Saturn's

retreat: before this, it was called the country of the Aborigines.

•

'

It is certain that Janus as well as Saturn re-
The divine ho-

nours that were ceived divine honours: accordingly, from the
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paid him; and the time of their auspicious reign, Junuswas iook-
luanner of repre- ^ .

senting him. ed upon as the god of peace; in token of which,

•

' his temple was never shut but when the whole

Roman empire enjoyed a cessation from war; which happened

only three times during a space of 700 years. Neither Janus nor

Saturn however, was ever reckoned among the great gods or gods

of council. Thus we are only to look upon them as gods In-

digites, as .fineas was, who after them received the same honours

in Latium.—According to mythologists, says Macrobius, every

family in the time of Janus, was full of religion and sanctity.

Therefore divine honours were ascribed to him, and to him all

the passages to or from the houses were consecrated. They set

up his altars before the gates to denote that he presided over the

passing and repassing: even his name signifies that he presided

over all the gates, which were called Januse.— In the worship

that we ascribe to this god, says Macrobius, we invoke Janus

Geminus, Janus Pater, Janus Junonius, Janus Consivius, Janus

Quirinus, Janus Patulcius and Clusivius. We invoke him under

the name of Geminus or double faced, because he knew the past,

and foresaw the future: we call him Pater or father, as being the

god of gods: he is called Junonius, because he presides over the

entrance not only of January or the new year, but of all the other

months, which are under Juno's dominion; and it is for this rea-

son, says Vorro, that twelve altars were consecrated to Janus,

corresponding to the number of months: we call him Consivius,

from conserendo, on account of the propagation of 'mankind,

whereof Janus is the founder: he is called Quirinus, from his

warlike virtues; this name being taken from the spear which the

Sabines call Curis. we call him Patulcius and Clusivius, because

his folding doors are open in time of war and shut in peace; the

origin of which denomination is as follows: in the war which the

Sabines made upon the Romans, to be revenged fur the rape of

Vol. III. L
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their daughters, the latter attempted to shut ihe t^ote, since call-

ed fiorta Janualisy which was at the foot of the hill called Vimina-

lis, to prevent the enemy from getting possession of it; but after

it was closed, it opened again of itself, and the same thing hap-

pened three times; and finally, not being able to keep it shutj

many of the soldiers were obliged to s'and in arms at the entry

to defend it. There now ensued a very bloody engagement, at a

small distance from the gate, and the report spread that the Ro-

mans were overcome by Tatius. In consequence of this discom-

fiture, tkose who guarded the entry fled; and when the Sabines

were likely to get possession of the gate, it is said that from the

temple of Janus issued a torrent of boiling watei', which discharg-

ing itself through the gate, suffocated and drowned the whole of

the enemy. From that time it was decreed that this gate should

be opened in time of war, to give admission to that god who had

come to the assistance of the Romans.—Zeno says Janus was the

first who built temples and instituted the ceremonies of religion

in his country, and that this was the reason why these ceremonies,

since his time, were ushered in with mentioning his name.—Ja-

nus was said to have two faces, because, upon sharing his king-

dom with Saturn, he caused medals to be struck representing on

one side a head with two faces, to signify that his authority was

divided between Saturn and himself, and that his dominions were

to be governed by the counsils of both. Plutarch however assigns

another reason for it: •' it was, says he, to teach us that this prince

and his people had by the counsels of Saturn, passed from a wild

and rustic life, to a life of politeness and harmony." Indeed, that

prince taught them to cultivate the ground and to live in peace,

which caused that happy period to pass for the golden age, when

Italy, under his auspicious sway, applied itself during a profound

peace, to the improvement of the arts and sciences.—The mon-

uments we have extant of Janus, generally represent him with

two faces or heads back to back, and each with a beard: some-
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times the two heads are ci owned, and sometimes one or both are

without a beard; sometimes they carry the basket of Serapis de-

noting abundance, in the angle between them: sometimes too, we

find him represented on monuments with four heads, when he is

called Janus quadrifrons. Some authors have maintained, that as

Janus reigned jointly with Saturn, when he is represented with

two heads, one referred to himself and the other to Saturn; and

that when his monuments have four heads joined back to back,

they refer to Janus, Saturn, Picus, and Faunus, the first kings of

the country. Others again, allege that Janus with four heads al-

lude to the four seasons of the year.—Some undertake to prove

that Janus was the sun, who as such is represented double, be-

cause he is master of both the gates of heaven, which he opens

when he rises, and shuts when he sets. They also say he is fust

invoked when sacrifices are made to any of the other gods, that

through him as keeper of the gates of heaven, access may be ob-

tained to the deity for whom the sacrifice is designed. His statues

are often marked on the right with the number 300, and on the

left with 65, to signify the measure of the year, which is princi-

pally the sun's effect.—Macrobius says that Janus was also repre-

sented with a key and a staff or rod to denote that he was keeper

of the gates and highways: but these symbols are not to be found

upon any monument, no more than the dragon or serpent which

formed itself into a circle, by inserting its tail into its mouth, as

we have it in the same author; which latter is rather the symbol

of Saturn when he is taken for Time or Eternity.

SECTION FIFTH.

JAPETUS, ATLAS, PROMETHEUS, &c.

JAPETUS, says Hesiod, married the fair

ancestor of the tllymene, the daughter of Oceanus, by whom he

Greeks had little h^jj ^\^^ vxfdX. Atlas, the crafty Prometheus, and
lame.

the foolish Epimethcus.—Jnnctus had settled in
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Thessaly, where he became very powerful; but being of a wicked

and mischievous disposition, he gained greater reputation by his

children, than he did by any good deeds of his own. The Greeks

however, looked upon him as the founder of their race, being

unable to trace their origin further back than to him: and hence

they usually called decrepid old men Japets, as v/e are told by

Hesychius and Suidas.

—rr There are commonly reckoned three princes
There were se- ' *

veral Atlasses:— who bore the name of Atlas; the first was king
the Titan and his c. , , , . ,. . ,. , ,

brother Hesperus "i Italyi the second reigned in Arcadia, and the

settled in the
x\\\\di was the son of Japetus, of whom we are

west or Africa. *^

_ now to speak: it is also probable that some of the

successors of this prince bore the same name, as we find the name

of Atlas in the history of Perseus, and in that of Hercules, both of

whom are later than the first Titan prince.—Atlas had a brother

who also came and settled in the west of Africa, which probably

procured him the name of Hesperus; whence the Greeks called

all the countries to the west ofthem Hesperia. M. Le Clerc, how-

ever, derives this name from a Hebrew word that imports beau-

tiful; hence the name of the celebrated gardens of the Hesperi-

des, because the gardens in INIauritania Tingitana were very fine

of their kind; and abounded with orange groves and citrons, which

the poets have taken the liberty to call golden apples, and to re-

present the mastiff's that watched over them, under the figure of

dragons.

- Few persons in antiquity are more celebrated
The history of ' ^ /

Atlas, the Hespe- than Atlas the Titan prince. All the ancients
rides, and the ,11 4. ^t ^ • 1 c
golden apples in ^S'"^^ ^^^^ '^^ g^^^ "^"^^ *° ^'^^^ "'^S^ °f moUD-

the garden of the tains which runs across a part of Africa from
Hesperirles.
" east to west; also to the Atlantic ocean, and the

island Atlantis.—Diodorus Siculus thus relates the history of this

celebrated Titan. " After the death of Hyperion, the other sons
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of Uranus divided the kingdom among them. The two of the

greatest renown were Saturn, and his grandson Atlas. The mari-

time places having fallen to the lot of Atlas, this prince gave his

name to the Atlantes, his suojects, and to the highest mountain

in his country. The country itself was called Hesperitis, from

Hesperis, the daughter of liis brother Hesperus, whom he mar-

ried. Ke is said to have excelled in astronomy, and to have been

the first who represented the world by a globe. This is the reason

of its being alleged that Atlas propped the heavens with his

shoulders, a fable evidently alluding to this invention. He had se-

veral sons, but Hesperus distinguished him.self the most by his

piety, his justice, and his generosity. Having ascended to the

highest summit of mount Atlas to observe the stars, he was sud-

denly carried away by an impetuous wind, and was never more

seen. The people much moved with his fate, and bearing in mind

his great virtues, decreed him divine honours, and consecrated

to his name the highest of the planets. Atlas had also seven

daughters, who were called Atlantides from the name of their

father, and Hesperides from that of their mother; but their pro-

per names were Maia, Electra, Taygeta, Asterope, Merope, Al-

cyone, and Celseno. They are said to have been of such extraor-

dinary beauty and wisdom, that their fame reached Busiris king

of Spain, whose imagination became so enraptured, that he form-

ed designs to make them captives. His accomplices having enter-

ed their country, found the daughters of Atlas diverting them.-

selves in a garden, seized upon them, and flying precipitately to

their ships, put them on board; but Hercules having surprised

them when they were taking a repast near the shore, and being

informed by the young virgins, of the misfortune that had befall-

en them, he slew all their ravishers, and restored them safe to

their afflicted father. That prince, in gratitude to Hercules, made

him a present of the golden apples which he had come in quest

of.—The mythologists are very much divided as to those apples;
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for some say there actually grew golden apples in certain gardens

of Africa, which belonged to tiu Hesperides, and were kept by

a dreadful dragon ihat never slept. Others allege that the Hes-

perides were possessed of such fine flocks of sheep, that by a

poetical license the surname of golden was given to them, as it

had been to Venus on account of her beauty. Others again will

have it that these sheep were only inclining to the colour of gold,

and that by the dragon above mentioned we are to understand the

shepherd that kept the sheep, a man of extraordinary strength

and courage, who put to death such as attempted to rob him of

any of his flock." Atlas not only gave Hercules the present

which Diodorus mentions, but also taught him astronomy; the

science which he had studied with great assiduity and success.

As Hercules was the first who brought into Greece the know-

ledge of the sphere, he also acquired a great reputation by this

means; and hence it was feigned that Atlas rested upon his should-

ers the burthen of the world; which as Diodorus observes, is only

a fabulous manner of relating a true matter of fact. Thus we

may easily judge that Atlas was a man distinguished by his ta-

lents; that he applied himself to speculative sciences, and especial-

ly to astronomy; and that his making use of the sphere which

he had invented, together with the height of the mountains from

which he made his observations, were foundation sufficient for

the fable, that he bore the heavens upon his shoulders.—But, to

return to the Atlantides: " they were says Diodorus Siculus, be-

loved by the most illustrious of the gods and heroes, and had

sons by them, who in after times became as renowned as their

father, and were the founders of many nations. The oldest of

thetn had by Jupiter a son called Mercury, who was the inventor

of several arts. They are said to have been very intelligent, and

for this reason they were revered as goddesses after their death,

and placed in the heavens under the name of Pleiades. They

had also been called nymphs, as all women were so called in
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Fable of the Hes- ' '^^ ^"'^''^' °* ^^^^ Hesperides or Atlaniides

perides transfor- being transformed into the constellation of the
med into the con-

stellation of the Pleiades in the bull's head, was also founded up-
I^lGlclClCS •"

on I he discovery or observation made on those

stars by their father, who called them Pleiades after his daughters;

another name which they derived from Pleione, by which their

mother was also called. As one of these stars, namely Merope,

has not been visible for a long time, she is said to have hid her-

self for shame that she had married a mortal, while her sisters

had been wedded to gods. Here we see an astronomical fact blend-

ed with history; for it is true that six of Atlas' daughters match-

ed with Tit a I princes, who generally received divine honours,

and that Meroi e nu.rried Sisyphus, who was not of that family.

But, according to a tradition better vouched by the ancients, this

Pleiad was Electra the wife of Dardanus, who had disappeared

at the Trojan war, that she might not be a spectator of the mis-

fortunes of her family. Hyginus relates this fable with circum-

stances that will help to point out the historical fact that may have

given rise to ii " Electra, says he, being grieved to witness the

unseasonable gaiety of hei sisters at the time of Troy's disaster,

left the zodiac, and withdrew towards the Arctic or north pole,

moving in the disorder of a person overwhelmed with the distract-

ing sorrows: on account of her dishevelled and neglected hair she

got the name of Comet." Upon the authority of Smynthes, Avie-

mis adds to the above, that Electra appeared again to mortals from

time to time, but always with the appendages or insignia of a

comet. Be all this as it will, we reckon seven stars in the constel-

lation of the Pleiades, says Ovid, though only six of them are

visible.

- Prometheus became very famous by means of
Prometheus;

—

, , ,, . r . . .» • r
cheats Jupiter; *"® lollowmg iable. Ijemg a man or a subtle and

steals fire from crafty genius, he attempted to put a cheat upon
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heaven; is tempt- Jupiter in a sacrifice, and thereby to find out whe-
ed by Pandora;
and bound on ^h^*" "^ '^^^^ really worthy of the title of god.

mount Caucasus: Having for this purpose slain two oxen, he stuff-

ed one of the skins with the flesh, and the other with the bones

of the victims; whereby Jupiter was outwitted, as he made choice

of the latter: for which disgrace the god resolved to be revenged

of all mankind, by taking from them the use of fire. But Prome-

theus, with the assistance of Minerva, whose advice had already

been useful to him in animating the body of a man which he had

formed of tempered clay, got up to heaven, and approaching the

chariot of the sun, stole from thence the sacred fire, which he

brought down to the earth in a ferula. Jupiter, incensed at this

daring and audacious enterprise, ordered Vulcan to form a w.oman

endued with all feminine perfections: whence she was called Pan-

dora. The gods having decorated her with choicest gifts, and with

a box full of all kinds of misery, sent her to Prometheus. This

prince suspecting the trick, would have nothing to do with her;

but Epimetheus, to whom she next offered herself, was so capti-

vated with her charms, that he married her, and had by her Pyr-

rha the wife of Deucalion. His curiosity too had led him to look

into the fatal box, from which as soon as he opened it, there is-

sued a deluge of miseries which have overrun the earth ever

since. He shut it again in haste, but Hope, solitary Hope, was all

that remained, which consequently is the only blessing that sus-

tains wretched mortals. Jupiter, vexed that Prometheus had too

much sagacity to be ensnared by so exquisite an enchantress, or-

dered Mercury to carry him to mount Caucasus, and bind him

fast to a rock, whither a monster, the daughter of Typhon and

Echidna, in the form of an eagle, was sent to prey eternally up-

on his liver; which grew as much by night as the eagle devoured

by day.——Hesiod makes no limit to Prometheus' punishment,

which, on the contrary, he says was to be eternal; but other authors

limit its duration to the space of thirty thousand years: nor does
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the same author says that Jupiter had recourse to the assistance

of Mercury, but that he himself boutid that unhappy wretch, not

to a rock, but to a pillar. Hercules, however, delivered him some

years after, or according to some, Jupiter himself, as a reward

for his service in revealing to him the ovacle of the Destinies

who had foretold that the son of Tethis should be more powerful

than his father, and that consequently he ought to lay aside his

design of marrying her, lest he should be dethroned. But as he

had sworn to keep Prometheus bound to Caucasus for the space

of time above mentioned, to evade the violation of his oath, he

ordered him always to wear upon his finger a ring with a small

fragment of the rock of that mountain fastened thereto: and ac-

cording to the ancients, this is the original invention of the rin^>

—This fable is related very differcnily by some ancients. Durius

of Samos alleges that Prometheus was banished heaven for as-

piring to marry Minerva: and this is given as the reason why this

goddess is so frequently a joint subject of the fable.

- This fable contains nothing mysterious, being

the fable. °^'y ^ continuation of the history of the Titans,

I I I'.i.'" told after the manner of those times, which al-

ways blended something of the marvellous v.ilh matter of fact.

This therefore seems to be the most probable explanation of it.

Prometheus, Jupiter's cousin-german, in all probability was not

exempt from the persecution with which he harrassed the other

Titans; and this is easily accounted for from the mere ambition

of the Cretan prince, without supposing any other motive. As

Prometheus retired into Scythia which he dared not quit so long

as Jupiter lived, that god is said to have bound him to mount

Caucasus, by Mercury's hands, because Jupiter made use of this

lieutenant of his, to distress Prometheus, and keep him from

removing. This prince, greatly devoted to astrology, frequently

retired to mount Caucasus, as to an observatory, where he con-

templated the stars, and was preyed upon by continual vexation,

voE, rir. n
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for being obliged to lead so melancholy a life, and to pass his days

in so uncomfortable a situation; which gave rise to the fable of

the eagle or vulture that preyed upon his liver daily, so continual

was his vexation. The Scythians were at that time extremely sa-

vage, and lived without laws, either written or traditional; when

Prometheus, a polite and learned prince, introduced among them

the arts of civilization, taught them agriculture. Physic, £cc: which

gave rise to the hyperbolical expression, that he had formed a

man, whom Minerva (the goddess of science) had animated. But

we find another explanation of this part of the fable in Lactantius,

who takes it to have no other foundation, but that Prometheus

was the first who taught the art of making statues of clay; whence,

by a hyperbole not unusual, he was said to have formed a man;

as it was afterwards fabled of Dedalus, that he had made his sta-

tues to walk, because he first shaped the legs distinctly. This ex-

planation Is not a little confirmed by a fine monument that has

escaped the injuries of time, which may be seen in the first vo-

lume of Montfaucon's antiquities: it represents Prometheus form-

ing a man with a chisel, which plainly indicates the improvement

he made in the art of statuary. Minerva is there introduced be-

cause, according to Lucian, she animated the work of Promethe-

us. There you likewise see Psyche because she was the symbol

of the soul, the inspiration of which by the skill of Minerva, was

only wanting to render the work of Prometheus perfect.—As to

.he fable of his theft, some authors tell us that it was his having

taught man the use of fire, which gave rise to it. But is it prob-

able that this was a thing so long unknown, even among the most

barbarous nations! On the contrary it is undoubtedly as ancient

as the world itself; whether it was first introduced by lightning,

or by the winds setting the forests on fire with the violent commo-

tion of the branches of trees. Indeed the most probable origin of

this fiction is, that Jupiter having ordered all the shops where

iron was forged to be shut, lest the Titans should make use of
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them against him, Prometheus carried the art of forging iron

into Scythia, and there established forges; hence the Calybes,

those celebrated blacksmiths of this country: perhaps too Pro-

metheus, not expecting to find fire among the Scythians, brought

some with him in the stalk of a Ferula,* in the pith of which it

may easily be preserved for several days.

Prometheus, weary of his melancholy retreat
Prometheus dies

in Greece and i" Scythia, quitted it at length, to pass the re-

}^'^^^^^^^^^^ '* mainder of his days in Greece, where he died,
vine honours. ' '

— and the Agives pretend to show his sepulchral

monument. It was there that divine honours were paid him, since

Pausanias in his Phocica, says that in the way to Panopea, there

is to be seen a chapel built of brick, and in this chapel a statue

of the marble of mount Pentelicus which represents Prometheus.

But what puts it beyond doubt that Prometheus received divine

honours, or such as were conferred on heroes, is, as we learn from

Pausanias in his jittics, that he had an altar in the academy itself

and that games were instituted to him, which consisted in run-

ning from that altar to the city with torches in their hands: so

that he who came through first with his torch burning, gained

the prize; but should all the torches go out, the prize was reser-

ved for another occasion.

-

,
•

• ,•' We must not, however, forget that Bochart
Several paral- ^

lels and conjee- and M. le Clerc take Prometheus to be the same
lures attempting

. , ,, , .
, i .

to show who Pro- with Magog; and it must be owned that the pa-

metheus was.
rallel answers pretty exactly, as it is drawn by

the former. Prometheus is the son of Jupiter, and Ma^og the

• M. dc Tournefort, in his voyage to the Levant, discovered this plant,

which the Greeks called J\''artfiex, and the Latins Ferula. Its stalk is five

or six feet high, the rind is very hard, and incloses a kind of pith which

is very slow in consuming. The natives make use of it to transport fire

from one island to another^ a castom whidi rs of the earliest antiquity.
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60n of Japhet. Magog as well as Prometheus settled in Scythia;

the first invented or improved the art of forging iron, which the

poets attributed likewise to Prometheus. M. le Clerc adds that

Epimetheus is the same with Gog, whose name signifies burn-

ing; which agrees with the character of that prince, whose pas-

sion for women is happily figured by the effect of Pandora's

charms upon him, and the evils concealed in her box. He adds

also some other conjectures, which at most only prove that the

history of those two princes was embellished with that of Gog

and Magog, who had practised in Scythia the art of forging iron,

before them. Lastly, according to other authors, Prometheus was

Noah; and the parallel they draw between them wants not speci-

ousness; so easy is it to find a resemblance between persons who

lived in times so remote.—If the opinion of Sir Isaac Newton

were supported by any authority, we would be better acquainted

with Prometheus, and might determine exactly at what time he

lived. According to him, Prometheus was nephew to the famous

Sesostris, whom he makes to have lived about the time of the Ar-

gonauts, a few years before the Trojan war. As that prince had

accompanied his uncle in his expeditions, he was left by him upon

mount Caucasus, with a part of his troops, to preserve the con-

quests he had made in Scythia, as those he had made in Colchis

were committed to -Etes. If this notion of Sir Isaac Newton

were correct, Prometheus would be an Egyptian originally, and

his deliverer would be Hercules the Argonaut; but this opinion

wants proof, and according to Hesiod and other ancients, Prome-

theus was of the race of the Titans.
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SECTION SIXTH.

HYPERION, MNEMOSYNE, AND THEMIS.

. ACCORDING to Diodorus Siculus all the
Hjpenon; nis

knowledge of as- Titans distinguished themselves, and blessed
tronomy made t- i •.. i- r • ,

him pass as fa-
"lan^ind with some discovery, for which they

thei- of the sun ^ygre remembered with the most lively sense of
and moon.

gratitude. Hyperion, the second of tlie Titans,

says he, by his assiduous observations, discovered the course of

of the sun, the moon, and other luminaries. By them he regulated

and systematized a knowledge of the seasons, which he transmit-

ted to others: and hence he lias been called the father of the

stars. This no doubt was the reason why he passed for the father

of the sun and moon: for, according to Hesiod, Hyperion having

married Thea, became the father of the sun and moon; and Di-

odorus Siculus, in the theogony of the Atlantides, agrees with

this poet, that Hyperion was the father of the sun ?.nd moon,

though not by Thea.

Mnemosyne; her
'*'° ^'^^ Titanide Mnemosyne, says Diodorus,

powers in the art is ascribed the art of reasoning and giving names
of memory made
her pass as mo- to every being, by which we can describe them,
ther ofthe muses.

„,j(,,ou^ gggj^g them—a faculty however which

others ascribe to Mercury. Mnemosyne is generally allowed to

have been the first who used helps to assist the memory in re-

calling past events, which is intimated by her name. We are also

told it was on account of her great powers in the art of memory

that she was accounted the mother of the muses.

—~—
: :. Though Themis is esteemed by some as an

Themis; oneot " '

the principal Ti- allegorical personage only, whose name in the
tanides;

—

tt i • r • i > •

:
Hebrew imports perlect or upright, and her pre-
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tended marriage with Jupiter is but an emblem of justice which

produces laws and regulates the conditions of men, yet she was

probably also a real personage, and one of the principal Titanides.

Hesiod, who gives her genealogy, says she was the davsghter of

Ccelus and Terra, that is of Uranus and Titsea,==^== Themis distinguished herself by her pru-
was the goddess
of justice, and dence and regard to justice. According to Fes-
foundress of the ^1 J ] . 1 r 1 1

art of prediction.
^"^' ^"^ commanded men to ask of the gods==== what was just and reasonable: she presided over

the contracts entered into between men, and kept a strict eye over

their observance of them. And if we may rely upon Diodorus

Siculus, she was the foundress of divination, sacrifices, the laws

of religion, and whatever serves to maintain good order and peace

among men. No wonder then, that she has always been accounted

the goddess of justice; and that those persons whose business it

is to preserve the worship of the gods and the laws of society,

were styled from her, Thesmophylaces and Thesmothetas. Hence

also it comes that when Apollo delivers oracles, he is said to do

the office of Themis, because slie was the inventress of divina- .

tion; having addicted herself much to astrology, as did the other

Titans.

===== After her death Themis had temples where
Her temples and

^^..^^^^^ ^,^^6 delivered. Ovid mentions that
oracles:

—

i;^^:;^^^^^:;^::::^ which she delivered upon Parnassus at the time

of her grand-nephew Deucalion's deluge, which happened not

till several years after that princess's death.—This fable howe-

ver, is not very consistent with itself, since it tells us also, that

Terra had delivered oracles in the same place before Themis:

how is it possible then that she was the inventress of divination?

,- ^ c As for the worship of this eoddess, no ac-No account oi r o ^

her worship re- count of it is preserved to us in antiquity, ex-
maining.

cept what we learn from Pausanias, that she had

a temple at Athens, pretty near the citadel. Nor have we any
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monument or statue of this goddess remaiMint;: we only know

from Pausanias that in the temple which Juno had at Elis, and

upon the same throne where were the statues of Jupiter and Ju-

no, were likewise exhibited those of the Hours, and that of The-

mis their mother.

— Though Rhea, Oceanus, Tithys, and Pluto
The account of

'

, , t-- .i • u- .

Other Titans re- were celebrated among the i itans, their history

terred to their
j^^^^i ^g refened to the chapters of the Terres-

proper classes.

;=i:=^^^=^;^ trial, Sea, and infernal Deities, to which classes

they belong. Those deities whom we proceed now to speak ot,

were nearly all descended from the Titans, and most of them

irom Jupiter himself.

SECTION SEVENTH.

APOLLO, DIANA, AURORA, AND THE
MUSES.
I si. Apollo.

THE ancients made two distinct divinities of
Apollo distinct

from Phoebus or Apollo and the Sun or Phoebus, also called He-
'

lios by the Greeks. But when the former was

made the symbol of the Sun by the Greeks and Romans, the dis-

tinction gradually vanished, and at length he came to be consi-

dered as the Sun himself; for it cannot be denied that the Greeks

and Romans have almost invariably confounded the Sun with

Apollo. It would perhaps be needless to multiply authorities in

proof of so notorious a fact; however I shall cite that of Plato,

who in his Cratylus, asserts that Apollo is the same with the

Sun; that of Cicero, who tells us that the Sun and the Moon are

two divinities, the one of them called Apollo and the other Di-

ana; that of Plutarch, who tells us that almost all the Greeks took

Apollo to be the same with the Sun; that of Selden who says even
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children know that the Sun is the same with Apollo; and that of

Macrobius, who, after having maturely examined this question,

decides it in the affirmative. Nevertheless, in ancient mythology

these two divinities are distinguished from one another, which

may be proven beyond contradiction.—The pagans owned, as has

been said, physical gods, such as the heavens, the earth, Sec. and

animated gods. Now they never took the son of Jupiter and La*

tona, who being banished from heaven to attend Admetus's flocks;

the father or the protector of the Muses; the god of oracles; in a

word, Apollo, to be the same with the son of Hyperion and Thea;

that god who enlightened the world; that luminary which diffused

heat and fruitfulness over all, which was named the Sun. Though

the philosophers, who refined so much upon the established reli-

gion, confounded them, yet the vulgar always distinguished them.

This distinction is shown in that celebrated treaty we have be-

tween the Magnesians and the Smyrneans, wherein these people

swear by the Earth, by the Sun, by Mars, by Apollo, &c.—Varro

in St. Augusiin, naming twenty gods -whom he calls select,

makes two of the Sun and Apollo.—Artemidorus ranks the

one among the celestial gods, and the other among the etheri-

al.—We read in an ancient Greek epigram, " Apollo Pythius is

worshipped at Delphos; the Rhodians are under the protection of

the Sun:" or as it is in Sidonius Apollinarius, " the Sun is propi-

tious to Rhodes; Delius or Apollo to Thymbra." Also medals and

other monuments represent these two deities differently. And

Homer, whose testimony here is of great weight, really distin-

guishes them in more parts than one of his poems. Lucian makes

likewise two divinities of them, since he says the Sun was one of

the Titans, therein agreeing with Diodorus Siculus, Sec—As

these two divinities were distinguished by their genealogies, so

were they by their children. Esculapius for example, not to men-

tion others, was always reckoned the son of Apollo; as .£etes,

the king of Colchis was looked upon as the son of the Sun. And
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though Venus, an inveterate enemy of the posterity of the Sun,

Avho had discovered her adultery, persecuted them so far as to

betray Pasiphae, his daughter, and Phaedra his grand-daughter,

into the most shameful prostitution, yet she never wreaked her

spite upon the children of Apollo. But what further provefs

the distinction which I would establish, is the extent and univer-

sality of the worship of the Sun, the great and first divinity of all

the idolatrous nations: The Egyptians, the Arabians, the Pheui-

cians, the Persians, and Cappadocians, not to mention other na-

tions, adored the Sun, before the Greek Apollo had been heard

of. We may add that their temples were distinguished as well as

the ceremonies of their worship.—Even the marbles and all an-

cient monuments distinguish between Apollo and the Sun, and

represent them differently. Accordingly, in the antique raontJ-

ment where the adultery of Venus and Mars is represented,

Apollo with all the other gods who had been summoned to

behold this spectacle, appears surprised, while it was the Sun

who informed Vulcan of this intrigue. Those monuments also

show us the Sun under the figure of a young man almost naked,

having nothing but a kind of cloak about his shoulders, with a

radiant head, and mounted on a chariot drawn by four horses,

which he excites forward with his whip. Sometimes he appears

clothed; and with the rays that encircle his head is seen the ca-

lathiis, the symbol of Serapis, who was often taken for the Sup,

bearing in one hand the cornucopia, which denotes the plenty be

procures the world by moving around it every twenty-four hours,

the notion of that day. On other monuments you see him coming

out of a cave, mounted upon his chariot, to signify the rising of

that luminary just setting out in his career.—But a yet greater

mark of distinction between the Sun and Apollo is, that the for-

mer, whose worship was so much celebrated at Kome, especially

in the later limes of the empire, was not always represented by

You TIL N
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a statue made with much art like the latter, but only by a huge

stone, round at the bottom, and which rose like a pyramid. Thus

he appears upon the medal of Heliogabalus, which represents a

chariot drawn by four horses, on which instead of a human figure,

is a stone round below, and rising to a point.—The Rhodians,

whose great divinity was the Sun, and for whom they had made

that magnificent colossus, of which we have spoken under the

article of statues, represented on their medals the Sun, some-

times encircled with rays, and sometimes only with a large face,

—pin fine, in an intaglio from M. de la Chausse's cabinet, the

Sun appears having his head encircled with rays, with two wings,

long hair curling and flowing in ringlets, a trident, a crescent,

and an instrument of music. The antiquaries take this stone to

figure the sun rising, as the trident means that he has just left the

ocean; the crescent seems to intimate that the moon disappears

when the sun rises; the wings bespeak the vapidity of the course

of that luminary; and the instrument of music denotes the har-

mony of the spheres, so much celebrated by Pythagoras.—We
will add that antiquity has transmitted to us the names of the

four horses that drew the chariot of the Sun. Ovid calls them

Eous, Pyrois, ./Ethon, and Phlegon. Fulgentius the mythologist

calls them Erythous or the red, Acteon the luminous, Lampos

the resplendent, and Philogosus the earth-loving. The first de-

notes the sun rising, whose rays are then reddish; Acteon repre-

sents the time when the rays, shot through the atmosphere, be-

come more clear, that is to say, about the ninth or tenth hour of

the morning, Lampos figures noon-day, when this luminary was

in all his strength and glory; and PhilogcEus represents the set-

ting sun, that seems to kiss the earth. Mythologists remark that

the horses which draw the chariot of the sun are not abreast, but

that they are sometimes turned towards the four quarters of the

world; and thus it appears in a monument published by M. de la

Chausse, and in a medyl of Borer; but yet in another of the same
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author, they are abreast. On both these monuments we read the

ordinary legend of, soli invicto, to the invincible Sun.

• To what we have just said of the Sun, we will
The fable of , , , . ^, -. „,

Phaeton a further ^""^ the table or Phaeton, which may serve as a

proof of that dis.
farther proof of the distinction between that de-

• ;
' :.. '

• ity and Apollo. This fable is related by Ovid at

great length.—Phaeton having had a quarrel with Epaphus, the

son of Jupiter and lo, the latter reproached the former with not

being the son of the Sun, as he pretended to be, and that Clyme-

ne had propagated that story only to cloak her amour with some

gallant. Phaeton stung with this reproach, complained to his

mother, who ordered him to go to the palace of the Sun, and ask

of him as a proof of his original, to have the guiding of his cha-

riot for a day. Phaeton executed his mother's order, and after

having let his father know the occasion of his visit, conjured him

to grant him a favour, without specifying what it was. The Sun,

not suspecting that the youth could ask a thing so far above his

abilities as the guiding of his chariot, swore by Styx, that he

would refuse him nothing; upon which Phaeton desired that he

might be allowed to enlighten the world for one day. The Sun

having bound himself by an irreversible oath, after using his ut-

most efforts to dissuade his son from so difficult and dangerous

an enterprise, and seeing him inflexible, granted his request.

The headstrong youth mounts the chariot of the Sun, but the

horses not finding the hand of their master, turned out of their

ordinary course, and sometimes mounting too high, threatened

heaven with inevitable destruction, or, descending too low,

scorched the very fountains and rivers. The astonished Earth

addresses Jupiter and implores his aid. That god moved with the

complaints of the goddess, overthrows young Phaeton with a

thunderbolt, who is drowned in the Eridanus or Po. Whereupon

the Heliadcs his sisters abandon themselves to obstinate melan-

choly, and are transformed into trees. Cygnus, his brother,
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grieves himself to death, and the gods metamorphose him into a

swan.——Those who consider fables only as depositories of an-

cient physiology and morals, find no great difficulty in explaining

this, by saying it is the emblem of a person headstrong and rash,

who forms an enterprise quite superior to his abilities. But

where was the need of all this apparatus to teach us so trivial a

piece of morality? Indeed, it is no easy matter to trace this fic-

tion to its true original, but the ground of it is not the less histo-

lical; and it certainly refers to real personages whose genealogy

is transmitted to us by antiquity. According to the common opi-

rion, Phaeton was the son of the Sun and Clymene, whether un-

der the name of the Sun v/as designed Orus king of Egypt, for

the story seems derived from that country, or some other person
'

among those who vere taken for that luminary. Some of the an-

cients give him for his mother the nymph Rhoda the daughter

of Neptune and Amphitrite; while Hesiod says he was the son

of Cephalus and Aurora, a genealogy that has been adopted by

Apollodorus, and made use of by Eusebius after Julius Africa-

nus, to fix the era of Cecrops. According to that author, Her-

se, the daughter of this first king of Athens, was the mother

of Cephalus whom Aurora ravished; that is, who relinquished

Greece, and went towards the east, to settle in the Levant. Ce-

phalus had a son named Tithonus, who was father of Phaeton.

According to this genealogy, Phaeton claimed Cecrops for his

grandfather in the third degree; thus we may suppose he lived

150 years after that first king of Athens, who reigned 1582 years

before the Christian era, and near 400 before the siege of Troy.

Making allowances for the ii>arvelloiis, this fable carries an allu-

sion to some e:<cessive heat that had happened during his reign.

Aristotle conjectures upon the authority of some of the ancients,

that in the time of Phaeton there fell from heaven flames that

consumed several countries; and Eusebius places this deluge of

fire in the same age with that of Deucalion. We may ccnfirra
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this opinion of Aristotle from the very name of Phaeton, which

is derived from a word that signifies burning or luminous. Those

who first wrote this event, employed some lively and emphatic

figure, and undoubtedly said that the Sun on tliat day must have

entrusted his chariot to the hand of some headstrong youth, who

not having skill enough to manage it, had burnt uj> the earth.

We may conjecture that the burning of wicked cities, or perhaps

the prodigy that happened in the time of Joshua, or that of He-

zekiah, gave a handle for this fiction. It is certain the Chaldeans

observed the retrogradation of the sun, which happened under

that king of Judah; and that they sent an embassy under pretence

of congratulating him upon the recovery of his health but in rea-

lity, to be thoroughly informed of so extraordinary an event.—

It is probable that all these conjectures are founded in antiquity,

for celebrated authors have advanced then). St. John Chrysos-

tome proposes another. According to him the foundation of this

fable was the chariot of the prophet Elias, whose name has so

much affinity with that of Helios given to the sun by the Greeks.

Vossius alleges it refers to an Egyptian fablcj and that learned

author confounds the mourning of the Sun for the loss of Phae-

ton, with that of the Egyptians for the loss of Osiris; also tho

tears of the Hcliadcs with those which the prophet Ezckiel saw

shed by the women who were mourning for the death of Tham-

mus. Ovid seems to give countenance to this conjecture so well

founded, when in this fable he speaks of the difference between

Phaeton and Epaphus king of Egypt.—This idea has suggested

another, which throws new light upon the subject. The Greeks

in ancient times being little acquainted with foreign coun-

tries, confounded them. For example, they placed in the east,

o'r in Ethiopia, the scene of several events which happened in

Egypt; and thus wc may suppose they were mistaken as to the

country of Phaeton, which must have been Egypt. There Orus

had reigned, whose worship was afterward confounded with that
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of the Sun. Tlie worship of Osiris, who was ihe Jupiter of the

Ej^yptians, had also been famous there: and perhaps one of these

two kings was Phaeton's ancestor. As Epaphus owed his birth

to the latler, so these two young princes might have had some

quariel, wherein Ph^ie on had the disadvantage; and satyre we

may suppose invented the rest of the fable, in honour of him who

gained the victory. But whatever truth be in this, the history was

greatly embellished, and blended with physiology and astronomyj

as is easy to be seen in reading Ovid: for it is obvious that when

the poet says Phaeton, at the sight of the sign of the scorpion,

quitted the chariot, he designed to intimate that the event in

question happened in that time of the year when the sun is in

that sign.—Lastly, if none of these explications is satisfactory,

we may hold to that of Plutarch and Tzetses, who tell us that

there was really a Phaeton, who reigned over the Molossians,

and was drowned in the Po; that this prince had applied himself

to astronomy, and had foretold the great heat which happened in

his time, and which desolated his whole kingdom. These two

authors undoubtedly followed the opinion of Lucian, who, after

agreeably rallying this fable in one of his dialogues, says very

seriously in his treatise of astronomy, what had given rise to this

fiction was, that Phaeton had been much addicted to astronomy,

and had especially studied the course of the sun; but having died

very younj^, had left his observations unfinished; which gave

some poet a handle to say that he was not able to guide the cha-

riot of the sun to the end of his course.——Antiquity has left us

some monuments of this fable. The first, which is taken from

the cabinet of the chevalier Maffei, represents Phaeton dead and

stretched on the ground, while the chariot, still entire, is in the

middle of the aerial regions. There is a very singular circum-

stance in this monument; the chariot is only drawn by two hor-

ses, contrary to the common opinion, which makes them four.

The a.ncients, as we are told by Tertullian. made this distinction
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between the chariot of the sun and that of the moon; the formci-

being always drawn by four horses, and the latter by two.—The

second monument is taken from M de Charlet: the field exhi-

bits flames, the broken chariot, whereof you see but one wheel,

Phaeton dead, and the horses in great disorder. You see also, by

one of the horses, two fowls with crests on their heads, which

are taken for swans, supposed to be designed by the sculptor to

represei)t at the same time, the metamorphosis of Cygnus king

of Liguria. But in reality the fowls have no resemblance to

swans; and the artist has too well designed the rest of the piece,

for one to believe that he would blunder so egregiously in the

representation of swans. They are rather to be considered among

that sort of enigmatical figures which occur but too often in aiui-

quity; and it is needless to attempt to explain—In the third mo-

nument which is taken from Beger, Phaeton is mounted upon a

chariot, and the horses in disorder, threaten an approaching fall.

One singularity in this monument is, that the Heliades, Phae-

ton's sisters, appear there upon the bank of a river, in the mo-

ment that ttjey begin to be transformed into poplars. The swan

that is by, shows the design of the sculptor was to draw together

all the circumstances of this fable. I should observe that Appol-

lonius Rhodius relates one particularity more upon this subject,

which is not to be met with in the other poets; namely that the

water of the Po was so infected by the conflagration, and by the

thunder which Jupiter hurled against Phaeton, that the birds

which flew over this river, unable to bear the stench of it, were

precipitated lifeless from their flight As to the metamorpho-

ses of Phaeton's three sisters, Phccbe, Lampctia, and iEgle, we

may say, supposing with Plutarch that Phaeton was drowned in the

Po, that these princesses actually died of grief upon the banks of

that river, whither they had gone to bewail the disaster of their

brother, and that their metamorphoses into trees is only a poeti-

cal ornament, as also what is said of their tears that were changed
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into amber; just so too may we conceive of the fable of Cygnus

king of Liguria, his brother, whom similitude of names had

changed into a swan. The ancients are not agreed as to the trans-

forriiation of the Heliades; though the most common opinion is

that they were transformed into poplars. Virgil, in one of his

eclogues, makes Silenus say they Avere turned into alder trees;

but yet in the tenth book of the Eneid he returns to the common

opinion, saying that Cygnus passed his days in deploring the loss

of his dear Phaeton, under the shade of th^ poplars, into which

the sisters of that unfortunate prince had been transformed.

There was yet a third opinion as to this subject; that they were

transformed into the larch tree, which resembles the pine, and

whose gum is a sort of turpentine. The Accoleian family, origi-

nally from the confines of the Po, according to Fulvius Ursinus,

got the surname of Lariscola upon that account; and in the me-

dal of that family now extant, which is also referred to in Vail-

lant, you sec on one side the head of a woman, which authors tak»

to be Clymene, Phaeton's mother, with this inscription. P. Acco-

Iciua Lariscola; and on the reverse three women transformed

into the larch tree, who are the three sisters of Phaeton. Vitru-

viiis and Pliny tell us that the larch tree is only to be found about

the Po; that it sheds a gum, and that it does not burn; that is to

say, it makes considerable resistance lo the powers of fire by

means of the humidity with which it was impregnated, and not

as Palladius relates upon the credit of some ancient, from the

antipathy it has to the fire which consumed its brother.——But
were 1 allowed to offer a conjecture about this fable, I would say

it comes from the northern countries, and that the river Reida-

nus, which having run through Prussia, disembogues itself in-

to the Baltic sea, had given rise to most of the circumstances

that enter into it. Accordingly, there is upon the banks of that ri-

ver a great quantity of poplars, and swans that go thither in the

spring to have their yayirg. TIic place where it eiDpties into the
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sea is famous tor the yellow amber ihat is found iherc, which

brings in a great revenue to the state, and is only to be found

there, but not at all upon the Po. It is no v.'onder iluit what tradi-

tion delivered concerninti; that river should have occasioned the

Po to be called E^idanus; the two names resembling one another

too much not to incline us to be of this opinion. The islands

Electrides, which Apollodorus Rho:lius, in his Expedition of the

Argonauts, places in the Adriatic Sea towards the mouth of tie

Po, are a mere flection; amber is neither to be found upon this

river nor in those pretended isles. What lAician relates serve;s

also not a little to confirm the above conjecture. He tells us that

having travelled along the Po, in order to inquire there for am»

ber, poplars, and swans the inhabitants of the country answered

him, that there were upon that river neither swans, nor poplars,

nor amber; and he adds that when he was going to relate to some

watermen the fable of Phaeton and his sisters, they laughed at

him, assuiing him that they had never heard of it.

• Cicero distinguishes four A polios; the first,

Thci*c wcvc sc-

veral Apollos. ^^^ ^°" ^^ Vulcan, was the tutelar deity of the

Athenians; the second, the son of Coribas, and

native oi Crete, is said to have waged war with Jupiter himself

for the sovereignty ot that island. The third, who passed from

the country of the Hyperboreans to Delphos, was the son of the

third Jupiter and Latona; the fourth was of Arcadia, and went

by the name of Nomion, because he had given laws to the Arca-

dians. It would seem that Cicero had taken these four Apollos

for real personages, since he gives their genealogies. Of these

four Apollos it appears that the three last were Greeks, and tho

first an Egyptian, whom Herodotus makes to have been the son

of Osiris and Isis, and was called Orus. Latona, according to that

author, with whom Isis had entrusted him, was his nurse; and in

order to save him from the persecutions of Typhon, she hid him

in the island of Chemnis, which is in the lake of I3uthos whero

Vol. II r, O
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Latona dwelt. Pausanias is of the same opinion with Herodotus,

and ranks Apollo, as he does, among the Egyptian deities. " The

senator Antoninus, says he, built at Epidaurus a temple to Escu-

lapius and Apollo, two Egyptians." The testimony of Diodorus

Siculus is yet more explicit, since in speaking of Isis, after hav-

ing jold us that she had invented the practice of medicine, he

adds, she taught the same to her son Orus, who was named Apol-

lo, and was the last of the gods who reigned in Egypt.— INIar-

sham, who has arranged the dynasties of Egypt in a manner pe-

culiar to himself, sets Orus at the head of the derni-gods, and

gives him a reign of twenty-five years. This author distinguishes

him not only from the Sun, whom he, conformably to the opinion

of Cicero, makes to have been the second in the first dynasty, at

the head of which was Vulcan; but distinguishes him also from

another Apollo, who was but the eighth king of the second dy-

nasty. Thus according to that learned author, the Sun, Orus,

and Apollo, were three princes whom we must carefully distin-

guish, having reigned at periods of time very remote from each
'

other.

. The result of all these disquisitions is, that

mo^sf ancilnTA. ^l^e true Apollo was of Egypt; and that howe-

pollo was an E- ^gj, ^j^g Greeks gave that name to some one of
gyptian.
• their own nation, yet they formed his history

upon that of the Egyptian prince. Accordingly is it not evident

that what they say of their island of Delos, their birth place of

Apollo, is taken from what the Egyptians related of Chemnis,

where Latona had hid Orus? If they alleged that Delos was a

floating island, and never fixed but at the birth of Apollo and Di-

ana, did not the Egyptians say the same thing of their Chemnis?

Herodotus, to whom this relation was given when he was in

Egypt, says he looked at that island with all possible attention,

but could see nothing of that floating quality about it. The

Greeks added that Neptune with a blow of his trident, had made
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the island of Delos to rise up from the bottom of the sea, to se-

cure to Latona, persecuted by Juno, a place where she might

bring forth her children; and who sees not that this is an exact

copy of what the Egyptians fabled of Typhon's persecutions of

Isis, who, to save her son from the cruelty of her brother-in-law,

committed the care of his education to Latona, who hid him in

the island of Chemnis? As for the interposition of Neptune, this

is a fiction grounded upon the custom of ascribing to that God

whatever happened in the sea, and particularly all 6arthquakes;

and as the word Delos imports manifestation, that island, either

for being before unknown, supposing it to have existed, or be-

cause it rose up from the sea by the effect of some earthquake,

as we have seen in modern times the new Santorine formed,

was therefore called Delos If the Greeks have made their

Apollo to be the son of Jupiter, it was because the Egyptian had

Osiris for his father, with whom the Egyptians confounded their

Jupiter. If the Greek Apollo was the god and conductor of the

Muses, it is because Osiris carried with him in his expedition to

the Indies, singing women and musicians. The Greek Apollo

was accounted a god of Oracles, because Osiris had one in

Egypt, as also Latona, which we learn from Herodotus. If the

Greeks asserted that one of their Apollos came from among th

Hyperboreans, it was because that god was peculiarly worship

ped there from the time that Sesostris carried his, arms into that

country; and the Greeks had some communication of religion

with those people. What accounts for the Greek Apollo being

often confounded with the Sun is, that Osiris and Orus were his

symbols in Egypt. In fine, if Apollo was stated to have been

born at Delos, the reason is that in that island his worship was

the most solemn; and, as Herodotus tells us, the birth of a god

in any country, denotes the introduction of his worship into it»

This parallel might be carried fartiier, but I have said enougli to

prove that the true Apollo was an Egyptian.
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1 lie Greeks ^ ^o not deny however tluu the Greeks gave
would have him jj.^ ^.^^^^ ^,f Apollo lo a prince of their own
to be a native oi i i

.

iheir own couii- country. The account we have cf his birth is as
'

tollovvs. Latona, the daughter of Cceus and Phe-

he or according to Homer, of Saturn, being greatly admired for

her beauty, was celebrated for the favours she granted to Jupiter.

Juno, always jealous of her husband's amours, made Latona the

object of her extraordinary vengeance and unparalleled fury, of

T\'iiich, she made the earth produce the monstrous serpent Py-

thon, to be the instrument. Thus Latona wandered from place to

place during her pregnancy, continually alarmed by the persecu-

tions of Python: and Terra, influenced by Juno, refused lo afford

her a place of repose where slie might bring forth. Neptune,

inoved with the sad fate of this unfortunate piinccss, resolved to

afford her repose, and with a stroke cf his trident, made the

island of Delos spring up from the bottom of the sea; or, as

some say, rendered it immovable, having till then, floated about

sometimes above and sometimes below the surface of the water.

Hither Latona, changed into a quail by Jupiter, repaired and

gave birth to Apollo and Diana after having resumed her origi-

nal form.*

• Latona's repose was of short duration. Juno discovered her retreat,

aud obliged her to fly from Delos. She wandered over the greatest part

of the world; and in Caria, where fatigue compelled her to stop, she Avas

ir.sultcd and ridiculed by some peasants whom she had asked for water.

Being much provoked at this treatment she complained to Jupiter, who

punished their barbarity by changing them into frogs. She was also expo-

sed to repeated insults by Niobe, who boasted that she was greater than

the mother of Apollo and Diana. At last Latona, though persecuted by the

resentment of Juno, became a powerful deity. Her worship was generally

established where her children received divine honours, particulai'ly at

Argos and Delos, where she had temples.
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'

\.)i all the gods of pagatsism, there is not one
His wonderful

. r t . i i

endowments. of whom the poets have tabled so many wonders
"~

as of Apollo. According to them he excels in

all the fine arts, such as poetry, music, eloquence, Sec; and by a

hyperbole common enough upon such occasions, they fabled that

he was the inventor of them. He was the god and protector of

poets, musicians, and orators: the Muses were also under his

protection, and he presided over their concerns. Added to this,

there were none of the gods who equalled him in the art of pre-

diction, and consequently of all others, he had the greatest num-

ber of oracles.—To so many perfections were joined beauty, grace,

and the art of captivating the ear and heart no less by the sweet-

ness of his eloquence, than by the harmonious sounds of his lyre,

which equally charmed gods and men. But yet, with all these

good qualities he had not always the talent of pleasing the ladies

with whom he happened to be in love; which drew upon the Pa-

gans some railleries from the apologists for the Christian religi-

on: for in order to seduce Isse the daughter of Macareus, he was

obliged to transform himself into a shepherd; and in vain did he

display all his perfections to Daphne; who slill was deaf to his

addresses, Sec. But to be more particular, let us trace the origin

of the fables which have been delivered respecting this god.

^'
.. , r To explain that of Daphne bciiin; transformed
i" ablcs respect- ' ' "^

ing Apollo—1st. in;o a laurel, while Apollo was in pursuit of
Of Dapline being

transformed inio '^er; we may suppose that some prmce among

^ ^"''^^'
those who for their love of the belles lettres had

acquued the name of Apoilo, falling in love with Daphne, the

daughter of Pcneus king of Thessaly, and being one day in pur-

suit ol her, that young princess died upon the banks of a river in

sight of her lover. Some laurels springing up in that spot gave

rise to her metaniorjjhosis; or rather the etymology of Daphne's

name, which in Gieek imports a laurel, was ll.e foundation of the

fable; and as this tree was consecrated to Apollo, hence came
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the fable of the amours of Apollo and Daphne.—Pausanias how-

ever, speaks of this adventure otherwise. He says Leucippus the

son of Oenomaus king of Pisa, being in love with Daphne, dis-

guised himself in the form of a young maid, to accompany her

in the chase which she loved exceedingly, and consecrated him-

self to Diana, according to the custom of those times. The assi-

duity and officious zeal he showed for his mistress, soon procured

him her love and confidence; but Apollo, his rival having disco-

vered the intrigue when Daphne and her companions were go-

ing to bathe themselves, they would have Leucippus to follow

their example, but he having excused himself under various pre-

texts, they stripped him, and upon being fully confirmed in their

suspicion, they slew him with their arrows—Diodorus Siculus

asserts that Daphne was the same with the fairy Manto the

daughter of Tiresias, who was exiled to Delphos, where she

wrote many oracles, which Homer has so happily used in his po-

ems: what more was needful to make her pass for the daughter

of Apollo?—The inhabitants of Antioch pretend that this adven-

ture between Apollo and Daphne happened in the suburbs of

their city, which from that time got the name of Daphne. St.

John Chrysostom describes a fine statue of Apollo that was in

those suburbs: the god held a lyre in one hand, and a patera in

the other, with which he seemed to be offering libations to the

earth who had swallowed up his mistress.

^ ^, ^ The fable of Leucothoe, who was in love with
The fable of

Leucothoe's love Apollo, being buried alive by her father Orcha-
^°

mus; and that of Clytia her rival, being meta-

morphosed into the flower called the Heliotrope, contain nothing

historical. I have laid it down as a principle, that fables were

commonly founded upon history, but I have also acknowledged

that they are sometimes to bt- regarded in a moral or physiolo-

gical sense. Thus, what may be said of this now in question, is,

that Leucothoe passed for the daughter of Crchamus king of Per-
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sia, because that prince was the first who planted in his kingdom

the tree which bears incense, and which was called Leucothoe.

They added that this pretended princess was in love with Apol-

lo, because incense is an aronuitic drug very much used in nic-

dicine, whereof that God was ti.e inventor; and to this they sub-

joined the circumstance of Clytia's jealousy, because the Helio-

trope into which she was metamorphosed, is a plant which kills

the tree which bears incense. After all, it appears very surpri-

sing that in order to tell us Orchamus planted the incensetree,

they should have so many far-fetched circumlocutions; as, that

he buried his daughter alive, a punishment for having been sen-

sible to the addresses of I'.er lover; and that her rival Clylia, for

having revealed this intrigue, was transformed into the Helio-

trope. And yet it is better to be contented with this explication

than to risk further conjecture.—Apollo had also other amorous

intrigues laid to his charge, among which was that he had with

Coronis, by whom he had a son, Esculapius; but of this we shall

speak in the history of that god of medicine.

_^ As Apollo was the god of the fins arts, be-
The Hible of '

his favourite Hy- sides that many of those who cultivated themj
acinthus.

. ,. • t- i • / x u===== passed for his sons, as Lsculapius, Orpheus,

Linus, &c. others also were regarded to be his favourites, as Hy-

acinthus and Cyparissus.—Hyacinthus was, according to Pausa-

nias, a young prince of the city of Amyclse in Laconia. His fa-'

iher Oebalus, whom this author calls Amycles, had taken so

much care of his education, that he was looked upon as a favour-

ite of Apollo and the Muses. While he was one day at play with

his associates, he was accidentally struck on the head with a quoit

in consequence of which he died some time after. Some poem

probably was composed upon this ad\enture, where by way of

consolation to his parents, it was said that Boreas, jealous of

Apollo's love to this young prince, had given a -fatal direction to

the quoit wherewith they were playing together; and the fiction,
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it must be owned, was ingenious enoiip;h. riie Lacedemonians

celebrated every year a solemn festival near the tomb of this

prince, where they offered to him sacrifices; they even ins'.ituted

games to his honour, as we learn from Atheneus, who gives a

description of them. Pausanias mentions this prince's tomb

whereon he says v;as represented the figure of Apollo. His me-

tamorphosis into a flower of the same name was only an episode

to the romance. The complaints of Apollo for the death of Hya-

cinthus have frequenllv been the subject of the smartest raille-

ries upon that god, even among the Pagans themselves.

, „ Cyparissus, who according to Ovid, was born

his favorite Cy- in Carthea, a town in the island of Cos, was a
parissus.

, ,. i r
. young man possessed or great talent lor poetry

and polite learning; which made him also be accounted the fa-

vourite of x\poHo. His metamorphosis into the cypress tree is

founded upon a resemblance of names, thit tree being called

Cyparissos. They added to this fable, that Apollo, to comfort

himself for his death, had ordered the cypress forever afterwards

to be the symbol of mourning; that it should accompany funerals,

and that no other tree s'r.ould be planted near the tombs;—cir-

cumstances founded upon the nature of that tree, whose branch-

es stripped of tlieir leaves, have a most niournful aspect.—There

are others who pretend that Cyparissus was also beloved by Syl-

vanus, and that this is the reason why that god is often represent-

ed with branches of cypress in his hand.

Though Apollo was not always successful in

His musical
j^^^ amours, he was so in all tho challenges that

triumph over ran ...
and his treatment any had the presumption to give him, and in these.

of Midas. .,r,-., re i
• . • r>

^,,———————~ trials of skill came on always victorious.— ran,

who thought he excelled in the art of playing upon the flute,

would compare that instrument with the lyre of Apollo. The

challenge was accepted, and the river Tmolus, chosen arbiter,

adjudged the victory to Apollo. Midas, witness to this trial of
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skill, rejected the judgment of Tniokis, for which Apollo, to af-

fix a mark upon his stupidity, gave him asses ears. Midas took

great care over after to conceal under a Phrygian bonnet this dis-

honourable deformity; but his barber who had discovered it, and

durst not speak of it, imparted the secret to the earth, ^vbence

sprung reeds that divulged it.—These fictions are founded upon

history. Midas, according to Pausanias, was the son of Gordius

and Cybele, and he reigned in the greater Phrygia, as we learii

from Strabo. The former of these authors says he built the city

of Ancyra, now Angoura, and that of Pessinus upon mount Agj

distis, famed for the tomb of Atys; nd the latter says only that

he and Gordius his father fixed their residence near the river

Sangar, in cities, which in his time were only sorry villages. Prom

Ovid we learn that Midas was cotemporary with Tmolus. As he

was very rich and a very good economist, they fabled that he turn-

ed into gold whatever he touched; and Bacchus who, according

to the fable, taught him how to get rid of that quality so incom-

modious to him, was perhaps brought in only because he was the

god of wine, whom Midas honoured with a particular woi--

ship. We may further add that what had given rise to this fable,

is, that he perhaps was the first who had discovered guld in the

Pactolus. Strabo speaking of the place whence some princes had

got their riches, says only of Midas that he had acquired his in

the mines of mount Bermius. From his infancy it was foreseen

that he would be extremely wealthy and very frugal, because the

ants approaching his cradle, had put grains of corn into his mouth.

As he was very dull and stupid, they invented the fable of tho

judgment he had given in favour of Pan against Apollo. Others

explain the fiction of the asses ear* with which Apollo had pre-

sented Midas, by saying that it alluded to his keeping spies

through all his kingdom; or because he commonly dwelt in a

place called the asses ears. As wc know the time when the Cim-

merians entered Phrygia, it is easy to fix the date of Midas's reign^

VoitlH. ^
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since Strabo tells us they went ihiiiier i.boiit the time ot his

death.

Marsyas, another player upon the fiute, was
His musical tri- ^ , n.-i • . i i

umph over Mar- V^^ moie uniortunate than Ahdas, in the chal-

^7^fT^'^^
ciniel leiige which he presumed to give to Apollo,

since this god flead him alive. Such is the his-

tory of this personage, so celebrated in antiquity: He was of Ce-

lenoe, a town in Phrygia, and son of Hyagnis. Some, says Plu-

tarch, have alleged that the true name of Marsyas was Masses.

Diodorus tells us, that besides great genius and application he

was possessed of a large share of wisdom, and continence, proof

against all temptations. His genius especially appeared in the in-

vention of the flute, in which he had the skill to unite the sounds

M'hich before were divided among the several pipes of the reed.

He had a,particular attachment to Cybcle the daughter of Din-

dyma and Meon a king of Phrygia; and the misfortunes that be-

fell that princess in consequence of her amours with Atys, could

not oblige Marsyas to part with her. Banished her father's house

after the murder of her gallant, become frantic and a vagabond,

she found Marsyas a faithful companion of all her ramblings and

excursions, which brought them both at last to Nysa the mansion

of Bacchus, whence they met with Apollo proud of his new dis-

coveries in the lyre. Marsyas gave him a challenge, which Apol-

lo accepted on condition, says Pausanias, that the victor should

use his competiior as he pleased; and that god having won the

victory caused his antagonist to be flead alive, or according to Dio-

dorus, he performed that cruel operation himself. Hyginus and

the younger Philostratus, who allege that Apollo had employed

for that purpose, the ministration of a Scythian, are mistaken

about the Greek word which was in the treatise they had used, and

which they in honest simplicity interpreted, to give commission

to a Scythian; whereas according to Hesychius, it imports simply,

to flea. It was further added, that his blood was metamorphosed
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intp a river that bore the name of Marsyas, whose waters were

actually reddish, and ran through the city of Cclense, where, say9

Herodotus, was to be seen in the public place, the skin of that un-

fortunate musician suspended in the form of a bladder or a foot

ball. It must have been transpoitcd thither, since Xenophon in-

forms us that Apollo had suspended it in a cave. Other authors

give him a less cruel death, and assure us that through desperate

grief for being vanquished in his favourite art, he had thrown

himself into the river above mentioned, where he was drowned.

— .Antiquity has preserved to us several monuments representing

this fable. You see Marsyas in Beger, in MafFei, and in Du Choul,

fastened to a tree with his hands behind his back; and Apollo,

holding the lyre in his left hand, has a young man at his feet, who

seems to implore his assistance: he is thought to be Olympus the

scholar of Marsyas who asks pardon for his master, or rather per-

mission to give him funeral obsequies; which he accordingly ob-

tained, as we learn from Hyginus. Maffei has likewise a print of

a magnificent statue at Rome, wherein you see Marsyas with his

arms extended, fastened to a tree. And we find others in which

Apollo holds with one hand a knife and with the other Marsyas's

skin; which confirms the opinion of those who allege that the

god had performed the cruel operation himself. We may add

here in regard to Marsyas, that other monuments represent him

with the ears and tail of Fawns and Satyrs. 'Servius the gramma-

rian asserts, that the free towns had in the public places, 'a statue

of Marsyas, which was a symbol of their liberty, because of the

close connexion between Marsyas taken for Sylenus, and Bacchus

known to the Romans under the name of Liber. There was at

Rome in the Forum one of those statues, with a tribunal set up

by it, where justice was administered. The advocates who gained

their causes, crowned this statue in gratitude to Marsyas for the

success of their eloquence, and to engage his favour to them in

future, in quality of an excellent pbyer on the flute; which con-
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firms what we know of the great influence the sound of that and

other instruments in those times, had upon declamation, and how

apt it was to animate orators and actors. Notwithstanding the

many testimonies of Marsyas' having been Head alive, there are

authors who take this to be a mere allegory, founded upon this

circumstance, that before the invention of the lyre, the flute was

esteemed above all instruments of music, and enriched all those

•who could play upon it; and as the lyre brought the flute into dis-

credit, and nothing more was to be gained by it, hence they feign-

ed that Apollo had stripped off Marsyas's skin, which was better

imagined than that the money of those days was made of leather.

-
. , ^ The defeat of the serpent Python, described

liis defeat of -

the serpent Py- by Ovid, is likewise ascribed by the poets to

'

Apollo. The waters of the deluge, says Ovid,

which had overflowed the earth, left a slime whence sprung se-

veral insects, and among them the serpent Python, which made

great havoc in the country about Parnassus. Apollo armed with

liis arrows, put him to death.—If we refer this fable to history,

this serpent was a robber who haunted the country about Del-

phos, and committed spoliations upon those who came thither to

sacrifice. A prince who boie the name of Apollo, or one of the

priests of that god, freed the countiy of him. This event gave

lise to the Pythian games, so well known in Greece. They were

celebrated with great form every four years, and the prize given

to the conquerors, was either apples consecrated to Apollo, or as

Pindar allegjes, laurel crowns. The chief exercises there were

dancing, and playing upon musical instruments. This event,

vhich Ovid places immediately after the deluge, must have hap-

pened a long time after, since in the time of Deucalion, Apollo

was not yet known at Delphos. It was Themis, according to the

same poet and all antiquity, that delivered oracles there at that

period of time; and before Themis, there was another oracle

Ifhat bad been delivered there by Terra.
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The arrows of Apollo were the emblems of the
The fable of

his revenge upon sun-beams, and this circumstance gave nse to a

Niobe's children.
^^^^-^^^ ^f ^^ jg^g antiquity than notoriety; name-

ly, that to Apollo were to be attributed all sudden and untimely

deaths. Of this we find an hundred examples in Homer; and

whenever that poet speaks of any death of that kind, he never

fails to ascribe it to Apollo, or to Diana; with this difference, that

h© imputes to the god those of men; and to the goddess those of

women. Of these the most noted example in antiquity is that of

Niobe's children whom Apollo and Diana slew with their arrows.

The fable is too remarkable to be omitted here.—The haughty

Niobe, says Ovid, grieved that Latona should have a religious

worship paid her, and that no altar was raised to herself, though

by reason of her birth and numerous offspring she had a just

claim to divine honours, ran through the streets of Thebes to

put a stop to the sacrifices that were offering to that goddess. La-

tona in revenge, implored the aid of Apollo and Diana, who hav-

ing found in the neighbouring plains of that city, Niobe's chil-

dren performing their exercises, slew them unmercifully with

their arrows. All the ancient historians agree with Diodorus

Siculus and Apollodorus, that Niobe was the daughter of Tanta-

lus, and sister of Pelops; for we must not confound her, who is

the subject of this fable, with another Niobe who was daughter

of Phoroneus, and whom Homer makes to be the first mortal

with whom Jupiter was in love. Pelops having left Phrygia, to

remove into that part of Greece, which since took his name, car-

ried his sister with him. Being desirous to secure his new domi-

nion by some alliances that might support him against the assaults

of his enemies, he gave her in marriage to Amphion, a prince

equally powerful and eloquent; by whom Thebes had lately been

fortified with walls. Niobe's portion was probably employed in

building a town in Beotia; at least this was one of the conditions

of the marriage, as Pausanias informs us that it was about that
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time Peiops h.irl the foundaticn of it. The sam author in more

instances than one, speaks of Amphion's alliance with the house

of Peiops; and in his Beotica he expressly says, that prince hav-

ing contracted an alliance with Tantalus, had learned fiom the

Phrygians the Lydian measure, and added three new strings to

the four which the lyre had before.—There is great probability

that Niobe was the seal to the peace that was concluded between

Amphion and Peiops; for the latter had quarrelled with the king

of Thebes for having received into his kingdom Maius, whom

Amphion and Zethus had banished, as we have it in Apollodorus.

At least it is certain that the match was very happy, if the fruit-

fulness of Niobe means any thing, who had a very numerous pro-

geny. Homer gives her twelve children, six sons and so many

daughters; Herodotus gives her only two sons and three daugh-

ters; Diodorus Siculus fourteen, seven of either sex; Apollodorus

upon the authority of Hesiod alleges she had ten sons and as many

daughters. However, that author names only fourteen of them.—

Niobe elated upon account of her fruitfulness, despised Latona,

who in revenge engsged Apollo and Diana to put all her children

to death in the manner as Ovid relates from the other ancient

poets, and as may be seen in Plutarch's book of superstition. This

episode, ingeniously enough invented, contains a history as real

as it is tragical. The pestilence which desolated the city of The-

bes, destroyed all Niobe's children; and because contagious dis-

tenipers were attributed to the immoderate heat of the sun, hence

it was fabled that Apollo had slain them with his darts. Added to

this, are several parallel cases, namely; Homer tells us that La-

odamia, and the mother of Andromache had been slain by Diana.

Valerius Flaccus describes the lamentations of Clyta the wife of

Sysicus upon the death of her mother, whom Diana had slain:

and not to multiply examples, I will only add, that the scholiast

upon Pindar remarks, after Pherecydes, that Apollo sent Diana

his sister, to put to death Coronis and several other women, while
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he himseif was going to clestioy Ischis. After this it is no wonder

to see Penelope, in Homer, praying Diana to put her to death. If

these testimonies were not sufficient to prove this tradition, I

might add the authority of Strabo and Eustalhius, who gave the

same account; and the latter observes very judiciously, that the

poets who attributed to those divinities sudden deaths, and such

as were owiog to pestilence, always imputed those of men to

Apollo, and those of women to Diana. Homer has indeed devia-

ted from this rule, in saying that Diana had put Orion to death:

but as Orion had a mind to violate the honour of that goddess, it

is no wonder that she would punish him herself; which however

is so very contrary to the common practice, that there are authors,

according to Eustalhius who take this passage in Homer to be

spurious. Nothing is better imagined than this system, since there

is reason for attributing contagious distempers to the exhalations

of the earth, and to the immediate heat of the sun: accordingly

Homer tells us the pestilence fell ripon the Grecian camp, so

soon as that god in wrath had darted his arrows; that is to say,

when his warm beams operating upon the surface of the earth

had infected the air. It is proper to remark by the way, that the

arrows were the symbol of Apollo provoked, as the lyre signified

that he was appeased, as Servius observes. Accordingly they never

failed in times of epidemical distempers, to implore the aid of this

divinity, and to offer sacrifices to appease him, as we learn ft'om

Horace and Pausanias. It was also a practice to put branches of

laurel upon the doors of their houses in hopes tliat the god would

spare the places that were under the protection of a person whom
he had loved; as may be seen in Diogenes Laertius, and the author

of the great Etymologicon.—Ovid makes Niobe's sons die in a

circus, where these young princes were exercising themselves

in managing horses; but Pausanias says with more probability, that

they died upon mount Cyiheron where they had been hunting,

and the daughters at Thebes. The reason -why they have added
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upon the authority of Homer, that these unfortunate children re-

mained nine days without burial, because the gods had transform-

ed all Thebuns into stones, and that the gods themselves per-

formed their funeral rites on the tenth day, is, that they having

died of the plague, nobody durst inter them, all appearing insen-

sible to the misfortunes of the queen: a lively picture of the ca-

lamities which accompanied this plague, where ever/ one, appre-

hending almost certain death, thinks only of his own preservation,

and neglects the most essential duties of life. However, as the

priests, after the violence of the distemper was abated, set about

to bury them, it was said that the gods themselves had per-

formed that dutv for them. Tliey add that Ismenus, the elder of

these princes, to deliver himself from the acute pains that he

endured from so violent a distemper, threw himself into a river

of Beotia, which was then called the foot of Cadmus, but since

that event took its name from that young prince.—Niobe no long-

er able to stay at Thebes after the death of her children, and hus-

band, who had killed himself in the extremity of his grief, re-

turned into Lydia, and ended her days near mount Sipylus, upon

which, according to Pausanias, was to be seen a rock, which

from a distance, resembled a woman in deep melancholy and

distress, though near at hand it had not the most remote resem-

blance to one, as we are assured by the same author who had tra-

velled thither himself. This is what made Ovid say a whirlwind

had carried away that unfortunate princess to that mountain, and

that she had been converted into a rock, a circumstance which in-

timates, as Cicero observes, that Niobe had kept so profound a

silence in her affliction, that she looked like one deprived of

speech and motion, which is the character of consummate grief.

Sophocles, in his Antigone, says this princess was not at first

transformed into a stone, but that the gods, at her request, grant-

ed her that favour afterwards. The same poet in his Electra, says

Niobe shed tears in a tomb of stone.^-Ovid undoubtedly thought
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the Story would be more moving, when he said all the children

of Niobe had been victims to Latona's resentment. Paiisanias

however, tells us that Melibea or Chloris, and Amyclea, two of

her daughters appeased Diana, who saved their lives; that is they

recovered of the plague. The first of these two princesses married

Neleus the father of Nestor, as we are told by Apollodorus: but

Pausanias declares he had rather be of the opinion of Homer,

who makes all of the children of Niobe to have died by the hands

of Apollo and Diana. Nor must I omit to mention what gave Me-

libea the surname of Chloris; namely, that she never having re-

covered the fright she received at the death of her brothers and

sisters, had ever after remained extremely pale.—Such is the ac-

count of this event so celebrated in the ancient poets. The fertile

imagination of Ovid who relates it so ingeniously, is indeed to be

admired. Let us transport ourselves with him to the plains of

Thebes; view these young princes mounted upjon proud steeds

performing their exercises, while Apollo and Diana, by surprise,

espousing the cause of their injured mother, discharge their darts

upon them, and kill them without mercy. The sisters of the un-

happy princes run up to the ramparts, upon the report of this

sad disaster, and they too fall by the unseen arrows of Diana:

next arrives the mother distracted with grief and despair, has

just time to bathe in tears the bodies of her children, and then is

transformed into a rock. These we must own are fine poetical

embellishments; but if fable gives great ornaments to truth, yet

the discovery of that truth yields still higher pleasure to the un-

derstanding, than all those vain ornaments can to the imagination.

This story happened about 120 years before the Trojan war;

which might be easily proved by the genealogy of Nestor, the son

of Chloris. An antique monument quoted by Montfaucon, rej^re-

sents this story according to the tradition which Ovid has follow-

ed. The sons of Niobe are represented with their horses, Apollo

and Diana are shooting their arrows at them, and the distressed

Vol. III. Q
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mother seeing them fall one after another hugs some of them in

her aims, cfFering the vain protection of parental fondness.

Th f hi f
^"* ^^ '^® arrows of Apollo were upon many

Lis being expel- occasions scrvict;able to him, they were upon
led from heaven. . .

- the followmg one extremely fatal.—Jopiter m-

censed that Esculapius had restored Hyppolitus to life, alleging

that the right of raising the dead ought to be reserved to himself

alone, thund*er-struck the unhappy physician; and Apollo to

avenge the death of his son, slew with his arrow the Cyclops

who had forged Jupiter's thunder, for which Jupiter expelled

him from heaven. Thus being compelled to shift for his living,

he entered into Admetus's service and kept his flocks.—Boccace,

upon the authority of Theodonlion, says this adventure relates to

that Apollo whom Cicero makes to have been the lawgiver of the

Arcadians, and who was dethroned for having governed his sub-

jects with too much severity. He retired to the court of Adme-

tus, who received him favourably, and gave him in sovereignty

that part of his dominions which lay along the banks of the river

Amphrisa: hence arose the fable of his having been expelled

heaven, because he had been actually banished from his throne.

The meaning of his being reduced to the necessity of keeping

Admetus's flocks, is, that Admetus put some of his subjects un-

der his dominion, and made him king of a part of Thessaly. King

and shepherd are frequently synonymous, especially in Homer.

As these ancient traditions are not always uniform, Ovid says

that it was not in Thessaly, but in Elis, that Apollo became a

shepherd and had the adventure of Battus who stole some of his

oxen.

There was hardly a god in the pagan world
The worship

, , » ,, tt , i i

and divine ho- ™ore revered than Apollo. He had temples

"oU?
^^^*° ^'

^^^''°"S'^ ^'' Greece and Italy; oracles without

number; and a vast many festivals were cele-

brated in his honour, especially at Delos. I need not dwell long
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upon this subject; it suffices to remark that almost all the cere-

monies of worship that were paid to him had a reference to the

sun whose symbol he was, or to the attributes he was thought

to possess. Thus the wolf and the hawk were consecrated to him,

because both of them have a fine piercing eye; the crow, the ra-

ven and the swan, because these fowls were reckoned to have by

instinct a faculty of prediction. The laurel was consecrated to

this god, from the supposed partiality for the tree into which his

mistress was transformed; and this produced a persuasion that

those who slept with some brandies of laurel under their head,

received certain vapours which enabled them to prophecy. Por-

phyry too informs us that the ancients foretold future events from

the crackling the laurel made whilst it was burning; which

makes TibuUus say, " When the laurel gives you a good omen,

ye husbandmen rejoice." But when it burned without cracking,

it was a bad prognostic. The cock was also consecrated to him,

because by his crowing he intimates the approach of the sun: al-

so was the grasshopper sacred to Apo'lO) because his chirping

does honour to the god of music.

Time has preserved to us a great many mo-

ented
numents of this god. It will be needless to run

=;====: over them all; most of them may be seen in

Montfaucon's antiquities. I shall only remark that he is always

distinguished in them by his youth, the rays that shine about his

head, sometimes his lyre, and at others his bow and quiver. Apol-

lo, as has been said, was generally represented youthful, and

without a beard, as well as Bacchus; which form according to

TibuUus, was exactly suitable to them both: but as the latter ap-

pears sometimes with a beard, so Lucan informs us that there

was also a bearded Apollo; however we have no monuments ex-

tant that represent him in that manner.

— In fine, to close this article, it remains forme
His numerous . , <• i i-m r * n «

appellations.
^° speak of the different names ot Apollo. As

— . the v;hclc world crJoic'-l '-his ^;;od) or c\t least the
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Sun, whose symbol he was, he had almost as many names as

there were different countries that paid him worship; but be-

sides these names the Greeks and Romans gave him several

others. That of Vulturius was given him from a pretty singular

adventure related by Conon. Two shepherds who were feeding

their flocks upon mount Lissus near Ephesus, seeing some bees-

come out of a cavern, one of them let himself down ihither with

a basket and there found a treasure. He who had remained above,

having pulled up the treasure which had been placed in the bas-

ket by his companion, left him to shift for himself, not doubting

but he would soon perish. While the deserted shepherd was thus

abandoned to cruel despair, he sunk down to sleep, and in his

dream Apollo appeared and bade him wound his body with a

stone, which accordingly he did. Some vultures, allured by the

smell of his blood, entered into the cavern, and having lodged

their bills in his wounds and clothes, and at the same time rais-

ing themselves upon their wings, thus drew the poor wretch out

of the cave. So soon as he was cured, he laid his complaint be-

fore the Ephesian magistrates, who put the other shepherd to

death, and gave him half of the treasure that he had found in

the cave. With this he built upon the mountain, a temple in ho-

nour of his deliverer, under the name of Apollo over vultures

He was called Hyperborean, for reasons given in a former arti-

cle. He had the title of Phoebus, in allusion to the light and heat

of the sun, which gives life to all things: or from the name of

Phoebe the mother of Latona: that of Delius from the island of

Delos, where he was born: that of Cynthius, from a mountain

of that name, as we learn from Servius and Festus: he was call-

ed Epidelius from a temple he had near the promontory of Ma-

lea; which originated in this manner: Menophanes, who com-

manded Mithridates's fleet, having plundered the island of De-

los, ordered the statue of Apollo to be thrown into the sea; the

Lacedemonians having found it, built a temple to this god, which
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they named Epidelius, as it were to signify that he came from

Delos. The people of Chios worshipped him under the name of

Phanseus, and gave the name of Phansea to one of their promon-

tories, because it was from thence Latona had seen the island of

Delos. That of Lycius was given him, if we may credit Pausa-

nias, by Danaus, who as he was disputing the crown with Gela-

nor^, having perceived a wolf which the Greeks call lycos, gain a

victory over a bull, gave out that Apollo was pleased to show the

people of Argos that a stranger was to prevail over a citizen; the

wolf being a foreign animal. When this prince had mounted the

throne, he built a temple in honour of Apollo Lycius.—He was

denominated Delphinium, because it was believed that under the

figure of a dolphin he had accompanied the ship of Castalius,

who conducted a colony from Crete into Phocis.—He was called

Delphicus from the city of Delphos, so famous for his oracle:

Clarius from that of Claros, where also he had an oracle: Nomi-

us, because he had kept Admetus's flocks: Pythius, from the

victory he obtained over the serpent Python: and the games that

were instituted in honour of this event were called Pythian, as

we have seen.—The name of Smynthian was given him, be-

cause, as Strabo has it, after Callinus and Heraclides of Pontus,

the descendants of Teucer having set out from Crete in quest of

a fit place to settle in, learned frojn the oracle that they should

stop at a place where the inhabitants should come to receive

them. Being obliged to pass the night upon the borders of the

sea in the lesser Asia, a great number of rats came and knawed

their belts and bucklers. The next day, seeing this havoc, and

thinking the oracle accomplished, they stopped in that place and

gave Apollo, who was there highly honoured, the name of Smyn-

thian, which in their language imports a rat. The same author

adds, that in the city of Chrysa was to be seen a statue of Apollo,

by the hand of Scopas the celebrated statuary of Paros, with the

figure of a rat at his feet; and Heraclides of Pontus asserts that
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the rats about tliat temple were sacred. Orplieus, Homer, Ovid,

and several others frequently called Apollo by the name ofSmyn-

thian.—The name of Actius was derived to him from the promon-

tory of that name, so noted for the victory of Augustus over An-

tony: that of Daphnaeus, from the fable of his amours with

Daphne: that of Soractes from a mountain in Italy where he was

worshipped, and his priests, if we believe Pliny and Virgil, walk-

ed upon burning coals without receiving any hurt. Strabo like-

wise takes notice of the same miracle, but he says it was the god-

dess Feronia who was worshipped upon mount Soracte, and that

it was in honour of her that those piiests walked upon those

burning brands.—In fine, Apollo had several other names, most-

ly taken from the places where he was worshipped.

2d. DIANA.

The history of Diana will not carry us into so
Diana, as sym^

bol of the moon, minute a detail as that of Apollo, since nearly

a copy of the E-
^j attributes belong- to both the brother

gyptian Isis. '^

^^^===== and the sister,—When Diana is considered to be

the symbol of the Moon, she is the same with Isis, who was the

most ancient symbol of that planet, as Osiris was the most anci-

ent symbol of the Sun: consequently the parallel between Diana

and Isis is similar to that between Apollo and Osiris; for the

Greeks, who had received the Egyptian theology, attributed to

the sister of Apollo what they said of the sister of Osiris.

—
'^-here were se- Cicero reckons three Dianas, thus: " The

veral Dianas:— f^j.gt ^^jj^ jg thought to have been the mother oi'
The daughter of

_
°

Latona was the winged Cupid, was the daughter of Jupiter and
most famous. _ .

i u • .u i ^ iProserpme: the second, who is the best known,

was the daughter of the third Jupiter and Latona: the third, to

whom the Greeks often gave the name of her father, was the

daughter of Upis and Glauce."—Strabo and Pausanias mention

another Diana named Britomartis. She was the daughter of Eu-
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bulus, and a great lover of hunting. As she was flying from Mi-

nos, her lover, she threw herself into the sea, whence she was

taken in some fishers' nets; which, according to Vossius, gave

her the name of Dictynna: or according to Solinus, this name

was given to her because it signifies a soft and gentle virgin.

—

Ovid also, makes us acquainted with a Diana more ancient than

the foregoing; the Diana of Egypt, who metamorphosed herself

into a cat, when Typhon waged war wiih the gods. She is the

same whom Herodotus mentions under the name of Bubastis,

adding that the Egyptians said she was the daughter of Dionysi-

us or Osiris and Isis, and that Latona was her nurse: or rather,

she was Isis herself, who is ihe true and most ancient Diana,

whom the Egyptians took for the symbol of the Moon. But as

the Greeks always copied after the Egyptians, what these have

said of their Isis, those have attributed to their Diana, the daugh-

ter of Jupiter and Latona and sister of Apollo; whereby she be-

came more famous than all the rest.

— As this princess loved hunting, she became
She was the

goddess of hunt- the divinity of those who were addicted to that

bS'oTchastit^"''
eocercise. And her abstemious love of chastity

===^= caused her to be regarded as the symbol of that

virtue; on which account the poets ordained her virgins for her

companions. It is well known that she banished from her suite,

Calisto, whom Jupiter had seduced in the shape of Diana; and

that she turned Acteon into a stag to be devoured by his dogs,

for surprising her and her attendants while bathing; an inordi-

nate and excessive punishment for the crime, which sufficiently

marks her tenacious watchfulness over her title of virgin god-

dess. But as mythology is not very consistent in its principles,

this very goddess is reported to have been in love with Endymi-

Qn, and to have visited him every night in the mountains of Ca-

ria. But this fiction is thought to have no other foundation, than
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that Endymion, a king ot Elis, frequently retired into a cave up-

on a mountain in Caria, to observe the motions of the moon.

Diana is commonly represented with a bow
How she was , . , , , , ^i -

represented. 3"" quiver, attended by a dog. She is sometimes

===== drawn in a chariot by two stags. Sometimes she

was figured with wings, as we learn from Pausanias, having in

one hand a lion and in the other a panther, her chariot being

drawn either by two heifers or two horses; symbols which this

author confesses he knows not the meaning of. Diana is easily

known however, in the figures that represent her, either by the

crescent which she very commonly has upon her forehead; or by

her hunting habit; or in fine, by one or more dogs that accom-

pany her.—Passing over many singularities in the monuments

of Diana, that may be seen in the antiquaries, particularly Mont-

faucon, we shall only add here, that of Diana of Ephcsus, called

Ephesia after the name of that city. She was represented with a

great number of breasts, and decorated with figufcs of every

description of animals; assuming the character of Cybelc, Terra

or the Earth, or rather all nature, which she represented.

. When Diana represented the moon, she was
Her plurality

of names; her called Lucina. When she was looked upon as

functions, and
^^^ goddess of huntins? she was called Diana,

worship. ^ ^

And when she was accounted an infernal deity,

she was called Diana, Proserpine, or Hecate. Hence was derived

also her name of Triformis, and the custom of representing her

with three heads, the one on the left being that of a dog, the one

on the right that of a horse, and the one in the middle that of a

boar. She was also represented under three female figures stand-

ing back to back, with the ordinary symbols of Diana and Proser-

pine. But this custom, says Pausanias, was neither universal nor

very ancient.—When Diana was invoked by women in child-bed,

she was called Juno Pronuba, and Lucina. She was called Tri-

via, importing that she was worshipped in the cross ways, the
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Streets, and public roads, where her statues were commoiily

erected. She was called Orthione, either from a place of that

name in Arcadia where she was worshipped, or rather from the

severity with which she punished those of her companions wlio

did not maintain strict chastity; or in fine, because the youths of

Lacedemon used to whip themselves cruelly, and sometimes even

to death, in the presence of her statues; from vi'hich barbarous

custom the Greeks called one who was obdurate and inflexible)

orthion. Her name of Deviana took its rise from her fondness for

hunting, as those who follow that exercise are apt to deviate or

lose themselves. Spon has given a print of a monument wherein

this goddess is named Clatra. She is there represented with

Apollo, and both of them are charged with symbols after the

manner of the Panthean figures. Apollo has his lyre and the

thunder; his head is encircled with rays, and a representation of

the SUB is above it. Diana has upon her head a crescent, a turret,

and a pine apple, like Cybcle; she has a serpent wreathed about

her arm like Hygeia the goddess of health, also the sistrum of

Isis, and the prow of a ship.- The other names given to this

goddess are for the most part derived from the places where she

was worshipped: Thus Hesychii'.s calls her Aerea from a moun-

tain of that name in Argolis; and Pausanias calls her Coryph£ea>

from another mountain near Epidaurus. The people of Tauris

called her Taurica from the name of their country, and Thoan-

tina from their king, and Orestina because Orestes stole hev sta-

tue. The people of Ephesus called her Ephesia from the name

of their city, which was celebrated for its temple and worship of

Diana. The inhabitants of Elis called her Alphaea, as we learri

from Strabo, because when Alpheeus fell in love with her she

besmeared herself and her companions with dirt, that he might

not distinguish her: accordingly, not being overcharged with sa-

gacity though a god, he was frustrated and gave over his pursuit.

The people of Achyia called her Triclara; in whose temple

Vor. HI H
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Pausanias tell us that Menalippus and Cometho gratified their

love: •which profanation was followed by a general barrenness,

insomuch that the earth produced no fruit, while an epidemic

distemper swept away vast numbers of the people. The Acaians

having consulted the oracle of Apollo, were answered by the

priestess or Pythia, that the impiety of Menalippus and Cometho

was the cause of all their calamities; and that the only way to ap-

pease the goddess was, to sacrifice to her every year a boy and a

virgin.—Hypermnestra having gained her cause against Danaus

her father, who prosecuted her for having saved her husband

Lynceus against his command to put him to death, she dedicated

a temple to Diana under the name of Pitho or goddess of per-

suasion. Pindar gives her the name of Didyma to denote that she

was twin sister of Apollo. Strabo speaks of a Diana Perasia, so

called because her worship had been transported by sea to Cas-

tabalis, a town in Cappadocia. Finally, the ancients, and especial-

ly Pausanias, give several other names of this goddess, with

which we will not trouble our readers.—We see from what has

been said, that several nations were distinguished for the worship

of Diana, towards whom they carried their superstition so far as to

offer her human victims. The festivals celebrated to her honour

in the island of Delos, which drew together a great concourse of

strangers was the most celebrated. We have noticed particularly

several of the festivals of this goddess under that article in the

first volume.

3c?. AURORA.

-a I i

" '
' Aurora, the sister of the Sun and Moon, and

Her descent; .
i j i r

her amours, and goddess or the mornmg, was the daughter oi

oftspring. Hyperion and Thea; or according to some, of

Titan and Terra; while others say she was the daughter of Pallas,

whence she was also called Pallantias. She married Astreeus, by

whom she became mother of the stars and the winds. Her amours
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with Tithonus and Cephalus, Avhom she carried lo heaven, are

particularly famous: by the former she had Memnon and ^Ema-

tion and by the latter Phaeton according to Hesiod and Pausani-

nias. She had also an intrigue with Orion, whom she carried to

the island of Delos, where he was killed bv Diana's arrows.

• As the forerunner of the morning sun, Auro-
Her represen- • .11 • u • .. l r

tation, and office.
""^ '' represented drawn in a chanot by four

^—^-^-^^^-— white horses, preceded by Lucifer, who repre-

sents the dawn, having the Hours in her rearj while she is said

to open with her rosy fingers the gates of the east, and to pour

dew upon the earth to promote vegetation. Nox and Somnus also

fly before her, and the constellations of heaven disappear at her

approach.

4t/i. The muses.

' As Apollo was the patron and conductor of
Of their num- , n, . -

ber, their origi- ^"^ Muses, it is proper to speak of these god-

nal and their at- ^^^^^^ -^^ ^j^g ^^^^^ section. We shall first re-
tributes.

^====: mark of these deities, what would seem a little

extraordinary, that no subject is more celebrated among the po-

ets than that of the Muses, whom they are perpetually invoking;

and yet nothing is more obscure than what mythologists say about

them; for they vary both as to their original, their number, their

attributes, and their names.—Hesiod, who has employed the first

hundred and seventeen verses of his Theogony in invoking the

muses, and in celebrating their memory, says they were nine in

number, and daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. He calls

them Heliconiades because they resided on mount Helicon, and

Pierides because they were born in Pieria. This poet says when

they were in Olympus, they sung the wonders of the gods, espe-

cially of Jupiter their father: that they knew the past, the pre-

sent, and the future; and thai nothing so much gladdened the

courts of heaven, as their voices and melodious concerts. Lastly,

he adds that they taught him poetry, and inspired him wiih all
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that he was about to deliver in his 1 lieogony.—Cicero speaks of

several sets of Muses: in the first he enumerates four of them,

whom he considers to be daughters of the second Jupiter. Ano-

ther Set were nine in number, whose father was the third Jupiter,

and their mother Mnemosyne. A third set were also nine in num-

ber and had the same names with the last, but were the offsprmg

of Pierus and Antiope; whence the poets are wont to call them

Pierldes or Pierian.—Varro allowed of only three in all. The Mu-

ses, says he, denote harmony; which being performed only three

%vays, either by the voice, or by wind instruments, or lastly by

those which we strike with the hand, there ought consequently

to be but three Muses. St. Augustine also relates, on the autho-

rity of Varro, that in a city which is thought to be Scicyon, three

able artists had been employed each to make three statues of the

Muses, with a design to consecrate the finest of them; but that

when they were completed, they were found to be so exquisitely

wrought, that the whole nine were kept and consecrated in the

temple of Apollo. Hence it is perhaps that most of the ancients

believed there were nine Muses.— If we may credit Diodorus

Siculus, these goddesses, so famous among the Greeks, were fine

singers whom Osiris carried about with him in his conquests,

and to whom he had given Apollo (one of his generals) to be

their director: which is perhaps the reason of their giving that

g-od the name of Musagctes, or Conductor of the Muses, as well

as to Hercules, who was also one of Osiris's generals.—M. Le

Clerc again, takes the fable of the Muses to have originated from

the concerts which Jupiter had instituted in Crete. According to

him, they were nine virgins who formed his royal academy of

music. He adds as a reason why that god passed for the father of

the Muses, that he was the first among the Greeks, who in imi-

tation of Jubal, had a regular concert; and that these singing vir-

gins had Mnemosyne or viemory given them for their mother,

becatrse she furnishes the subjects to bards and poets.—But as
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ihe Muses were famous, and very much honouied in that part of

Macedonia which was anciently called Pieria, long before their

worship was known upon mount Helicon and Parnassus, it is very

probable that this is the country whejice they derived their ori-

ginal. And this sentiment is conformable to what we read in

Newton's Chronology. Osiris, says this illustrious author, had

matched one of his singing virgins wlio accompanied him in his

expeditions, with Oeagrius king of Thrace; and of this marri-

age was born Orpheus. The musical virgins of this conqueror

became famous in Thrace under the name of Muses; and the

daughters of Pierus, a Thracian by biith, having learnt their mu-

sic, and imitated their concerts, gave rise to the fable -that they

had challenged the Muses to a trial of skill, in which they were

conquered, and changed into magpies for their presumption. It

may be supposed that the victorious Muses assumed the n^me

of the conquered Pierides, as did Minerva assume the name of

Pallas because she had killed the giant of that name.

„,, . , , I'he Muses presided over poetry, music, dan-

over the liberal cing, and all the liberal arts, as Ave shall see
arts;—llieir re-

presentation;.— more particularly when we treat of them indi-

iheir consecrated
^.jd^aUy.—Sometimes they were represented as

lountains, Sac. •' ' '

ss^;^;;^^;^;^^^ danciug in a chorus, to intimate the near and in-

dissoluble connexion which exists between the liberal arts and the

sciences. They sometimes appear v.ith wings, because with the

assistance of wings they freed themselves from the violence of

Pyrenseus. They were fond of solitude, and commonly appeared

in different attire, and with different symbols, according to the

arts or sciences over which they presided.'—The palm tree, the

laurel, and the fountains of mount Pindus, Helicon, and Parnas-

sus, particularly Hyppocrene and Castalia, were sacred to them.

Their v riou
fhere were several ejMthets given to these

epithets or names goddesses. That of Camjenx. according to Fes-
whence derived.

7 tus, Macrobius, and Servius, comes from cano,
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because llieii piincipal employment was to sing the praises, and

celebrate the actions of the gods and heroes. They were called

Heliconiades from a mountain in Beolia named Helicon, which

Otus and Ephialtes consecrated, to the Muses, and not from a

hill of the same name adjoining mount Parnassus as some have

thought. Other authors however, are of opinion that this name

came neither from the one nor the other of those mountains, but

from a musical instrument also called Helicon, of which Ptole-

my makes mention.—The name of Parnassides, given them also

by the poets, is taken from mount Parnassus in Phocis, which

they were wont commonly to frequent. They were called Aoni-

des from the Aonian mountains in Beotia; whence that province

itself was often called Aonia. From Thespia, a town in Beotia,

they were called Thespiades: and from the fountain Castalia

which ran at the foot o. Parnassus, they were called Castalides.

They were called Pegassides from the winged horse Pegassus

who was consecrated to them; and Hypocrense from the fountain

which Pegassus made to spring out of the earth with a blow of

his foot. It is also from the same fountain that they are frequent-

ly called Aganippides; for that fountain was known equally by the

names of Aganippe and Hippocrene.

'., Apollo has always been looked upon by the
Hercules as well * ' '^ '

as Apollo was poets as the patron and conductor of the Muses,
their patron.

i ,u- •

;s=s=sii=^;s;i=;=; as wc havB already remarked; and nothmg is

finer than the descriptions of the concertb of Parnassus over

which that god presided, and where these goddesses sung in

strains that charmed both gods and men. But the poets were not

content with giving them Apollo for tlieir conductor. They con-

ferred the same title upon Hercules also; and he too acquired

the name of Musagetes, as shall be seen in his history.

Thoueh the Muses received divine honours,
Their worship.

==:=== and their worship was celebrated in most of the

cities of Greece and Macedonia, with the usual offering of sacu-
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fices, yet no class of people has so highly adored them as the po-

ets; who, in imitation of Hesiod, Homer, and Virgil, seldom fail

to invoke them at the beginning of their poems, as goddesses

capable of inspiring them with that enthusiasm which is so es-

sential to their art.—Vossius seems to have been at a loss to

imagine why the ancients lionoured the Muses as warlike god-

desses; for we are assured by Plutarch that sacrifices used to be

offered to them in Greece before giving battle; but since they

were consecrated to Apollo and Hercules, who had passed the

principal part of their lives in making war, why not consider the

women who accompanied them in their conquests as warlike.

As ancient authors and monuments frequent-
Their individu- ,- , r i • »» . •

al names, svm- ly confound the names of the nme Muses, their

bols, and inventi-
gvmbols, and the arts or sciences over which

Ons, VIZ:

—

'

==^=^== they presided, we can only give that account of

each, which is the most commonly received, without attempting

to reconcile inconsistencies, contradictions, or differences of opi-

nion.

.,,. Clio the first of the Muses, presided over his-
1st, Cho

—

"^

her symbols and torv. She is represented crowned with laurels,

fiorure.

holding in one h.nd the trumpet of fame, and a

book or roll of paper in the other: sometimes she holds a/^/ec-

trum or quill in one hand, and a lute in the other; of which last

she is supposed to be the inventress. As her name signifies glory

or renown, it was her office to record the actions of brave and

illustrious heroes.

Euterpe, so called because she imparts joy,

2d, Euterpe— j *i •

her inventions, piesided over music, and was esteemed the m-
symbols, and

ventress of the flute and all wind instruments.
figure.

I She is I epVesented as crowned with flowers, and

holding a flute.—Some mythologists attribute to her the invention

of tragedy; in which character she holds a grim mask in one

hand, and the club of Hercules in the other, perhaps because
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tragedy represents heroes, ot whom Hercules was the mosi illus-

tiious. But ihe invention of tragedy is most commonly attributed

to Melpomene.

'

'

.
1 hali.., the flourishing maid, was the invent-

3d, Thalia

—

her inventions, less of comedy and pastoral poetry, over which

ficTire
' ^" ^'^^ presided. She was represented as leaning

===== against a pillar, holding a ludicrous mask in her

right hand, by which she is distinguished from the tragic Muse.

Her dress is shorter and less ornamented than that of 'the other

Muses.—We find Thalia represented on one medal with a double

face like Janus: but some have supposed that figure was meant

for Euterpe; and Spon, who has published a fine marble repre-

senting all the Muses, has sometimes confounded them.

===== Melpomene, the charmine; fair, is generally
4th, Melpome-

^ o b 7

ne—her symbols supposed to have presided over tragedy. Horace
"

has addressed the finest of his odes to her, as

the patroness of lyric poetry. Her garments were splendid: she

wore buskins on her feet, a dagger in one hand, and a sceptre in

the other.

===== Terpsichore, that is the jovial, presided over
5th, Terpsi- •.•..j,-.,i

chore—her in- ^'^^ dance, with which she delighted her sisters,

vention, symbols
,^^^ ^^ ^^^-^^^ gj^g ^^^^ reckoned the inventress

an4 figure.
- as the vivacity expressed by her name intimates.

She was represented as a young and sprightly virgin, crowned

with laurel, and holding a musical instrument in her hand.

====^=^ Erato, or the lovely, presided over lyric, ten-
6th, Erato— . .

, .. ,t
her symbols and der, and amorous poetry. Cupid, or rather Hy-
patronage.

menaeus is sometimes placed by her side hold-

ing the torch of hymen, while she appears with a thoughtful, but

most commonly a gay and animated look. She is represented as

crowned with roses, holding a lyre in her right hand. She was

invoked by lovers, especially in the month of April, which, among

the Romansjwas particularly devoted to love.
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===== Polyhymnia, whose name betokens multipli-
7th, Polyhym- / /

' f

nia—her sym- city of songs, presided over singing and rheto-

'
ric, and was deemed the inventress of harmony.

She was represented holding a sceptre in her left hand, and with

her right raised up in the attitude of an orator. She had also «

crown of jewels on her head.

-
. ^ „

' Calliope, so called from the sweetness of her
8th, Calhope— *

her symbols, and voice, presided over eloquence and heroic poe-

try. She was represented crowned with laurels,

holding a trumpet in her right hand, and a book in the l^t, to de-

note that she had cognizance of the famous deeds of heroes, as

Clio was employed in celebrating them.

_,. ,. .

- Urania, or the celestial, w s the invSntrass of
9th, Lrania

—

her invention, astronomy, over which she presided. She was
and symbols.

, .....
^j^^^j^^^j^jj;^ represented as a young virgm, dressed m an

azure coloured robe, and crowned with stars; holding a celestial

globe in her hand or upon a tripod, with several mathematical in-

struments about her.

SECTION EIGHTS.

MERCURY.
... Mythologists reckon more Mercurys than one,

enumerate sever- perhaps in consequence of the great variety of
al Mercurys.

, . i • , i , . .

, employments m which that god was contmually

active. Lactantius the grammarian enumerates four of them: one

the son of Jupiter and Maia; another the son of Coelus and the

Day; a third the son of Liber or Bacchus and Proserpine; the

fourth the son of Jupiter and Cyllene; which last slew Argus and

then fled into Egypt, where he communicated lo the Egyptians

the knowledge of letters.—According to Cicero there were five

Vi3L. III. S
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of them. " One, says he, was the son of Coslus and the Day: an-

other was the son of Valens and Phoronis: he dwells in the earth

and is called Trophonius: the third was the son of Jupiter and

JNIaia; it is of this Mercury and Penelope that Pan is said to have

Leen born: the fourth was the son of Nilus, whom the Egyptians

think it is a crime to name. The fifth, whom the Pheneates wor-

ship, is said to have slain Argus, and for that reason to have ob-

tained the empire of Egypt, and to have given laws and the know-

ledge of letters to the Egyptians."

But niost«rob- ^^ ^^ unnecessary to consider minutely how

ably there were ^e might reduce to a smaller number so many
only the Egyptian
Thot, Si the Titan IMercurys, several of whom appear to have ei-

pnnce.
^ ^j^^^ ^^^ same father or the same mother: we

1

presume it may be affirmed that there never were but two of them;

whereof the most ancient was Thot, Thaautus, or Trismegistus,

the Egyptian Mercury, who was cotemporary with Osiris. The

other is him, who, according to Hesiod, was the son of Jupiter

and Maia. We shall now speak particularly of these two Mercu-

rys; and first of the Titan prince.

T/ie history of IMercury the Titan firince.

It was this Mercury the son of Jupiter and
.—his great hon-

durs and eleva- Maia, whom most of the ancients acknowledged,

'""'
and to whom the poets attributed all the achiev-

jnents that pass under that name. It was to him chiefly that tem-

ples were built, and altars and statues were erected. After his

father's death, having become famous among the Titan princes,

Italy fell to his lot, with the Gauls: he also reigned absolute in

Spain, after the death of his uncle Pluto; as he likewise did in

the Maritanife after the death of his grandfather Atlas.

•'-
;,. ,

He was a prince of great artifice, dissimula-
His travels, ^ °

and his mental tion and cunning He travelled more than once
endowments. . ,, . „ , . ,r • i

into Egypt to mform himself m the manners
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and customs of that ancient people, to learn their theology; and

above all, the abominable science of magic, which was there in

very great vogue, and whereinhe himself afterwards excelled:

accordingly he was reckoned the great augur and soothsayer of

the Titan princes, who were perpetually consulting him. Jupiter

himself in his lifetime had often employed him in that science;

and this is what has given the poets the clue or pretext for mak-

ing him the interpreter of the gods. But some authors will have

it that he was accounted the interpreter of the gods, only because

he taught his people the worship which they required. His tra-

vels into Egypt were of great use to him for that purpose; hav-'

ing got himself initiated into all the mysteries of the Egyptians,

and having become thoroughly acquainted with their ceremonies.

—Jupiter found great advantage also from the eloquence of this

young prince, having employed him in many negociations during

the wars he had with the princes of his family; delegating him

to several places to treat with them; and this no doubt is what

made him pass for the messenger of the gods. As he frequently

reconciled them to one another, he was taken for the god of peace

and alliances. Jupiter employed him as his confidant in conduct-

ing some of his intrigues, and let hinti into the secret of all his

gallantries.— In fine Mercury contributed not a little by the force

of his eloquence, and the politeness of his manners, to cultivate

the minds of his people, to make ihem docile, uniting them to-

gether by society and commerce, and curbing the vicious by wise

and rigid laws.

" .' This prince, in his lifetime, had invented and
His useful in- ^

ventions. and un- improved several arts. To him is ascribed the

trophc*'^"^

^^^^^'
"^^^"*^°" °^ ^^^ 'y''<^' °f niusic, letters, magic,

•' commerce, wrestling, medicine, besides several

other arts. The Gauls who worshipped him under the name of

Theutates, and offered to him even human victims, as we learn

from Lactantius, looked upon him as the inventor of all the fine
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arts. Indeed we may say no prince ever gained greater reputation

for excellent qualities, nor was more beloved by his people than

he. Yet he had his blemishes, and was one of those who have no-

thing in mediocrity; which obliged the other sons of Jupiter, dis-

satisfied with his artifices, to make war upon him, in which, Jiav-

ing been vanquished repeatedly, he at last thought fit to retire

into Egypt, where he died. Others think he ended his days in

Spain, where they say his tomb was to be seen.

,, „ , ,
The learned Bochart thinks the history of

Parallel be- ^

tween Mercury Mercury had been composed upon that of Ca-
and Canaan.

, , , , ^

. naan; and between them he draws a very mge-

nious parallel. Both Mercury and Canaan, says he, passed for the

sons of Jupiter, or Ammon, who was the same with Ham. Mer-

cury took his name from merchandise, and chanaan in Hebrew

signifies the same thing. The same reason which made Canaan

be called the servant of his brethren, made Mercury be taken for

the messenger of the gods. This god had the charge of the high-

ways, for no other reason but because the Phenicians or Canaanites

of the race of Canaan were great travellers, and settled colonies

every where: and the wings of this god are the sails of the Phe-

nician vessels.—On the contrary, John Nicolai is of opinion that

Mercury is the same with Moses, and compares the miraculous

rod of that legislator to the caduceus of this god.

— Of all the gods of the Pagan world, none had
His services to

the ffods very nu- ^^ many employments and occupations as Mer-
merous, especial- c^ry. As interpreter and faithful minister of the
ly to Jupiter:

—

other gods, and of his father Jupiter in particu-

lar, he served them with indefatigable zeal, even in employments

not very honourable. He acted as ambassador and plenipotentiary

of the gods; was concerned in all treaties of peace and alliance.

^Sometimes he even accompanied Juno as her gaurd, or to watch

over her conduct. Sometimes Jupiter sent him to conduct an in-

trigue with some new mistress. At one time you have him trans-
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porting Castor and Pollux to Pallene: at another time he conducts

Pluto's chariots, when he carries off Proserpine. The gods per-

plexed with the difference between the three goddesses Juno,

Venus, and Minerva, about beauty, send him along with them to

the shepherd Paris. As messenger and confidant of the gods, he

had the care of all their affairs; also of the inside of the celestial

palace, which he was obliged to keep in good order; to supply

the gods with Ambrosia; to preside over games, and assemblies;

to hear and answer public harangues, &c. Sec. So many employ-

ments for Mercury, gave Lucian occasion pleasantly to observe,

that he could never enjoy a moment's repose. All which renders

it probable that he was the superintendant of Jupiter's affairs,

his minister of state, and his grand master of the household:

nor ought this notion to appear odd, since it is certain that the

poets, under the sublime idea of gods, of heaven, and Olympus,

have only laid before us the history of the Titans.

' '
' Notwithstanding so many good qualities and

ing, he was for a ^° "^'^"^ services done to Jupiter, Mercury was

time, expelled j^ot always in the good graces of that god; hav-
from heaven: he .

_

practised thefts ing been by him expelled from heaven. But Boc-

cace in his genealogy of the gods, asserts upon

the authority of Theodontion, that this adven-

ture does not relate to this Mercury; but to him who was called

Stiibo, and who lived a long time after him, being cotemporary

with Phoroncus. Saving that author's pleasure, however, there

never was a Mercury of that name; Stiibo, a Greek word impart-

ing to shine, being only an epithet of the planet whose name this

god bears. It is most probable therefore, that for some adventure

whereof we are ignorant, Mercury being banished from Olym-

pus where his father dwelt, was forced to keep flocks for some-

time; the pastoral life not being then unworthy even of kings*

sons. As Apollo was disgraced at the same time, and led the same

kind of life, so wc are told that Mercury stole his oxen, and that
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the shepherd B^'tt'-is, the sole witness of the theft, after promis-

ing^ not to reveal it, having broke his word, was transformed by

Merr>-ry into a touchstone, according to Ovid; a fable which may

mean that Mercury had hid Apollo's oxen near the tomb of the

shepherd who had invented the touchstone.—As Mercury was

the god of merchants and thieves, so several sorts of sharping

trick<^ were attributed to his charge; accordingly we learn from

Lucian, that when yet a child he had stolen Neptune's trident,

Apo lo's arrows, the sword of Mars, and the girdle of Venus:

also fables were founded upon his having been a skilful sailor,

expert at handling the bow, brave in fight, &c.

^ "
. ' Such is the history of Mercury, which is

aiany fables
, ,. . , , , ^ , , , , , i

• .

interspersed in much disguised by the Ureeks and blended with

the history of
several fables: for it appears that his name was

Mercury. '
"^

I given to those princes who had any of his qua-

lities. So we need not be surprised that such contradictory accounts

should be given of the same person, nor at the numerous expedi-

tions he is said to have made, and the many wives- and children that

are given to him.—His history was also disguised i)y a number

of allegories that had relation to his great and excellent qualities;

as for example, that of the golden chain which came out of his

moulli, and was fastened to the ears of those he would conduct,

signified that he chained down or fascinated the hearts and souls

of men by the powers of his eloquence.—He was said to have

one half of his face clear and the other half clouded or black, in

illustration of the opinion that he conducted souls into hell, and

consequently was sometimes in heaven or upon earth, and some-

times in the realms of Pluto.—But what was the foundation of

this table mentioned by Homer, and after him Virgil, that he

conducted souis to hell with his caduceus, and that persons never

died till he came and broke the bonds that united their bodies?

Is it because that prince in his lifetime led some colonies into

Sapin, the kingdom of his uncle Pluto, a country that was account-
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ed hell? or rather Avas it not an Egyptian ceremony that had giv-

en rise to this fable. This last is what we learn from Diodorus

Siculus. The Egyptians, says he, carried the dead body of Apis

to a certain spot, and there put it into the hands of one appoint-

ed to conduct it to the place of burial; which custom Orpheus,

•who had travelled into Egypt, taught to the Greeks, and then

Homer accommodated it to Mercury. Or perhaps because this

prince was the founder of an ancient law among the Egyptians,

which ordered that the dead were not to have burial, till the

judges pronounced that they were worthy of it: and the judges

appointed for that purpose, took evidence of the past life of the

deceased, which was publicly read upon the banks of the lake

Acherusia. Thus we may conclude that this prince assisted at

these trials in person, to insure the strict observance of the laws;

which might suggest the fable that he himself conducted the

souls into hell. La Cerda hints that this fable may have derived

its original from a custom among the At4ienians; namely when

they had condemned several criminals to death, they executed

them on several days, and he who went first to execution was

called Mercury, because he shewed the rest the way to Pluto's

realms; but who does not perceive that this is rather the conse-

quence, than the original of the fable.—As the caduceus, a sym-

bol peculiar to Mercury, was the implement by whose powers he

performed most of his magical exploits, so there were many fa-

bles concerning its origin and nature. It had the form of a rod,

around which, at one extremity were two serpents twined, whose

spires were arched in the form of two semicircles, while their

heads reached beyond the rod. Athenagoras says Jupiter being

enamoured of Rhea, she changed herself into an adder, upon

which the god instantly assumed the figure of a serpent, and these

are the two reptiles which Mercury bears upon his caduceua.

According to others of the ancients. Mercury having found two

serpents fighting together, appeased their fury by striking them
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with his rod, around which they twined themselves; and this is

the reason say they, that the caduceus has ever since been looked

upon as the emblem of peace. We are told farther, so easy is it

to give mystical explanations, that Mercury was the inventor of

a kind of music, whose sweetness was capable of stilling the

senses—the peculiar virtue of the caduceus, which lulled those

asleep who were touched with it. I^astly, we find authors of

opinion that Mercury practised necromancy, or the art of recal-

liftg souls from the dead, and that the caduceus, was the means

he employed in this operation. After all, it is most reasonable to

suppose that there is no other mystery in it, except, that as envoys

and ambassadors wore always a branch of olive in the form of a

rod, so such a one was given to Mercury the great ambassador of

the gods; to which were joined the two serpents as the symbols

of prudence, which ought always to accompany negociations.

There are few Pagan deities of whom we
How he was re-

presented, —that have a greater number of representations and

r'mbols^"^^
^^^ figures remaining than of Mercury. They are

——— to be met with in antiquaries and particularly in

Montfaucon.—He is figured as a young man of a beautiful coun-

tenance, an easy shape, sometimes naked, sometimes with a

cloak over his shoulders but covering only half his body.—As he

was the god of merchants and thieves, he is commonly drawn

with a purse in his hand.—In quality of grand negotiator of gods

and men, he wears the caduceus, the symbol of peace.—If he

has wings on his petasus or cap, at his feet, where they are call-

ed talaria, and upon his caduceus, they are to denote his swift-

ness in executing the orders of the gods, especially that of con-

ducting into hell, or into the Elysian fields, the souls of the dead,

or bringing them back again when required.—The vigilance ne-

cessary to the great number of offices allotted to Mercury, is the

reason for giving him the cock also as a symbol.— lo these sym-

bols we may add that of a short sword called herpe, with which
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he cut off the head of Argus, and which he lent to Perseus.—As

the shepherds took him for their patron, you see him sometimes

upon monuments with a ram.—You see him sometimes repre-

sented with a tortoise, because he was thought to have been the

inventor of an instrument of music called the testudo or tortoise.

—We find likewise monuments where Cupid is fitting wings to

Mercury's heels, and other singularities which are often the re-

sult only of the artist's own imagination.

' "

. We shall single out from the various names
His names. .

that were given to Mercury, such as may call to

mind some passages of history, £cc—The Greeks called him

Hermes, that is, interpreter. The Latins called him Mercurius

from mercatura merchandise; and Cyllenius, either because he

was born upon a mountain of that name, or because he lulled

people to sleep with his caduceus; Nomius, either from the laws

of eloquence which he founded, or because he was the god of

shepherds; Camillus, that is to say the messenger of the gods;

the Carthaginians called him Sumes for the same reason. The

Egyptians called him Thot, Thaautus, or Trismegistus; and the

Gauls Theutates. He was named Vialis, because he presided
'

over the highways; Quadratus, from being represented anciently

under the figure of a square stone; Triceps, because he was

equally in heaven, upon earth, or -in hell; Agonios, because he

presided over the Agonalia, games whereof he was the inventor.

The Athenians honoured him particularly in the citadel, under

the name of Profanus, that is to say, uninitiated, as Phavorinus

tells us. The poets, chiefly Homer and Orpheus, have given him

the epithet of Argicida, not so much for having killed Argus, as

because he presided over eloquence, which is frequently perni-

cious. He had likewise the appellation of Hcrpedophorus, from

the words he made .use of in killing Argus. He is sometimes

named Agorseus, or god of the market. He had at Pharos in

Achaia, a statue under this name, which deliveicd oracles. This

Vor,. HI. T •
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Statue, according to Pausanias, was of marble, of a middle size, a

square form, and standing upon the ground without a pedestal:

the inscription imported, says this author, that the statue was set

up there by SimyUis the Messinian. He sometimes had the epi-

thet of Chthonius, which according to some interpreters signified

Infernal Mercury, and according to others Terrestrial Mercury.

He had also the name of Criophoros, that is ram-bearer; accord-

ingly he had a statue at Lesche where he was worshipped under

this naime, representing him bearing a ram upon his shoulders,

to denote, as we have it in Pausanias and others, that he was the

god of shepherds. The Tanagreans worshipped him under the

name of Promacos, because he had appeared to them in battle,

fighting in their behalf; and with this we shall have done with

his names, of which there were many others.

'"
,,. The worship of Mercury had nothing peculi-
His worship. ' ' '

I ar in it, except, that the tongues of the victims

were offered to him, as a characteristic of the clocjuence of this

god. For the same reason they offered him money and milk.

Sometimes too they sacrificed to him calves and cocks. He was

especially worshipped in the Gauls; as likewise in Egypt, where

the priests consecrated to him the stork, the animal most re-

nowned among them except the ok. It was chiefly in the month

of May that they celebrated the festivals of Mercury, and wor-

shipped him in a more solemn manner than in any other part of

the year.

lYisme^^^zstus, the EgyfUian Mercury.

His extenlJT^
There is no personage without exception in

research in the profune antiquity, more celebrated than Thot,
arts and sciences. . ^^

ti'.e Egyptian Mercury. He was the soul of

Osiris's council, who employed him in the most critical affairs;

and who, before his expedition to the conquest of the Indies, left

him with Isis, whom he had appointed regent of his kingdom,

as the most proper person to serve her in the administration.
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Not content merely with giving counsel to llie qoeen, he, like a

faithful minister, applied himself to make arts and commerce

flourish through all Egypt. By studying the most sublime scien-

ces he acquired profound knowledge in the mathematics, espe-

cially in geometry; and he taught the Egyptitins how to measure

their lands, (whose limits were frequently disturbed by the over-

flowings of the Nile) that every one might know permanently

the portion which belonged to him. In fine, there were few sci-

ences wherein he did not make great proficiency; and it was he

in particular that invented those mysterious letters called hiero-

glyphics, which were afterwards used only in matters that con-

cerned religion.—To these particulars Diodorus Siculus adds,

that " Osiris conferred great honour upon Mercury, because he

saw him endued with an extraordinary degree of talent for

every thing that was conducive to the welfare of human society.

For he was the first who formed an exact and regular language

of the rude and undetermined dialects that were in use before.

He gave names to a vast number of things which till then had

none. He invented the first characters, and regulated the very

harmony of words and phrases. He instituted several rites con-

cerning sacrifices, and other ceremonies in the worship of the

gods; and commraiicated to mankind the first principles of astro-

nomy. Next he exhibited to them by way of amusement, dancing

and wrestling, and made them understand what strength, and

even what grace, the human body might derive from these exer-

cises. He invented the lyre, to which he gave three strings, in

allusion to the three seasons of the year: for these three strings

gave three sounds, the grave, the sharp, and the mean or inter-

mediate; the grave answered to the winter, the mean to spring,

and the sharp to summer. It was he from whom the Greeks

learnt elocution, which they attribute to their Hermes. He was

the confidant of Osiris, who communicated to him all his secrets,

and highly esteemed his counsels. Lastly, it was be according to
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the Egyptians, who planted the olive tree, which the Greeks as-

cribe to Minerva."

•- "

As for that great number of books upon the-

Th; veneration oiojry, astronomv, and medicine, of which Tiis-
of the Egyptians ^^ '

'

for his books on megistus was author, Marsham ascribes them
astronomv, medi- ., r tt i i i-

cine &c. *° ISlcrcury, a son of Vulcan, who, accordmg to

_
Eusebius, lived a little after Moses, that is»

about fifty years after the Israelites came out of Egypt: and this

learned author, relying upon Manetho as cited by Syncellus, er-

roneously reckoned this Mercury to be the one who was surna-

mcd Trismegisius. These books, according to Clemens Alexan-

drinus, were forty-two in number; and it was impossible for the

Egyptians to carry" their veneration for them higher than they

did. They w^ere carried in their processions with a great deal of

ceremony and respect. First of all appeared the chanter, who

had two of them in his hands, one containing the hymns in ho-

nour of the gods, and the other rules to direct the administration

of kings. Next came the minister called horoscopus, who carried

the four books of astronomy, one treating of the fixed stars, ano-

ther of the eclipses of the sun and moon, and the two last of the

rising.cf these two luminaries. Then appeared the sacred scribe,

with ten books which treated of cosmography, geography, the

description of the Nile, &c. Then followed the stolist with other

ten books upon the subject of religion, namely sacrifices, pray-

ers, festival days, &;c. The prophet next succeeded, likewise with

ten books which were called sacerdotal, treating of the laws of

the gods and of ecclesiastical discipline. Thus concludes that

author, there were forty-two books in all, of which thirty-six in-

cluded all that belonged to the Egyptian philosophy, and the

other six regarded medicine, that is anatomy, medicaments, and

diseases. It was from these books that Sanchoniathon took his

Theogony, whereof we have given an abstract in the introduction

to the first volume. They are however long ago lost, for the Pi-
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mander of Mercury is a spuiious noik.— he worship oi this

god was very solemn among the Egyptians, in honour of whom

the most celebrated festival occuried in the month of May.

JRIS.

===== As Iris was the female messenger of the

Her orierin and
,

. ,, < r i .1

I 1 ..,.„ cods, v\e sna speak ot her m the same section
physical nature. o r

;;^^^=i;:;=; with their male messenger Mercury; and we

may remark in the first place, that as Jupiter for the most part

made use of the ministration of Mercury, so Juno chiefly em-

ployed Iris as her envoy upon earth.— There is nothing histori»

cal to be found in the account of Iris, who is only a physical di-

vinity. But as the Greek mythologists personified every thing,

they made Iris or the rainbow, a young woman clothed in a par-

ty-coloured habit, always seated by the throne of Juno ready to

execute her orders. They have framed a genealogy for her too,

and we are told that she was the daughter of Thaumas and Elec-

tra, poetical personages, the former of whose names signifies to

admire, and the latter signifies the splendour of the sun; all

which is well enough to denote the quality of the meteor they

designed to describe, there being nothing more admirable in na-

ture than that bow which h formed by the reflection of the rays

of the sun by a mist or cloud in the opposite part of the heavens;

and it would have been rather a mailer of surprise hail the an-

cients not made a divinity of it

Iris is said to have been constant and unrc-

of her office

'°"^ milling in her attendance upon Juno; and Chal-

5=^^s;^ss limachus lells us that when she wanted rest she

leaned against the throne of that goddess. However she was

sometimes the messenger of Jupiter, as appears from Homer

and V^alerius f"laccus. The most important office assigned to her

by the Pagans, was to cut the fatal hasr in females who were ex-

piring; for they were persuaded that as Mercury was necessary
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by the orders of Jupiter to separate the souls of men from their

bodies at death, it was necessary also that Iris should be com-

missioned by Juno to deliver the souls of women. Accordingly

Virgil, who was a perfect master of the theology of the Greeks

and Romans, says Juno sent Iris to cut the fatal hair for Dido

after she hud stabbed herself.—However, as Iris was not always

taken up in such occupations, in her leisure hours she had the

care of her mistress's apartment, whose bed Theocritus says she

made. And when Juno returned from the infernal regions to

Olympus, it was the duty of Iris to purify her with perfumes, as

•we learn from Ovid.—Such were the notions of the poets rela-

tive to this goddess, whose constant attendance on Juno was

founded on the latter being considered as the gross air with which

the raijnbow is formed by the rays of the sun.

HEBE.

' Hebe was the daughter of Jupiter and Juno;
Her descent,

office, and off"- or, as some mythologists will have it, she was
spring by Hercu-

^^^ daughter of Juno alone, who conceived her

===== by eating lettuce. She was made cup-bearer by

her mother, to all the gods; but Jupiter dismissed her from that

ofFice, because she fell down in an indecent posture as she was

pouring nectar to the gods at a grand festival, and substituted his

favourite Ganymede in her place. She was employed by Juno to

prepare her chariot and harness her peacocks.—-When Hercules

was raised to the rank of a god, he was reconciled to Juno by

marrying her daughter Flebe, by whom he had two sons, Alexi-

ares and Anicetus.

.• - ' As Hebe was exceedingly fair, and always in
She was god-

dess ofyouth: her the bloom of youth, and had the power of resto-

worship. See.
j,j^^ g^^^ ^^^ ^^^ jQ youthful vigour, she was

therefore called the goddess of youth. And at the request of her

htjsTjand Hercules, she performed the kind ofRce of renewing
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the youthful vigour ot his friend lolas.—Hebe was worshipped

at Sicyon under the name of Dia, and at Rome under that of Ju-

ventes.—She is represented as a young virgin crowned with

Rowers, and arrayed in a variegated robe.

SECTION NINTH.

3IINERYA OR PALLAS.
• " We shall nov; give an account of Minerva,
The mystery of , ,, p t • » j • i>l

her birtlr llie noblest 01 Jupiter's productions. 1 he mys-

===== lery of .this goddess's birth is as follov/s. We
are told that Jupiler, after the war with the Titans, being by con-

sent of the other gods, lord of heaven and earth, married Metis,

who was accounted the wisest of her sex. Jupiter, so soon as Me-

tis became pregnant, having learnt from Ccelus that she would

bring forth a daughter of consummate wisdom, and a son who

was destined to become sovereign of the universe, resorted to

the diabolical remedy of devouring her. Some time after, feeling

a violent pain in his head, he applied to Vulcan, who with a

stroke of his axe cleaved open his brain, whence to his great

astonishment out sprang Minerva full grown and in complete

armour; insomuch that she was in a capacity to assist her father

in the war with the giants, wherein she greatly distinguished

herself.—Jupiter, according to some authors, was already mar-

ried to Juno, whose barrenness was the cause of his bringing

forth Minerva.
"

This fiction has always appeared mysterious,

tion"of^it^^^^^"*'
''"^ ^'^'y different explanations of it have been

==:=== offered. Some learned moderns have been of

opinion that it veiled some of the sublimest truths in philosophy,

and even the mystery of the crcaion itself; and that the armour

with whch this goddess was equipped at her birth, particu-
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larly the tremendous egis given her by the poets, which no other

divinity but herself could carry, was designed to represent her

equality in power with her father; for her divine powers were

so great, that she could hurl the thunder of Jupiter, prolong the

lives of men, and bestow the gift of prophecy.—Eusebius takes

the fable of Minerva's birth to have arisen from the story of a

virgin who appeared upon the banks of the lake Triton in Libya,

and became famous for her works in wool; and that as the fine

arts are the productions of the mind, it was just to say she sprung

from the brain of Jupiter. Pausanias seems to confirm this tra-

dition followed by Eusebius, when he says, " As for this goddess,

she is blue-eyed, which I take to be founded upon a fable cur-

rent among the Libyans, for they say Minerva was the daughter

of Neptune and Tritonis the nymph of a marsh, and that she

was therefore represented with blue eyes like her father.'' How-

ever, as antiquity varies not a little in all these matters, Pausa-

nias tells us elsewhere, that the people of Aliphera in Arcadia

valued themselves for having Minerva born and brought up

among them.—M. Lc Clerc, in his notes upon Hesiod, says the

fable of Minerva's being produced from Jupiter's brain is found-

ed upon his having adopted that goddess, and taken care of her

education.—But the common opinion is, that Minerva was the

daughter of Cecrops, who having distinguished herself in the

belles lettres, and perhaps in arms, was looked upon after her

death, as the divinity who presided over them; and the reason

assigned for her being regarded as the issue of Jupiter's brain is

only that her name, according to the most correct etymology,

signifies counsel, wisdom, or wit. All the learned however, do

not agree as to this etymology. And to this we may add, that ac-

cording to Hesiod, who makes the subject of this fable spring

from Jupiter's brain, it applies more properly to the warlike

Pallas than to the wise Minerva; since the epithets he gives her

are more characteristic of the goddess of war. Speaking of Jupi-
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ter, " that god, says he, hatched from his brain the blue-eyed

Tritonian goddess; she is active, violent, untractable, and takes

delight in bloody broils, the din of war and battles.*'

• But this was not the only Minerva of whom
There were se- , ^ i i • ^^•

vera! Minervas. ^^^ ^'^^^ accounts irom mythologists. Ciccio

==;===^^=^ finds five c:oddesses of this name. " I have al-

ready, says he, mentioned one Minerva the mother of Apollo.

Another, the offspring of Nilus, is worshipped at Sais, a town in

Egypt. A third was the daughter of Jupiter, as has been said. A
fourth, born of Jupiter and Coryphe the daughter of Oceanus,

was named by the Arcadians, Corea, to whom is owing the in-

vention of chariots drawn by four horses. A fifth, who is pictured

with winged shoes, was the daughter of Pallas, whom she put to

death because he offered violence to her."—St. Clemens of

Alexandria, who of all the fathers was best acquainted with pro-

fane antiquity, and had read a great number of authors that are

now lost, admits also of five Minervas; but as to their parentage,

he differs somewhat from Cicero- " The first, says he, was an

Athenian, and the daughter of Vulcan; the second was an Egyp-

tian, and the daughter of Nilus; the third, the offspring of Sa-

turn, invented the art of war; the fourth was the daughter of Ju-

piter; and the fifth was the daughter of Pallas and Titanis the

daughter of Oceanus, who, after she had put her father to death,

flead him and covered herself with his skin.

====== The Egyptian Minerva was the most ancient
The Kc>vptian r r . • i

Minerva, founder of all. She founded Sais and was worshipped

ancient'
^ ^ "^"^^ there long before the time of Cecrops, who was

==^== a native of that city. He introduced her worship

into Greece; after which this goddess was confounded with his

daughter Athene—This Minerva of Egypt was called Neilis>

according to Plato and Eratosthenes. And as the kings of Egypt

according to Lucian, often took the names of their gods, that of

Vol. III. U
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Nitocris, the name of the famous queen who during her reign,

distinguished herself no less for her glorious deeds than by the

•monuments she erected, signifies Viclorious Minerva.—Accord-

ing to other ancients, this Minerva of Egypt Avas called Ogga or

Onka; and it must be confessed that tlieir opinions are better

founded than that of Plato and Erathosthenes: and indeed several

writers of antiquity attest that the most ancient name of Minerva

"Was Ogga or Onka. Euphorion in Stephen of Byzantium is posi-

tive on this head; and Hesychius says in so oiany words, that

'•' Athene Avas chilled Onka at Thebes:" and whence had the The-

bans that name, but from the Egyptians or Phenicians whom

Cadmus brought into Beotia? I say from the Egyptians or Phe-

nicianS) because the ancients were divided as to the country

\yhence Cadmus came.

^=^=:==== Minerva, Pallas, and Athene, were but one
Minerva, Pallas, ...
and Athene, the and the same divinity among the Greeks, with

same:—her wor-
this slight difference, that Minerva was properly

'
'

' the goddess of the arts and sciences, while Pal-

las more properly presided over war; whence she is sometimes

confounded with Bellona.«<«.Several cities were distinguished for

the worship they paid to Minerva. Among others Rhodes and

Athens may be particularly mentioned: but in this Sais rivalled

all the cities in the Pagan world. There this goddess had a

magnificent temple, whereof Herodotus gives a description.

The same author speaks also of the temples which this goddess

had in several cities of Greece. But it seems that the island of

Nexos, though consecrated to Bacchus, was more remarkable

for the worship of Minerva, as may be proved by several medals

of that city, on which she is represented. The fable which im-

ports that on this goddess's birth-day a shower of gold was seen

to fall in the city of Rhodes, has no other foundation than that

this city, which was under the protection of Minerva, excelled

in the art of making fine statues. To this fable it was added, that
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the goddess, offended at lhe.m for having omitted lo bring fire to

one of her sacrifices, forsook the island and retired to Athens;

which means no more than that the Rliodians, having neglected

thg worship of tliis goddess, and their former care in improving

the fine arts, the Athenians began about that lime to distinguish

themselves therein, and to take her for their patroness. Accord-

ingly they dedicated lo her a magnificent temple under the name

of Parthcnos, or ihc Virgin; and Phidias adorned it with a statue

of gold and ivory, which was a master-piece. But what made the

worship of Minerva still more solemn, was the festival Atliensa*

afterwards called Panathenrea, which the Athenians celebrated lo

her honour, the pomp whereof invited spectators from all parts

of Greece.

Be'jldcs the many actions and kindnesses by
The fable of ,.,,,.

Minerva's tri- "W'hich Minerva eifdeared herself to mankmd>
umph over Nep-

gj^^jfj^^y mentions many fables concerninq: her,
tune. ' •'

o »

of which liie contest und quarrel between her

and Neptune about ihc right of giving name to the city of Athens

is the most famous. The twelve great gods were chosen umpires

of tlie difference, and agreed that the one who produced a thing

of the greatest utility to the city, should have the right of naming

it. Neptune, with a stroke of his trident, made a horse spring

from the earth; and Minerva produced an olive tree, which as

the cm>blem of peace, being esteemed the most valuable, pro-

cured her the victory; accordingly she gave the name of Athe-

ne to the city formerly called Cecropia. Apollodorus, in relating

this fable, says Neptune made a sea to spring out of the earth,

and that Minerva in presence of Cecrops planted an olive, which

vas still to be seen in his lime, in the temple of Pandora, one of

the daughters of Cecrops.—St. Augustin informs us on the au-

thority of Varro, that what gave rise to this fable was the follow-

• Sec this article under the head of Festivals in the first volume.
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ing circumstance: Cecrops, in building the walls of Athens, found

an olive tree and a fountain; whereupon the oracle of Delphos

being consulted, replied that Minerva and Neptune had both a

right to name the new city; on which occasion the people and,se-

nate assembled and decided in favour of the goddess. But accord-

ing to some authors, this fable is only founded upon the change

which Cranaus the successor of Cecrops, made in transferring

the name of his daughter Athense to that city, instead of Posido-

nia the name of Neptune which it had before; and as the Areo-

pagus or Senate confirmed this change, they fabled that Neptune

had been cast by the judgment of the gods.—Though these two

explanations are not without probability, an ingenious critic, fa-

ther Tournemine, has found out another which is still more sa-

tisfactory. The ancient people of Attica, says he, the posterity of

Cethin, a savage ferocious race, dwelt only in caves, and pursued

no other livelihood but that of hunting. The Pelasgi who made

themselves masters of tjieir country, taught them the art of na-

vigation, and made pirates of them. Cecrops, a native of Sais in

Egypt, led a colony thither, abolished the barbarous manners of

the people, taught them to cultivate the ground, and particularly

to propagate the olive, for which the soil was proper, and from

which Sais had derived its name. He taught them likewise to

worship Minerva, under the name of Athenas, highly adored at

Sais, and to whom the olive tree was consecrated. The Atheni-

ans from that time looked upon that goddess as the protectress of

their city, and called it after her name. Athens became famous

for its excellent oil; and the profits accruing from thence sug-

gested a project of reclaiming the people from piracy, to apply

them solely to the culture of the ground. The more effectually

to promote this design, they invented a fable (the ancient method

of proposing any thing to the populace), wherein Neptune was

supposed to be overcome by Minerva, who, even in the judgment

of the great gods had made a more useful discovery than Nep-
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tune. This fable was composed in the ancient hmguage of the

country, wliich was the Phrygian, blended with several Phenician

words; and as in these two languages the same word signifies a

horse and a s/iip, those who interpreted this fable, took the word

in the former signification, and substituted a horse instead of a

ship; which latter was the emblem of the fable whose end was

to reclaim the people from piracy. Had it not been for this mis-

take, adds that learned father, could Neptune have got the name

of Ippius? or would the Greeks ever have made a horseman of

the god of the seas?—In a word, it was a contest between the

sea-men who owned Neptune for their head, and the people who

Sided with the senate governed by Minerva, which gave rise to

this fable. The people, by the judgment of the Areopagus, car-

ried it, and the country life was preferred to that of piracy, which

was allegorically expressed by saying that Minerva had triumph-

ed over Neptune.

._. , , ~

,

This was not the only contest that Minerva
table 01 her '

contest with Ar- was engaged in. Araclme the daughter of Id-
achne in tapestry.

^==^=^= mon, of the city of Colophon, disputed with her

the glory of performing the best workmanship in cloth and ta-

pestry. The challenge was accepted; and the goddess, seeing the

work of her antagonist exquisitely beautiful, threw the shuttle at

her head, which so provoked Arachne that she hanged herself In

spite; but the gods in pity transformed her into a spider, as we

are told by Ovid.—Bochart thinks this fable has no other founda-

tion but the word arachy which signifies to spin, and tells us that

the scriptures use the same word to signify the webs which the

spider works: but with due respect to that learned author, we

may as well suppose that the vanity of an ingenious female artist

who had pretended to surpass Minerva herself, and her having

come to a tragical end, had given a clue to the fable. Pliny, who

gives the history of Arachne, says she hanged herself without

telling the reason of her despair.
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-———-—— -j'j^g fable of Vulcan's attempt upon her chas-
Fable of her

contest with Vul- tity is, intended to represent in the most lively

„.^_.. .,...„,.;.., .. colours the sternness ot her virtue. It wastnus;

Jupiter had sworn by the Styx to give to Vulcan as a reward for

his suit of armour, whatever he desired. Vulcan demanded Mi-

nerva in marriage; but the father of the gods had granted to

Minerva the privilege of living in perpetual celibacy; .therefore

though he could not withold his consent, he advised his daughter

to make all possible resistance, to frustrate the attempts of her

lover. Accordingly, neither the prayers nor the force of Vulcan

could prevail: but though Minerva preserved her chastity in de-

fiance of this assault, the deformed Ericthonius vras the fruit of

Vulcan's passion As another mark of the stern virtue of this

goddess, we are told, that Tiresias having had the presumption to-

look at her when bathing, he was immediately deprived, by her

of the use of his sight, in revenge.

' Minerva had many names, which were deriv-

_ ^
" ed either from her qualities, or the places where

=====; she was worshipped. That of Alalcomene given

her by Homer, was derived according to some, from a city in

lieotia where she was said to have been born; or according to

others, from the assistance she afforded to her favourites, of

which number was Hercules, whom she protected against Juno:

and we learn from Pausanias that she was represented by the

Meg^reans in an attitude ready to defend that hero, in the statue

they placed in the temple of Olympian Jupiter.—She was called

Musicafrom her statue which Demetrius made, because. the ser-

pents of the Gorgon upon her shield'resounded like a lute when

they were touched; or from the invention of the flute, which is

attributed to her by some, relative to which we are told that she

once amused herself in playing upon her favourite flute before

Juno and Venus, but these goddesses ridiculed the distortion of

her face occasioned by blowing the instrument: of the justness
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of this raillery Minerva was so forcibly convinced by looking at

herself in a fountain near mount Ida, that she threw away the in-

strument, and denounced a melancholy death on him who found

it; which fell upon the unfortunate Marsyas, who was flayed alive

by Apollo for his presumptious challenge upon that instrument.

—The narhe of Tritonca by which Minerva was called, came

from the river or lake Triton in Libya, near which she was said

by some to be born. She was called Gigantophontis fiom the aid

she afforded Jupiter against the giants. "'The name of Parthenia

was given her, because she preserved her virginity: that of Cte-

sia, because she was blue-eyed. When she was taken for the

daughter of Neptune, she was called Ippia, or the female cava-

lier. At Athens she was called Polias, or the patroness of the

city, as may be seen on a medal of that city: where she had a

statue uiidcr that name, all in ivory, done by Phidias.—She was

denominated Ergane, or the inventress, because the invention of

several arts waS ascribed to her; since besides the art of war, Lu-

cian attributes to her that of architecture; and the arts of spin-

ning, of making cloth, tapestry, &c. are also ascribed to her by

the ancients, besides numberless other inventions for the benefit

of mankind. Hence she was invoked by every artist, particularly

those wlio worked in embroidery-, painting, and sculpture. Indeed

it was the duty of all to implore the patronage of the goddess

who presided over sense, taste, and reason; which gave the poets

occasion to say, qui bene placaril Pallada, doctus erit; he who gains

the patronage of Minerva shall be learned.—We shall only add

here, that Minerva was said to be the first who built a ship; and

that it was her zeal for navigation, and her care for the Argonauts,

which placed the prophetic tree of Dodona behind the ship Argo,

when those i-dventiirers set out for Colchis.

- Minerva was represented in various ways, ac-
Her figure, and

, ,-rp
symbob;— cordmg to the dmcrcnt characters in which she

appeared. She ger.crally had a full countenance,
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with more of masculine firmness and composure, than female

softness and grace. In most of her statues she is sitting. She

is commonly represented with a helmet on her head, a spear

in one hand, and a buckler or shield in the other, with the

Egis upon her breast-plate or cuirass.—Her helmet is vari-

ously figured upon her monuments now extant. Pausanias

in his Attics speaks of a statue of Minerva with a sphinx in

the middle of her helmet, and griffins on either side. In a

medal belonging to the queen of Sweden's cabinet, the hel-

met of this goddess is surmounted with a chariot drawn by four

horses: and in another medal from the cabinet of M. MafPei, is a

serpent or dragon with winding spires, marching before her. It

is thought that this represented Minerva Polias, worshipped on

the Athenian rock which was kept by a dragon.—The dragon is

also upon Minerva's breast-plate in several of her statues: and in

the cabinet of M. De La Chausse, is a Minerva holding in her

left hand a rod entwined by a serpent, such as is to be seen in the

representations of Esculapius, that being the emblem of medi-

cine; whereupon Montfaucon justly remarks, that this was Mi-

nerva Medica who had a temple at Rome: to which we may add

that she was also worshipped among the Greeks under the name

of Hygieia, or goddess of health.—Pausanias says that the Elians

surijiounted Minerva's helmet with a cock, because that animal

is very courageous; or because, on account of its sagacity, it was

consecrated to her when she was called Ergane. The owl is also

to be found upon several medals of Minerva, either surmounting

her helmet or otherwise disposed of.—Thus we perceive that

the animals chiefly consecrated to this goddess, were the serpent,

the owl, and the cock; which we are told, was to denote her vi-

gilance, and to teach us that true wisdom is eternally active.

Some authors even tell us that these three symbols comprise the

mystery of the trinity, and that the pagans derived these concep-

tions of the most sublime theology from the books of Mercury
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Tiismegistus, who seems to have discovered those mysteries;

but there is too much reason to think that those books are spu-

rious.

Before \ve conclude this article, it is proper

her Eeis. ^° S^^'^ ^ particular account of Minerva's shield

====^= or Egis. Anciently all the bucklers of the gods,

and particularly that of Jupiter, which was covered with the skin

of the goat that suckled him, were called Egides; but fiom the

time of Minerva's splendid achievements in arms, this name was

appropriated to her buckler alone. Though this word signifies a

she-goat, and the Egis is commonly thought to be the skin of

that animal, yet some authors are persuaded that it was the skin

of a monster named Egis, which vomited fire, and is said to have

made vast havoc of old, in Phrygia, Phenicia, Egypt, and Libya;

and that Minerva destroyed it, and wore its skin upon her buck-

ler.—It is probable indeed, that Minerva destroyed some famous

robber who laid waste the country; and that this gave rise to the

fable. But as the Greeks always had fabulous reasons to advance

for their ancient ceremonies, it is belter to rely upon Herodotus,

who says they borrowed from the Libyans the habit and buckler

with which they adorned Minerva, who was very much honoured

in that country, especially about the lake Triton, where some al-

lege she was born. The Greeks however pretended that their

country was the birth-place of Minerva, and to obscure the tra-

dition which maintained that her worship came from Egypt and

Libya, whence Cccrops had brought it, they invented the fable

concerning the monster above mentioned.—After the acquisition

of Medusa's head, Minerva's shield became doubly formidable.

This goddess having contributed to Perseus her shield iiv. con-

junction with other pieces of armour contributed by other gods,

and having guided and protected him in that perilous undertak-

ing when he cut off Medusa's head, that hero, upon returning

Vol.. in. %
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Minerva's shield, in gratitude to the goddess, placed the Gor-

gon's head upon it, which had the power of petrifying every

thing that saw it.—Though the Egis properly signifies the buck-

ler of Minerva, it is sometimes applied to her cuirass or breast-

plate because Medusa's head is frequently represented upon it

also.

SECTION TENTH.

MARS, BELLONA, AND VICTORY.

1*. mahs.

NEXT to the warlike Pallas we shall speak
His parentag'e-

\
- .1 of Mars the god of war. According to Homer

and others of the Greek poets, he was the son of Jupiter and Ju-

no: but among the Latin poets we find the ridiculous fable, that

Juno, to be revenged of Jupiter for having Minerva without her

concurrence, had conceived Mars by touching a flower, showed

her by the goddess Flora in the meadow near Olenus, which had

the power of making women pregnant. This fiction was unknown

to most of the ancients, and had probably an allegorical meaning

which it would be needless to investigate; unless it was invented,

as an ancient mythologist pretends, upon account of the ferocious

character of Mars, whom they could not conceive to be the son

of so polite a prince as Jupiter.

r:r^.
— However this may be, Lucian informs us that

His education.
Juno charged the education of the infant Mars

to the god Priapus; who according to the same author, was one

of the Titans, or Idcei Dactyli. Priapus taught Mars dancing and

every other manly exercise, as preludes to the art of war; and of

a rustic, clumsy god, made him a great captain. The Bythinians,

adds this author, tell us this was the reason why the tithe of the

spoils consecrated to Mars, used to be offered to Priapus.
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====^^ But if we would fully develop the history of

Several princes,
,j^jg ^^j y/Q must distin2:uish several princes of

m early a.sres, dis- a '
-^

tinguished by the his name, upon whose achievements his history

title of Mars.
, . , ,, , ri,, ^ i r\- i

z;;:^:;:^^::;:;^:;::::^^ has been modelled. The first, to whom Dioaorus

attributes the invention of arms, and the art of marshalling troop's

in battle, is undoubtedly Belus, whom the Scriptures call Nim-

rod. The second Mars was an ancient king of Egypt. The third

was Odin, king of Thrace, who signalized himself so much by

his valour and conquests, that he was promoted by that warlike

people to the honour of being god of war, called the Hyperbo-

rean Mars; the same whom Pausanias makes to have been nursetl

by a Thracian woman named Thero, who was perhaps his mo-

ther. The fourth is the Mars of Greece, surnamed Ares. The

fifth is the Mars of the Latins, who entered into the prison of

Rhea Sylvia, and by her became the father of Romulus and Re*

mus. In fine, the name of Mars was given to most warlike

princes, and every country valued itself on having a Mars as well

as a Hercules. Accordingly we find one among the Gauls under

the name of Hesus; to whom that people, if we may believe Lu-

cian and Lactalius, sacrificed human victims. We find this deity

also among the Scythians, who honoured him under the figure

of a sword. Among the Persians the god of war was honoured

under the name of Orion; who, according to Vossius, Vas the

same as Nimrod, his name having assumed that form at the time

of his deification.

- .- • ^—- xhe Greeks, as we have remarked, blended

tlJGreSn\Tars^ "'^h the history of their Mars, the adventures

.——. of all the warlike princes, particularly those we

have just mentioned. In relation to their own prince of that

name, his trial for the murder of Hallinhotius the son of Nep-

tune, forms an interesting epoch in the Grecian history. Hallin-

hotius being in love with Alcippe the daughter of Mars, as we

learn from Apollodorus, Pausanias, Demosthenes, and Plutarch,
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but not being able to gain her affection, offered violence lo her;

which so highly incensed her father against the presumptuous

youth, that he instantly put him to death. Neptune, enraged at

the death of his son, had Mars summoned in judgment before

the gravest of the Athenians, who tried and acquitted him in the

usual form. The place where this famous trial was held, was call-

ed the Areopagus, from ^res, the Greek name of Mars, and

fiagos, denoting an eminence; or, in other words, the rock of

Mars: and this vpas the origin of the famous tribunal of Areopa-

gus so well known afterwards. But as the Greeks seldom wrote

the transactions of those early times without some embellish-

ments, it was announced that Mars had been absolved by the

judgment of the twelve great gods, because the judges who

presided in his case were twelve in number, chosen from the first

families in Athens.—Servius gives another account of this ad-

venture; but he grants that it gave rise to the erection of the

court of Areopagus. Hallinhotius, according to that author, to

avenge the defeat of his father by Minerva, resolved to cut down

all the olive trees about Athens, because they were consecrated

to that goddess; but the axe dropping out of his hand, gave him

a wound of which he died shortly after. Whereupon Neptune

accused Mars, his enemy, of his son's death; but he was found

innocent by the judgment of his grave tribunal, who afterwards

took the name of Areopagus—The poet Eschylus must have

been ignorant of these two traditions, when he composed his tra-

gedy of the Eumenides, since he makes "Minerva say that the

place where the court of Areopagus was held, obtained that

name when the Amazons offered victims there to the.god Mars;

and that the first cause tried there was that of Orestes. But we

know from ApoUodorus, that Cephalus had been judged there

long before, and condemned to perpetual exile, for the murder

of his wife Procris though it had been involuntary; and that De-

dalus, was obliged to fly to Minos' court, after haying been in
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like manner condemned tliere for precipitating his nephew from

the citadel of Miner\a. Now Cephalus and Dedalus lived before

the Trojan war, and Orestes was not known till after the taking

of that city.— Arnobius, when he is proving to the pagans that the

Mars of Greece was only a deified prince, acquaints us with se-

veral particulars of his history. He reproaches them in the first

place with knowing that he was boin at Sparta, or according to

others, on the frontiers of Thrace; that he had lived thirteen

years in Arcadia in a prison, where the Aloides kept him in con-

finement; and that in Caria dogs were sacrificed to him, and

among the Scythians he was honoured with the sacrifice of

asses.

— The surnames of Mars are not numerous.
His scvcrjil • • • .

pjjnes The Greeks called him Ares, which signifies

==^== mischief, because of the many ills which flow

from war: or perhaps it is most probable that this name come

from the Hebrew •Iritu, which imports strongs terrible.—The

Homans called him Gradivus and sometimes Quirinus, between

which names they make this distinction, that the former express-

ed Mars in the time of war, and the latter denoted that deity in

time of peace. They had even two temples dedicated to this god

under those two titles, the one to the latter in the city, and the

other to the former without the gates. The Romans, in the apo-

theosis of Romulus, gave this first king of Rome the name of

Quirinus, to support the fable of his birth which made him pass

for the son of Mars.—The name of Enyalius, which was given

to Mars by the Sabines, was derived from Bellona, and seems to

confirm the opinion of those who insist that this goddess was his

mother,—The ancient Latins called him Salisubsulus, from the

warlike dances that were practised in his festivals.—He was styled

Sylvestris when he was invoked for the preservation of the fruits

of the fields—The Greeks and Latins often gave him the epi-

thet of common god; an appellation that was given to any of the
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gods who equally favoured both parties. He had also the name of

Sanguinarius, Crudelis, Terribilis, &c. epithets which perfectly

agreed wiih his character.

„ There were a great many fables delivered
The many fa-

o .

bles related of relative to this god, of which the sense is easily

discovered. That of his amours with Venus is

greatly celebrated. And indeed the omission would have been a

stigma upon all the other fables of antiquity, had the authors of

those fictions which so faithfully represent the human character,

given no intrigue between the god of war and the goddess of love.

Mars of course, without many unavailing sighs gained the affec-

tions of Venus, and obtained the gratification of his desires. But

Apollo, who discovered their familiarities, informed Vulcan of

his wife's debaucheries; which so excited his resentment, that

he immediately devised a plan to detect and punish the offenders.

He made a net of iron chains so exquisitely wrought that it was

invisible, and laid it around Venus's bed, whereby the two lovers

were caught in each others arms, and exposed to the ridicule

and satire of all the gods, till Neptune prevailed on the husband

to set them at liberty. This unfortunate discovery so provoked

Mars, that he transfornied his favourite Alectryon (for neglecting

his duty to watch and inform him of the approach of the sun)

into a cock, who has ever since been mindful of his fault. Venus

also showed her resentment on the same occasion, by persecuting

the children of Apollo.—We shall now but briefly enumerate

some other fables of this god; viz. In the wars of Jupiter and

the Titans it is said that Mars was seized by Otus and Ephialtes,

and confined for fifteen months, till Mercury procured him his

liberty.—During the Trojan war Mars interested himself on the

side of the Trojans; but while he defended these favourites of

Venus with uncommon activity, he was wounded by UioVnedes,

which compelled him to make a hasty retreat into heaven to con-

ceal his cdnfusion, and complain to Jupiter that Minerva haddi-
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reeled tiie unerring- weapon ut his antagonist.—His tluiiot was

said to be directed by Bellona; and his horses, engendered by

Boreas and Erynnis, were called Flight and Terror: the orna-

ments of his helmet were Fury and Wx'ath; Fame was his har-

binger wlierever he went; and Victory marched before him.

====== Though Mars was worshipped in many
His worship.

places, no where was he held in such high

veneration as at Rome, where he had several temples, among

which that dedicated to him by Augustus after the battle of Phi-

lippi, under the name of Mars Ultor or the Avenger, was per-

haps the n ost celebrated. Indeed the Romans were proud to pay

homage to that deity wiiom they esteemed the patron of their

city, and the father of their first king. His priests among the

Romans were called Salii, and v^ ere first instituted by Numa

Pompilius. Their chief duty was to take care of the sacred

bucklers called Ancylia, of which Uionysius of Halicarnassus

gives the following account. >' A shield having fallen from hea-

ven, the Haruspices were consulted upon the meaning of the

prodigy; and they answered that the empire of the world was

destined for that city where this shield should be preserved. This

occasioned Numa Pompilius to order several facsimiles of it to

be made, that the sacred deposit might not be known should any

one attempt to carry it oif, and had them all secured in the tern,

pie of Mars." Plutarch adds, " that Numa foretold wonders as to

that buckler, which he said he had learned from Egeria and the

Muses. This Ancylium, said he, was sent for the preservation of

the city, and designed to be kept with eleven others of the same

figure and size, that the difficulty of knowing it might prevent its

being stolen away. Mamurius was the workman that forged those

shields, and had no other recom pence for his labour, than the

glory of the workmanship." Plutarch says these shields were in

the form of a scollop shell, and therefore not quite round, but

would rather ba oval did not the arching on both sides put them
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out of that shape; and that their greatest length was about two

feet and a half—Numa Pompilius restricted the number of the

Salii to twelve, the same as that of the Ancylia; but Tullus Hos-

tilius doubled the number of both the priests and the sacred

shields. These shields were carried in procession through the

city at public festivals, by the Salii, leaping, dancing, and singing

verses adapted to the occasion.—The horse was commonly sacri-

ficed to Mars on account of his warlike spirit, and the wolf on

account of his ferocity. Magpies and vultures were offered to

him on account of their greediness and voracity. We have had

occasion to mention that the Scythians offered him asses; and the

people of Caria dogs. Among the Romans it was usual for the

consul, before he set out upon a military expedition, to visit the

temple of Mars, where he offered up prayers to that god, and in

a solemn manner shook the spear which was in the hand of the

statue, at the same time invoking the god of war to watch over

the safety of the city.

- Mars is generally represented in ancient rao-
His figure and

, , r c i. • ,

symbols. numents under the hgure or a robust man, with

===^= a stern countenance, armed with a helmet, a

spear, and a shield. He is sometimes naked, sometimes in a mi-

litary dress, and occasionally with a cloak over his shoulders. He

is frequently beardless; and sometimes bears upon his breast the

Egis with Medusa's head. He is represented as riding in a chariot

drawn by a pair of furious horses, driven by his sister Bellona;

seeming to threaten with fire and destruction every thing they

encounter.

2d. BELLOSA.

We have already said that Bellona, whom

dess was
'^ ^° ^^® Greeks called Enyo, was sometimes con-

"

founded with Pallas; but the better authors of

mythology distinguish them from each other. Accordingly He-
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siod calls Bellona the daughter of Phoicys and Ceto, which was

never said of Minerva. Varro adds that she was the sister of

Mars, and that she was anciently named Duelliona. There are

even authors who make Bellona the wife, and others the mother

of Mars .Servius says this goddess had her rank among the gods

who were called common^ and was reckoned equal in power to

Mars himself.

The poets vied with one another in painting

represented
Bellona as a warlike divinity who prepared the

chariot and horses of Mars, and accompanied

him when he set out for war. According to Virgil, this goddess,

armed with a whip, animated warriors to battle. She \vas also re-

presented with her hair disheveled, and holding a torch in her

hand. Upon some monuments, and upon the medals of the Brut-

lians, Bellona is represented together with Mars, armed with a

spear and a buckler; but it is very difficult to distinguish her

from Pallas.

' Bellona was held in the greatest veneration
Her worship.

- by the Cappadocians, and chiefly at Comana

where she had several thousand priests. The Romans also paid

great adoration to her. They erected a temple to her, in the ninth

region near the porta carmentalis; and in that temple the senate

gave audience to generals who returned from war, and to foreign

ambassadors, who were not allowed to enter the city. At the gate

was a small column called the nvarlike column, against which

they threw a spear whenever they ^ieclared war.

.

-
'

The priests of Bellona, called Bellonarii, re-
Her priests.

ceived their priesthood by the ceremony of in-

cisions made upon their thighs: but Eleatius Lampridiiis, in the

life of Commodus, tells us this incision was made in the arm.

These poor wretches after having thus drawn blood from them-

selves, which they received in the palms of their hands, made iv

Vol, in. Y
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sacrifice of ; u t;ie ^ocidess. 1 his crueltv, however, was only

counterfeiled in latter times. These priests were fanatics, who

in their fits of enthusiam, predicted the taking of towns, and the

defeat of enemies, foreboding nothing but blood and havoc.

vid'onr.

• Though the goddess which the Greeks have
"What kind of , _ __.

, . , - ,

deity she was:— niade of Victory be entirely a creature ot the

her parentage, imagination, and ought properly to belong to

,.,.,., . that class of deities which they have made of

the virtues, the vices, and other abstract qualities, yet, from the

affinity of the subject v;ith Marsand Bellona, we shall treat of it in

this place.—Hesiod makes this goddess the daughter of Styx

and the great Pallas. She was the sister of Strength and Valour,

and was one of the attendants of Jupiter. She is said to have as-

sisted Minerva in the battle between the gods and the giants.—

She was greatly honoured by the Greeks, particularly at Athens,

where she had several temples. Titus Livius speaks of those she

had at Rome, of which Sylla erected one, and instituted festivals

and games, to her honour. It appears from the ancients that no

bloody victims, but only the fruits of the earth were offered to

her in sacrifice.

^, Victory, as appears from medals and mar-
The various ^ ^'

ways of represnt- bles, was frequently represented with wings,

;

' ; flying through the aerial regions, holding a crown

in her hand, or a branch of a palm tree.—The Egyptians repre-

sented her under the figure of an eagle, a bird always victorious

in its combats with other birds.—The Romans sometimes repre-

sented her by the laurel or the palm branch alone.—Sometimes

she is to be seen mounted upon a globe, to show that she rules

over all the earth: and thus it is that she appears upon the medals

of the emperors, because they esteemed themselves masters of

the world.-—When they would design a naval victory, this- god-
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dcss was represented standing on the prow of a ship.—She is

iilso to be seen holding a bull by the muzzle, which points out the

kind of saciifice that was offered after advantages Avon in battle.

—Paiisanias says the Athenians represented this goddess without

wings, to induce her to fix her residence among them. A Victory

at Rome, whose wings were burnt by a flash of lightning, gave

rise to this pretty epigram; Rome, great queen of the world, tlnj

glory shall never fade^ since Victorij, 7iow stri/ijied of her ivings,

can never desert you.

====== This goddess had several names, after the

names. manner of most other pagan deities. Plutarch

' '
' tells us tiiat the Egyptians called her Napthe,

without informing us as to the signification of that name.

—

The

Sabines, as we learn from Varro, called her Vacuna; and from

this name came the festival which the ancients called Vacunalia.

—Piso informs us that this goddess had the name of Vitula, from

voce Utari, to shout for Joy^ on account of the joy that accompa-

nied the sacrifices that were offered to her.—It is easy to under-

stand several other epithets that were given her; such as Eicral-

cea which Homer makes use of, to denote her when she inclined

to both sides: Preepes and Volucris denote her swiftness: Coeli-

gena was given her by Varro, to denote that Victory came from

heaven.

SECTION ELEVENTH.

VULCAN.
===== MYTHOLOGISTS give several derivations

and^office.
^^^^'

°^ ^'^® "^^"^ °^ ^^^^ S°^- Ph^'^utus says, that

' in Greek it imports Ijurning. Plato in his Socra-

tes, says it imports, he who presides over the liglit. Serviug al-

leges that he was called Vulcan Irom Volitans lo signify that the

sparks of fire fly in the air in forging iron. But, without insisting
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further, these etymologies sufficiently sliow the fact, that the

Greeks and Romans honoured Vulcan as the god of black-

smiths; and, according to the idea that Diodorus Siculus gives of

him, he was a blacksmith himself. Says he, " Vulcan is the first

founder of works in iron, brass, gold, and silver; in a word, of all

the fusible materials. He also taught all the uses to which artists

and others appiy fire; for which reason, we call fire by the name

of Vulcan, and offer sacrifices to that god in acknowledgment

of so useful an invention." He also presided over fire; and was

patron of all artists who worked in metals.

' Cicero speaks of several deities by the name

veral Vulcans
^ ' °^ Vulcan. The first, he says was the son of

===== Ccelus, and father of Apollo by Minerva; the

second is the son of Nilus, and was probably an ancient king of

the Egyptians, who honoured him as one of their most ancient

gods: the third was the son of Jupiter and Juno, or Juno alone,

according to Hesiod: the fourth was the son of Menalius, and in-

habited the Vulcanian islands. But there was yet another Vulcan,

who was the most ancient of all, and really the first that invented

the art of forging iron; that is Tubal-cain, mentioned by Moses,

who places him in the tenth generation from Cain. Sanchonia-

thon, who reckons him in the seventh generation, tells us that be-

sides this art, he invented the fisher's bait, the fishing line and

boat; and that after his death he was honoured as a god, under

the name of Diamitliios. This author calls him also Chrysaor;

and other authors have puzzled themselves not a little to find

Vulcan in that Chrysaor whom the Greeks made to spring from

the blood of Medusa.

" The Vulran of the Greeks, as we have iust
The fable of .

, r t • , r
his expulsion said, was the son of Jupiter and Juno, accord-

from heaven, and ^ Homer; or according to Hesiod, of Juno
fall into Lemnos. & ' & '

' alone, who wished thereby to imitate Jupiter

•when he produced Minerva without her co-operationt Juno was
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SEC. XI. VULCAN.

SO disgusted with the deformities of her son, that she thiew him into

the sea, uhere lie remained nine years. But according to the more

received opinion, Vulcan was educated in heaven, with the rest

of the gods, and his father kicked him from Olympus for at-"

tempting to deliver his mother, whom that god had suspended

between heaven and earth by a golden chain for her insolence.

His fall continued nine days, and precipitated him upon the

island of Lemnos, where, according to Lucian, the inhabitants

seeing him descending, caught him in their arms. He broke one

leg however, by the fall, and continued lame ever after. He fixed

his residence in this island, wLere he built himself a palace, and

raised forges to work metals. He taught the inhabitants all the

useful arts, which civilized their rude manners. The first piece

of workmanship he executed in this new abode, according to

-Pausanias, was a throne of gold, with secret springs, which he

sent to heaven as a present to his mother, in revenge for her

cruelty towards him. Juno having no suspicion of the nature of

her son's present, seated herself in the majestic throne, and was

entrapped by the springs. The gods attempted to extricate her,

but to no purpose: Vulcan alone had the power to set her at li-

berty; and Bacchus was obliged to fuddle him with wine before

he could prevail on him to release her from that ludicrous situa-

tion, in which she had afforded the gods abundance of mirth.—

We may see in this fable that a Titan prince of the name of Vulcan,

who was probably the son of Jupiter, having been disgraced, was

obliged to retire into Lemnos, where he established forges. And

in order to inflate the fact with the marvellous, the poets feigned

that the hammers of the Cyclops, Vulcan's blacksmiths, were

heard at a great distance; which in truth, might have referred to

the noise of the fire struggling for vent from the volcanoes, to

which Lemnos was subject, as is proved by the learned Bochart

from Eustathius and others. The forges of this god were also

said to be established in mount ^ina for the same reason; and ia
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the Vulcanian islands, which were afterwards called Eolian

islands, from Eolus their king: finally, all \olcanic situations be-

came the fictious abode of Vulcan and his Cyclops.

===== As the Greeks, when any one signalized him-
The master- '

' . .

pieces of his art; s^'* ^^* '^^X manner, took a pleasure in setting

—Jupiter s re- ^c^
j^jj, hjstQpy ^vith every wonderful circum-

^==^^s=^=s stance which their imaginations could supply to

embellish it, ihcy did not fail to place to the score of their Vul-

can, all the works that passed for master-pieces in the fabulous

world; such as the palace of the sun; the armour of Achilles;

that of .£neas; Hermione's necklace; Ariadne's crown; the fa-

mous brazen dog which Jupiter gave to Europa, and which slie

gave to Procris; that female prodigy Pandora, who was the cause

of all the evils that have overrun the earth; and those brazen

cymbals which he presented to Minerva, who gave them to Her-

cules, with the sound of which that hero raised from a wood the

Stymphalides, those voracious birds which he afterwards slew

with his arrows; besides numerous other pieces with which he

furnished gods and heroes according to the caprice of the poets.

Some even speak of two golden statues of his workmanship,

which were not only animated, but walked by his side and assist-

ed him in the working of metals. Vv'e have seen that he rendered

great services to Jupiter in the way of his art, and the ill success

of his amours with Minerva whom he claimed in marriage as

his reward: but this disappointment was more than repaired, if

the delights of conjugal love be consulted before ambition, when

Jupiter, according to Homer, presented him with one of the

Graces instead of the goddess of science and war. The other poets

however, not finding sufficient fund for raillery and burlesque,

in the tranquillity of domestic harmony which such a consort

must ever ensure, have also given an ill assorted wife to this

crippled god, in that capricious beauty and coquette, the goddess

of love.
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• Se\eial naines were also given to Vulcan. He

„ ^*^

i-T-^i"^^" wijs called Lemnius, because befell upon thenames 01 Vulcan. '

- island of Lemnos wben he was precipitated from

heaven: he was called Junonigena, because he was the son of Ju-

no: and Mulciber, or Mulcifer was another of his names, from

Ills art of softening metals by the heat of fire: he was called Mi

ncus, because his forges were said to be under mount jEtna. He-

siod gives him the epithet of Ambiguneis, because, according to

his account, he was lame in both feet; while those who took him

to be lame of only one foot, called him Kullipodium, or Tardipes,

as Catullus expresses it.

' ' • Of all the ancient nations, the Egyptians paid
His worship.

s:^^:s^iiii^^^ the most distinguished honours to this god.

He had at Memphis a magnificent temple, and colossal sta-

tue seventy-five feet high. His statue however, which was in

the temple, bore so little proportion to that colossus which was

without, that it provoked the scorn of Cambyses, who threw it

into the fire. His priests were in such high estimation among the

Egyptians, that one of them named Sethos, found access thereby

to royal honours.—Vulcan was also highly honoured at Rome,

where he had several temples; but the most ancient one, built by

Romulus, was without the bounds of the city, the augurs being

of opinion that the god of fire should not be admitted within the

city. The high respect, however, paid by the Romans to this god

according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, was evinced by their

holding those assemblies in his temple, wherein the most impor-

tant affairs of the republic were debated; the Romans tliinking

they could invoke nothing more sacred, to confirm the decisions

and treaties that were made there, than the avenging fire, where-

of that god was the symbol.—As it was their opinion that Vulcan

had taught all the uses which artists and others make of fire,

that part of the community more especially offered him sacrifices

in acknowledgment for his useful discoveries. It was the custom
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VULCAN. SEC. Xt.

Jn bis sacrifices, to consume the whole victim by fire, reserving

no part for the sacred feast, whence they were called holocausts:

and from this custom Tarquinius the elder, after the defeat of

the Sabines, burnt their arms and spoils in honour of this god.

—

There were also festivals instituted in honour of Vulcan; the

principal whereof was that in which it was the custom to run with

torches, that were to be carried to the goal without being extin-

guished, under pain of disgrace. Pliny says he who came through

first with his torch burning, was presented with tbe torch as his

reward.—The lion, who in his roaring seems to dart fire from

his mouth, was consecrated to Vulcan; and dogs were set apart

to keep his temple.== Ancient monuments represent this god in a

His figure and
^ uniform manner. There he always appears

S)mibolS. •' J rr

:;^;:^^s=^^^ with a beard; his hair somewhat neglected; a

habit carelessly drawn about him, reaching not quite to his knees;

sometimes a round cap upon his head; in his right hand a ham-

mer; and in his left a pair of pincers. The mythologists unani-

mously say that Vulcan was lame, yet none of his images now

extant represent him vvith that defect. Cicero, however, in his

first book of the nature of the gods, thus speaks of one of his sta-

tues: <' We admire that Vulcan of Athens, made by Alcamenes;

he is standing, clothed, and appears lame, without any deformi-

ty." Most of the medals of Lemnos represent this god with the

legend, Deo Vulcano.
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SECTION TWELFTH.

VENUS, CUPID, PSYCHE, THE GRACES,
HYMEN^US, &c.

\st. VENUS.

THERE are few subjects in fabulous anti-

General reflec- q^ity upon which the wits ofGreece gave greater

=i:^ss5=5; scope to their imaginations, than those which

we comprise in the present section; and consequently there are

none wherein they have more obscured the ancient and true tra-

dition. I'he poets have vied with each other who should most

refine upon the charms of their amiable, love-inspiring, voluptu-

ous Venus. Accompanied by Cupid and the Graces, by sports

and smiles, and all the wanton train of love, she became the au-

thor of joy and happiness, both to gods and men: and even the

earth, as if sensible of the sweet pressure of her feet, rewarded

their kisses with spontaneous flowers. The painters and sculptors

imitated the poets, and their Venus was always accompanied with

whatever is lovely in nature. Says Anlipater of Sidon, " look with

attention upon this lovely Venus, the work of the skilful Apelles:

see how that excellent master has expressed to the life that wa-

tery foam, which flows down her hands and hair, without hiding

any of her graces. Accordingly, no sooner had Pallas surveyed

her charms, than she thus addressed herself to Juno: let us re-

sign, O Juno! let us resign to this rising goddess all the prize of

beauty.''

Hesiod makes Venus spring from the foam
The origin of

'

Venus;—her di- of the sea and from the blood of the manly parts

versityofcharac-
^^f q^^^,^ ^^,,,ich Saturn had thrown into the sea.

ler.==^= From this hideous mixture, as this poet tells

us, sprang the most charming of the goddesses, in tiie neigh-

bourhood of Cythera, whence she came into Cyprus. This aii-

Voi.. III. Z
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cient tradition was best received in Greece, and almost all the

other poets have followed it. Homer however, of no less antiquity,

and fully as good authority as Hesiod, has followed another tra-

dition; since, according to him, Venus was the daughter of Ju-

piter and Dione.—Indeed it is impossible to draw any rational

conclusion from what the Greeks say of this goddess, since all

their narrations are blended with physiology, morality, and histo-

rvr Sometimes they look upon Venus as a goddess, at other times

as a debauched woman: at one time they will have her to be a

planet, while at another time they take her for one of the pas-

sions. Hence those figurative expressions in Homer, Orpheus,

and other poets, who speaking of the powers of Venus, say that

she formed the world, and subjects gods and men to her empire.

- Cicero speaks of four Venuses. The first

verai' Venuses.
' ^^^ ^'^® daughter of Ccelus and the Day. The

^^;===:=, second sprang from the focim of the sea, and

was the mother of Cupid. The third was the daughter of Jupiter

and Dione: she was the wife of Vulcan and the mistress of Mars,

by whom she had Anteros or the counter Cupid. The fourth was

Astarte, born at Tyrus in Phtnicia, who wedded Adonis.— Plato?

in his Banquet, admits" of only two Venuses; one the daughter

of Coelus, and the other of Jupiter. Epimenides again, seems to

acknowledge a Venus different fiom any of the above, since he

STiys this goddess was the daughter of Saturn and Eronyme.

—

Pausanias distinguisiies four of them: one celestial, who presided

over chaste love; one terrestrial or popular, who presided over

attachments for women, and corporeal pleasures; a third to whom

he gives no name, v/as the patron of inoidinate, incestuous, and

"brutal love; and the fourth, who in opposition to the last, banish-

ed infamous passions, and was therefore called Apostrophia, or the

averting Venus. Such is the variety that we find among the an-

cients with respect lo Venus; which is indeed so great, that it is

impossible to determine how many they acknowledged Among
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the moderns, Newton seems to admit no other Venus but Ca-

lycopis, the mother of Eneas, and daughter of Otreus king of

Phrygia; the same whom Thoas, surnamed Cineras, married,

and erected temples to her at Paphos, at Amalthus in the island of

Cyprus, and at Byblos in Syria; and instituted priests to her ho-

nour, a sacred worship, and the scandalous festivals and ceremo-

nies of the orgies; from which she was called the Cyprian and

the Syrian goddess. In this Sir Isaac Newton relies wholly upt)ii

Tacitus. And this opinion may very well accoid with what Lao

tantius quotes from Euhemerus's Sacred History, namely, that

Calycopis was a woman of Cyprus, who by her behaviour encou-

raged gallantry, and gave rise to the fable of Venus.

' But the true original of this goddess is to b&

^in ofVeiius"^^
traced into Phenicia. Indeed there were but two

Venuses worshipped among the orientals; one

was the Venus Celestis, that is the planet of that name, and As-

tarte, the wife of Adonis, whose worship was intermixed with

that of the planet, under the name of Syrian Venus. The Pheni-

cians in conducting the colonies into the islands of the Mediter-

ranean sea and into Greece, introduced thither the worship of

this goddess. They stopt first in the island of Cyprus which Lies

next to the coast of Syria; and there the worship of this goddess

acquired great celebrity From thence some of these colonists

went to Cyihera, an island near the continent of Greece; where

the Greeks, in their traffic with them, acquired some knowledge

of their religion: hence it was said that it was near this island the

goddess was seen for tlie first time. To this we may add, as a

very convincing proof that the worship of Venus was established

in this island before it passed into the continent, that the temple

of Cythera was accounted the most ancient of any that Venus

had in Greece, as we are informed by Pausanias.—From Cythera

the worship of this goddess passed into Greece; and as those
'

\vho brought it thither came by sea, the Greelcs feigned that she
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sprung from the sea, and gave her the name of Aphrodite, which

imports yba7«. This no doubt is the true explanation of the fiction

relative to the origin of this goddess from the foam of the sea,

and it is needless to search into it with extravagant conjectures.

—In order to confirm this explanation, we may remark; that if

tlie Greeks sometimes gave Venus both sexes, it was, according

to Selden, on account of the fable of Dagon or Atergatis, who

was confounded with Venus, and who among the Philistines and

Phenicians, was a divinity who partook of both sexes.

, ,
'

, But the Greek poets have linked together so

Greeks fabled rnany extravagant fables concerning this god-
concerning her

—

,
»

' dess, that scarcely a feature of her true history

is to be recognised except in the very first link with which their

immense chain of fictions commences. Thus, having heard of

Astarte's passionate love for Adonis, they had a sufficient clue to

form that extravagant love-3ystem, which has served in after

ages to embellish the works of their brother poets.—Instead of

the true history of this goddess, according to them, a young vir-

gin rises out of the foam of the sea, and appears upon a shell-

fish: she repairs to the island of Cythera, where spontaneous

flowers sprung up under her feet: the Hours, charged with her

education, conduct her to heaven, where all the gods are enrap-

tured with her beauty, and make love to her; while all the god-

desses became jealous of her charms: Jupiter endeavours to gain

her affections, and even attempts to offer her violence; but the

goddess refusing the gratification of his desires, he punishes her

obduracy by giving her in marriage to his ugly and deformed

son Vulcan: the marriage vow, however, proves no obstacle to

the indulgence of amours with the other gods, towards whom

she was more favourably inclined than to Jupiter. Her intrigue

with Mars was the most celebrated. By him she became mother

of Hermione, Cupid, and Anteros: by Mercury she had Hemaph-

roditus: by Bacchus she had Priapus: and by Neptune she had
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Eryx. Her passion for bef beloved Adonis, makes her abandon

heaven to seek his embraces on earth: and her tender regard for

Anchises, occasions hei' frequently to visit the woods and solitary

retreats of mount Ida. The poets even foisted into the history of

this goddess, most of the celebrated pieces of gallantry. But in

this the poets -were not alone; princes, and other blades of in-

trigue sometimes encroached upon that privilege: witness Anchi-

ses, Mho, to screen himself from the jealousy of his wife, averred

that his son Eneas originated from the favours of Venus. But

this device of the men must have been much less plausible even

in the times of pagan superstition and credulity, than that of the

women, when they charged their illegitimate offspring to the

embraces of the gods.—The poets were not content to give Venus

all the power over the heart, which is natural to transcendent

beauty and the wiles of love; they even aided and supported her

charms by a mysterious girdle called zone by the Greeks, and

ccstus by the Romans. This celebrated girdle had the power of

imparting beauty, grace, and elegance, even to the most deform-

ed: it not only excited love for those who wore it, but also rekin-

dled extinguished flames. Juno herself was sometimes indebted

to this powerful charm, to regain the lost favour of Jupiter: and

Venus, though herself possessed of every lovely virtue, was

obliged to resort to her cestus to appease Vulcan; who unable to

resist its mysterious influence, forgot all the intrigues and infi-

delities of his wife, in the raptures of love, and even fabricated

arms for her illegitimate children.

^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ The contest of Venus with Juno and Mincr-
—particularly the

fable of her tri- va for the golden apple offered by the goddess

aAinrrvi"" Discord as the prize of beauty, is very celebra-

=:=^=^=: ted, and therefore we shall give the account of

it at some length Jupiter enamoured of Thetis the sister of

Lycomedes king of Scyros, and having learned from Promethe-

us, that according to the oracle of Themis the child which should
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be born of tbat princess would be more powerful than his father,

resigned her to Peleus the son of Eacus. To make the ceremony

of their marriage the more solemn, all the gods were invited to

it, except the goddess Discord. She highly incensed at this per-

sonal affront, took signal revenge, by throwing a golden apple

into the midst of that august assembly, with the inscription, for

the mosi beautiful. We rnay easily suppose that there was not one

of the goddesses who did not lay claim to such a present, not so

much for the intrinsic worth of it, as for being made the prize of

merit. However, they were generally so equitable as to resign

their pretentions to JuiiO, Minerva, and Venus. These three god-

desses forthwith demanded judgment. The affair being of a deli-

cate nature, and Jupiternot daring to decide the controversy, sent

them under the conduct of Mercury to mount Ida in Phrygia, to

get the decision of a shepherd by the name of Paris, who had the

reputation of being a very competent, and at the same time a

very equitable judge in those matters. The goddesses appeared

before him in their gayest dress, neglecting no art that might

heighten their charms. In order to gain the good opinion of their

judge, and gain him each in her own favour, they made him the

most flattering promises. Juno, whose power extended over

thrones and empires, proffered him immense power and riches,

if he would adjudge the prize to her: Minerva promised him

virtue and wisdom as the most substantial blessings; but Venus

having none of these high-sounding endowments in the esteem

of the ambitious, at her command, was content to tempt him

with the possession of the finest woman in the world, if he would

decide in her favour. Paiis, more puzzled at first, from the

splendour of their artificial charms, than from any equality, in his

estimation, between their proffered rewards, as he would have

despised even the one most to his fancy for the sake of justice,

demanded of them a condition at which the modesty of Juno and

Minerva was at first alarmedj but what may not that sex be in-
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fluced to do, in oraer lo display liiiit conscious excellence which

their hearts are so ardenlly devoted to? They complied with his

condition, which required them to disrobe themselves, and ap-

pear before him only in the charms with which nature had en-

dowed them: whereupon all doubt instantly vanished from the

enraptured soul of the shepherd, and he adjudged the prize to

the beauteous Venus. She was actually the greatest beauty of the

three, and no doubt, from the promptness of his discrimination,

the promise she had made him, was more to his taste than either

riches or wisdoin.—After this judgment, Juno and Minerva

wreaked their spite upon Paris, swearing that they would take

vengeance not only upon him, but upon his father Priam, and

upon the whole Trojan empire, whose ruin was now irretrievably

decreed: but Paris regardless of these threats, thought chiefly of

the fulfilment of the promise made him by Venus. Sometime af-

ter, having occasion to go into Greece, he tarried at Sparta dur-

ing the absence of Menelaus, whom the affairs of his brother

Agamemnon had called to Argos, and having captivated the heart

of Helen, the greatest beauty of the age, carried her off, and

thereby kindled the Trojan war.

' ; Though the whole of this narration appears
—its explanation.

. .

s=i;;i;==== to be a mere fiction, yet it is not without some

foundation. The learned Meziriac relates, upon the authority of

Suidas, Cedrenus, and several other ancients, thht at the nuptials

of Thetis and Peleus, which were celebrated with all possible

magnificence, the princes and princesses who were there present,

and assisted in the ceremonies, assumed the name of gods and

goddesses upon the occasion; which caused that feast afterwards

to be called the banquet of the gcds. Peleus assumed the name of

Nereus, because Tcthis his spouse bore that of one of the Ne-

reids; and a forest on mount Pelion, near Chiron's cave was cho-

sen for the place of the entertainment: this fact is represented

on a marble quoted by Pichius, where several of the gods are
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recognized by their S)mbols; and Lliiron is tliere to be seen with

half of liis body out of the cave. Duiing the feast, there arose

some dissentioii among the ladies about beauty, which was the

source of no small disorder: and several princes look part in it,

either in behalf of their wives or mistresses. This contest not

being likely to be easily decided, it is very probable it was resol-

ved to refer it to one of the princes, whose judgment of course

disobliged those against whom it was pronounced. Some poets

finding this an entertaining subject, made a poem upon it, where-

in he introduced the gods and goddesses, whose names the guests

had assumed, and gave a happy description of this adventure,

which they embellished with many fabulous circumstances. The

reason why they have wrought into it the judgment of Paris who

was a Phiygian, while the feast wus ceiebuaed in I'hessaly, is,

as we learn from Cedrenus and buidas, because Paris being re-

duced to keep flocks upon mount Ida, composed a poem upon the

goddess Venus; wherein lie pieierred her beauty to thai of Pallas

and Juno; which, with a little new modelling comported very

well with the rest of the fable. To this we may add that Paris, a

man of genius and great equity, had often been chosen by the

shepherds of mount Ida as the umpire of their differences;

which contributed not a little to make him pass for the judge

between the three goddesses.

Whatever bad ideas are occasionally given us
Her worship.

z::;:;^:;:^:;:^^^^^^ however, respecting this goddess, she was look-

ed upon as one of the greatest divinities of the Pagan world. As

she was the patroness of scandalous passions, she was worship-

ped in a manner worthy of that character. Her temples open to

prostitution, intimated, according to the vulgar notions of the

times, that in order to pay due honours to the goddess of love

they were to have no regard for the rules of modesty. The vir-

gins prostituted themselves publicly in her temples, and there

the married women showed as little reserve. Amathus, Cythera,
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Gnidos, Paphos, Idalia, and other places, especially consecrated

to Venus, were distinguished by the most infamous abuses.—

But as there were several Venuses, her worship was not every

where the same. In some places they only burnt incense upon

her altars; elsewhere they made her an offering of sweet odours;

and in other places they sacrificed to her a white goat. The wo-

men also had a custom of consecrating their hair to this goddess,

of which the most celebrated instance is given in the history of

Berenice, daughter of Philadelphus and Arsinoe, who having

married her brother Evergetes, through the solicitude of excessive

love, vowed all her hair to Venus, if he should return safe from

a dangerous expedition he had undertaken. Some time after his

victorious return, the locks of the princess, which had been placed

in the temple of Venus, disappeared; and Conon, an astrono-

mer, to make his court to the queen, publicly reported that Ju-

piter had carried them to heaven and made a constellation of

them.—Among flowers, the red rose was particularly consecrated

to this goddess, because it had been tinged with the blood of

Adonis, whom one of its thorns had wounded, which changed it

from its original white to the red colour. The myrtle too was

dedicated to her, because it commonly grows upon the borders

of the water whence this goddess was born. The swan and spar-

row were peculiarly dedicated to her: but above all the pigeon

was sacred to Venus, from the fable that while this goddess was

one day playing with Cupid, the little god made her a wager to

gather more flowers than she, and a nymph named Peristera

having assisted Venus, she won the wager; with which Cupid

was so provoked, that he transformed the nymph into a pigeon.

But this fable is founded in a mere quibble upon the name of

this nymph, which signifies a pigeon. Theodontius however al-

'eges that Peristera was a coquette in Corinth, who was said to

have aided Venus, only because she imitiitcd her character.

Vol. in. A a
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• As for the names of Venus, tliey were deri-

names
^° ved, like those of the other deities of the Pagan

—^—
' ^vorld, either from the places where she was

worshipped, or from particular circumstances that had given rise

to her worship. They are so numerous that we shall be obliged

to conline ourselves to the chief of them. Those of Cytherea,

queen of Gnidos, Paphian goddess,"' &c. were given to her from

the cities so named; that of Urania, or Celestial, because she was

believed to have dropped from heaven to Paphos on one of the

days of her festival, under the form of a star. The name of

Aphrodite was given her, because she sprang from the sea; that

of Pandemos or Popular, as she is called by Theocritus, was

given her by way of distinction from the Celestial Venus. She had

the name of Verticordia, because she inclined men's hearts to-

wards love. The Romans gave her the name of Murtia, from the

myrtle that was consecrated to her. They called her Astarte

when she was confounded with the Assyrian goddess. Anaitis is

a name under which she was adored by the Persians and Cappa-

docians: Amethusia was given her from a city in the island

of Cyprus: She was called Dione or Dionea from her mother, a

riyinph of that name; Magonitis was one of her names, because

she presided over marriages; and Callypiga, on account of her

beauty. Speculatrix was given by Phedra to the temple she con-

secrated to this goddess, whence she might view Hippolitus per-

forming his exercises in the plains of Trezene. The name of

Androphonos or Manslayer was given her, when Lais was wound-

ed to death with needles in one of her temples by the Thessalian

virgins. She was called Armata, because the Lacedemonians

represented her armed iii her temple. But what is more singu-

lar, she Avas called Barbala and Mascula, because as she was be-

lieved to have both sexes, she was sometimes represented with a

beard. The Romans, as Macrobius tells us, worshipped her un-

dcT the pame of Genetrix or the mother.—She was called Elico-
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pis, that is to say Black-eyed Beauty. Symmachia was one of her

names, because she was thought to assist warriors; and for the

same reason the Romans called her Victrix or Victorious. She

was called Erycina, from INIount Eryx in Sicily, where Eneas

built a temple to her, when he landed in that island: Zerinthia,

from the cave Zerynthion, where the mysteries of Hecate and the

Corybantes were celebrated. She was worshipped by the Taren-

tines in Italy, under the name of Basilis; whence was derived

the name of a game in use among them, which consisted in

making one of their number king to command the rest during

the game. The Athenians called her Etaira or Mistress, because

she presided over the union of hearts. She is called Aurea by

Homer and Virgil, in praising the beauty of her feet.

™, From the multiplicity of her names, it is obvi-
rhe various ^ ^ '

modes of repre- ous to conclude that Venus was represented in
senting her.

, ,•«. r>i •

, ...- . . a thousand diRerent ways. She is to be seen an

Maffei, holding a celestial globe in her hand, to denote Venus

Urania, or Celestis. She is to be seen armed on some medals of

Gorlens and Beger; or sitting on a dolphin, holding a pigeon in

her lap; or in company with Adonis attended by his dogs; or with

Cupid and the three Graces. But she is more frequently rising

out of the sea, either seated upon a shell borne by two Tritons;

or upon a chariot drawn by two sea-horses; or upon a he-goat,

accompanied by Nereids, and Cupids mounted upon dolphins,

while one of the nymphs, holding a lute in her hand, is mounted

upon a centaur. According to Pausanias, her statue, made by the

famous statuary Scopas, was upon the he-goat. But she is more

frequently represented in a chariot drawn by swans, or by pi-

geons. Sometimes she is seated on the back of a Triton, having a

buckler in her hand, on which is represented Medusa's head.

Sometimes mounted upon sea-horses, with Cupid swimming ut

her side, she seems to skim over the waves, having her head

covered M/ith a veil which swells in the wind. Qccasio'nairy uji
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oar at the feet of this goddess seems to denote the Venus Pela-

gia or Marine: and that figure of Venus which holds in her hand

a cornucopia, marks the blessings produced by maritime com-

merce.—Of all the statues of this goddess, the finest, without

doubt, is the Venus de Medici. But the most singular are those

made for the sake of that verse in Terence, which says, sine Cc'

rere et Baccho., frigit Venus; particularly that of Maffei, which

represents this goddess accompanied by two cupids, crowned

with ears of corn, holding in one hand a thyrsus wrapped about

with a vine hung with leaves and clusters of grapes, and in the

other hand she carries three arrows, all of which would seem to

teach us that the arrows of love are unerring and irresistible,

when Ceres and Bacchus concur. The lighted torches which

Venus and Cupid bear in a monument of Boissart, denote the

flames that either of these deities kindle in the heart. In a monu-

ment published by Beger, she appears triumphant for victory, in

a chariot drawn by two lions, while she holds a large veil over

her head, and an arrow in her left hand; a cupid flies above, to

crown her, and laurels drop upon her as it were of themselves:

a naked man walks before with his lyre, on which he plays to

grace the solemnity; while two men walk by the lions, each with

a torch over his shoulders to usher the company; and a satyr,

marching up behind the chariot, playing upon his flute, closes

the whole scene.

2cl. CUPID.

It is obvious that Cupid, otherwise called
The Greeks made
genealogies of se- Kios, or Love, is not to be regarded as a real

vera upi s.
personage, but as a creature having no other

original ihan the imagination of the poets, who have embel-

lished this subject with the most extravagant and wanton ideas.

Not that they have allowed Cupid to be without parentage,

however; for the ancients were never at a loss as to the affair of
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genealogy: accordingly they give us an account of about thirteen

Cupids. First of all Cicero admits of three; the first was the son

of Mercury and the first Diana; the second, of Mercury and the

second Venus; and the third, whom he calls Anti-Cupid, or Ante-

ros, was the son of Mars and the third Venus.—Plato speaks of

two Cupids. When he lays it down as a principle that Venus waS'

never without Cupid, he adds that since there are two Venuses,

we must therefore necessarily acknowledge two Cupids Hesiod

in the beginning of his theogony, seems to acknowledge but one

Cupid, produced at the same tin»e with Chaos and the Earth.

But Tzetzes in his commentary explaining the first verses of

that poet, admits a second. " Three things, says be, were created

at first; the CJiaos, the Earth, and the Celestial Cupid: but there

is one more modern, the son of Venus." And this agrees w'nh

what we are lold by Pausanias, that at Elis, in the temple of Nep-

tune, was to be seen a Cupid recciviig into his arms Venus as

she rose out of the sea; which supposes one Cupid more ancient

than Venus. The same author remarks further in his Beotica,

that Olenus of Ljcia, the most ancient poet of Greece in the

composition of hymns, had Sdid in one of his hymns in honour

of Lucina, that this goddess was the mother of Cupid.-~Accu-

silaus speaks of a Cupid that was born of Night and Ether. Al-

ceus introduces one, the oftspiing of Discord and Zephyrus. Ac-

cording to Orpheus, there was one, the son of Saturn. In fine, if

we regard Plato's authority, Cupid was the son of Porus the god

of riches-, anu of Poverty; as Dictimus, one of the speakers in

his dialogue entitled the Banquet says, while the gods were cele-

brating a feast, Porus, who had drank too freely, fell to sleep at

the gate of the hall, and that Penia or Poverty, who liad come

thither to gather up the remains of the feast, approached him,

and had a son by him who was Cupid.—-Sappho had too much

gallantry to be ignorant of Cupid's parentage: and it was doubt-

less in order to adjust delicacy of sentiment, to the eifectsof this
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passion, that slie iniagined two Loves, the one the son of Heaven,

and the other the son uf the Earth.

•======='
It is evident that all the ffenealosries of the

He was the
_ . .

principal of phy- several Cupids spoken of in ancient authors,
sical appetency

, i r , •
i , r , • ,

which extricated "^^^ "" other foundation than the tancy which

matter from Ch a- in\ented them: and that it were easy to reduce
OS.===== them to a small number, since the ancients just

quoted, give them frequently the same father and the same mo-

ther. But not to dwell on frivolous disquisitions, we may affirm

that they may all be referred to that Cupid of whom Sanchonia-

thon and Hesiod speak; viz. that physical principle which served

to unite together the incoherent parts of matter that formed the

Chaos. This physical love or appetency between the parts of mat-

ter, by which it assumed regular forms, became the model of that

wanton system, the product of the leisure hours of the poets, in

which a blind infant is armed with darts to wound the hearts of

men and virgins, of which we see nothing in the history of the

true Venus or Astarte. Ovid indeed tells us that Cupid wounded

Venus, who became desperately in love with Adonis, which

seems to agree only to the Astarte of the Phenicians; but this is

a mere fiction of that poet, who has confounded the Venus of

Phenicia with that of Greece.

„,, But not to dwell upon so notorious a matter.
The various ' '

modes of repre- the different modes in which Cupid was repre-
senting Cupid.

. • n , r „ •

--^-^jjj^;;;;;;;^;^ settteti, werc chicHy the lollowing, as appears

from the monuments now extant. First, he was figured as a boy,

sometimes with his eyes covered with a fillet; at other times leap-

ing, dancing, playing, clambering up trees, rolling a hoop, or

catching a butterfly; at one time he is either sporting in the

air, upon the earth, or even in the fire. He rides upon animals,

manages chariots, plays upon musical instruments, and, in a word,

he is made to personate every character. It is no rarity to see him

sporting with his mother V^enus: sometimes sJie holds her quiver
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high in the air, while Cupid, leaping up to catch it, has actually

got hold of one of the arrows; and at other times she presses him

to her bosQm entwined in her velvet arms. Sometimes he plays

upon a horn, while sitting before his mother, who shows him an

arrow We also see him with one foot raised in the air, seeming

to meditate some tiick. Sometimes he holds a fowl, apparently a

swan, which he presses to his bosom. He is also seen playing

upon Pan's ftiite; or laying asleep, with his bow and quiver at his

feet: again, he is marching iiVa triumphant attitude, with a hel-

met on his head, a pike over his shoulder, and a buckler on his

arm, to denote that Mars disarmed surrenders himself to love.

At other times he is seen before a flaming altar, playing upon a

flute; which may -intimate that the exercises of religion are no se-

curity against his attacks: and to the same purpose is another

representation in which, under the shade of a palm-tree, he em-

braces a ram, that looks towards a flaming altar. Engaged in a

boxing mdtch with a cock, he is represented superior even to

that most amorous animal. He is seated upon a Centaur, to teach

us that he even rules over monsters. We also find in the anti-

quaries a Venus sitting and playing upon a harp, while Cupid

stands before her, and holds at the end of two rods a mask which

represents Jocus or Sport. He is sometimes riding on a lion, to

show his empire over the creatures of the land; ard sometimes

on a dolphin, to mark his sway over the sea: and what confirms

this latter conjecture, is, that Neptune appears by him with his

trident, as it were to do homage to his power. Lastly, he is placed

about the chariot of Pluto, while this god is carrying ofl" Proser-

pine, to signify thjt his empire extends even to hell itself.—But

we should never conclude this head, were we to follow the ima-

ginations of the poets, painters, and sculptors, who gave full scope

to their inventions, in relation to a god, whom heaven, earth, sea,

and even the realms of Pluto were thoup-ht to obev.
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=^====
! he god of \o\e was worsliipped by the pa

His worship.
" gans with the same solemnity as his mother

Venus. Their temples and altars, as well as the vows, prayers,

and sacrifices that were offered them, were the same. Plato how-

ever, has introduced Phsedrus into his banquet complaining that

no poet has sung hymns and peans to so great a divinity: but this

is only to be understood with respect to festivals, during which it

was a custom to sing hymns in honour of Bacchus and the other

go'ds; for it is notorious that the' poets have not forgot Cupid in

their songs: and on the authority of Pausanias he was honoured

with a particular woiship.

" ~ ~rr Anteros, otherwise called Counter-Cupid,

birth, representa- from eros love, and a7i{i agdinst, was not, as his
tion, and worship. . . , .

z;:s^:;s=:^^=i:i= name implies, a deity that piesided over an op-

position to love, but the god of mutual love and tenderness. He

was the son of Mars and Venus; and the account of his birth is

to this effect. Venus complaining to Themis that her son Cupid

continued always a child, this goddess answered, that he was ever

to continue so till she had another son. This was a sufficient hint

to a goddess who had so good an inclination to gallantry: she en-

tertained the passion which Mars had for her, and Anteros was

the fruit of their embraces. Cupid however, and his brother, con-

tinued always infants, as we see them represented, with wings

and quivers. They are represented upon a bas-relief sporting to-

gether, and striving to pull from each other a branch of a palm

tree, to teach us that true love endeavours to prevail by the gen-

tlest efforts They were always painted in the Greek academy, to

inform the pupils that it was their solemn duty to be grateful to

their teachers, and reward their trouble with love and reverence.

Pausanias mentions a figure of Anteros holding two cocks at his

breast, provoking them to peck his head.—Anteros shared divine

honours with his mother and brother: he had a temple erected to
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him at Athens, when Timagoras and Meles had successively-

destroyed themselves, on account of their passionate regard for

each other.

Fable" of
"

Psy - Though the fable of Psyche contains nothing

che matching historical, and only resembles the fairy tales of
vith Cupid and
becoming imrnor. modern times; yet as it is connected with that

tal
•'

"

- of Cupid, it is proper to give it a place here.—

" A king and queen," says Apuleius, '^ had three daughters, of

whom the youngest was the greatest beauty, in whose formation

Nature seemed to have surpassed herself. The fame of her beau-

ty having spread on all hands, people came in crowds to her fa-

ther's court, and so soon as they had seen her, they not only ad-

mired but adored her. Venus, jealous of this rising beauty, for

^'hom her favourite cities of Gnidos, Paphos, and Cythera were

deserted, ordered Cupid to wound Psyche with one of his darts,

and to captivate her heart with an object unworthy of her charms.

Cupid, instead of executing his mother's orders, fell desperately

in love with her himself. In the mean time her sisters, less beau-

tiful than she, were married to sovereigns, while no one durst

aspire to the favour of her affections. The oracle of Apollo being

consulted about the fate of this young beauty, answered that she

was not to have a mortal spouse, but a god formidable to all the

gods, even to the tenants of hell itself; adding that she must be

exposed upon a high mountain on the brink of a precipice dress-

ed in funeral ornaments. The oracle was obeyed, and so soon as

Psyche was come to the place appointed, a zephyr embraced her

and carried her away into the middle of a forest, where a stately

palace shone with gold and silver, and its pavements were of

precious stones. The palace appeared to be uninhnbited, but she

heard voices inviting her to make it her place of residence.

Though she saw not the nymphs who served her, she wanted for

notbmg. She was regaled with sumptuous and elegant repasts,

Vol. III. Ub
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PSYCHE. SEC. XI2.

^t,o which succeeded harmonious concerts of music. In this man-

Der \S'as she entertained from day to dayj pleasure still follow-

ing pleasure in a perpetual circulation; and at night she was vi-

sited by the spouse destined her by the oracle, who again with-

drew from Iier at the approach of day, for fear of being discover-

ed.-—In the mean time the king and queen, anxious for their

daughter, sent her sisters in quest of her. Accordingly the same

zephyr who had conducted her into this enchanted palace, also

conducted her sisters thither. Cupid informed of this, at first

prohibited Psyche to see them, but upon observing her to become

sad and pensive, he at length allowed her to entertain them, on

condition she would not follow their counsel. Psyche having told

them that she was the happiest of mortals, and that her husband,

who was young and handsome, loved her extremely, dismissed

them loaded with presents. These two princesses, envying the

happiness of their sister, resolved to ruin her; and hearing at a

second interview that she never saw her husband, they put her in

mind of the oracle of Apollo, which had spoken to her confused-

ly of some monster or other, making her believe that her spouse

was a serpent who at last would put her to a miserable death.

Psyche, affrighted with this discourse, and not being able to di-

vine the reason why her husband chose to continue invisible, told

them she was disposed to follow their advice, if they knew how

to extricate her from her perplexity. Hereupon they advised her

to keep a lighted lamp somewhere concealed, -along with a razor;

and when the monster fell asleep, to view him by the help of the

lamp, and with the razor to cut off his head. Psyche followed her

sisters' counsel thus far, that as soon as her husband* was asleep,

she got out of bed and brought her lamp, but instead of a mon-

ster, discovered Cupid, whom she recognised by his vermilion

complexion, his beautiful wings, and white tresses. Seized at

once with astonishment and remorse, for having questioned her

own hsppirress, she resolved to cut her own throat with the in-
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stniment she had prepared agairst her husband; but it drop-

ped out of her hand, and the sight of so charming an objoct

calmed her perturbation. In the mean time, while she is exa-

mining Cupid's bow and quiver that ivere at the foot of the bed,

she wounded one of her fingers in trying the point of one of his

darts: but neglecting so slight a wound, she continued to feast

her eyes with the lovely object, when it dropped upon Cupid's

shoulder and awaked him.—Forthwith he wings away: but Psyche

gets hold of his feet, and he, raising her from the ground, at

length lets her fall: then alighting upon a cypress, he upbraids her

bitterly for the little confidence she had put in his counsels, and

then quite disappeared. Psyche in despair precipitates herself

into a river; but the waves, from their respect to the spouse of

Cupid, immediately threw her out upon the banks. She tne^ls

the god Pan, who condoles her, and tells her nothing now re-

mained for her, but to make her peace with Cupid. In her wan-

dering through the world, she arrived at the house of one of her

sisters, to whom she recites her adventure, and tells her that

Cupid as a more singular revenge had threatened to marry one of

her sisters. This sister swelled with vain hope, abandons her fa-

ther's court, repairs to the rock which led to Cupid's palace, and

fancying the zephyr would support her as he had done before,

fell from the precipice, and suffered a miserable death. Psyche

took the same mode to revenge herself upon her other sister,

who was caught in the same snare.—In the mean while, Venus

apprised that Cupid suffered cruel torment, endeavoured to find

out Psyche in order to chastise her for her presumption. Psyche

was still in search of Cupid, and arriving near a temple, made

up a sheaf of some loose ears of corn that lay scattered in the

field, which she offered to Ceres, begging to be taken under her

protection; but the goddess answered that all she could do in her

favour was, not to deliver her up to her enemy. Juno, whom she

met in one of her temples, gave her mu';h the same ansAver.
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Psyche, however, slill retained some hope; and resolved to have

recourse to Venus, expecting to find Cupid with her, and through

her intercession to make her peace. Accordingly she iound Ve-

nus: but the haughty goddess, without seeming to vouchsafe her

the smallest regard, ascended to Olympus, and prayed Jupiter to

send Mercury to seek for Psyche, she having declined to keep

her when she was in her power, because she appeared before her

as a suppliant. While Mercury is in quest of this unfortunate

lover, she meets with Custom, one of Venus's waiting-maids,

who dragging her by the hair brings her to Venus. The incensed

goddess flies at her, tears her robe, and gives her blows upon the

head; then making up a great heap of grains, wheat, barley, mil-

let, peas, lentils, and beans, she ordered Psyche to separate them

before night; leaving for her companions two of her other at-

tendants. Sorrow and Anxiety. Psyche remained as one thunder-

struck and quite insensible; but officious ants separated the

grains, and extricated her out of this difficulty. Venus next com-

manded her to bring a tuft of gold wool from certain sheep that fed

beyond a river in a place quite inaccessible; but instead of think-

ing to execute such a task, she went to drown herself in the river,

when a reed Avhispered some articluate sounds teaching her how

to procure the wool, which she carried to the goddess. Venus,

not appeased by the promptness of her obedience, next ordered

her unhappy supplicant to fetch a pitcher of a certain water

that flowed from a fountain kept by a dragon: an eagle took the

pitcher, filled it with the water, and gave it to her to carry to

Venus. A command now still more difficult to execute, succeed-

ed these many labours. Venus regretting that some of her beauty

had been lost in dressing Cupid's wound, ordered Psyche to go

down into Pluto's realms and demand of Proserpine a box with

some of her charms. Psyche believing that there was no other

way of visiting the mansions of the dead than by dying herself,

\V3 5 about to precipitate herself from the top of a high tower,
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when an audible voice taught her the way to the infernal regions,

by bidding her to go to Tenarus near Laccdemon, where she

would find a way that led thither; instructing her at the same time

to fortify herself with two cakes, one in each hand, and two pieces

of money, which she was to hold in her mouth; that Charon would

convey her into his boat, for which she was to give him one of

her pieces of money; and that upon meeting the huge dog Cer-

berus which kept Proserpine's court, she was to give him one of

the cakes: that at last she would meet with Proserpine, and have

from her a gracious reception; be invited to a sumptuous feast

she would prepare for her; which however, she was to decline,

and eat nothing but coarse bread: at length the goddess would

give her the box, but that she must beware not to open it.—All

these directions being given her by the voice, Psyche complied

with them, and received from Proserpine the box that Venus

demanded. After she had got out of the infernal regions she had

the curiosity to open it, with the design to take some of the beauty

it contained to herself. But to her great disappointment, in the

stead of beauty, she found an infernal soporiferous vapour, which

seized her senses in an instant, and made her sink down to the

earth fast asleep. She never had risen again from this stupor, if

Cupid, now cured of his wound, had not got out of his mother's

palace window to go in search of his beloved Psyche. He found

her in a profound sleep, waked her with the point of his arrow,

put back the vapour into the box and bid her carry it to his mother.

He then flew away to heaven, and appeared before Jupiter, who

assembled the gods, and ordered him to keep his Psyche, pro-

mising that Venus should no longer oppose his union with her:

at the same lime he ordered Mercury to conduct the princess to

heaven. The overflowing measure of Psyche's sufferings being

now reversed, she is admitted into the society of the gods, drinks

ambrosia, and becomes immortal. The nuptial feast was now cele-

brated, at \ihich every god played his part, and even Venus danced.
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HVMEN^US. SEC. XII.

Thus, the niipiialsof this incomparable pair beini;- solemnized in

the presence of ali the gods, Psyche was scon after delivered of

a daughter whose name was Pleasure.

'

' ' •;
-• This fable, as every one must perceive, is en-

—its explanation.
tirely allegorical, and points out the evils that

concupiscence represented by Cupid, entails upon the human

soul, of which Psyche is the symbol. But it would be needless to

attempt an explanation of all its circumstances, many of which be-

ing merely the capricious product of the imagination that invent-

ed them. And where was the necessity of loading this fiction

with so many childish circumlocutions, for the sake of enforcing

the illustration of a trite vulgar moral.—We need only observe

further, that Psyche was represented by the ancients, with the

wings of a butterfly, as we see in several monuments; and that

the butterfly was a symbol of the soul as well as Psyche, both

being indifferently called by this name in the Greek language.

Therefore, ^mong the ancients, when one was just expired, a

butterfly was supposed to rise from the mouth of the deceased.

This seems to be the proper place to speak
Hymenzus;— . t^, «-. , •

i j
the ffod of mar. °* "^^ gods or marriage, i he Lrreeks invoked

riage among the HvmenEeus at the celebration of their nuptials;
Greeks;

—

' '

. and t^ave the name of Hymen to this union be-

tween the tv.'o sexes, as they did that of Hymenaea to the festival

that was celebrated in honour of the occasion, or rather of the

god who presided over marriages; and this is the sense in which

we are to understand that expression in Ovid hyvienea ccnunt,

-

. Myihologists in tracing the original of the
fable of the on- b S

gin of his wor- name of this god, iiave offered several conjec-

,' tures not worth repeating. The most probable

however, is that whicii derives it from the cohabitation of the

married parties: but if the story related by Lactantius the gram-

marian and Lutatius be true, all those etymologies amount to no-
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SEC. XII. HYMEN.ffiUS.

thing. There was at Athens, say they, a young man of surprising

beauty, but very poor and of obscure birth, whose name was Hy-

mencEUS. At that time of life when it is easy for a young man to

counterfeit the other sex, he fell in love with a young Athenian

lady; but she being of a family of rank and fortune, he durst not

disclose to her his secret passion, contenting himself with follow-

ing her wherever she went. One day as the ladies of Athens

were going to celebrate the feasts of Ceres upon the sea-shore,

his mistress among the rest, he disguised himself in woman's

apparel, and, though unknown, by his handsome appearance,

trained easy admission into that devout assembly. In the mean

time some pirates who happend to be near, leaving their ships,

came ashore and carried off the whole processipn; and having tra-

velled with them a great distance along the sea-shore, were so fa-

tigued that they laid down to rest, and fell asleep. Hymenjeusnow

displaying the courage of his sex, exhorts all his companions to

kill their ravishers; which by the aid of his exertions they effected.

Then, after promising a speedy return, he went to x\thens, when

he assembled the people, declared who he was, and what had hap-

pened; adding that if they would allow him to marry one of the

ravished ladies whom he passionately loved, he would deliver all

the rest. His proposal being accepted, he married his beloved

mistress: and upon account of so happy a marriage, the Atheni-

ans ever after invoked him at llieir nuptials, and celebrated fes-

tivals to his honour.

=7==== The poets have taken care to provide this god
—his gcnealoprv.

=S55=E==^ with a genealogy; but their notions on' this sub-

ject being without foundation, they differ from each other respect-

ing it: for Catullus says he was the son of Urania, while Ascle-

piades gives him Calliope for his mother and Apollo for his father,

others make him the son of Clio. But if we believe Seneca, he

had Bacchus for his father; and as this poet docs not mention his

mother, some will have her to I)e Venus'.
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THALASSirS.

TV,! »v,„ As the Greeks had their Hymenseus, SO had th6
I nalassius, the ^

god of marriage Romans their Thalassius whom they invoked in
among the Ro-
mans—the fable marriages. For though they had adopted the

of his origin.
__ Hymenteus of the Greeks, yet they would have

a god of their own making to preside over these important cere-

monies: and having found in their history an event in some mea-

sure corresponding with that related above, it was sufficient to

give existence to their Thalassius. The account of it runs thus;

At the time when the Romans committed a rape upon the Sabine

women, a party of soldiers were carrying off a virgin of figure and

beauty far surpassing all the rest. Some officers attempting to

force her from them, they cried out that she was destined for

Thalassius, who was a young man of distinguished merit; where-

upon the officers relinquished their pretentions to the fair prize,

and even joined the party, and repeated triumphantly the name of

Thalassius, who thus received her as his wife, and proved the

happiest of husbands. From that time the Romans sung in ho-

nour of Thalassius at their nuptials, as the Greeks did in honour

of Hymenfeus.—Titus Livius and Servius tell this story in much

the same manner: but Plutarch, from whom this recital is taken,

adds that Sestus Sylla of Carthage, a man equally favoured by

the Muses and the Graces, had formerly said that Thalassius was

the signal word which Romulus gave his soldiers in the rape of

the Sabine virgins; and that all those who seized one of them

cried out Thalassius; hence the custom was kept up in the cele-

bration of marriages.

Jugatmus was another god who presided over
Some other dei-

ties who presided wedlock among the Romans, as his name purely

over parts of nup.
j^^j,^ sufficiently implies.—When the young

tial ceremonies. / r / o

spouses had plighted their faith in presence of

their relations, they again invoked another god called Domiducus,

whose function was to conduct them to the house where they
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were to dwell.—Then in the evening they put up a prayer to the

goddess Prema who presided over the consummation of marriage:

and Virginiensis, another divinity invoked on this occasion, loosed

the bridal girdle; which function the Greeks gave to their Lysi-

zona. The divinities Prefica, Pertunda, and Subigus, also assisted

in concluding the ceremonies of marriages.

fllE GRACES.

Among the vast number of divinities invent-
Their universal

influence and ad- ed by the ancients, there were none so amiable
'

as the Graces. It \va3 from them indeed, that all

the rest borrowed whatever charms they possessed. In a word,

the Graces were the sources of every thing agreeable and smil-

ing in nature. They gave to places, to persons, to occupations,

and to every thing in its kind, that finishing charm which crowns

all its perfections, and is at once the extenuator of its defects,

and flower of its excellence. It was only from them a person

could derive that inestimable talent, without which all other qua-

lifications were lost—the talent of pleasing. Accordingly, of all

the goddesses, none had a greater number of adorers than the

Graces. 'To them all ranks and all professions, persons of every

age and every character, addressed their yows and offered in-

cense. Every science and every art had its tutelary divinity in

particular; but all the arts and all the sciences acknowledged the

empire of the Graces.

====== Some ancients believed that the Graces were
Their oricjin, , rr • p ^ •.• • ^ ,

or descent. ^"^ offsprmg oi a legitimate marriage, and that

——^ they were the daughters of Jupiter and Juno;

but Hesiod asserts that they were the offspring of Jupiter and

the fair Eurynome, the daughter of Oceanus. According to An-

timachus a very ancient poet, their mother was called Egle; and-

according to others she was called Eurymedusa, or Antinome.

But the most general opinion is, that they owe their birth to Bac-.

Vol., m. C c
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chiis and Venus..—They v/ere commonly thought to be virgins,

though according to Homer, one of them married the god of

sleep, and another married Vulcan.

===== The ancients were not more agreed about the

Theirnames
j^^j^^gj and number of the Graces, than about

and nuiDDer.

their original. The Lacedemonians admitted

only two of them, whom they worshipped under the names'of

Ciito and Phaenna. The Athenians acknowledged the same num-

ber, but they called them Auxo and Hegemone. Hesiod, and af-

ter him, Pindar, Onomacritus, and most of the other poets, fix

the number of the Graces to three, and name them Aglaia, Tha-

lia, and Euphrosyne. Some are perplexed however with the

name of Thalia, because it is found among the names of the

Muses: but what inconsistency is there, that one of the Graces

and one of the Muses should be called by the same name? Ho-

mer, in naming the Graces, substitutes Pasipliae for Aglaia; in

which he is followed by Statius.—Notwithstanding the authority

of Hesiod and Homer, there were several places in Greece

where they acknowledged four Graces; and then they were con-

founded with the Hours, -or rather with the four seasons of the

year: this too was the reason for representing thenj crovyned, one

vith flowers, another with ears of corn, a thircl with vine branches

and grapes, and the fourth with a branch of olive or some other

tree that preserves its verdure during the winter. It was also for

the same reason that Apollo was sometimes represented support-

ing with his right hand small figures of four Graces. And this is

all the certainty that antiquity gives us relative to the number of

these goddesses. For, as to the expression of Aristeneuis, who

S3VS the Graces fluttered by hundreds around Cydippe; and ihat

o? the atJthor of a poem upon the love of Hero and Leander.,

\i-ho asserts that when Hero vouchsafed to smile, her eyes alone

displayed more than a hundred Graces; and lastly, that of Non-

rruF, who, in the poem he made in honour of Bacchus, says there
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were no less than three hundred Graces in his train; all these

are of the nature of such hyperbolical expressions as impose up-

on no body. The case is otherwise as to what Pausanias says, that

some authors reckon the goddess of persuasioo in the number

of Graces, insinuating thereby that the great secret of persuasion

is to please.

The modes ofre^ ^^ ^''^'' ^^^^^ goddesses were represented by

presenting- them. ,.(jugh ill-shaped stones. But it was not long be-

fore they were represented under human figures, chd in gauze

at first, and afterwards quite naked. Pausanias confesses that lie

could not trvce the time when the custom of p^ing them dra-

pery was laid'aside. When they were repres-^'^^*^ naked, it was

to signify that nothing is more amiable tt'ir> simple nature; and

when they had a thin covering of gau^, '-' ^^^^ to intimate that if

art and foreign ornaments were sr.ne^imes made use of to assist

nature, they should be emplaec-' discreetly and with reserve.

They were painted younp- because the most ravishing charms

have always been consj-^r^^ ^^ ^^'^ '^^ °^' yo"th. They were re-

presented in the att'^-^t^ "^P^*"-""^ dancing, with their hands and

arms interlocke''~^^"^^"'^^ ^^^'^ "^ there were to be seen at

Elis the sta"^2 °^ three Graces, one holding in her hand a rose,

another • die, and the third a branch of myrtle; symbols which

lie (ijs explains: "the myrtle and the rose, .says he, were parti-

cularly consecrated to Venus and the Graces; and as for the die,

it is a mark of the inclination of youth, the age particularly fa-

voured by the Graces, to sports and pastimes.—But what shall

wc say of a custom among the ancients of representing the

Graces in the company of the most frightful, ugly Satyrs? Even

the statues of the Satyrs were sometimes made hollow, so that

they could be opened and shut, and therein were deposited little

figures of the Graces. Was the meaning of such an odd assem-

blage, to point out, that we must not judge of men by appearan-

ces? that the deformities of shape may bs rectified by interaal
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graces, or the charms of ihe mind? and that frequently the best

internal endowments lay concealed under an ungraceful exterior?

—To what we have now said, we may add that all Greece was

full of monuments consecrated to these goddesses. Their statues

and pictures were to be seen in most of the cities, done by the

greatest masters. There was at Pergamus a picture of them

drawn by Pythagoras of Paros; and another at Smyrna, by the

hand of Apelles. Socrates made their statues in marble, as Ru-

palus did in gold; and Pausanias speaks of several others of their

statues, whtrein the richness of the matter vied with the beauty

of the woikma^ship. Demosthenes in his oration for the crown,

tells us that the vthenians having aided the inhabitants of the

Chersonesus in a tie^sing exigency, these, to eternize the me-
mory of so signal a a,rviw>, erected an altar with an inscription

to this effect, An .lltar co^ec-.ted to that Grace who firesides over

gratit7ide.-^Y\weA\y, there Were . great many medals on which

the Graces were represented; wheiv^f several have been trans-

mitted to the present times.

"Their universal .

^"'. ^^'°"'^ ''"^''"^ "^"P^^se that SUCh lovely

worship. divinities had altars and Umy^s without num-^====- bar. Etheocles, king of Orchodei>Qs in Beotia,

is accounted the first who erected temples to them, ano^ggujated

the ceremonies of their worship; and this has made son«. an-

cients say that he was their father. The Lacedemonians howevtw^

ascribed to Lacedemon their 4th king, the glory of erecting the

first temple to the Graces, alleging that the temple he had built

to them upon the bank of the river Tiasis was the most ancient

one in Greece. According to Pausanias, they had temples at Elis,

at Dclphos, at Perga, at Perinthus, at Byzantium, and in several

other parts of Greece and Thrace.—For the most part, the tem-

ples consecrated to Cupi5 were also consecrated to the Graces.

It was likewise the custom to give them a place in the temples

(if Mercury, to teach us that even the god of eloquence had neeti
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of their assistance. But above all, the temples of the Muses were

common to the Graces, to show the intimate union that necessa-

rily subsisted between these two sorts of divinities: accordingly

Pindar invokes the Graces almost as often as he does the Muses,

—Though festivals were celebrated to their honour through the

whole year, the spring was more particularly consecrated to them

as it was to Venus their mother. But it was not at stated times

only that the ancients signalized their devotion to these goddess-

es, there was hardly a day that was not distinguished by some

piece of homage that was paid them. They even took few repasts

without invoking the Muses and the Graces: with this difference

however, that in order to procure the favour of the Muses they

drank nine glasses, whereas those who would be favoured of the

Graces drank only three.

,
And as to the favours that were looked for

The favours
which they con- from these goddesses, they were thought todis-

icrrcd
j;;;;;;;;!-^-^-—- pcHse to meH ttot only a graceful deportment,

gaiety, and equality of temper; but also liberality, eloquence,

and wisdom, as we are told by Pindar. The most noble however,
.

of all the prerogatives of the Graces was, to preside over bene-

volence and gratitude; insomuch, that in almost all languages,

their names are made use of to express both these inestimable

endowments of the soul.

Many moral reflections have been derived
Moral reflecti-

^

ons suggested by from the name and attributes of these goddess-
their attributes. r i i l n .- u___^___^^^ es; some oi which we shall now mention, be-

fore concluding this article. First, the name of Charites by which

they were sometimes called, derived from the Greek word that

signifies 707/, denotes that we ought to take equal pleasure in do-

ing good offices, and in showing gratitude to those fiom whom

we receive them: for he who cannot do a good office is incapable

of gratitude for a favour. They were always young, to teach us

that the memory of a favour ought never to decay. They were
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sprighlly and nimble, to show that we must be prompt to oblige,

or that a favoisr ought not to be long Cjeferred: accordingly the

Greeks had an adage, that a favour which comes reluctantly

ceases to be a favour.—The Graces were said to be virgins, to

teach us, first that in doing good our views ought to be pure, the

want of which destroys the merit of the deed; secondly, that the

beneficent disposition ought to be accompanied with prudence,

reserve, and discretion. It was for this latter reason that Socrates

seeing a man lavish away his favours without distinction upon

every object that presented itself, exclaimed, " may the gods con-

found thee! for the Graces are virgins, and you would make them

prostitutes."—They were linked in each other's arms, to signify

that we ought, by mutual acts of kindness, to bind the cords of

love that unite us to one another.— Lastly, they danced in a cir-

cle, to intimate that there ought to be a circulation of kindnesses

in society; and moreover, that by acts of gratitude, a favour

ought to return to the source from whence it was derived.

SECTION THIRTEENTH.

BACCHUS.
~

~, ^ , , The Greeks, who would have all the gods and
The labulous ' °

account of his heroes to l)e born in their own country, did not
Greek orig-inal:

—

- fall to reckon Bacchus of their number^ and to

give a greater air of the marvellous to his history, they added to

it several fables according to their uniform custom.—Euripides,

Orpheus, Ovid, and several others, tell us that Jupiter being in

love with Semele the daughter of Cadmus, the jealous Juno as-

sumed the figure of Beroe her rival's nurse, to have the belter

opportunity to infuse into her a distrust and suspicion of her gal-

lant.- Under this metamorphosis she insinuated to the princess

that if her lover was actually Jupiter, as he pretended to be, he

would not disguise himself under the figure of a mortal; that it
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must undoubtedly be some other gallant who borrowed so august

a name, only to betray her; and that it was of importance for her

to be undeceived: adding that the way to ascertain the fact was,

to desire him to appear before her with the same majesty in

which he was wont to visit Juno, and that if he was really the fa-

ther of the gods, he would not refuse her that mark of affection.

Semele having followed the counsel of the fictitious Beroe; and

Jupiter in conlpliance with her request having come to her, ar-

rayed with his thunder, and all the splendour uf his majesty, set

the palace on fire; when Seniele perished in th(5 flames, as the

jealous Juno fondly anticipated. As Semele had at that time pass-

ed seven months of her pregnancy, the god took out of her

womb the infant Bacchus, and bore him in his own thigh the two

months that remained: so the story is told by Ovid in his Meta-

morphoses; and the poet Manilius says the same; but if we may

credit Hyginus and Li.cian, Mercury took Bacchus out of the

flames, and carried him to Nysus, who brought him up in the

caves. of mount Nysa in Arabia. Pausanias tell us that at Brention,

a city tif Laconia, there was another tradition about the death of

Semele.— It would even seem that the ancients had formed a

design to throw a veil of obscurity over the true history of this

prince's birth and education; for if we may believe Ovid, Ino his

aunt was his first nurse: but the same poet not very consistent in

his narrations, s<vys elsewhere this god was nursed by the Hya-

des. Demarchus again in the poet Nonnus, asserts that the Hours

were his nurses. Pausanias alleges that it was a received tradition

among the people of Patras in Achaia, that Bacchus had been

educated in the city of .Mesatis. and thai Pan and the Satyrs had

laid ambuscades for him, which he had with difficulty escaped.

\pollonius says Mercury, by Jupiter's order, carried young Bac-

chds into the island of Eubea, and delivered him to the care of

Maciis the daughter of Arislaeus, and that Juno moved with jea-

lousy that the son of her rival should be educated in an island
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consecrated to her, had banished his young nurse, who having

retired into the country of the Pheacians, brought him up se-

cretly in a cave.—Other authoi-s assure us that he was educated

in the island of Naxus. Did these grave authors take a pleasure

in finding out so many nurses for a god, who was to be immortal?

or rather in their fond desire to have it believed that all the gods

were natives of Greece, were they so blind as not to perceive the

ridicule of their own extravagant fictions?

\ What gave rise to this fable of Bacchus's
—its explanation. . • i »

birth, IS obviously this; that Semele having haa

an intrigue, it was thought fit in order to save her honour, to lay

the charge upon Jupiter. Some authors say that Cadmus, offend-

ed at his daughter, exposed her upon the sea with her son; and

that they were thrown ashore near Orcates an ancient city of La-

conia, 'where Semele was found dead in a kind of coffer, and vas

there interred with a great deal of magnificence. According to

others she was killed with thunder, which, together with the re-

port of her intrigue with Jupiter, gave a handle to the fsble of

Juno's artifice to be revenged of her. Diodorus Siculus aads that

this princess was delivered of a son in the seventh month: and

as children born at that period of their gestation were rot thought

capable of living, it was reported that Jupiter, his reputed father,

had lodged him in his thigh for two months.

Be all this as it will, several ancient authors,
The true origi-

, , . , . j
rial of this god belterinformed than those above quoted, among
was probably in

^^,^^^^^ ^^^ Herodotus, Plutarch and Diodorus,
Egypt.

say with more probability, tliat Bacchus was

born in Egypt, that he was educated at Nsya, a town in Arabia

Felix, whither his father Ammon had sent him; and in a word

that he is the same with the famous Osiris who conquered the

Indies. And certainly, say these authors, it is evident that what

the ancients report of Bacchus, can agree to none but that an-

cient king of Egypt: for, to mention here no o'ther of his adven-
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tures, than the aid which he gave to Jupiter in the famous war

with the giants, which was many ages before the birth of Cad-

mus and Semele, what relation can that have to the Theban

prince, the son of Semele, whom the Greeks would feign to be

the true Bacchus? And yet it is true, according to the poetical

tradition, that Bacchus, clothed with the skin of a lion or tyger,

gave vigorous assistance to the father o'f the gods, and that the

giants tore him in pieces; a circumstance which refers to the fa-

tal death of Osiris, slain by the giant Typhon his brother.—Dio-

dorus alleges, as having probably misled the Greeks, that when

the worship of this ancient Egyptian divinity was propagated to

Greece by Orpheus, he added to it several ceremonies of his

own, so as to disguise it, that it should not be known; having a

design, in honour to the family of the Cadmeans, by whom he

had been kindly entertained, to accommodate the fable and cere-

monies of the Egyptian divinity, but little known in Greece, to

some prince of the family of Cadmus. This truth cannot be called

in question, being confirmed by these two particulars; first that

the worship of Bacchus bears too great a resemblance to that of

Osiris, except in a few ceremonies, not to be believed to be the

same; second that it is impossible to comprehend how the oppo-

sition which Cadmus made to the establishment of the Worship

of Bacchus, and which Ovid so fully describes, can relate to his

grandson. Would ever that prince, who was but newly settled in

Greece, where he should have endeavoured by all means to make

himself popular, have set himself in opposition to a worship

which did so much honour to his family? Would he fnim a false

delicacy, have risqued the loss of his kingdom, in order to pre-

vent one of his own children being ranked among the gods? And

yet it cost him no less than his crown, as also his son Polydorus,

and his grandson Pentheus his life; the latter having been torn

in pieces on mount Citheron by the Bacchanals, who in thtir fury

Vol. III. D d
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took him for a lion, as we are lold by the poet No.nnus, by Phi-

lostratus, Euripides, and Ovid. Admit that Cadmus, and Pen-

theus suffered, not for having opposed the worship of Bacchus,

but for the infamous ceremonies that had crept into the festivals

which Orpheus had established; yet it follows not that this wor-

ship related to the son of Semele. Is it credible that a grandfa-

ther in his own life-time might see his grandson deified, and his

worship established in a whole country? There is in this no prob-

ability, and therefore we ought to be told in plain terms, that the

worship of Bacchus having been propagated from Egypt to

Greece, Cadmus strongly remonstrated against the abuses that

were made in it, which occasioned his expulsion from his king-

dotn; and that the son of Semele was not deified till many years

after.—The Greek and Latin authors say that Bacchus travelled

into India with an army composed of men and women; but this

expedition respected the ancient Bacchus or Osiris. And in fact

the grandson of Cadmus never left Greece, but became famous,

more by the usurpation of the worship of the ancient Bacchus,

than by those pretended conquests, which are mentioned by no

historian before Megastes, who trumped up this fable to flatter

Alexander when he look that hero for his model, as Quiiltus

Curtius often remarks. Moreover, it was the custom of the ori-

entals, and not of the Greeks, to carry women in their armies.

And to mention it by the way, the whole of Bacchus's army, both

men and women, were armed with the thyrsus; which was a

spear entwined with vine and ivy branches, which covered its

point.

'" ^. - We would infer however, that there were a
There were in

fact, many who plurality of persons who bore the name of Bac-
bore that name. v , -r-.- ,

- - chus. Accordmgly Diodorus Siculus says there

were three of them; first the Indian, or rather ihe Egyptian, who

made the conquest of the Indies, surnamed the bearded Bacchus;

tJve second, said to be the son of Jupiter and Proserpine, or
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Ceies, was represented with horns, cither because he had taught

to cultivate the ground, or because horns were the ancient drink-

ing vessels, or in fine, to denote the rays of the sun, whose sym-

bol he was; the third and last was Bacchus the son of Jupiter and

Semele, who was commonly called the Bacchus of Thebes.-^Ci-

cero says there were five of them; the first, according to that au-

thor, was the son of Proserpine: the second had Niius for bis fa-

ther; it was he who built the city of Nysa: the third was the son

of Caprius; he reigned in the Indies, and was surnamed Saba-

zius, a name that was given to the festivals which were instituted

to his honour. The fourth was the son of Jupiter and of the

Moon, or Diana; it was to him that the Orphica were dedicated:

the first in fine, was the son of Thyone and Xisus; he instituted

festivals that were celebrated to him every year.

====:== This perplexity as to the identity of BacchliS
Parallel between

, i
•

i

Bacchus and Mo- "^^ thrown the moderns mto another extreme;

^^^' they would have recourse to scripture for the

original of this divinity, .and make the fabulous hero a copy of

those in the bible. Vossius in the first place, has been at great

pains to prove that Bacchus is Moses: and the chief heads of the

parallel which he draws between them arc these: Moses was

born in Egypt; so was Bacchus: the first was exposed upon the

•Nile; the poets say the same of the second: and both of them

derived their name from their having been rescued from a wa«

tery grave; for Orpheus called Bacchus Mysas: the latter was

educated in a mountain in Arabia called Nysa; it was in the same

country that Moses spent forty years. The poet Nonnus speaks

of the flight of Bacchus towards the waters of the Red Sea; no-

thing can agree more exactly to Moses. The army of that god,

according to Diodorus, consisting of men and women, traversed

Arabia in the way to the Indies; and that of the legislator, full of

women and children, passed the desert in their way to Palestine,

which was in Asia. Moreover the horns given to the fabulous godj
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are but an allusion to the rays of light upon Moses's head. And

is not mount Nysa the same with Syna, by the transposition of a

single letter?—Father Thomassin adds new arguments to sup-

port this parallel: Bacchus, armed with his thyrsus, defeats the

giants, according to Nonnus; and is not Moses obliged to com-

bat with the sons of Anak, the remains of the giants? and his rod

is the instrument of his miracles. The legislator crosses the Red

Sea; Nonnus relates the same miracle of a nymph of Bacchus,

Jupiter sends Iris to Bacchus to order him to go and destroy an

impious nation in the Indies; God ordered Moses to go into Pa-

lestine to abolish the abominations of an idolatrous people. Caleb,

whose name comes near that which signifies a dog, was Moses's

faithful companion; the poets tell us that Pan gave Bacchus a

dog to accompany him in his expeditions. Moses and Joshua

stop thecoursr of the sun; Nonnus says the same of Bacchus in

so many words. The legislator, in short, makes streams of water

gush out of a rock; the conqueror, by striking the earth with his

thyrsus, brings forth torrents of wine.—Huetius is of the same

opinion, and likewise runs the parallel between Moses and Bac-

chus.—The learned Bochart, on the contrary, and after him M.

le Clevc, who never departs from the opinions of Bochart, take

Bacchus to be the same with Nimrod the son of Chus, whence

he got the name of Bacchus; and both these authors find a great

deal of resemblance between that first conqueror and the fabulous

hero. Bochart shows that all the names of Bacchus are derived

from the Assyrian language, which the Greeks adjusted to their

own. Thus, according to that author, the worship of Bacchus

began in Assyria, whence it passed into Phenicia and Egypt, and

from thence into Greece by means of Cadmus and Melampus.

—There are learned men again who contend that Bacchus is the

same with Noah, since the invention of the vine, which is attri-

buted to the Greek Bacchus, agrees solely to the patriarch, as

we learn from Scripture; and they add with reason, that he is
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the first and most ancient Bacchus, and he who was the first mo-

del of all the rest.

As there were several princes who assumed

His pluiahty
^j^g name of Bacchus, so were there many names

oi names.

s given to this god, which we shall now briefly

explain. In the first place, it is very probable, as Hesychius as-

serts, that he was called Bacchus, from the lamentations and

bowlings of the bacchanals, in those mad processions and festi-

vals that were celebrated to his honour, of which we shall pre-

sently speak. He was called Bimater, to denote that he had in a

manner two mothers, according to the fable of his being lodged

for a time in Jupiter's thigh. He had the name of Dionysius, in

allusion to the god that was supposed to be his father among the

orientals, or to mount Nysa where he was educated. He was

called Liber, because wine exhilarates and dilates ihe heart; Bro-

mius, from- the noise of the bacchanals; Liceus, because he.drives

away care; Lancus, or Torcularius, because he invented the wine

press; and for the same reason he was called Sabasius, as may

be seen in Bochart. He was called Biformis, because he was

sometimes represented with a youthful countenance, and some-

times as a bearded man; Triambes, because he had triumphed

three times; and Euge-fili, because when he transformed himself

into a lion to defend his father against the giants, that god, ani-

mated him by the exclamation oi Eugejili! evohe Bacchel Well

done my son Bacchus! The name of Dithyrambus was given

him, if we may credit Diodorus, Origen, and Eusebius, from the

fable which imports that the giants had cut Bacchus in pieces,

his mother Ceres collected his dissipated members, and restored

him to life. He had tiie name of Psilas, which in the Doric dia-

lect signifies the tip of a wing according to Pausanias, to intimate

that man is borne up and carried away by wine, as a bird in the air

upon its wings. The name of Bicorniger was given him from the

horns he sometimes wearS) as the symbols of the beams of th.e
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sun, which he represented among the orientals. Kis name of

Corymbifer was an allusion to the i^y branches, called corymbi,

with which his crown was sometimes ornamented.—This god

had several other names, derived either from the places where

he received divine honours or from the ceremonies of his wor-

ship, or some particular attribute. Several names were also given

to those who celebrated his festivals: as the men were called bac-

chanals, so were the women called bacchantes, from their horrible

yells on these occasions: these were also called mimallonides, be-

cause they prattled with unbounded freedom; and thyades, be-

cause when heated with wine they roamed about like mad people.

'

• Bacchus was represented most frequently as

The modes of , i i • i

representing' this ^ >°""g man, to denote that youth is the season

god;—his sym- (jf debauchery; but sometimes as an x)ld man, to
bols, S;c.

^jj;;^-—-—____ teach us that wine taken immoderately con-

sumes the health, and makes us talkative like old men. He com-

monly had a crown of ivy and vine leaves, holding the thyrsus in

one hand, a cluster of grapes in the other, and sometimes a horn

as a drinking vessel in those days. The print of a fine earthen

vase published by Spon, represents Mercury giving the infant

Bacchus to a nymph, whom this author takes to be Leucothoe:

but as to this there can be no certainty, considering the diversity

of opinions among the ancients respecting the education of this

god—Sometimes Bacch\is was represented naked; at other times

his shoulders were covered with a panther's skin. He is some-

times riding upon the shoulders of Pan, or in the arms of Silenus,

who, according to Nicander of Colophon, was his foster-father.

He is also to be seen seated upon a celestial globe bespangled

with stars, and then he represents Osiris or the Sun, as also when

he appears with arrows, which figure the rays of that luminary.

—The symbols which most commonly accompany the represen

tations of this god, are the thyrsus, the ivy and vine leaves; clus*

ters of grapes, and the skin of a goat, leopard, panther, or lion.
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To the thyrsus the poets attributed very surprising virtues. A
bacchanal, as Eusebius has it, l.aving struck ii.e grouncJ with

his thyrsus there immediately sprang up a fountain of pure wa-

ter; and another bacchanal, says the same author, made a spring

of wine in tlie same manner. The panther was consecrated to

Bacchus, either because that animal is very hot, referring to the

effects of wine; or because, this god being the symbol of the sun

among the orientals, the panther by his spots figured the firma-

ment over which that luminary presiJes. The magpie was also

consecrated to Bacchus, because in triumphs whereof he was the

inventor, people were permitted to speak with unbounded licence,

and even to insult the conqueror b) upbraiding him with his

faults, as \vc learn from Suetonius on the occasion of Csesai's

triumph.

•

It would be needless to explain all the figures,

His monuments , r r • . r i .u ^ c
now extant

bas-reliefs, intaghos, and other monuments of

'" Bacchus, which we have now remaining; for

there are few pagan deities of whom time has spared us so great

a number, which may be seen in the antiquaries, and particularly

Montfaucon. But in addition to what we have just said of the

figures of this god, we will now briefly notice one or two of his

principal monuments that are extant: the finest of which, are

those that represent his marriage with Ariadne, whom Theseus

had abandoned in the island of Nuxos. This ceremony is engraved

upon a stone of inestimable value, which is called Michael An-

gelo's seal But a bas-ielief of the Villa Montalte, represents

this ceremony yet more particularly. In a chariot drawn by cen-

taurs, are Bacchus and Ariadne, attended by a most magnificent

train. First you see players upon pipes and timbrals of both

sexes, at the head of the procession. An elephant that comes af-

ter them, figures Bacchus's conquest of the Indies; and is bound

with a fillet like the victims doomed for sacrifice. Silenus riding

upon an ass, and drunk, as his custom was, comes next, accom-
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panied by Fauns, Satyrs, and Nymphs, who are carrying drink-

ing vessels, Tine branches, bunches of grapes, and the thyrsus.—

The monuments representing the triumph of this god, after the

conquest of the Indies, are also very magnificent. There he ap-

pears in a chariot drawn by lions or panthers; and the chariot is

followed by ail the pageantry that usually accompanies the festi-

vals and orgies of this god, which this monument represents.

" As the oriental Bacchus had won the affec-

The divine hon- . p , , , , ,, •

ours that were ^^*^"^ °* ^"^ people among whom he travelled,

paid to Bacchus, having made it his business to improve their
viz.—

_
^ \

r;s=s=;=T== minds, and teach them the art of cultivating the

vine, he was honoured as a god even in his life-time. All the na-

tions of India in particular, decreed divine honours to him; and

none but the barbarous Scythians refused to worship a god who

had discovered a drink which frequently levelled men with

brutes. Greece afterwards refined upon the ceremonies of the

Indians and Egyptians, and claimed Bacchus as one of her great-

est divinities; to whose honour they instituted the most tumultu-

ous and disorderly festivals, wherein every species of licentious-

ness was indulged to the utmost. The chief of these festivals was

that called frieterica, celebrated every third year, to intimate that

Bacchus had employed three years in conquering the Indies. But

as all the festivals of Bacchus, in whatever country they were

celebrated, partook more or less of the mysteries of the Orgies,

we shall confine our attention to an account of these in particular,

from which the reader will have a sufficient conception of the di-

vine honours that were generally paid to this god.

• Tl>e term Orgies, applied not only to the sa-
^—The Orsries;—

^—-——-———-^ crifices and festivals celebrated in honour of

Bacchus, but likewise to those of Cybele, and to those of Ceres; in

which, however, there were some particular ceremonies peculiar

to each of these divinities. It is also proper to remark that the

Orgies, whether of Bacchus, Cybele, or Ceres, were sometimes
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emphatically termed the Mysteries. We shall only speak here of

the Orgies of Bacchus, whetheir as to their original, their extent,

their ceremonies, or the signification of the symbols that were

employed therein, and how long these infamous mysteries were

continued.

•
_

That the Orgies derived their original from
—their original:-

Egypt, is a fact equally agreed to both by my-

t|;iologists and antiquaries; and there they owed their institution

to Isis. That princess having recovered from the Nile the dissi-

pated members of her husband, who had been murdered by con-

spirators, headed by his brother Typhon; but not being able to

find his manly parts, which the fishes had devoured, consecrated

the representation of them, v/hich the priests in after-ages car-

ried about in the festivals instituted to the honour of that prince:

and this is the true origin of the Phallus, which made a part

of the obscene procession of the Orgies. Though Orpheus and

Melampus, in their travels into Egypt, had seen the festivals of

Osiris celebrated, and introduced them into Greece, where all

foreign rituals were eagerly received, especially those wherein

lewdness and libertinism reigned with impunity; yet it must not

be forgotten, that Danaus and his daughters had partly introduced

the Orgies into Greece, long before the birth of Orpheus and

Melampus.

^ .
,.^"~—

' But the festival of the Orgies not only passed—their (iinusion °

throughout the into Greece; it soon diffused itself through al-

paganwor —
^^^^ ^^^^ whole Pagan world. It was undoubted-

ly the same that was celebrated by the Moabites, the Midianites,

and some other neighbouring nations, in honour of Baal-Phegor,

that idol of nakedness, as he is called by Isidorus, who was the

same with Priapus; and he again was the same with Osiris, and

was honoured with the same ceremonies.—From Greece the

Orgies passed into Phrygia, whither Orpheus is thought to have

Vot. III. E 9
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introduced the use of them in the time of Laomedon; and that

small coffer, or basket, "which Erypilus had for his lot, is a proof

that the Trojans celebrated this festival whereof that mysterious

basket, as shall be seen in the sequel, made a considerable part.

•—Whether the knowledge of the Orgies was brought into Italy,

either by the Arcadians when they established a colony. in Lati-

um, or by Eneas himself with his Trojans, is a question that

Ticed not be critically examined here; but certain it is, that these

festivals were known there from the earliest periods of time, and

that they were celebrated with a great deal of solemnity. In fine,

father Panel, in his treatise on the Cistophori, has given a detail

of all the countries where the Orgies were celebrated under dif-

ferent names.

-
.\t first the Orgies were not charged with ma-

—their ceremo- . _, • i •

iiies,andthesvm- ny ceremonies. They earned \n procession a

bols canied m
pitcher of wine, with a branch of the vine; then

their processions. '

=5=5;= followed the he-goat, which they sacrificed as

an animal hateful to Bacchus, whose vines he ravaged; then ap-

peared the mysterious coffer or basket; which was followed by

those who carried the phallus: but this primitive simplicity did

not last long; for riches, which introduced luxury, also contami-

nated the religious ceremonies. Thus, on the day set apart for

this solemnity, men and women, crowned with ivy, with their

hair dishevtlled, and their bodies almost naked, who appeared to

be actuated by enthusiasm bordering on madness, ran through

the streets, with terrible grimaces and contortions, crying in a

delirious manner, Evoke Bacchel &c. In the midst of this gang

were to be seen people quite drunk, dressed like Fauns, Satyrs,

and Silenuses, in whose actions so little regard was paid to mo-

desty, that they beggar all description. Next to these followed a

company mounted upon asses, attended with bacchanals, tyades,

mimallonides, naiads, nymphs, and shepherds, who made the

whole city re-echo to their enthusiastic and horrible yells. After
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this tumultuous herd, came the statue of V^ictory, and several al-

tars crowned with vine and ivy, and smoking with incense. Then

appeared several chariots loaded with thrysuses, arms, garlands,

casks, vases, tripods, and vans. These chariots were followed by

young virgins, who carried the baskets and little boxes which

contained the most mysterious circumstance of this festival, and

for that reason these virgins were called cistophorse, or carriers

of the sacred mysteries. The phallophori followed next, with a

chorus of ityphallophori habited like Fauns, counterfeiting drun-

kenness, and singing in honour of Bacchus songs suitable to the

occasion. This procession was closed by a troop of bacchanals,

crowned with ivy and yew branches interwoven with serpents.—

In some of these festivals, under different names, naked women

whipped themselves, and others even tore their skin. On these

occasions, all crimes were committed which drunkenness, exam-

ple, impunity, and the most unbounded licentiousness could en-

courage. After this, who would not be shocked at the depravity

to which superstition may prostrate the human character, on see-

ing even a queen, Olympia, celebrating those scandalous mys-

teries.

—-

—

We have seen that the Orgies originated in
The explana- ^ ^^

lion ofthose mys- Egypt, in commemoration of the expedition of
tcncs &c •

- Osiris or Bacchus to the Indies; of which the

procession above described was a sort of imitation. I'hat prince

had taken along with his army a great number of women, musi-

cians of both sexes, men equipped like Fauns, Satyrs, Sec: and

all this is what was represented by those bacchanals, those fe-

male enthusiasts, those choirs of music, those Fauns, Satyrs,

Silenuses, and the rest of that mad gang above-mentioned—The

ivy that was used in all the parts of this ceremony, was specially

consecrated to Bacchus. For this the mythologists give seve-

ral reasons; among which is the metamorphosis of young Cis-

sioi), who, having lost his life in the fury of one of thoSe festivals,
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was said to be transformed into an ivy: but the true reason is,

that this plant, always green, denoted the youth of Bacchus, who

was said never to wax old, because he again was the symbol of

the sun, permanent in his strength and fructifying virtue. The

serpents which twined about the mysterious basket, and were

worn as shoulder-belts or otherwise, by several of those who join-

ed in the festival, having their youth renewed, as it were, every

year, by changing their slough, were emblems of the same im-

port. The infamous representation of the phallus kept up the re-

membrance of that which Isis consecrated. xAs for the van,

which Virgil calls Bacchus's mystical van, we need seek for no

other mystery in it, than that it was intended to be an emblem of

agriculture, and the manner of cleaning corn which that prince

taught. The bow and arrov%s that were carried in this solemnity,

fisrured that to mild measures Osiris had added force in the con-

quest of the Indies. And this explanation is more particularly z^p-

plicable to the thyrsus; for we are told that the women, whom

this prince had carried with him, attacked the Indians with that

weapon, who were not upon their guard against it; being deceiv-

ed by the ivy and vine leaves which covered deadly spears. As one

part of the solemnity of the Orgies was celebrated in the night,

whence Bacchus was also called Nictileius, no wonder that they

bore lighted torches in those processions: and indeed, the func-

tion of the daduchi or torch-bearers, wa# the most honourable of

all. The caduceus, which was also exhibited in those ceremonies

at times, intimated that Bacchus had always preferred peace to

war; and that in the conquest of the Indies, he had not employed

arms, till he had in vain tried all mild means to subdue an un-

tractable people: and this is the reason why the ancients gave to

that god the caduceus as well as to Mercury: they add too, that

it was he that reconciled Jupiter to Juno, at the time of their

greatest difference. In fine, of all the symbols that accompany

this solemnity, none remains to be explained but the mysterious
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basket: but here we must imitate tlie silence of the ancients,

who, in speaking of the contents of that basket, always checked

themselves, from a religious veneration. Clemens Alexandrinus,

however, whose business it was to detect the abominations of pa-

ganism, ought not to have showed the same reserve; but it is

questionable whether he himself was well informed as to the

mystery it contained. To hazard a conjecture, nevertheless, up-

on this subject; it seems probable that the celebrators of these

solemnities, having exhausted all the real sources and outward

demonstrations of lewdness, fell upon a common device, to

heighten and strain the admiration and religious veneration of the

multitude to the last extremity of which it was capable, by the

institution of a fictitious mysteriousness in the contents of this

basket, which owed all its eclat to the delusions of sccresy.

- Debauchery, lewdness, and prostitution being
TllCSC IGSt.lVD.ls

were at last abo- carried to the greatest extremity, it was thought

lished by a de- pj-oper, though late, to put a stop to their pro-

^s=^^:=^=^ gress. Cicero informs us that Diagondas abo-

lished these infamous festivals at Thebes; and under the consul-

ship of Posthumius, in the year of Rome 5 68, was published

that famous decree of the senate which interdicted them. This

edict, which threatened death to those who should celebrate them

for the future, was promulgated throtigh the whole empire, with

all the solemnity requisite in such a case. It was dug up little

more than two centuries ago, engraved upon a table of brass.

===== Such scandalous rites ought, long before, to
The monuments

called Cistophori have been buried in oblivion; but great care

memorT^'^^^^''^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^° perpetuate their memory: for, be-

' sides the historians and poets, who make fre-

quent mention of them, medals were struck by public authority

and monuments erected that kept them in remembrance. Theso

medals are called cistophori, because there you see the coffer or

basketj with the serpents around or coming out of it. As for the
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monuments, they represent the whole pomp of these festivals,

in full procession as above described.—We shall conclude this

article of Bacchus by remarking, that this god was supposed to

come, during the celebration of these solemnities, and converse

with men personally; and that he inflicted punishments upon

those who showed any contempt f6r his worship. ' Thus Ovid

says he transformed the Mineides into bats, for having wrought

upon the day of his festival; not to mention the pretended pu-

nishments of Pentheus, Lycurgus, the mariners, Sec, which

made Bacchus pass for a revengeful divinity; nor did the priests

fail to improve these stories, to render his worship more vene-

rable.



CHAPTER II.

INFERNAL DEITIES.

SECTION FIRST.

MANSIONS OF THE DEAD, &c.

IN order to place the subject of the infernal
The mansions

of souls after deities in general, and particularly that of their

death, viz:

—

- . . , .
, , , r

. tunctions in relation to the human soul aiter

death, in as lucid a point of vie\\ as possible, we shall first give

an account of the mansions of the dead, according to the ancients;

secondly, state the sentiments of the philosophers and poets re-

lative to the condition of the soul after death; and thirdly, show

that the fundamental principles of these systems were derived

from the ancient Egyptians.—The ancient poets have, by a pretty

general consent, divided the regions of the dead, into two prin-

cipal mansions : Elysium, which was the residence of the vir-

tuous; and Tartarus., where the wicked were tormented. Some-

what between these two mansions, was the field of truth, where

the rigorous but equitable judges Minos, Rhadamanthus, and

iE,acus, dispensed to the souls of the deceased the sentence of

rewards or punishments which they merited. Those whose ac-

tions in this life were virtuous and free from sin, were rewarded

with a residence in Elysium, where they enjoyed the most pro-

found tranquillity and peace, accompanied with the most innocent

and refined pleasures; whereas, the souls of those w hose actions
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in this life were vicious and sinful, were condemned by these im-

partial judges 10 sufTer the various torments of Tartarus.

-
.

, . The Elysian fields are described as having

T"!] *k -
'*"

beautiful eardens, smiling meadows, and en-
iields, the man-

.

sion of the bles- chaniing groves where birds ever warble their
sed:

—

——-—:^—^-—- delightful notes: here the river Endanus wmds

between its serpentine banks, with laurel fringed; in a retired

valley is a charming grove, where gently glides the " Lethe di-

vine:" the air is pure and the day serene. Here shines another

sun, and other stars, than those which illuminate the earth: here

Orpheus, the famous musician of Thrace, dressed in a long robe

like a priest, formed the sweetest harmony with his lyre, vi^hile

some joined in song and others in the enlivening dance. On the

banks of the Eridanus live the virtuous heroes who have drawn

their swords only for the happiness of mankind and their country;

the priests who have maintained an innocent life; the poets who,

from respect for the gods, never employed their muse but upon

subjects worthy of Apollo; those whose lives were employed in

perfecting the line arts, &c; in fine, those who have immortalized

their memory by good offices rendered for the benefit of their

race. All these shades of departed merit are honoured with a

white riband, bound about their temples. Myriads of them of

every nation crowd upon the banks of the Lethe, and those for

whom the gods have decreed a transmigration into other bodies,

drink of its waters, which have the power of obliterating the re-

membrance of all that's passed, when they instantly return upon

earth, and become the active principles of other material forms.

—These, and the like, are the images v/ith which the poets en-

dow the regions of bliss. But as the descriptions which they gave

of them, were only the fruit of their own imaginations, each of

them represents the pleasures and employment of the place ac-

cording to his own inclination. Tibullus, voluptuous and prone to

the charms of love, make it to abound with mirth and all the sen-
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sual pleasures.—Virgil, more chaste, admits nothing there but

innocent sports, and employments worthy of heroes, -whom he

makes the principal inhabitants; wherein he has copied Homer:

except, that in the Greek poet, the ghost of Achilles wages war

with the wild beasts, while in the Latin poet, the Trojan heroes

exercise themselves in managing horses, or in handling arms.—

.

Some poets, adding the pleasures of good cheer, describe Elysi-

um as a place of continual feasts; while nothing, say they, is so

mean as the entertainments given by Hecate to her guests in

hell.

- • But if the poets have invented so charming

mansion of the a place as Elysium, for the mansion of the bles-
"

sed; they have not been wanting on the other

hand in their frightful representations of Tartarus, as a place of

punishment for the wicked. We are told that it is a hideous pri-

son of immense depth, surrounded by the miry bogs of Cocytus,

and the river Phlegethon, which rolls with torrents of flames

around: and three rows of walls with brazen gates, render the

place inaccessible. Tysiphone, the most hellish and cruel of the

three Furies, watches at the gate, to prevent any of the condemn-

ed from escaping; who, being tried and found guilty of malefac-

tions, are delivered over to the Furies, to be punished according

to their demerits. These goddesses are always ready to vent their

wonted ferocity upon those miserable victims, by means of fright-

ful serpents they continually carry in their hands, as whips with

which they lash them—Above all, in this hideous mansion, are

confined those whose distinguished wickedness and crimes have

made them famous: as the proud Titans whom Jupiter drove in-

to the deepest pit of Tartarus, with a stroke of his thundeibolt,

when they attempted to besiege Olympus. The two Aloides,

Ephialtes and Otus, whom Neptune had by Hiphimedia the wife

of the giant Alous, there suffer a punishment proportioned to their

Vol. III. F f
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crimes. In this dreadful mansion is also lodged the mad Salmo-

neus, who attempted to imitate Jupiter's thunder: the daring Ti-

tyus, \yho presumed to make love to Latona, and v/hom Apollo

transfixed with his arrows, is here condemned to the horrible

torments of a cruel vulture, that continually preys upon his liver,

^yhich grows again as fast as it is devoured. The presumptuous

Ixion, who boasted that he had been honoured with the favours

of Juno's charms, is doomed i.ere to turn forever upon a v.'heel

encircled with serpents. Theseus, who attempted to carry off

Proserpine for his friend Pirithous. sits perpetually upon a stone,

from which he is unable to stir. Tantalus, for having designed to

put a cheat upon the gods, by serving up for them at table the

members of his son Pelops, there pines away with the most in-

tolerable hunger and thirst, amidst plenty of meat and liquors

«vhich fly from him as soon as he approaches them. The Danaids,

those unhappy daughters of Danaus, who murdered their hus-

bands, are here condemned eternally to pour water into a cask

full of holes. There Sisyphus, for revealing the secrets of the

gods, rolls a huge stone to the top of a mountain, whence it con-

tinually escapes and rolls down again. Oedipus, who slew his fa-

ther Laius, and married his mother Jocaste; his wretched sons

Etheocles and Polyniccs, who waged war together and slew each

other in combat; Atreus, Thyestes, Egystus, Clytemnestra, and

all the other signal offenders, suffered torments here propor-

tioned to their crimes.

' So much for the two principal mansions of
—seven mansions ^ ^

according to Vir- the dead: but if we trace Virgil's ide^s with at-

. teniioi), we shall find that he divides into seven

apartments the topographical description of the regions of the

dead, as we shall see at the conclusion of this article. The first

is that of infants, who die as soon as born. The second was pos-

sessed by those >yho had been condemned under false accusa- .
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tious, and unjustly put to death. In the liiiid were those whom

cruel Destiny had forced to choose a voluntary death; those who,

though innocent, seeing themselves overwhelmed with miseries,

conceived an aversion to life, and by the irresistible impulse of

their wretched fate, set their souls at liberty by suicide. The

fourth, which we may call the mansion of tears and mourning,

(where is a forest of myrtle cut into divers walks) is the abode

of those who in their life-time had experienced the hardships of

unpitied love; here is the unhappy Phedra who killed herself for

the disdain with which the insensible Hippolytus requited her

passion: also Procris, whose life the unfortunate Cephalus took

away with the dart which she had given him: and Ceneus, who

from a girl had been transformed into a boy, and by the order of

Destiny had again recovered his former stale; besides whoni

there are also Ei7phiie, Evadne, Laodamia, Pasiphae, and Dido.

The fifth was destined to the heroes; and there were Tydeus,

Adrastus, Parthenopeus, and several others. The sixth was the

frightful prison of Tartarus, where arc the noted offenders already

mentioned, together with the Parcfe, the Furies, Sec. In fine, the

last was the mansion of the blessed, or the Elysian fields.—These

several mansions were not divided at random. Minos, who kept the

fatal urn, summoned the ghosts before him, examined their lives,

took information of their crimes, weighed the merits of their ac-

tions, and appointed each one to his proper abode.

' ^,- '.
: - ihe poets, though they agree in general, that

The situation ' o / -j o

of Elysium ac- the souls of the deceased go either to Elysium
cordinir to poets. ,_ ,

„ ^ , .

___-l______ or Tartarus, yet they are tar from being unani-

mous as to the situation of these mansions. Some place the

Elysian fields in the middle regions of the air; some in the moon;

others in the sun; and finally others will have it to be in the cen-

tre of the earth, adjoining to Tartarus itself. The most common

opinion, however, is, that this mansion of the blessed lay in cer-

taio isl(fs of the dcean, tailed Fortunate islands, which are jnjp*
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posed to be the Canaries. But it is a question whether in those

ancient times they had knowledge of any islands so remote

from the continent: and therefore it is most probable that the

Elysian fields were in the charming country of Betica, about

Cadiz in Spain; whither the Phenicians had extended their com-

merce from the earliest limes. This country was well water-

ed with rivers, and a variety of smaller streams. There were

charming plains, woods, and enchanting groves; mountains con-

taining mines of gold and silver, and a fertile soil, yielding all

the necessaries of life in abundance: this is the representation

given of it by all the ancients; and consequently there was no

place more proper to furnish the poets with their high-wrought

descriptions of the regions of the blessed.

;„, . ^. The same poets differ no less among them-
The situation ' =

of Tartarus, and selves with respect to the situation of Tartarus;
the entrance to it.

which was undoubtedly lartessus, m the same

province of Spain: this at least is the opinion of the learned Bo-

chart. And if we add that this country is at the extremity of the

old world, since the ancients knew nothing beyond it, but believ-

ed that the sun went every evening to bed in the ocean, and gave

no more light to the world till the next day, it is evident they

would suppose it was a region covered with eternal darkness.

AH that we can gather from the Theogony of Hesiod, is, that

this place, which he always calls Tartarus, was a prison where

the Titans lodged with Saturn himself: that this prison was

kept by an incomprehensible sort of being, called Campe,

whom Jupiter, having become lord of the world, placed un-

der the custody of giants with a hundred hands.—Homer had

more distinct notions as to this region of the dead; and accord-

ing to him all the souls were conducted thither by Mercury.

He even settles the place where it was, namely, in the country

of the Cimmerians; a people buried in eternal darkness at the
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extremity of the ocean, where the Styx* Acheron, and Cocytus,

and the other rivers of hell rolled their waves. The ancients

were very much puzzled to determine what country the poet had

* Tlie Styx is a fountain in \rcadia, that flov/s from a rock, and throusjh

a considerable part of its course runs under ground. Its waters are mor-

tal; and this quality, according t6 Pausanias, gave the pretext to the po-

ets to make it a river or lake in Hell. This author thus speaks of it:

" Hard by a city of Arcadia called Nonacris, is a very high precipice,

whence distils water that falls into the river Cratis. This water is fatal to

men and animals: it breaks earthen and porcelain vessels, and :;11 others

except those made of horses' hoofs. Upon this idea a fable has been com-
posed; the Styx has been animated, made the daughter of the ocean, wife

of one Pallas or Piras, and mother of the Hydra, &c. &c. Her name was
so terrible that the mostsinviolable oath was sworn by her; and the gods
themselves were very exact in keeping tlieir oath sworn by the Styx.

Those of them who perjured themselves after taking this oath, were very

severely punished: for Jupiter ordered Iris to set before them a cup of

the poisonous water of this fountain, and banished them from his table

and conversation for a year; he also deprived them of their divinity for

nine years, as if it were an office whose functions he suspended. But this

is only a fable founded upon the ancient custom of using the waters of the

Styx for the trial of persons accused, much after the manner of the Jews
as to their water of jealousy. We have seen also in the history of Jupiter,

that he instituted the oath of the Styx, in gratitude to her for services

rendered in his wars with the TitaiiS. When the gods swore by the Styx,

they were to have one hand upon the earth and the other upon the sea, as

Homer remarks.

Acheron is a river in Epirus, which takes its rise from a lake there

called Acherusia, and discharges itself near Ambracia, otherwise called

Larta, into the Adriatic cea. The water of this river is bitter and un-

wholesome; which is partly the reason why the poets have made it an in-

fernal river: it actually runs under groimd, and rises at a great distance

from the place wliere it goes out of sight. Orpheus gave this river and
lake the name of the lake Acherusia, which he had seen near Memphis,
when he accommodated to Greece the ideas which he had borrowed from
Egypt with respect to the dead: and several fables were afterwards con-

nected with the account of this river, by the poets. They set forth that

Acheron was the son of Ceres, or of Titan and Terra; that the feaV he
had of the giants made him lie concealed for some time, and even to go
down to hell, because his waters served to quench the thirst of the Ti-

tans; a fable founded upon the circumstance that this river ran under the

Earth, which was the mother of the Titans. They add that Acheron was
father to that Ascalaphus who was changed into an owl, as we shall see

in the history of Proserpine; and that there was a king of Epirus who
gave his name to that river.

The Cocytus is a river of Epirus, which empties itself, together with
the Pyriphegethon, into lake Acherusia. Its name signifies sighs, gro.ins;

and that of Pyriphlcgethon signifies burning. These etyilnologics, and the

neighbourhood of those rivers to the Acheron, caused them to be counted
amonar the rivers of Hell,
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in view. Some will have him to mean the confines of Cadiz, in

Betica, that country being on the borders of the ocean where the

sun dips into the waves, and where consequently must be that

darkness which he speaks of. Some think the poet, who has al-

ways been reckoned an excellent geographer for the age in which

he lived, designed thereby the inhabitants of the northern regions,

even those who for entire months are deprived of the light of

the sun. Others are of opinion that he should be understood to

mean the people who dwell at the extremity of the Euxine sea,

•where was at least one branch of the Cimmerians; and Strabo in

particular favours this opinion. This poet, therefore, had some

knowledge of the Cimmerians of the Bosphorus, and by a poeti-

cal license, he has transplanted them to the coasts of Italy, as he

has done the Gyanese or Syn)plegades, which are rocks at the

mouth of the Euxine sea. M. le Clerc again, thinks Homer had

an eye to the Thesprotians and the natives of Epirus, who being

continually at work in the mines, were really buried in darkness.

But it is most probable that the Cimmerians whom Homer speaks

of, were upon the western coasts of Italy, near Baite and Puieoli;

since Ulysses arrived there on the same day that he took leave

of Circe. The description he gives of this country is according

to Strabo, very conformable to geography; and if the poet adds

that this region was at the extremity of the ocean, it is by a li-

cense which poetry justifies, as the ocean is there introduced

only to give a greater air of the marvellous to that hero's voyage.

Accordingly Strabo positively says, " That the Cimmerians of

Homer are upon the coasts of Italy is a certain fact; and the an-

cients placed Homer's Necromancy* near the lake Avernus."

Servius, who agrees with Strabo, at the same time accounts for

what may have given the poet the clue to say that the country

~' —

.

' ;- ' .:->

• A name given to the subject of the eleventh book of the Odyssey>
u-hich was the calling" up of Tiresias's g;host.
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was enveloped in darkness. " Near to Baise in Campania, says he,

is a low and gloomy vale, surrounded on all sides by high moun-

tains, which shut out the light of the sun both rising and setting."

And if we add that here is the lake Avernus, whose exhalations

were formerly mortal, that the country was full of sulphur and

bitumen, it will justify Homer in having there placed the entry

into Pluto's kingdom.—Virgil has followed Homer's notion,

though Avithout disguise, in placing the entrance or mouth of

Hell upon the same coast, near lake Avernus. But the other po-

ets do not agree with these two authorities, since some of them

place the entrance of Hell at the promontory of Tenarus, where

was the cave from whence, according to the fable, Hercules had

dragged Cerberus when he went down into Hell. Others again,

account this place to bt in Thesprotia; and Lucan is perhaps the

only one who has removed the entrance of Hell to the banks of

the Euphrates.

Here it may be asked, what was the founda-
The journeys

of the fabulous tion of those journeys to the infernal regions per-

feTnaT regions:—
fo^'^ed by most of the fabulous heroes? The

. most probable conjecture as to the cause of these

fables seems to be, the conjuration of Eurydice's ghost by Orphe-

us. Being very deeply affected with the death of his spouse, of

whom he was bereaved by a fatal accident, he went into Thes-

protia, where was an oracle of the dead; and this expedition was

disguised in a poem he composed upon that subject, under the

image of a journey to hell. Homer, who imitated that ancient

poet, makes Ulysses likewise descend thither to consult Tiresi-

as's ghost; and this pretended journey has all the air of a piece

of conjuration. Fable sets forth in like manner, that Theseus and

Pyrithous had undertaken the same journey to carry ofT Proser-

pine. Hercules also performed that journey to deliver Theseus,

whom Pluto had detained prisoner, and carried off Cerberus on

the same occasion. Bacchus too, was made to descend thither, to
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consult his mother Semele. Pindut sends Perseus the same jour-

ney: and Virgil gives iEneas the Sibyl of Cuma to conduct him

to hell. Lastly, Herodotus tells us, that Rampsinilhus king of

Egypt, had visited the place where the Greeks represented hell

to be; that he had played there at dice with Ceres, and had some-

times won and someiinies lost; and that the goddess dismissed

him with a valuable present.—But as a certain golden bought

which grew in Proserpine's grove, was requisite for any living

person to gain admittance to these gloomy regions, as an indis-

pensable passport to Charon's boat, it is proper to say something

of it here, which cannot be done more to the purpose, than in

words of the Cumean Sibyl to -(£neas on that subject:

—

" A mighty tree, that bears a golden bough.

Grows in a vale surrounded with a grove,

And sacred to the queen of Stygian Jove.

Her nether world no mortals can behold.

Till from the ball they strip the blooming gold.

The mighty queen requires this gift alone.

And claims the shining wonder for her own.

One pluck'd away, a second branch you see

Shoot forth in gold, and glitter thro' the tree.

Go then; with care erect thy searching eyes.

And in proud triumph seize the glorious prize.

Thy purpos'd journey if the fates allow.

Free to thy touch shall bend the costly bough.

If not, the tree will mortal strength disdain;

And steel shall hew the glitt'ring branch in vain."

Servius, who was desirous to trace the original of this fable,

pretends that it is taken from a ceremony in the worship of Di-

ana, which Orestes founded upon his return from Tauris. That

hero, after depositing in a temple the statue of Diana which he

had stolen at Thoas, appointed this temple and the grove around

it, to be anin\iolable place of refuge. In the middle of this grove

was a particular tree, which all were forbidden to approach, by a
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priest of that goddess; and if any criminal, who had fled to this

place for refuge, could pluck a branch of it, he was allowed to

fight with the priest, and to take his place, in the event of sub-

duing him. The learned Jesuit, La Cerda, also adopts this opinion:

but it must be acknowledged that if this be the original of the

golden bough, it is a very remote one: and possibly the only true

original that can be assigned to this notion, is that of an imagina-

tion purely poetical. However this may be, there is nothing in the

Egyptian antiquities that has any affinity to it, though the Greeks

have borrowed from that people the greatest part of what they

have fabled about the mansions of the other world.

. ., Homer, Vireil, and Pindar, have drawn togc-
-Vir^il s account
of iEneas's jour- ther all that profane antiquity taught on the sub-

^ ject of the infernal regions, and the pains that

are then, endured. But Virgil, the faithful copier of Homer,

though often inferior to him in other matters, yel in this he ap-

pears far to surpass him, not to say by how much more he sur-

passes all the rest. After having made iEneas offer sacrifices to

the Manes, and fortified him with the golden bough as a sure

passport into the kingdom of Pluto, with a Sibyl for his guide,

Virgil thus begins his description of the mansions of the dead:

" Deep, deep, a cavern lies, devoid of light.

All rough with rocks, and horrible to sight;

The gaping gulph inclos'd with sable floods.

And the brown horrors of surrounding woods.

From her black jaws such baleful vapours rise.

Blot the bright day, and blast the golden skies.

That not a bird can stretch his pinions there

Through the thick poisons and incumber'd air:

O'crtook by death her flagging pinions cease.

And hence Aornus was it call'd by Greece.

Hither the priestess four black heifers led.

Between their horns the hallov/'d v.ine she shedj

Vol,. HI. G V'
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From their high front the top-most hairs she drew.

And in the flames the first oblations threw." 5cc.
^

—After the sacrifice she plunges into the gulf which leads to

the kingdom of Pluto, and ^neas follows her with a firm and re-

solute step:

—

" At hell's dread mouth a thousand monsters wait;

Grief weeps, and Vengeance bellows in the gate:

Base Want, low Fear, and Famine's lawless Rage,

And pale Disease, and slow repining Age;

Fierce, formidable Fiends! the portal keep;

With Pain, Toil, Death, and Death's half-brother Sleep,

^rhere Joys embitter'd with remorse appear;

Daughters of Guilt! here storm's destructive war.

iSIad Discord there her snaky tresses tore;

Here, stretch'd on iron beds, the Furies roar.

Full in the midst a spreading Elna display'd

His aged arms, and ca^t a mighty shade.

Each trembling leaf with some light vision teems.

And heaves impregnated with airy dreams.

With double forms each Scylla t«ok her place.

In hell's dark entrance, with the Centaiu-'s race;

And close by Lerna's hissing Monster, stands

Brjareus dreadful with a hundred hands.

There stern Geryon raged; and, all around.

Fierce Harpies scream'd, and direful Gorgons frown'd."

—Upon their exit from the cave they find a way which leads

through an obscure wood to the river Acheron. Thither the souls

which are to pass over to the other side flock together from all

hands; but as none are permitted to enter into Charon's boat till

they have received the honours of burial, those who have been

deprived of it arc obliged to wander one hundred years upon

those dreary banks. Charon seeing a man approach him in armor,

gives him to know, that none but the souls of the dead are to

pass over the river; but soothed with the golden bough which
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the Sibyl shows him, he receives them both into his boat and

ferries them over to the other shore. No sooner are they passed

this fatal river than they find another dreadful one, which serves

as a gate to the kingdom of Pluto; it is kept by Cerberus, the

dog with three heads; and the Sibyl having laid him asleep by a

composition of honey and poppies, they get over this passage and

enter Pluto's realms.—Upon their arrival in this dismal mansion,

they find the souls of infants who died before they came to the

use of reason; next, those of persons who were unjustly con-

demned to death; and of such as had taken away their own lives,

here presents to view a grove of myrtles which serve for a re-

treat to those whom amorous despair had bereaved of life. Leav-

ing this grove, they came to the quarter allotted to heroes who

died with their arms in their hands. Adjoining to this, is a sort of

apartment which borders on one side upon Tartarus, and on the

other upon the Elysian fields: here it is that Minos, Eacus, and

Khadamanthus, administer justice; the latter judges the Asiatics,

and the other the Europeans; Minos decides the differences that

arise from the judgments of his brethren, and as from his sen-

tence there lies no appeal, some are sent to the Elysian fields

and others condemned to Tartarus.

The state of the soul after death,

—

-

If there is any point wherein the pagan the-

Gcneral re-
q\q„^ deviates less than another from the lij^ht

mark. ^•' '^

of nature, it is that which relates to the state of

souls after death, and to the sentence of rewards and punish-

ments pronounced upon them in the world to come; since it sup-

poses a knowledge of the immortality of the soul. This article,

it is true, was so distorted by fables ridiculous and absurd, that

even children did not believe them, as Juvenal has it; but then it

is gs true that the fundamental principles of it were r^tionalj oT
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•at least useful- since they served as a cuib to lust and licemious-

ness.

'

Plato, of all the philosophers, has-ieasoned
Senlimeiits of

, . , , r , • ,

the Greek philo- "i^^t upon the soul, and the state ot departed

sophers on this spi,jts: but it must be confessed that hiis sys-
subject.

tctTi, as well as all the rest, is illy supported and

full of inconsistencies. When p. man dies, according to this phi-

losopher, his soul goes into a place which he calls divine, and is

there judged. If his life had been spent conformably to the light

of reason, he is ushered into a higher apartment, where he en-

joys pler.sure and prosperity of all kinds, in the society of the

gods: but if he had spent a vicious life, his soul sinks into a noi-

some abyss, there to dwell in gloomy darkness, and to suffer all-

sorts of misery. To this doctrine this philosopher adds a descrip-

tion of hell, and of the Elysian fields; and speaks of the rivers

in those places, the judges, the Furies, &c., after the manner of

Homer, whose notions he copied.—Socrates his master was near-

ly of the same way of thinking with himself. That philosopher

distinguished a threefold stale of souls departed. Those who had

neither great merit nor enormous vices, inhabited on the confines

of Acherusia, where being purified by the waters of the lake, they

received the reward of the few virtues they had practised. The

souls of the wicked wandered about their tombs, where they

were tormented in various ways: after which, having drank of

the waters of Lethe, they entered into new bodies, more or less

honourable according to their deserts. Lastly, the souls of the vir-

tuous went immediately into the Elysian fields.—Pythagoras be-

lieved that the soul, imm.ediately upon its separation from the body,

was conducted by Mercury into a place of the purest air, where

were the Elysian fields, called by Virgil the Serial Regions.

There it was, according to Pythagoras, that the souls of philoso-

phers, of all oihers the best, became like unto the gods; while

those of the wicked were tormented bv the Furies without inter-
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mission: but boih the one and the other, after a certain space of

time, which he calls the tiir.c of purification, returned to the

earth to animate new bodies. He was the first in Europe, to men-

lion it by the way, \yho tavight publicly the doctrine of the me-

tempsychosis, or the transmigration of souls into new bodies,

which he had learnt from the Egyptians among whom he had

travelled: but long before him, Orpheus and Homer, who had

also borrowed the same doctrine from the Egyptians, had spoken

of it in their works.

„ . , The poets distinguish three principles in the
Sentiments of ' ^ r i

.

the poets on the constitution of man, his body, his soul, and his
s3,rnG siiDicct

'

ghost, iiomer, speaking of Hell in the eleventh

book of his Odyssey, says Proserpine had granted Tiresias the

privilege of retaining all his understanding after death; that in

this dismal state he had eyes so penetrating, as to see into the

secrets of futuritv, while the other dead were in comparison to

him but shades and vain phantoms. But the same Tiresias, ad-

dressing Ulysses, fully unfolds this piece of mythology. " Such,"

says he, " is the condition of all n ortals when life quits the body;

no more are thev fenced with sinews, or clothed with flesh and

bones; the gross corporeal frame becomes fuel for the flames

when it is relinquished by the spirit; and as for the soul, that

subtil aerial vehicle, it flies away like a dream." Here are plainly

the three constituent parts above alluded to: the material or ter-

restrial part of the body, which is reduced to ashes upon the fune-

ral pile; the spirit, or spiritual part of the soul, which returns to

heaven, the place of its original; and the subtil, or aerial part of

the soul, which flies away like a dream. This subtil body is the

material part of the soul, and the understanding is the spiritual

part. After death, that is, after the separation of the terrestrial

body from the soul, there is another separation of the two parts

of the soul. The subtil body, which is the phantom oi ghost, that

is, the image of the terrestrial body, goes to the infernal regions;
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and the spirit, or spiiituul part of the soul, which is the under-

standing, ascends to heaven. Thus, according to this theology,

the souls of men, or rather their shades or phantoms in the form

of their earthly body, were in the infernal regions separate from

their intellect; unless they had preserved the privilege of retain-

ing with them their intellectual part, as Homer says of the sooth-

sayer Tiresias. It was therefore a settled doctrine of theology in

those times of darkness, that after death the material body was

resolved into ashes; that the spiritual part of the soul returned

to heaven; and that the physical part of the soul, the subtil sub-

stance or phantom, went down into the infernal regions.—But

the poets are not unanimous as to the time that the souls are

to dwell in Hell. Anchises seems to insinuate to his son Mneaa,

that after a revolution of a thousand years, those who were in the

Elysian fields drank of the waters of Lethe, and then went into

other bodies, following in some measure the doctrine of the me-

ternpsychosis. The case was gtherwise with those who were con-

demned to Tartarus, they being condemned to dwell there fore-

ver; as Virgil says of the unhappy Theseus, " There he is fixed

eternally to remain." And the other poets assert the same of Ix-

ion, Tantalus, the Titans, and all the other criminals; though

their systems are hardly consistent as to this article. But it is

proper to remark that Pythagoras and his disciples seem to have

limited the time of those sufferings to a thousand years: this, at

least, is the term fixed to the expiations mentioned by Plato in

his Republic; and in this he seems to have followed the opinions

of those philosophers, as well as Virgil when he says, mille ro-

tarn volvere per annos As to those who were neither in Tar-

tarus, nor in the Elysian fields, but in the vast forests which lay

before these two places, such as Dido, Deiphobus, and the rest

whom ^neas met, after a certain time of purgation and suffering

they were sent into the Elysian fields, where they were num-

bered with the blessed.
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Funeral Ceremonies of the Egi/filians, and their Doctrine of the

Metemfisychosis.

"

"The Greek fa- ^^ remains now for us to show that the Greeks

bles of the infer- modelled their fables respecting the infernal
nal regions den-
ved from Egyp- regions and the Elysian fields, upon the cere-
tian customs,

—

. ,.
i i .1 r- • ^ 1 • r- monies periormed hy the Egyptians at their lu-

nerals; and that these were the first inventors of the doctrine of

metempsychosis or transmigration of souls.

—according "t^
Diodorus Siculus, in speaking of the Egyp-

the authority of ijan customs in regard to their dead, after tell-
Diodorus Siculus.

^=s=;==^ ing us, that according to the Egyptians them-

selves, Orpheus, who had travelled among them, introduced into

Greece the whole fable of the infernal regions, thus proceeds:

« The punishment of the wicked in Tartarus, the happiness of

the blessed in the Elysian fields, and some other such notions,

are evidently borrowed from the funeral rites of the Egyptians,

Mercury, the conductor of souls among the Greeks, was formed

on the model of a man to whom the ancient Egyptians used to

commit the care of the dead body of Apis, to carry it to another,

who received it under a mask with three heads like those of Cer-

berus. Orpheus having communicated the knowledge of this ce

remony to the Greeks, Homer applies it in these verses of the

Odyssey:

" Cyllenius now to Pluto's dreary reign.

Conveys the dead, a lamentable train!

The golden wand that causes sleep to fly.

Or in soft slumbers seals the wakeful eye;

That drives the ghosts to realms of night or day.

Points out the long, uncomfortable way.
• ••*••••*••*•
And now they reach'd the earth's remotest ends.

And now the gates where evening sol descends.

And Leuca's rock, and ocean's utmost streams.

And now pervade the dusky land of dreams,
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And rest at last where souls unbodied dwell

In ever flowerings meads of Asphodel.

The empty forms of men inhabit there.

Impassive semblance, images of air!"

—" Now the ocean is the Nile itself, to which the Egyptians gave

a name of the same import in their, language, with that of the

ocean. The gates of the sun are those of the city of Heliopolis;

and those happy plains, said to be the mansion of the dead, are

literally nothing else but the delightful fields that are on the con-

fines of the lake Acheiusia near Memphis, which are diversified

with fields and ponds covered with corn or lotus. It is not with-

out foundation that the dead are said to dwell there; for there it

is that most of the Egyptian funerals end, when having trans-

ported their bodies over the Nile and the lake Acherusia, they

are at last deposited in tombs which are arranged under ground

in this plain.—The ceremonies used in Egypt to this day are

conformable to all that the Greeks say of the infernal regions;

such as the boat which transported the bodies; the piece of mo-

ney that must be given to the ferry-man, whose name is Charon

in the Egyptian language; the temple of the gloomy Hecate pla-

ced at the entrance of Hell; the gates of Cocyius and Lethe set

upon brazen hinges; the other gates, which are those of truth;

and the image of Justice without the head. Thus it is as to all

the rest, which appear to be nothing else but an exact copy of

those funeral obsequies, such as they are actually performed. In

the city of Acanthus, which is beyond the Nile, on the side of Li-

bya, about six score stadia from Memphis, there is a cask full of

holes, into which thiee hundred and sixty priests daily pour water

from the Nile. Not far from thence the fable of the ass is really

executed in a public assembly, where a man twists a long cord of

rushes, which is untwisted at the same time by people that are

behind him."—The same author, after describing the Egyptian

manner of embalming their dead, thus goes on: " When the bo-
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tly is to be interred, the day is fitst intimated to tlie judges, then

to the family and friends of the deceased. This intimation is given

by mentioning the person's name, and saying he is going to pass

the lake. Irninediately forty judges assemble, and seat them-

selves in the form of a semicircle, situated on the other side of

the lake. Artificers, appointed for the purpose, place upon

the lake a boat they have built, which is conducted by a pilot

whom the Egyptians call Charon. Before the coffin is put into

this boat, the law permits all to come and table their com-

plaints against the dead. It any one convicts him of having led

a bad life, the judges pass sentence, and deprive the dead of

his intended burial. But if lie who enters the accusation fails

in the proof, he incurs a severe penalty. When no accuser

appears, or when those who have appeared, are themselves con-

victed of calumny, all tlie relations lay aside their mourning,

and praise the deceased; but without mentioning his pedigree

like the Greeks, because all the Egyptians think themselves

equally noble. They begin his encomium from his education,

then running over the several periods of his life, they extol his

piety, his justice, his courage, and pray the infernal gods to re-

ceive him into the mansions of the blessed. The whole audience

applaud the funeral oration, join new encomiums 'with it, and

congratulate the dead upon being entered upon a peaceful and

glorious immortality."—We cannot forbear insciting here the

following pertinent remark of our author upon this subject.

" The Greeks," suys he, "by their fables and fictions, have cor-

rupted the true notions of the recompense of the good, and the

punishment of the wicked; and thereby have exposed to the ridi-

cule of libertines, one of the most powerful motives to induce

men to live well.''

===^== Notwithstanding all the fables invented by the
A parallel" be-

tween lliose fa- Greeks upon tliis subject, yet it is easy to sec that

Vol. III. Hh
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bles and these ihe Egyptian system is the grand model which
customs.

==:s=^s=: they have for the most part had in their view.

And though Diodorus Siculus has sufficiently proved this fact, as

we have just seen, it may not be unsatisfactory to the reader, to

run the parallel somewhat closely between the fables of the one,

and the customs practised by the other. First of all, the Charon

of the Greeks, that rough and stern ferry-man whom Virgil

paints so well, is the same with the Egyptian ferry-man of that

name. The Charon of the Greeks is upon the Acheron, waiting

to transport the ghosts to the other side of that rivet; the Egyp-

tians had their Charon fixed upon the banks of the lake Acheru-

sia. That of the Greek poets rigidly exacted a duty from the pas-

sengers: that of the Egyptians was so regular and exact therein,

that they tell us he would not dispense with it from a king's son.

The infernal river was formed by a lake which conveyed its wa-

ters thither: the lake Acherusia was an efflux of the Nile. The

first nine times surrounded the kingdom of the dead, as we have

it in Virgil: the Nile formed in Egypt a vast number of canals.

The different mansions which Virgil describes in the infernal re-

gions, especially that of Tartarus, a gloomy dungeon placed in

the centre of the earth; are founded upon the different cells and

•windings of the Labyrinth, the chief of which, according to He-

rodotus and other ancients were under ground, where they depo-

sited the dead. The sacred crocodiles which the Egyptians nou-

rished in those subterraneous places, suggested the idea of those

monsters that were said to be in the kingdom of Pluto, and in the

avenues that led thither. Homer says the entry of the infernal

regions was upon the banks of the ocean: the Nile is called the

ocean by the same poet, and by the Egyptians. The idea of those

gates of the sun so celebrated by the poets, is founded only upon

what the Greeks had heard of the city of Heliopolis. That of the

judges Eacus, Minos, and Rhadamanthus, is evidently founded

upon what we have quoted from Diodorus, concerning that se-
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vere scrutiny which was made by the Egyptian priests into the

lives and actions of the dead. Those of the infernal rivers were

derived from the lake Acherusia, and served to form the Ache-

ron of the poets. Beyond this lake were delightful woods, a charm-

ing grove, and a temple consecrated to the black Hecate, with

two marshes, Cocytus and Lethe; near this place was likewise a

city named Acanthus, where many priests, from we know not

what whimsical superstition, poured every day water from the

Nile into a vessel full of holes: hence the Elysian fields, the ri-

ver of oblivion, the Cocytus, and the punishment of the Danaids.

Mercury, with his eaduceus in his hand, whom Homer makes

the conductor of the souls into hell, is only a copy of those who

in Egypt had the care of funeral obsequies, and conducted their

pompous processions. Add to this that the Styx, another infernal

river, was taken from a marsh or river in Egypt, which, accord-

ing to a work of Seneca quoted by Servius, was called Styx, be-

cause it inspired with melancholy those who looked upon it.

=^==== We have already said that the Egyptians
The doctrine of

. r i r , i • r ,

metempsvchosis were the iounders oi the doctrine of the me-
also derived from tempsychosis, which afterwards diffused itself
Egypt.

^=:^^^:z= o" one hand into Europe, whither Melampus,

Orpheus, Homer, and others introduced it; and penetrated in like

manner on the other, into the centre of India where it made such

wonderful progress that it prevails there at this day. Herodotus

explicitly asserts even that the Egyptians were the first who be-

lieved in the immortality of the soul, as well as that they were

the inventors of the doctrine of the metempsychosis or the trans-

migration of souls. Their priests, says this author, teach that the

soul does not die with the body, but is received by Amenthes.

This Amenthes was a place under ground, much like the hell of

the Greek poets. Plutarch, who says this word imports, (hat

ivhich receives and that which gives, adds that it was a place in the

centre of the earth, and the common receptacle of departed souls.
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As this gulf received l)e~m, so it gave them back in like manner;

and when they came out of ii, they were united to new bodies

—

first to those of tcnestriul animals, then to those of fishes and

sea monsters, next to those of birds, and after a circulation of

three thousand years among those bodies, they returned to re-

animate human bodies, whence they departed again to begin the

same revolution; and thus they were immortal. To this opinion,

says Herodotus, was (iwing the care which the Egyptians look in

embalming their dead bodies at an infinite expense, as v\'ell as in

erecting those stately tombs whereon they bestowed such vast

sums, while they neglecteri their houses which they looked upon

as temporary inns not worthy of their ret;ard: and this makes

Diodoius Siculus say, thai tht Egyptians were less curious to

btiild houses for the living, than touibs for the<!ead.

SECTION SECOXD.

CHARON AND CERBERUS.

CHARON was the grim god to whom the
His cli^r^ctcr

and "-enealogy. Greeks gave the charge of transporting souls

===== over the river Acheron into the regions of hell.

They have preserved to him the same character with that of the

Egyptian ferry-man of that name, making him, like his model,

rough, choleric, morose, and avaricious; a proof of which is his

manner of receiving ^neas, and the little regard he has for the

words of that hero, till he sees the golden bough, as it is express-

ed by Virgil:

" Mortal! whoe'er thou art, in arms array'd.

Stand off, approach not; but at distance say,

Why to these waters dar'st thou bend they way?

These are the realms of Sleep, the dreadful coasts

Of sjible Night, and airy gliding Ghosts"
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But as the Greeks would be tliought oiitrinals in every thing,

they invented many fables upon this occasion, and among others

composed a genealogy for ibis god, making him the son of Ere-

bus and Nox or Night, worthy parents of the boat-man of hell.

And notwithstanding the sullen and crabbed humour of Charon,

without any respect either to dignity, or riches, yet his name de-

Dotes joy, gaii^iy, which is hardly to be explained, except by way

of contrariety.

- The poets have amused themselves in giving

Vn-gil's des-
^jf^gj.gj^^ descriptions of this god, but none of

cnption 01 him. • °

I
' them have equalled the inimitable \'irgil.

" Lord of the flood, imperious Charon stands;

But rough, begrim'd, and dreadful lie appear'd;

Rude and neglected hung his length of beard;

All patch'd and knotted flutters his attire;

His wrathful eye-balls glare with sanguirte fire.

Tho' old, still unimpair'd by years he stood.

And hoary vigour bless'd the surly god.

Himself still ply'd the oars, his canvas spread.

And in his sable bark conveyed the dead."

====== As Charon carried no one over his ferry gra-
His stipend or ^ °

ferriage not to be tis, there was an established custom of placing
dispensed with;

—

. _ 1,111 11'^

a piece 01 money, called an obolus, under the

tongue of the deceased: a custom which was derived from the

Egyptians, who gave a toll to the ferry-n)an for transporting the

dead over the lake Acherusia. This custom was universal among

the Greeks and Romans; and we know of none that dispensed

with itj but the Hermonians, who thought themselves so near

hell, that there was no necessity to pay any thing for their pas-

sage: but we may add that Charon lost nothing thereby; for if

that people did not pay liim his dues, the Athenians were so su-

perstitious as to believe that they were obliged to give something

more for their kings, in order to distinguish them from the herd
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of vulgar souls; i.ccordinglv they put into their mouths no less

than three pieces of gold. But when Charon carried over any liv-

ing person, it was necessary for them first to show him the gold-

en bough of which we have already spoken; and because Hercu-

les'was admitted without this passport when he went to deliver

Alcestes, as a punishment for his remissness, Charon, as we learn

fronn Servius after Orpheus, was put in prison for a year, though

he had received that hero with reluctance and by constraint.=== But we may add here, that the ancients were
—to which an ad- . ^ ' •, ••,•• c
ditional passport "°^ content with givmg this piece of money as

was given to the a passport to the regions of the dead; for in or-
dead.

^————————— (ler to make their passage more sure, they put

into the coffin of the defunct an attestation of his life and morals.

This was a kind of pass, the form whereof is preserved to us in

these words: " I the undersigned Anicius Sextus, the pontiff, attest

that such a one was a person of good life and conversation; let

his manes rest in peace:" whereby it appears that to make this

attestation the better received in the other world, it was requisite

for the pontiff himself to write it. The muscovites even of the

present day practise the same custom which originated in Egypt,

where an encomium was pronounced upon the defunct on the

border of the lake, to keep the judges from being prejudiced by

the accusers, as we have it in Diodorus Siculus.

Though the idea of Cerberus, that famous
The idea of Cer- •

.

berus derived keeper of the infernal regions, was derived from

embeUifhed 'by ^gypt, as we have before remarked, where

the story of the places of burial were kept by mastiffs, yet it has
serpent of Tenar-

us:—his genealo- been greatly embellished by the story related of

^y* the serpent of Tenarus.—Tht profound cave of

Tenarus was once inhabited by a frightful serpent, or a kind of

dragon, which ravaged the confines of the promontory of that

name. As this was accounted to be the gate of hell, the poets
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took occasion to say that the dragon was the keeper of those

dreary mansions: and this, though nothing but a serpent, was the

original according to sorne, ol the famous watch dog of hell,

Cerberus. Homer was the first who gave him that appellation;

and it is true, that in after times Cerberus was considered to be a

dog with three heads, but they never entirely laid aside the idea

of the serpent of Tenarus: for instead of hair, his neck was said

to be encompassed with snakes; and the three heads were given

him only because the nimble motion of a serpent's tongue and

head frequently gives the appearance of many, where there is

but one. We may add that Aidoneus king of Epirus, having his

mines watched by mastiffs, may also have contributed to the fable

of Cerberus: and as Hercules, passing through Epirus, delivered

Theseus from the captivity of Aidoneus, and perhaps carried off

one of his mastiffs, it was feigned that he had chained Cerberus

and dragged him out of hell.—But the two principal circumstan-

ces in the fable of Cerberus, viz, that he was dragged out of hell

by Hercules, and vomited poison as he passed through Thessaly,

are thus explained by the most received opinion: first, Hercules

having by the command of Eurystheus visited the cave of Tena-

rus in search of the serpent that there made his abode, captured

him, and brought him bound to that king of Mycenae: secondly,

as he was conducted through Th ssaly, it was alleged that Cer-

berus vomited venomous juices which poisoned the herbs, be-

cause there were many poisonous plants in that country. And

this latter circumstance, to mention it by the way, gave rise to all

the fables of the Sorceresses there, who were said by their en-

chantments to bring the moon down to the earth.—We must not

omit that Hesiod has even formed a genealogy for Cerberus,

making him the son of Typhon and Echidna. Some authors de-

rive his name from a Greek word which signifies carnivorous, or

voracious Jlesfi-eaCer.
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SECTION THIRD.

JUDGES OY HELL.
• THE Greeks, having borrowed the concep-

ilinos, Hhada- . r , • r l •
i ,. h r

manthus, and ^^^-^^ oi their system oi the poetical hell trom

exem^l'i^'^'^^nfr
^'^^ Egyptians, in appointing jvidges there after

were appointed the example of that ancient people, selected
judges of hell.

j^^^^^^^^ those from among their great men, who had

lived witli the most unblemished integrity; and of this number

they found none who better deserved that honour, than Minos,

Rhadamanthus, and Eacus. According to Plato, Eacus judged the

Europeans; Rhadamanthus judged the Asiatics, among whom

were comprehended the Africans; and Minos, as president of the

infernal court, decided the abstruse and doubtful cases. All the

poets are agreed in this superiority of Minos over his colleagues.

Homer represents him with a sceptre in his hand, seated in the

midst of the Shades, whose causes are plead before him: and

Virgil adds, that he holds in his hand and shakes the fatal urn

which contains the lots of departed souls; while the stern Rha-

damanthus in Tartarus sees to the execution of the sentences

which his brother pronounces, 'J'hus, strictly speaking, Rhada-

manthus is there only as a subaltern judgife; he prepares the trials,

examines and confronts the witnesses, extorts from the guilty a

confession ofHheir most secret crimes, and after his brother has

passed upon them the fatal judgment, he sees it put in execution.

_

Though the Greeks derived their notions of
'I'be notion of

Ibis fable derived the infernal judges fiom the Egyptians, yet if

L
"^

u -^
''^^*' "C take their words for it, this fable was very

though it was _
'

very ancient in ancient among them, as we see repeatedly in
Greece.

z^=^==:;^=^ Pluto. Accordmg to ancient tradition, say they,

we learn that there was at all times a law established, that men

after this life should be judged, in order to be rewarded or pun-

ished according to the merit or demerit of their actions. Under
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the reign of Salurn, and in the early part of the reign of Jupiter,

this sentence was pronounced just before death; which gave oc-

casion to flagrant iniquities. Princes who had been unjust and

cruel, appearing before their judges with all the poinp and appa-

ratus of their power, and producing witnesses who deposed in

their favour, because they dreaded their wrath while they were

yet living, and the judges dazzled by this pageantry, as well as

seduced by false testimony, declared the vicious princes innocent,

and decreed them a passport into the happy mansion of the just.

In the same proportion did the contrary proceedings happen to

the virtuous poor; calumny pursued them even to the Lst tribu-

nal, and found means to have them condemned as flagitious in

the other world. The fable adds, that upon the reiterated com-

plaints and the strong remonstrances that were laid before Jupi-

ter, he changed the form of those judgments, and fixed the time

of trial immediately after death. Rhadauianthus and Eacus, sons

of Jupiter, were appointed judges, and Minos, another son of that

prince, presided over this tribunal to give a final decision in du-

bious cases. Their court was erected in a place called i\\t field of

truth, because there falsehoods and calumny had no access. There,

princes as soon as they expired, stood forth to view, stripped of

all their showy grandeur, in their own proper colouis, without

guards or attendants, quite speechless, and trembling for them-

selves after they had made nations to tremble; while the virtuous

poor had less fear of injustice.

Minos.

; —- Jupiter, or rather Asterius, having ravished

The descent, ac-
£yropa the dauorhter of Agenor, and conveyed

cession, and ex- tr ^i o i

emplary govern- her into the island of Crete where he reined,
mcnt of this

, r». ,

pj.jnce^ had b> her two sons, Minos and Khadamanthus.

" After the death of his father Asterius, Minos

Vol. III. li
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ascended the throne of Crete. This island, little known before

the reign of Minos, became from that time very famous; that

prince having governed his people with great lenity and justice,

and having built several cities, besides making other valuable

improvements.

• But nothine: so ereatly distins-uisheil Minos,
The celebrated 5 ft / b

laws he compo- as the laws which he gave to the Cretans, since

sed in a cave, he , , ,
.... . „

attributed to Ju- ^"^Y "^"^^ always given him the reputation ot

piter, to give being: one of the srreatest leeislators of antiquity.
ihem authority:—

'^ ^ ^
.

To give the greater authority to his laws, he

retired into a cave* in Crete, where he feigned that Jupiter his

father dictated them to him; which makes Homer give him the

title of Jupiter's disciple; and for the same reason, the cave into

\vhich this wise prince retired, was afterwards called Jupiter's

cave.—Strabo, after Ephorus, will have it that Minos dwelt nine

years in retirement in this cave; and that learned author quotes

in proof ojF this opinion the testimony of Homer: but the passage

wherein that poet speaks of this circumstance is variously inter-

preted by those who have copied it. In the first place, it may sig-

nify, as this historian understands it, that Minos was the disciple

of Jupiter during the space of nine years successively; or, as

2vicolas of Damas has transcribed it, that Minos, who reigned

nine years, was Jupiter's disciplfc; or, lastly, as Plato inter-

prets it, that this prince went every ninth year to hear Jupiter's

lessons.

•^
-

. ., All the other law-givers of antiquity, to men-—a simuar metn- ^

-^ ^ •'

od persued by all tion it by the way. adopted the same method to
ancient lawgivers . .u-....t.-, »* -,• r° gain authority to their laws. Mnevis, king of

Egypt, attribuied his to Mercury or Trismegistus; Zamolxis, the

Thracian legislator, to the goddess Vesta; Zoroaster, to his Ge-

Ttius; Numa Pompilius, to the nymph Egeira, whom jl^e consult-

• ilasimus Tyrius is of opinion that this cave was in mount Ida.
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ed in the forest of Aricia; Pyll-agoras reported that he uent into

the kingdom of Pluto; Epimenidf s again, that he had slept fifty

years in a cave in Crete; and Moses, whom the rest undoubt-

edly took for their model, received the tables of the covenant,

from God upon mount Sinai, with such pomp and solemnity, that

the tradition thereof had spread among all nations.

All antiquity bears testimony of the highest

The high esti- esteem for the laws of Minos: Plato, Aristotle,
mation in u-hich

his laws were Diodorus, Pausanias, Plutarch, and several
held by the anci- , , , . j ^i •

i

gj^tg
-^ others, have very much enlarged upon this sub-

===^= ject. Lycurgus travelled to Crete on puipose to

collect these laws, and gave them to the Lacedemonians: and we

may judge by the wise policy of that people, by their conquests,

and the great reputation they acquired, of the equity as well as

good policy of those laws which he adopted or took for his mo-

del. We may add further that Joseph us, as great a lover as he

was of his own nation, admits that Minos is the only one of all

the ancient law-givers who deserves to be compared with Moses.

And if we believe Huetius, Minos was the same with Moses

himself. But the parallel which that learned prelate runs between

these two legislators in order to identify them, will scarcely con-

vince one who is not otherwise predisposed to believe it; for, with

all due respect to such high authority, the testimony of all anti-

quity is too decisive, to permit us to doubt that there wasaiiother

Minos than the Jewish law-giver. It is very probable however,

that Minos had heard of Moses, as his mother was a Phenician,

and many persons came from that country to settle in Crete,

among whom was Athymnus, the brother of Europa, who ac-

cording to Solinus, was worshipped as a god at Gortys after his

death. Perhaps this prince often conversed with his nephew about

the laws and policy which Moses had established among the

Jews; and even assisted him in compiling his body of laws, and

was therefore advanced'to divine honoyr?.
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' Minos, after having governed his subjects
His epitaph be- .

. . . .

iiig mutilated, with a hiild and equitable sway, died in Crete,

o?Ju^Uer^°'^^^*
where he was interred, and had this epitaph put

==5==; upon his tomb: Minoia F. Jovis Se/iulcrum. But

in process of time the name of Minos, and the F. denoting^f/zws,

were defaced; and there remained only the two last words of the

epitcph, Jovis Scpulcrum^ the Cretans reported that this was the

tomb of Jupiter. Nor was it by the injury of time or any accident

that this inscription was mutilated, but by the duplicity of the

Cretans, as the scholiast upon Callimachus has remarked, from

a vain wish to boast of possessing the tomb of the father of the

gods, whom they pretended to have brought up in his infancy.—

It is not to be wondered at that a prince who had been so just in

his life, should have received divine honours after his death; ac-

cordingly, the poets, whose province it was to dispose of the af-

fairs of the other world, very appropriately established him the

supreme judge of Pluto's court.

RHADAMA Ht'UVS.

'• Rhadamanthus, if we may believe Apollodo-
Who Rhada .,. ^. , ^ .

manthuswas.and 'US, Plato, Diodorus, St. Augustine, and almost

for what distin-
^jj jj^^ ancients, though some of them are not

giiished °

agreed to it, was the brother of Minos, whom

he assisted in composing his laws, and in putting,them in^execu-

tion. He was a prince of eminent virtue, the most sober and mo-

derate man of his time. He settled in one of the islands of the

Archipelago, in his brother's dominions; whether, as some au-

thors allege, because Minos, jealous of his reputation, had obli-

ged him to quit the island of Crete; or rather that he gave him

that dependency in order to propagate the knowledge of his laws

in Asia. Diodorus informs us that he made several conquests in

the neighbouring islands, not so much by force of arms, as by the

lenity of his adminrstration, which induced several people to sub-
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mit voluntarily to his government. It was this love of justice

which made him be ranked by the poets among the judges of

hell.

^, We have said all the ancients were not aereed
There were se- °

veral princes of that Rhadamanthus was the brother of Minos,
this name.

, ,
•

, n^- ,

;5;s===;^ Some or them make him only Mmos s secreta-

ry; probably founding their opinion upon what Plato says, that

this prince had made use of Rhadamanthus in digesting his body

of laws, Strabo too, informs us that Minos formed himself upon

the model of Rhadamanthus, who had lived long before him, had

given laws to Crete, and built several cities there. This perhaps

is the same of whom Pausanias speaks, who, according to the

poet Cyneton, was the son of Vulcan, the grandson of Talus, and

the great grandson of Ceres. Loerquer again is of opinion that

the prince of this name who reigned in Asia Minor was not the

brother of Minos, and he censures Diodorus and Plato for mak-

ing him to have come from Crete. The same author acknow-

ledges a second Rhadamanthus, brother to Minos II. and all this

only proves that there were several persons of this name.

EjICUS.

^j o ,

J
„ Eacus was the son of Jupiter and Egina, the

Bachus's birth, daughter of Asopiis king of Beotia. This prince,
&c.

- to a\enge the disgrace which Jupiter, that is a

king of Arcadia who bore this n;ime, had broi>ght upon his daugh-

ter, raised against him a powerful army, gave him battle, and de-

feated him, as we learn from Theodontius. But, because it was

usual in ancient times to intermix fable with history, those who

wrote this account said, the river Asopus had with his streams

made war upon Jupiter, and that he transformed himself into fire

and thunder-struck Asopus; a hyperbolical expression founded

partly upon history and partly upon the situation of that river,

which flows in a country that abounds with sulphur. To this fa-
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ble another was added importins^ that Jupiter, to save his mis-

tress from the vengeance of her father, who made strict search

for her, transformed her into an island; which alludes to his con-

cealing her in an island of the Saronic gulf, called Egina. It was

there that Eacus was born, the most equitable prince of his timcj

which character procured him a place among the judges of hell,

as has been said.

0th r f bles
^^^ history of Eacus has been greatly dis-

respecting this torted by fables. A pestilence having laid waste
prince explained.

;=;;ss===i ^1^ dominlons, it was alleged that Juno, to be

avenged of her rival, had inflicted that calamity upon the subjects

of this prince, whom Egina had by Jupiter; the explanation of

which is, that this goddess was often taken for the air, from

whose bad qualities pestilence and many other epidemical dis-

tempers arise. Eacus seeing most of his subjects cut off by

this plague, prayed Jupiter to avert the calamity; accordingly,

Ovid says, Eacus saw in a dream, a great swarm of pismires

come from the roots of an old oak, which were transformed into

men, and that on the next morning this prince received advice

that his dominions were better peopled than they had been be-

fore; a fiction founded merely upon the equivocation of the name

of the Myrmidons, a people of Thessary, also subjects of Eacus,

which resembles the name of pismires as they are called in

Greek.—Thus much we thought it proper to state respecting

Minos, Rhadamantjius, and Eacus individually, that the reader

might have a little further insight into their history, than could

be derived from viewing them only as judges of the infernal re-

gions.
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SECTION FOURTH.

PLUTO.
•

. ,
PLUTO, the son of Saturn and Rhea, was

His descent, in-

heritance, and vo- the youngest of the three Titan brothers, who

.
escaped the cruehy of their father.—We have

already said that in the division of the world hell was his lot, that

is, Italy, and afterwards Spain. Diodorus Siculus says, that the fa-

ble of tlie Greeks having given that prince hell for his lot, arose

from his being the first w ho founded the custom of burying the

dead, of transferring them into sepulchres', and of bestowing other

honours upon them, which before his time had been neglected.

But what probability is there that duties so natural would be over-

looked till the time of Pluto? It is much more probable that

he was reckoned the king of hell, because he lived in a very low

country in respect to Greece, where Jupiter had fixed his empire;

and the following are the true foundations of a history which has

been so much disguised. Pluto having retired to the extremity of

Spain, zealously applied himself to the working of gold and silver

mines, which were very common, especially on the side of Cadiz,

where he fixed his residence. Upon this it is proper to remark,

that though Spain is not reckoned at this day a country fertile in

mines, yet the ancients speak of it as a country where were

many mines of gold and silver: they tell us even by a kind of hy-

perbole, that its mountains and hills were almost all gold; that

near to Tartarus* was a mountain of silver. Aristotle informs us

that the first Phenicians who landed there, found so great a quan-

tity of gold and silver, that they made their anchors of those pre-

cious metals. The author of the book of Maccabees speaking of

• The river Betis, now called Gaudalquiver, formed of old its mouth a

small island called Tartesus, which had a city of the same name: this was

the Tartesus of the ancients, whence Tartarus was derived.
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the Romans, says that they, by the conquest of Spain, made tlieni-

selves masters of the mines of gold and silver that were in that

country. Silius the poet calls Spain a country fertile in gold. This

doubtless is what induced Pluto, who was ingenious in that kind

of work, to fix his residence about Tartesus; and this is also what

made him pass for the god of riches, and go under the name of

Pluto, instead of that of Agesilaus which he had before; which

has frequently made him be confounded with Plutus the god of

riches, whom we shall speak of in the sequel. Besides the low

situation of Pluto's kingdom in respect to Greece, which made

him pass for the god of hell, as he commonly employed labourers

in the mines, who are obliged to rake afar into the bowels of the

earth, and in a manner, as far as hell and the gloomy mansions of

the manes, in search of hidden treasures, hence he was said to

dwell in the centre of the earth. Add to this that they who work

in the mines, commonly die there; wherefore Pluto was reckoned

the king of the dead; and the very name which he bore, Dis or

Ades, signified death., destruction. Moreover, the ocean upon

whose coast he reigned was accounted to be a place overwhelmed

with darkness; and this is the foundation of most of the fables

that were invented afterwards concerning Pluto and his realms of

darkness,

===== Pluto was especially worshipped at Cadiz, un-

is severa
j^^, ^.j^^ name of Death, as Philostratus remarks;

names reter to nis '

title of God of the and what renders it still more probable is, that
dead. . .

•

;;;;i^i;i;^i^^s tlic Phcnicians, whose language was established

at Cadiz with the colonies which Hercules had planted there, also

called this god by the name of Muth, which in their language

signified death. Indeed, all the names given him in the several

countries where he was worshipped, have a reference to his title

of god of the dead. The Latins called him Summanus; and the

Sabines called him Soranus, a word which has an affinity to coffin.

Bochart after Sanchoniathon calls him Argus; and others Febro-
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US, as much as to-say god of the vianes. Finally, he was called the

infernal Juftttei\ to whom the thunder that happens by night is

attributed.

.^ The offering of black victims to Pluto was
The sacrifices

that were offered common with all the infernal diviniles. Ditches
'

were dug about the altars, and the principal ce-

remony consisted in pouring into them the blood of the victims,

as if they thought it necessary for it to penetrate to the kingdom

of that god.—Whatever was of bad presage was especially con-

secrated to Pluto; for which reason the Romans dedicated to him

the second month in the year, the number two being regarded of

all numbers as the most unlucky, denoting the bad principle and

consequently disorder and confusion, according to a notion dif-

fused though all Italy from the time of Pythagoras. Plato, the

divine Plato, tinctured with the doctrine of Pythagoras, compared

this number to Diana, always barren, and consequently despised.

====== We have but few monuments of Pluto. In
The manner of f. .

i
• u .• u , i

•

representing hull.
^""'^ °^ n\o?,c which time has preserved, he is

" represented with keys in his hand, to signify

that this god rules over a kingdom whence there is no return:

and the sacrifices of black victims that were offered him, have

the same allusion. He was generally represented, however, with

a sceptre or staff which has two prongs, to distinguish it from

Neptune's trident which had three. W^e find him likewise seated

on a throne holding a sceptre in his left hand, and with his right

offering Cerberus, apparently something to eat. Sometin.cs he

has a calathus upon his head, because Serapis, whose symbol the

calathus was. held ihc same rank among the Egyptian gods, as

Pluto did among those of the Greeks.

- - Pluto, though retired to the utmost extremity
The account of tl- ,i- h- tll rn

the rape of I'ro-
°' ^^pain, had intelligence ot the beauty of Pro-

serpine deferred serpine, the daughter of Dio or Ceres, (lueen oi
to the next article.

Sicily, and resolved, according to a very com-

Voi.. in. K k
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mon practice in those limes, to commit a rape upon her: perhaps

too, having solicited her in marriage, this young princess would

not consent to quit her mother for a climate that was looked up-

on as the extremity of the world; and other princesses had prob-

ably been of the same way of thinking, which doubtless gave the

poets a pretext to say that this god had complained heavily, that

though he was the brother of Jupiter, and the richest prince in

the world, nobody would marry him: wherefore, to redress him-

self, he resolved to carry off Proserpine the daughter of Ceres.

—Though Ceres is one of the terrestrial deities, we shall speak

of her in this place, on account of the great connexion between

her history and the rape of Proserpine, which we shall give un-

der the same head: and when treating of the terrestrial deities,

\vc shall refer to this place for the account of Ceres, to avoid re-

petition.

SECTION' FIFTH.

CERES AND PROSERPINE.

Ceres a queen CERES, otherwise called Dio. was an ancient

of Sicily, why queen of Sicily. Her reign was famed for the
worshipped as

^ o

goddess of corn care she took in teaching her people the art of
and of the earth. . , , , i ,• i j i •

agriculture : she also established several laws

concerning policy, and the property of lands, that every one might

reap the fruits of his labour without molestation. " It was impos-

sible, says Diodorus Siculus, that she could have made her sub-

jects two better presents, than to supply them with the necessa-

ries of life, and to teach them to live virtuously." Hence this

queen came to be worshipped as the goddess of corn and of the

earth. It is proper to remark however, that Ceres taught agricul-

ture to the Greeks only; for the Egyptians, the Chaldeans, and

several other people practised this art long before: it is even prob-
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able that agriculture was not entirely unknown in Sicily and Greece

till the time of Ceres, where it was only improved by that famous

queen.

= In consequence of the neglect of agriculture

sis^ilf Atticf/To' ^^^'^^S her search for her daughter when she

propagate the art was carried off by Pluto, a famine ensued; which
of agriculture:

—

. she set about to repair after she had procurcj

the decree of Jupiter for the release of the captive princess. As

Attica had been more distressed by this calamity than other coun-

tries, she went first to Eleusis, where she informed Triptolemus

of all that concerned agriculture, and lent him her chariot to tra-

vel through the world to teach its inhabitants so necessary an art.

Triptolemus having traversed Europe and Asia, arrived in Scy-

thia at the court of Lyncus. This tyrant, jealous of the preferenco

which the goddess had given to that prince, formed a scheme to

assassinate himj but just as he was about to put it in execution

with his own hands, he was transformed into a lynx, an animal

which was the symbol of cruelty among the ancients.

- Diodorus Siculus, who was well informed in
—but of all conn- ...„,. , r.

tries, Sicily was t"^ antiquities or his own country, says, that or

the most honour-
^jj ^5^^ countries on the earth, Sicily had been

ed by her lavors. •'

===== the most honoured by the favours of Ceres, and

that there this goddess had fixed her ordinary residence. " Th&

Sicilians, says he, held by tradition from their ancestors, that

their island is consecrated to Ceres and her daughter Proserpine.

Some poets have written, continues he, that at the marriage of

that princess with Pluto, Jupiter gave them Sicily as a nuptial

present: and the historians who are accounted the most faithful,

say it was in Sicily that Ceres and Proserpine showed themselves

to men the first time, and that this island was the first place in

the world where corn grew. 'Homer, the most celebrated of the

poets has also followed this tradition, when he says, speaking oi*

Sicilv;
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The soil untill'd a ready harvest yields.

With wheat and bailey wave the golden fields,

Spontaneous wines from weighty clusters pour.

And Jove descends in each prolific shovrer,

—Accordingly we see still in the Leontine teiriiory and several

other parts of Sicily wild wheat springing up spontaneously."

This author proceeds to give a description of
The worship of

, r , , r ,^ i r, • -i
Ceres and Proser- *"^ nelds ot Lnna where Proserpine was carried

pine in Sicily and ^m .^^d adds, that the Syracusans have a cus-
Greece. = torn of offering oblations every year, each ac-

cording to his ability, near the fountain Cyane, which Pluto made

to spring out of the earth when he there opened a way for him-

self and Proserpine with abfcw of his trident, and that after those

private sacrifices they made a public offering of bulls, whose

blood ihe\ shed over the same fountain.—Again, continues Dio-

dorus, the Sicilians, besides the annual sacrifices which they per-

formed at the fountain of Cyane, instituted festivals in honour of

Ceres and Proserpine, \\hich they celebrated in a manner suit-

able to a people on whom those goddesses had conferred so many

distinguished marks of their favour. These feasts they dispose in

different seasons of the year, in allusion to the different stages of

seeding and gathering the corn. The latter endures six days, with

a magnificent and splendid apparatus. It is also usual, says he

while this feast cohtinues, to converse in a loose and wanton man-

ner, because such conversation had been used to divert Ceres

fioni her affliction for the loss of her daughter.—As Attica, says

the same author, was, next to Sicily, most distinguished for the

favours of Ceres, the Athejiians instituted in her honour not only

sacrifices, but also the Eleusinian mysteries, which became ven-

erable both for their sanctity and antiquity: we shall give a brief

account of them at the conclusion of this article.

, ,. ,
. „ rhough we are told at one time that Pluto

1 lie fable of °

Pluto's rape of premeditated a rape upon his niece Proserpine,
Proserpine;

—

,
, r . , , w • j/-.

_
the daughter of his brother Jupiter and Ceres,
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yet from the tcnour of another part of the fable it would seem to

be a mere casualty that he met with her on the following occa-

sion. Being terrified even in the bottom of hell, by the earth-

quakes of Sicily, produced by the efforts which Typhon used to

shake off the oppressive load of mount Etna, under which he

v.as buried, that god resolved to visit this country to see if there

was not some chasm made by those earthquakes which might

penetrate even into his kingdom, whereby the affrighted ghosts

might see the light of day. Having examined all narrowly, Pluto

stopped upon mount Eryx, near which Ceres had her ordinary

residence, in a delightful place called Enna,that is charmingfoun-

tain^ in the vicinity of which were beautiful meadows watered

with perpetual springs. Her only daughter was walking one day

in those charming meadows, gathering flowers with some virgins

of her retinue, and the Syrens who accompanied them: Pluto saw

her, fell in love with her, caught her in his arms, and in an instant

mounting his chariot drawn by four horses, pursued his way di-

rectly to hell, notwithstanding the wise remonstrances of Minerva,

who endeavou.ed in vain to dissuade him from this design. Ar-

rived near Syracuse, he met on the borders of the lake in its vici-

nity the nymph Cyane, who reproached him for his violence and

was going to slop his chariot, but Pluto with a Iilow of his sceptre

opened a passage for himself in the earth, which lead him direct-

ly to his kingdom. Thp nymph abandoned to despair, melts into

tears and is transformed into a fountain of the same name.
'

In the mean while, Ceres being apprised of
—and tlic travels ° '^^

ofCeres in search what had befallen her daughter, wanders over

V sea and land in quest of her; and when she had

travelled all day, she lighted a torch to continue her search by

night. One day when she was quite spent with fatigue, she stopt

at the hut of an old woman named Baubo, to quench her thirst.

The good woman having presented her with a draught, the god-

dess swallowed it so greedily, that a child who was in the cottage
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fell to laughing, at which indiscretion Ceres was so provoked that

she threw upon the child what remained in the vase, and forth-

with transfornned it into a lizard. Ceres, upon her departure came

near the lake of Syracuse, and perceiving her daughter's veil float-

ing upon the water, she judged that her ravishers must have

made their escape that way. But she could have got no further

intelligence of them, except for Arethusa, a nymph of a foun-

tain of the same name, whose waters flowing under the sea from

Elis into Sicily, pass in the confines of the Styx. This nymph in-

formed the afflicted goddess that she had seen Proserpine in the

infernal regions, and that she had been carried off" by Pluto; add-

ing as an abatement to her grief, that h r daughter was a queen

and the spouse of the god of heli. Arethusa entreated her at the

same time not to carry further her resentment against the earth,

(which had become barren since she had denied to it her preci-

ous gifts) as it was not guilty of the rape of her daughter. Upon

this intelligence Ceres mounts her chariot, traverses the immense

regions of the air, and arriving at Olympus, prostrates herself at

the foot of Jupiter's thione, and entreats him to command the re-

lease of her daughter, who was also his Jupiter having intimated

to her that Pluto was not a disadvantageous match for Proserpine,

promises her however, that she should he restored, provided she

had maintained a strict abstinence since she had been in hell; but

if she had ate the least thing, Destiny opposed her return. This

decision was satisfactory to Ceres, who did not foresee the fatal

consequences of Jupiter's reservation. For Proserpine, walking

in the gardens of the Elysian fields, had plucked a pomegranate,

whereof she had eaten. Ascalaphus who was the only one that had

seen her eat the pomegranate, made his court to his master Pluto

by lodging the information. Jupiter however compromised the

matter, and so modified his decree as to order Proserpine to re-

main six months of the year with her husband, and the other six

months with her mother.—The indiscretion of Ascalaphus cost
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him dear, since Proserpine sprinkled him with the water of the

Styx, and transformed him into an owl.—Thus Ovid, and after

him, Claudian in his fine poem upoq the rape of Proserpine, re-

late this adventure: and what is singular in the matter, the his-

torians agree with the poets, at least generally speaking. Strabo

mentions the meadows of Enna where Proserpine was carried

off; and Cicero, who seems to take the fact for granted, has left

a description of those fields equally elegant and ornamented.

_

Notwithstanding all these testimonies, most
Some explain

this fable by alle- mythologists look upon the rape of Proserpine

gory, ers v
^^ ^^ ^^^j^ ^^ allegory which has an obvious rc-

which are prob- lation to agriculture. Thus according to them,
ably erroneous. '

, . „ , .

^=::==^^:::ii= the division which Jupiter makes of the time

that this goddess was to stay with her husband and her mother,

means no more, than that the grain after having laid six months

in the earth, shoots up above its surface, grows, and ripens

through the balance of the year. And as Sanchoniathon informs

us that Proserpine, the daughter of Saturn, died very young, so

the fable may be allegorised yet in another manner, by saying she

was carried off by Pluto, because the name 'of that god among

the Phenicians is Muth, which signifies death.—However, inge-

nious authors, relying on the testimony of Diodorus Siculus, re-

fer this event to history; and of these, Don Pezron and M. le

Clerc have supported this opinion with most plausibility. " Pluto,

says the former, though retiied to the extremity of Spain, which

fell to his lot, yet had information of the beauty of Proserpine

his niece; and having sent one of his captains to Sicily upon the

occasion, he found her with few attendants, seized upon her with-

out resistance, put her into a chariot, and carried her to the bor-

ders of the sea near Syracuse, whence she was embarked and

conducted to Spain. As we ascribe to the comrqanding officer

what is done by his orders, so it was said that Pluto himself had

carried off Proserpine. We may further add that he had used
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violence, because, aflcr havintj made proposals of marriage to

her daughter. Ceres had given him a denial: and thus is verified

what we are told by the poets, namely, that this god had often

complained, that though he was Jupiter's brother, and the richest

prince in the world, he had not been able to obtain a proper

match. Besides, rapes were very common in those times, especi-

ally when the parents refuse those who solicited their daughters

in marriage— IvI, le Clerc in explaining this fable says it was not

Pluto who carried ofF Proserpine, but Aidoneus the king of Epi-

rus. As Aidoneus employed labourers in his mines, and as in the

way to his country it was necessary to cross a river named Ache-

ron, this prince was often confounded with Pluto. Epirus, which

was a very low country with respect to the rest of Greece, was

often taken for hell itself; and we know that Theseus's travels,

and after him those of Hercules into that country, were looked

upon as journeys into hell. These things being promised, that

author goes on to prove that Ceres or Dio reigned in Sicily at

the same time that Aidoneus governed Epirus. M. le Clerc how-

ever, distinguishes two Aidoneuses, the one cotemporary with

Abraham or Isaac, and the other with Theseus; and he says it

was in the time of the latter that Proserpine was carried off;

whereas he should rather have attributed this adventure to the

former, as this Aidoneus reigned in Epirus in the time of The-

seus and Pyrithous, about fifty years before the siege of Troy,

while the Titan prince who went by the name of Pluto, reigned

several ages before, and therefore might have been confounded

with, or have, been actually the same as the former Aidoneus.

But we will not insist upon this, as it is not improbable that all

these explanations are no better themselves than so many new

fables.

,

,

Several chror.ologists, and particularly the
It probably arose o r ^

from introducing celebrated sir Isaac Newton, relying upon the
the worship of

. . r , /-. . • ^ ^ c
Isis on the occa- authority of the Greek writers, endeavour to tix
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sion of a famine, the lime when Ceies lived: thev determine the
&c.

date of her expedition from Sicily to Attica;

speak of the year of her death, and of the worship that was paid

her not long after. But notwithstanding these authorities, it is

probable that the Greeks derived their notions of Ceres from the

Isis of the Egyptians, with all the circumstances of the foregoing

fable, in the manner we shall now relate. We are unquestionably

certain that almost all the gods of the Greeks and their worship,

came from the eastern countries, and principally from Egypt,

with the colonies that peopled Greece at different tinies; and if

there are any of them about whose transportation we n:ay be cer-

tain, it is Bacchus or Osiris, and Ceres or Isis; what thereforet

had given rise to the fable is this: Greece, under the reign of

Erectheus, was distressed with a severe famine, as we learn from

Diodorus Siculus; Ovid, too, gives an ample and beautiful de-

scription of this famine. 1 he Athenians, whose soil was not very

fertile, were more distressed by it than their neighbours. Erec-

theus on this occasion, sent into Fgypt for corn, and those whom

he had sent, brought with them, besides the corn they had bought,

the worship of the Egyptian goddess who presided over agricul-

ture. The calamities which the Greeks had lately suffered, and

the dread of being again afflicted by the like, made them embrace

•without reluctance the mysteries of a goddess who was thought

to have power to secure them from it; and that goddess was Isis.

Triptolemus at the same time received thjt worship at Eleusis,

and even condescended to be the first priest of Ceres or Isis, and

assisted in teaching his neighbours the mysteries which he had

now learnt. Sicily had embraced the mysterk s of that goddess

some time before, and this was the reason of its hcing said that

Ceres had come from Sicily to Attica or Eleusis. liiey added that

her daughter had been ravished, because the corn and fruits

which her name indicates, had ceased sometime to yeild subsis-.

Vol. III. X. 1
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terice. It was also said that Pluto had carried her to hell, because

she had not yielded those fruits as usual; in fine, that Jupiter had

decided the quarrel between Ceres and Pluto, because by the

prolific effects of rain, the earth was again covered with abundant

harvests. Here then, we see the foundation of this fable, is, the

introduction of the mysteries of Ceres or Isis into Sicily and

Greece: and in addition to this, Herodotus positively says that the

Thesmophoria, one of the principal feasts of Ceres, was intro-

duced from Egypt into Greece by the daughters of Danaus. More-

over, some famous poet, whose name is defaced in the fourteenth

^ra of the Arundel Marbles, celebrated this event in a poem, as

•we are told in that jEra: upon which we may remark, first, that

this poem, which Ovid had undoubtedly read, was composed ten

years after the arrival of Ceres; secondly, that the author of the

chronicle of these Marbles considers the rape of Proserpine as a

fable, and likewise Ceres's travels, together with the other cir-

cumstances intermixed with it; which undoubtedly imports that

the poet whom he speaks of in that place, had extremely disguised

the history of the translation of the worship of Ceres into Attica.

-*-If however, there are learned men who, with Diodorus Siculus,

are inclined to maintain that there really was a queen by the

name of Ceres in Sicily, who gave laws on agriculture, we may

for their satisfaclion suppose, that she,** having lost her daughter,

and come to Attica in quest of her, taught Triptolemus the mys-

teries of Isis; and that the Greeks having placed her afterwards

among the gods, her worship came to be confounded with that of

Isis the goddess of the Egyptians,

- — Those who maintain that Proserpine was
Other fables

connected with really stolen by Pluto, say that Ascalaphus was
IS, exp aine

^^^ ^^ ^j^^^ prince's courtiers, who having advised

his master to the rape of Proserpine, did all in his power to tie-

feat Ceres's negotiations, and hinder her daughter from being

given back; and that Proserpine afterwards put him to deaths
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wliich iijave rise to the fable of his transformation into an owl; a

metaphor that represents to us an odious person, as he had ren-

dered himself to that princess by his indiscrclion.—Ovid says

that the nymph Cyane having reproached Pluto for the violence

he offered to Proserpine, was changed by that god into a fountain;

a fiction which has no other foundation, than that it was near this

fountain which runs in the confines of Syracuse, where Pluto's

emissaries embarked.—This poet also mentions the Syrens who

accompanied Proserpine at the time that she was carried off, and

feigns that they obtained from the gods the power to change

themselves into birds, that they might go in quest of her; prob-

ably because the Syrens, who inhabited upon the coasts of Italy

near to Sicily, having learnt the misfortune which had befallen

that princess, fitted out a ship to go in search of her.—The fable

of the fountain Arethusa, and of the amours of the river Alphc-

us her lover who crossed so many countries to visit his mistress,

is founded, according to the learned Bochart, only upon a

quibble in the language of tine first inhabitants of this island. The

Phenicians who settled there having foiuid that fountain encom-

passed ivith willows, called it Allihaga^ v/hich signifies the foun-

tain of willows; while others gave it the name of Arith-, which

signifies a st!c:;m. The Greeks who arrived there sometime after,

not understanding the meaning of these two words, and calling

in mind their Jlpheus which runs in Elis, imagined that because

the first name of the fountain was nearly the same with that of

the river, Alphcus must have passed through the sea into Sicily.

The notion appeared ingenious to some of the wits of that age,

who, amplifying the idea, thereupon composed the romance of

the amours of the river-god and the nymph Arethusa; the latter

of whom, they would feign, was transformed into a fountain by

Diana, who opened a secret passage under the earth and under

the sea, to avoid the pursuit of the former; whereupon Alpheus

immediately assumed the form of a river and accompanied Arc-
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thusa under the sea, to mingle his streams with hers in Sicily.

Most of the ancient historians have been deluded by this fable,

since they have seriously advanced that the river Alpheus passed

through the sea, and came into Sicily to flow near the fountain

Areihusa. This fable must even have been well supported, since

the oracle of Delphos ordering Archias to go and plant a colony

of Corinthians at Syracuse, the priestess expressed herself in

these terms: " Go into that isle where the river Alpheus mingles

his waters with those of the beautiful Arethusa." And Pausanias,

who regards the story of the amours of Alpheus and Arethusa as

a fable, influenced by the authority of so express an oracle, dares

not deny but that this river runs through the sea, though he can-

not see the possibility of the thing.—As the famous Triplolemus,

son of Ceres and Neera, gave Ceres the best entertainment on

her arrival in Attica when she was in search of her daughter,

hence arose the fable that this goddess had taught him the art of

agriculture, and sent him in her chariot drawn by winged dra-

gons, to propagate through all the world an art so necessary to

mankind: and the hazard which he run in his travels undoubtedly

gave rise to the fable of Lyncus, whose cruelty they figured, by

transformmg him into a Lynx, to prevent his putting Triptole-

mus to death.—Finally, though we are persuaded that the fables

now explained, have no other foundation but the introduction of

the worship of Ceies or Isis into Greece, yet it is proper to men-

tion here, what we learn from a fragment of Stobjeus, where it

is said that Erectheus, who being at war with the Eleusinians,

was told by the oracle that he should be victorious if he sacrificed

his daughter Proserpine; which if true, may have given rise to

the fable.

- Ceres appears commonly upon ancient monu-
Her representa-

. <-, • i

tion, and wor- ments like a pregnant woman. She is crowned

P" with ears of corn, and holds in her hand a branch

of jLoppy; which latter circumstance alludes to what we are. told
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by some of the ancients, that upon Ceres's arrival in Greece,

some grains of poppy were given her to compose her to sleep,

which she had not enjoyed since the rape of her daughter; be-

sides, that this plant is very fertile To this goddess the first

fruits were offered, and her usual victim was the sow, because

that animal is very pernicious to corn fields. At her sacrifices,

instead of flowers, they used crowns of myrtle or narcissus, in

allusion to the mourning dress she wore after Proserpine's un-

lucky adventure: and on these occasions, the Sicilians in imita-

tion of their queen when in search of her daughter, ran up and

down in the night, with torches in their hands, which was one of

the principal ceremonies of her festivals.

. , . . , The Sicilians, in gratitude for their obligations
Several festivals ' o

^
o

of Ceres in Sicily to this goddess, founded festivals and mysteries
and Greece.

,
_

, , , ,

^:^ss:siiis:si^i^ to perpetuate the memory of her valuable ser-

vices. The times of celebrating these festivals being about the

season for sowing their corn, and just before harvest, point out

the reason of their institution. Both these festivals were cele-

brated with a great deal of solemnity; and Diodorus informs us that

they represented the ancient mode of living before the invention

of agriculture.—The inhabitants of Attica also, affected with a

deep sense of gratitude for the services of Ceres, distinguished

themselves likewise by the many feasts they instituted to her

honour. The first was called Proerosia, because it was celebrated

just before the time of sowing and tilling; and on this occasion

the goddess was also called Proerosia, according to the custom

of the ancients, to give their gods as many names as they had

festivals and temples. The second, which was celebrated about

the middle of October, was called Thcsmophoria, that is, the

feast of the legislatress: it lasted five days, and two women born

in lawful wedlock, were chosen every day to preside therein:

they bore upon their heads the books of the laws of Ceres, and

sung hymns in her praise: they lived in a very reserved and aus-
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tere manner, remote fiom the company of men; abstaining

especially from pomegranates, which hud been so fatal to the

daughter of that goddess: lastly, they performed sacrifices in

secret, the ceremonies whereof were not allowed to be divulged;

and concluded with a sacrifice of atoneTuent, to expiate the faults

they might have committed during the solemnity. The third,

which was celebrated in the month of December, was called

Aloa, from alos which signifies a barii Jloor^ because they used

to thrash the corn in their barns during that month.

• ' Hut the most solemn of all the festivals of
The Eleusinian ,, i u ,^ j ,. t-i - • ,.u *u

mysteries Ceres was celebrated at Eleusis, m the month

of August, called, by way of preeminence, the

Eleusinian mysteries. Indeed, these were the greatest mysteries

of Greece, into which every body was desirous to be initiated.

These mysteries represented the history of Ceres, her laws, and

the improvements she had made in agriculture; the memory of

all which circumstances was kept up by particular ceremonies:

thus the solemnities of this festival comprehended the motives

of all the rest. Secrecy therein was especially enjoined with great

strictness, not so much to conceal their abominations, as to with-

hold the true history of Ceres and her daughter from the public,

lest the knowledge that these goddesses had only been mortal

women should render their worship contemptible; which is the

opinion of M. le Clerc after Meursius and some of the ancients.

It is particularly favoured by Cicero, v. hen he insinuates that it

was the humanity of Ceres and her daughter, their places of in-

terment, and several other things of that nature, which they con-

cealed with so much care. In the mean time, the initiated were

allowed to converse together upon these matters, which made

the secret the less uneasy to them.— he mysteries were of two

sorts, the greater and the lesser. Though Triptolemus had ap-

pointed that strangers should not be capable of being initiated into

the great mysteries, yet Hercules, to whom they dusrt refuse no-
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thing, having demanded to be admitted to them, they instituted

the lesser mysteries on his account; wliich were afterwards

celebrated at Argra near Athens. These lesser mysteries served

in future as a preparation for the gieater ones, which were cele-

brated at EJeusis. Thus, after having passed through a great

many trials, the candidate for initiation was 7nystes; that is, qua-

lified to be initiated into the greater mysteries, and to become

ejiofues^ or witness of the most sacred mysteries: nor was this

procured till after a lapse of five years probation; during which

time he might enter the vestibule of the temple, but not into the

sanctuary; and even when he was efiofites^ and enjoyed that pri-

vilege, there were still many things the knowledge of which was

reserved for the priests alone.—But before we speak more parti-

cularly of the initiated, we will say something of those priests

who officiated in these festivals. The first was called Hierophan-

tes or Mystagagos, that is, the man who shows the sacred things;

whose name the initiated were not permitted to mention to the

profane. He was to be an Athenian of the family of Eumolpidas,

of a certain age, with other qualifications prescribed by lawj and

especially to maintain a perpetual continence. The second was

called Daduchus, or torch-bearer. The third was the sacred he-

rald. The fourth was a minister of the altar: he was a young man

who put up prayers in the behalf of the assembly, and was sub-

ject to the superior ministers. Besides these four ministers, there

were two prophets to perform the ceremonies of the sacrifices;

and five delegates to see that all things were performed in order.

—When the candidate was initiated, he was introduced by night

into the temple, after having his hands washed at the entrance,

and a crown of myrtle put upon his head. Then they opened a

small box wherein were kept the laws of Ceres, and the ceremo-

nies oi her mysteries, which they gave him to read and to trans-

cribe. A slight icpasi in memory of that which Ceres got from

Baubo, succeeded this ceremony. After this, the mystn entered
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into the sanctuary, over which the priests drew a veil, and then

all was enveloped in darkness in the twinkling of an eye. A
bright light presently succeeded, and exhibited to view, the sta-

tue of Ceres magnificently adorned; and while they were atten-

tively considering it, the light again disappeared, and all was once

more wrapped in profound darkness. The peals of thunder that

were now heard to break in the midst of the sanctuary, the light-

ning that flashed from every quarter, and a thousand monstrous

figures that appeared on all sides, filled the initiated with horror

and consternation. But the next moment a calm succeeded, and

there appeared in broad daylight, a charming meadow, where all

came to dance and mix merrily together. And this scene appear-

ed the more agreeable, when nothing but doleful and hideous ob-

jects had just vanished. There it was that amidst jollity and mirth

all the secrets of the mysteries were revealed; and there, accord-

ing to some authors, the most unbounded licentiousness prevail-

ed; to which Tertullian added, that they there carried the phal-

lus of the Egyptians in procession, besides performing other ob-

scenities. But after all, we know not well what passed there, these

mysteries having been long kept an impenetrable secret; nor

would they ever have been brought to light in any degree, but

for some libertines who got themselves initiated on purpose to

divulge them. The purifications gnd oblations there pj'actised,

however, would make one imagine they were not so dissolute as

some authors have alleged; unless we suppose that the abuses

which the fathers of the church speak of, were not in the primi-

tive institution, but had insinuated into them afterwards. The

night being spent in these ceremonies, the priest dismissed the

assembly with some barbarous words, which show that these mys-

teries had been instituted by people who spoke another language,

being probably the Egyptian mysteries of Isis, as we have already

said.—The feast of initiation lasted nine days. The first day, called

jlgyrmos^ or the day of the assembly, was taken up in the cere-
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monies we have just spoken of. On the second day, the ?ny,ites

were sent to the sea to bathe themselves. On the third day, was

sacrificed a barbel with flower and cakes. On the fourth, oxen

were yoked in a chariot with wheels like drums, and women

walked by the side of it crying /lail, mother Bio I carrying little

boxes with cakes, wool, pomegranates, and poppies; while none

of the profane durst look upon this chariot, and whoever hap-

pened to be at the windows, were obliged to withdraw. On the

fifth, they walked all night, with torches in their hands, in imita-

tion of the search which Ceres had made for her daughter. On

the sixth, they carried from Eleusis to Athens the statue of Jac-

chos the son of Ceres, crowned with myrtle, and bearing in his

right hand a torch: and as his name signified joy, tramfiort^ the

statue was accompanied with acclamation of joy and dancing. On

the seventh day was celebrated the gymnic games, wherein the

combatants were naked: these games, the most ancient in Greece

were instituted in memory of the invention of tillage. The eighth

day, was employed in initiating those on whom the ceremony

had not been performed on the first day: it was termed Efiidaiirica

because Esculapius had arrived on that day from Epidaurus to be

initiated, on whose account the ceremonies of the first day, were

repeated. The ninth day was employed in filling vessels with wa-

ter, after which they were emptied, while they supplicated the

goddess for rain to fructify the earth.—These mysteries were

carried from Eleusis to Rome in the reign of Adrian, where they

were performed even with greater licentiousness. They endured

about ISO© years, and were at last abolished by Theodosius the

great.

cofrVfo.

^- ' ;"
1 shall say a few words here about Cotytto.

froKrostrpinS the goddess of lewdness, because several my-

was the goddess thologists are of opinion liiat mis wds only the
of lewdness.
• surname of Proserpine, which they iiave founded

Vtrt.IIk Mtt\
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probably upon the resemblance between the mysteries of Ceres

and Proserpine, and those celebrated by the Athenians in honour

of Cotylto. It is true that there were a great many obsceneties

committed in both, but this is not sufficient to prove that Cotytto

vas the same as Proserpine. Strabo, who says that Cotytto was a

goddess worshipped in Thrace, thinks they were quite distinct;

and Synesius, in his Epistles, agrees with Strabo.

•• The priests of Cotytto had the name of Bafi'
Her obscene

. i •, r
rites received tx, and were justly looked upon as the vilest oi

fr^A^T^'^*^^
^^ men, on account of the obscene practices with

the Athenians. ' '

====== wliich they defiled themselves without check or

control. And surely they must have carried debauchery very far,

since Juvenal, who paints them to the life with a single stroke,

says they even tired out their goddess Cotytto, though she was

the goddess of lewdness itself.—The Athenians had received from

the Thracians the mysteries of this filthy deity, which were called

Cotyttaa; and they celebrated them with great solemnity, but in

a secret and mysterious manner, as we are told by Juvenal. Eu-

polis, a comic poet of Athens, who flourished about 435 years

before Christ, and severely lashed the vices of his age, composed

a comedy entitled Cotytto, wherein he rallied those mysteries,

and particularly Alcibiades, who participated in them; but it cost

that poet his life, through the resentment of Alcibiades: and it is

to this purpose, if we may believe the scholiast upon Juvenal,

that Canidia speaks in Horace; <' And do you still hope for impu-

nity, after having exposed the mysteries of the goddess Cotytto,

and divulged those rites that are sacred to the freedoms of loveJ"

PLvrus,

*- ' As we rake into the very bosom of hell, says
PlutuSjthe god

of riclies, distinct Pimy, m search of riches, and are led thereby to

from Pluto:-his
jj^^ gjoomv kingdom of the dead, it is not with-

genealog'y. o .. o

out reason that Plutus, the god of riches, has
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been ranked among the infernal deities. " And would to God,"

exclaims the poet Timocieon, by way of apostrophe to Plulus,

" you had always remained in those gloomy mansions, and had

never been seen either by sea or land."—Some ancients, from

the great resemblance between their names, have taken Pluto

and Plutus for one and the same god; but the majority have al-

ways distinguished them. All are agreed with Hesiod, that the

former was the son of Chronos or Saturn and Rhea; and accord-

ing to the same poet, Plutus owed his original to Ceres and Jasi-

on. " Ceres,'' says he, " having had commerce with the hero Ja-

sion, had a son by him named Plutus, whom she brought forth in

the island of Crete, and who was very powerful both by sea and

land."—We know that the old scholiast upon Hesiod, followed

therein by several other authors, allegorizes this genealogy of

Plutus, and that in this light nothing could be more just than to

make him the son of Ceres and Jasion, whose v/hole life had been

applied to agriculture, since it is by means of this art that sub-

stantial riches are acquired. But Hyginus adds the testimony of

an ancient historian of the city of Gnossus in the island of Crete,

of the name of Petelides, who positively asserts that Plutus was

the son of Ceres and Jasion. These are the v.ords of that ancient

historian; " To Ceres and Jasion were born two sons, Philomelus

and Plulus, who had but little favour for one another. The latter,

who was extremely rich, imparted no share of his substance to

his brother, who being sadly reduced, sold the small estate he

had, bought two oxen with the price, and was the first that appli-

ed himself to agriculture. His mother Ceres, having admired

the art which her son had invented, placed him among the stars,

where he forms the Artophylax." Here then, according to the

authority of an ancient historian, whom Hyginus does not con-

tradict, is a son of Jasion, named Plutus, a very rich man; and

who consequently may be the god of riches adored by tho

Greeks.
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He was said lo 1 his Plutus, the god of riches, \vhoever he

be blind and lame: ^y^g^ beine observed to dispense his favours very—on what occa
sions cleai'-sight- unequally, was therefore said to be blind as well

"

- as Cupid the got] of love. Aristophanes, in his

Plutus^ adds that he was lame, because whenever he was inclined

to enrich the good, he came to them very slowly; but on these

occasions he was said to be very clear-sighted, and to have good

eyes. This comic poet rallies the Athenians with respect to this

god, and makes him the only deity whom they invoked.—Pindar,

Aristophanes, and Lucan, tell us that Plutus was a dastardly god;

vhence Erasmus has taken occasion to make one of his proverbs:

but Plutus vindicates himself from that imputation, in the come-

dy of Aristophanes above cited, saying, that as thieves and rob-

bers never could catch him (that is, never could make them-

selves masters of great riches) they construed his precaution and

foresight to be cowardice.—St. Jerome, followed by several ec-

clesiastical writers, alleges that the Syriac or Chaldaic word

Mammo7ia was the same with the Plutus of the Greeks: but

though that word literally signifies riches, it is no proof that the

Syrians and Chaldeans made a god of riches.

SECTION SIXTH.

THE FURIES.

IF the Pagans have been justly reproached
Their original ,•..•,, ,-

probably sug- 'O'' embracmg a licentious theology, accordmg
gested by the fall

^^ ^hich the ?ods themselves had sriven exam-
01 the angels. ° °

pies of the greatest irregularities, we ought at

least to do them justice as to some articles wherein they have

consulted clear reason: such, among others, is that of the Furies,

appointed for chastising those in the other world who had led an

irregular life in this. For it was a general opinion that after this

life there were places allotted for the punishment of the wicked,
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and the reward of the virtuous; upon which idea were formed the

£lysian fields and Hell or Tartarus. And as judges were there

appointed to render to every one the portion he deserved, so the

Furies were imagined to be their ministers to execute the sen-

tences which they passed upon the wicked. It is likewise possi-

ble (for idolatry followed true religion too near not to have pre-

served some of its truths) it is possible, that a confused know-

ledge of the fall of the angels and their punishment had given

rise to the introduction of the Furies, who are devils appointed

to be the tormentors of the guilty; and this no doubt was the true

original of these deities, invented by those who embraced the

notion that there were to be rewards and punishments after this

life. For though this matter has been disguised by the absurd fa-

bles that have been intermixed with it, it is easy to distinguish

the substance of it through the veils of fiction with which they

have been enveloped. We ought to judge thus favourably for the

sake of the philosophers, who doubtless had sounder notions than

the people on this subject, and not say with Lucretius, that whatr

ever had been delivered about the infernal regions had reference

only to the affairs of this life.

• When we attempt to trace out the origin of
Their original

according to the the pagan gods, however, we are obliged to have

P°^ ^"
recourse to the poets who have given their gen-

ealogy; but we soon perceive that they had no other guides but a

confused tradition, which often left them at entire liberty to chuse

the opinion which they thought the most mysterious. Accord-

ingly Apollodorus says, the Furies were formed in the sea from

the blood which issued from the wound that Saturn had given his

father Coelus. Hesiod who makes them younger by one genera-

tion, gives Terra or the Earth for their mother, who conceived

them from the blood of Saturn: but the same poet in another

work, so precarious were the principles of theology which he

followed, asserts that those very goddesses were the daughters of
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Discoid; and to give a higher proof of his exactness, he adds

that they were born on the fifth day of the moon, a sentiment

which Virgil has followed in his Georgics; thus assigning to that

day which Pythagoras thought sacred to justice, the birth of god-

desses who were to inflict it with the utmost rigour.—Lycoph-

ron and Eschyles will 1 ave it that the Furies were the daughters

of Night and Acheron. The author of a hymn addressed to the

Eumenides, asserts that they owed their birth to Pluto and Pro-

serpine. Sophocles makes them spring from the Earth and Dark-

ness: and Epimenides says, they \vere the sisters of Venus and

the Pares, and the daughters of Saturn and Evonymus.— I might

here expatiate upon what is advanced by mythologists and com-

mentators as to the different originals now assigned to these god-

desses, but it requires no great penetration to perceive that the

poets in this, followed the traditions of their own times and coun-

li ies; or that each has given to those deities such parents as seem-

ed to comport best with their character; and that having nothing

certain nor plausible to deliver upon this subject, they determin-

ed to give their genealogy at least an air of mystery, which peo-

ple seldom dare to investigate.

===== If the ancients have varied from each other
Their number,

, ..,.,„.
, ,

originally three. ^^ ^^ *"^ origmal 01 the runes, they have not

'

'

been more unanimous as to their number. At

first it would seem they admitted only three of them, Alecto,

Tisiphone, and Megera; and these names which import envy, rage,

and slaughter, were perfectly applicable to them. Euripides in-

cludes the goddess Lyssa among the Furies, because she inspired

rage and fury, whence her name was derived. Juno, according

to that poet, orders Iris to conduct Lyssa armed with her ser-

pents to Hercules, to infuse into him that madness to which he

owed the loss of his life. Plutarch allows of but one Fury, whom

he calls Adrasta, the daughter of Jupiter and Necessity; who,

according to that author, was the sole minister of the vengeance
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of the gods. From the iTiaiiner in which Virgil paints the Har-

pies, it appears that he takes them into the number of the Furies:

indeed, he even calls the Furies by that name. In fine, the god-

dess Nemesis, or the Nemeses, for there were reckoned to be

more than one, are also to be takert into the number of the Fu-

ries. They have all the characteristics of the Furies; daughters

of Night and the Ocean, they were appointed to investigate the

actions of mankind, to punish the wicked and reward the virtuous.

Beside the individual names of Alecto, Tisi-

dlstincth'?'^ ^^of
P^one, and Megera, &c. these goddsses had se-

their character, veral general epithets expressive of their fiend-
&c.
. like character and other circumstances. The

Latins called them Furies, on account of the fury they inspired;

and the Greeks called them Erynnides, which signifies to falliu'

to a fury. The Sicyonians, as we are told by Pausanias, called

them the ve7ierable goddesses. In fine, after Orestes had appea-

sed them by sacrifices, they got the name of Eumenides, or bene-

volent; and not, as EylioGeraldi says, that they were so called by

the rule of contrary; for the very occasion of giving them this

name is a refutation of that etymology.—The Greek and Latin

poets frequently give these goddesses epithets denoting also

their habit, or the serpents which they wore on their heads in-

stead of hair, or the places where they were worshipped: thus

Ovid calls them the goddesses of Palestine, when he speaks of

the fury with which they inspired Atis.

After what has been said, one may concieve
Their functions.

pretty clearly what were the functions of the

Furies. Accordingly, antiquity has always looked upon them as

the ministers of the vengeance of the gods, as stern and inexor-

able goddesses, whose sole employment was to punish vice, not

only in the infernal regions, but even in this life, pursuing the

guilty incessantly with stings that give them no rest, and with

dreadful visions which often frightened them out of their senses.
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It would be necessary to copy almost all the poets, especially

Euripides, Sophocles, and Seneca, to relate all that they say of

the frantic disorders of those whom these goddesses tormented.

We know with what lively strokes Virgil paints the disorder oc-

casioned by one of the Furies in the court of Latinus. What Ti-

siphone did to Etheocles and Polynices, is unknown to none who

have read Statius. Ovid represents with the same vivacity the

whole havock caused ut Thebes by the Fury whom Juno had sent

to take revenge upon Athamas; and all that lo suffered from an-

other Fury, whom the same goddess had instigated to persecute

her. But of all whom those implacable goddesses tormented, no

one was a more conspicuous example of their vengeance than

the unhappy Orestes; and the theatres of Greece frequently re-

sounded with shrieks of that parricide whom they pursued with

such unparalleled fury.—These goddesses were employed not

only in punishing the guilty, but also in chastising mankind by

diseases, by war, and the other strokes of celestial wrath. Virgil

however, seems to have distributed these several functions among

the three Furies, so that Tisiphone was employed for disseminat-

ing contagious distempers; while Alecto propagated the disor-

ders of war, according to which idea Statius calls her the mother

of war: in fine, when any person was lo be put to death, Megera

was charged with that office.

====== Cicero has reduced to a very judicious moral,
The moral im-

portofthosefunc- all the different functions of the Furies. We
'°"^'

need not have recourse, says he, to Furies arm-

ed with flaming brands to be the tormentors of tlte wicked; the

stings and remorses of a guilty conscience are the only Furies

designed by the poets." They figure, no doubt, the reproaches of

an evil conscience, that gnawing worm which incessantly preys

upon the guilty, of which Nero even complained that he never

could liberate himself, as we are told by Suetonius.
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~~
; Goddesses so awful necessarily commanded

The homag-e '

that was paid particular homage. So great indeed was the

.
veneration paid them, that one dared not even

to mention their names, or cast his eyes upon their temples, as

Euripides tells us in his Orestes. And if we may believe Sopho-

cles it was accounted an act of impiety in Oedipus, when going

to Athens as a suppliant, to retire into a grove that was consecra-

ted to the Furies in the village of Colonge; for he was obliged,

before he departed, to appease them by a sacrifice, whereof this

poet and Theocritus have left us a description. The inhabitants

of Colonfe enjoined him to pour out fountain water, which was

to be drawn in vessels whose handles were covered with lamb's

wool: after which, turning himself towards the east he perform-

ed a libation with oxycrat, a composition of water and vinegar,

and threw upon the earth at three several times nine olive

branches: and he was especially prohibited to mix wine in the

sacrifice.

'— -^ '" —^^'—
" The Furies had temples in several places in

The divine ho- „. . .„ .

nours conferred Greece. 1 he bicyonians, it we may believe

on them in Greece Pausanias, sacrificed to them yearly on the day
and Rome. '

^

' -^
'

I of their festival, ewes big with young, and offer-

ed them crowns and garlands of flowers, especially of the narcis-

sus, a plant beloved by the infernal deities, according to Sopho-

cles and Phurnutus, on account of the misfortune that befel the

young prince of that name. They had likewise a temple in the

city of Coryneum in Achaia, with several small wooden statues.

This place was so fatal to those who were guilty of any ciime,

that as soon as they entered into it they were seized with a sud-

den fury, which deprived them of their reason— so much were

they disordered by the presence of those goddesses, joined with

their own reflections upon their crimes. And these examples

must have happened frequently, as it was found necessary, says

Vol. IIJ. N n
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Pausanias, to forbid all entering thither. The same author adds

that in the statues of these goddesses there was nothing either

very singular or curious, but that there were in the vestibule se-

veral other statues in marble, representing women who were

taken for priestesses of these goddesses, of an exquisite work-

manship. This is perhaps the only passage wherein the Furies

are said to have had priestesses; and we find elsewhere, that their

ministers were men, whom the inhabitants of Tilphosa in Arca-

dia, called Hesichides. Demosthenes owns that he himself had

been a priest of those goddesses in the temple which Orestes

erected to tbem near the Areopagus. And, to mention it by the

way, we are told that all who appeared before the judges of this

severe tribunal, were obliged to offer a sacrifice in that temple,

and to swear upon the altar of the Furies, that they were ready

to tell the truth.~Eut of all the temples dedicated to these divi-

nities, there were none more noted, except the one just men-

tioned, than that which the same Orestes erected in Arcadia. It

was in this part of the Peloponnesus where the Furies appeared

to him for the first time, and threw him into such a fit of ^nad-

ness that he ale bis own fingers. Having retired from thence to

a field called Ate, the same goddesses appeared to him in white

robes, and with a milder aspect, which again composed his mind.

Orestes erected a temple at each of those places, and offered to

the black Furies expiatory sacrifices to appease the manes of his

mother, and to the iv/ule Furies a sacrifice of thanksgiving. It

was upon this latter occasion that the Furies got the name of Eu-

menides. We may add that the temples of the Furies were in

general a secure sanctuary to those who retired thither, Pausa-

nias remarks, that after the c^eath of Codrus, the Dorians, who

were guilty oHt, would have all been punished with death by the

judges of the Areopagus, had they not fled for refuge to the tem-

ple of these goddesses.—Though the worship of the Furies did

pot mqke such great progress in Italy as in Greece, yet the Ro-
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jTians were far from rieglecting them. We learn from Varro and

Cicero ihat the goddess Furina, whom the latter takes to be ooe

of the Furies, had a temple and a ^acred grove at Rome in the

fourteenth region; and that the flay of her festival, ^yhich was

called furinalia^ was the sixth before the calends of September.

Besides the narcissus they used likewise in their sacrifices,

branches of cedar, of alder, hawthorn, saffron, and juniper: they

sacrificed to them sheep and turtle-doves, as we learn from Eli-

an, observing the same ceremonies as those of the other inffernal

deities.

• /" The aviihor of the poem of tlic Argonants
The sacrifice . , . . „

oflUreil to them gives a tine description of one of those sacriii-

bv Medea in be- ^^^ ^,,j^j^l^ IMedea ofi'ered for Jason before his
halt of Jason.

:.i-.-i ;; coniljat with llie dragon that kept the golden

fleece, wherein she invokes the Furies. First she makes threo

trenches in the earth, into which she pours the blood of the vic-

tims, pronouncing some words to call up those deities. Then she-

raises a pile of cypress, aider, juniper, and thorn, upon which she

burns the black sheep tl.at she had killed; and after several liba-

tions of liquors sweetened with honey, as being most proper to

compoFX the sullen luimours of those goddesses, she believcji

she had at length made them propitious to her lover.

— u-:—^— Puusanias remarks that in early times the sta-

re ''resentn^'^^^ ^"^^ °^ these goddesses had nothing different

. from those of other deities, and that the poet

it.schylus, in one of his tragedies, was the first who represented

tliem with that hideous air, with those writhing serpents abotit

their heads, which made them so dreadful, that the first repre-

sentation of his play proved fiital to many of the spectators. Tho

description of the Furies given by this poet was followed, and it

passed from the theatre to the temples: henceforth they were

represented with a grim aspect and frightful mein, with attire

black and bloody, serpents writhing about their heads instead of
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hafr, a burning torch in one hand, and a whip of snakes in the

other, and for their attendants Terror, Rage, Paleness, and Death,

Thus seated around Pluto's throne, ivhose prime ministers they

were, they wailed his crclers with an impatience that marked out

all the fury that they were so eminently possessed of.—We have

but few monuments of these goddesses remaining. But to supply

the want of marbles and bronze, the poets, especially Virgil, have

left us in their works, pictures of them which represent their

character to the very life.

NEMESIS.

~ ~ ;;: The idea which the ancients had of NemesisHer lunctions ^

and representa- was that of a divinity who inflicted punishment
tion.=Si=== upon the guilty, not only in this world, which

she surveyed with vast concern to find them out for correction,

but also in the next, where she chastises them with the utmost

rigour. For this reason she was represented Avith wings; some-

times too, she had a helm and a wheel, to set forth that she pur-

sued the guilty both by sea and land. Daughter of Justice, she

was appointed, if we may believe Ammianus Marccllinus, to

avenge impiety, and at the same tiinc to recompense virtuous

actions. Such is the idea which antiquity gives us of this god-

dess; and this is what has led some authors even to confound her

with the Furies, or, including her in their number, to make her

a fourth.

ou Several among the ancients, and many mo-
otie IS con- ^ '

founded with Le- derns, take Nemesis to be the same with Leda,
da and Fortune.

the mother of Castor and Pollux, supposing that

she got this name after deification: but the most common opi-

nion is, that Nemesis herself was the mother of those two heroes

whom she had by Jupiter, and that Leda was only their nurse—

Others, and those not a few, confound Nemesis with Fortune,

thinkin-g that the wheel which usually accompanies hev statues,
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can signify nothing else bul the wheel of Fortune; as well as the

helm which is a symbol common to both these goddesses.

'
"-- But not to insist upon this, Nemesis was wor-
Her worship.

, r^
shipped in several places both in (jreece and

Italy, even the capital itself; for, according to P. Victor, she had

a temple at Rome. But nowhere was her worship more pom-

pous than at Ramnus, a town of Attica, where she had a statue

ten cubits high, of an entire stone, and so exquisitely beautiful,

that it was nothing short of Phidias's finest works; whence this

goddess got the name of Rhamnusia.

~ "
' Pausanias makes more goddesses than one of

M' by there were
thought to be this name, as he speaks of the Nemeses in the

more than one , , .i r n • • << a „ a i- .

N-„.^^.v plural, upon the to lowing occasion: " As Alex-

' - under the great," says that author, "was hunt-

ing upon mount Pagus, he fell asleep under a plane tree near the

temple of the Nemeses, when those goddesses appeared to him,

and commanded him to build a city on that spot of ground, and

to transport thither the ancient city of Smyrna: which he accord-

ingly executed, for he is the founder of that city as it is at the

present day."

SECTION SEVENTH.

THE PARC^.
~^-^ ;—I— THERE were no divinities in the pagan world

General renec-

lions on these who had a more absolute power than the Parcje.

coddcsscs •

... '

.
. Mistresses of human lot, they regulated its des-

tinies. Whatever came to pass in the world was subject to their

empire: iand we should be mistaken, were we to imagine that

their functions were confined to the supcrintcndance of human

aflfairs, since the movements of the celestial spheres, and the

combination of the principles which form the world, were also

under their jurisdiction; for the philosophers as well as the poets
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have spoken of the power of these goddesses, and they have vied

with one another in treating a subject wherein physiology had

almost as great a share as morality.

•— .'"''••
' -* '• Varro says that as these goddesses prcsidcfl

of their name!''^^ over the birth of mankind, they took their ge-

'

I 1 neral appellation from /^ar^^ii, biith. Servius, on

the contrary, asserts that they were so called only by way of an-

liphrasis, because they spare nobody, guod nemini parcantf upon

the same principle that the Furies were termed Eumenides.—But

it is needless here to cite a greater number of etymologies re-

specting the original of these goddesses, since after all we should

learn nothing from them but the various derivations of a name

which the Latins gave to these divinities, the knowledge of whom

they had got from the theology of the Greeks. And though their

name in Greek informs us that they were so called because they

regulated the events of human life, yet it still icmains to be

shown by what principle they came to be admitted into the sys-

tem of pagan morality.

„ . . . , If we trace the origin of these goddesses ac-
Iheir original

accorduig' to tlie cording to the poets, we shall find in those writ-
poet.

, ,. . _
. crs such a diversity oi sentiments, as ape not

likely to be very satisfactory. liesiod says in the beginning of his

iheogony, that they weie the daughters of Night and Erebus;

wherein he was followed by Orpheus, or at least by him who

composed the hymn upon the Parcce: and it is obvious that these

two poets designed thereby to point out the impenetrable ob-

scurity of our lot, as Horace expresses it: but Hesiod again, as

if he had forgot at the end of his theogony what he had said at

the beginning, says that these goddesses owed their birth to Jupi-

ter and Themis, the daughter of Ccelus, wherein he is followed

by ApoIIodorus. Lycophron, who docs not always agree with the

author of this theogony, asserts that the Parcae were daughters

of the Sea.—Those moderns who arc of opinion, and not withotit
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reason, that the Greeks had derived from the Phenicians the

greater part of their theogony, search for the oigin of the Parcae

in the language of that people, with which Greece was made ac-

quainted by their colonies; and if we believe the learned Bochart,

they were invented from some expressions like those of Job and

Isaiah, when they say, '' my days are cut off more swiftly than

the thread by tlie weaver." '' The time of my abode upon earth

is come to an end." '* God cuts short the thread of my life." &c.

&c. M. le Clerc who had so often successfully followed the no-

tions of Bochart, drops him here, and says the name of the Par-

C£E comes from the Hebrew imrachy which signifies to cut the

thread.

^, . "iTr;" But whatever may be in this, the most prob-
Tlicir probable ' ^

original, from the able opinion is, that these goddesses owe their
ideas of pliiloso- ...

, , ,. ' r i -i . ,

phers about ne- original to the speculations ot philosophy about

^^'^^'^-"" . necesijiiy. The philosophers being divided

among themselves about the absolute power of the supreme be-

ing over human liberty, some advocated the principles of neces-

sity, and others tliosc of free will: the former not c'aring to divest

Providence of the .knowledge and care of futurity, which they

saw could not subsist if we were masters of our own actions,

concluded that all came to pass in this world by an inevitable ne-

cessity, and thereupon formed their Fatum: the latter absolutely

denied a Providence, and to vindicate the principles of free will

or liberty, pretended that Fatiim or Destiny was only a chimeri-

cal divinity. Each of these conclusions appeared just to their re-

spective sects, and every one knovvs how modern philosophy re-

conciles these conflicting doctrines, by maintaining both the exis-

tence of Providence and free will. Tate or Destiny being a blind

deity, who regulated all things by a power whose effects he could

neither foresee nor prevent, it was necessary to give him minis-

ters to execute his decrees, for which purpose ihey invented the

three Pare®. Cicero, after the philosopher Chrysippus, will havo
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il that they themselves were this fatal Necessity that governs us;

and this no doubt is the true original of the goddesses now in

question.—We cannot refrain from observing while we are upon

this subject, that the ancients had a very rational notion of Des-

tiny, of which they made a divinity to whom all the rest were

subjected: even the heavens, hell, the earth, and the sea, were

under his empire, and nothing could reverse his decrees. Accord-

ingly Jupiter himself, in vain had a mind to save Patroclus; for

he was obliged to examine and consult the decrees of Destiny,

of which he was ignorant: he takes the scales, weighs them, and

the side that determined the death of this hero being the heavi-

est, he is obliged to abandon him to his fate. Inevitable as the

decrees of this blind deity were, however, Homer says, they were

once likely to have fallen short of being put in execution; so far

were the ancients from being consistent in their ideas upon this

as well as most other subjects of mythology. We ar6 told in

short that these decrees were written from eternity in a place

where the gods went to consult tliem; and Ovid tells us that

Jupiter went tl.itiier with Venus to look into those of Julius Cse-

sar. This poet subjoins that the destinies of kings were engraved

on diamond.

- We shall now see that the ancients differed

Their number
i i i i r i

and names ^^ much about the names and number oi the

Parcse, as they did respecting their original.

Hesiod, who is generally followed in this particular, makes three

of them, to whom he gives the names of Clotho, Lachesis, and

Atropos, which bear a manifest allusion to their functions, as we

shall see in the sequel.—Pausanias names other three Parcje,

very differently from those just mentioned: the first and the most

ancient was Venus Urania, who presided over our birth, accord-

ing to the doctrine of pagan theology, which teaches that Love,

the uniting principle of the universe, was the eldest of all the

gods. The second was Fortune, and in support of this sentiment;
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he quotes Pindar's authority. In fine, Ilithia was the thiitl, ac-

cording to the testimony of Olenus of Lycia, who as we see in

Pausanias, gives her the name of spinstress.—Proserpine, or the

Stygian Juno, who, according to the best authors of antiquity,

often disputes with Atropos the office of cutting the thread of

our destiny, of which we shall presently speak, is also to be taken

into the number of the Parcse.

As the whole destiny of mankind which was
Their functions.

=^s=^s^i55; thought to be subject to the power of the Parcee,

respected either the time of their nativity, their life, or their

death; Clotho, the youngest of the three sisters, was appointed to

preside over the moments of our birth, and held a distaff"; La-

chesis drew out the thread, and spun all the events of our life;

and Atropos, the eldest of the three, cut the thread with her scis-

sors, and thus put a period to it. These functions are thus happily

expressed in this ancient verse: Clotho colum relinet, Lachesis net,

et jitrofioa occat. These names according to their Greek etymo-

logy, bear a plain allusion to the offices of those goddesses. The

first, signifies to spin; the second, to measure out by lot; and the

last signifies irreversible: or as Fulgentius has it, Clotho signifies

evacuation; Lachesis signifies lot; and Atropos signifies without

law, to teach us that Destiny is restrained by no consideration

when the hour of death is arrived.—Conformably to those notions

the poets have spoken in divers manners of the ministration of

the Parcse. Sometimes they exhort them to spin out happy days

for those that are favourites of Destiny: at other times they tell

us that these goddesses prescribe the time that we are to con-

tinue upon earth, as Homer says upon occasion of the slay that

Ulysses was to make with the nymph Calypso, and Ovid when

speaking of the fatal brand to which Meleager's destiny was an-

nexed. Sometimes they tell us that these goddesses reveal a part

of our destiny, and conceal the rest in impenetrable obscurity:

Vol. III. O o
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that ihey make use of t!ie subserviency of man to take away the

lives of tht^se whose destinies are accomplished, as Virgil says

of Halesus. The poets will have these goddesses to be sometimes

present and officiating even in the apartments of women in child-

bed, as Ovid and Hyginus say of Meleager, and Catullus of

Achilles, 5kc. he. They also make them preside over the return

of those who visit the kingdom of Pluto with permission from

the gods to revisit the earth, such as Ceres, Bacchus, Hercules,

..Sneas, Theseus, and otliers. They are the absolute mistresses

of all things that live, as we are told by Claudian; and they dis-

pense as they please all the good and evil thut befall us, according

to Hesiod.—The philosophers again, give the Parcffi functions

quite different from those we have just mentioned. Aristotle says

that Clotho presided over the present time, Lachesis over the fu-

ture, and Atropos over the past: and Plalois so romantic upon

this subject, that his imagination has a little outstripped his judg-

ment. Sometimes he represents these goddesses in the midst of

the celestial spheres, in white robes bespangled with stars, wear-

ii^g crowns on their heads, and seated upon thrones effulgent

•with light, where they attune their voices to the songs of the Si-

rens: there says he, Lachesis sung past events; Clotho those

which are the product of the present moment; and Atropos

such as still lie hid in the womb of futurity. Sometimes he ima-

gines an adamantine spindle, of which one end touches the earth,

while the other is lost in the clouds: Necessity, high enthroned

upon an altar, holds this spindle betv/een her knees, and the three

Parcse who are at the foot of the altar turn it with their hands.

Plutarch delivers a philosophy upon the same subject not less

subtile: Atropos, according to him, placed in the sphere of the

sun, sheds down upon the earth the first principles of life; Clo-

tho, who has her residence in the sphere of the moon, forms the

stamina that infolds the eternal seeds; and Lachesis, whose abode

b upon the earth, presides over the destinies of mankind.
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: If we consider the absolute power the Parc£0
Their worship.

, , ,, ...
were supposed to have over all our destinies,

we would be inclined to think that they had the most solemn woi'«

ship: and yet we find little or nothing upon this subject in the

writings of ihe ancients. The reason of this probably is, that be-

ing accounted inexorable goddesses whom it was impossible to

mitigate, it was judged unnecessary to be at any trouble and ex-

pense about their worship. All that we learn from Pausanias, i.s,

that they had temples in Greece, and statues in several places.

The Lacedemonians, as we arc told by the same autlior, built

them a temple near Orestes's tomb; and the Sicyonians another

which they dedicated to them in the sacred grove, where they

bestowed the same worship upon them as they did upon the Fu-

ries: and Meiiander, a very ancient author, says they offered

them every year, black sheep, when the priests, among other

ceremonies, were obliged to wear crowns of flowers. Pausanias

also says, that in the city of Olympia, there was an aitar conse-

crated to Jupiter the director of the Parcre, near which those

goddesses had another: and he adds further, that in a temple of

Apollo at Delphos, were the statues of two Parcse by that of Ju-

piter, who was in the place of the third; and that at Megara tlie

statue of the same god bore upon its head those of the three

goddesses.

' '

'

•-'
~"

It is easy to conceive from what has been said,

d mbol^—
*^^ ^^^ ^"^^""^ *^® description of these goddesses gi-

===== ven by Catullus, in what manner they were rep-

resented: but notwithstanding all this, we have not one antique

figure of them remaining; those which we find in Cartari, and

some other authors, being only designed from the descriptions

given of them by the poets and philosophers. They were usually

figured, however, like three very old women, with chaplets made

of large locks of white wool, interwoven with flowers of narcis-

sus; a white robe covered their whole body? and white fiHcta
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bound their chaplets, as Catullus has it. One held the distaff, an-

otlier the spindle, and the third the scissors to cut the thread, at

the hour of death, which Virgil calls the day of the Parcse. Ac-

cording to other authors, the habits of these three goddesses did

rot resemble one another: Clotho, clad in a robe of different co-

lours, wore on her head a crown of seven stars, and held in her

hand a spindle which reached from heaven to the earth; Lache-

sis's robe was spangled with a number of stars, and she had by

her a great many distaffs; Atropos was clothed in black, with

scissors in her hand, and many clews of thread, longer or shorter,

according to the length of the lives whose destinies they contain-

ed. Here we may add upon the authority of Pausanias, that

among the other figures represented upon Cypselus's chest, was

to be seen that of a kind of monster with a wild and savage air,

great tusks, and crooked hands, which was known to be a Parca

from the inscription upon it.

' ' The great age of the Parcse, figured beyond
— en exp ana-

^^^^^^^ ^j^g eternity of the divine decrees: the

===== distaff and the spindle signified that it belonged

to them to regulate their course: and that figurative thread ex-

pressed the insignificancy of human life, which is so slender and

precarious. Lycophron adds that these goddesses were lame, to

signify the inequality of events in life, and that mixed state of

good and evil which we experience by turns. If they had wings,

as we are told by the author of a hymn to Mercury, which is as-

cribed to Homer, it was in allusion to the rapidity of life which

flies apace and passes away like a dream. The crowns which they

wore upon their heads, betokened their absolute power over the

universe, the events of whereof were under their direction: and

the horrid cave where Orpheus says they dwelt, was an emblem

of the obscurity that envelops our destinies. That horrid mein

which Pausanias gives to one of the Parcae who was near the

tomb of Etheocles and Polynices, her great tusks and crooked
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hands which made her more terrible than the fiercest of wild

beasts, all this denoted tlvat nothing could be imagined more

dreadful, than the destinies of those two unfortunate brothers,

and that their days had been spun by the most terrible of the

Parcse. In fine, if the philosophers placed them in the celestial

spheres where they accompanied with their voices the songs of

the Sirens or the Muses, it was to intimate that they regulated

that admirable harmony whereby nature sustains the order of the

universe.

SECTION EIGHTH.

NOX, SOMNUS, MORS, N^ENIA, AND
DII MANES.

KOX.

NOX or Night, according to Hesiod, was the

antinuitv
daughter of Chaos; and as they made a divinity

of her, they could not but make her the first and

eldest of all, since it is so far true that darkness preceded light,

and in the beginning overspread the face of the deep: Et tenetrx

erant sitperfaciem abyssi. Accordingly, the author who assumes

the name of Orpheus, says she was the mother of gods and men.

===== The poets who followed those just mentioned
The different , - „ , , . • • ,.,...

modes of repre- "^^e rivalled one another m pamting this divinity.

senting her. Theocritus makes her appear mounted upon a

chariot, preceded by the stars of the firmament. Others give her

wings, to figure the rapidity of her course. But the most ingeni-

ous description of her, is given by Euripides, who represents this

goddess muffled up in a large black veil bespangled with stars, in

her chariot coursing the vast circuit of the heavens; and this

manner of representing her has been followed by the painters and

statuaries. Sometimes, however, we find her without her chu-
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liot, witl) her veil spangleci wiih stars fluttering in the wind, wliile

she approaches the earth to extinguish the torch that she has in

her hand; and this manner of representing the goddess of Night

was practised till as late as the tenth century.

' As Night was onlv a physical divinity, or, to
Her progeny.

!

—"'~— speak more accurately, was a nonentity, since

darkness is but the bare privation of light, the poets gave her a

progeny of the same kind, whom she was said to have had by Ere-

bus; namely, Fear, Sorrow, Envy, Labour, Destiny, Old Age,

Love, Death, Darkness, Misery, the Parcae, the Hesperides,

Dreams, and Sleep.

^, . We may add, before we close this article, that
She IS confound-
ed with Diana or the ancients confounded Nox with Diana when

-
' the latter represented the Moon, or, which

amounts to the same thing, with the god Lunus; who according

to Spartian, was worshipped at Carrse, a city of Mesopotamia,

whither the emperor Caracalla undertook an expedition in order

to worship that god. Maffei has given a print of the statue of

Lunus, where he is represented with the Phrygian bonnet arched

before; and we find him in medals standing in a military habit

with a pike or spear in his right hand, and in his left a victory,

with a cock at his feet, whose crowing by night iiidicates the re-

turning of the dawn.

SOMNUS.

„ Somnus or Sleep, according to Hesiod, was
His genealogy.

• the son of Night and brother to Mors or Death.

Homer speaking of this god, says, this is Sleep, who is said to

be the brother of Death. Virgil, who never loses sight of his

original, says the same thing. And surely they could never have

given him a more appropriate title, since he is the very image

of Death. The author of a hymn which passes under Orpheus's

name, calls Sleep the king of gods and men, and every thing

that breathes upon earth.
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SEC. VIII. SOMNUS.

The Lacedemonians., as we are told by Pau-
How he was .

, .u •. r u • • j •

represented sanias upon the authority ol Homer, jomed in

: M their temples the representation of Sleep with

that of Death. " We see, says that author upon one of the faces

of Cypselus's chest, a woman bearing two children in her arms,

the one white, and the other black, the one asleep, and the other

seeming to sleep; and both of them with their feet deformed.

The inscription makes them known: but abstracted from the in-

scription, who can doubt that one of these children is Sleep, and

the other Death, and that the woman who holds them is Night."

Thus we learn that Sleep was represented as an infant; and this

is undeniably proved by a fine marble of an excellent taste,

which we h^ive now extant. It represents a child wrapped in pro-

found sleep, with poppies in one hand, and reclining his head on

the other. Near him is a large vase probably containing a narco-

tic or soporiferous liquor. The same author speaks of a statue of

Sleep, that was in a temple of .fisculapius, which had only a

head; but as he seldom remembers what he has said, or antici-

pates what he has to say, he does not let us know whether it was

the head of a child, or that of a man. As we have another statue

of Sleep, known under the figure of a winged infant, it is prob-

able this was the only manner of representing this god.

.
' - Dreams passed for the children of Sleep, and

His progeny.
"

Ovid names three of them; Morpheus, who is

only for men, excelled most in assuming the gait, the mein, the

air, and the tone of voice of those whom he is to represent; Pho-

betor, the second, assumes the similitude of wild beasts, birds,

and serpents. The third, called Phantasia, transformed himself

into earth, rocks, ri\3rs, and every inanimate thing, but these

three Dreams were delegated only to the palaces of kings and

other nobles: there were however numbers of others for the popu-

lace.'—It is here proper to remark that the ancients distinguished

two sorts of dreams; the true ones, that is those which exhibited
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things real; and false dreams, which deceived us with mere illu-

sions. The former were contained in an ordinary horn, and the

latter in an ivory one: hence the two gates of Sleep, mentioned

by Homer and Virgil, which were made the one of horn and the

other of ivory.

• Homer places the mansion of Sleep in the
His mansion,

, , r r ^ ^ ^• ,

and his office.
island oi Lemnos; and there it is accordmgly,

that Juno comes in quest of the drowsy god to

lull Jupiter to sleep. The other poets, among whom is Ovid, fix

the residence of this god in the country of the Cimmerians, as

nothing agrees better to the character of Sleep than a country

overspread with eternal darkness. Virgil makes the habitation

of Sleep and Dreams to be in an old ash tree, that grew at the

mouth of hell.—The poets make frequent mention of the pop-

pies which this god holds in his horn, and which he sheds upon

weary mortals. Ovid, who is fuller than any other upon the article

of Sleep, says that Juno, tired with the fruitless vows which Al-

cyone was incessantly putting up to her for her husband, who

had perished by shipwreck, sends I sis to the palace of Sleep, to

order him to inform that unhappy fond spouse of her husband's

death. Nothing is more elegant than the description that poet

gives of the palace of that god, and of the Dreams that there

surround him.

===== The invocations of Sleep might have, and
The invocations

,, , , . ,._. . .~ .

to Somnus. actually had, two quite different signincations.

===^^= When he was invoked for the dead, as we see

in the forms that sometimes occur upon the tombs of the an-

cients, such as JEternali Somno^ and the like, the eternal sleep of

death was meant: but on all other occasions Sleep was taken in

the natural signification, whom they addressed, in order to obtain

that peaceful undisturbed repose which he bestows.
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SEC. VIII.

MORS,
''

As we have observed, according to Homer,
His genealogy.

that Sleep was the brother of Death, which is

itself the eternal sleep, we shall add here a few words upon that

divinity; for the Greeks included Death among the number of

their gods. Their poets, as well as the Latins, and Virgil among

the rest, give him that title. Night was the mother of Death, ac-

cording to the opinion of some, without a father;' though Erebus

is looked upon in that relation to him by others.

The office of Mors wasto take charge of tho
His function.

dymg, and put a period to the struggles of life.

In the discharge of this function he is inexorable; for no prayers

can move hiui, nor any sacrifices pacify him; wherefore there

were no temples, no sacrifices, no priests consecrated to Mors.

' We learn from Pausanias that the Lacede-
Ho%v he was •

, , c ,
• , , ^

represented. monians had a statue ot this god near that of

===== his brother Sleep. We have also just given a

description from that author of the statue of Night bearing in

her arms her two sons. Death and Sleep. Some painters have re-

presented this god under the figure of a skeleton, enveloped in

a black robe bespangled with stars; having black wingsj and with

a scythe or scymctar in his right hand.

The fable of this god can be regarded in no
The personifi- ., i- . »i ,• , , r ^

cation of death.
o^^^r light, than as a pertinent emblem of that

II I
undevii.iing principle of nature, whose deter-

mined and irresistable operations dissolve, in turn, all the bonds

of regenerating, frail vitality.

•""—:

—

z T Neenia was the goddess of funerals. She had
Nxnia, the g-od-

°

dcss of funerals, a worship well established at Rome, where his-
her worship, &.c. , . r . i • i i i- -^ tory makes mention ot a chapel wiuch she had

Vol. III. P p
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without the walls of the city. It was especially at the funerale of

old men, if we may believe Vano, whose testimony is quoted by

St. Au.tjustine, that double honours were paid to this goddess: and

from the same divinity were derived the names of those mourn-

ful ditties that were sung at funerals. This goddess, in short,

who is but little known except from Arnobius, the only one of

the ancients whose writings are extant, that speaks of her, was

never invoked but in the agonies and dying moments of the pa-

tient.

DII MASES.
'" The ancients had not a very clear idea of the
Their functions.

=:^===s= gods called Manes, since thev gave their names

also to the shades of the dead. They were often confounded with

the Genii, called familiar Lares, and sometimes Lemures from

whom they were derived, as we shall presently see. But what

mythologists teach us with most certainty about them, is, that

they were gods appointed to take care of the burying places, and

the tombs of the dead. It was their business also to take care of

the ghosts of the dead bodies they watched over in the burying-

places, and Pluto was their master: this is the reason why that

god had the name of Summanus, as much as to say Suvimua

Manium, the sovereign of the Manes, as we have it in Martinus

Capella.

~ Some ancients give the goddess Mania for

Their original ,
, r i »

»

i i
•

from Genii ^'^^ motiier of the Manes; but their true origi-

I nal is to be referred to a prevailing opinion that

the world was full of Genii, as we have said in the first volume,

both for the living and for the dead; of which there were two

-sorts, the one good and the other bad, the former being called

familiar Lares, and the latter Immures or Larvee. Thus when

Virgil says, quistjiie suos fiatimur Manes, according to Servius he

would say, we have each of us our Genii. But a passage in Apu-

Jeius respecting the Demon of Socrates explains the whole oi
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this piece of mythology. " The Genius, says he, is the soul of man

disengaged and set at liberty from the bonds whereby it was uni-

ted to the body. I find in the ancient Latin language it was called

at that time Lemur. Of the Lemures, they whose province it

was to take care of those who inhabited the houses where they

themselves had dwelt, who are gentle and peaceful, are called

familiar Lares. Those on the contrary, who for the punishment

of the wicked, have no fixed residence, but are condemned to

wander up and down, raising panic terror in the good, whom

they delight to disturb, and inflicting real evils upon the vicious,

are named Larvse: and both the one and the other, wliether La-

res or Larvse, are called Uii Manes; which designation of gods

is added to them by way of honour."

======= I cannot divine for what reason the ancients
Like the ghosts, . . , , .... ,

they are frighten- miagmed there was a virtue in the noise and

ed by the noise of
clashinsf of brass and iron to disperse these gods;

brass and iron.
'^ i o

=====: but Lucian and Agatharcides, cited by Photius,

assure us that it was so insupportable to the Manes, that it put

them to flight.—Thus it was also as to the ghosts that were in

the infernal regions: accordingly Circe, in Homer, recommends

to Ulysses, when he had offered a sacrifice to the gods who pre-

side there, and had poured out the blood of the victim into a

ditch, to take his sword in his hand, and by the clashing of it, to

keep off the ghosts who would come to suck up the blood, which

they exceedingly thirsted afteo Virgil, who always copies the

Greek poet, says in like manner, that ^Eneas, upon his arrival in

hell, took his sword to defend himself against the same ghosts

who were fluttering about him. But it seems he was going to fall

on them in good earnest, and had a mind to try a fencing bout,

when the Sibyl gave him to understand that his thrusts would be

useless, as they were nothing but vain phantoms, on whom steel

could make no impression.
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===== But. not to dwell upon this, the sentiment of
The divine hon-

ours that were fear, as much as that of esteem, inspired peo-

^ '

. pie with an extreme veneration for these gods,

to whom they never failed to recommend the dead: hence the

usual form which we find upon the ancient tombs, Biis Manibus,

Hence also those frequent libations that were performed there,

the object whereof was not only the ghosts of the dead, but also

the Dii Manes by whom they were guarded. The Augurs like-

wise honoured those gods with a particular worship, and never

failed to invoke them, because they took them to be the authors

of whatever good and evil which befell mankind.

,
Such were the £3:ods who are said by mytho-A remark upon *^ ' '

some other del- logists to have presided over the infernal regi-
ties.'

ons. Of the same number have been reckoned

Jupiter htygius, and Juno Stygia; but in this acceptation these

deities were the same as Pluto and Proserpine. Liber and Hecate

were no other than the sun and the moon, who, upon their de-

scent to the lower hemisphere, went, according to popular opi-

nion, to enlighten the kingdom of the ghosts. Mercury, also,

only conducted the souls thither, and then returned to heaven,

his ordinary mansion.

We shall conclude this chapter with a few
General remarks

, ,. . , ,

on the worship of ' eraarks on the worship and divme honours that

the infernal dei- ^.gjg p^j^j jq the infernal deities in general, by

===== way of recapitulating what we have said of each

of them in the preceding sections, and supplying what we have

there omitted. First, no altars were erected to these deities; for

whom ditches only were made to receive the blood of the vic-

tims. Secondly, those victims Avere always to be black, to distin-

guish them from the victims that were offered to the celestial

and other gods. Thirdly, the priests, in sacrifices to the infernal

tleltiesj always had their heads covered, though the ccntrary was
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not uniformly observed in the sacrifices of the other gods.

Fourthly, when sacrifices were offered to the infernal gods, th©

priest in reciting the prayers prescribed by the ritual, kissed his

hand, and then turned it towards the earth; whereas he held it

upwards when those prayers were addressed to the heavenly

gods, and when he sacrificed to the earth he touched the ground.

Fifthly, Pluto and all the other infernal gods were generally

bated, as we read in Homer, because those gods were inflexible,

or indeed so little moved by the prayers of men that they hardly

deigned to lend an ear to them. Euripides adds that this was the

reason why neither temples nor altars were erected to them, nor

any hymns sung in their praise. Not that no worship was paid

them; but, besides their being rarely addressed, instead of ask-

ing favours of them, as of the other gods, it was with a view to .

appease them, and prevent their doing mischief; though at the

same time the votary had no great hope of success. Sixthly,

these gods were accounted so ferocious and unsocial, that they

always lived by themselves, and had but very little commerce

with others, as we are told by the same poet. Lastly, the infernal

gods were so many sovereigns in their gloomy regions, as those

of heaven were in Olympus; for the latter, though more honour-

ed, had no jurisdiction over the former. And the same remark is

equally applicable to the terrestrial gods; for, when Juno brought

^olus to raise that storm which did so much damage tcZEneas's

fleet, Neptune gave him roundly to understand that he was mas-

ter.





CHAPTER HI.

TERRESTRIAL DEITIES.

SECTION riUST.

TERRA OR TITiEA, &c.
*

THE ancient pagan world was not content
General remarks.

' with filling heaven and hell with gods and god-

desses, they also peopled the earth with them, both by land and

water. The Earth* itself was a divinity, and all the parts of it

* It would be unpardonable to pass over Demogorgon in silence, as

some mythologists place him at the head of terrestrial divinities. Accord-

ingly, he was the Genius of the earth, as his name imports. Boccace, in

his genealogy of the gods, speaks of him upon the authority of Theo-

dontion, who had himself copied Pronapides, and what he says of him

amounts to this. " Demogorgon was a slovenly old man, overgrown with

filth, pale, and disfigured, who had his dwelling in the heart of the earth.

His companions were Eternity and Chaos. Growing weary of this dismal

solitude, he made a little ball to sit upon, and having raised himself into

the air, he encompassed the earth, and thus formed the heavens. Having

accidentally passed over the Acroceraunian mountains he brought from

thence the burning matter which he sent to heaven to enlighten the world,

and thus formed the Sun, which he gave in marriage to the Earth, from

whicli union were born Tartarus and the Night," &c. These authors give

Demogorgon several children, and Boccace has deduced their genealogy.

The first of his children was jarring Discord. Demogorgon, says Pronapi-

des, vexed in tlie bottom of his cave with the pains which Chaos suffered.
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had their particular deities. Thus, by land, the woods had their

Dryads, their Hama-dryads, iheir Satyrs, Fauns, &c. ; the moun-

tains had their Oreades; there were some for the fields, and for

their boundaries; some for the gardens and the orchards; for the

corn, the fruits, and the harvests; for, flocks and their keepers;

for cities and villae;es; for houses and highways, Sec. The water

also, which occupied too considerable a part of the globe to have

been left without tutelar deities, was perhaps the part over which

paganism established the greatest number: the ocean, the seas,

the rivers, the floods, the fountains, the lakes, and the other col-

lections of water, had their particular gods; the water itself was

reckoned a divinity, and had a distinct worship paid to it. Though

all these are, properly speaking terrestrial deities, yet in compli-

ance to custom, we shall divide them, according to the more li-

mited acceptation of that term, into terrestrial and sea deities, in

this and the following chapter.

<===== The Earth was one of the chief and most an-

as a o-oddes^^'
^ cient deities of the pagan world, and there were

====== ftw idolatrous nations who did not pay her a re-

ligious worship: and what is singular in this case, the philoso-

phers were, or affected to be, of the same way of thinking with

the poets. Plato in his Timteus, says the world, the heavens, the

stars, and the earth, are so many divinities. Heraclides of Pon-

tus, his disciple, not to mention others, also includes the eart

opened her womb and took from thence Discord, who left the bottom cf

the earth to come and dwell upon its surface. In Uke manner he took from

thence Pain, who is his second son; and then the three Parcse; his next

children were Heaven, Piiho, and the Earth: finalh', tlie ninth of Demo-

gorgon's children was Erebus, who had a numerous offspring^.—It is easy

to conceive that all this is only a physical theolog;}', under the mask of

which the ancients have disguised, in a very gross manner, the mystery

of the creation of the world.
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among the gods: and as the ancients knew nothing, except their

notions of a chaos, older than the earth and the heavens, we may

conclude that these were their two first divinities. Accordingly,

Titaea, the most ancient name of this goddess, as mentioned by

Sanchoniathon, Diodorus, and several others, signifies clay or

earth, and consequently was very suitable to her, as well as that

of Uranus was to her husband, which signifies heaven.

===== In process of time, several princesses came

sesworshfppeS ^^ ^^ ''^°'"e^ ^^ goddesses of the earth; the first

goddesses of the ^f whom assumed tiie name of Titfea, as we
earth.
- have seen in the history of several of the Titan

princes who were her sons; and her husband was Coelus or Ura-

nus. Another goddess of the earth was Rhea, the wife of Chro-

nos or Saturn, a younger princess by one generation than Titeea,

who was her mother. She was frequently confounded with Dia-

na, Ceres, or Proserpine, with this distinction, however, that Di-

ana was taken for the upper hemisphere pf the earth, and Proser-

pine for the lower hemisphere. Lastly, Ops, Tellus, Vesta, Bona

Dea, and Cybele or great mother, were also other names given

to the earth as a goddess.—Varro, in St. Augustine, accounts for

the different names, and explains the mysteries of them. *' They

believe," says he, " that Tellus is the same with the goddess Ops,

because she is improved by labour; she is the great-mother, be-

cause she produces aliments; she is Proserpine, because the corn

springs out of her bosom; she is Vesta, because she is clothed

with herbs and turf; thus it is that they reduce several goddesses

to this one, and not without foundation. She is also called Cybele

or the mother of the gods: and as such, the drum which is given

her, figures the globe of the earth; the turrets she wears

upon her head represent her cities; the seats vuth which she is

surrounded, denote that she alone, while all things else are in

motion about her, remains fixed and immoveable; the eunuch

Vot. HI. Qq
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priests who serve her, point out that no mere is necessary in or-

der to obtain the fruits of the earth, but to cultivate it; their toss-

ing and tumbling one another before her, is to show that those

who cultivate her have always something to do; the sound of bra-

zen cymbals, denote the noise made by the utensils of agricul-

ture, which were of brass before the use of iron was discovered;

the tame lions represent that there is no ground so wild and bar-

ren, but may be subdued and cultivated." But of all the goddesses

of the earth, Cybeic to whom the latter part of this quotation al-

ludes, was the most famous; we shall therefore confine ourselves

principally to the history of this goddess, through the remainder

of this section, concluding it however with a few remarks about

Vesta.

C7-BELE.

• ^- - .

-

So many different accounts are given of the
The fable of . , i

•
, , ,

Cybele and Atvs- priRcess v; ho was worshipped undei the name

.
' of Cybele, that it would be not oirly laborious

but useless jn the extreme to recite them all. We shall therefore

content ourselves with the accounts given of her by Diodorus

Siculus, and a few others, as being the most circumstantial and

satisfactory. According to this author, " The Phrygians say, they

Iiad once a king naqied Menos, who reigned also over Lydia.

This prince had by his wife Dindyme, a daughter whom he did

Dot wish to raise, and therefore exposed her upon mount Cybele.

The gods however permitted her to be suckled by leopards and

other wild animals. Some shepherdesses of the place having dis-

covered the infant, carried her home with them, and called her

Cybele from the mountain where they had found her. When she

was grown up she surpassed her companions in beauty and wis-

dom, genius and invention: she invented a flute with several

stops, and was the first who introduced timbrels and drums into

concerts. She cured by purifications and music, the diseases in-

cident to children and cattle. As she had saved many children,
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and used to hug them to her breast, she was unanimousK called

Mother. The chief of her favourites was Marsyas the PhrygiaD,

a man esteemed both for natural and moral endowments.—Cy-

bele, now become marriageable, fell in love with a youth of the

country, who was called Atys. Her relations at length discovered

that she had secret intercourse with her lover, upon her proving

to be pregnant. They conducted her to the court of her father

the king, who, enraged at the circumstance, put Atys to death,

as also the shepherdesses who had nursed his daughter, and or-

dered that their bodies should lie unburied. Cybele, transported

with extreme fondness for the young Atys, and suffering great

anguish for the disaster of her nurses, turned delirious, and ran

through the country making the air resound with her lamenta-

tions. Marsyas pitying her unhappy fate, on account of the friend-

ship that had formerly subsisted between them, thought fit to

follow her: they arrived together at Nyssa where Bacchus re-

sided, and there met with Apollo, who proved so fatal to Mar-

syas, in consequence of his presumptuous challenge to a trial of

skill upon the flute. It is said that Apollo, after he had consecra-

ted in the cave of Bacchus, his lyre and the pipes of Marsyas,

grew enamoured of Cybele, and accompanied her in her rambles,

as far as the Hyperborean mountains. About this time the Phry-

gians were afflicted with cruel distempers, caused by a barren-

ness of the earth. Having demanded of the oracle a remedy for

their calamity, they were ordered to inter the body of Atys, and

to honour Cybele as a goddess The body of Atys being entirely

consumed by time, they represented it by a figure, before which

they made great lamentations, to appease the wrath of him whom

they had unjustly put to death, a ceremony which they have pre-

servecf to this day. They instituted in honour of Cybele, annual

sacrifices; and at length they erected to her a stately temple, in

the city of Pessinus in Phrygia, and there founded festivals to

this goddess."—Arnobius says, Atys was a youth who kept flocksj
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and that Cybele in her old iige fell in love with him; but that not-

withstanding her being a queen, he received her advances with

disdain; whence Tertullian says Cybele had sighed for an un-

grateful youth. We also learn from Arnobius, that Cybele, to re-

venge herself for the coldness of Atys, had him emasculated.

—

Servius, Tatian, Lactaniius, and St. Augustine, relate somevvliat

differently the story of Cybele and Atys: but still their accounts

seem to turn upon the amours of an old queen with a young man

who slighted lier.—Some authors again, allege that the whole of

this story has no other foundation, but that the young Atys being

priest of Cybele, and not keping the vow of chastity incident to his

office, had punished himself in the cruel manner above alluded

to.—Catullus, who has composed a little poem upon the amours

of Cybele and Atys, informs us that this young prince having

quitted the place of his nativity, retired into Phrygia, where hav-

ing castrated himself through some transport of rage, Cybele

took him into the number of her priests.

'

All these different accounts show that there
—conjectures as

to the foundation were in all probability a plurality of persons of
'

the name of Cybele, and that the history of a

princess of Phrygia, who lived in the time of Marsyas, has been

filled up with the adventures of all the rest. Or, as Phrygia is

the country where the Titan princes kept their court, and where

the worship of Titea was first established, the priests in after

times may have perplexed her history, and given her the name

of Cybele from a mountain of that country. Others derive this

'name from the Hebrew word which signifies to bring forth with

sorrow, and pretend that the tradition of Eve, condemned to the

pains of child-bearing, is couched under this fable. Circumstan-

ces that are quite inexplicable were added to it, intermixed with

obscenities containing the most abominable mysteries of pagan

theology.
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— The worship of Cybeie became famous, es-
The worship of • ,, • m • ir r • ,

Cybeie blended pecially in Phrygia. Her festivals were there

r'^^^h*—
solemnized with great uproar; the priests mak-

' ing a horrible din with their tabrets, and striking

their bucklers with their spears, danced and made many strange

contortions with their heads and whole body, whence they got

the name of Corybautes: with these movements they united

shrieks and bowlings to deplore the death of Atys, to whose pu-

nishment those wretched priests voluntarily submitted. They

were called Galli, and the high priest Archigallus, from the ri-

ver called Gallus, near which these priests inflicted upon them-

selves the punishment just mentioned, to fulfil the law which

Ceres had prescribed to them. It is said that the effects of the

water of that river was to throw them into fits of enlhusiasm, as

Ovid expresses it, gzii bidet, iiidefurit. fhey paid particular hon-

ours to the pine tree, because it was near such a tree that Atys

had been castrated; they crowned its branches, and covered its

trunk with wool, because the goddess had thus covered the bpdy

of her dead lover, hoping to restore him to life; they abstained

from eating bread, because Cybeie had observed a long fast in

token of her deep distress. In short, all their ceremonies seemed

to be a memorial of the story above related: but because the fa-

ble of Cybeie, though historical in its original, came afterwards

to be blended with physical circumstances, and that goddess taken

for the Earth, her worship consequently had relation thereto.—

The Romans and other people of Latium sacrificed to the Earth

in the different seasons of the year. Her first festival was on the

24th of January, that she might give growth to the grain and

the fruits which she bears; and this festival was called the holy-

day of seeding time. Her second festival, celebrated in April, in

which she was invoked to receive from the sun moderate heat,

and favourable rays for the preservation of the fruits, was called

Hilarin, that is, the festival of joy. Her third festival, which was
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celebrated ihe first day of May, was called Damium, from Da-

mia, a surname of that goddess. When the time allotted for the

celebration of this festival arrived the vestals repaired to the

house of the high-priest to offer a sacrifice to the good goddess,

the mysterious divinity to whom the men were strangers, it be-

ing comniunicated only to women. This sacrifice instituted for

the prosperity of the Roman people, was performed with great

apparatus and wonderful circumspection. They were at great ex-

pense in adorning the house where the festival was celebrated,

and as the night was devoted to this ceremony the apartments

were illuminated with a vast number of lights. The place was

adorned with flowers and foliage of various kinds: myrtle how-

ever was excepted, either because, according to the fabulous tra-

dition delivered by Plutarch, Faunus employed the branches of

that shrub to punish the intemperance of his wife, who had drank

wine contrary to the custom of the times; or because myrtle was

consecrated to Venus an unchaste goddess, whose worship did

not correspond with that of a goddess acknowledged by the Ro-

mans to be the standard of conjugal chastity. The principal care

was to admit to this solemnity none but women, to debar from

thence all the men, even the master of the house, and all his male

servants. Their supersiiiion proceeded so far as to block up the

windows through which passengers might possibly perceive their

mysteries, and even to druw curtains over the pictures of men or

male animals that happened to hang in the apartments.—The same

veil which hid from us the Eleusini.m mysteries, has also left us

in the dark as to the secret worship that was practised during the

festivals consecrated to the good goddess. It is not so much as

possible to speak with certainty about the name of this divinity.

Even the Roman historians acknowledge their ignorance as to

this point, and what some of them have said of it amounts only

to conjecture. Macrobius attributes this title of good goddess to

Cybele; or to the Earth, because she is the source of all blessings.
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Plutarch seems to confound her with Floia. Varro uUeges she

was the wife of Faunus, and that her modesty and chaste deport-

ment had procured her divine honours: she was so chaste, adds

he, that she never looked upon another man but her husband.

And popular superstition went so far as to believe that this god-

dess would strike with blindness every man who should presume

to cast an eye upon the mysteries of her worship. The adven-

ture of Clodius, who introduced himself in disguise into the

hous,e of Ceesar, at the celebration of the festival of the good god-

dess, which occasioned that dictator to repudiate his wife Pam-

peia, is well known.—We may add here that the Greeks had also

their good goddess, who was as little known as that of the Ro-

mans, by reason of the care taken to conceal the infamous rites

that accompanied her mysteries.

"~ ~: ; 7 The worship of the Earth is very ancient as
Its original not ^ '

from Asia, but \vc have before stated, and it is not in Phrygia
from Eg-vpt.
=i==i==5:== iliai we are to look for the original of it, since

it was not received in Europe till the time of Cadmus who intro-

duced it thither; and it was Dardanus, cotemporary with Cadmus,

who after the death of his brother Jasion repaired with Cybele

his sister-in-law, and Corybas his nephew into Phrygia, whither

they introduced the mysteries of this mother goddess the Earth.

Cybele gave her name to this goddess, and Corybas occasioned

her priests to be called Corybantes. This is the reason why Cy-

bele herself came in process of time to be accounted the mother

of the gods. Though Dionysius of Halicarnassus is not perfectly

agreed with Diodorus, since he says that Dardanus founded only

the Samothracian mysteries which Ghryses his spouse had learnt

in Arcadia, and that it was only their son Idseus who introduced

into Phrygia those of the mother of the gods, yet we see at what

time those mysteries were introduced, by the time when those

persons lived. And if we may believe Lucian, there are a great

many proofs that the Syrian goddess is the same with Rhea or
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Cybele, since the one as well as the other had lions, tabrets, eu-

nuch priests, and her head crowned with turrets. Macrobius too,

alleges the goddess Atergatis of the Syrians was, among that

people, the symbol of the Earth. Here then we have the worship

of the Earth already established in Syria: but the Syrians were

not the original founders of it; for they had borrowed it of the

Egyptians who worshipped the Earth under the name of Isis.

This is what we learn from Servius and Isidorus after him. Ma-

crobius and several other authors say the same, and Herodotus

grants that Isis is the same as Ceres, a divinity always confound-

ed with the Earth. Nor is this inconsistent with what we have

said of Isis elsewhere, since the same divinities were frequently

the symbols of several different things. This then was the origin

of the worship of the Earth, which was propagated with the

Egyptian colonies, first to Syria and Phenicia, then into Phrygia

in Asia Minor, thence to Greece, and finally into Italy; and this,

for the most part, was the course of fables and idolatry in general.

_. „ Cybele was generally represented as a robust
The figure and

' b / i

symbols of Cy- woman far advanced in pregnancy, to denote the
'

fecundity of the earth, of which she was the

symbol. She held keys in her hand, to intimate that the earth

locked up the seeds of vegetation during the winter season. The

crown of oak leaves which she sometimes wpre, was a memorial

that men had in early ages fed upon. the fruit of that tree. She

was most frequently crowned with turrets, in allusion to the cities

that decorate the earth. She is sometimes in a chariot drawn by

tame lions, to intimate that the most rude and uncultivated lands

can be made fruitful. When she was represented sitting, it was

to denote the stability of the earth. This goddess is also repre-

sented with many breasts, in allusion to the earth's affording ali-

ment to all living creatures; and under this figure she generally

carries a lion on each arm, other animals on her garments, and a

globe in one hand, to denote the earth and its inhabitants.
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There were two goddesses of this name, the
Two Vestas;

one, emblem of elder, and the younger Vesta. The elder Vesta

other^of fire
^ ^^^ ^^^® same as Titea, and is often confounded

-' by mythologists with Tellus, Rhea, Ceres, Cy-

bele, Proserpine, and Hecate: her history and worship as the em-

blem and goddess of the earth, was of course the same in every

essential respect, with that we have just recited. The younger

Vesta was the daughter of Rhea and Saturn, the emblem and

goddess of fire and the patroness of the Vestal virgins among the

Romans, who honoured her with a peculiar worship. It is of this

Vesta or Fire therefore, that it remains for us to say a few words

here.

===== It is agreed that the worship of Fire was
The origin and , . . ^ . , ^ i • i ri-

propagation of brought mto Italy by jEneas and the other 1 ro-

Fi^g
^o"^'P of janswho settled there; but the Phrygians them-

- selves had received this worship from the east-

ern nations. The Chaldeans had a high veneration for Fire, which

they accounted a divinity. There was in the province of Babylon,

a city consecrated to this usage, which was called the city of Ur,

or Fire. The Persians were yet more superstitious in this respect

than the Chaldeans: they had temples which they called Pyraa

or fire-temples, set apart solely for the preservation of the sacred

Fire, as we have said on a former occasion. From this early and

remote origin, the worship of Fire made its way into the most

distant countries, and even into Peru and other parts of America.

—We shall conclude this short article, by remarking, first, that

it was not only in the temples and in the Pyreea that the sacred

Fire was preserved, since every private person was obliged to

maintain it at the gate of his house; and hence according to Ovid,

arose the nan.e of vestibule: Virgil also gives us to understand

that vEneas, before he left his father's palace, had removed the

Vol. III. II :•
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File from the sacred hearth. Secondly, that the name of Vesta

is synonymous with that of Fire, called by the Greeks Esta, by

the Chaldean and Persians Avesta: which if we may rely upon

the learned M. Hyde, induced the famous Zoroaster to call his

book, wherein the worship of Fire was explained, by the name

of Avesta.

SKCTION SEC05D.

TERMINUS,
•—- IF the boundaries which separate the fields

The origin of . .

land-marks from had always been kept sacred, law and religion

'^^ '

need not have lent their assistance to prevent

encroachments upon them. The golden age, of which the poets

speak so much, that happy time when all goods were held in

common, was a period of but short duration; and the same

Covetousness which led men to appropqiate some things to them-

selves, tempted them very soon to usurp what belonged to others;

hence originated those boundaries which the laws obliged every

individual to fix to the ground he possessed. If we may credit

Virgil, Ceres herself, that famous legislatress, who made such

great improvements in agriculture, was the first that enacted

laws compelling every one to fix boundaries to his grounds. Plu-

tarch traces not the custom of land-marks so high, at least with

regard to the Romans, since he expressly says, that before Numa

Pompilius, the fields and possessions which were in that people's

territory, had no determined limit, either by trees or stones, or

by any other mark that could distinguish their extent. But it is

neither in the Greek nor Latin authors that we are to look for

the institution of ancient usages. That which affixes boundaries

to the fields must necessarily have been established in the earli-

e'St ^es; and it is hardly to be tfoubted that the E^'ptians were
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among the first founders of it. As the Nile, by its periodical in-

undations, confounded their lands, they applied themselves to

geometry, of which they are said to be ihe inventors, that after

those inundations subsided, every one might have his own as-

signed him by admeasurement: But as this way of surveying

from |ime to time the fields of every individual was tedious and

troublesome, it is probable that a more easy method was soon

substituted for it, by placing permanent land-marks that would

resist the inundations of the river. M. de Boze, in a learned dis-

sertation upon the god Terminus, says that the Egyptians re-

ceived from the Jews ihe custom of designating the boundaries

of their fields, and that Mosen.docs not command his people to

•set bounds to their lands, since it was a settled principle every

where; but only forbids them to encroach upon those boundaries.

====== However, as the laws established for the se-

ti odeT'of^'j-enrc.
^^'^^y ^^ *'^^ land-marks were not a sufTicient

sentihg, Tcrtni- curb to avarice, Numa Pompilius persuaded the
hus.
. people that there was a god and protector of the

land-marks, who avenged their incroachments. He even built a

temple to that god upon the Tarpeian mount, and regulated the

ceremonies of his worship. To render his object the more suc-

cessful, he had this new god represented under the form of a

pyramidal stone as we learn from '1 ibulkis and Ovid; or if we

may believe Lactantius, it was the sa.iic stone which Saturn had

swallowed instead of Jupiter. The god Terminus, however, was

afterwards represented v\ith a human body, placed upon a pyra-

midal stone or land-mark.—Such is the origin of the god Ter-

minus: we must not, however, dissemble that there was a god the

protector of the land-marks before the lime of Numa: and this

•was Jupiter himself, under the name of Jupiter Tcrniinalis,

whom several very ancient authors confound with the god 1 ir-

minus. Dionysius of Halicarnassus even says that it was to Juj

ter Terminalis that Numa consecrated the lanil-maiks: and if we.
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trace the subject a liule higher, we shall find in Greece the san>e

god protector of the boundaries, under the n^me of Jupiter Ho-

morius or Horius; and it is certain that the Greeks and Romans

worshipped Jupiter Terrainalis under the form of a stone, and

that upon this stone the most solemn oaths were taken, according

to the form, Jovcm Lafiidtm Jurare^ which we have taken notice

of in the first volume. And it was impossible to render the boun-

daries more sacred, and observed with greater awe, than by sup-

posing the sovereign of the gods was the protector of their pri-

vileges.

'
- - The festival of the god Terminus was called

IS lestna,
^-^.^ his name Jerminalis, and was celebrated

and worship.

about the last of February. On that day public

and private sacrifices were offered to him, but without any effu-

sion of blood; the whole ceremony consisting only of libations

of wine and rnilk, offerings of fruit, and some cakes of new meal.

The public sacrifices were offered in the temples, and the others

upon the land-marks, 'i'he two parties whose lands touched each

other, having adorned each side of their boundary-stone or Ter-

minus with a garland, they offered to it their gifts, as we are told

by Ovid. Then they rinoinled it with oil prepared upon the very

spot, and thus concluded the festival. But this primitive simpli-

city did not last long: they forgot Numa's law, forbidding any

animated thing to be offered to this god, whose worship was to

be wholly rural; for in after times they sacrificed to him lambs

and pigs, whereon the families of the parlies who sacrificed feast-

ed near the march-stone where they sung the praises of the god

in vyhose name they assembled.
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SECTION THIRD.

FLORA, POMONA, VERTUMNUS, AND
PRIAPUS.

FLORA.

- , , .7 IF we may eive credit to Lactantius, Flora
Confounded with ' ^

Acca Lauientiaa \\ <.s a prostitute, who having acquired immense
courtezan. .

, , n . 1 t • ,===== riches, made the Roman people her heirs, be-

sides appropriating a considerable sum for celebrating annually

the day of her nativity by a solen)n festival and games called after

her Floralia. But, continues that learned father, the shame both

of the inheritance, and of such a festival, inclined the senate to

put that courtezan in the number of the gods, and to feign that

she was the goddess of flowers. And Ovid, to give an air of truth

to this fiction, says Flora was a nymph called Chloris, who being

married to the Zephir, received from her spouse the dominion

over all the flowers.—Some critics, among whom arc Vossius

and Bayle, pretending to find no such account in the ancients,

have fallen foul upon Lactantius; and the last makes no scruple

to say that he had borrowed the help of falshood, and that no

other father of the church, nor any of the ancients had said any

thing like it. But if it is true that Minutius Felix, Arnobius, and

St. Augustine, among the fatheis of the church; Plutarch, Ma-

crobius, and an ancient scholiast on Juvenal among profane au-

thors, speak much in the same manner with Lactantius; the cen-

sure of those two critics will fall to the ground of itself. Accord-

ingly Minutius Felix says Acca Laurenlia and Flora were two

famous courtezans, whom the Romans had deified. Arnobius

gives Flora the same epithet of courtezan. As to St. Augustine,

v hat else are wc to make of his opinion upon this subject, if it

is not equivalent to an affirmation of those just cited, when he

puts these several questions to the pagans? namely, " Who then

was this mother Flora? What sort of goddess was she, since she
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derives all her fame only from her lev.dness?" The same holy

Doctor observes in another place that the obscenities practised at

the I'loral games were expressive of the character of the person

who had given rise to them.—Plutarch relates, though some-

Avhat differently, the same story with Lactantius. " A priest of

Hercules, says he, thought fit to game a little one day with the

hero, on condition that he who won should regale the other: the

agreement being made, he threw the dice for himself and then

for Hercules, who won. To fulfil his promise, the priest prepared

a sumptuous entertainment: and according to the detestable cus-

tom of those times, he brought into the temple one of the great-

est beauties of the town, nan)ed Laurenlia there to pass the night

with Hercules; who, being pleased with her company, told her

that the first person she should meet on going out of the temple

should make her happy and load her with presents. Tartusius, a

man of immense wealth, was the first person whom she met. He

fell to desperately in love wi'h her, that dying shortly after, he

left her all his riches. She increased them still more by the infa-

.mous trade she carried on for several years; and when she saw

th.^t she was at the point of death, she named the Roman senate

as her heir, v.ho gratefully acknowledged her favour; her name

was enroled in the calendar, and feasts were instituted to her

honour.— Macrobius, in his Saturnalia, tells much the same ad-

venture, and says it happened under the reign of Ancus Martius.

The ancient scholiast upon Juvenal, w-ho lived not long after

Constuntine, speaking of the Floral games, says they had been

instituted by Flora, and that they were full of obscenities. What

regard is now due to the decisions of so bold a critic as M.

Bayle?

======= It is true however, that Varro says the wor-
Her worship was
prior to that of ship of Flora was instituted at Rome by Tatius,

Laurenlia, after- ^, ,, r d i j u •. :^ ^^^
wardsunitedtoit. ^'^^ colleague of Romulus; and hence it is cer-

===== tain t!'at she was honoured among the Sabines
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before llie ioundaiion ol Rome, and conseqiicnily some ages be-

fore the lime of which Lactantius speaks. It is fmther true that

Pliny speaks of a statue of this goddess, by the hand of Praxiteles,

which proves that her worship was famous in Greece, whence it

was propagated to Italy long before Romulus, who adopted it

\\hen he entered into an association with Taiius and the 3abines.

Lastly, we learn from Justin, that the Phoceans, who built Mar-

seilles, worshipped the same goddess.—To reconcile opinions so

contrary, may we not suppose ihut in reality Flora was more an-

cient than Acca Laurenlia; but that the latter having nominated

the Roman people her heirs was confounded with the goddess

Flora by the institutions which their gratitude made to her hon-

our? Accordingly, it was common to join with the more ancient

gods modern personages whom they deified, and to blend their

worship together. Thus it was, to use no other examples, that

Romulus was confounded with Quirinus, who was worshipped

long before him by the Subines. And as the name of Laurentia

would still keep up the remembrance of her infamous character, it

was changed into that of Flora. This change however, did not

abolish the memory ot' her debaucheries; for, in the Floral games

were committed a thousand obscene actions, suitable to the god-

dess in whose honour they were instituted.—Wc must not omit

to lake notice that some authors confound this Laurenlia witii the

Laurentia who nursed Romulus and Remus: but suffice it to say

that they ought to be distinguished.

"

The Floral games, upon the authority of
The Floral games
interrupted, were Varro, commenced in the time of Romulus;
renewed in honor , , rii- .1 .. .1 • .•• . 1

of Laurentia ^" when Puny says that tliey were mslituted

in the year of Rome 513, we may suppose this

historian speaks of the re-establishment of these games, which had

been interrupted for several years. We learn from the ancients

that even before their re-establishment they were not regularly

celebrated every year, but only when the bad stale of the air
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threatened or raised an apprelieribion of a famine, or when the

Sibylline books ordained them; for they never failed to consult

these books on those occasions: nor was it till the year of Rome

580 that they began to be celebrated regularly; whence they so

continued till they were entirely abolished.—The disorders com-

mitted at the celebration of those games we>e so shocking, that

Cato, who had a mind to witness them, withdrew before they were

exhibited to the people, who highly commended him for his dis-

cretion. Valerius Maximus and Seneca the philosopher thus re-

late the story: Cato having gone to the celebration of the Floral

games, the people full of deference toward a person so grave and

of such rigid virtue, durst not prostitute themselves publicly,

according to custom. Favonius his friend having informed him

of the regard they had for his presence, he thought fit to retire,

that he might not interrupt the festival, nor at the same time

stain his venerable character by viewing the disorders that were

committed at those spectacles. The people moved with a deep

sense of his complaisance, gave Cato a thousand applauses. But

Martial thouglU this wise Roman had done better, either not to

have appeared at these games, or to have remained when there,

since his presence was a restraint upon their licentiousness.

" Why, says he, making an apostrophe to Cato, did you appear

at those games, since you knew their licentiousness? Came you

to the theatre just to go away again?"

' "
' Pomona was a beautiful nymph, to whose
Her beauty, and . , , . .

skill in ''arden- conquest all the rural gods put m their claims.

ing, captivate the jjg,. gj^jjj jj^ cultivating gardens, especially fruit

I trees, added to her beauty and personal charms,

had inspired them all with love. \'ertumnus especially used his

best endeavours to please her, and to gain an opportunity of see-

ing her, he assumed various forms. At last having metamorphos-
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ed himself into an old woman, he contrived to enter into conver-

sation with her, and after having bestowed a thousand praises up-

on her charms and her talent for tl^.e country life, he recounted

to her so many fatal adventures of those who like her were ob-

stinately averse to love, and showed disdain towards their lovers,

that at length he made an impression upon her heart, and be-

came her spouse.

=====
. This fable, which Ovid relates so fully, is

This fable ex- . . . . ^ r ,

plained
either .a mere romance without toundation, or

====^ possibly, according to the opinion of some au-

thors, it lias a relation to some fair one who loved the country

life, and applied herself especially to the culture of fruit trees,

whence she afterwards acquired divine honours: for in those ages

of darkness, nothing more was necessary to raise one to the hon-

our of divinity, than to have excelled in some useful human art.

She accordingly participated therein, and had her temples and

altars at Rome. Her priests had the name of Flamen Pomonalis,

who offered sacrifices to her for the preservation of the fruits of

the earth, as we learn fiom Fcstus on the authority of Varro,

Time has preserved to us some representa-
How Pomona was . p „ ... • i • -n •

represented. ''°"^ °' Pomona, which we meet with in Patin,

^====z Beger, and upon some intaglios. There this

goddess appears under the figure of a young person, sometimes

sitting upon a large basket full of fruit; at other times she is to

be seen quite naked, with her basket of fruit hanging on a bough

of a tree, against which she is leaning. Sometimes she has a

pruning knife in one hand, and a bough in the other; such in

short as she is described by Ovid, who says that this goddess, one

of the most diligent and active Hamadryads, cultivated with great

care and industry, the gardens and fruit trees, especially the ap-

ple trees, whence she had derived the name of Pomona.

Vol. III. S s
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VERTUMNUS.

vERfuyiyus.

===== Vertumnus, whose name is derived from ver-
The symbol of -,,11

the chanees and '^^^^ ^^ change, 10 turn, is thought to have been

seasons of the
jj,g syj^bol of the year, and its variations. This

year;

—

^ •'

===:== is probably what Ovid designs to intimate by all

the metamorphoses which he attributes to that god, as they are

perfectly characteristic of the changes that happen in the differ-

ent seasons of the year. Thus when that poet tells us, that this

god assumed successively the figure of a ploughman, that of a

reaper, of a vine-dresser, and lastly that of an old woman, they

are to denote the spring, the summer, the autumn, and the win-

ter.—There are authors uho take Vertumnus to be the same

with Janus; and this amounts precisely to what we have just been

saying, since Janus as well as Vertumnus figured the year and

its revolutions.

===== Some authors allege that Vertumnus was an
—received divine

honours from the ancient king of Etruria, who by the care he had

ma'ils"^"'^"'^^°'
^^^^" ^" iniproving fruits and gardens, had ac-

s^===^ quired divine honours; and in proof of it, they

cite Propertius, who makes this god say: " I am an Etrurian by

birth, nor do I repent that I have left a country where war and

fighting reign. It is true I am not followed by the crowd, nor

have I a temple of polished ivory; but I am satisfied that I see the

Roman Forum." Propertius in this elegy relates the metamor-

phoses of this god, with at least as much elegance and more bre-

vity than Ovid does: but from all he says, we cannot conclude

that Vertumnus had reigned over the Tuscans. It only follo\ys

that he had received divine honours from that people, and that

his worship passed to Rome where he enjoyed the same honors.

And we may add, that he was not only considered at Rome as a

rural divinity; but also as the god of merchants, and he as well

as Mercury had a temple and statue in the Forum.
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- We have some monuments remaining of Ver-
How lie Wfts re-

presented- tumnus. He is to be seen in Beger, under the

• figure of a young man, with n crown of iierbs

of different kinds, and a habit which only covers half his body,

holding in his left hand fruits, and in his right a cornucopia. In

another image taken from a manuscript of M. de Peyrcsc, this

god appears entirely clothed, with a beard, wearing over his ha-

bit the skin of some animal, upon one of whose folds are fruits

of several sorts.—Ovid and Propertius have described the various

transformations of this god, who sometimes assumed the figure

of a ploughman, a reaper, a vine-dresser, &c. &c. However, time

has destroyed all the monuments, if there were imy, whereon he

was represented under these disguises.

- •

'

^^=-^^-^^ We have seen in the first volume of this work,
Priapus was tlie ,, , ti • .1 -.i l • 1 i n 1 i_

eod of c-ardens. ^"^' Priapus was the same with the idol Belphe-

" •• ——». gor, mentioned by St. Jerom; that his worship

had been brought into Lampsacus, a town in Asia Minor, upon

the coast of the Hellespont; and that from thence it passed into

Greece and Italy. It now remains to .set forth the mythology of

the Greeks and Romans in relation to this god. But we shoiild

first observe, that in all probability it was very late before he was

known by either of these people, since Homer and Hesiod say-

nothing of him.—Among the Romans, Priapus was the god of

the gardens; and of these there were none, whether orchards or

mere parterres, which had not one or more of his statues.

TV c ui ri • Though authors are not unanimous as to
The fable of his °

genealogy and Priapus's father and mother, since some of the
Worship.

ancients assert that he was the son of a nymph,

called Chione, yet most of them arc agreed that he was the son

of Bacchus and Venus. Juno, they add, being jealous of this god-

!dess> contrived by her enchantments that her ciiild should be:
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quite monstrous and deformed. Thus as soon as Venus had

brought him into the world, she removed him out of her sight,

and sent him to be educated at Lampsacus, Avhence this god has

ever since borne the name of Lampsacenus. Having afterwards

become the dread of husbands he was banislied that town: but

the inhabitants sometime after being afflicted with a secret dis-

temper, recalled him; and from that time he became the object

of public veneration; a ten)ple was erected to him, and sacrifices

instituted to his honour.

. . , r- It is easy to see, that under this fiction is dis-
Ilis original trom '

Egypt:—his festi- guised the history of the propagation of the

- '

'

worship of this god from Egypt to Lampsacus;

and that the observation of Herodotus, that the birth of a god in

a country means for the most pfrt the introduction of his wor-

ship into the same country, ought especially to apply to this case.

Accordingly he was said to be the son of Bacchus, that is of Di-

onysius or Osiris who made the conquest of the Indies, and there

is no doubt that Venus who is said to be his mother, was Isis the

wife of Osiris. This Egyptian queen, as has been repeatedly

said, had introduced after the death of her husband the infamous

representation of the phallus: and this is the wJiole mystery of

the custom of representing Priapus in his obscene manner. We
must be excused from enlarging upon the obscenities of the wor-

ship of this god. St. Augustine had reasons for revealing them,

which exist no more. I shall only add that Boissart has given a

print of a bas-relief which represents the principal feast of Pri-

apus. It is celebrated by women, the chief of whom, probably

the priestess, anoints the statue of the god, while others are pre-

senting him with baskets of fruit, and vases of wine, as the god

of the gardens and of the country. We see other women in the

attitudes of dancers, and playing upon a sort of musical ,instru-

ment; while one holds a sistrum, which is a new argument that

this was an Egyptian ceremony: another, clothed like a baccha-
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nal, carries a chiicl upon lier shoulders. There are some again,

who are employed in sacrificing an ass, which was sacred to that

god. The victim, bound about the middle with a large fillet, has

already received the mortal blow, and his blood is flowing copi-

ously into a basin. In fine, you see by the sacrifices, a case with

several knives.

SECTION FOURTH.

THE SATYRS.

===== AMONG the rural deities, the Satyrs were
Satyrs, gods of , .11 1 r,., ,

the woods, Sic.
^^^^ most celebrated. 1 hey were so many gods

their figures and whom the paeans imaeined 10 dwell in the fo-
epithets.

.

^__________ rests and mountains, and whom they represent-

ed as litt.e men very hairy, with horns on their heads, goats feet,

and a tail dangling behind. They were indifferently, Pans, M%i-

pans, Satyrs, Fauns, or Sileni; with this sole difference, that the

Sileni were Satyrs advanced'in years, if we may credit Pausanias

and Servius.

The poet Nonnus says the Satyrs were the
Their original, r^ • en* ,1 1 ..^ , •

probably "from ofisprmg ot Mercury and the nymph iphtime;

monkeys, or the
^^,^1 Mcmnon in Photius asserts that thev deri-

ouran outung.
;——-—--—--—^ ved their original from Bacchus and the naiad

Nicsea, the daughter of Sangar, whom he had intoxicated by

turning into wine the water of a fountain where she usually drank:

but these are mere fabulous births.—Some authors have taken

the Satyrs for real men; and St. Jerom too was of this opinion.

Albertus Magnus, and Picus of Mirandola, who followed him,

speaks of two kinds of men, Satyrs, and those who were not Sa-

tyrs. But it is more probable that the introduction of Satyrs into

the poetical world was owing to large monkeys being seen some-

times in the woods pretty much resembling men; or perhaps to
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the apj^earance of barbarians resembling monkeys at a distance:

this is the opinion of Pliny who lakes the Satyrs for a kind of

monkeys; and he asserts that in a mountain of the Indies are to

be found four-footed Satyrs, whom you would take at a distance

to be men. We may indeed confirm this opinion as to the nature

of the Satyrs, by what is related in Shouter's account of the East

Indies; where we aie told that in the island of Ceylon are to be

found Satyrs or Bavianes whom the Indians call Ouran Outangs,

that is, wild men of the woods. They are much of the same figure

with other men, are entirely covered with long hair, have flat

noses, and a savage aspect: they are robust, nimble, and fierce.

The way they take them is with gins; and they are so docile as

to be taught to walk upon their hinder legs, and to be very ser-

viceable to their masters: they wash their glasses, fill their liquor,

turn the spit, and sweep the house. Daper, in his account of Af-

rica, speaks of another kind of monkey which bears a yet greater

resemblance to man. These animals being dispersed through the

woods, with which the whole country was overgrown, had doubt-

less given occasion to take those monsters for a species of men,

since they bear a much greater resemblance to the CafTers and

Hottentots who inhabit the southern extremities of Africa, than

these do to other men: and indeed we should have had much less

reason to be surprised, if the latter had been taken for real Satyrs,

than that the Ouran Outangs 'should have been accounted real

men. This sort of monkeys had frequently affrighted the shep-

herds, and sometimes pursued the shepherdesses; and this is

possibly what gave rise to so many fables about their amorous

complexion. If we add to this, that shepherds covered with goat

skins, or some priests of Bacchus frequently counterfeited Satyrs

to pursue the innocent shepherdesses, I presume we shall have

the true key to this fable. Hence the opinion spread that the

woods were full of these mischievous divinities: the shepherds

trembled for their flocks, and the shepherdesses for their honour;
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wherefore they sought to appease them by sacrifices, and by the

offeiinEjs of the first-fruits, and of the firstlings of the flocks.

Some song;s were composed which the shepherds sung in the

forests, where they endeavoured, by invoking them, to recom-

mend themselves to their favour. And above all, the poets hav-

ing got into their hands the amusing subject, invented a thousand

tales. Tiie painters too, contributed to propagate those fables by

painting Pan and the other Satyrs like men.

'

"

Such was the original of these rural deities,

A different oni-
, ,, i r .u •

i
•

i i-

nion maintained ^"'^'^ ^''^ *'^" ground of their-worship, and ot

by learned au- the sacrifices that were offered to them. Some
thors, refuted.====== great men, however, have been of the contrary

opinion, and have wished to humanize the Fauns, Satyrs, and Si-

lenuses, &c.; but most authors are not scrupulous enough to ex-

amine into the subjects that they treat of, being too often slaves

to prejudice, or, what is as bad, to laziness: for it is enough with

them, that some very leaitied man has advanced such an opinion,

to make them subject their reason to the yoke of his authority.

To avoid the pain of strict research, and serious examination,

they are too often reconciled to run, the risk of being led into er-

ror, by adopting opinions already advanced. But it will be said,

how shall we answer St. Jcrom, when he tells us that St. Antho-

ny going to visit St. Paul the hermit, met with a Hippocentaur,

and then a Satyr, such as the poets and the painters represent

them; and that St. Anthony being interrogated, replied that this

was one of those mortal creatures who inhabit the deserts, and

whom the blind pagan world called Fauns or Satyrs, and that he

made him a present of fruit withal, thought to be dates? If re-

spect for St. Jerom will not allow us, with Majus, in his history

of animals, to treat this account as a fable, we may at least

answer that it was some devil who had appeared to the good

saint. And indeed he was accustomed to see them often under

different shapes, as wc are told by the writers of his life: we may
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add further, what cardinal Baronius alleges, -that this pretended

Svityr, as well as others, might have been a monkey whom God

permitted to speak, as formerly he did Balaam's ass.—Should it

be again objected, what Pausanias says of one Euphemus, who,

having been driven by storm with his ship upon the coasts of a

desert island, saw a sort of wild men make up to him, all hairy,

with tails at the end of their backs, almost as large as horse's

tails, who attempted to sieze upon their wives with so much fu-

ry, that they had much ado to rescue them; which occasioned

that place to be called the Isle of Satyrs: what Ptolemy says,

that there are three islands in the Indian Sea beyond the Ganges,

inhabited by Satyrs: and what Pomponius Mela adds to this, that

there are, beyond Mauritania, in the Atlantic Ocean, islands

where nobody is to be seen during the day, but by night great

fires are there to be seen, a confused sound of flutes and drums

to be heard, and that it is commonly supposed these islands are

inhabited by Satyrs: what Plutarch relates, that in the time of

Sylla, a Satyr was found in Epirus, such as the poets represent

them, who uttered a voice something like the bleating of a goat,

and which nobody could understand: finally, what Albertus Mag-

nus says respecting two of these Satyrs which were taken in the

forests of Saxony, the one male and the other female; that the

female being dead, the male was tamed, and was even taught to

articulate some words: To all this I would answer, that admitting

these several facts, to which perhaps not a few objections might

be made, nevertheless, we may very well apply them to that kind

of monkey which we have above spoken of from Pliny, and Shou-

ter. But what Pomponius Mela says, may be thus explained:

When Hanno, the Carthaginian general, touched at those islands,

which are thought to lie about that of St. Thomas on the coast

of Guinea, or near those of Cape Verd, the affrighted inhabitants

hid themselves in caverns by day, and lighted fires by night, and

littered a wild and appalling noise to terrify the strangers, and
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compel them to leave iheir island; which stratagem accordingly

succeeded: and this relation Pomponius has copied, to feign that

the inhabitants of those islands were Satyrs.— It is still easier to

answer what may be urged against us from that Satyr which

passed the Rubicon in presence of Caesar and his whole array;

for it was nothing but a stratagem of that famous general. See-

ing the scruples which his soldiers had to pass that river, Ceesar

dressed up one of them secretly like a Satyr, whom he ordered

across the river, to persuade the rest, that since a divinity had

showed them the way, they might and ought to pass it likewise.

—In like manner, when Diodorus says Bacchus or Osiris was

accompanied in his conquest of the Indies with a number of Sa-

tyrs, the meaning is, that some of the conqueror's soldiers dis-

guised themselves like Satyrs, to strike a terror into the people

whom they wished to subdue; or else, that he led with him se-

veral of that sort of apes which are found in Africa, to divert

himself and to show tricks to his soldiers; or again, as some au-

thors have thought, he had some wild Ethiopians in his retinue,

all hairy like apes, as some of those barbarians are, purely to di-

vert and amuse himself; for that good prince was a great lover

of mirth, if we may credit Diodorus. We may add, that never

were such discoveries made before, as within a few centuries

past, and among all these nothing resembling Satyrs has been

foimd, except the ouran outang and apes we have spoken o^.-^m

But after all, if we may believe Bochart, the original of Satyrs

comes from the Hebrew word sair^ which signifies a devil under

the shape of a goat; and this is the reason according to him, why

they were represented as a sort of goats dancing and frisking in

a lascivious manner, with long tails dangling at the ends of their

backs. And here we leave each one to bestow what portion of

faith he may think proper, while we proceed to consider some of

these deities in particular.

Vox, III. T t
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PAS.

^ , . r Pa"- ^^lio was ihe chief of all the Satyrs, was
Pan, the chief ' '

Satyrs, his g-ene- tlie i^od of shepherds, of huntsmen, and of all

alogy."
I he inhabitants of the country. He was the son

of Mercury by Dryope, according to Homer. Some give him Ju-

piter and Calisto for parents, others Jupiter and Ybis, or Oneis.

Lucian, Hyginus, and others, maintain that he was thfe son of

Mercury and Penelope, the daughter of Icarus, and that the god

had gained the affections of that princess under the form of a

goat, while she attended her father's flocks on mount Taygetus,

before her marriage with the king of Ithaca. Some authors again,

maintain that Penelope became mother of Pan during the ab-

sence of Ulysses in the Trojan war, and that he was the offspring

of all the suitors who frequented her palace, whence he received

the name of Pan, which signifies all or every thitig.

The education of Pan was entrusted to a
His education

and translation to nymph of Arcadia, called Sinoe; but she accord-

Leaven.
ing to Homer, terrified at the sight of such a

monster, fled away and left him. In consequence of which he was

wrapped up in the skin of beasts by his father, and carried to

heaven, where Jupiter and the gods entertained themselves with

the oddity of his appearance. Bacchus was particularly pleased

with him, and gave him the name of Pan.

- This god of shepherds resided chiefly in Ar-
His g-allantries.

"

cadia, where the woods and the most rugged

mountains were his habitation. He was continually employed in

deceiving the neighbouring nymphs, but with various success. It

was upon one of these occasions that he invented the flute with

seven reeds, which he called Syrinx, in honour of a beautiful

nymph of the same name, upon whom he had attempted violence,

and who changed into a reed to elude his grasp. Though deform-

ed in his shape and features he had the good fortune to captivate

Dlffla, and gtiin her favour by transforming himself into a beau-
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tiful white goat. He was also enamoured of a nymph called Echo,

by whom he had a son named Lynx. He also paid his addresses

to Omphale, queen of Lydia, but was defeated in his views by

Hercules, into whose bed he had insinuated himself, mistaking it

for that of Omphale, the mistress of the hero, who gave him

such a reception as his intrusion deserved.

• "-
• ' xhe worship of Pan was well established,

His worsliip.

=is==s= particularly in Arcadia, where he gave oracles

on mount Lycseus. His festivals called by Grreks Lycsea, were

brought to Italy by Evander, and they were well known at Rome

by the name of Lupercalia. i'he worship, and many of the fables

of this god were derived from the mythology of the ancient

Egyptians, among whom he ranked in the number of their eight

great gods. We have already spoken of him among the Egyptian

deities in the second volume, to which we refer for some other

particulars respecting his worship. Sec.

===== Pan, like the other Satyrs, was represented

His monstrous r • i r , . n i j . II I „„„„
figure &c ^^ ^ frightful monster. He had two small horns

on his head, his complexion was ruddy, his nose

flat, and he had the lower extremities and tail of a goat. He com-

monly has his syrinx or pipe of seven reeds, and a shepherd's,

crook either in his hand or somewhere near him. This god was

looked upon as the principle of all things: as such, and not be-

cause he was a goat in reality, he was represented under the

figure of that animal, which is the emblem of fecundity. His

horns, as some observe, figure the rays of the sun; and the bright-

ness of the heavens was expressed by the ruddiness and vivacity

of his complexion; while the lower extremities denote the in-

ferior parts of the creation, as the earth, the woods, and plants.

But the most current opinion attributes to him the figure of a

goat, because, when the gods fled into Egypt, in their war against

the giants, Pan assumed the figure of that animal, an example

which was immediately followed by the rest of the gods.
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SILESUS.

^'•^:
, -^ 'rhoiif?h the old Satyrs in eeiieral were called

ouenus, the epi- ^ ^ '^

thet not merely of Sileni, as we have said on the authority of Pau-
old Sat}TS, but

also of one in saniss, there was one however to whom this

particular. name was appropriated by way of eminence,

and who had no other. And as this is one of the most celebrated

personages in antiquity, a vast many things have been said of

bim, some of them true, and others of them fictitious, of which

the sense nevertheless is not always inexplicable.

< •
• Elian alleges that Silenus was born of a

^p " ^' nymph, and that thonrjh be was of the number

of the gods, he was however of a superior na-

ture to that of man: but it is probable he had no other authority

for this, than what he had seen in Hcsiod, who says in general,

that all the Satyrs had nymphs for their mothers. Silenus was

born, or at least he was brought up, at Maiea, according to the

testimony of Pindar, who thus speaks of him: " Silenus, that in-

comparable dancer, whom a citizen of Malea, the happy spouse

of the fair Nais, had the good fortune to educate—." The inhabi-

tants of Pyrrica, a town in Laconia, reported that Silenus having

quitted Malea, had retired to them; and they showed a well that

they believed he had sunk, without which they would have been

destitute of water.

c-^--
, . .^ „ . Lucian says that Silenus was of a middle size,

His sottish ap-

pearance on mo- fat and plump: and thus he actually is repre-

veJse of whit lu-
^^^^^^^ "P°" niedals and other m.onuments which

ihors thought of we have remaining. A servant, in one of Plau-
liim.

. . .

" tus's comedies, gives a picture of his master,

very much like the above, and in all probability the author is

waking a waggish allusion to Silenus, whom the master perhaps

resembled a little, as well as Socrates, according to the repre-

sentations of him upon intaglios. Silenus was also represented

riding upon an ass, almost always drunk, and hardly able to sup-
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port himself, as Ovid tells us. It was in this plight that he fol-

lowed Bacchus, whose foster-father and inseparable companion

he was, and to whom, according to Diodorus Siculus, he commu-

nicated a part of his knowledge, for which he was famous, as we

shall presently see. Upon all the antiques that represent Silenus^

he has invariably the air of a drunken man dozing over his wine;

and when Virgil describes him in one of his Eclogues, it is like

a man gorged with wine as usual—Such was the common idea

entertained of this personage, such were the representations

made of him. But some ancient authors, very worthy of credit,

had much more favourable sentiments of Silenus. According to

them, he was a profound philosopher, whose wisdom was equal

to his knowledge; and his drunkenness, which has been so much

talked of, was nothing but a mystical drunkenness, which implied

that he was profoundly immersed in speculation. Theopompus of

Chios introduces him holding a conversation with Midas, which

is related by Elian, about an island situated beyond all the seas,

where there were, among others, two cities, the one called the

peaceful city, and the other the warlike city. The inhabitants of

the former, free from all care and anxiety, led happy days, and

lived for many ages; while those of the latter, always in arms

against their neighbours, almost all died in war. It is not known

what country Silenus had in view; whether it was the Fortunate

islands, which are thought to be the Canaries; or that celebrated

Atlantic island, of which Plato has said so much; or, in fine, the

country of the Hyperboreans, v/ho, according to the ancients, led

a life like that of the inhabitants of the peaceful city.—Cicero

too, Plutarch, and many others had formed the same idea of Si-

lenus, and always looked upon him as a very ingenious man, and

a great philosopher. Virgil in his second Eclogue, puts into his

mouth the principles of the Epicurean philosophy, about the for-

mation ot the world and the beings that compose it. And doubt-

less i\. was in conformity with the favourable notion of his pro-
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found philosophy, that he was always represented riding upon an

ass; which conjecture is supported by a passage in Diogenes La-

ertius, who, in comparing Aristotle to Silenus, says the first was

always on horseback, whereas the second had only an ass to ride

upon: the meaning of which must be, that the latter made only

slow, but sure advances in philosophy; while the former moved

at a quick pace, and made a trip now and then.

=^=== Midas, informed of the rare talents of Sile-

The fable of his j , , j - c • -^u

beinff taken by '^"^' "^" °^^" '°"S desirous oi conversmg with

Midas, his libe- hjm. Bacchus having quilled Thrace, where the
ration, &c.:

—

^is^sa^i^^^iiim^ bacchanals had torn in pieces the unhappy Pen-

theus, had come to Lydia on the confines of mount Tmolus, where

was cultivated excellent wine. Silenus, who was occasionally

rambling through that country, mounted upon his ass, stopped

frequently near a fountain to sleep out his wine, and to repose

himself after his faiigue. This appeared a favourable opportunity

to Midas: he threw wine into the fountain and placed peasants in

ambuscade. Silenus having drank of the wine to excess, and the

peasants seeing him drunk, seized upon him, bound him with

garlands of flowers, and thus led him to the king. This prince,

who was himself initiated into the mysteries of Bacchus, received

Silenus with great marks of respect; and after having celebrated

the Orgies with him for ten days and nights successively, and

heard him discourse upon several subjects, returned him to Bac-

chus. The god, overjoyed to see again his foster-father, whose

absence had given him a great deal of uneasiness, bid Midas de-

mand of him any thing he pleased, and it should be granted.

Midas being excessively covetous, asked the power of converting

into gold whatever he touched, which was accordingly granted

him: but the present soon became a distressing evil. At first he

was charmed with the experiments he made; he touched a stone,

a bough, ears of corn, all became gold; but when he was prepar-

ing for dinner, and was going to wash his hands, the water un-
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derwent the same change: in fine, the bread, the meat that was

served up for him, the wine, all became gold as soon as he reach-

ed forth his hand to help hiihself: so that he was ready to starve

in the midst of all his riches, when, addressing himself to the

same god to deliver him from so inconvenient a power, Bacchus

ordered him to wash his hands in the Pactokis, which he did;

and losing that fatal virtue, he communicated it to the river,

which, from that time was said to roll a golden sand.

_ Thus the Greeks took a pleasure in perverting
—its explanation. . . . . , , r n.- ,

. history mlo mgenious fables: tor Midas was a

poweiful prince, and Silcnus whom he made good use of, was

a profound philosopher, who assisted him in his councils, in

founding his laws and religious ceremonies. Perhaps too he was

somewhat addicted to drinking, and consequently was accounted

Bacchus's foster-father and inseparable companion, only because

he had introduced into Lydia ihe Orgies and other festi\:als of

that god. All the ancients say Midas was a king of that part of

Lydia and Phrygia where the Pactolus runs. Herodotus who says

he reigned after his father Gordius, adds that he sent large pre-

sents to the temple of Delphos, and among others a golden chain

of inestimable value. The same author speaks elsewhere of the

gardens of this prince, where roses of exquisite beauty grew

without culture, and that these are the gardens where Silenus is

said to have been taken. Midas, frugal to avarice, reigned over a

very rich country, and amassed very considerable sums by the

sale of his corn, his wine, and his cattle. This, no doubt, is what

made them say, that he turned into gold whatever he touched,

even the bread, the wine, and the meat that was served up to

him, by way of extending the hyperbole. Having learnt that the

Pactolus abounded in gold dust, his avarice changed its object;

he abandoned the culture of the fields, and employed his subjects

in gathering the gold of that river, which brought him in a new

treasure: and this is the foundation of the fiction of his havin^j
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communicated to the Pactolus his auvific virtue.—We may add

here, that as Midas had his epics in various places, whom he

questioned and listened to with great attention, hence it was said

that he heard at a great distance, that he had long ears, as we say

of a powerful king, that he has long arms: and this again is the

origin of the fable that gave this prince ass's ears.

===== Some authors have confounded Silenus with

ed witli^Mavsyas
Mi*rsyas, that celebrated player on the flute,

1^==^=: whom we have spoken of in the history of

Apollo, who flayed him ali\e. What may give some probability to

this opinion, is that Marsyas is represented as a Satyr, as may be

seen in some figures of him in Montfaucon's antiquities. But

what fully determines in favour of this opinion, is, that Herodotus

speaking of Marsyas, calls him Silenus.

,.. Silenus was worshipped after his death, as a
His worship, dis-

tinct from that of demi-god, and received the honours due to he-
'

roes, independent even of Bacchus. This is the

remark of Pausanias, who, speaking of the temple which Sile-

nus had in Llis, expresses himself thus: » There you will see

likewise a temple of Silenus, but a temple which is appropriated

and peculiar to himself, while Bacchus has no share in the hon-

our of it.''

rj usus.

Faunus, as Virgil tells us, was the son of Pi-

nul^°
'"" ^^"'

cus, the fourth king of Italy. He liv^d while

Pandion reigned at Athens, about thirteen hun-

dred years before the Christian eera, that is, a hundred and twenty

years before the Trojan war, or in the time of Evander and Her-

cules, if we may believe Dionysius of Halicarnassus. The same

author adds, that he was a prince of very great bravery, and wis-

dom; which probably caused it to be said that he was the son of

Mars. Lactantius informs us that he was very religious; and Eu-

sebius places him in the catalogue of the Latin kings.
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why made a As Faunus applied himself, during his reign,

rura eity.
^^ agriculture, he was ranked after his death

among the rural deities, and was represented with all the equi-

page of the Satyrs. It was even asserted that he delivered ora-

cles; but this fable is only founded upon the etymology of his

name, being derived from a Greek word which signifies to speak:

and it was perhaps for the same reason that they called his wife

Fauna, a prophetess.

. ;
" Fauna was a person of great chastity, as we

Fauna, Iiis wife,

had divine ho- learn from Varro; and Laclandus, who copied
""'^^'

him, tells us she carried modesty and reserve

so far, that she never would look at any other man but her hus-

band. She was wont to make predictions to women, as Faunus

did to men. So many good qualifications raised her to divine hon-

ours after death, and she was called the good goddess. The wo-

men offered sacrifices to her in places where no access was per-

mitted to men.—Plutarch and Arnobius, however, speak not so

favourably of Fauna as do Lactantius and Varro, for they allege

that she was a little given to wine: but would men ever have

deified a' person who was addicted to a vice. so indecent in her

— 7—— Those who are for retlucint^ the fables to al-
iaunusand Fau- '^

na not fictitious legory, are not wanting to tell us here, that Fau-
personages. '11- n •

^i^::;:^^;:^::^;^ nus and rauna are two hctmous personages,

under whose names the pagans adored the earth, and that Evan-

der brought their \vorship from Arcadia. But the express testi-

mony of Varro and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, of Plutarch and

Lactantius, are more to be regarded than those allegorists, who

have fallen into this error, only for not being auare that one and

the same person in the pagan theology was often both a natural

and animated deity; which indeed is the key to most fables, as.

we have had frequent occasions to observe.

Vol. in. U u
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SVI.VA.VXJS. SEC. IV,

srLP.ixvs.

Sylvanus, according to some authors, was the
AVho was Svl- ,• m

raniis; confound- ^°" °^ raunus and raiina; or, according to Plu-

ed Aiith Faunus,
tgrcii, of Valerius and his daughter Valeria:

Pan, &e.

55 vvhile Elian and Probus give him yet a more

scandalous original: and such is the uncertainty of the matter,

that others say, instead of being the son of Faunus, Sylvanus

was the same god with nim, while others confound him with

Pan, or Egipan. And this agrees with what Pliny tells us, that

the Egipans were the same with the Sylvans: but even the pa-

gans had sometimes very imperfect ideas of their own deities.

'— — The monuments we have now remaining,
How he was . c i •• o »

reoresented
represent Sylvanus sometimes as a Satyr, some-

times as a man with half the body of a goat, at

other times with a form quite humanj almost always with a

branch of cypress, in token of love for the young Cyparissus,

who was transformed into that tree. The pine-apple, a pruning

knife, a crown coarsely made, and a dog, are the common em-

bellishments of the figure of this rural deity, where he some-

limes appears naked, sometimes covered with a rustic garb \ii^ich

reaches down to his knees.

- - As Svlvanus was highly honoured, especially in
His worship.

- Italy, we see his images frequently accompanied

with altars, priests, players upon the flute, and the victim that was

most commonly offered to him, namely the hog. The priests of

this god constituted one of the principal colleges of Rome, and

were in great reputation; which was a sufficient evidence of the

fame of his worship. When the Romans were masters of the

Gauls, they had undoubtedly introduced thither the worship of

this god, and founded a college of priests like that at Rome, since

there was found some years ago, near Paris where their founda-

tion had been, a stone with an inscription mentioning the college

of priests of the god Sylvanus.
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PALES.

The goddess of
^^^ ^^^'^ ^^'^ ^° ^^'^^ article upon the Satyrs,

flocks and shep- a few words respecting Pales, who, though not
herds;—the cere-

monies of her "ne of their number, was, like them, a rural di-

wors ip, -c.
vinity, a goddess of shepherds, the tutelar deity

and protectress of the flocks. The feast that was celebrated to

her honour on the 2ist of April, was called Palilia or Parilia.

The whole ceremony consisted in burning large heaps of straw

and leaping over the fires. No animals were killed there, and the

purifications were performed with the smoke of horse blood, and

with the ashes of a Calf that had been taken from an immolated

cow, or with the ashes of beans. The flocks were also purified

with the smoke of sulphur, of the olive, the pine, the laurel, and

rosemary: then, after the shepherds had leaped about the bonfires

of straw just mentioned, they offered in sacrifice, milk, cheese,

wine, and cakes made of millet; a festival truly pastoral and rus-

tic, and such as was suitable to the goddess of shepherds and

flocks.—As Romulus laid the first foundation of Rome on the

2 1st of April, which day was consecrated to Pales, he made this

festival which was celebrated in honour of that princess, to serve

for commemorating the foundatitan of his new city: thus they

were always confounded with one another, as one and the same

festival.

As Pales was the goddess of flocks and shep-

rural deities.
herds, so was Bubona the goddess of oxen and

—^— cowherds. They sacrificed to her also in a rural

manner, and invoked her for the health of their oxen.—Mellona,

another rural deity, look care of the bees, and the honey which they

produced.—Seia, Segesla, and Tutilina, were other divinities who

took care of the corn, and were honoured by the labourers with a

particular worship; with this difference, however, that the for-

mer watched over the grain while it wus yet lodg^cd in the earth,
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the second look care of it in the tin-e of harvest, and the third

had charge of it when it was in the granaries.—Rubigus, whose

name is derived from the Latin rubigo which signifies the rust

or blasting of corn, was another divinity whom the Romans in-

voked for the preservation of corn from the blast. There were

many other rural deities, of whom the reader may forrn a pretty*

accurate idea, upon the model of those just menlioned, without

entering into any detail respecting them.

SECTION FIFTH.

THE NYMPHS.

' ~ THE Nymphs in general, were the goddess-

annellations
' ^^ ^^ ^'^^ mountains, woods, rivers and fountains;

i from which they derived several different names.

Those whose abode was on the dry land, had the general name

of Nymphs: the guardians of the rivers and fountains were called

Naiads: those who inhabited the pools and marshes were termed

Limniades: those who presided over the groves, had the name of

Nai aeae: those who delighted in the woods, were Dryads; or Ha-

madryads if they were attached to some particular tree; in which

case they lived and died with it: such as presided over mountains,

were named Oreades: and those, in short who dwelt in the sea,

were called Nereids. Of these last we shall be more particular

in the chapter of sea deities.

-- '
• It is not easy to say what was the original of

Their original

from souls de- those fables which have been delivered about

frequented'^'^the
^^'^ Nymphs, for it is not possible that all which

various parts of the poets say of them was mere allegory. They
nature.

' did not merely intend by those symbols to give

us an idea of the properties of water, and sapid substances,

\vhi£h are the principles of the gieneration of trees and plants,
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because ne word nymph is tieiivecl possibly from lymfiha^which

signifies wafer; nor was this Hesiod's reason fur making ihem

spring from the sea foam like Venusi or that they were called

the mothers of the rivers, the daughters of the watery elements,

or of the sea, Etc. It is rather probable that the idea of the

Nymphs originated from an ancient opinion that the souls of the

dead wandered about the tombs where their bodies were in-

terred, or in the places which they had frequented during their

abode in tiiis world: and this is the sentiment of Porphyry. What

makes very much in favour of this opinion is a remark of Meur-

Sius, that the Greek word Mjmphehno other than the Phenician

word J\i'e/i/iast which imports the aoul: and he adds that this opi-

nion, as well as many others of those times, took its rise from

the Phenicians. For, before the syste.Ji of the Elysian fields and

Tartarus, which was not much older in Greece than the time of

Orpheus and Homer, the common belief was, either that the

souls hovered about the tombs, or haunted the gardens and de-

lightful groves, which they had frequented during their union

with the body. Hence these places even came to be objects of

religious veneration, where it was usual to invoke the shades that

were believed, there to haunt, to propitiate them by vows and

sacrifices, that they might vouchsafe to watch over their flocks

and houses. And this is the original of the ancient custom of sa-

crificing under green trees, where the wandering ghosts were

thought to take great delight; a custom formerly observed by the

ancient Gauls and Celts, who sacrificed under the oaks, whence

the name of Dryads and Hamadryads were applied to those

Nymphs who inhabited the forests, and trees—What further

confirms this opinion as to the original of Nymphs, is, that the

stars and the higher parts of the universe were believed to be

so many animated beings, o; to be inhabited by the souls of the

dead; and this notion was afterwards extended to the earth, the

groves, the mountains, rivers, &c.; to all which, tutelar deities
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Were assigned.—But it must be granted that in later ages -wo-

men pf every class, from the lady of distinction to the simple

shepherdess, who had been engaged in any adventure, were de-

nominated Nymphs: thus the poets, faithful copyists of the re-

veries of the ancient, frequently give that appellation to illustri-

ous women, who enter into the subjects of their poems. We may

add that the wives of the Atlantides were the first women who

were called Nymphs.

It is not so difficult to explain the meaning
The metamor- ^ . ^ u r »

phoses of women °' *'"'°^^ ™^"y metamorphoses of persons trans-

into N>'mphs ex- formed to Nymphs, Dryads, &c. When somtf
plained.

s^;;^;:;:;;::^^:::^ princess was carried off in hunting, or perhaps

perished in the woods, the ordinary resource of flatterers was to

say, that Diana or some other friendly divinity had transformed

her into a Nymph. The same report was spread about those who

through the influence of melancholy retired into the woods, there

to deplore their misfortunes; for then if they died near some

fountain, it was usual to say they were transformed into Nymphs;

and upon this 'some poem would be composed wherein the foun-

tain would be called after the name of the princess; as it happen-

ed ip the pretended Egeria, that celebrated Nymph whom Numa

Pompilius went to consult in the forest of Aricia. That prince,

in order to persuade the Roman people of the divine nature of

that religious worship which he had a design to establish, report-

ed that all the ceremonies of it were dictated to him by a Nymph,

with whom he feigned to have intercourse, under the name of

Egeria After the death of their king, the Romans went in search

of this pretended Nymph, and having found nothing but a foun-

tain in the place whither Numa used to retire, and where prob-

ably he was in the habit of performing some hydromancy, as St.

Augustine asserts, they imagined the Nymph had been trans-

formed into that fountain. From this example we may judge of

a]l the other fables that have been delivered about the Nymphs.
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—

—

;;
We shall say nothine ot the fine description

Homer s gi-otto

of the Nymphs, that Homer gives of the grotto of the Nymphs;

-^___^_^^_ nor of those verses where Horace represents

Bacchus instructing the Nymphs: for the reader would not be

entertained or edified by the alle.^ories which some authors make

of them, and far less by the impertinent obscenities which a

stoic philosopher, with all the air of gravity and seriousness has

thrown out on the occasion.

„, . . It is proper here to add, that the paeans did
Their longevity r o

and their num- not indeed believe these pretended goddesses
'

.vere immortal; but they supposed therti to be

very long-lived. Accordingly Hesiod makes them live several

thousand years; and Plutarch has determined their life to be

9720 years. The number of these divinities, according to Hesiod,

was about three thousand: and Beger has collected from the poets

about one hundred and twenty of their names; but it will Dot be

expected of us to enter into a particular account of them.

Their worship
Though the power of the Nymphs was sup-

and mode of re- posed to extend over the different parts of the
presenting them.
;=s5;;=55:s=: carth, and the various functions and occupations

of mankind, yet they were not worshipped with so much solem-

nity as the superior deities. They had no temples raised to their

honour, and the only offerings they received were, milk, oil, and

honey; sometimes too the sacrifice of a goat was offered them.

—They were generally represented c.s young and beautiful vir-

gins, holding a vase from which they seemed to pour water.

Sometimes they had blades of grass, leaves, and shells instead

of vases. It was deemed unfortunate to see them naked; and such

a sight was generally attended with a delirium.
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SECTION SIXTH.

THE LARES, AND PENATES.

THE LARES.

THE Lares were originally the same with

Manes at first the ^'^^ Manes of the dead. Servius supports this

same, afterwards opinion, when, upon the fifth iEneid, he refers
distinguished.;^===^ the original of the Lares to the ancient custom

of burying the dead in houses, who were after'wards their domes-

tic gods; for the Lares in that case were inevitably the same with

the Manes of the dead. Varro also asserts that the Lares were

the same with the Manes; and Festus agrees in this with that

learned Roman. Another decisive proof that these gods were the

same with the Manes, is, that the Manes were also called fami-

liar Lares, or Larvse, according as they were of an innocent or

malignant character.— In process of time however, the Manes

were distinguished from the Lares: the former, besides being

divided into good and evil Genii, or familiar Lares and LarvEC,

gave rise to another sort of divinities called Dii Manes, who took

charge of the ghosts in the infernal regions; while the latter, be-

sides being guardians of the houses, extended their care to the

streets, the highways and the fields.

But as the gods of paganism, whatever order
Their genealogy.

-—-^^^jjjjj^^^;^; they were of, never wanted a genealogy, the

Lares, according to Ovid, were the sons of Mercury and

Lara, the daughter of Almon. The indiscreet Lara having let

Juno into the secret of some of Jupiter's gallantries, that god

cut out her tongue, and ordered Mercury to carry her to hell.

But as the dismal state she was in had not quite effaced all her

charms, her conductor fell in love with her by the way, and had

by her twins, who were called Lares; and who, in process of time

became guardians of the streets and highways. Inscriptions con-
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firm this opinion of Ovid, since we find some of them with these

words: Lar vialis-^^.he Lar of the highways. In the mean time,

as nothing is worse vouched for than the genealogies ot the pa-

gan gods, there are authors who give Larondo for the mother of

the Lares: but may not these be the same person under t\Yo

similar names?

• • The obligations which every one thought he
Their worship. . , , , .

. owed to the Lares, induced their votaries to

make frequent libations to them, and even sacrifices: this at least

is what may be gathered from an ancient marble published by

IJoissard, which was dedicated by C. Sempronius Piso, to the

gods Lares of the emperors; since besides the two figures the

one of a young man, the other of a man more in years, you see

there a flaming altar, with the prefericula, a vase, a patera, and

other instruments of sacrifice. Besides all this, the statues of the

Lares were adorned with flowers and garlands; in short they were

purified and cleaned with very particular care. P'or this service,

at least in the houses of the great, one or more domestics were

exclusively employed; and Suetonius informs us that Domitian

had a valet de chambre of this kind. It is proper to observe how-

ever, that sometimes they lost all due respect for these gods, as

upon certain occasions of grief for the death of some beloved

object, which prevails over every other consideration, when they

even threw them out at the windows; the like of which was dono

at the death of Germanicus, as Suetonius tells us in the history

of Caligula's life.—The apartment devoted to the use of these

gods was called Lararium.

- - - ' .-
•

.- As the power of the Lares was extended

dern^d^frdm the
^'''^^ ^"^^s, the country, and the sea or naviga^

things over which tjon, Sec. they had different names given them.
tbey presided.

^^^^^^^^ accordingly. Those who presided over houses.

were called Familiarcs, those over cities Uibani, over the couu

Vol. in. ^ X
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try Ruslici, over the high-ways Viales, over the cross roads

Compitales; and those which presided over the sea, or took care

of the 'ships, were called Lares Marini: these were probably the

same with the gods Pataici we have mentioned in the second

volume, which were set upon the prows of ships as their patrons

and guardians. Besides these names, that of Grondiles was yiven

them by Romulus, in honour of a sow that had brought forth a

litter of thirty pigs; and it was from the squeaking, or rather

grunting of these little animals that this name was derived: thus

ve see from what contemptible sources the pagans could derive

the names of their deities.

*
:.\7

'' "!--—

^

— As docjs are usually the 8;uardians of houses
The modes of '^

.

representing and fields, we should not be surprised at Plau-

'' '• - tus for saying that the Laics were represented

under the figure of those animals. Some of their statues resem-

bled monkeys, but they were covered with the skins of dogs.

Some of them also had human figures, with the wonted cover-

ing of dogs' skins. Their statues were placed in niches about the

hearths, but most commonly behind the doors of houses, as it

was believed that they banished from thence every thing perni-

cious, especially the Lemures or evil Genii who were only capa-

ble of doing mischief.—We may observe here, that when chil-

dren came to the age of fourteen when they laid aside the Bulla^*

tbey hung them at the necks of the Lares; and the slaves did the

same thing with their chains when they were set at liberty. Pe-

tronius, who always makes much agreeable use of ancient fiction,

says, the youth having entered into Trimalcion's banqueiing-hall,

clad in white tunics, placed the gods Lares upon the table adorn-

ed with Built.

* The BttUa was a g-olden ornament, in the shape of a heart; which tlie

Roman youth wore about their necks till the age of fourteen, when they

Jaid ft aside with tjiff ajjove cgreJnon^^
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I. ,, , , .T^
t'HE PEKA-TE^.

„,. . We have seen that the Lares, Dii Manes, Sec.
1 hese gods

Nvere confounded originated from the veneration the ancients en-
with otlier gods,
and distinguish- tertained for the Manes of the dead; and that in

ed from them.
process,of time they became distinct divinities^

uitli functions and a worship quite different, though occasionally

confounded to the last: we shall now find the same statement

equally applicable to the Penates, who had the same original with

the deities above named, and in the lapse of time became distinct,

though they continued occasionally to be confounded with them.

For, if we may believe Servius, on whose authority we have at-

tributed the same original to the Lares, the Penates took their

rise from a vulgar opinion, tliat the Manes of their relatives de-

lighted after death to dwell in their houses, where they were

consequently interred, and their pictures preserved with great

respect in an apartment called Penatralia., corresponding with the

Lararium of the Lares. And thus, after regarding them for a

length of time with the greatest respect, they by degrees paid

them homage, implored their assistance, and at last founded to

them a religious worship with the wonted ceremonies. So that of

old, the Penates were only the Manes of the dead, as St. Augus-

tine also, proves from the authority of Apuleius and Photinus;

but he at the same time shows that they were afterwards associ-

ated with all the other gods without distinction, while Coriolanus

in his farewcl to his mother, distinguishes them from the Lares

and Genii; he says " Adieu, ye Penates, ye paternal Lares, and

ye Genii of this place." Such are the irreconcilable inconsisten-

cies to be found throughout the subject of mythology, confouod-

ing a part with the whole, and distinguishing parts between which

there is scarcely a shade of difference.

_.
—

\

— We are not to imagine then, that the Penates
They were cho- °

sen from all clas- were a distinct class of divinities, since they
ses of deities.

- were often derived from the several classes ac-
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cording to the devotion of the person who made choice of them

for the purposes of his private worship. Thus Nigidius, an anci-

ent author cited by Arnobius, distinguishes four sorts of Penates'

The first, says he, are of the class of Jupiter, that is, chosen from

among the celesiial gods: the second is taken from the class of

Neptune, or the sea-gods: the third are of the class of Pluto, or

the infernal gods, Sec: lastly, they might be taken indifferently

from the class of all the deified men; and it even frequently hap-

pened to their ancestors to be placed among those gods, as we

might suppose, from their original, thus in the end, circumvent-

ing to the source whence they sprung. Accordingly we have an-

cient inscriptions that make mention of the Penates and Lares

of all sorts, even of the living emperors. But though it was op-

tional with every one to choose his Penates from whichever of

these sources he pleased, it must be confessed however, that by

the Penates were usually understood those of the Saraothracians.

- • • Anciently it was not allowable to have those
Their worship,

at first prohibi- private gods, nor to address any worship to them:
ted, at length es-

^^^^ ^^ j,^^^ ^^^ ^, ^^^ ^j ji, introduction toler-
tabhsned by law, ^

observed y.ith ated, but it was even authorised by the secular
great soleitinitv-

powers. There was even one of the laws of the

twelve tables, ordering the religious celebration of the sacrifices

of the Penates, and the uninterrupted continuation of them in

families in the same manner as they had been established by the

heads of those families. It is further known, that when any one

passed into another family by marriage or otherwise, the magis-

trate took care to provide for the worship of the gods whom the

adopted person had relinquished.—Apuleius comprehends all the

sacrifices of the Lares and Penates in three words; incense^ 'wii7e,

and sometimes victims. There were for that purpose altars, such

as may be seen in M. Baudelot's work on the utility of voyages.

On the evening before the feast, great pains were taken to rub

tho statue with balm and wa:r. to make them bright and capable
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of receiving the impression of the vows that were made to them.

This wax, to mention it by the way, formed a crust which en-

tirely covered the matter whereof the statues were made, and

gave rise to an opinion that they were made wholly of wax.—

Anciently children were offered in sacrifice to these gods, but

Brutus who expelled the Tarquins, exploded this barbarous cus-

tom, and from that time nothing was offered to them but wine,

incense, fruits, and sometimes a lamb, or other bloody victim; as

we see in Horace, who, inviting his mistress to come and assist

at a sacrifice of this nature which he was preparing in his family,

recounts to her the preparations he had made for it. Their sta-

tues were likewise crowned with festoons, poppy, and garlic—

In the public sacrifices offered to the Penates, they immolated a

sow, as they did on the like occasion to the Lares, according to

the authority of Varro and Propertius; and this custom is thought

to have been introduced by ^neas. It was in the time of the Satur-

nalia, that they celebrated the feasts of the Lares and Penates, and

there was a day besides in each month, set apart for the worship

of these domestic gods. Superstitious zeal went even so far some-

times as to worship some of them every day and several times

in the same day, as Suetonius and Taciius prove from the exam-

ple of Nero, who neglected all the other gods for the sake of a

favourite Penates.—As not only private persons had each his

gods Lares or Penates, every people chose of them for the pre-

servation of the State, there was at Rome a temple consecrated

to these domestic gods, and there was set apart for them a holy-

day which was celebrated with a great deal of solemnity, about

the last of December. To this were added the games called Com-

pitales; as much as to say of the cross-streets, over which these

gods presided.—In fine, such great respect was paid to the Pe-

nates, that no important enterprise was undertaken without con-

sulting them; and their figures were sometimes carried about

On journeys, as we learn from Apuleius. " Wherever I go, says
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he, I always carry wiih me in my journey, the figure of some

god." Cicero, it seems, was afraid of fatiguing his favourite Mi-

nerva, when upon setting out on his exile, he went and conse-

crated her in a solemn manner in the capitol,

• The figure of the gods Penates, as we might
emo eo re-

gyp.pQjg from their models, was sometimes the
presenting them. •

'

simple representation of a god. a genius, a hero.

or demi-god, or lastly, of some famous ancestor: frequently they

were Pantheons^ that is, such as were charged with the symbols

of several divinities. Of these last we find several in Spon, Cou-

per, and particularly in Baudelot's Utility of Voijages. These sta-

tues were not made of wax only as some authors have pretended,

but indifferently of all sorts of materials, even of silver itself.

They were consecrated in the most secret places, called Pene-

tralia. There altars were erected to them, lamps kept burning, and

symbols added, expressive of vigilance, among which was the

dog, whose skin these statues wore upon their shoulders, as we

have said of the Lares, or had the figure of that vigilant animal

under their feet.

~l"hey were sup- ^^ "^^" ^^ naturally curious, and anxious about

posed to give ora- futurity, it is probable that among the Penates
cles, according to

the evidence of there were some who delivered oracles. We
an intaglio.

, ^,
-

. , . , .
,know that no important busmess was done with-

out consulting some oracle; but as the places where they were

commonly delivered were sometimes remote from those who

wished to consult them, which would also be attended with a

great apparatus and expense, it was more convenient for every

man to have one in his own house, which he might consult at

least for all domestic purposes. Though we have met with no

authority that informs us of this fact, yet a medal or intaglio

makes us acquainted with many things which we should othervvise

have remained ignorant of. Accordingly, Cupponi sent to the

academy of Belles-lettres in 1733, the print of an antique intaglio,
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wliich represented an altar, whereon is a head, or rather a mask,

and by the side of it is the figure of a man stooping down with

his head inclined as it were to listen. In front is a woman stand-

ing, and at the foot of the altar is a little animal. The explanation

given of it in the memoirs of the Academy, perfectly agrees to

one of the gods Penates, who delivered oracles. The mask repre-

sents either the god Pan or Sylvanus, or some other of that class:

the man who is in a listening posture, is expecting his response:

the woman who is standing, seems to come for insight either into

a dream, or some other affair which disturbs her: the little ani-

mal may be a young kid, which is destined for the sacrifice.

It is agreed that there was no idolatrous na-

ration in^ which'
*^^°" where superstition for the gods Penates was

they were held carried to greater lengths, than amons? the Ro-
at Rome, whU ^

,
• .

ther they were mans, though almost all nations held them in

neasf but^vere ^''e^^t veneration, as the Greeks, the Egyptians,

first known in [he Pbenicians, and the Chaldeans. It is proba-
Mesopotamia.
:^=s-==^^ ble that this worship had been brought to Rome

by the Phrygians. Virgil tells us that ^neas took great pains to

bring with him the Penates, according to the orders he had re-

ceived from the Fates by the mouth of Hector. These Phrygian

gods adopted with great reverence by the Romans, (who prided

themselves in nothing so much, as in being thought to be de-

scended from jEneas and his mother Venus), were placed in a

temple near the Forum. Dionysius of Halicarnassus thus describes

them: "They were, says he, two men sitting, each of them arm-

ed with a pike, and the sculpture of them was vers ancient. We
have also several other statues of these gods in old temples,

which are all in a military garb." The sacred Fire or Vesta, which

iEneas likewise brought with him, was undoubtedly the most

distinguished of the Penates, since after Hector had recommend-

ed these gods to him, he himself approachefl the sacred hearth,

and removed from thence the Fire that was there burning If
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we may believe Vairo, Dardanus had first brought the Phrygian

Penates into the island Samothrace, and .Sneas transferred them

thereafter from Troy into liatium But to trace these private

gods to the utmost period that we have any knowledge of them,

we will add that the idols which Jacob brought from the house

of Laban his father-in-law, and which the Scripture calls by the

name of Teraphrim, were Penates, whose worship was propaga-

ted afterwards into Phrygia, and thence into Greece and Italy.



CHAPTER IV.

SEA DEITIES.

SECTION FIRST.

AVORSHIP PAID TO WATER.

Water, as an BEFORE we proceed to the history of the

vine^honors^^aml" P^'^^'^"'^'" deities proper to this chapter, we

as other pliysical shall give an account of the worship of Water
deities, was con- r t
founded with ani- i" general; for, if the exigencies of life prompt-

go s.—
^^1 jj^^ pagans to deify almost all the parts of the

world, and especially the elements, Water had a title to be one

of their first divinities, since the ancient philosophy, the princi-

ples whereof Thales brought from Egypt and propagated after-

wards in Greece, taught that it was the first principle of all

things; that it had the greatest share in the production of bodies;

^that it made nature fruitful; nourished the plants and trees; and

that were it not for this, the earth, quite dried and parched, would

be a sterile mass, a frightful desart. The Water, however, as

an element, could only be a physical divinity: but the physical

gods were seldom long without having animated gods connected

with them, who became their symbols, as Osiris and Isis among

the Egyptians, and Apollo and Diana among the Greeks, became

the symbols of the sun and moon: the worship which was paid to

these divinities was at last confounded, nor was the distinction

Vol. HI. Yy
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longer kept up between the natural and animated god. Just so

Avas it with the Water: the Ocean, and the Seas, were objects of

religious worship; but Neptune, an animated god, became their

symbol, and presided over them: and the case was the same with

the rivers, the fountains, and every other mass of water, which

had each a particular divinity, or a Nymph, and the honours that

were paid to Water in general, were afterwards blended with

those that were paid to those deities who became its symbols.

======= That the Watc r, as an element, received di-—proved by a re-

ference to the vine honours, is a fact that cannot be controvert-
Avorshiptliatmost

, ,Tr • • r

ancient nations ^"' ^* ^ "^^'^ mentioned on a iormer occasion,

paid to It. what Herodotus says of the veneration which

the ancient Persians had for'it, the sacrifices which they offered

to it, and that they carried superstition so far, as not to defile it

in any manner; to spit, or blow their nose in it would be criminal,

and even to wash their hands, or quench their thirst with it was

forbidden. We may venture to say, however, that these niceties

must be understood in a somewhat qualified sense, though Strabo,

on this occasion, gives much the same account with Herodotus;

only he attributes to the Cappadocians what this author ascribes

to the Persians.—Though the Egyptians had a particular reason

for holding the sea in abhorrence, because they believed it repre-

sented Typhon, yet they had not therefore the less veneration for

Water. St. Athanasius, who, as he was an Egyptian, must have

been acquainted with the religion of that country, after saying in

general that the pagans adored the Water, adds that the Egyp-

tians especially were distinguished for the worship they paid to

(hat element, which they looked upon as a divinity. The VVater

of the Nile above all was held by them in high veneration: that

beneficial river, to which they gave the name of Oceanus, Ypius,

Nilus, was also called Siris, which by abbreviation, is the same

•with that of Osiris, and in reality it represented that god; for as

has been said more than once, the same god was frequently the
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symbol of several things: thus Osins, who in the heavens repre-

sented the sun, on earth denoted the waters of the Nile: and

without this distinction, we shall never understand the pagan the-

ology. We have seen in the second volume, that the Egyptians

represented Canopus, the god of water, by a vase: we shall add

here that according to Vitruvius, the priests upon certain days

filled that vase with Water, adorned it with great magnificence,

and then 'placed it upon a kind of public theatre, when all pros-

trated themselves before it, with hands lifted up towards heaven,

and gave thanks to the gods for the benefits the/ received from

this element. The intention'of this ceremony was, to teach the

Egyptians that Water was the principle of all things, and had

communicated life and motion to all animated beings. But among

that people, Water, by way of eminence, was called the Nile,

and to it was referred all the veneration they had for this element;

and of all the festivals they celebrated in honour of this river,

that of opening the canals at the time of its swelling, was the

most solemn and magnificent. By way of thanks to the river for

the benefits which the overflowing was to produce, they used to

throw into it in the form of sacrifice, barley, corn, sugar, and va-

rious fruits. But as superstition knows no bounds, they stained

with blood, and that in the most cruel manner, a day that seemed

to breathe nothing but joy, by the sacrifice of a young virgin,

whom they drowned in the river: a barbarous custom which last-

ed a long time, and was so difficult to be abolished, that nothing

would satisfy the people when it came to be absolutely prohibit-

ed, short of sacrificing at least the representation of a young

woman. This festival still continues, though the avarice of the

Bashaws makes it less solemn.—The Indians, wc know, paid

high tributes of adoration to the Ganges, whose waters, to which

they attributed signal virtues, were reckoned by them holy and

sacred. Their superstition in this respect continues still, and the

princes who reign upon the banks of tliat river, well know how
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to turn this supeistition to a profit, by making their subjects buy

the permission to draw water from that river, or to bathe them-

selves in it.— Maxinuis Tyrius, informs us, that the people on

the north side of the Euxine sea, paid a religious worship lo the

Palus Meotis, whereof they, had statues, by which they used to

swear.—Vossius, who has treated this article with his usual eru-

dition, asserts tlie same thing of the ancient Germans, and some

other nations, as may be seen in his learned work upon* the origin

and progress of idolatry.—And Maximus Tyrius, assigning the

reasons that induced several nations to worship the Rivers that

watered their country, informs us at the same time, of the uni-

versality of the worship that was paid them. " The Egyptians,

says he, worshipped the Nile on account of its usefulness; the

Thessalians, the Peneus, for its beauty; the Scythians, the Dan-

ube, for the vast extent of its waters; the Etolians, the Ache-

lous, on account of the fable of his combat with Hercules; the

Lacedemonians, the Erotus, by an express law that enjoins it;

the Athenians, the Ilessus, also by a statute of religion."—The

Greeks and Romans were too superstitious not to adopt tlie wor-

ship of Water. B sides what the author just quoted says of the

Thessalians, Etolians, Athenians, and Spartans, antiquity fur-

nishes us with a thousand examples of the excesses to which

they went in this respect. Their temples contained statues of

the Rivers and Fountains, as well as those of other gods. There

were few Rivers and Fountains in Greece, near which you wotild

not have seen statues, numbers of inscriptions, and altars conse-

crated to those Rivers and Fountains: there they regularly went

to perform libations, and to offer sacrifices, as we learn from

Pausanias. Accordingly, iriedals represent to us the Rivers as

gods, and among others is one of Posthumius, upon which is the

Rhine, with this inscription, Deus Rhenus. The Tyber, in like

nianner appears upon the reverse of a Vespasian, not only as a

divinity, but as the patron and protector of Rome: and when
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.£neas arrived in Italy he performed religious ceremonies to that

river, gave himself up to its protection, and prayed it to be pro-

pitious to him. Sibotus, king of Messene, was not content with

worshipping the river Paniisus, himself, but made a law oblig-

ing his successors to go every year and offer sacrifices to it. But

not to multiply examples of which there would be no end, we

shall only add here from the younger Pliny, what superstition

had consecrated to the Clitumnus, a liver in Umbria. " Near the

source of this river, says that author, is a temple equally ancient

and venerable: the god of the river himself is, there represented

in a robe: he is a very propitious deity, and predicts future events,

as appears from tlie whole apparatus that is there to be seen, and

which is proper for the delivery of oracles. Around this temple

are chapels dispersed in great numbers; each of them has a sta-

tue of the god, and each is distinguished by some particular

piece of devition," Sec.

======
If the great usefulness of water to the earth,

Besides its uti- . , , ,
,...-.

litv, the wonders induced the pagans to make a djvmity ot it, we
contained m this

^ suppose that the wonders which have been
element, its mar- j n
vellous qualities, observed to be in thut element, contributed like-
and the fictions of . .

the poets, contri- "''^^ '" "° smiill degree to proniote the super-

buted to enhance
stition. God is ivondcrful i?i t/ie tvalers, says the

its worship. '

holy writ; and it is on this element that he seems

especially to have laid out a profusion of wonders. The ebbing

and flowing of the sea, that periodical motion which swells and

sinks the waters by turns every six hours, and perpetuates their

motion, whereby they are preserved from corruption; the irregu-

larity of this motion, more or less in the different stages of the

moon, as well as in different seasons; the flux of the Euripus,

which bears little or no resemblance to that of the ocean; the

saltness of the sea, another cause of its incorruptibility; the pro-

digious number and variety of monsters which it engenders, and

the enormous bulk of some of its inhabitants, which far surpass
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the greatest of the lanci animals, all are wonderful, all astonishing.

Add to this the accounts given of the properties of certain foun-

tains, wheieof some have a regular flux like the ocean, others

are periodically hot and cold; and a vast number of them very

medicinal: again, the fables that were propagated with respect to

others, whereof some communicated to those who drank of them

an aversion to wine; others imparted effeminacy, and changed

the sex of men who bathed in them, while some caused those

who bathed in them to be imn ediately overgrown with feathers;

some again, deprived people of their reason, while others resto-

red it; here was a spiing whose waters cured some unhappy pas-

sion, there was another which inspired with love; one improved

the memory, while another brought on a total oblivion; in fine,

it was fabled of some waters, that they had a prophetic and ora-

cular virtue. We might still enlarge upon this article, but the

reader ijiay consult the naturalists, and particularly the fourteenth

book of Ovid's Metamorphoses, where that poet introduces Py-

thagoras expatiating upon the properties of rivers and fountains.

All these excite admiration, and instead of ascribing such surpris-

ing effects to natural causes, they made a blind admiration of the

element itself, where those wonders were produced, supply the

place of experiment and examination, and thereby abridged the

study of philosophy.—Lastly, the fictions of the poets conduced ex-

ceedingly to this idolatry towards the water. For, in fact, they spoke

of the rivers, the fountains, Sec. only as so many gods; they painted

and represented them in their works, as if they had actually seen

them; they make them come forth from their humid grottosto ap-

pear to their heroes and foretel their destinies; they relate their

amours, their combats, Sec. There you have Alpheus pursuing

Arethusa, whom Diana transforms into a fountain; here you have

Achelous contending with Hercules for Deianira, and vanquished

by his rival: sometimes young women, to avoid the pursuit of an

amorous god, throw themselves into a river, and are instantly
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metamorphosed into Nymphs; or bewailing their frailty, and

melting into tears, are transformed into fountains. The charms of

poetry animated these descriptions, and from being affected by

their perusal, people came to take them literally, and no longer

to think of rivers and fountains, but as so many animated divini-

ties. Hence that prodigious number of water-gods and goddesses,

a number that surpasses those of heaven itself, and of aU the

other parts of the universe. For not only was every river and

fountain believed to be a deity, or at least to have a tutelar god;

but the sea alone contained gods without number. Oceanus had

by Tethys seventy -two Nymphs called Oceanidcs; Nereus had

fifty Nereids, whose names are given in Hesiod; and the whole

number of Nymphs, if we may believe this author, amounted to

three thousand, though probably he had not computed them all.

We should not now be surprised that the an-
They offered to

tlie Ocean libati- cients offered frequent libations to the ocean, to

when embarking '^^^ sea. and the rivers, and that they hardly ever

upon any occasi- g^iharked till they had first performed sacrifices
on.===== to the Waters and to the divinities who presided

over the same; of this we might recite numberless examples,

but shall content ourselves with that of the Argonauts and of

Alexander the great. When the former were ready to set sail on

their expedition, Jason ordered a solemn sacrifice, to propitiate the

divinities of the sea: every one was impatient to comply with the

commands of their leader; they raised an altar upon the sea shore,

and after the usual gblations, the priests poured out flour mixed

with honey and oil, offered up oxen to the gods in whose honour

the sacrifice was perfprmed, and prayed for their favour and pro-

tection in their voyage.—Justin tells us th t .\lexander, upon his

return to his ships, poured out libations to the ocean, praying it

would grant him a happy return to his own country.—Aristeus,

having come in quest of his mothei to the grottos ol the river

Pcneus, and that nymph having learnt his errand, she offered a
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sacrifice to the ocean, the author of all beings; but the sacrifice

consisted only of simple libations: she poured out the liquor three

limes, says Virgil, upon the live coals of the altar, and three

times a sparkling flame rose up from the sacred fire, and mounted

up as hith as the roof.

- The victims most commonly offered to Nep-
Other religious

rr. r-

rites of Neptune, tur.e, were this horse and the bull. The first of

R'^-t^\^"'^
*'^^

^^'^^^ animals was especially consecrated to that

' god, who was thought to have produced the first

horse, in the manner we have mentioned in the history of Miner-

va: and the bull is said to be consecrated to this god, because, by

his strength and bellowing he figures the roaring waves of a trou-

bled sea.—The victims most commonly offered to the Sea, were the

bull and the horse, as to Neptune, who was its sovereign. Some-

times they saciificed this last animal, sometimes threw it into the

waves, and sometimes, in short, they contented themselves with

consecrating it to the Sea and to the Rivers, by permitting it to

feed in the neighbouring pastures. But we learn from Homer,

that when the Sea was troubled, they offered to her a black bull;

and when she was calm, she had the offering of a hog or a lamb.

Frequently the sacrifice was performed upon the sea itself, some-

times upon the shore; and antiquity furnishes us with examples

of all these variations. It was the practice in these sacrifices to

receive the blood of the victim in a patera, and afterwards to pour

it out into the sea, by way of libation; or, when the sacrifice was

offered upon the Sea itself, they let the blood flow into it, and also

threw into it the intestines, as we learn from Titus Livius, upon

occasion of the sacrifice offered to the Sea by Scipio Africanus,

when he was setting out for Africa. Sometimes to this rite was

added a libation of wine, and an offering of fruits, as we see it

represented upon Trajan's pillar, where Trajan appears near the

altar with a patera in his hand, to perform a libation to the Sea.—

As for the Rivers, they were worshipped in a different manner.
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In the first place, Hesiod lays it down as a precept, that no per-

son was to pass a river till he had washed his hands. The Roman

magistrates never passed the little rivulet that was near the Cam-

pus Martius, -without first consulting the augurs; and the gene-

rals did the same before they set out for war. Indeed, these car-

ried their religious veneration for the Rivers stiil higher, since

before they crossed them for any military expedition, they offer-

ed up horses to them in sacrifice; thus Xerxes, according to He-

rodotus, before he passed the Strymon in his way to Greece, sa-

crificed horses to that river; and Tiridates offered one to the Eu-

phrates, while Vitellius, who was with him, performed the taura-

bolic sacrifice in honour of that river—for bulls were also offered

up to the Rivers, as well as to the Ocean and the Sea. Wt: may

add that this practice must have been very ancient too, since

Achilles, speaking of the Zanthus, says to Lycaon, " This rapid

river to whom we offer so many bulls, will not protect you." The.

Grecian youth, as we are told by Pausanias, contented themselves

with offering locks of their hair to the river Neda; and Homer

informs us that Peleus had sacrificed to the Spechius that of his

son Achilles. Finally, some carried this superstition so far, that

the young virgins of Troy were obliged, the evening before their

marriage, to go and offer their virginity to the river Scamander,

in consequence of which we need not be told what sometimes

happened.

SECTION SECOND.

OCEANUS AND TETHYS.
-
Q J OCEANUS was justly entitled to the first

Tethys were phy- place in this class of deities, since lie contains
sical deities.
' the greatest collection of waters, and communi-

cates them to the other seas, and to the whole earth, by that ad-

Vat. III. Z z
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mirable circulalion which diffuses fruitfiihiess over all things.

Accordingly the ancients have for the most part considered Oce-

anus and Tethys only as natural or physical divinities; and as the

name of Oceanus, on the authority of Diodorus Siculus, imports

foster-father, he is justly said to have been the father not only of

the gods, but also of all beings; which is true in this sense, that

water alone contributes more to the production and nourishment

of bodies, flian all nature besides: for, according to both an-

cient and moderil experiments, a tree or a plant in vegetation-,

consumes several thousand portions of v/ater for one of earth.

Oceanus is married to Tethys, to signify that he refines and pu-

rifies all things, and unites them together. We must carefully

distinguish this Tethys, however, from the Nereid Thetis, who

married Peleus, the father of Achilles.

-
,, The T'Oets have also made Oceanus and Te-
1 hey were also

animated deities, thys to be persons, or animated deities, and
andTitan princes: , . , , tt • i i

, ,, ,,; have given them a genealogy. Hesiod says they

were descended of Coclus and Terra, or ofheaven and earth. " Ter-

ra) says he, by her marriage with Coslusor Uranus, had the deep

ingulphed Oceanus, and with him Cosus, Creius, Hyperion, Ja-

petus, Thea, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, Tethys, and

Saturn, &c. As this poet joins the generation of Oceanus and

Tethys with that of several other persons who had a real exist-

ence, as we have proved in the history of the heavenly deities,

we may presume that there was a Titan prince and princess

who had the names of Oceanus and Tethys.

- According to this supposition, we may ex-
—from which' se- ,-,•,, , • . ,

veral circum.stan- P'^'" literally several circumstances mentioned

ces are explain-
y^^. ^j^g poets^ viz. first, what Homer says of all

ed.
• '

zs;ss=s the gods having derived their original from Oce-

anus and Tethys; because they had actually a great number of

children who were deified, like the other Titans: secondly, v\ hat

is said by the same poet, that the gods went frequently to Eihio-
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pia to visit Oceanus, and to share in the festivals and sacrifices

that were there ofiered; which would signify, that all those of

the Titans, who, upon account of their conquests, had settled in

different parts of the world, assembled from time to time to pay

their respects to Oceanus in the place where he reigned: thirdly,

that Juno had been bi ought up by Oceanus and Tethys; because

in reality Rhea sent her to her sister to take care of her education,

and to save her from the cruel supersliiion of Saturn: fourthly,

what Eschiles says, that Oceanus was the intimate friend ofProme-

theus the brother of Atlas: v^'hich might well have been the case,

since his possessions were contiguous to those of Atlas in Africa.

—But it may not be uninteresting to the reader to enlarge a little

upon those frequent voyages of the gods, mentioned by Homer,

to visit Oceanus, by whom they were entertained twelve days,

with banqueting and cheer. The poet, on this occasion, designs

to inform us of the piety of the Ethiopians, and particularly of

an ancient custom that prevailed among those who dwelt upon

the coasts of the Atlantic ocean, who celebrated, at a certain sea-

son of the year, solemn festivals, during which they used to carry

about in procession the statues of Jupiter and their other gods,

offer sacrifices to them, accompanied with a great feast, which

lasted twelve days. Pausanias, speaking of those Ethiopians who

inhabited the city of Meroe and the neighbouring plains, who

were accounted the most innocent and harmless of the human

race, says, that the Sun was believed to keep his table among

them: it is undoubtedly, then, from this table and those feasts,

that the Greeks, and after them the Romans, derived the custom

of serving tables before the statues of their gods, which ceremo-

ny they termed Lectisternia; notwithstanding what is said on this

point, by those who wish to allegorize all the ancient fictions,

when they allege that the poet designed here to teach us that the

sun and the planets, whose names were given to the gods, fed

upon the exhalations from the Ocean; as if Homer's ideas on
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this subject had been individually the same with those of Clean-

tes the philosopher.

rr^u r 1-1 c r-w However that may be, the fable of Oceanas
The table of Oce- ^

anus is, neverthe- js very obscure; and what has perplexed it so
less 3.n obscure
mixture of histo- niuch, is, that it blends history and physiology

ry &: physiology,
(oggtiigj. y^y [\^q ancients have thrown many

things together on this subject, which to reduce wholly to his-

tory, or wholly to physiology, would be equally ridiculous: and the

same may be said of the children whom he had by Tethys his

wife and sister; since in that number they reckoned not only the

rivers, the nymphs, and the fountains, but also many of the per-

sons who had reigned or dwelt along the sea coasts, such as Pro-

teus, Ethra the wife of Atlas, Perseis the mother of Circe, and

several others.

===== Antiquity has transmitted to us only two mo-
Two monuments
vhich represent numents of Oceanus; one is a statue that was
this rod.

, r. , ,
• ,dug up at Rome about the sixteenth century,

which represents that god under the figure of an old man sitting

upon the waves of the sea, with a sceptre in his hand, and by

him a singular sort of sea monster that is unknown; the other

monument is an intaglio of Beger whereon that god is in like

manner drawn under the figure of an old man sitting upon the

waves, with several ships appearing at a distance.

SECTION THIRD.

NEPTUNE AND AMPHITRITE.

AS Oceanus, according to the remarks of
iSi eptune was the >

symbol and intel- \'osMus. after the ancient mythologists, denoted
ligenceofthe in- .. , • r l- l
terior seas.

^"^ exterior sea, or great mass of waters which

'I encompass the earth, so Neptune was taken for
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the interior seas, such as the Mediterranean, an*, others. The

stoic philosophers puzzled to know what that god was, agreed at

last that he was the inielligencc which filled the sea, as Ceres

was that of the earth. But Cicero confesses that he neither knows

nor conceives what was that intelligence of the sea and the earth,

nor had so much as the shadow of a notion what it could be

" -• "
' Those who have been studious to find out the

f 'mT -f"
origin of this god, have been more perplexed

—s—ss^^^sss;^ than those who contented themselves with trac-

ing the bare derivation of his name. But if we may credit Hero-

dotus, Neptune was a Lybian by birth, and had been in high ven-

eration in that country, time immemorial. The Egyptians, says

the ^ame author, were not acquainted with him, and even when

they put him in the number of their gods they paid no worship

to him: it was not therefore from the Egyptians, says he, that

the Greeks received this god, as they had almost all the others,

but immediately from the Lybians. History informs us, that the

people of Africa proper, were acquainted with Greece and

brought their horses thither from the earliest periods of time,

perhaps even before the first colonies of Egypt and Phenicia had

arrived there. It was undoubtedly by this n'leans they came to

the knowledge of Neptune, whom they ranked among their great

gods, and honoured him with a particular worship. But after all,

we know not what ideas the Lybians had of him. Did they look

upon him as the god of the sea, or as that god who had taught

the breeding and breaking of horses? The last was most probably

the idea they had of this god; and the Greeks, who took him for

the god of the sea, perhaps because the knowledge of him had

come to them by sea, retained also the notion that the Lybians

had of him; hence they gave him the epithet of Hippius or

horseman: and from this also arose the fable of his having made

the first horse spring from the earth, as may l)e seen in Virgil.

IndccJ, it must have been under this idea that the poet invoked
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him; tor would he ever have addressed him as god of the sea in

a work where he was describing the country life, and es: ccially

the management of horses, as he does in the third book? The

true name of this horse (for mythology have given him several)

was Scyphius, which denotes a small vessel; thus the poets took

for a horse the ship which carried the Lybians to Greece, and

for his rider the god whose worship they introduced thither.

What confirms this conjecture, is, that a ship has often been

compared to a horse, on account of the swiftness of its motion;

and we know that the ancient inhabitants of Cadiz called their

small vessels hoises because they moved swiftly. And thus, to

mention it by the way, the poets formed their winged horse Pe-

gasus, from the idea of a' ship under sail.

' ."• Notwithstanding this however, both ancients

of the Titan race. '""^ moderns are greatly divided as to what idea

I we ought to have of Ni ptune. Many look upon

him only as a natural or physical divinity, denoting the water

over which he presided: others however, as Diodorus Siculus

and Lactantius, from Euhemerus's sacred history, take him for

an animated god or real personage, and a prince of the Titan

race. Among the moderns, Don Pezron and M. le Clerc are of

the same opinion with these ancients. According to Hesiod, he

was the son of Saturn and Rhea, and brother of Jupiter and Plu-

to. Rhea having hid him in order to evade Saturn's cruelty, made

her husband believe than she was delivered of a colt, which

that god swallowed as he had done her other children.

' As Neptune was the first, according to Dio-
The empire of

the Mediterrane- dorus, who embarked upon the sea with the ap-

an sea, on which
..^^g ^f ^ p^yaj a^niy, he was entitled to the

he distmg'uishea '^ '

himself, fell to empire of that element; and Saturn, his father,
his lot.

having given him full naval power, he was con-

sidered afterwards as the god of the sea: and this is what makes

the mariners, according to the same author, address to him their
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VOWS and sacrifices; or, which amounts to the sume thing, in the

division which the three brothers made of tlse empire of the Ti-

tans, Neptune had for his lot the seas, the islands, and all the

places adjoining to them. Laciantius who had read Euhemerus's

sacred history, expressly says so: this however, as M. le Clerc

remarks, is only to be understood of the Mediterranean sea, the

ocean being then little known.—Neptune signalized himself very

much by sea, even in his father's life time, who, as Diodorus

Siculus informs us, had given him the command of his fleet: he

was always careful to check the enterprises of the Titan princes;

and when Jupiter, his brother, whom he always served with the

greatest fidelity, had forced his enemies to fiy to the western

countries, he shut them up therein so closely, that they could not

make their escape; which gave rise to the fable of Jupiter's hav-

ing kept the Titans imprisoned in hell.—Nep'une also distin-

guished himself by sea no less by the establishment of commerce

than by his victories. It is piobable that there were merchant-

ships which traded in his time upon the coasts of Africa, to which

he afforded protection. In a word, this prince, according to Lac-

tantius, was Jupiter's admiral, and the superintendant of the seas

such as Marc. Anthony was by order of the Roman senate. This

is what induced the ancients to look upon this prince as the god

of the sea, and to speak of him orly under this idea, to consecrate

temples and altars to him, and to supplicate his favour by pray-

ers and sacrifices.

It is however certain thist the Greeks have
Confounded . •

with other prin- embellished the history ot Neptune with that

ces who came by ^j- ^ .^^ ^^^^j j^^^,^^ Japhet. uho had for his
sea, or were dis- •^

*

tinguished on loi the western countries .lUd the isles, equip-
that element. . .=:==;=^ ped son.e ships to carry him ihither: and this,

no doubt, induced Bochart, who has found a great conformity be-

tween the history of Neptune and that of Japhet, to take them

for one and the same person; and he draws a parallel between
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them which corresponds pieiiy exactly. In like manner it is not

to be doubted that the name of Neptune was given to most of

the unknown princes, who came by sea and settled in some coun-

try, or who reigned over islands, or who signalized themselves

by their muriiime victories or by the establishment of commerce.

This name was even extended, if we may believe Aulus Gellius>

to those who had as much sternness and ferocity as valour,

like Cercyon, the Cyclops, Sec. Hence so many Neptunes, the

many wives and mistresses, and the numerous offspring they

give to this god; the many metamorphoses, and the many rapes

laid to his charge. Vossius has taken the trouble to unmask some

of those Neptunes, and to determine the time when they lived.

He who by Lybia had Belus and Agenor, was some Egyptian

prince, who lived about 1483 years before Christ: he had prob*

ably distinguished himself by sea, and at the same time, by his

application to the art of breaking horses. He who by Amymome
the daughter of Danaus, had Naupilus, the father of Palamedes,

lived about the time of that prince: of this adventure they tell us,

that Dcinaus having sent his daughter to draw water for a sacri-

fice, a Satyr attempted violence upon her; when the affrighted

princess implored the aid of Neptune, who relieved her, and put

the Satyr to flight; but he himself next offered her the same in-

sult which she had just escaped by his means: it is probable that

this adventure, which happened near one of Neptune's temples,

in the neighbourhood of Argos, where Danaus, who came from

Egypt, was about to offer a sacrifice, refers to some priest of that

god; for an acquaintance with the priesthood of the pagans gives

us but too frequent occasions to witness their double-dealing with

the flesh and the spirit. He who was the father of the famous

Cercyon, whom Theseus slew, lived a little before the conquest

of the Argonauts. He who by Tyro, the daughter of Salmoneus,

had Pelias, lived about the same time. He who passed for the fa-

ther of Theseus, was Egeus king of Athens, who had a mind to
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conceal his marriage with Ethra. the daughter of Fitliaeus.— I'he

Scythians, according to Herodotus had also their Neptune, and

called him Thamimasades. In fine, the first Neptune is undoubt-

edly Japhet, or some one of his sons, since it is he to whom the

scripture tells us theislesof the Gentiles fell by lot: perhaps he is

the same of whom Sanchoniathon speaks, when he says Chrysor

invented floats of timber, and was the first who sailed, and that

for this reason he was deified after his death; unless we prefer to

understand him as alluding to Noah himself, who, in this sense,

is certainly the most ancient Neptune of all. But he in fact who

is the subject of this article, and whose history is full of the ad-

ventures of all the rest, lived in the time of Isaac, a little before

the death of Abraham.

======== Neptune had for his wife, Amphitrite, the
The fable of , ,

_ ^ , i-w • t»t i <

his marriage with daughter of Oceanus and Dons. We are told

Amphitnte:—
^j^g^ being in love with this princess, but unable

who she was. ° '

by his own address, to gain her consent to mar-

ry him, he sent a Dolphin to her, who acted his part so well as

to prevail on her at last to confer her hand upon thevgod of the

seas. They add that Neptune to reward the Dolphin, placed him

among the stars.—Some authors take this Amphitrite to be only

a poetical personage, Avhose name signifies to surround: thus we

may easily account for their giving her to be the wife of Nep-

tune or the sea which encompasses the earth. But I see no rea-

son why she may not be considered to have been a queen of some

of the islands, and the fable of the Dolphin, iis the intrigue of

some able confidant, or of some ambassador who settled all the

articles of his master's marriage, and thereby became highly in

favour with him. As Amphitrite was the daughter of Oceanus,

the uncle of Neptune, who was a prince of the blood of the Ti-

tans, and settled upon the coasts of Africa, as has been said, there

appears nothing extraordinary in this match. St. Augustine, after

Vol. III. 3 A
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VdiTo. gives the naiin- of Salacia to tlie wife of Neptune, of

whirh it is very easy to discern the reason.

But what sn ill we make of those other fic-

Tlie fable of his . ....
building-, and de- lions that have hcen invented in relation to this

of Trof tc"^"' K"d-^ ^Vhat is the meaning, for example, of their

telling us that he built the walls of Troy; and

that when Luomedon who had employed him, would not pay him

his wages, the god ravaged the plains of Troy, and sent a mons-

ter to destroy liesione, the daughter of that king? May not this

fable signify that the walls of Tioy were so well built, and the

moles that they had raised there to defend them from the inun-

dations of the sea, were so strong, that it was said, by way of hy-

perbole, that the god cf the sea himself had built them? But as

nothing is proof against the injuries of time and storms, these

works having been afterwards demolished, it was also fabled that

Neptune had levengcd himself on the perfidious Laomedon, who

had employed the money and other riches belonging to the tem-

ple of that god, in raising these fortifications, and had not again

returned it —As earthquakes and other extraordinary motions

of sea or land, were attributed to Neptune, so was he reckoned

the author of any consideiable change in the courses of the floods

and riveis. Accoidingly. the 'I'hessalians whose country had been

overflowed, when the floods had subsided, said that Neptune had

formed the channel by which the waters withdrew. " .And surely

says Hirodo:us, upon this occasion, ti)eir op'iiion is just, for all

those who Un>k upon this god to be the author of earthquakes,

and take the formation of gulphs to be his woik, will have no

difficulty to believe, that Neptime had made that channel when

they came to see it." For the same reason Neptune was account-

ed the tutelar god of walls and other fortifications, which he was

thought to overturn when he pleased: and it is according to this

belief that Virgil represents liim with a trident in his hand, dc»

Btroying the walls of Troy, and shaking their foundations.
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• As for the metamorphoses of this god, they
His amours and . ,, .

, ,.,,..,.
metamorphoses; ^^^ certam allegones under winch his mlngues

—drawn by Ar- jjg concealed; for we are told that in order to
achne.===== succeed in his amours, he had frequently meta-

morphosed himself. Arachne, in the fine work which she wrought

in the presence of Minerva, draws a history of all his transfor-

mations: accordingly, says Ovid, she represented Nepiune meta-

riiorphosed into a bull, in the intrigue he had with one of the

daughters of ^Eolus; under the form of the river Enipus, in his

amours with Iphimedia, the wife of the giant Aloeus, by whom

he had the two Aloides, Ephialtes and Otus; under that of a Ram,

when he wished to seduce Bisaltis; under that of a horse to de-

lude Ceres, who had metamorphosed herself into a mare to avoid

his pursuits: lastly, she gave him the figure of a Bird, in the in-

trigue he had with Medusa; and that of a Dolphin, in his amour

with MeUintho — If all our readers will not excuse us for men-

tioning these transfigurations, they will at least excuse us for not

atlempiing an explanation of them.

' Antiquity gave a great many names to Nep-
His plurality of ^^^g ^^j ^^ several of them contribute q-reatlv

names. o " •/

'

to improve our knowledge of this god, it is pro-

per to insist upon tliem a little. The Greeks called him Poseidon,

of which name we find several etymologies; it may signify either

he who shakes the earth, or who sees niany things, or who dashes

ships in pieces—The name of Asphalion, which signifies firm,

stable, immovable, and answers to the Stabilitor of the Romans,

was given him, according to Strabo upon occasion of a new island

appearing in the sea: the Rhodians then very powerful, having

landed there, built a temple in honour of Neptune Asphalion, ,

under which n:inie he soon had several others. If we may believe

the ancient Greek scholiast upon Aristophanes, there was one of

these temples upon the cape of Tenarus in Laconia; and, accord^

ing to Pausanias, another near the port of Patras. This surname,
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in atioit, was also the antiihesis, if we may so speak, of another

name of this god, because, as he was thought to have the power

of shaking the earth, so he had likewise that of establishing it;

which n)akes Macrobius say, that the goda had often opposite

titles with respect to one and the same thing in their dependance,

and that as Neptune had the name of Enosicthon, which denoted

his povier to shake the earth, so he had that of Asphalion, to

teach us that he had also the power to establish and support it:

accordingly, they seldom failed to offer him sacrifices in great

storms and earthquakes.—The lonians, as we are told by Hero-

dotus, called this god Heliconian, and assembled with a great

concourse of the neighbouring people upon the promontory of

Mycale, to offer sacrifices to him.—They gave him the title of

King, from the adventure he had with Minerva, about the terri-

tory of Tiezene.— He also took the name of Prosclystus, from

another contest he had with Juno, about the country of Argos:

through resentment that Jupiter had adjudged it to that goddess,

he laid all the coimtry under water; but Juno having supplicated

him to stop the inundation, he yielded to her request, and on that

accoimt he got this epithet, which implies that he had made the

waters of the river that overflowed the country to retire: a tem-

ple was also built to him under his name.—The title of Trident-

bearer has no difficulty in it, as the trident was his ordinary sym-

bol.— But the two most pompous epithets given this god, were

those mentioned by Pausanias: that of Lord of the earthy was an

inscription on one of his statues in Lucania; and that of Soter, or

the Saviour, was given him probably by some who believed he

had saved them from great danger.—In fine, this god had several

other names, derived from the places where he was peculiarly

honoured, as that of Tenarius, from the promontory of the same

name in Luccnia; Isthmius, from the Isthmus of Corinth, where

he had a magnificent temple; Heliconius, from the Helicon, &c.

&c. The Romans gave him the name of Census, answering to
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thiit of Hippins, or horse-man; hence they called the festivals

celebrated to his honour duiing the Circensian games, by the

name of Consualia.

====^= As the adventures of Neptune gave almost
His worship and . , . ...

, , .

festivals &c. contmu 1 occasions to be raismg temples and m-

stituting festivals in honour of that god, so he

was one of the most highly adored deities of the pagan world:

for, besides the Lybians, who looked upon him as their principal

god, there were in Greece and Italy, especially in the maritime

parts, a great number of temples raised to his honour, as well as

the institution of many festivals and games, particularly those of

the Isthmus of Corinth, and those of the Circus at Rome, which

were consecrated to him unde: the name of Hippius or Consus,

one of the exercises there being horse-races. Indeed the Ro-

mans had such high veneration for this god that besides the fes-

tivals they celebrated in honour of hiui on the first of July, which

was appointed to that day in their calendar by these words, D.

Nefituni Ludi, the whole month of February was consecrated to

him, perhaps to supplicate him to be propitious to sailors previ-

ously to their setting out to sea at the beginning of the spring.

The greatest singularity in the festivals of this god, was that as

Neptune was believed to have formed the first horse, the horses

and the mules, all decorated with flowers, ceased from labour

during those festivals, and enjoyed rest and repose which none

dared to disturb. Pausanias, who, in that full description he gives

of the Stadium of Olympia, says, there was near the goal the

figure of a Genius whom he calls Taraxippus, being placed there

to frighten the horses, informs us at the san>e time, that before

they passed it, they failed not to invoke Neptune Hippius, and to

supplicate him, that the horses which diew the chariots might not

be maimed theieby.— Besides the ordinary victims, namely, the

horse and the bull, sacrificed to this god, and the libations that

were made in honour of him, as we are told by Herodotus, the
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Aruspices offered to him particularly the gall of the victim, on

account of its bitterness having some affinity with the sea-water.

Virgil, in that charming description which he
His fiefure, re- . . . ^ , .

i
• •

tinue, & symbols. S'^^^ ^^ Neptune s reimue, represents this god

===== in his chariot, whose wheels hardly touch the

'.vaves, accompanied by all the deities of the sea; by Tritons and

Dolphins, by Nymphs and Nereids; before whom the waves sub-

side, and by their silent submission acknowledge the presence of

their lord. In like manner, Homer, long before the Latin poeti

had represented the equipage of the same god, when he makes

him come forth from his liquid palace, riding in a chariot drawn

by brazen-footed horses.—Besides these poetical representations

of Neptune, we find him variously figured on medals and other

monuments now extant. He is commonly under the figure of a

man advanced a little beyond the middle period of life, dr&wn in

a shell by two sea-horses, holding in one hand his trident, and in

the other a dolphin. Pausanias tells us that the coin of Trezane

represented on one side the tiident and on the other a Minerva's

head: accordingly we find in Goltzius two medals, one that has a

trident and the other a Minerva's head.—Mythologists offer se-

veral reasons for the trident being given to Neptune. It is intend-

ed, according to some, to figure by its three points the three sorts

of water that are upon the earth; those of the sea, which are salt;

those of the fountains, that are sweet; and those of the pondst

which partake a little of the qualities of the other two: or, that

they allude to Neptune's threefold power over the sea, which he

agitates, assuages, and preserves. Bui nut to seek for mysteries

in this matter, it seems most probable, that the trident was a kind

of sceptre which the kings of old made use of.—Sometimes we

find Neptune upon the monuments in a standing posture, some-

times sitting upon the waves of the sea; frequently in a chariot

drawn by two or four horses; which are sometimes common

horses, sometimes sea-horses, having the upper parts of that ani-
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mal perfect, v\hile the lower parts terminate like a fish's tail, as

almost all the sea monsters do. In one instance however, he is

drawn by winged horses, as he is represented upon an intaglio

published by Beger, who justly regards this us the Atlantic Nep-

tune mentioned by Plato. In all these attitudes this god is urging

on his horses, and gives thenj loose reins, which Virgil has hap-

pily expressed in the first book of the ^neid. Neptune crowned

by Victory in Maffei, denotes the gratitude of one who esteemed

himself indebted to him for his success in a naval battle. Hold-

ing his right foot upon a globe, as in a medal of Augustus, and

another of Titus, he informs us that these emperors were equal-

ly masters of sea and land. Seated upon a smooth sea with two

dolphins swimming upon the surface, and having a prow of a ship

near him loaded with pearl, he denotes the plenty which is pro-

cured by successful navigation. When he appears sitting upon a

troubled sea, with the trident firmly placed before him, and a

monstrous bird with a dragon's head and wings, vyithout feathers

like a bat, that seems to make an effort to fall upon him, while

he remains calm and undisturbed, even negligently turning away

his head, all this is to show that this god equally triumphs over

storms and sea monsters. Upon a medal published by Beger,

where Victory appears upon the prow of a ship sounding a

trumpet, while Neptune on the reverse, in the posture of a com-

batant, is darting his trident to put his enemies to flight, he re-

presents to us as is well remarked by that antiquary, the great

victory of Demetrius Poliorcetes over Ptolomeus, which Plu-

tarch describes. Lastly, a bas-relief of very great beauty, repre-

sents to us Neptune carrying off a young virgin, whom he bears

away upon his sea-horses: Cupid, lo whom this god has yielded

up his tiident, makes use of it to animate his horses, of whom
one is holding the tail of a dolphin in his mouth: while two young

virgins appear upon the shore supplicating Neptune to give them

back their companion. The mythologists, who speak so much of
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the amours of this gx!. and ot his Vt^rious metaiiior^iiioscs, say

nothing of this lope Bui we iiiust not coufounu Neptune with

Taiv.s his son, who tijjpeais upon uie medal of the Taientines

•with the symbols of his father. The city of Tarentum in Italy,

which the Greeks call Taras, owed its original to the son of this

god who laid its foundations. The Tarentines in gratitude to their

founder, represented him upon iheii medals, under the figure of

a sea god mounted on a dolphin, and commonly holding his fa-

ther's trident in his hand; for sometimes he has in its stead the

club of Hercules as the symbol of strength, or an owl to repre-

sent Minerva the protectress of the Tarentines, or a crown in al-

lusion to his conquests, or the cornucopia to signify the richness

of the country where he had built the city of Tarentum, or. in

fine, a pot with a bunch of grapes and Bacchns's thyrsus as sym-

bols of the plenty of wine among the Tarentines.

SECTION FOURTH.

tEOLUS.

^OLUS is classed among the sea deities,
Jlolus was a

king of the ^oli- because he was believed to be the god of winds
an islands. , , . , , , ,

^^^^^_^_-__ and storms, which commonly do most damage

uponahat element. This prince, whose merit ranked him among

the sons of Jupiter, but in reality was the son of Hippotusa Tro-

jan prince, lived in the time of the Trojan war, and reigned, if

we may believe Servius and Varro, ovei the Vulcanian islands,

which were so called on account of the number of volcanoes

they contained, and for the same reason the forges of Vulcan

were sometimes placed in them by the poets. These islands, se-

ven in number, which afterwards assumed the name of Jlolian,

from their king, lay between Sicily and Italy. Homer speaks of
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only one of them under tlie name ot iEoiiu, which \> as undoubt-

edly that of Lipara, the most volcanic of them all, fiom which

circumstance it acquired a name fiom ihe early Pheniciun na-

vigators, which signifies a flambeau. We are told that iEolus

reigned in these islands, at the time when Ulysses arrived there;

he having previously come thither himself, vvhen Liparus

reigned in those islands, whose d ugl.ter he married, and suc-

ceeded him after his death. £olus had several children; of whom,

Astiochus, the eldest, succeeded him in the government of those

islands; while Jocastes settled in the confines of Rheggio; and

Xuthus, Andracleus, Pheremon, and Agalhyrsns, reigned in se-

veral parts of Sicily, where their descendants dwelt till a colony

was sent thither by the Dorians.

..'Eohis was a prince renowned for wisdom
His knowledge

of the winds alle- and prudence, as well as for hospitality to stran-

Doets^with^ n \ S^'"^' whom he assisted with advice relative to

lusion to some t^g dangers of navigation. He had applied him-
ancient custom.

.==^=^ self especially to the study and observation of

the winds; in which he was aided by viewing the direction of the

smoke that rose fiom the volcm* es of Lipara, as Pljny remarks.

He even carried his observations so far, by the help of a little

astrononiy, and by attending to the ebbing and flowing of the sea,

as we are told by Strabo, that he frequently foretold what wind

would blow for several successive days. As he lived at a lime

when navigation was very imperfect, and when it was of course

dangerous to depart from the coasts, the navigaiors had frequent

recourse to him, to know what winds would blow while they

were to be at sea. Several persons having profitted by his advice,

his reputation became so great in this depaitment of knowledge

and foresight, that he was looked upon as king of the winds,

their lord and superintend.mt 'I'he poets iftei wards disguised

his history with their fictions. Homer, instead ot sajing simply

Vol. hi. 3 B
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that I'hsses, after having consulted this pince, without giving

credit to his counsel, had st .id on« longer than he ought to hiive

done, and had consequpnily suffered in a stoin: which destroyed

his fltet in sight of Ithacj; says, in a figurative manner, that

.^olus had shut up the winds in a bag of goat's leather, and had

given it to Ulysses, with express orders not to meddle with it till

a certain day; hut that the ccmpaninns of piysses, seeing their

commander fast asleep, opened the bag, imagining that it con-

tained his treasures: wheieupon the winds issued out with fury,

and raised that horrid storm in whir.li they all perished. Virgil

again, borrowed his ideas from the Greek poet, and further em-

bellished the suljject. He says Juno ha\ingan ind to keep .^neas

from landing in Italy, whcie she knew a settlement had been

promised him b\ the - Fates, repaiied to iEoius in the islands

where he kept his winds shut up in a deep cave, arid entieated

him to raise a storm to diive ^tieas from I'aiy, &c. In like man-

ner other poels speak of this god: some say, b< fore Mollis took

upon himself the direction of the winds, they made a terrible

devastation upon the earth; that they had separated Sicily from

the firm land; that a tempest of old had opened that famous

inlet of the ocean inio the Mediterranean, now called the Straits

of Gibraltar, &c.—We n»ust not however imagine that this cir-

cumstance of the winds being shut tip in a bag, contains any hid-

den mystery; for Homer, in this fiction is alluding to some an-

cient custom, like that which is siill used iu 1/ pland, where the

seamen, when they are ab(<ut to enibaik, pui chase favourable

winds of the magiciviips- \^ ho picniise, for a certain sum of money,

to imprison lh(;se that might molest their vovdge. It is probable

the ancients had some such practice amonti them, which had

given rise to this tiction of shutting up the winds in a bag. Eratos-

thenes, however, h id tiot considered this citcumsianceof the fa-

ble in so serious a light, when he said he would imdertake to

show all the places which Ulysses had visited in his voyage, when
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any one would find out the person who hud sowed up the bag

wherein the winds were inclosed. This is a piece of facetious

raillery, of which the force is quite broken by Polybius, who main-

tains that the substance of Ulysses's voyas^e is true, but that Ho-

mer had interspersed them with poetical fictions and physical

alles^ories, and this probably is the case as to what that poet says

of the twelve children of ^Eolus, six sons and six daiighters, who

mariied each other; for if we do not nnderst.md this article liter-

ally as Diodoiius Siculus has done, we may suppose he meant the

twelve principal winds, which often uniie their forces together

in hunicanes.

^. ,. . The children of ^olus, or the Winds, were
The divine hon-

ours paid to the also created divinities; and thrutrh antiquity has
Winds. . ,

__________ transnuued to us little or nothing al)ovit the wor-

ship that was paid them, yet we learn from Pausanias, " I'hat there

was to be seen, at the foot of a mountain near Asopus, an altar

consecrated to the Winds, to whom, on a certain night yearly, a

priest offers saciifices, and there performs some secret ceri mo-

nies of an odd nature, in order to appease their fury. The same

priest during the ceremony sings some magical verses, which

they say Medea made use of in her enchantments." There was

also discovered many years ago, near Nettuno in Italy, an altar

consecrated to the saiiie di\iniiies. with the insciipiion, ^ra Fen-

torum. Herodotus and Strabo assure us, that the ancient Persians

sacrificed to the Winds, and consequently it cannot be doubted

that they were looked upon as divinities; for altars and sacrifices

are the least ambiguous marks of divine honours. Indeed we

learn from several authors that sacrifices were offered to the

Winds upon undertaking a voyage. Ovid, also, mentions a tem-

ple that Scipio erected to the Tenipests. Augustus, according to

Seneca, built a temple in the Gauls to the wind Cyrcius; and

Virgil says ^Eneas sacrificed to the Zephyrs a white sheep. The

Greeks and Romans however, in the worship they paid to the
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Winds, and to Mollis, wlioin ihey made their sovereign, only im-

itated thf oriental nations, and especially the Persians.

===^= Upon that celebrated tower of the Winds
The represen-

tation of the which was at Athens, whereof M. Spon, who
'

discovered it, has given a draft, and has descri-

bed it in the second volume of his travels through Greece, the

eight principal ones are represented like young men with wings:

one of them seems to be blowing, while the others are pouring

water from sonie vessel. Montlancon has given a print of a bas-

relief n-prcsentintj; several of \he j^ods. with the signs of the zo-

diac, and a Wind blowint; with infl..ied cheeks, a satyr's ears, and

two wings to his head like Mercury. In fine the Wind which was

upon the altar of Nettuno, is blowing into a shell trumpei much

after the manner of a Triton.

SECTION FIFTH.

PROTEUS.

NOTHiNG Can be more celebrated than
His transfigu- , .

i i . r .

rations to Mene- ''"^ ^^'^ S""J ^"" ^"^ '"^ greatest poets of anti-

laus, ;.ccording quity hd\e vied with each other in portravine
to Homer:— \

i / &
___________ his character. Homer, in his discouise of Menc-

laiis to Tf leni.ichus, mykes that personai^e give an accoimt of his

interview win; Eidotea, tlie dau hler of Proteus, who appeared

to hini, when lie had lost himself in a little island belonging to

Ei?vpt and advised him to go and consult her fjth r, to learn

from him his destiny; inioiming him at the same tinie however,

that he could not giiin iiis end, without binding her father while

he was asleep, ;»nd holding liim frSt that he niight not' escape,

notwitlisiunding any figuie he should assuu e, till he had revealed

to hin> his adventures. Actoidingly Menelaus takes with him

three of his companions, who surprise Proteus asleep, seize upon
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him, nn(l with undauiited couiat^e and ;)erst;vetaiice, nutwiihstand-

ins^ lie transformed liim^elf into a lion, a di.it^on, a leopard, a

boar, water, fiie, &c. still hold him Lst in llieir urms till he re-

turned to his proper shape; v* hereupon the\ unbind him, and he

informs Menelaus what detained him in Egypt, and at the same

time what he was to do, in order to arrive happily in his own

country.

.
' Virv^il, whc only changes the personacies, but—tlie sMTii to Ar-

.

istaeus according Hi the iiiOsl m -teiial points has faithfully copied
to Virffil.
___________ his model, tells us, that Anstseus, upon the loss

of his Decs, went to consult his mother Cyrene, who thus ad-

dressed him:

" In the Carpathian bottom makes abode

The shepherd of the seas, a prophet, and a god;

High o'er the main in wai'ry pomp he rides.

His azure car and finny coursers guides:

Proteus his name: to his Pallenian port,

I see from far the weary god resort.

Him, not alone, we river gods adore.

But aged Nereus hearkens to his lore.

With sure foresight and with unerring doom.

He sees what is, and was, and is to come.

This Neptune gave him, w en he gave to keep

His scaly flock that graze the wat'ry deep.

Implore his aid, for Proteus only knows

The secret cause, and cure of all thy woes.

But first the wily wizzard must he caught.

For unconstrain'd he nothing tells for naught;

Nor is with pray'rs, or bribes, or flatt'ry bought.

Surprise him first, and with hard fetters bind;

Then all his frauds will vanish into wind.

1 will myself conduct thee on thy way,

When next the southing sun inflames the day:

"When the dry herbage thirsts for dew in vain.

And sheep, in shades avoid tlie parching plain.
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Then will I lead tiiee to his secret seat;

When weary with his toil, and scorch'd with heat;

The wayward sire frequents his cool retreat.

His eyes with heavy slumber overcast;

With force invade his limbs and bind him fast:

' Thus surely bound, yet be not over bold,

The slipp'ry god will try to loose his hold:

And various forms assume, to cheat thy sight;

And with vain images of beasts affright.

With foamy tusks he seems a bristly boar.

Or imitates the lion's angry roar;

Breaks out in crackling flames to shun thy snares,

A dragon hisses, or a tyger stares:

Or with a wile, their caution to betray.

In fleeting streams attempt to slide away.

But thou, the more he varies forms, beware.

To strain his fetters with a stricter care:

Till tiring all his arts he turns again

To his true shape, in which he first was seen."

Accordingly Aristseus exactly executed the orders of his mother,

and learned from Proteus the manner of repaiiing his swarms.

- There are some authors who allege, that Pro-
The explanation

of this fable by teus was a skilful orator, who by the power of

several authors.
j^j^ eloquence could easily win the minds of his

audience over to his own sentiments. Lucian asserts that he was

a comedian extremely supple, a perfect scaramouche, who

turned himself, as we may say, into all sorts of shapes. Heracli-

des of Pontus, says the fable of Proteus comprehends the mys-

tery of the creation of the world; that his changes were designed

to teach us, that matter was capable of receiving all sorts of

forms; and that Eidotea, who advises to bind her father, is divine

providence, which fixes this matter to suitable shapes. Others

will have it, that Proteus signifies truth, which ever lies conceal-

ed from those who do not apply themselves seriously and inde-

fatigably to the study of it.
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"
J3ui the fable of Piottiis is really founded

But Pioleus •'

Was in reality an upon u historical bottom; and we shall endeavour
Egyptian prince.

to show what gave rise to it, though the authors

who have attenipied to explain it, vary as much about it as Pro-

teus himself. The Gieeks, who would have all the gods, and the

great men born among themselves, allege that Proteus was fronti

Pallene in Thessaly; but that the cruelty of his sons had com-

pelled him to leave it and retire into Egypt; and upon this they

feigned that 'Neptune had saved him, as we read in Lycophron.

They added, however, that he returned sometime after; and this

is the tradition that Virgil followed, since he says Patriamque

visit Pal/e?iem. But this allegation of the Greeks is a mere chi-

mera, for Proteus was a king of Egypt as we shall prove. Indeed

Madam Dacier saw very plainly that this fable was built on his-

toiical basis: her words are to this effect in her remarks upon

the fourth book of the Odyssey: " The question is, says she, to find

out the reason of this fiction, and what induced Homer to ima-

gine a sea god capable of all those changes. For we must not

think it is a mere fable, and that the poet had no other aim than

to figure thereby matter \\ hich undergoes all sorts of changes,

or to give an emblem of frientlsliip, which ought never to be

firmly depended upon till it has been tried under all shapes: for,

as Strabo has it. Homer was not in the habit of affixing to any

truth those prodigious fal)les; on the contrary, he has applied fa-

ble to certain facts, to give additional charms to his narration, as

a g. Idsmith adds gold to silver." The most probable opinion, is,

according to Ileiodouis, Hicdorus Siculus, Clemens of Alexan-

dria, Lycophron, and even Homer himself, besides several others,

that Proteus was an ancient king of Egypt, who kept his court

at Memphis, and who reigned about the time of the Trojan war.

What Herodotus in paiticular says of him is to this effect: " Phe-

ron king of Egypt had for his successor an inhabitant of Mem-

phis, called in the Greek language Pioieus, of whom we see a
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tei' pie ul itiis day in MciLpliis, wliicli is vei> tine ana magnifi-

cently adorned. It is situated by the temple of Vulcan, to the

south: the Phtnicians from ! yiiis dwell in the neighbourhood,

and from thence the pLce is called the field of the Tyrians.

There is in this temple a chapel dedicated to Venus, surnamed

the Stianger, whom 1 conjecuire to be Helen the daughter of

Tyndaius, because I have heard that Helen was for sometime

Proteus's guest, and thiit she hdd the name of the foreign Venus:

for there is no other part of the temple that is consecrated to her

under that name. And inde. d when I asked the priests what they

thought of Helen, they told me, as Paris Alexander was return-

ing to his own country, after having carried her off from Sparta,

he was driven by a storm upon the coast of Egypt: and seeing

the tempest still continue, he was forced to land at the Canopic

mouth (f the Nile, vvlieie he made some stay. There was upon

the shore a temple to Hercules, which is there at this day, whi-

ther if any slave reiiies, and takes on the holy signs that are

there, putting himself under the protection of that god, he gains

his freedon.; and this privilege has even remained inviolable till

our time. The slaves of Paris having heard of tliis asylum, in-

stantly resorted thither, and falling down upon their knees before

the god, began to accuse their master and divulge the injury he

had done to .Menelaus in the rape of Helen. They made their

complaints in the presence of the priests and the governor of

that mouth of the Nile, who having heard them out, dispatched a

message to Memphis to bear this news to Proteus, which was

delivered in these terms: ' There has just arrived a foreigner of

the race of Teucer, who has commiticd an unheard of crime in

Greece: he has seduced the wife of his host: he has carried her

off; and with her a vast deal of riches. Contrary winds have driven

him upon your coasts. Whether shall we let him go with impu-

nity, or shall we despoil him of what he has bi ought with him?*

Immediately Proteus ordered the governor to seize upon this
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nian: he accordingly obeyed, and brought him belbie Proteus;

who, after he had reproached him bitterly, banished him from

his presence. Being unwilling to put him to death, least he should

violate the laws of hospitality, he ordered him to depart out of

his dominions within three days, and detained Helen to restore

her to her husband."—Diodorus Siculus says also that Proteus,

whom he calls Cetes was a king 6f Egypt; and asserts at the same

time, that whatever the Greeks fabled of his various metamor-

phoses, the Egyptians said of their king Cetes.— It is certain

then, that there was at Memphis, a king named Proteus, who

succeeded Pheron: and it is no less certain, in the next place,

that Egypt was the country of the most skilful enchanters, who

wrought the greatest prodigies. We see in the scripture that

Pharaoh's magicians imitated a part of Moses's miracles: that

by their enchantment they changed a rod into a serpent, as that

great servant of God had done; that they converted water into

blood; and covered the whole land of Egypt with frogs, as he did.

It is therefore probable that Menelaus being at Canopus, went to

consult one of those enchanters who dealt in predictions: and

this is the foundation Homer had to build his fable upon, which

he applied to a known name, Proteus, of whom he makes a sea

god, gives hini sea monsters for his guides, and imputes to him

all those metamorphoses, in allusion to all the prodigies wrought

by those enchanters. It will perhaps be said that the magicians

we read of in the scripture, wrought those prodigies upon exter-

nal objects, while Proteus performed his upon himself: but, we

may rejoin besides, that fables do not always deliver truth such

as they found it, it is not to be doubted that those magicians who

achieved such wonders on external objects, would also perform

upon their own person operations no less wonderful, in order to

excite astonishment. Eustathius quotes the example of Calisthe-

nes the physician, who had the surprising address or faculty of

Vol. III. 3C
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appealing all on fiie, anci showing hiniself under various forms,

to the great astonishment of the spectators.—However that may

be, Proteus was a wise and eloquent prince: and his precaution

whereby he evaded every danger, served him instead of the pro-

phetic gift, which is ascribed to him; for, according to Cicero,

foresight is a propiiecy. His being quick and lively even to ex-

cess, might have justified the expression of his being all on fire;

and then from his absolute command of his passions, he appeared

in a moment more smooth and pliant than water. As it was very

difficult to learn his secrets, there was no great impropriety in

saying, the knowledge of them could not be obtained but by bind-

ing him. He v^as also \ery stately, seldom appeared in public,

and there were but a few of the great lords, whom Homer alle-

gorically calls the large Jishes., who durst accompany him. Would

it not seem then, that Virgil and Homer designed by all those

metamorphoses and other strokes of their imagination, to give

an allegorical description of such a prince, wise and provident,

artful and insinuating, and not a sea monster or a camelion that

changes form and colour at will? for nothing is more usual with

the poets, and even in scripture, than the symbolical descriptions

that figure the character of a person in terms of obscurity. It

was at noon when that piince went out of his palace, which Ho-

mer calls his cave: he used to walk along the sea shore to enjoy

the cool north wind, covered perhaps with an umbrella, which

the poet calls a cloud: sometimes he appeared in the midst of

his' soldiers, as a shepherd in the midst of his flocks: hence the

poet says he counted his flocks every day about the hour of noon.

In like manner, by that maritime race, whom Virgil, after Ho-

mer, calls Geiis humida fionii, it is evident the poets alluded to

the Egyptians who lie near the sea: and if they called them Nep-

tune's flocks, it is because a king ought to be the father and pas-

tor of his subjects. Again, it is in the same sense that they call

Proteus the son of Nepiunej because he was powerful by sea;
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whence lie himself came afierwards lo be acc>)i.<nie(i a sea god.

And what wonderfully confiru.s all these conjectures, is, that

Homer, who was the author of this fable, learnt the circumstan-

ces upon which he has constructed it, or possibly the fable itself,

from the Eii;yptians, as they often embellished or rather obscuied

their liistoiy with ingenious veils of allegory and fiction.—Pro-

teus had a son by the name of Rcniphis, who succeeded him at

his death; when he himself was ranked aniong the gods and had

temples erected to his honour, as we learn from Herodotus.

SECTION SIXTH.

NEREUS, THE NEREIDS, AND TRITON.

.
NEREUS, whom all the ancients class among

>ereus, his ge-

nealogy, and cha- the gods of the sea, was, according to Hesiud,
Tflctcr.- ihe son of Oceanvis and Telhys: but Apollodo-

rus gives r.im Oceanus for his father, and Terra for his mother;

vhile other mythoiogists make him the son of Neptune.—Hesiod

highly celebrates the character of Nereus, « ho was. accoiding

to him, a mild and peaceful old man, a lovei of justice and mo-

deration. The ancients have enquired into the reason why this

poet, as well as the author of a hymn which is ascribed to Or-

pheus, have enlarged so much in the praise of this god. John

the deacon gives a reason for it us ridiculous as it is false: it is,

says he, because seamen, wl)o have always present death before

their eyes, are commonly good people; but unluclvjiy it is quite

the contrary. The good deacon, as M. le Clerc remarks, had

never seen either seamen or sailors, and he spenks of them

just as we do of the inhabitants of the moon That learned

critic therefore has recourse to the Phenician language, wlience

Nereus was derived from a word that signifies to s/une, to giv-^
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lighiy which, as it relates lo man, imports to know, to have under-

standing, to be wise.

==^=== Be that however as it may, all agree with

(lau^Huers^bv li^s
H^^^°^ ^^^^ Nereus married his sister Doris,

sisttr Doris, call- and had by her the fifty Nereids, whose names
ed Nereids.

are given by that author. Homer also gives the

names of the Nereids, but with some variation from Hesiod, and

enumerates only thirty-two of^them, saying the rest remained in

the bottom of the sea. We may remark that these names, almost

all of which are derived from the Greek, are perfectly suitable

to divinities of the sea, since they express the waves, the bil-

lows, the tempests, the calms, the straits, the islands, the

ports. 8cc.

^=:===== All antiquity asrrees, that Nereus excelled in
Hf excelled in

i / & '

the artof predic- the art of piediction. He foretold Paris the war
'

which the rape of Helen would bring upon his

country; t,nd he informed Hercules where to find the golden ap-

ples that Eurysthcus had ordered him to go in quest of: but it is

said that he attempted to transform himself into various shapes,

that he might not be compelled to make that discovery to the

Grecian prince; who held him fast however, till he had assumed

his pristine form. These characteristics, by the b'y, confound Ne-

reus in some degree with Proteus.

~ -' - ' We learn from Apollodorus, that Nereus
Ills palace was , .,..,„ , ,

in the Ef^ean sea.
commonly resided m the Egean sea, where he

===i^^= was surrounded nith Nereids who entertained

him with their songs and dances. Accordingly, Pausanias takes

the old man who was worshipped by the Gytheates, and who, ac-

cording to him, had his palace in this sea, to have been no other

tlian Nereus; and he cites, in proof of it, these verses in

Homer;

" Ye sister Nereids! to your deeps descend,

—

Haste, and our father's srxred seat attend."
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'
II is evident that the poets have blended phy-

The explana- ,
. .

'

tion of the fable siology with history, in the fable of Nereus; and

. they have even taken Nereus for the water itself,

as his name imports. But this fable doubtless exhibits to us some

ancient prince of this name who became famous by sea, and im-

proved navigation so much that people came from all parts to

consult him in dangerous voyages. These metamorphoses, and

the various shapes he is pretended to have assumed to evade

those who came to consult him, are but so many symbols deno-

ting that he was crafty and artful, wise and prudent, like Proteus,

his prototype. Some authors however were of opinion that Nere-

us had been the inventor of hydromancy, or the science of pre-

diction by means of water, and this is the reason for representing

him as a great soothsayer; and perhaps this is also the reason for

classing him atnong the gods of the sea. M. le Clerc confirms

this sentiment by a happy conjecture, deriving the name of Ne-

reus from the Hebiew, in which language it signifies to see; and

this is what made all the ancients esteem him to be a man skilled

in the art of prediction.—Thus, in order to understand this fable,

vre must distinguish between the poetical Nereus, the fabulous

stories of whom are only founded upon the etymologies of his

name, and the prince of that name whose history has been dis-

guised by poetical images.

.. But what are we to think of the Nereids his

w r
^\ r'^'^nd ^'a"S'^^<^''s? Are we to look upon them as meta-

poeticiil person- phorical personages, as their names signify, or
ages or sea mon-
eters. as real persons? The Nereids mentioned by

===== Hcsiod and liomer are for the most part poeti-

cal beings; but some of them doubtless had a real existence,

such as Thetis the mother of Achilles; Cassiope the mother of

Andromed*e; and Psammathe the mother of Phocc, who, accord-

ing to Pausanias, having retired to the country in the neighbour-

hood of Parnassus, gave her name to it; and in reality that coun-
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try was afterwards called Pliocis. It must also be admitted that

the name of Neieids was gisen to princesses who inhabited

islands, or upon the sea coasts, or who became f imous for the

encouragement of commerce and navigation: and that it was af-

terwards transferred not only to some poetical personages, whose

names were conformable to the qualities attributed to them, but

even to certain monsieis that have been taken by fishermeni

which have the upper part of their body much like that of wo-

men. Pliny says, in the time of Tiberius, there was seen a Ne-

reid upon the sea shore, such as the poets represent them; and

that an ambassador from Gaul had told Augustus that there had

been seen upon the sea coasts several dead Nereids. Albertus

Magnus and some others, frequently speak of such like prodi-

gies.

• Much the same account may be given of the
The Tritons,

.

- o

and one in parti- Tritons, whom the poets represent as monsters,

peterofNepTuiIe,'
'saving the half of their bodies human, and the

originated from other half fish, with shell trumpets in their
sea monsters.

^^;^^^s:::s;;s= hands, with which they make the shores to re-

sound.—When this name is used in the singular, it denotes that

particular Triton who always preceded Neptune, whose arrival

he proclaimed by the sound of his shell, and was therefoie taken

for the trumpeter of that god. Hesiod, who has given his gene-

alogy, says he was the son of Neptune and Amphitrite.—Pliny

tells us, that a message came to inform Tiberius that one of these

sea monsters had been seen near Lisbon, the sound of whose

shell trumpet had been heard, and his form was the same as that

of Triton is commonly represented. The fishermen have often

caught fish pretty much resembling what we aie told of the Tri-

tons; and perhaps upon such facts have been invented those poet-

ical fables of the feasts which they gave the good old Nere-

us, when Neptune's trumpeter paraded upon the sea with his

azure chariot and horses.
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====== The ancient monumetits and medals, accord

The representa- . . , .
,

tions given of the '" representing the Nereids as young women
Nereids and the lidin? upon doipi.ins, or upon sea horses, hold-
Tritons; their & I' f ^

^

worship-. ing commonly in one hand Neptune's trident,

~~^~^^~^^~^ and in the other a dolpliin, and sometimes a vic-

tory and a crown. However, we often find them represented as

half women and half fish, conformable to this verse of Horace:

Desinit in /liscem 77iulier formosa snfierne; such as we see them

upon a medal of Marseilles, and upon some others.—As for the

Tritons, they are always represented as half men and half fish:

they have fins under their ears, a large mouth, teeth like wild

beasts, blue eyes, scales cover their hands and the greater part of

their body, which terminates in a fish's tail. But be it caprice in

the artist, or some mystery we do not understand, we find some

Tritons represented upon monuments that hardly resemble this

description in any thing: such is that which was represented on

a freeze found in Burgundy. It has the head and whole body of a

man, without the least appearance of a scale, except upon the

thighs, which terminate in two long fishes tails: he bears a cloak

upon one arm, and a shell in the right hand: he has by him a

monster and a sea dog lying close to the ground.— But not to

dwell upon this, iiost of these sea deities were worshipped in

Greece. Pausanias in particular, says the Nereids had sacred

groves, and altars, in several places, especially upon the sea

shores; witness says he, the Nereid Doto, who had a celebrated

temple at Gabala. Macrobius observes, that the statue of Triton

used to be placed on the top of Saturn's temple.
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SECTION SEVENTH.

PHORCYS, SARON, PORTUMNUS, MATU-
TA, EGEON, AND GLAUCUS.

' THE sea g(-cl Phorcy, or Phorciis, was, ac-
Phoi cys, a king

of Corsica, who cording to Hesiod, the son of Pontus and Terra;

Ceto perished a^
'^^^^ ^^^ ^^ '^^^ ^^^^ Ceto, the three Giaiee, who

sea and was made were so culled on account of their being born
a sea god.

with gray huir. This circumstance gave rise also

to the opinion that tiie Gu.ise_ weie stricken wiiii old age at the

moment of their birth. But this is a physical generation, intima-

ting the whiteness of the surge in a troubled sea.—Homer speaks

ot the cave where Phorcys dwelt, upon wliich Porphyry has

made a leurned commentary, but which amounts only to some

mysterious and abstracted notions of physiology. Varro is the

only author who has reduced to history what those poets say of

this sea god; and he contends that Phorcys was a king of Corsica.

As he lost, with a part of his army, his own life, in a naval battle

against Atlas, those who survived this overthrow, reported that

he had been transformed into a sea god.

====== Saron was looked upon as the particular god
Saron, a king of _ , ., „,, „ , •• ^i •

Corinth, perished of the sailors. I he Greeks gave him this name
at sea, and was

f,,Q,^ ,^,^ ^y^ of ^jig gea near Corinth, called the
made a sea god.

Saronic gulf. It is probable that this is the same

Saron whom Pausanias speaks of, who was a king of Corinth.

" Altheus, says he, succeeded Saron: the latter, as we are told,

built a temple to Diana Saronis in a place where the waters of

the sea form a morass, which they accordingly call the Phebs&an

morass. This prince was passionately fond of hunting. One day,

as he was in chase of a stag, he pursued it to the sea shore. The
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Stag having precipitated himself into the sea, he plimgedin after

him, and in the eagerness of his pviisisil, was c.iiied insensibly

on, till he found himself in the deep sea, where his strenglii he-

ing exhausted, he was drowned. His nody was recovered and

brought to the sacred grove of Diana, near the morass, and bu-

ried in the court of the teinple. This adventure was the cause of

changing the name of the morass which is now called afier that

prince the Saronic morass."

======== Portumnus, if we may believe Servius, pre-

Mehcertus and
^jj^j ^^,^^, ^^^ ^^^ ports, as indeed his name

Ino, their conver- '

sion into sea dei- sufficiently intimates. His story is very noted,
ties, under the

. , • <•

names of Pale- ''"d his first name was Melicertus. His f.ither

mon and Leuco- ^thamas, king of Ihcbes in Beotia, having
thoe. "^ °

turned deliiioiia, -lew one of his sons named Le«

rachus, which so distracted his mothe. Ino, that she threw her-

self with her other son Melicertus into the sea: consequently

they were both said to have been changed into sea gods, Meli-

certus under tlie name of Palemon, and Ino under that of Leu-

cot hoe.

.
As soon as the Gieeks had performed the

Their apothe-
'

osis and warship apotheosis of Ino and Melicertus, they founded
in Greece. ...

,
.

,
... . ,

___________ a religious worship to them, which was received

in several countries Melicertus, or rather Palemon was especial-

ly worshipped in the islands of Tenedos, wliere they even offered

him a sacrifice of children. At Corint i daucus instituted the

Isthmian games in honour of him, wiiich being intertup'fd some

time after, were re-establisiitd by Iheseus in honour of Nep-

tune.—Pdusanias tells us that in the tenple which the Corin-

thians had consecrated to Neptune, were three altais;one tor this

god, anotiier for Leucothoe, and the third lor Palenion. There

was also, adds the same author, a low chapel, the descent to

Vol. Ill, 3 D
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which was by . secret suir, whtie Paienu.n '.< ,.s sau. to Ik con-

cealed; and whoever ii.ade a false outli in this pK.ccj wasinsiantly

punished for his pt-ijury.

. As the nations that received tht worship of

They were- wor.
>jt,ijritre t/ods freciuentlv chc.nj^red their n^ns s,

shipped at Rome ••:' ^ i / d

undei the names so Ino whom the dieeks worshipped under the
of Portutnnus .

, , i i ,

and Maiuta. n..nie oi l^eucothoe was worslupped undei that

-—— of Malutd by the Romans; and Melicertus,

whom the former hoi oured under the name of Palernon, uas

worshipped at Rome under the name of Ponuniniis > atuta h^^d

a temple at Rome whither tht ladies can e and offered thtir vows

for their broti.erh' children, not daiiijg to pray to the goddess in

behalf of their own, because she liad bi:en too unh.tppy in her

own children; thus we aie informed by Uvid Female slaves were

not permitted to enter into this temple, oi if they were to intrude

there they were beat most unmercifully.

. Though Homer considers Egeon only as a

E^eon, a giant
„j^,j^, (^^,jf| |,ov.'e\er says he was one of the sea

of the I itan race, ° ^

or a sea god van- j/ods. Accorditig to Hesiod, he was the son of
quLslied by Nep-

'

, r,. , , ,

tune. Coeius and leira. Lnii^epiis. another ancient

poet, in his poem of the Titanomachy, nakes

him the son of Ponius and Terra, and says he dwelt in the sea,

whence he aided the Tit..ns. ('onon asserts that Neptime van-

quislied him, ai)d threw him into tiie sea: Such is the biicf ac-

count that we have of Egeon.

:==== Antiquity makes mention of three Glaucuses;

Glaucus was a one the son of Minos, another the son of Hip-
skilful fisherman,

*^

whobeingdrown- polocluis, and the ihiid was suinamed the Pon-
ed, vas honoured • ',^, i . r u • ^ i i

as a god ^^^' ' '"^ plurality ot names has n)troduced a

'. great deal of confusion into the genealogy of

GlaucuS) the sea god now m question, borne authors give him
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Polybus for his father, otiieis make liiin the son of Phot has, and

some in fine will have him to he the son of Ncpume. But what

v/c may conclude to be more ceitain, is, thai he was a skilful

fisherman, and at the same time, a very excellent swimmer. As,

in the exercise of his favourite avocation, he used to remain a

long time under water, he boasted, for the sake of admiration,

that he was then enjoyirig intercourse wiih the yods of the sea.

However, notnithstanding his skill in swimming, he happened to

be drowned, as we learn from Pnleplia'us; and to do i.onour to

his memory, l-.c was said to be iraiisformed into a sea god.

========= Servius says that Ghiucus was a famous fish-

Several fables
•

'

f , . I
• „ •

concerning him. erman ot the town or Anthedon m Beotia, who,

I I having laid upon the grass tJie fishes he had

caught, perceived ihem to recover their life and ruotion, and

throw themselves into the sea again: whereupon he suspected

that there was some peculiar virtue in those herbs: he according-

ly tasted of them, which operating upon him as ihey had on the

fishes, he threw hiinself into the watei in like manner, and was

iransfomed into a sea god. This fiction, how ver, h;^d no other,

foundation but the peculi.ir skill of tliis f.;mous fisherman, as we

learn from Strabo.—The poets afterwards invented a great many

fictions about Glaucus. Some say ii was he who ravished Ariadne

in the island of Naxos, where Theseus left her; and that Bac-

chus, by way of punishment for such ungvtilant behaviour, tied

him to a vine tree, as we see in .Vthenie'is. According to Diodo-

rus Siculus, it was Glaucus who appeared to the Argonauts un-

der the figure of a sea god, when Oip!ieus, upon occasion of a

tempest, had made a solemn vow to the Saniothiacian gofjs. He

even foretold them, as we have it in Apoilonius Khoclius, that

Hercules and the tv^o Tvndaridse, Castor and Pollux, should be

advanced to divinity. The) add further, that in the combat between

Inoas and the Tyrrhenians, he joined with the Argonauts', and

vas the only one that was not wounded. Euiipides, and after hin\
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Paiisanias, tell us thut he was Nereus's interpreter, and had the

gift of prophecy. If we may credit Nicander, it was from him

that Apollo learnt the art of predicnon. In fine, Strabo will have

it that Glaucus was transformed into a Triton.

Philostratus, in his picture of Glaucus, copies
Represented

under the figure 'he idea of Siiabo, who says that he was trans-

cf a Triton. ^ i
• r,^ r t

• l l_______^___ formed mto a 1 nton; for the portraiture he has

gi\en r.f that god perfectly resembles the description of this kind

of monster. His besrd, says he. is moist and white, and his hair

^vaves upon his shoulders: his eyebrows are so thick, and so near

each other, that they seem to make but one: his aims are made

suitably for swimming; and his breast is covered with a sea-weed:

the rest of his body terminates in a fish whose tail is crooked as

far as the loins.

- The city of Anthedon in Bcotia paid Glaucus
His worsliip, &c.

====:;= a religious worship, erected temples to him,

and offered him sacrifices Even ih. spot where he perished be-

came famous, and Pausanias, speaking of Anthedon, remarks

that there was in that city, what was called Glaucua's leap; that

is to say, the place whence he had thrown himself into the sea.

SECTION EIGHTH.

THE SIRENS.

====='= THE number of the Sirens is not delermin-
Their number

and eenealoDy. ^"- Homer reckons only two ot them: others

=^=^=== allow five, namely, Leucosia, Ligia. Partheiiope,

Aglaphon, and Mopse: others again, admit only the three first of

these we have just mentioned. Some will have the Sirens to be

the daughters of the river Achelous and the nymph Calliope;

others allege that they sprung from the blood of the wound which
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Hercules gave to iht gou of thai river, by pulling off' one of liis

horns.

======= The poets represent the Sirens as beautiful
Their charac-

ter according to women, w o inh.ibiied sleep rocks upon ilie sea

^ ^°^ ^'

shore, whiilier ihey iillured passengers by the

sweetness of their voices, and then put iheni to death.—Homer,

who places the Sirens in the middle of a meado\A drenched in

blood from the carnage of those whom they had destroyed, <tells

us that Fate had permitted them to reign tiil soiiiC persons should

overreach them; that the wise '. 1\ sses was the one who had accom-

plished their dtsiiny, haviig escaped tl tir snaies by slopping

the ears of his companions with wax. and causing bin. sell to be

fastened to the mast of his ship; which, adds he. plunged them

into such despair that the) drowned ihemsehes in the sea, where

they were transfoimed into fishes from the waist downwards.

—

Ovid says they were virgins in attendance upon Proserpine when

Pluto surprised that princess in the meadows of mount Etna, and

that the gods granted them wings lo fly over th^ seas in search

of Proserpine, after they had loamed tiie island of Sicily in vain.

It is added, that in despair of hearing any account of their

companion, they settled at length upon the rocks, where their

employment was to destroy all those whom they allured into

their snares.

In consequence of these two sfatenicnts of

Their threefold bonier and 0\id, il has been made a question
state;7?rs« beauti-

ful \vom(n,seco«(f whether the Sirens were consi'dered by the
birds, </ijW/ fishes „ ,, < -n •

or sea deities. poets as fishes or low Is: and the ilhistnous pre-

late Huetins thought to decide the matter by

saying, before their metan.oi piloses, that is, before they threw

themselves into the sea, they weie looked upon as fowls, on ac-

count of the wings which t> e gods had given tliem; but thai they

are to be reckoned fioin liiai ti. e aiiu^ng the divir.itics ol the

sea. He ought rather '.o have said, ihat we aie to consider the
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Sirens uridev ihiee pt liocls of linie: first, that they were beauti-

ful virgins, as when they acc(<nipiiniecl Proser ine, and gathered

flowers with her in the meadows of Enna. Secondly, that after

having sought for that princess by land v\ithout finding her, when

they demanded wings from the gods to fly over the seas, which

were accordingly granted tliem, they should from that time be

considered as Ibvsls witli vit gins' faces. Lastly, that from the mo-

ment they threw themselves into the sea in despair for Ulysses's

having o\er-reaclied their pov\ers, and thereby accomplished

their destin\, we are to consicier them as fisiies and divinities of

the sea. Accordingly the painters and sculptors represent the

Sirens, sometimes as beautiful wouien terminating below in

fishes' tails; sometimes as birds with the feet of a cock, &c.

======== If we would trace this fable of the Sirens to

The original of . ... •••/• i • j

their fable from '^^ source, Servms will mtorm us that it de-

lewd princesses
,.j^,^^j jj^. Q,.j^,ip fy^^ several princesses who

in the islands of ^ "^

Sicily. reigned of old upon the coasts of the Tuscan
""""""""""""

sea, neai Peloius and Caprese, or in three small

islands of Sicily, which Aristoile calls the isles of the Sirens.

These petty queens were very debauched, and by their charms

alluied strangers, who were ruined at their court by pleasure and

prodigality. This is, beyound doubt, the foundation of all that

Homer says of the Sirens, that they bewitch those who are so

imprudent as to come near them and listen to their songs None

that visit them once, adds tlie poet, ever return to receive the

embraces and joyful congratulations of their wives and children;

all who doat upon their charms are doomed to perish.—However

natural is this explanation of the fable of the Sirens, there are

some authors of opinion tluit it has no r.ther fou; d.uion, but the

equivocal meaning of the Greek word Syrcin, which signifies to

draw to one's self; or, according to I'ochart, from the Hebrew

Sir, which imports a song or hymn, whence has been composed

the name of Sirensf that is to say, Singing women,—But in order
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to reconcile these authors it rruiy be said that there weie leally

lewd princesses who dwelt iipor) the sea coasts, and who gave

rise to all these fables; and that the name of Sirens was only

given them in latter times, because those who found in the an-

cient language the word Sir, or Sirein, which corresponded with

theii character, therefore took itfor their name. And when it is

said that they aie the daiighteis of the river Achelous, the mean-

ing is that the ishmd of Taphos. whence these virgins are said

to have departed when they came to settle at Capreee, is at the

mouth of that river. Truly Ovid informs us that they lived in

the time of Proserpi .e, and that thev accompanied her in the

meadows of mount' Etna, where her rape was committed; and

Homer on the other hand makes them live in the lime of Ulys-

ses, after the Trojan war: but these various opinions may be re-

conciled by saying that they lived not all at the same time, but

one after the other; that their reign continued to the time of

Ulysses, who perhaps put i.n end to the last piinctss of that

island, i^'or we need not be suiprised, if the poets have put toge-

ther in one continued narration all that concerned the Sirens,

tliough they lived at different times: this is not the first occasion

on which they have brought nearer, or removed iurther, by many

ages, the events of fabulous times; and Homer, by the magnifi-

cent fable of the Sirens, had undoubtedly some other view, than

merely to teach us that his hero resisted the charms of pleasure;

the same who had the weakness to stay seven years with Calypso,

and to be captivated with Circe's charms according to his own

account.

____=== But what shall we say to the relation of fish-

The repor.s of ermcn, who inform us that they have sometimes
fishermen, and
phrases in scrip- found Sirens in the sea much like those pic-

ture, had no con- ^ , •
i ^i • , • j

nexion with it
tures ot them which the pamters give us, and

r which they are said to have bi ought to the courts

of princes? Sometimes indeed, monsters have been found in he
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sea, which had « figure pretty much resembling that of a woman,

\vith a fish's tail, hut very black and covered with scales, which

yet bore no resemblance either lo the Sirens or Tritons of the

poets; and we may rather look upon all those pretended monsters

such as Satyrs, Nereids, Tritoqs, Sirens, &c. with which the re-

lation of travellers are full, us having no other existence but in

what Rabelais calls the country of lafiestry.— If it be asked what

the hoh man Job meant by sayint; he mourned for his cffliction

with the voice of Sirens? it mny be answered that he had proba-

bly an eye to certain birds, which according; lo Pliny, lulled pas-

sengers to sleep by the sweetness of their music; and as these

birds frequented the desarts. Job designed to express by them

the doleful solitude to which lie was reduced.—Son.e of the

scripture inteipreters are of opinion that the prophet Isaiah also

had the Sirens in iiise>e, when he foretold ihct Jerusalem should

be inhabited by monsters w, ich would have the upper part i-f their

body like a beautiful woman, and the feet and tail of an ass; at

least it was this notion that suggested the idea to the ancient ar-

chitect who built the church of Notre Uame at Paris, to have en-

graved upon one of the porticos a Siren with the body of a wo-

man, and the feet and tail of an ass. Truly the Septuagint, and

after them, St. Jerom, have translated the word Tanin^ which

that prophet made use of, by that of Sirens; but it is plain that

Isaiah only meant to represent the ruinous state to which Jerusa-

lem would be reduced, by foretelling that even monsters should

lodge there; nor has he any more allusion to the fable of the Si-

rens, than the proi-het J« remiah had to the Lamise, who are said

to have be- n a kind of monsters of Africa in ancient times, with

the face and breasts of a woman, and the rest of the body like

that of a serpt nt ; and to have displayed their bosoms to passen-

gers, in order to eiiticc and devout them.
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THE DEMI-GODS.

SECTION FIRST.

HERCULES.

—Manv persons THERE were many persons of the name of

had tins name, Hercules, most of whom acquired it as a surs
whose expluils

are blended with name, in consequeCi e of some valorous achieve-
those of Alcides f^. ,

<• , •
,

the Greek Her- nient. Dioclorus biculus mentions three persons

^^^^^-
of this name: the first was an Egyptian, who

travelled in Africa, and raised the famous pillars of Hercules at

the straitsof Gibraltar, as a warning to voyagers not to attempt to

go farther. Tiie second was born in Crete among the Idsei Dae-

tyli, who, according to the same author, instituted the Olympic

games. The third was the son of Jupiter and Alcmena, who was

born at Thebes, and distinguished himself by a thousand labours-

—Cicero enumerates six of these heroes: the first was the son

of Jupiter and Lysidice. The second is the Egy|)tian Hercules,

who sprung from the Nile. The thiid was one of the Dactyli of

mount Ida. The fourth was the son of Jupiter and Asteria ihe

sister of Latona, and worshipped by the Tyrians. The fifth is the

Indian Htrcules, surnamed Belus. In fine, the sixth was the

Thel)au Hercules, thr son of Jupiter and Alcmena.— There are

Greek authors who reckon to the number of forty-three of these

Vol. III. 3 E
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heroes, eillier l)ecdii:5e several persons did tlienisehes liie honour

to assume so illustiiuus a nuiue. oi because Hercules is derived

from the Phenicidn word Hurokel^ which signifies merchant, as

has been proved by the learned M. le Clerc, who says that Uiis

name was formerly given lo the fjmows traders who went to ex-

plore new countries and to plant colonies there, frequently signa-

lizmg themselves as mucii bv desiroying the wild beasts that in-

fested them, as by the commerce ihey established: and such no

doubt was the origin of lucierit herois.n and war. Thus it appears

that Hercules was only the surname of those peisons who bore

it, derived chiefly from cert.iin .idventures vvhich rendered ihem

famous; for, in addition to these reasons, "e know that most of

them had other ncimes: the Tvrian Hercules, for example, was

called Thasius; the Piieriician, Agenor; the Greek, Mcides; the

Egyptian, who was cotemporary with Osiris, and general of his

troops, was Osochor or Chon; the Indian was Dorsanes; and the

Gaul was Ogmion. Diodorus Siculus is of opinion that Alcides

was called H rcules, that is, the glory of Juno, not till after he

had in his cradle squ ezed tv\o serpent s to death, which that

goddess had sent to devour him. The great achievemenis of this

Hercules, in the course of an active life, gave occasion to the

Greeks, who are alw.iys reads to exaggerate the noble qualities of

their countrymen, to embellish his history with the exploits and

adventures of all the rest; for which, indeed the life of no one

man would be sufficient. We shall, however, recite his history,

as marvelloiis as they have made it.

-
.
--— Hercules was the son of Alcmena the daujrh-

The fables rela-
_ _

^_

live to the birth ler oi Electrion king of Mycense. by her cousin
"

and spouse Amphitrvon. But some will have it

that Jupiter was the fat er of Hercules, having imposed upon

Alcmena, by assun.inj^ the figure of her husband during his ab-

sence on an expedition against the Teleboans.—a fable that was

propagated to cloak some intrigue of that princess: or perhaps
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Jupiter was s id to bt; the Lthei of IL-rciiles. only on account of

his valour; which is most probable, since Seneca thus introduces

this hero speakiiig of his own birth: ''Whether this whole ^tory

be taken for truth, or for a mere fiction, and my father be in reality

but a mortal, my mother's infamy were it true, would be sufii-

cien'ly wiped offby my valour; iiorain I unvorthy to be Jupiter's

son."—To this faille it was added, that on the day of his nativity,

loud peals of thunder were heard, and several prodigies were

seen. To the saine p irpose it was stid, that the nijjiit on which

Jupiter counterfeited the husb:ind of .\lcmena was gre itly pro-

longed. Lycophron says it lasted the space of three ordinary

nights, while others extend it even to nine of them. Some authors-

say ihis piincess was delivered of tv\ ins, of whom Iphicles passed

for the son of AiT^phiiryon, oiiu .^k idfs or Hercules had Jupiter

for his father; and though they luid been conceived at three months

inteival, yettliey were boin on the same day.—Ovid says, on this

occasion, that GaLnthis, Alcmena's slave, was transformed by

Juno into a weasel which si e condenined to bi ing forth its young

by vhe mouth, for deceiving her, hy making her believe that her

mistress had already been brought to bed, when that goddess, in

the disguise of an old wonan, had planted herself near Amphi-

tryon's palace, in a fit posture, as she- thought to reiaid Alcmena's

delivery. This fiction however, is an episode of the poet, invented

to set the resentment of Juno in a stronger lii^ht: at the same

time he has taken care to found the transformation of .Galanthis

upon a similitude of names; while the pretended punishment

which Juno is s /.id to have inflicted iipon tliai new animal into

which she was transformed, is only a;, allusion to a populai error,

which has no other foundation, th^iU thai the weasel* is fieq-ieiilly

' Elian s.iys the Thcbans worshipped this little animal because, in the

capacity of her slave, it had facilitated Alcmena's labours in giving biriJi

to Hercules.
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seen beat in^ about its young in its mouth, while it is shifting fron^

place to place.

. , ^, . Be this, however, as it tnay, Amphitryon, who
The loss of his

.

inheritance, or was of the race of Perseus, and sole heir to

the decree of an . , . , , . . ^ , , , .

oracle, subjected rlectrson, hy hts wife, ought to have succeeded

him to Euiysthe- jq j^e kingdom of Mycenae, and his son Hercu-
US:

—

===== les after him; but having accidentally slain his

father-in-law, he was oblitced to retire to Thebes, and by that

means Sthenelus became king of Mycenae, and after him, his

son Eurystheus, who was born a"t the same time that Hercules

was. Thus our hero became subject, and as it were, a slave to

that king: though others assert that he was subjected to him by

the oracle of Delphi upon account of the murder of his children^

whom he slew in the r^ge of his madness; for, say they, he

might have exempted himself from subjection to the king of

Myceiise since he was under the protection of Creon, whose

daughter he had tnarried.

===== Upon this circumstance was founded in part,

-—which gave
,}^g fahks of the jealousy of Juno, who is said

rise to llie fable
•'

of Juno's jeal. lo have retarded Alcmena's delivery of Hercu-
ousv, and birth to , . . _ —

,
„

all his valour '^^' *° S^''^ Ume tor Eurystheus to com.e hrst

==^=^= into the world, and consequently to command

the other, as by right of seniority. Homer relates this affair with

an air of the marvellous, which he knows so well how to infuse

into his narrations—This also gave birth to all the heroism of

Alcicles: for Eurystheus, jealous of his reputation, enjoined upon

him those immense Kibours which gave him an opportunity to

display his valour and courage; that politic king, who was afraid

least he should be dethroned by his brave cousin Alcides, who

had a title to the crown, took care to cut out work for our hero

during his whole life, by employing him without intermission in

enterprises equally artful and dangerous; which was no difficult

matter at a time when Greece was no less overrun with robbers
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anrl free-booters, who had btized upon the highways, than with

lions, boars, and other wild beasts that infested the forests. The

extiip<:tion of those monsieis employed the whoJe life of Hercu-

les, who had the cornniund of the troops of E'iiystheus, as it is

expressly said by Dionysiiis of Eialicarnassus: and these are the

pretended peisecutions enjoined by jealous Junci's counsel, that

is, to speak literally, by the influence and policy of the king of

Mycenpe.

' As, in his most tender years, Alcides slew
In his infancy

he slew some ser- soine serpents, ' it was given out afterwards tliat

pents, whichisfa- i •
i . i i i u •

i
•

ui ^ . K . K this adveiitme happened when he v\as vet m his
blen to nave hap- ' '

pened in his era- cradle, and that the revengrfuT Juno had sent
die.

those sei
I
enis to devour him. Plautus adds that

these t\\o set pents left the young Iphicles the brother of Hercu-

les unmolested to go to him; and that as soon as he had seen

them, he started up from his cradle, and squeezed them to death;

•whereby he was kno»\n to be the son of Jujjiter- and it was upon

this occasion, as we have said, according to Diodorus, that he ac-

quired the name of Hercules, that is, the glory of Juno, by way

of irony. Thus it has been thought fit, by poetical exaggeration,

to enihpllish t'le infancy of this heio.

,,. , Alcides was bi ought up at the court of Creon
His education, "^ '

early exploits, king of Thebes, who took great care to culti-
marriapce, mad-

'

.
, , , , • , •

ness, murder of vate his genius, and had hini early instructed

his sons, &.C.—be- • , f, i . /•« .^ i r t „ i „

stows his wife on '" ^ liberal arts. Castor, the son of I yndarus

his frirnd. taught him how to fight, Eurytus taught him

the use of the bow and arrow, Autolycus tcHight him how to

drive the chariot, I.in'sto pluv on the lyre, and Eumolpus to

sing. Like the rest of his illustrious countrymen, he soon after

became the pupil of the Centaur Chiron, under whom he per-

fected his education, and rendered himself the most valiant and

accomplished of the age. In the 18ih yeai of his age he resolved

to deliver the neighbourhood of mount Cithseron from a huge
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lion which laid waste the udjciceni countiy and preyed on the

flocks of Amp iir)on, his supposed i.aher. He first went to the

court of Thespius, king of Tliespis, who shared in the general

calamity; and there received a hospitable treatment, and was en-

tertained dining filly days by the fifty (laughteis of that king,

\vho all became nioihers by him. After he had dtsiroyed the lion

of mount Ciihfeion, he nude war upon Kigintis, and delivered

his country from the annual tiibute of a hundred oxen which it

paid to that tyrant. Such public scrxices became universally

known; and Creon, his patron, rewarded the hero by giving him

in marriage his daughter Megara, by whom he had several chil-

dren. As Hercules was subjected b\ the will of Jupiter to the

command of Etirystheus, the jealousy which that prince enter-

tained of the success and rising povxer of the hero, induced him

to ordei Hercules to appear at M)cenfe, and perforin the services

which he was entitled l)y piiority of birth to impose upon him.

But Hercules refused, and Juno, to punish his disobedience,

threw him into such a fit of madness that he slew his cousin

Idas, and even his own sons whom he supposed to be the off-

spring of Eurystheus. When he recovered the use of his rea-

son, he was so struck with melancholy, at the iijsfortune which

befel him during his insanity, that he retired from the society

of men for some time. He afterwards received expiation at

Athens for the murders he had committed; and having consulted

the oracle of Apollo, was told that he must be subservient for

twelve years to the will of Eurystheus, in compliance with the

commands of Jupiter; and that after he had achieved the most

celebrated labours, he should be reckoned in the number of the

gods So explicit an answer determined him to go to Mycense,

and to bear with fortitude whatever should be imposed upon him.

Accordingly Eurystheus commanded him to undertake a number

of enterprises the most difficult and aiduous ever known, gener-

ally called the twelve labours of Hercules. The favours of the
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gods, however, completely armed hiiii for the undertaking of

these labours. He received a coat of armour and helmet from

Minerva, and a sword from Mercury, a horse from Neptune, a

shield from Jupiter, a bow and arrows from Apollo, and from

Vulcan a golden cuirass luul butzen buskin, with the celebrated

club of brass according to some, but by others supposed to be of

wood, which the hero himself had cut in the forest of Nemeea.

—Aristotle is of opinion that Hercules was always under the in-

fluence of a nielanchol. humour; others think he was subject to

the epilepsy, or a periodical insanity. We are told fvu'ther, that

Pallas iiaving thrown a stone, made him fall asleep; which prob-

ably signifies that the wise precautions of his friends, and their

remedies, restoied him to the use of his reason. After his re-

covery, from a conviction that his mariiage with Megara would

prove fatal, he gave iier to that lolas who was his particular friend,

and the great companion of his travels.

' The first labour imposed upon Hercules by

Twelve labours
i^^rystheus, was to kill the lion of Nemffia,

ot Hercules, viz. ^ ^

—1, Thedestruc- which ravaged the country near Mycenae. The
tion of the Ne- •

, , •

mxan lion. ''^'^ unable to destroy him with his arrows

boldly attacked him with his club, pursued him

to his den, and after -6 severe engagement, choakcd him to death.

He canied the dead bod\ on his shoulders to Myccufe, and ever

after clothed himself with the skin.* Kurystheus was so afFiighted

and astonisiicd at the sight of the beast and the courage of Her-

cules, that he ordered him nexer to enter the gates of the city

again when he returned fiom his expeditions, but to wait for his

orders without the walls. He even made himself a brazen vessel

into which he retired whenever Hercules returned.—The chase

which Hercules gave to some lionsof the Nemsean forest, among

• Several kings of Syria, among the SeU-ucides and the Heraclides from

"Whom the former descended, affected frequently to wear this skin.
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which was one of an txtiaordinaiy size, which he slew himself,

and whose skin he wore, ga\e rise to this fable. To make this

fact the more memordble it was afterwards said that this lion was

ranked among the stars. According lo Pausanias there was siill

to be seen in his time, in the mountains between Cleone and Ar-

gos, the cave into which the lion had ictired, which is only at the

distance of fifteen furlongs from the town of Nemsea.

„ ^, The seC" nd labour of Hercules was to des-
2, The destruc-

tion of the Hydra troy the H)dra of Leriia, as fable expresses it.

of Lerna. ^, , r i . . ^ .====^= The tens ot Lerna near Argos were mfcsted

with so many serpents that they seemed to multiply as fast as

they were destroyed Hercules, with the assistance of his friend

lolas, cleared those fens of them en'irely. Perhaps among those

serpents there was one of tliat kind whi( h the Gieeks call Hvdros,

vfhich is of a very venomovis nature, and iiii.u;ht l)ave given lise

to the fable of the Hydra; that seven-headed n ouster, according

to some of the poets. But those writers aie not very consistent

upon this article; for Simonides says the Hvdia had ninetv heads,

Alceus gives it fifty, and accoiding to Diodorus it had a hundred.

Apollodorus says that whenever Hercides lopped off one of the

monster's heads, two others spiang rp in the phice of it, so that

this Idbour would have been endless, had he not ordered his com-

panion lolas to sear tlie blood with fire and theieby put a stop to

their reproduction: and thus \\as that event actually represented

in a fine picture in the temple of Delpiii. As all the incidents of

this hero's life were related in a fabulous and extraordinary man-

ner, we learn from Hyginus that Juno, seeirig Hercules about to

overcome the Hydra, had sent a sea crab which bit him in the foot;

and that it being slain by the hero, the goddess placed it among

the stars, where it forms the sign of the crab, li is pioper to re-

mark that Hercules dipt his arrows into the blood of the 'lydra,

or into its gall, the most venomous p^ri of its oody, which com-

municated to them a poisonous quality, as appears from the wound
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given vO N't ssus, who was disc i seel ten yt.iis by 'be \enoni it

coniniunicated to his foot.—S^rvius gives Uiis expLiiiation of thp

fable of the Hydra: lie s;iys that from the fens of Lerna issued

several torrents w'ich flooded ail the country; th .t Hercules

drained tneni, planted moles, and rendeied them fii for cultiva-

tion; and that this was the foundaiion of the fable. Others say

that It alludes to seven brothers who lived upon plunder, and used

to shelter themselves in the fens of Lerna, whence none were

able to dislodge them, till Hercules decoyed them out two at a

time and slew them all: and this possibly gave the poets a handle

to say that the Hydra had seven heads. Pausanias says it is very

possible that the blood of the Hydra poisoned the arrows of Her-

cules; but he cannot persuade himself that it had many heads,

this being a circumstance which had been added to make that

monster still more terrible, it having been first represented in

that manner by Pisander of Camira in the island of Rhodes, to

give a greater air of the marvellous to his poetry. Plalo thinks

that by the Hydra, the poets intend<-d to allegorize a sophist of

Lerna, who let loose his envenomed tongue against Hercules;

and that by the heads that grew as fast as they were cut off, is

figured his fruitfulness in producing fallacious arguments, where-

with that kind of philosophers never fall to support their sophistry.

Others again will have it, that by the Hydra and its fifty heads,

we are to understand a citadel defended by so many men under

the command of Lernus their king ; and that the fable of the crab

defending the Hydra, alluded to a prince of that name, who aided

his ally against Hercules and lolas, that those two heroes were

obliged to set fire to the citadel before they could make themselves

masters of it. But of all these explanations, the first, which imports

that Hercules drained the fens of Lerna, by reducing all its wa-

ters to a common channel, rendering the ground arable and the

air salubrious, is the most natural, and probably the true one.

Vol. III. 3 1'
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====== Hi-rcules wus nest uideieci lo bring alive and
3, lie captures l • .1 r r> 1 1

the staff of incie-
^'""*"' m'o the presence ot EurvSibeusa stai;,

dible s\yinne3s,
^v hich was funious for its incredible swiftness,

With brazen feet,

and golden horns, its t^oldtn lioin, and br^.zen feel. This celebrated

' animal frequented the neighbourhood of Enoe,

and Hercules was employed an entire year in pursuing it. At last

he caught it in a trap, or aftet it iiad been exhausted with fatigue,

or according to some in consequence of a slight wound he had

given it in order to abate its svviftness. As he was returning vic-

torious Diana snatched the stag from him, and severely repri-

raanded him for molesting an animal that was sacred to her. Her-

cules pleaded necessity, and by representing the commands of

Eurysiheus, he appeased ihe goddess and obtained the animal

again.

======= The fourth labour enjoined on Hercules, was
4, He captures

the boar of Ery- to bring apMe to Eurvstheus -.i wild boar, which
"

ravaged the neighbourhood of Erymanthus. Iri

this exptcli'jon he destroyed the centaurs, and caught tlie boar by

his gi cat fleetncss, and closely puisuing him in the deep snow.

When he brought tliis animal in the presence of Eurystheus, he

vas so friL;httned at tlie sight of him, that he hid himself in his

brazen vessel for some days. The teeth of this frightful boar

•were for a long time preset ved in the temple of Apollo.

===== As hi^ fifth labour, Hercules was ordered to

5, lie cleans Au- dem^gc ,j^e stables of Aueias, where 3000 oxen
gias s stables by

turninfj the river had been kept for many years. Wi;h the assis-

Alpheus through
'

^hem. tance of his troops he turned the course or the

===== rivei Aiplseus through tlicm, which readily ac-

complished the desired object. Augias, as we are told by Diodo-

rus Siculus, having a mind to defraud Hercules of the reward

he had promised him, the hero revenged hiniself upon that per-

fidious prince, fiist by putting to death his son Eurytus, whom

his father was sending to Corinth to celebrate the Isihmic gamesf
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and then bv rutiint; off Aui^ins himself, and substituting in his

sleiid his son Phileus, who had fruiilessly inipor'uned his father

to reward Alcides for so valuable a piece of ser\ice.

His sixth labour was to kill or disperse the
6, He expells . ... ,, , .. i i- , , • .

theStvninlialides carnivorous buds cullfd htymphalides. which

from Arcsidia javaeed the country near the lake Stvmphalis
with the noise of '

brazen timbrels, in Arcadia. He l)anished then> out of the coun-

' try by pursuing them witii » h tid noise made

with brazen timbrels, which were gi'cn hiu; by Minerva to

frighten them away.—Some authors explain this fable, by telling

us there were robbers who laid waste the country, and robbed the

passengers in the confines of this lake; and thai Hercules v\ith

his companions destro}ed them. The crooked talons that are

given to those bilds^ are figuratively apj)iicable to lobbers, as \tell

as the wings, and the iron beaks, with javelins of the same meta!,

which they darted at those who attacked them; the import cf

which, is, that the robliers were armed with darts and javelins.^

\Vc may remaik by the way, that Natalis Comes is mistaken in

confounding the Siymphalides with the Harpies, since Petronius

and otheis plainiy distinguihh thetri Though in truth, the anti-

quaries are very much divided about some birds that occur upon

monuments ;»nd medals, which some take for Harpies, and others

for StytTipl)alides.

The seventh l.ibour of our hero, wms to biing
7, He brinies a ... „ • i- • m i i i\

wild bull from ^'^^'^ '"^o Peloponnesus, a piodii^ious wild bull

Crete to Euryb- ^j^^ ravaged the island of Ctete—The expla-
tneus. *^

==; nation of this fable is, that Crete had a breed of

cattle that were remarkably beautiful, and Eurystheus being de-

sirous to have s<jme of that race, ordered Hercules to go and

fetch him the finest bull he could procure, which he accordingly

did. 1 his was afterwards confounded with, or said to be the same

as the beautiful bull of Pasiphae, who is so celebrated for her

unnatural love for that animal.
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A- his eighth 1 -bour, Hercules wus ordered

8, He kills Do- . • i c r\- i ..i i
• c

medes and car- '*^ obtain the marts of Diomedes, the king ot

ries off his mares 'ihrace, Avhich fed upon human flesh. Diome-
which fed on hu-

man flesh. des having made resistance, Hercules slew him

-- •' and gave his body to be eaten by his mares,

which he afterwards carried off and delivered to Eurystheus.

They were sent to mount Olympus by the king of Mycense, where

they were consecrated to Jupiter, and their breed still existed in

the time of Alexander the great.—Palephatus says that Diome-

des had ruined himself by breeding horses, and had sold for that

purpose his very slaves, whence it was said that his mares fed

upon human flesh.

The Amazons, that republic of women on
9, He conquers . r,-, j • /-> i

• • u:^u
the Amazons, and ^^'^ 1 hermodon in Cappadoc.a, were in high

brings the .tirdle reputation in the time of Hercules, and their
of' their queen to

Eurystheus. conquests over their neighbours rendered them

—---——--—----— formidable. Eurystheus ordered, as the ninth la-

bour of that prince, that he should bring him the girdle of the

queen of the Amazons; that is, make war upon them and plun-

der their treasures. Hercules embarked upon the Euxine sea,

arrived upon the banks of the Thermodon; and having attacked

those heroines, slew many of them, and put the rest to flight,

took Menalippe their queen, and her sister Hippoliia, otherwise

called Antiope, prisoners; the latter he gave to Theseus in mar-

riage, and the queen ransomed herself by delivering up the fa-

mous LMidle; that is, by giving up her treasures.

•' The tenth labour set apart for our hero, was
10, He kills the , •,, ,

• /-, ,
• r /-. j j

giant Geryon and to kill the giant Geryon king of Gades. and

carries his oxen
bj-j^p (o Argos his numerous flocks. This fa-

te Eurystheus.

mous Geryon, whom Hercules accordingly de-

feated, and carried away his flocks, is said to have had three bo-

dies, which iniin)ales that he reigned over three nations, or else

that he was one of three princes in alliance, who were so closely
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united, tluit they were considcMed as one peibon. M. le Cierc s^ys

the Phenician phrase wherein occurred x\\e word Griona, and

whose sense was, that Herc\iles had defeated three armies, had

given rise to the fable of Geryon. Hesiod says, this Geryon was

the son of Crysaor, wlio sprung from the blood of Medusa. But

if we may believe the learned Bochart, Geryon reigned in Epirus

instead of Spain, and it was there that Hercules defeated him

and carried away his oxen, 'and the mastiff by which they were

guarded; for, says that author, this famous hero never was in

Spain, nor was that country so much as known to the Greeks in his

time. This opinion of Bochart is not founded upon bare conjec-

ture; it is supported by the testimony of many ancients. Hecate-

us, cited by Arrian, says Geryon was king of Epirus; that the

said country had excellent pastures, and fed great herds of cattle,

and that it was from thence that Hercules carried off those of

Geryon: thus, all jthat the Greeks say of the travels of their Her-

cules into Spain is a fable.

- The eleventh labour of Hercules was to obtain
11, The golden

apples of the Hes- ihe golden apples from the gardens of the Hes-
perides; & other

^^^.\^\^^^ ^vhich were guarded by a dragon. These
fables connected "^ o / o

with Hercules's apples, which were given to Jupiter by Juno on
expedition to Af-

yica. ^he day oi their nuptials, were entrusted to the

:^==^= care of the Hesperides. three celebrated nymphs,

the daughters of Hesperus, who resided near mount Atlas in

Africa. Here were the celebrated gardens of the Hesperides

which abounded in fruits of the most delicious kind, guaided by

large mastiflfs; and this gave rise to the fable of golden apples

kept by a dragon. Hercules, ignorant of the situation of this

garden, of which he was required to procure the fruit, applied to

the nymphs in the neighbourhood of the Po for information, and

vas told that their father Nereus would direct him, upon his using

proper compulsion. Hercules repaired to Nereus, as we have had

occasion to stale before, surprised him in his sleep, when this sea
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god, unable to escape fom his grasp. notrtiiiistancUng the various

changes >e put on, answered all the questions proposed to him

by the hero. When Hercules arrived in x\frica he repaired to

Atlas according to some of the poets, and demanded of iiim three

of the golden apples. Atlas took this opportunity of placing the

burthen of the heavens upon the siiouiders of Hercules, while he

went in quest of the apples. At his return Hercules expressed a

wish to relieve his burthen by changing its position; but when

Atlas was rendering him that assistance, Hercules artfully left the

burthen in liis hands, and seized the apples which he had laid on

the ground. According to other accounts. Hercules gathered the

apples himself without the assistance of Atlas, having first killed

the watchful dragon that guaided the nee. After these apples had

been brought to Kurystheus. they were carried back by Minerva

to the gardens of the Hesperides, as the\ could not be preserved

in any other situation. Hercules is sometiii.es represented gather-

ing the apples, while the serpent which is twined about the tree

that bore them is bowing its head in a life/ess attitude, as if it had

received a moital blow. That monster, the offspiing of I yphon,

had, we are told, a himdred heads, and as many dieadful voices;

but upon the medallion that gives this representation it has only

one. The three Hesperides, Kgle, Arethusa, and Hyperthusa,

are near the tree and seem to be reproaching Hercules for his

theft.—While Hercules was in Africa, Busiris, that no'ed tyrant

of Spain, had sent pirates to carry off the nieces of Atlas king of

Mauritania. This hero gave chase to the pirates, rescued those

nymphs, and even slew Busiris himself. Atlas, to reward Hercules

for so signal a service, taught him astronomy. Some say that

Hercules on this occasion discovered the milky way, which is an

immense cluster of stars describing an irregular arch in the hea-

vens, and that hence arose the rii.iculous fable, that Juno, by the

counsel of Minerva, having suckled Hercules, whom she found

in a field where his mother had exposed him, he sucked her
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breasts with so much eagerness and force, as to spill a great

quantity of her miik, \vherel>y was foi med that milky way. The

wholesome counsel which Hercules inipai ted U) Atlas duiirig liis

stay at his court, and the suppoit he afforded hin» in tlie wars in

•which he was engaged, especially in the affair with iiusiris, gave

rise to the fable, that he aided him in supporting the heavens for

some time upoii his shoulders. Again, as Atlas before Hercules

departed from his court, made him a present of some of the finest

sheep in the country, some will have it, that thest gd\e rise to

the fable of the famous golden apples which that prince or his

nieces were said to have kept in their gardens; that fable being

founded upon a mere equivocation of a (ireek word which signi-

fies a shee/t or an a/i/tle. M. Ic Clerc remarks that the adventure

of the golden apples happened near Tingi in .\fiica, where, ac-

cording to Pliny, we are to place the gardens of the Hcsperides,

so called, not from the daughters of Hesperus, but on account of

their westerly situation; whence Spain also got the nan»e ol Hes-

peria. Palephatus explains this f.ible otherwise: saying that there

was a Milesian, an inhabitant of Caria, named Hesperus, whose

daughters were called llesperides, and who kept flocks of sheep

so beautiful, that they might jtisily be called golden sheep: these

Hercules carried off. together with their shepherd whose name

was Draco. But this .lUihor is apt to forge explanations of his

own, and give existence to persons who ne\er had being.
—

'I o

plant a colony in .Africa for the pui poses of commerce, hei' g one

of the objects of llercules's voyage thiilier, and being inteirupted

in this end at first by a merchant who had settled in Libya, and

had already grown powerful by the accumulation of wtaiih, our

hero resolved on his destruction. He artfully drew him out to sea,

and having cut him off from all communication with the land,

whence he used to draw fresh provisions and recruits, he thus

accomplished his defeat. Hence arose the fable of Antheils. that

famous giant the son of the earth, who could not be killed, as we
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are told« till he Wtts suflecl in the open air, alleging that he reco-

vered new strength every time he touched the earth ; because in

fact he had- been sustained from land by a supply of provisions

and troops. Time has preserved to us a fine group which repre-

sents Hercules holding up Antheus in the air, and stifling him

with all l-.is force. This Antheus is said to tiave built the city of

Tingi, which is yet a small town called Tangier upon the straits

of Gibraltar. We have already said that Sertorius caused the

tomb of that giant to be opened, and that his bones were reported

to be of an extraordinary size.—Hercules during this expedition,

having penetrated as far as the straits of Gibraltar, which was

considered as the extremity of the world, where the sun went to

set in the ocean, there erected two pillars to intimate that these

were the bounds of his enterprises, and that no one should attempt

to go further. Bacchus, or rather Osiris, had done the same thing

in India. Nothing is more famous in fabulous history than these

pillars of Hercules; yet learned critics contend with Bochart, " that

they never existed, and that what gave rise to the fable, is the

situation of two mountains, called Calpe and Abyla, the one in

Africa and the other in Europe, upon the straits of Gibraltar,

which were considered as a kind of pillars, denoting that this was

the extremity of the world, and the boundary which nature had

constructed, to intimate to man that the progress of their con-

quests and ambition must there terminate." And what confirms

the conjecture of this eminent author, is, that Abyla, which is the

name of one of those mountains, signifies a pillar. But however

this may be, it is certain that there were magnificent pillars in

the famous temple which the inhabitants of Gades erected in

honour of Hercules at some distance from their city; and as the

labours of this hero were engraved upon them in Phenician char-

acters, it was afterwarcis believed that the Phenician Hercules

himself had erected them. These pillars were looked upon by the

ancients as two talismans that had influence over the elements.
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waost' liupcUioiis iuice iliey c-ilmeu. lesi nv \ slicuici iiiiiie wilh

the powers of the ouciiii. tJid seut of cliiios, unci thereb) imrodnce

Uiii^eisal confusion itid 'lisoder. lideed this tempie was very

famous: its siiuaiion iii su leanne .i pl-xe; vs -iii;Kj i y; the dura-

ble limber of which it wtis buia; its puLiis eiuici.ed with ancient

insc'ipfions tmd hie < glypiucb; the luboms of Hiicuics which

were .here i.^presf ; led; Gc^ryun's trees. wl)ich according to

P> JlostratuS) sent fonh biuo.I; and t .c; old Pneniciua cereii.onies

which were there piaclistd; all these nude it very teiebrated,

and Gades thought uself secure under the protection of so great

a hero. Accordingly, as I'lieion. a king ot bpain, uas going lo

rifle this temple, a p^nic lenoi disp- ised his si.ips upon the sudden

appearance of fi'e fiom some caiist unknown.

•' '1 he 1. st of h twe \e labouis of Hercules,
12, 'iis journey .

, , , ,

tohell whencehe ^^"^ ^" brmi; vip( n e i ti) ilie ihiee headed watch

drags the watch d^^ ,^f ||g„^ C.eroeius; and it is most probable
dog Cerbei'iis,

' "^

and delivers that he consideied tl.is as the most iiazardous
Theseus and Firi- , , ,, •

, ,i , . . ...

^jjjjyg
ol them all, since he would not uuderiake i' till

• he had piocuied an iniuaiion in o the Eleusinian

mysteries; lor which puipnse the lesser n.yst ries were insiiiu-

ted, as it was unlawful to initiate sti angers into the principal, af-

terwards called the gnaiei mysreries. We huve seen that it is not

agreed by wh.at place Hercules descended into hell. The history

of Theseus seems to p:ove that it was in ihesprotia, or in Epi-

rus; while some n ythologisis speak of the cave of mount Teiia-

rus in Ljconia, as the pl.;ct in question: in fine. Z;.nopiion, in his

sixth book of the retreat of tne ten thousand, speaking of the

arrival of that army in the Acheromic Cheisonesus, adds, that it

was in ihat country where Hercules was said lo iiave dcscenued

into Pluto's kingflom, ann that there the cave wasstil! to be seen,

which was more than 150 paces deep Howevei that may be. the

fable states that Pluto granted him the liberty to toke Cerberus,

provided he would make use of no arms, but only his bodily force

Vol.. III. 3
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to drag him away. Hercules, as some report, ciuried him back

to hell, after he had brought him before Eurystheus. We are

further told that the hero was also permitted by Pluto to carry

away his friends Theseus and Pirithous, who had been condemn-

ed to punishment in hell.—The foundation of this fable is thus

related: Theseus, having attempted to carry off the wife of Ai-

doneus king of Epirus, for his friend Pirithous, was made pri-

soner by that prince. Hercules, passing through that kingdom,

delivered Theseus from his imprisonment: but Aidoneus being

considered to be Pluto or the king of hell on account of the mines

that he worked, this voyage of Hercules was therefore lakeu for

a descent into the kingdom of the dead. And as he brought from

Epirus some mastiff, that dog was taken for Cerberus: or possi-

bly another circumstance ma) have contributed to the same fiction,

viz. that he slew at the same time a famous serpent that had its

den in the cave of mount Tenarus, which was esteemed by some

to be the mouth of hell. But Palephatus is of opinion that this

part of the fuble alludes to a mastiff which Hercules had taken

from Geryon; and that Cerberus was said to have three heads,

because Hercules had taken that mastiff from the town of Tri-

cassia. He says that Aidoneus stole this mastiff from Eurystheus,

and was suspected to have hid him in the cave of Tenarus, whi-

ther Hercules, by the command of the king of Mycenae, went in

search of him; which, according to that author, gave rise to that

hero's fabulous journey to hell.

- M)thologists tell us that the expedition to the
Several other ex- . j. , .

ploits performed internal regions was the last of our hero's ex-

^Hr"deliv''ers P^"^' ^"^ ^^""^ Eurystheus being satisfied, en-

Hesione, sacks joined upon him nothing further. It is probable
Trey and kills •

, , , •

Laomedon:— ^°0' ^^^^ "^ considered this as the most dan-

——— gerous of all his labours, for he would not un-

dertake it till he had procured an initiation into the Eleusinian

mysteries. But it is to be remarked with Diodorus Siculus, that
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besides iliese arduous labours, which the jealousy of Eurystheus

had imposed upon him, Hercules also achieved many others

equally celebrated, to which he was prompted by his daring va-

lour alone: cities taken; tyrants chastised; monsters subdued;

princes re-established on their thrones; new cities built in several

places; the course of rivers either diverted or reduced within their

channels; new ways made in places inaccessible; colonies trans-

ported into different countries, were according to Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, the most common actions of his life. But to give

even a brief account of all these valorous deeds would greatly

exceed the limits of this volume; we shall therefore say a few

words concerning a part of them only; with which I am sure we

shall best please most of our readers.—We have already seen that

Hercules penetrated to the extremity of Scythia, where he set at

liberty Prometheus, whom Jupiter had there bound to a rock of

mount Caucasus, and condemned to have his liver continually

preyed upon by a vulture, as a punishment for his^ presumption.

—As the conquest of the Argonauts happened in the time of our

hero, he could not but be of the party. However, some authors

are of opinion that he did not go so far as Colchis, but made a

descent upon Troas, to go m search of young Hylas the son of

Theodomantus king of Mysia, who had lost himself in going to

draw water.—.At that time, the city of Troy having been very

much damaged by the inundations of the sea, Neptune, by whom

the walls had been built, was said also to be the author of the

calamity, to punish the perfidious Laomedon, as we have recited

in the history of Neptune. The oracle being consulted, informed

them that there was no way to appease the god of the sea, but by

exposing to his wrath, which desolated the city under the form of

a sea monster, a virgin of the blood royal. The lots having fallen

upon Hesione the daughter of Laomedon, Hercules offered, after

she was bound to a rock on the sea coast, to liberate her from the

monster, for the reward of some houses which Laomedon pro-
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niisecl hini. He buccciieU in this fcuierprise by Icapinj^ iiuo the

monster's mouth, slidmi^ down his throat, and tearing his bowels

lo pieces diiiiriLi; the sp .ce of three days Af:ei tliis LaoniCdon

haviiii^ \io!ctled his proiuse to the hero, lie sacked the town O!

Tioy, caiiied off Hesione whom he g.ive in marriage to Tela-

tnon, slew Laoiiied(ji», iind gave liis crown to Podarces his son,

at the leqiKSt of ilie piincess who ransomtd him; for wliich

reason he got the tianie ot Piiatii.—T is iiionster which deso-

lated the city of Itoy wis no oUier than the sea itself, which for

the want ot moles ovetllowed the lotiiitry, and brotight on a con-

tagion. I he condition upon whicli Hercides undertook to put a

stop to these inundations must he imdei stood of some ol the best

galie s of the Pliiy gian piinee. not only because it is not probable

he would be contented with six horses but also because the poets

tell us that these horses of Ljo'iiedon were so light that they

walked upon the waifM . It is also easy to perceive, when Lyco-

phron tells us the monster swallowed Hercules, who continued

in his body three days, and came out of it all bruised, with the

loss of his hair, that he is making a bdd imitation of the story of

Jonas; or that Hercules and bis companions hid cmphned three

days in raisin.; moles to stop out the sea, during which time they

went into the water to plant the piles and lay the foundation of

their v^o^k Nor must we omit, that Hercules to secure himself

and companiohs from the fury of the monster, that is the sea, made

an intrenchment to retire into; a wovk whicii the poets attiibute

to Minerva the goddess of arts, and which was still subsisting in

the time of the second siege of that city. There it was that Juno

and Neptune, aftei theii reconciliation, stationed themselves to

be specictors of the combat between Hector and Achilles,

„ ,
^H

Elian informs us th- 1 Hercules sacked the city

sene, kills Neleus of Messene, to be revenger' of Neleus and his
& places his son

r ., r . r • • r
Nestor on his family for havmg refused to expiate hmi from

^
''°"^'

a murder he had coumiitted} that he spared the
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yoiini^ Nestor, and g>ive liini tlie kint;clom of his faiher. because

he wus not ill the plot with Inni and his hiothers; which that uiithor

accotinis a high mi.ik of generosity and giaiitudc, without con-

sidering that this single act of justice, can iiever atone for the

unparalieled cruelty of this hern, in sacrificing a prince and eleven

of his sons, for the refusal of an expi.uion, whereof, in all proba-

bility, he vvasnot worthy. The advenuire of the last of these

piinces who was slain is singuivir. Hesiod, Apollodorus, and after

them Ovid, tell us that this young prince, whose name was Peri-

clymenes, had received dom Neptune the power of transforming

hinriself into several shapes. In order to avoid tlie blows of the

redouhted Hercules, he changed himself into an ant, a fly, a bee,

a serpent; and yet all avaih d him nothing: however, he thought

al length to escape the hands of his enemy by assuming the form

of an eagle; btit even there he was disappointed, for Hercules

according to the Greek authors, killed him with a blow of his

club, or according to the Latin authors, shot him with an arrow:

a fable whereby we learn the various turns of address which this

son of Neleus put in practice to ward off impending destruction,

from which even flight coidd not save him.

====== Lastly, Hercules having executed the labours
The sequel of . i i

• . i i , r j
this hero's histo- I'l'pos^f' on him by Luryslheus, at d pertorn)eQ

ry, tdl his death pr^ny other feats of valour, fell in love with lole,
and apotheosis.

. the daughter of Eurytus kingof Oechalia. This

princess being refused to his entreaties by her father, Hercules

became the piey to a second fit of insanity, and murdered lphi»

tus the son of Lurytus who had favoured his addresses to his sis-

ter. He was sometime after pu ified of this murdtr, and his in-

sanity ceased; but the gods persecuted him still, and visited him

by a disorder that obliged him to apply to the oracle of Apollo

for relief. The coldness with which the Pythia received bins irrita-

ted him to such a degree, that lie resolved to plunder the temple

and carry away the sacred tripod. Apollo opposed him in the exe-
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cation of his design, and a severe coiiflict ensued, which nothing

but the interference of Jupiter with his thunderljolt could have

put a stop to. Upon this, Hercules was told by the oracle that he

must be sold as a slave, and remain three years in the most ab-

ject servitude to recover from his disorder. He was unable to re*

sist the decrees of the oracle, and Mercury by the command of

Jupiter conducted him to Omphale queen of Lydia, to whom he

was sold. Here he cleared all the country from robbers, and Ona-

phdle, astonished at the greatness of his exploits, restored him

to liberty, and married him. By Omphale he had Agelaus and

Lamon. He became also enamoured of one of Oniphale's female

servants, by whom he had Alceus.— After he had completed the

term of his slavery, he returned t.. Peloponnesus where he re-

established, on the throne of Sparta, Tyndarus, after dethroning

and putting to deatli his brother Hippocoon who had expelled

him his kingdom. Finding Juno not averse to his vengeance, he

built her a temple and sacrificed to iier a she-goat.—He now be-

came one of the suitors of Dejanira, the daughter of Oneus, king

of JLtolia, and married her after he had vanquished all his rivals,

of whose prowess she was the prize, by the decree of her father.

The most celebrated among these rivals, was the god of the river

Achelous, whom Hercules vanquished by pulling off one of his

horns. The foundation however, of this fable is, that the river

Achelous, by its inundations laid waste the plains of Calydon, and

by introducing confusion among the land marks, often caused the

jEtolians and Acarnanians to go to war with each other. Hercules

with the assistance of his companions, fenced it with moles and

confined it to its proper channel, so that it gave no further trouble

to those people. The authors that wrote this event, related it in

quite a fabulous manner: Hercules, said they, fought with the

god of that river, who, according to them, had first transformed

himself into a serpent, whereby was denoted its winding course;

then into a bull, which alludes to the swelling and impetuosity of
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the river, and the desolcttion it made in the helds. They added

that Hercules had vanquished him at last, and had tore off one

of his horns, in alhision to his having reduced into one channel

the two arms of that river; that his horns became a cornuco/iia,

because the retrenching it actually produced plenty in the coun-

try: though by the cornucofiia^ is generally understood the horn

of the goat Amalihea, who had mused Jupiter, which we are

told the nymphs had given to Achelous in the place of that

which Hercules had torn from him. Oeneus king of Calydon, to

reward Hercules for this service, gave him his daughter Dejanira

in marriage, by whom he had a son named Hilus.— Being after-

wards obliged to leave iEtolia or Calydon, his father-in-law's king-

dom, because he had inadvertently killed a man, on that account

he was not present at the hunting of the Calydonian boar. From

Calydon he retired with his wife to the court of Ceyx, king of

Trachinia. In his way thither he was stopped by the swollen

streams of the Evenusi where the centaur Nessus proffered to

carry Uejaniraover upon his back, under pretence of civility; but

having gained the further shore with his fair prize he attempted

to ravish her. Hercules perceiving the distress of Dejunira as he

swam, shot Nessus with one of his poisoned arrows, which proved

fatal to hiiTi. The centaur, as he expired, secretly gave Dejjnira

a tunic impregnated with some of his poisoned bloi;d, telling her

that it had the power of recalling a husbcUid from an unlawful

love. Ceyx received Heicules and his wife will, great marks of

friendship, and puiiRed him from the murder he had committed

at Calydon. Hercules was still mindful that he had been refused

the hand of lole; he therefore made war against her father Eury-

tus, and killed him, with three of his sons, lolc fell into the hands

of the hero, and found that she was beloved by him as much as

formerly. She accompanied hini to tuount Oeta, where he intend-

ed to raise an altar and offer a solemn saciifice to Jupiter. As he

had not then the tunic in which he used to array himself to offer
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a saciifice, he sent iJclus to Dejaiiira in order to
i
rovicle him-

self with a proper dress. Dejanira, infornjed ot lier husband's

partiality for lole, and ^vishing to rechiim him from his unlav\ful

love, sent him the tunic she had received from Nes^us. As soon

as Hercules had put it on he fell into a violent distempei: he felt

the poison of the Hydra penetrate to his bones. In the violence

of his pains and tortures he sleu Lichas, inveighed tlie mou bit-

ter imprecations against the credulous Dejanira, the cruel E irys-

theus, and the jealous Juno. Having consulted tlie or<..clc, h was

told that his distemper was incurable, and was ordered to erect

his funeral pile; which he did upon the spot, and having implored

the protection of Jupiter, he gave his bow and arrows to Philoc-

tetes. He spread on the pile ihe skin of the Nemsean Hon, and

then laid himself down upon it as on a bed, leaning his head on

his club. He ordered Philoctetes according to Ovid, or his son

Hilus according to Sophocles, to set fire to the pile, and the hero

presently saw himself suiiounded with the fl.imes without be-

traying the least mark of fear or concern: thus died the valiant

Alcides, about thirty years before the Trojan war. Jupiter saw

him from Olympus, and said to the surrounding gods that he

would raise to heaven the immortal parts of a hero who had rid

the earth of so many monsters and tyrants, .\ccordingly the burn-

ing pile was suddenly surrounded with a dark smoke, and the

mortal parts of Alcides being consumed, he was carried up to

heaven in a chariot drawn by four horses. Loud peals of thunder

were heard during his elevation, and his friends, unable to find

either his bones or ashes, showed their gratitude to his memory

by erecting an altar where the burning pile had stood.

The children of Alcides were as numerous a*
The off'sprinpf of

Hercules, called his lal^ours He had a numerous progeny both

^ ^^^^ '

by his mistresses, of whom he had a great num-

ber; and by his wives, Megara, Dejanira, lole, and Omphale, the

queen of Lydla^ at whose court he is said to have employed him*
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self in spinning, because he there led a very effeminate and vo-

luptuous life. Indeed the descendants of Hercules became bo

numerous, that soon after his death they alone were powerful

enough to invade all Peloponnesus with success, which they ac-

tually did, under the name of Hcraclidee, and divided it among

themselves, in vindication of the rights of their ancestor, and

through revenge against Eurjstheus.

===== Hercules was honoured as a god shortly after
The apotheosis ... , ,,.p. , r , r ii

nnd worship of "^^ death. His triend lolas pertormed the cere-

Hercules asade- moiiy of hjg apotheosis; and as the fire had left
mi-god.

5;;;^^^;^;^^;^ not even his bones unconsumed, he reported

that Jupiter had carried the remains of the hero to heaven; ia

confirmation cf which he cited the thimder and lightning that

happened while the body was burning on the funeral pile. He

had a tomb erected to Hercules upon mount Oeta, upon which

Menetius sacrificed a bull, a wild boar, and a goat, and instituted

an annual festival to his honour. The Thebans followed this ex-

ample, as also did the other people of Greece, and temples and

altars were raised to him afterwards in several places, where he

was always worshipped as a demi-go>I. We are told by Athenseus,

that the Phenicians offered quails in sacrifice to Hercules, and

the origin of this practice was, that when this hero had been slain

by Typhon, lolas restored him to life by the scent of a quail; the

foundation of which fable, is, according to Bochart, that Hercules

was subject to the epilepsy, and that he was restored from a fit

of it, by the scent of a quail: and this probably induced Galen to

say the scent of quails is a useful remedy in that disease.—We
are told that the white poplar was consecrated to Hercules: and

Servius, interpreting the verses wherein V^irgil calls this tree t/ie

po/ilar of Hercules, relates the fable, that when the hero descend-

ed into hell, he had a crown of poplar leavei, of which the part

that touched his head retained its whiteness, while the part of the

Vol. hi. 3 H
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leaf that was wiihout, was blackened by the sn.oke with which

those dreaiy regions are full: the import of all which, is, that

Hercules found in the kingdom of Aidoneus, some of the white

poplar, and biought it into Greece, as we read in Pausanias, af-

fecting also from that time, to wear garlands of that tree.

=^===== Hercules had a great number of names, as

IS p ura
1 y ^^ rnicht easily conceive, which were derived

of names. '^ •' '

===^^;s=:s either from the places where his mighty feats

weie performed, or from those achievements themselves, or

from the places where he received divine honours, &c. &c. As

•we have already omiited many circumstances in the history of

the hero, much more interesting than a detail of his names, we

shall not be so inconsistent as to fatigue the patience of the rea-

der with a particular account of them.

... Hercules is usually represented under the
His represent-

ation, and sym- figure of a stout and robust man, with a club,
'

and clad in the skin of the Nemsean lion; which

be sometimes wears over his shoulders, and sometimes it covers

his head in rather a frightful manner. Though the exploits he

performed did not prove him to be robust and athletic, the pic-

ture of him drawn by Dicearchus, quoted by Clemens of Alex-

andria, would be sufficient to convince us of it; since that ancient

author tells us he was extremely muscular, of a square figure,

a swarthy complexion, wiih an aqualine nose, large eyes, a thick

beard, kc, to which the philosopher Hieroninusadds, curled hair,

and horridly neglected—Sometimes he is represented in com*

pany with Cupid, who insolently breaks to pieces his club and his

arrows, to intimate the excess of love in that hero, who permit-

ted himself to be beaten and ridiculed by Omphale, while she

compelled him to spin with her female servants, arraying her-

self at the same time in the dress and armour of the hero.

—

From the fancy of the artist, or some mystery we are ignorant

of, Hercules is sometimes represented in attitudes and with sym-
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figures themselves will reveal more than a long dissertation.

SECTION SECOND.

PERSEUS.

• THERE are few stories of those fabulous
The son of Ppk-

tus or Jupiter and W^^^s more obscure and fuller of ficnon th.in that

Dana e; the fable
^.^jch is the subject of this section. Perseus

01 his bntn. •'

' was the son of Praetus and Danae, being by his

mother's side, of the blood of Danaus, the Ei^ypii-in, vvho had

usurped from Gelanor the kini^dom of Ari^os. Acrisius his ii;rdnd-

father, who had but one daughter, D naii having learnt from the

oracle, that his grandson would bereave hint of his life and crown^

shut her up in a tower of brass, and turned a deaf ear to all pio-

posalsof marriage for her. In the mean time Prsetu-?, his brother,

being desperately in love with his niece by means of money cor-

rupted the fidelity of the attendants of the princess; and having*

entered through the roof into the place where she was imprison-

ed, made her the mother of Perseus: an adventure which Horace

has applied in a moral sense, to demonstrate the power of gold

over mankind, among whom no obstacle is to be found powerful

enough to surmount its force—Those who wrote the history of

this adventure, to palliate the disgrace which tlie intrigue entailed

upon the royal family, reported that Jupiter, enamoured of Da-

nae, had transformed himself into a shower of gold; which was

the more probable, as Prtetus, according to V^ossius, took upon

himself the surname of Jupiter.— Pausanias mentions the touer,

or rather the apartment of brass, in which Dan. e had been im-

prisoned, and ussuies us that it subsisted till the time ot Pfrilaiis

the tyrant of Argos, who demolished it; adding that even in hi,.
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time some remains were siill to be sct-n of the subterraneous

paliice whereof Danai 's chaniber made a part.

• The connrerce of Preeuis with D'nae was
Is exposed on the

sea; is preserved '^cpt secret for some tune; bui at len^jth the

and educated by
prj^cess btinc delivered of Perseus, her father

Polydectus, who "^ '^

sends him for Acrisius ordered her to be exposed upon the sea
~

with her child, in a small barge, which after be-

ing driven at the mercy of the winds, stopped near the island of

Scrjphus, one of the Cyclades in the Egean sea. Polydectes, who

was king of the island, being apprised of it, gave them a favour-

able reception, and took great care of the education of the young

prince. But having fallen in love with Danae and being afraid of

Perseus when he was grown to manhood, he sought a pretest to

dismiss him; and it was a very singular one he devised. He pre-

tended that he was courting one of the Grecian princesses, and

ia order to have the marriage celebrated with great magnificence,

be intended to furnish an entertainment upon the occasion with

all the rarities the world could afford. He actually invited the

princes of the neighbouring isles, begging each of them to bring

with him to the feast the best things which his country afforded.

He even prescribed to them what he was desirous to have; ami

to remove Perseus at the same time from Seriphus, by a danger-

ous expedition, he affected to request at his hands the head of

Medusa, one of tiie Gorgons: but the innocence of Perseus was

patronised by the gods.

• Never did either poets or historians allow
The many fables , , r n , • l

of that aclventure themselves more scope tor fiction, than in the

invented by the f^^ie ^f j^c Gorgons. We shall arrange what th©
poets, VIZ:— ... .

. poets say on this subject, in a chronological or-

der, that is according to the time when they wrote, that the rea-

der may see at a single glance of the eye the progressive steps

of this fdble, incomparably more simple in the first of them, than

in those who wrote afterwards. What Homer says of the Gor-
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gons amounts to so little, tlh.i H' sychius iiiakes no scrupie to as-

sert, that this poet had no knowledge of them. But that critic is

in an error; for Homer, in his description of Minerva's iEgis,

thus speaks: " In the middle thereof was to be seen the head of

the Gorgon, that frightful monster, that enormous and forn^ida-

ble head, the amazing prodigy of the father of the gods." He

says elsewhere, that this head was engraved upon Agamemnon's

buckler, accompanied with I'error and his retinue. Hesiod
"

enters into a much fuller detail: he thus speaks
1st, Thatpivenbu . . , . • , n , ...
Hesiod:— °" *'"^ subject Hi the nne description he gives

——— of Hercules's buckler. " Phorcys, had by Ceto,

Pephredo and Enyo, who came into the world with gray hair.

He had also by her, the Gorgons, who dwelt b yoiid the ocean, at

the extremity of the woild near the regions of Night. The names

of those Gorgons are Sthcno, Euryale, and Medusa, so famed

for her misfortunes. She was moital, while her two sisters were

subject neither to old age nor death. The god of tiie sea was

captivated with Medusa's charms; and upon the grassy couch of

a beautiful meadow, adorned with all the gay flowers of spring,

gave her convincing proofs of his love. She died afterwards an

untimely death: Perseus cut off her head, and from the blood

that issued from it, sprung the hero Chrysaor and the winged

horse Pegasus. Chrysaor derived his name from a golden sword

which he had in his hand, at his birth. He fell afterwards in love

with Callirhoe the daughter of the Ocean, and hud by her G<'ry-

on, that famous giant with three heads. Pegasus was so called,

because he was born near the sources of tlie ocean: he instantly

left the earth, and winged his w.iy to the mansions of the gods.

There he now resides, in the palace of Jupiter himself, whose

thunder and lightning he bears.'' The next in order is Es-

' chiles, who, in his Prometheus, hjs copied He-
2a, The additions

of Eschiles and siod: but as the fables grew apace while they
his commentator. . . ,,,,,.
. passed irom one poet to another, he added that
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the Graise, of whom he rridkes three, had but one eje and one

tooth among them all, v^hich they used one after another; and

that the Gorgons, their younger sisters, had hair interwoven with

serpents, and killed men with a single glance of the eye. The

scholiast on Eschiles adds, that their tooth was longer than the

tusks of the stoutest boar, and that tlieir hands were of brass.

„, ^, Pindar eoes further than either Eschiles or his
3d, The additimal °

circumstances commentator, since he heightens the fable by
piven it by Pindar, , . , •

,

three circumstances unknown to his predeces-

sors. 1 he fiist is, that the Gorgons turned into stone tliose who

looked upon them, and that it was by this kind of death that Per-

seus, in presenting Medusa's head, desolated the island of Seri-

phus, whose inhabitants he petrified, together with their king

whom he surprised at a feast. The second is, that Minerva, who

aided Perseus in the enterprise of c tting off Medusd's head,

astonished at the melody of the Gorgon's sighs intermingled with

the hissings of her seipents, felt certa n charnis in that strange

composition of doleful accents; and to perpetuate the idea of

that harmony, she invented a flute in imitation of it and im-

parted it to men; which, in allusion to its model, she called a har-

mony with many heads. The third is, that the horse Pegasus

whom Hesiod makes to have taken flight to the mansions of the

gods, was afterwards broke by Minerva, and given to Beilerophon,

who mounted him to combat with the Chimera; but that hero

having attempted to ascend to heaven on the wings of tliat horse,

was thrown down upon thi eurth. and Pegasus placed among the

stars. As this Lble still grew more marvellous in its pro-

ffress by passuig fiom one hand to another,
4th, The additions

of^polloniusBho- Apollonius Rhodius added, that Perseus having

~^^:=^=^ taken his flight over Libya all the drops of blood

that trickled from the fatal head, were transformed into so many

serpents; and that hence came the prodigious quaiitiy of venom*

ous animals, which have ever since infested that country
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===== The Latin poets, though faithful copiers of the

5th, The additions „ , , i i j . r u p r i r^

of Vire-il
Uicek, have \et loaded the table ol the tiorgons

===== with new strokes of the imaginutiun. Homer

had said that the Gorgon's head was engraved upon the tremend-

ous ./Egis of Minerva: Virgil adds, and upon her cuirass too, in

that part which covers the goddess's breast. The other poets speak

no more of the Gorgons after the death of Medusa; Virgil says,

they had their residence near the gates of hell, wiiii Centaurs,

the Chimera, and the other fabulous monsters of those regions.

But Ovid, of all the poets, has most enlarged upon the fa-

======= ble of the Gorgons, to which he has added a
6th, The additions . ...

,

of Ovid by -whom g''^^^ many Circumstances which are no where

it is greatly en- (q \^q found but in hi^ metamorphoses. Accord-
larged.

, ing to him. Medusa was a consummate beauty,

and kindled the desires of many lovers, who sought to marry her

in vain: but of all the charms of her person, he represents none

with more attractions than hei fine haii . According to him, Nep-

tune made love to her, not in a meadow, as it is in Hesiod, but

in Minerva's temple, with which that goddess was so incensed,

that she changed that beauty's hair into serpents; and this is the

reason he gives why, among the three Gorgons, Medusa alone

has her hair interwoven with snakes; though Eschiles had said

long before him, that her sisters' locks were branded with the

same deformity. That poet goes on to relate after what manner

Perseus surprised the single eye which we have mentioned, while

one of the Gorgons was giving it to the otlier; after which he

went to the place where Mcdus^i lay, whom he found fast asleep,

and cut off her head. Of the blood that issued from it, came

forth Pegasus, on whom he mounted; and flying through the airy

regions, went into Mauritania, where he transformed Atlas, who

had given him an unhospitable reception, into that mountain

which has ever since bore his name. Fiom thence, continues he,

Perseus went into Ethiopia, where he rescued Andromeda from
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the sea monster that was ready to devour her, and punisiied Phi-

neus his rival, together with all those who had taken an active

part in his behalf, by shewing them the Gorgon's head, which

turned them all into stones. This poet still adds several other fic-

tions which we shall pass by at present; though we shall notice

some of them, in giving an expLination of the f.ible.

Though the mythologists and historians have,

additions to this ^" 'elation to this fable, generally followed the

fable made by poets who invented it, yet they have altered
historians.

' some circumstances in it, and have given us

some additional ones. Pherecides, and after him ApoUodorus and

Hyginus say, that Mercury, as well as Minerva, had a great hand

in the expedition of our hero, and that as the goddess lent him

her looking-glass, so Mercury provided him with a short sword

called herfie^ made in the form of a scythe; that by the advice of

them both, Perseus went to the habitation of certain nymphs, to

borrow some other arms that were deposited with them, among

which were the winged shoes of Mercury, with the sandals and

helmet of Pluto; that this helmet had the property to expose all

other objects to view, while the peison who wore it was himself

rendered invincible; that the mirror of Minerva produced also

the same effect; in fine, that these were the means of rendering

the hero invulnerable, who thus appeared before Medusa without

being perceived by her. The same mythologists adds further,

that Minerva herself guided the hand of Perseus when he cut

off the Gorgon's head. Lastly, that after this victory, the hero

returned the arms to those to whom they belonged, reserving to

himself Medusa's head; which, after his expedition was accom-

plished, he presented to Minerva, who put it upon her ^gis.

====== When we lay together on one hand, the few
There are van-

^ j^j^^^ ^^^^^^ history has left US in rela-
ous explanations , '

of this fable ofthe tion to the Gorgons, and on the other hand the
Gorgons, viz:

—

numberless prodigies told on that occasion by
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the poets, it seems at first sight to be in vaiif to pry into tins fa-

ble. Nevertheless, several authors, both ancient and modern, have

attempted to explain it Theopompus was of opinion that the

Gorgons were such ugly women, that the very

l%ri'raufho',"s ^^ght of them turned those who looked upon

they were friffht- ihem into Stones, hyperbolically speaking, their
/ul, beauiifiil, or

•warlike -women:— astonishment bein-g so great. Others on the con-

— trary afiirnj that Medusa was exceedingly hand-

some, until debauchery rendered her hideously ugly. Proclus of

Carthage again, said that Medusa was one of those barbarous

African women who conducted the troops, whereof Perseus by

her death made himself master, and led them into Greece.—

•

Diudorus Siculus, who is very full upon this subject, after ob-

serving that Libya anciently produced whole nations of women,

who by their warlike disposition and courage were become the

astonishment of the world, adds that the Gorgons, Mho were of

that number, maintained a war against Perseus, wherein they

signalized their valour and prowess exceedingly, under the con-

duct of Medusa their queen.—What Pausanias says of these wo-

men, has a considerable affinity with what the author just quoted

said before him. According to him, the Gorgons were the daugh-

ters of Phorbus; though the learned think this name ought to

read Phorcus, since it is the name given to the father of the

Gorgons by all the ancients. After the death of Phorcus says he,

Medusa his daughter reigned over the people who inhabited the

confines of the lake Tritonis. As she had a violent passion for

hunting and war, she laid waste all the lands of the neighbour-

ing people; but at last, Perseus having surprised her one night,

defeated the flying camp by which she was escorted, and killed

her in the encounter. The next day he was desirous to view her,

and though dead, she appeared so beautiful, that he cut off her

head, and carried it into Greece, to make it a spectacle to the

Vol. III.
'

I
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people, who could not behold it without being struck with aston-

ishment. Alexander of Myndas in Cavia, cited by Athenaeus,

contended that the Gorgons were a kind of nox-

2d, A kmd of nox- -^^^^ animals, whcse very looks turned men into
lous -wild animals, '

resembling sheep, stones. It) Libya, says he, the Nomades give the
that dart poison . - ^ • • i i ..

from their eyes.— appellation of Gorgon to a certain amnial that

'

has very much the air of a wild sheep. The

breath of it is said to be so pestilentious, that it infects all those

who approach it. A long main falls down from the top of its fore-

head, sometimes covering its face, and deprives them of sight.

This main is so ponderous that the animal has much ado to

raise it up; but when it gets this brought about by some extra-

ordinary effort, it overthrows all those who look upon it, and

kills them, not by its breath, but with a poison which it darts

from its eyes. One of these animals was discovered in the time

that Marius was carrying on war in Africa. Some Roman soldiers,

who took it for a sheep, made an attack upon it; but having raised

its main, it killed them all with a single glance of the eye.

Other soldiers who came up after them, had the same fate, till

at length some having learnt from the people of the country the

nature and qualities of the animal, slew it with their javelins,

and carried it to their general. Xenophon of Lampsachus,

^- followed by Pliny and Solinus, was of opinion
3d, A kind of Sa-

vage females co- that, the Gorgons were female savages, who

found bTjfa7mo2
"^"''^^^ ^^ ^'^^ island Gorgades, on the western

the coast of Jfri- coast of Africa. Near that promontory, says
ra:—===== Pliny, which we call the western cape, are the

Gorgades, the ancient residence of the Gorgons. Hanno the Car-

thaginian general, continues Pliny after Xenophon, penetrated as

far as the Gorgades islands, where he found women, who, in

swiftness, exceeded the flight of birds. Among several he met

with, he was unable to catch more than two, whose bodies were so

rough with bristles and hair, that in order to preserve the me-
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morial of them, as of something prodigious and incredible, their

skins were hung up in the temple of Juno, where they continued

suspended, until the ruin of Carthage.—Gerard Vossius, in his

excellent treatise upon the origin and progress of idolatry, is of

opinion that the fable of the Gorgons took its rise from the nar-

rative of Hanno, in the manner we have just cited from Xeno-

phon of Lampsachus, namely, that they were the same with those

women whom that Carthaginian met with on the Gorgades

islands, and who ran so fast as to equal the flight of birds.

======= Palephatus and Fulgentius will have the Gor-
4th, Opulent prin-

cesses -who govern- go"s to have been young women of ample for-

ed three islands in t^nes, who improved their vast revenue with
rotation:— '

====^= singular economy. The former adds, that Phor-

cus, their father, had a golden statue of Minerva, four cubits

high, which he intended to have deposited in the temple of that

goddess. But dying before the consecration of the statue, his three

daughters, Stheno, Euryale, and Medusa, lodged it among their

treasures, and Perseus carried it off. Phorcus, according to the

same author, was a native of Cyrene in Libya, and had in his

possession three islands in the ocean. The three Gorgons, after

his death, reigned in rotation, in those several islands. They had

but one minister, who passed from one island to another; and this

gave rise to the fable of their having but one eye which they used

alternately. As Perseus was then cruising upon those seas, he sur-

prised this minister while he was passing from one island to an-

other; which explains the fable of his having made a prize of

their eye, while one of them was passing it to her sister. They

were inconsolable for the loss of so useful a minister; however,

Perseus proffered to restore him to them, provided they would

deliver up to him their sister Medusa, and in case of lefusal

threatened them with death. The two sisters made no scruples

against his demand, but Medusa having refused, Perseus put her

to death, carried off" the statue, and restored to Stheno and Eurv-
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ale their minister.—The attentive reader \>ill easily perceive

that Palephatiis had a design to trace all the parts of this fable

step by step, and to give them a plausible explanation; but he

even forgot to explain those of the tooth and the horn which the

- three Gorgons had also in common. M. le

5th, They -were *.,, . , • tt • . i i /-.

mares of Libya ^'erc in his notes upon Hesiod, takes the Oor-

accordin^to M.le ^^^^ f^^ ^^le mares of Libya, which the Pheni-

. cians carried off. That learned author alleges,

that under the obscure allegory of Perseus's expedition, was de-

signed to be preserved the memory of an ancient voyage which

tlie Phenicians had made to Africa, whence they carried away a

vast number of horses; that the name of Perseus, which proba*

bly was given to the leader of that expedition, signifies, in the

Phcnician language, a horseman: as the name of the horse Peg-

asus, which the poets gave him to ride upon, signifies, in Pheni-

cian, a harnessed horse, as Bochart, from whom he borrows this

conjecture, had said before him: whence he concludes that the

Gorgons were the mares of that country, which the Phenicians

carried away with them. M. le Clerc confirms this explantion

as he thinks, by the very passage in Hanno's narrative, where

this voyager says, that the women of that part of Africa where

he bad travelled, were all overgrown with hair, and that they

were impregnated without the concurrence of their husbands;

which agrees to these mares whereof Virgil makes mention in

Iiis Georgics, when he says tiiey conceived by turning towards

the Zephyrs. And to this, our author adds, that all the vast ex-

pedition of the Greek heroes were nothing but the enterprises

of those mcrclrants who navigated into countries then unknown to

Greece. Those who allow M. le Clerc's conjecture, might

confirm it from the circumstance of the Greeks having called

the islts which were said to be inhabited by the Gorgons, by the

name of Go7-gac!cs, in allusion to the velocity of those mares,

as is judiciously observed by Ofman on the Avord Gorgades
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in his dictionary, and by Isaac Vossius upon Pomponiiis Mela.

===== Glaus Rudbeck, a Swedish author, and one
6th, They tvere

princesses of^reat of those who have written the most learnedly

:^::.:^nZc "P°" ^^e fable of the Gorgons, is of opinion

sea, according- to that they were princesses of great wisdom and
Jiudbeck:— . . .

valour, who governed their dominions with ex-

cellent order, and that they were possessed of those talents in the

highest degree which are conducive to the good management of

a kingdom; talents which he reduces to three; prudence, energy,

and foresight. These are the excellent qualities possessed by the

Gorgons, which the poets had in their view, when they said, in

their figurative style, that they had but one eye, one tooth, and

one horn; since by the eye, they designed the prudence of those

princesses; by the tooth, their energy; and by the horn, the care

they took to procure plenty in their dominions by commerce.

One of their ships was called the horn, because it carried upon

its prow that symbol of plenty; and another was called the dra-

gon. From these conjectures, the Swedish author explains two

mysterious circumstances that enter into the fable of the Gor-

gons: the first, that Medusa's horn was said to grow out of a dra-

gon, all covered with gold and gems, because the ship called the

dragon had once returned loaded with gold and precious stones:

the second, that Medusa's horn was full of poison, which infected

those who approached it; whereby we are to understand the

strength of Medusa's fleet, which no one durst attack.—This

explanation is fortified by the etymology of the names of the

three Gorgons, since Stheno implies strength; Euryale, admiral;

and Medusa, care of the state. It also appears happy, but that

Swedish author takes from its value, by endeavouring to accom-

modate all the circumstancesof it to his chimera, when he would

prove that the Gorgons dwelt in the north, upon the coast of the

Baltic sea, where he pretends to find vestiges of all the Greek

fables. It is true, that in order to confirm his conjecture concern-
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ing the residence of the Gorgons, he has recourse to the authority

of Diodorus Siculus, who says that the Gorgons were often at

war with the Amazons, who are known to have inhabited Scythia;

but he ought not to have dissembled that this historian posiiively

asserts, that both the Gorgons and the Amazons, whom he speaks

===== of in the same passage, dwelt in Libya. In
7th, They -were

three trading ships fine, M. Fourmont is of opinion, that in order

Ithaca^^^captw-ed ^° understand this fable, we must have recourse

by Perseus, a to the orientallanguages, as Bochart,M.leClerc,
Greek sta captain,

according to Four- and some others, had thought before him; but

'"°" '

to do him justice', we must confess that he chalks

out a new course for himself in expounding this fable. Greece,

says he, having been partly peopled by the colonies that came

thither from Egypt and Phenicia, it is natural to suppose that she

derived most of her traditions from the east: therefore, to at-

tempt to explain the Greek fables, without the assistance of those

languages with which those traditions came, would be fruitless

presumption, since in fact these are the languages in which those

fables were first invented, written, or expressed.—This fable, ac-

cording to him, is reducible to five articles: first, Phorcys, a sea

god, who had for wife Ceto: second, his five daughters; two of

whom, Pephredo and Enyo, had the appellation of Graiae or

Greeks; and the other three, Stheno, Euryale, and Medusa, were

called Gorgons: third, these Gorgons have, among the three,

only one tooth, one horn, and one eye: fourth, from Medusa's

blood sprung Chrysaor the forger, and the horse Pegasus: fifth,

the horse, carried into Greece, is subservient only to Perseus and

Bellerophon, Upon these hints, that author proceeds with his ex-

planation; and says that the words in the Hebrew and Phenician

languages which import profierty^ also signify offsfiring; thus

the ships of a prince were called his sons, and the galleys his

daughters. Therefore he concludes that the five daughters of

Phorcys were in reality the five galleys of which his small fleet
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consisted. In all ages, continues he, ships had names, such as the

Pristis, the Centaur, the Whale, Sec, and it is no wonder they

were sometimes taken for monsters; the Americans looked upon

the first Spanish ships as such. Further, says he, the five names

of these daughters of Phorcys are Phenician; in which language,

Enyo, signifies a ship of burthen; Pejihredoy is one for carrying

sweet water; Stheno, a vessel with oars; Euryale^ a shallop; Me-

dusUf an imperial ship. Of these five vessels, two were called

Greeks^ because they had been carried off from a Greek port;

the other three were also at first called after their own country

Curos^ the most ancient isle of the Pheacians, since called Corcyra,

whence Perseus carried them off into Greece. In the Odyssey

Minerva shows Ulysses his country Ithaca, and among other

things, the port of the old maritime prince Phorcys, who had

also possessed Ithaca, which lies in the neighbourhood of Cor-

cyra.— Here then we have the father of the Gorgons, in Phorcys

the ancient king of Ithaca, who was master of five ships, which

were sent out from the island of Corcyra to trade upon the coasts

of Africa, where they trafficked in gold, elephants teeth, the horns

of divers animals, hyenas' and fishes' eyes, &c. This commerce

was known in the time of Perseus, according to Pliny, Ptolemy,

Pomponius Mela, Pausanias, and Hesiod. And if it be considered

that the same country still bears the name of Gold-coast, and

Ivory-coast; that horns of various animals constitute one of the

principal branches of that trade ; that the calcareous substance

of some fishes' eyes are reckoned by Pliny in the number of

precious stones; that there also, is found a kind of buffalo, of

^vhich they made their Pegasus: if these facts be considered,

says M. Fourmont, the whole secret of this fable will be cleared

up ; for it amounts to no more, than that Perseus carried off three

ships of Phorcys, loaded with gold, elephants' teeth, and precious

- stone. Such are the explanations which the
Recapitulation.

;s=s=s===; mytliologists and historians have given of the
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fable of tlie Gorgons. They have made of them noble heroines,

or wild and ferocious animals; industrious and thrifty virgins,

prodigies of beauty, or monsters of ugliness, and lewd courtezans;

Stc. 8tc. They vary no less as to the place of their abode: some

locate ihem in Libya, others in the Orkney islands; some make-

cur hero go as far as the ocean; others mount him upon Pegasus,

\vbom Hesiod makes to have winged his way to heaven from the

moment of his birth, while Ovid with this equipage makes him

fly through the air over a great part of Africa: in fine they hav©

made a horseman of a sea captain, and instead of a ship, have

given him a horse for a maritime expedition; for we must adhere

to the beautiful explanation of M. Fourmont, which even if it be

not founded in truth in all its parts, or rather if all the parts of

the fable be not founded in the facts he relates, it embraces too

much learning to be placed on a fooling with the explanations

given by some of the others who have entered the lists.

==^=== After the conquest of Medusa, says Ovid,
Perseus passes

through Maurita- Perseus took his flight upon Pegasils, and pass-

nia,an wi
^_^^- gd through Mauritania, where the famous Atlas

turns Atlas into reigned. Being warned by an oracle to be on his
stone.

;::^5s=iii==: guard against a son of Jupiter, Atlas, denied him

the common rights of hospitality; whereupon Perseus produced

Medusa's head, and turned him into a stone, or rather into the

mountain which bear his name, and carried oflF the golden apples

from the gardens of the Hesperides, which were kept by a dra-

gon, the present of Juno.

The poets who have traced the history of this

The fable of An- hero, tell us that after the adventure of Atlas,
dromeda deliver-

ed by Perseus he penetrated as far as Ethiopia, where he res-

ster—
^^* ""°"'

*'"^^ Andromeda, the daughter of Cepheus and

=^=== Cassiopea, from the monster to which she was

exposed, married her, and brought her with him into Greece.

This piece of history has been greatly distorted by the poets.
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who have interwoven many fabulous circumstances with it. Ovid,

who has described this fable at great length, says that Cassiopeia,

the mother of Andromeda, having compared her beauty with

that of the Nereids, incensed them; and that the effect of their

displeasure having been felt in the country, the people were

obliged to consult the oracle of Amnion; who answered, that to

appease those goddesses, Andromeda must be exposed to a sea

monster. The poet considers this oracle as unjust: and so he

might, with great propriety; for why inflict such a cruel punish-

ment upon the daughter, for the vanity of the mother? In the

mean time, the young princess, adds the same poet, vt'as'exposed

upon a rock, and the monster that came out of the sea was about

to devour her, when Perseus, mounted upon Pegasus,- perceived

her distress, came to her relief, slew the monster, broke Andro-

meda's chains, and returned her to her parents wiio were wit-

nesses of the spectacle. As she was to be the prize of him who

should save her, Perseus claimed her for his wife: but while the

nuptials were celebrating, Phineus, the nephew of Cassiopeia, to

whom Andromeda had already been promised in marriage, en-

tered the banquetting hall with a band of armed men, and com-

menced a very bloody fight, which certainly had proved fatal to

Perseus overpowered with numbers, had he not recourse to Me-

dusa's head, the sight of which petrified Phineus and his associates.

====== It is easy to see that Ovid grounds this—its explanation.

^^^^^——^-^ narration upon history; but that he borrows the

help of fiction, by way of ornament to it. Gerard Vossius, who

attempted to trace out the mysterious meaning of it, says that

Andromeda had been promised to an insolent inhuman pirate,

who by his incursions, infested the coasts of Ethiopia, on condi-

tion that he would give no further molestation to their commerce.

Perseus, who arrived at that time at Cepheus's court with his

small fleet, gave chase to the pirate, slew him, and married An-

VoL. III. ?, K
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PERSEUS.

dron>ecla. Perhaps in the epithalamiums that were composed on

the occasion of his marriage, the pirate was represented as a

monster, from whom Andromeda had been delivered by the va-

lour of Perseus. And there are mythologists of opinion, that the

ship in which this pirate ravaged the coasts of Ethiopia, was

called the whale, and that of Perseus was named the Pegasus.—

It is certain however, that we are not to seek for the Ethiopia

which Ovid speaks of in the extremity of Africa, Perseus never

having penetrated thither. It is also beyond doubt that the an-

cients knew two Eihiopias; that which lies to the south of Egypt,

and another which they supposed to be in Asia. This last is the

Ethiopia referred to in the history of Andromeda. Its limits are

not determined by authors, but it is certain that Ovid considered

one extremity of it to be on the shores of the Mediterranean, be-

tween Egypt and Palestine ; or, to be more accurate, it even en-

croahced upon the limits of the latter, since we have very good

reasons for saying that the adventure now in qiiestion happened

in the confines of Joppa, on the coast of Palestine. When Per-

seus was at the court of Atlas, he might have got some informa-

tion of the oracle of Ammon, which had ordered a young princess

to be exposed to a monster; and this supposition is the more

probable, as that oracle was in Libya, not far from Mauritania,

where Perseus then was. The love of glory animated him to the

adventure and he set sail for Joppa. Josephus says, " this adven-

tute was thought to have happened near Joppa, where is still to

be seen upon a rock the marks of the chains with which the

lovely Andromeda had been bound." It is true this historian adds,

that those marks had perhaps been engraved there to give credi-

bility to the fact: but it still makes it true t.'iat this was an ancient

tradition of Joppa. Strabo says the same thing in his {geography;

and in speaking of Ethiopia, he asserts that there are not want-

ing authors who place it on the coast of Phenicia; adding, that it

was near the city of Joppa, where the adventure of Andromeda
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happened. Pliny says Scaui us brought fiom Joppa to Rome, dur-

ing his edileship, the bones of the monster that w.as to have de-

voured Andromeda. What Pomponius Mela says, is still more

particular: " Joppa is a city thought to have been built a little be-

fore the deluge. The inhabitants assert that Cepheus reigned

there, relying on what is to be seen upon ancient altars, such as

the name and table of that prince, and of his brother Phineus.

As for the fable so much celebrated by the poets, of the rescue

of Andromeda by Perseus, they have for proof of this the bones

of the monster that was to have devoured her, which they show

with a great deal of ostentation." Pausanias delivers the same

tradition, when he says, near to Joppa was a fountain whose wa-

ter was red like blood, and that the people of the place said that

Perseus being stained with blood in killing the sea monster to

which the daughter of Cepheus was exposed, bathed himself in

that fountain, and gave that red tincture to the water.—Thus it

is evident that in the reign of Cepheus, there appeared a sea

monster near the coasts of Joppa, which alarmed the people, and

occasioned an interruption to commerce; and that the oracle of

Aiumon being consulted, gave a response that Andromeda must

be exposed to it. This is not the first time that oracles have en

joined such victims; and indeed what will not superstition do! As

to the existence of the monster, besides that ancient history is

full of such prodigies, the adventure of Jonas is a proof that

there were upon that coast fishes of a monstrous nature both as

to bulk and voracity : for we may preserve all due faith in the

sacred history without multiplying miracles to no purpose ; nor

need we imagine that the fish which swallowed the prophet came

from some remote country, though we acknowledge in this event

the punishment that God inflicted upon his disobedience.— But

there is yet another argument to prove that the adveniuie of

Perseus and Andromeda took place on the coast of Palestine,

which is derived from the description Ovid gives of the skirmish.
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between Perseus and Phineus his rival. The poet names several

personages, whom it would not be likely to find in the southern

extremity of Africa; but who, residing in the neighbourhood of

the Syrian coasts, might well be supposed to have taken up arms

in the behalf of Phineus in an engagement in that quarter, that

is, near Joppa. Thus, Perseus is not to be looked upon as a horse-

rnan, who performed so many glorious exploits upon the horse

Pegasus, but as a renowned sea captain who nevertheless per-

formed some famous exploits by land,

Our hero, after this expedition, carried his

He revisits Seri- spouse to Seriphus, where he arrived shortly
phus, rescues his

mother, and put after his mother Danae had fled to the altar of

delff''^^^
*° Minerva to avoid the pursuit of Polydectes, who

—— had offered her violence'. Dictys, who had saved

her from the sea, and who as some say was the brother of Poly-

dectes, defended her from the insults of the king; therefore Per-

seus, through gratitude for his humanity, after he had revenged

his mother's wrongs, by turning into stone with Medusa's head

the guilty Polydectes and his associates, placed him on the throne

of Seriphus.—Having now finished these celebrated exploits, the

fable states that Perseus restored to Mercury and the other gods

the arms with which they had equipped him; but being m.ore

particularly indebted to the goddess of wisdom, for her assistance

and protection, he placed the Gorgon's head on her shield, or ac-

cording to Virgil, upon her cuirass.

• Perseus now bethought himself of returning

He returns to his
^^ j^-g najiyg country. He accordingly embarked

native country, • -^ ^

kills his grand- ^vith his wife Andromeda, and his mother Da-
father by acci-

dent, exchang'es nae, for the Peloponnesus. Upon his arrival, he
his kingdom, and

j ^^ ^^^^ Pratus the king of Argolis, not con-
builds MycenE. ^ °===== tent with his own inheritance, had dethroned his

grandfather Acrisius. Perseus slew the usurper and re-established

his grandfather in his dominions; but some time after, as he was
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displaying his dexterity at throwing the coit, in the presence of

his grandfather, he killed him by an ill-directed cast of that instru-

ment. Thus the prediction of the oracle was accomplished, in

defiance of the efforts of Acrisius to evade it, by all the cruelty

he had practised towards his daughter and his grandson. Perseus

having deeply regretted the parricide he had thus accidentally com-

mitted, repaired to Argolis, and prevailed on Megapentes, the

son of Preetus, to exchange kingdoms with him; for his mortifi-

cation and grief were so great, that he could not endure to reign

in that which he had so unfortunately dispossessed his grandfa-

ther. After this he built Myccnse, which became the capital city

of his dominions.

===^== As our hero in his life-time, had been a pa-
The honours con-

ferred on Perseus tron of learning, and as he was further distin-

a
guished by his glorious exploits, he was advan-

ced to heaven, in the panegyrics made in his honour after death,

and he became a demi-god. Of this prince and his family, were

also formed the constellations called Cassiopeia, Perseus, and An-

dromeda, even the monster which he had killed, was placed in

the heavens, where it formed the sign of the whale. They inter-

mixed the recital of his deeds with all they could devise of the

supernatural; and as he made his conquests and expeditions with

equal conduct and good fortune, as well as with incredible des-

patch, it was therefore fabled that the gods had lent him their

arms.—Pausanias says this prince was worshipped as a hero at

Argos, and still more in the isle of Seriphus, and at Athens,

where he had a temple, in wiiich was an altar consecrated to Dic-

tys and Clymene, who were accounted the preservers of this hero

and his mother.
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SECTION THIRD.

THESEUS.

. , ,
THESEUS, one of the most celebrated lie*

His birth, and
education, at roes of antiquity, was the son of jEgeus the
Ti'czcnc '

ninth king of Athens, and ^Ethra the daughter

of Piiheus king of Trezene. When ^Egeus had as yet no off-

spring, and seeing parties formed against him, by his nephews

the Pallantidse, through the hope of succeeding to his dominions,

he went to Delphi, to consult the oracle of Apollo, and was or-

dered to abstain from the commerce of women till he returned

to Athens. This injunction was but ill obeyed; for, having gone

to Trezene, the sage Pitheus, whom he informed of the conspi-

racy of his nephews, gave him privately in marriage his daughter

^thra. Sometime after this, jEgeus set out on his return to

Athens; and Pitheus, who was unwilling to discover the marriage

he had negociated, lest he should incur the enmity of the sons of

Pallas, in order to save the honour of his daughter who had be-

come pregnant by ^geus, reported that Neptune, the great divi-

nity of Trezene, had fallen in love with her, which made The-

seus afterwards pass for the son of that god.—At setting out

from Trezene, ^geus put his sword and his shoes under a large

stone, and recommended to ^thra, that if she should be delivered

of a boy, to be careful of his education till he could lift that stone,

when it would be his desire to see him at Athens. Pitheus, the

most renowned for his wisdom in that age, took great care of the

education of young Theseus, of whom jEthra was delivered, and

gave him for his governor Chronides; who by his application and

abilities, answered so -well the intentions of his pupil's grandfa-

ther, that the Athenians afterwards honoured him as a demi-god,

sacrificing to him every year a ram, on the day that preceded the

feast of Theseus: thus doing honour, as Plutarch remarks, with
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more reason and justice, to the memory of him who had formed

their hero's manners, thcin to Silanus and Parrhasius, who had

only made statues and pictures of him.

=• When jEthra saw her sen robust and full
He resolves to

go to his father at grown, she led him to the place where his father

^mSethefarae ^^"^ concealed his sword; he lifted the stone,

ofhis cousin Her- took the trophy, and resolved to go and make
cules.
- himself known at Athens, notwithstanding the

remonstrances of his grandfather, who represented to him the

danger to which he was about to expose himself—the ways he

had to pass from the Peloponnesus to Athens being full of rob-

bers in consequence of the absence of Hercules, who was then

with Omphale in Lydia. Pitheus, therefore, to divert his grandson

from his purpose, gave him a frightful description of those rob-

bers, and set forth in lively colours the cruel treatment they prac-

tised upon strangers, but Avithout success; for the glory and va-

lour of Hercules had already long inflamed his courage; indeed

he esteemed nothing in comparison with the fame of that hero,

to the account of whose exploits he was used to listen with ea-

gerness and rapture. Thtis he was raised to such admiration of

the life of Hercules, that his actions became the subject of his

dreams by night, fired his soul with a noble emulation by day, and

animated him to an ardent desire of imitating the great example.

The relationship too, that subsisted between them still heightened

his emulation; for his mother jEthra was cousin-german to the

mother of Hercules. He was therefore filled with shame and in-

dignation to think that Hercules should have travelled all the

world over in pursuit of freebooters, and the like, of whom he

cleared both sea and land; whereas he, on the contrary, was to shun

the opportunity of encountering those that fell in his way. There-

fore he courageously resolved to set out, and to stand bravely in

his own defence; and, should occasions offer, to produce other

trophies besides the shoes and sword in the presence of his father.
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He did not travel far before he met with ad-
Accordingly he . , . , , , ,

slays the eiants ventures. As he was passing through the lerri-

and robbers, Pe- ^Qpy ^f Epidaurus, near the Saronic gulf, in the
npnetes, Sinius, °

Sch-on, Cercyon, way from Trezene to the Isthmus, Periphetes
tfiiid Procrustes

and the infamous ^'^° ^^'^^ armed with a club, and was therefore

Phaca, in his way called the club-bearer, made an attack upon our
thither.

_

'— hero: but Theseus slew his assailant, and made

himself master of his club, which he ever afterwards bbve about

him, as Hercules did the lion's skin.—From thence, traversing

the Isthmus of Corinth, he punished Sinius the fiine-bender., in

the same manner as that giant was used to put passengers to

death, by tying their extremities to the tops of pines which he

forcibly bent together, and then let them loose to tear their limbs

asunder. This Sinius, by the by, had a beautiful daughter named

Perigone, who upon her father's defeat, fled and concealed her-

self in a thicket of reeds. Theseus however, being enamoured

with her, went in quest of her; and having arrived near the place

where he supposed she was concealed, called out to her, and

made her a promise that he would protect her, and do her no in-

jury. Perigone, moved with gratitude at these promises, came

forth from her hiding-place, and delivered herself up to her lover,

who had by her a daughter named Menalipe.—Theseus next en-

countered the celebrated sow, called Phsea, which infested the

neighbourhood of Cromyon, and destroyed' her. Some suppose

that the Caled'onian boar sprang from this sow. But there are au-

thors who suppose that this Phaa was no other than a woman

who prostituted herself to strangers, whom she afterwards mur-

dered, and plundered them of their treasures.—Mear the fron-

tiers of Megara Theseus defeated Sciron, and threw him from

the top of a high rock into the sea, in retaliation for the death he

inflicted upon passengers, whom he threw from that precipice

after he had plundered them, and compelled them to render him

menial services. According to Ovid, the earth as well as the sea
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refused to receive the bones of Sciron, >vhich leniaiued for some

time suspended in the air, till they were changed into the large

rocks called Scironia Suxa, between Megara and Corinth. There

was a road thai passed near them by the name of Sciron, which

was naturally narrow and difficult, but was after wards enlarged by

the emperor Adrian.— In passing through Eleusis, he had a

wrestling match with Cercyon the Arcadi^m, whom he worsted.

From thence, arriving at Hermione, he put to death the giant

Damastes, otherwise called Procrustes, from his practice of put-

ting his guests to death by stretching them upon his bed, to make

them equal its length, a punishment which Theseus retaliated

upon him; having adopted this rule in imitation of Hercules, who

punished those who attacked him, with the same kind of death

•which they had prepared for himself.

Theseus having arrived upon the banks of
He arrives at

« »

Athens, where the Cephisus, found there the family of the Py-
Medea, his step- ,., , ^ -r l- r l-
mother attempts talides, who were come to purity hmi irom his

to poison hira be- bloody exploits, with all the customary ceremo-
fore he is made
known to his fa- nies. After staying some days in that place, he

'

entered Athens, which he found in a strange

confusion, iEgeus his father haying given himself up to the man-

agement of Medea, the great magician, who promised, by her

druk^s, to procure him children. The reception of Theseus was

not very cordial; for Medea having by some means obtained in-

formation who he was, through motives of jealousy least he

should succeed to his father's crown in preference to the child of

^ithich she was pregnant by iEgtus, resolved to poison him, be-

fore he should be made known to his father, ^geus himself was

to give the cup of poison to thi'^ unknown stranger at a fe;ist; but

fortunately for Theseus, he canied abcul him an appendage

which was sure to Jtfeat her scheuie, foi 'he sight of his sword

at the side of Theseus reminded vEgeus of Jus amours witu

Vol. III. 3L
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^thra, and saved his life. Theseus afterwards resented this con-

spiracy against his life by procuring the banishment of Medea.

,
• iEgeus having acknowledged his son, the

His acknowledg-
ment by ^geus people of Athens were proud to find that this

ty of the Pallan-
i^ustrious stranger, who had cleared Attica from

tidx, whom he jobbers, was the son of their monarch. The Pal-
defeats.===== lantidse, who expected to succeed their uncle

jEgeus on the throne of Attica, as they supposed he had no off-

spring, could not contain their resentment upon seeing Theseus

acknowledged by his father. Having formed plans to assassinate

him, they would have given no small trouble to that prince, but

for the treachery of Leos, one of their leaders, who discovered

the whole plot, which enabled Theseus to defeat their party, and

confirm, by a decisive victory, his father's tottering throne. After

this he went to Trezene to receive expiation.

.
-, The next object that engaged the attention of

Ry the council Theseus, was to deliver his country from a tri-
of Anadne, he
defeats the mino- bute of seven virgins and as many young men,

tric'ates himself "''^° wtre chosen by lot every seventh year, and

from the laby- gent to Minos the king of Crete, according to the
rinth, and deli-

vers his country stipulations of a treaty with the Athenians when
from a tribute to ,,.,,,.,. .

jujnos. ^"^t kmg had reduced their city to extremities

===^==; by a siege. The Greeks, to render this prince

the more odious, whom they could never forgive on account of

the advantages he had gained over them, invented a fable on this

occasion which afterwards became so celebrated. They said that

the king of Crete condemned the Athenian youths who were

sent to him as a tribute, to fight in the Labyrinth which Dedalus

bad built, with the Minotaur, the offspring of the infamous pas-

sion of Passiphae his queen, for a white bull which Neptune had

produced from the sea. This tribute had already been paid three

times, when upon it becoming due the fourth time, Theseus of-

fered to go to Crete with the other Athenian youths without wait-
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ing for the lots lo number him with them> as we learn from Plu-

tarch; which was quite conformable to the character of that prince,

who had taken his cousin Hercules for his model. 'This younj;

hero having obtained his father's permission, and the other youths

being chosen by the lots, prepared to set out for Crete. While

the ship was getting ready for their transportation, a great num-

ber of sacrifices were offered to propitiate the gods; and Theseus

himself offered a solemn vow to Apollo in particular, promising

to send every year to the island of Delos, to offer him a sacrifice,

in the event of his success. We are further told that this piince

having consulted the oracle, was instructed to take Love for his

guide if he would have a fovourable voyage; whereupon he sacri-

ficed to that divinity a she-goat. All these ceremonies being over,

Theseus set sail under a favourable wind, and soon arrived at

Crete. The fine address of this young hero presently drew upon

him the eyes of Ariadne, the daughter of Minos; and the course

adopted by the enamoured princess, who espoused the cause of

Theseus, literally verified the oracle. Dreading the event of his

encounter with the Minotaur, and the intricacies of the Laby-

rinth, Ariadne taught her lover how to vanquish the monster, and

gave him a clew to enable him to extricate himself from the La-

byrinth after he had achieved the deed of valour.

==^=== Theseus, victorious over the Minotaur, de-
He departs from ... /-> - 'j J -.U 1 • »!.

Crete with his P^'^ed from Crete, and earned with him the

countrymen, and beautiful Ariadne; but when they arrived in the
the beautiful Ari-

adne, whom be island of Naxos, he abandoned her, as we learn

island of Naxos. f' o"* Diodorus, Catullus, Ovid, and several other

===== authors. Bacchus, who met her upon the sea

shore, fell in love with her, married her, and made her a present

of a fine crown, which was afterwards placed in the heavens.—

The young Egle, if we may believe Hesiod, according to Plu-

tarch, was the occasion of the inconstancy of Theseus; but the

verse of that ancient poet where this was asserted, is not to be
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founc in his works; Pis stratus, according to the histouan Hereus,

having cancelled it for the honour of the Athenian hero, thinking

at the same time to cancel the memory of his falsehood lo Ari-

adne. Plutarch, however, is of opinion that Onarus the priest of

Bacchus ravished from him that young princess; which afRicted

him to such a degree, that he forgot to hang out the white flag

on his return to Athens, as his father had enjoined him, in the

event of his victory. This neglect proved fatal lo ^geus, who

seeing from the top of a rock, whither impatience had led him,

his son's ship all in mourning, helieved he was dead, and in des-

pair threw himself down into the sea. Pausanias adds to this story,

that a chapel was built to Victory, and a statue consecrated to the

same divinity without wings, to denote that the news of the vic-

tory which Theseus won over the Minotaur, had not arrived in

due time.—This last tradition is rather to be adopted than that

which represents Theseus as having abandoned that young prin-

cess bv the basest of all pei fidiousness—ingt atitude to his mistress

who added her love to her other obligations; for, otherwise, what

probability is there that Deucalion, after the death of Minos

would have given him Phedra, the other daughter of that princej

in marriage?

The first thing Theseus did upon his return
He arrives at

Athens, finds his ^° Athens, where he learnt the decease of his

father dead, cele-
father, was to pay the last duties to his remains:

brates his obse- '^ ^ '

quies, and in va- and in gratitude to the gods for the success of
rious ways com- ... , , r • , .

memorates the ^^^ voyage, he instituted several lestivals to their

success of his honour, the expense of which was to be defrayed
voyape. "^ '

^s==== by the families of those he had redeemed from

their slavery to the king of Crete. He also had pieces of money

coined whereon was stamped the figure of the Minotaur: but no-

thing so much signalized the commemoration of this event, as

the care that was taken afterwards to perform the vow which he

had made of offering an annual sacrifice to Apollo. Accordingly
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they sent every year to Delos deputies crowned with olive branch-

es, to fulfil all the ceremonies of that vow. In this voyape the

same ship was employed which Theseus had made use of in his

expedition to Crete: for such great care was taken to preserve

this ship, that it continued in good condition nearly a thousand

years; which makes Callimachus say in his hymn to Delos, that

it was immortal. This poet flourished in the reign of Ptolemy

Philadelphus when that ship, and the custom of sending it to

Delos still subsisted. But some assert that there was not a single

plank of the old ship remaining, that sacred vessel having un-

dergone such thorough repairs.

„ .
. J The succession of Theseus to the throne of

Having mounted
his father's his father was universally applauded by his loyal
throne, his next
object wras to re- subjects; and the first measure of his adminis-

form his govern-
^^.^^-^^^^ ^5 equally politic and patriotic: to

ment, incorpo- ^ / i r

rate the city of strength' n his government, and render the dis-
Athens, and re-

new the Isthmic nibuiion of justice uniform through the state,

S^^^^- he reduced into one body most of the inhabi-

tants of Attira, who till then had been dispersed in several vil-

lages, therebj forming a new and extensive city. As in every vil-

lage there had been a court where the assemblies were held, and

public affairs decided, without having recourse to the sovereign,

except on occasions of the utmost importance, which destroyed

the unity and promptness of public transactions, he demolished

these courts, suppressed the magistrates who administered jus-

tice therein, built for himself an edifice to serve for that purpose,

gave the name of Athens to the new city, and united all the peo-

ple by a sacrifice and common festival called the Panathensea,

which he substituted for those which each village had celebrated

in particular.— After having executed so critical an undertaking

Theseus went to consult the oracle of Delphi, to know in what

manner he was to govern his new city; to which the Pythia an-

swered, that he should by all means beware of ruling in an arbi-
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trary manner. Upon his le'urn lo Alliens he pretVrred the popu-

lar to the monarchical government, reserving to himself only the

administration of the laws. This form of government, then en-

tirely new in Greece, invited a great concourse of strangers to

partake of its benefits.—Pausanias says it was upon the occasion

of having persuaded all the people of Attica to unite in one city,

that Theseus introduced the woiship of Pitho, the goddess of

persuasion, and that of Venus, the goddess of love, because this

was the common bond of a prosperous people.—And as national

festivals, blended with religious ceremonies, united a people more

firmly than the mere administration of justice, Theseus renewed

in honour of Neptune the Isthmic games, which had been long

discontinued, since they were first instituted by Sisyphus king of

Corinth, on the occasion of Melicerta's deification.

_, , Besides what we have already recited, The-
Theseus was also ^

at the hunting of seus performed many other glorious actions;
Calydon, and at

the war of The- and indeed there was scarcely an event in that

*if^u n^ c^l^^ * ac^e so celebrated for heroism, w herein he did
the bull 01 .Mara- °

thon.defeatedthe not ac a part. It is beyond a dfjubt that he was
Amazons, and
achieved many at the hunting of the Calydonian boar, and at

other exploits.
^^^^ ^^,^^ ^j^j^^ followed it, as all the ancients

agree. And though he was not engaged in the quarrel of the two

hostile brothers, Etheocles and Polynices, it is certain however,

that he obliged Cieon to give buiial to the Argives who died in

that war of Thebes.—Our hero also performed the dangerous

exploit of taking alive the bull of Marathon, which laid waste

the plains of Tetrapolis. After he had led this animal through

the streets of Ath' ns, he sacrificed him to Minerva, or as s(;mc

maintain, to Apollo at Delphi.— An expedition against the Am-

azons is also reckoned by the Athenians in the number of this

hero's actions. For that end, we are told, that he went to the

banks of the Thermodon, and after giving them battle, returned

to Greece. It is further said that those heroines came afterwards
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and in\aded Auica, aUackiiig I'heseub in ilie vciy cen'ie of his

ov\n don»ini(;ns; bui iiavinp; routed them, and taken their queen

Aniiope piisoner, he had the unfortunate Hippolitus by her.

—

The reason why Fheseus was not in the number of the Aigo-

nauts, is, according to Apollonius Rhodi s, because he was in

captivity in the infernal regions during that expediiion. Hyginus

and ApoUodorus however, place him in the list of the Argonauts,

with his friend Piiiihous. And this seems to be tlie most probable

opinion, as Medea, who had accompanied Jason from that expe-

dition to Greece, was living with Theseus's father, and knew him

on his arrival at Athens. But even if we admit that he was not

one of the Argonauts, it \\as not on account of his being the pri-

sonar of Aidoneus or Pluto, as this happened long after he met

with Medea at Athens, when the Argonautic expedition had al-

readv transpired.

., c f • J The fame which Theseus had acquired by his

ship with Piriiho- victories and policy, caused his alliance to be
us, and fights for

, r^ n n- , . -

him in the battle rnuch courtt d in ureece. But Piiithous, king of

*'^j^^^-.^^'"'^''^ the Lapithee, wished to gain his friendship by
and the Centaurs; '^

' '

they carry off' He- first meeting him in the field of battle. He ac-
Icn, make an at- •,•>,, • • r » •

tempt upon Fro- cordingly invaded the territories ol Attica, and

serpine, and be-
^viien Theseus had marched out to meet him,

come prisoners

of Pluto, from the two heroes, struck \\ith an enthusiastic ad-
whom thev are ...

, , , . , , .

delivered by Her- nuration loi each other, rushed between their

"^"^''^ two armies, embraced one another in the niost

coii.iai aiiu afii.ctionate manner, and from that time entered into

the most sincere friendship, which became proverbial.—Theseus

was present with Hercules, some time after, at the nuptials of

his friend Piiithous; and when one of the Centaurs, who had been

invited to join the Lapithae in the celebration of these nuptials,

offered violence to Hippodamia the biide, in consequence of

intoxication, being abetted by his comrades, a battle ensued, in

which Theseus displayed great courage with the Lapithae in
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chasisiug the insolence of the Centaurs.—When Pirithous had

losi his Hippodamia, he agreed with Theseus, whose wife Phae-

dra was dlbO clcdd, to carry off some of the dnitjhteis of the gods.

Their first attemjjt was upon the beauteous H'ilen of Sparta, the

daughter of Leda; and .>fter they had obtained their prize, they

cast lots, by which she became the property of Theseus. The

Athenian monarch placed the inf..nt maiden, who was only nine

years old, under the care ot his mother 4i,ilua at Aphidnae, till

she should be of nubih years, and in compliance with his pro-

mise, went with his fiiend Pirithous to carry off Proseipine the

wife of Aidoncus king of Epirus; but the resentment of Helen's

brothers Castor and Pollux, who laid siege to the city of Aphid-

nae, in the absence of Fheseus, soon recovered her from his pos-

session: some authors, however, assert that Helen, before she

reached Sparta, was delivered of a daughter which she had by

Theseus. It was this adventure of Theseus and Pirithous to Epi-

rus to commit a rape upon Proserpine, said by some to be the

daughter instead of the wife of Aidoneus, which furnished the

poets with a pretext to say that these heroes descended into the

infernal regions to carry dff the wife of Pluto; to which they add

that the king of hell being apprised of their intentions, arrested

them, and stretched Pirithous on his father's wheel, while he

caused Theseus to stick fast to a rock upon which he had sat to

rest himself. Virgil represents this hero as being condemned

eternally to suffer this humiliating punishment: but ApoUodorus

and others inform us, that he was not long detained in hell; and

that when Hercules came to steal the dog Cerberus, Pluto,

through favour to that heto, permitted Theseus and Pirithous to

return upon earth with him.

===== During the captivity of Theseus in the king-
On his return to

, , ^ . «, ,

Athens he finds dom of Pluto, or rather in Epirus, Mnesiheus,

an usurper on his
^ distant relation of his, supported by the Pal-

throne, and being
_

'^•^ '

unable to displace lantidse, ingratiated himself into the favour of
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him, he retires to the Athenians, and obtained the crown in pre-

diM^byafalTfrom Terence to the sons of the absent king. At his

^ ^°^^- return, Theseus attempted to eject the usurp-

er, but to no purpose: the people had forgotten his invaluable

services, and he ^vas obliged to retire, with great mortification,

to the court of Lycomedes, king of the island of Scyros. After

paying his guest much attention, Lycomedes, either jealous of

his fame, or bribed by the presents of Mnestheus, conducted him

to a high rock, on pretence of showing him the extent of his do-

minions, and threw him down the precipice. Some historians

however, assert that Theseus inadvertently fell from the rock,

und was crushed to death, without receiving any injury at the

hands of Lycomedes.—Theseus had three wives; Ariadne, by

whom, according to some authors he had Oenopion and Staphi-

lus; Antiope, the queen of the Amazons, by whom he had Hip-

politus; and Phaedra, the sister of Ariadne, by whom he had De-

mopoon, who ascended the throne of Athens after the death of

Mnestheus, which happened while this young prince was return-

ing from the Trojan war, whither he had accompanied Elphenor

in the capacity of a private person.

===== Theseus had signalized himself by too many

*»,« ,
^.^^^ iu^ illustrious achievements not to be ranked amontr

the usurper the »
son of Theseus the heroes and demi-gods after his death. After
ascends the

throne, and with bis son had ascended the throne, the Atheni-

navs divine"hon- ^"^ brought his remains from the island of Scy-

ourstothememo- ^os, and gave them a magnificent burial. They
ry of his father.

also raised him statues and a temple, and insti-

tuted festivals and games to commemorate his heroic actions.

These festivals were still celebrated with their original solem-

nity, in the age of Pausanias and Plutarch about 1200 years after

the death of Theseus.—Pausanias speaks of the fine paintings

'that were to be seen in his temple, which represented the bi-.tlle

Vol,. III. " :m
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of the Aihenians ami the Amazons, that of the Centaurs and the

Lapithge, &c. The same author mentions the heroic monument

which Theseus had at Athens, in common with Pirithous, Oedi-

pus, and Adrastus.

SECTION FOURTH.

CASTOR AND POLLUX.

CASTOR and Pollux were twin brothers,
The fable of their r t . . i . -r r r^ >

birth, founded on ^^"s '^^ Jupiter by Leua the wite of Tyndarus
an intrigue of ^- ^^ Sparta. They were called Dioscuri to
their mother w ith ° '^

•'

some prince who betoken their descent from Jupiter, and Tynda-
passed for Jupi- . , ^

, , , , r i
•

. r^,

ter, ndft irom the husband of their mother. 1 he

=^==== fable of their birth is very singular: we are told

that Leda was beloved by Jupiter, who, having met with heron

the banks of the Euiotas in Liconia. transformed himself into a

swan, and desired V'enus to chctni^e herself into ..n eagle, and give

him chase as if to destroy hiui. The goddess of love complied

with his request, and Jupiter fled, seemingly for refuge, into the

arms of Leda, who received him with compassion. Jupiter took

advantage of his situation, and nine months after, Leda brought

forth two eggs; of which, one produced Pollux and Helen, and

the other Castor and Clytemnestra. The two former were sup-

posed to be the oifspiing of Jupiter, and the latter were believed

to be the child; en of Tyndarus. Some assert that Leda brought

forth but one egg, the fruit of her commerce with Jupiter, of

which Castor and Pollux sprung.—Some authors, in order to ex-

plain this fable, say it had no other foundation than the beauty of

Helen, the length and whiteness of whose neck resembled that

of a swan; a simile by the by, which tends very little to improve

one's idea of female beauty, for though the neck of a swan be
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very becoming to that bird, the neck of a lady were better like

that of her grandmother Eve. Others' allege with more plau-

sibility that this princess acted some scenes of gallantry upon the

banks of the Eurotas where she used to bathe; and to save her

honour, it was said that Jupiter himself had been enamoured of

her, and had assumed the shape of a swan to accomplish his in-

trigue, because swans were very plenty upon that river. However,

we will not omit the conjecture of those who suppose that Leda

had introduced her gallant into the highest apartment of her pa-

lace, which was usually of an oval figure, and therefore presumed

to have given rise to the fiction of the egg.—We are told that

Mercury, immediately after their birth, carried the two brothers

to Pallena to be educated.

„ ,••,,.. Be that as it will, Castor and Pollux soon sie-
By their illustn- °

ous actions in tlie nalized themselves by so many illustrious ac-
Areonautic expe- . ,,,,.,. ,

dition, fee, they tions, that they had a just claim to be reputed

became the pa-
^j^^ ^^^^ pf Jupiter. They had scarcely attained

Iron deities ot i j j

wrestlers, hest- to years of maturity, when they embarked with
lers," and sailors. , , , r i » . • ,-

. Jason and the rest ot the Argonauts m quest oi

the golden fleece. It was in this expedition to Colchis, especially,

that these two heroes distinguished themselves by their superior

courage, and rendered themselves worthy of their reputed father.

—In the storm that had nearly overset the ship Argo, they made

a vow with Orpheus, to get themselves initiated into the myste-

ries of Samolhrace, and there to return thanks to the gods Cabiri

in whose honour those mysteries were performed, for their pre-

servation from the dangers to which they and their companions

in the expediiion had been exposed. We are told that during this

storm, two fires were seen to play around the heads of Castor

and Pollux, and, that very soon after, the storm ceased. These

fires, which often appear at sea in time of a storm, were after-

werds called the fires of Castor and Pollux. When two of them

vere seen together, it was a prognoolic of fair weather; but when
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only one of them appeared it was esteemed an infallible sign of an

approaching storm, and then the sailors invoked the aid of those

two heroes. The same notion still prevails as to the presage of

those fires; and all the effect that a change of religion has pro-

duced upon this superstition, is to change the names of those

lights, being now called St. £hns's znd 6V. JVicholas'aJires.—The

zeal which these two princes displayed to be initiated into the

mysteries of the Cabiri, that were celebrated at Samothrace, con-

tributed not a little to heighten their reputation. Mariners too, had

a violent desire to participate in those mysteries, because it was

thought a means to procure the favour of those gods especially

during navigation, as Diodorus Siculus remarks.—During the ex-

pedition to Colchis, Pollux slew the famous Amychusin the combat

of the cestus. This victory, and that which he afterwards gained

at the Olympic games, caused him to be esteemed as the god and

patron of wrestlers; while his brother Castor distinguished him-

self in the race and the art of managing horses.— These heroes,

after the expedition to Colchis, signalized themselves by sea also,

and cleared the Archipelago of the pirates who infested it; which

served not a little after their death, to make them pass for divini-

ties friendly to sailors, but the adventure as above related, which

befell them during the voyage of the Argonauts, contributed more

than any thing else to this superstition.—Even the Athenians,

charmed with the moderation of these two princes, who after

they had taken the city of Aphidna to avenge the wrong done

by Theseus to their sister Helen, only punished those who

were concerned in the rape, gave them the name of Anactes,

which imports kings., because a raagnuninious king has mercy

upon the vanquished, and instituted a festival to their honour un-

der the same name.

They carry oft' ^"' moderation and piety, supported by no
the brides of Lyn- stronger motives than those which paganism af-
cius and Idas; " ' °

Castor kills Lyn- forded, make only a feeble opposition to violent
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cius, Idas kills passions; of wiiicli we see too frequent examples
Castor, and Pol- •,, ,^ r.i ....i r
lux kills Idas

^" conduct even oi the greatest heroes ot

.»—~-.—- II antiqviity. When Lyncius and Idas wei'e about

to marry Phoebe and Hilaria the daughters of Leucippus, they

invited Castor and Pollux to the nuptial feast; but these heroes

also falling in love with tlie two young virgins, who were their

near relations, carried them off, married them, and had two sans

by them, named Anascis and Menasinus, who afterwards had sta-

tues at Corinth in the temple built in honour of their fathers. The

two disappointed lovers stung to the quick with this outrageous

insult, having met with their rivals sometime after, a battle en-

sued in which Castor slew Lyncius; but Idas revenged the death

of his brother by killing Castor: and Pollux again, to revenge the

death of Castor, killed Idas; or as some authors assert, Idas was

struck dead by Jupiter with a thunder-bolt.

' As Pollux was reported immortal, being the
Pollux, bv per-

mission of 'Jupi- son of Jupiter, we are told he supplicated his fa~

SaUty *''wlJh
^1'^'' ^°P"^ ^'"™ ^° ^^^^^>' O"* ^o P^'""^ 1""™ to

Castor, and form share his immortality with his brother. Jupiter
the constellation

of the t-wins. heard his prayer, and decreed that the two bro-

=^==== thers should live alternately; so that when one

was upon earth, the other was confined in the infernal regions.

This, by the by, is that alternate life and death of which the poets

have said so much after Homer and Pindar, and which Virgil

has happily expressed in the ^Eneid: but the foundation of this

fiction, is, that these two princes being advanced to divine hon-

ours after death, formed in the heavens the sign of the Twins^

whereof one of the stars is frequently below the horizon while

the other is yet above it. The Romans perpetuated the memory

of this fiction in a very singular manner, by sending every year

on the day of the feast of the Tyndaridse near their temple, a

man with a cap like theirs, mounted upon horseback, and leading

another horse without a rider, intimating thereby that only one
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cf those brothers appeuied ai a tirhe. It is certain, however, that

both of these heroes had been buried near Scias, a town in Laco-

nia; and by a strange incongruity, whereof man is but too capa-

ble, a temple was erected to their honour near the place of their

internment, as if it had been possible for one to partake of divinity,

when he could not triumph over death.

.
The deification of Castor and Pollux, accord-

Tneir deification

in Greece, and ing to Pausanias and other ancients, was delayed

of their appari- ^^^V ^"^'^^ years after their death. At first they

tions explained ^yere honoured as heroes, but afterwards they
by an anecdote.

s===== were included in the number of the gods of

Greece. Pausanias speaks of a temple they had in Sparta, and of

another at Athens, wherein divine honours were paid them. The

first of these cities was the place of their nativity, and the second

had received singular services from those heroes, who saved it

from pillage. The same author makes mention of another temple

which they had at Corinth, and of statues raised to them in the

little island of Sphanos.—The Romans, who adopted their wor-

ship> held them ever afterwards in high veneration, and erected

a temple to them, on occasion of the aid they believed they had

received from them near the lake Rhegillum. As they also

adopted the Greek fables, their authors make mention of several

apparitions of these two divinities. Cicero makes one of his speak-

ers say that they were believed to have foretold to Vanitus, the

victory he gained over the Persians; but as this speaker was not

very credulous, he gives no great faith to that revelation. Justin

seriously relates, that in a battle between the Locrians and the

Crotonians, two young men appeared mounted upon white steeds,

who were taken for Castor and Pollux. But the adventure of two

Messenians, of which Pausanias speaks, teaches us what we are

to think of this sort of apparitions. These two young men, both

handsome and well made, were called Panormus and Gonipus.

They chose the time when the Lacedemonians were celebrating
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the feast of the Dioscuri, ciad themselves in while tunics with

purple cassocs, covered their heads with caps like those heroes,

and mounted the finest horses they could procure. In this equi-

page, and armed with lances, they entered Laconia and repaired

to the place where the Lacedemonians were assembled for the

sacrifice. They were immediately taken for the gods whose feast

they were celebrating, and while the Lacedemonians were pros-

trating themselves before them, the two Messenians rushed upon

them, killed several of them, and then made their escape. This

sacrilegious action was supposed to be the cause of the calamities

that afterwards overwhelmed the Messenians, who attributed

them to the resentment of the incensed Tyndaridse. Accordingly,

when Epaminondas wished to repair Messene, one of the first ob-

jects of his care was to appease the wrath of those gods by a sa-

crifice. He had seen in a dream, says Pausanias, a venerable old

man, who excited him to repair that city, and assured him that

the wrath of the Dioscuri, who had hitherto distressed the Mes-

senians, was now at an end.

, These two heroes were usually represented
How these he-

roes were repre- on medals and other monuments, under the fi-

'

gure of two young men, with a bonnet sur-

mounted by a star, as may be seen in one of those of the family

of Sulpitia, quoted by Oyzel; but more commonly by statues,

where they were either on horseback, or had their horses stand-

ing by them. In like manner, whenever they are said to have

made their appearance after their death, it was always on horse-

back.
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SECTION FIFTH.

ESCULAPIUS, RYGEIA, THELESPHORUS.

— ESCULAPIUS, by the Greeks, was called
Several persons • , . ^ . ,. ^,. ,

of the name of Asclepios.* According to Cicero, there were

Esculapius; his several persons who bore that name. " The first
Morship came '

from Egypt and Esculapius, says he, the god of Arcadia, who
Phenicia into r ,

• r' , , , i ..

Greece. passes i9r the inventor ot the probe, and the art

I i. of binding up wounds, is the son of Apollo. The

second, who was sluin by a thunderbolt, and interred at Cynosura,

is brother to the second Mercury. The third, who found out the

use of purgatives, and the art of drawing teeth, is the son of Ar-

sippus and Arsinoe. His tomb is to be seen in Arcadia, and the

grove that is consecrated to him is near the river Lusius." But

however well acquainted Cicero is with the religion of the Greeks

and Romans, he appears rather ignorant of the source whence

they derived it; for Esculapius was actually known in the oriental

countries before he was in Greece, whither his worship was

brought from Phenicia by the colony of Cadmus, and from Egypt

by that of Danaus. Sanchoniathon, whose work was not translated

in Cicero's time, mentions an Esculapius, the son of Sydik and

one of the Titanidee, who was more ancient than those of Greece.

And there had been, as Marsham proves, an Esculapius king of

Memphis, son of Menes the brother of the first Mercury, who

lived about two hundred years after the deluge, and more than a

thousand before the Greek Esculapius. In fine, Eusebius speaks

of an Esculapius, whom he surnames Tosorthrus, an Egyptian,

and a famous physician,.to whom other authors ascribe the glory

• The name of Asclepios is derived from that of Caleb, which the He-

brews gave to a dog: and in allusion to this name of Esculapius, dogs

were kept in his temple, as we learn from Pausanias
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of inventing architecture, and of contributing not a little to pro-

pagate in Egypt the use of letters which Mercury had invented.

It is not therefore in Greece, but in Egypt or Phenicia that we

arc to look for the first Esculapius. Being honoured as a god in

those two countries, his worship passed into Greece, and was es-

tablished first at Epidaurus, a city of the Peloponnesus bordering

on the sea, where probably some colonies settled at first.

' But the Greeks srive a very different account
The Greek failles ^ . , . . r
concerning- the of Esculapius, whom they claim as a native ot

Bs 1 Diu3
"^ ^^^^^^ °^^" country. Besides many other opinions

^==!==: they advance respecting his birth, the one most

generally received, is, that he was the son of Apollo by Coronis

the daughter of Phlegyas king of the Lapithse in Thessaly: for,

according to Pausanias, Apollophanes, to oblige the Messenians,

who claimed the honour of Esculapius's nativity, went to consult

the oracle of Apollo to confirm the matter; but to their disap-

pointment, Apollo himself answered that he was the father of

Esculapius, that Coronis was his mother, and that he was born at

Epidaurus. Phlegyas, the most warlike man of his age, having

visited the Peloponnesus, says Pausanias, under pretence of tra-

velling, but in fact to spy out the situation of the country, had

brought his daughter with him, who, to conceal her pregnancy

from her father, went to Epidaurus where she was delivered of

a son—probably the fruit of an intrigue with a priest of Apollo,

which gave rise to the response of the oracle, that he was the son

of that god. The child was exposed on a neighbouring mountain,

Tvhere it was suckled by one; of the goats that fed thereabout,

guarded by the dog of the flock. Aristhenes. the goat-herd, having

reviewed his flock, and finding a she-goat and his dog wanting,

went in quest of them; he accordingly found them, and perceiv-

ing the child all resplendent with light, he judged that there was

something divine in his nature, and the voice of Fame soon pub*

Vol. Ill, 3 N
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lished thai iliere wns a muucuKiUs infum Ijorn.—As the name of

Coronis, in tlie Greek language, signifies a crow, it was also fabled

that Esculapius had spiung from the egg of that bird, under the

figure of a serpent.

'

^. , .
- Esculapius was removed from the place where

His education

and skill in medi- he was exposed, and nursed by Trigone, the wife
"

of the shepherd who had found him. \\ hen he

had aitiiined sufficient age to profit by the lessons of the famous

centaur Chiron, who flourished at that time, his grandfather

Phlegyas sent him to that learned preceptor. Being of a very

quick and lively genius, he made such rapid advances there,

especially in the knowledge and composiiion of medicines, of

which he also invented many salutary ones, that he at length be-

came not only a great physician, but was even esteemed to be

the Rod anfi inventor of medicine.

' This was also the age of Jason and Hercules who
He accompanies

, , . v ^, •
, ,

the Argonauts were educated by the same Chiron, reputed the

and acquires j^ost sufficient man of his time for the instruc-
greal fame as a.

physician, which ti n of youth: he was master both of astronomy,
the Greeks extol . , _

, t • i-i

by a hyperbole. niusic, the art ot war. and physic. 1 hus while

=^=^=^= Hercules applied himself to wrestling and other

bodii\ exeicisc, und Jason to the art of war and navigation, Escu-

lapius gave his whole attention to physic, in which he made great

proficiency. As intimacies contracted between school-fellows are

commonly the most endearing, Jason and Hercules, when they

set out on their expedition to Colchis, engaged Esculapius to be

of their party. He rendered great services to them, in the capa-

city of a physician; and in short, acquired such great reputation

in his art, that, like Hercules, and many others of his cotcmpo-

raries, he was deified after his death, as the god of physic, and

formed the celestial sign called Serpentarius.-—'As the Greeks al-

ways carried the encomiums of their great men beyond the truth,

they said, by way of hyperbole, that Esculapius wts so expert in
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medicine, as not only to cure the sick, but even to raise the dead;

which made Pluto cite him before the tribunal of Jupiter, com-

plaining that his empire was considerably diminished by him, and

was in danger of becoming entirely desolate: whereupon Jupiter's

wrath was so inflamed, that he sle\y Esculapius with a thunder-

bolt.

-
,. The worship of the Grecian Esculapius was
His worship.

'^

his symbols, and first established at Epidaurus which was the place
representation. ,-,.,• i ,

...
01 his birth, as we have said, it was no^ long af-

ter, however, before his worship was propagated through all

Greece. " That this worship beg; n in the town of Epidaurus,

says Pausanias, can be evinced from more proofs than one. For

first, his feast is celebrated with more pomp and magnificence at

Epidaurus than any where else. In the second place, the Athenians

grant that this feast was derived to them from Epidaurus; and

accordingly they call it Epidauria, as well as the anniversary of

the day upon which the Epidaurians began to worship Esculapius

as a god." He was worshipped at lipidaurus under the figure of

a serpent; but this did not prevent his having the figure of a man

in his statues. That which was made of gold and ivory, the work

of Thrasimedcs of Paros, represented tliis god seated on a ihrope,

having a staff in one hand, and resting the other upon a serpent's

head, with a dog lying by him. Though Esculapius was generally

represented bearded, yet there was one of his statues without a

beard, as we learn from Pausanias.—From Epidaurus the worship

of this new god passed first to Athens, and then to several other

cities of Greece. His worship was carried to Pcrgamus by Ar-

chias, after he had been cured of a wound he hud got in tlie chase,

by going to Epidaurus to implore the assistance of Esculjpius.

Accordingly we often find this ^od represented upon tiie medals

of the emperors struck at Pergamus. Upon a medallion struck

at t!ial city, we see Esculapius with the goddess Fortune, to sig-

nify, no doubt, that the prosperity of the Pergamenians was ow
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ing to the protection of that god. From Pergauius the knowledge

of Esculapius was propagated to Smyrna, where a temple was

built to him upon the sea shore, which was still subsisting* in the

time of Pausanias. The island of Crete likewise received the

^vo^ship of this god, who had a temple there also. From Europe

and Asia his worship was carried into Africa; for he had a tern-

ple'erected to him by the inhabitants of Balonogrus in the Cyre-

naicum.—The cock for his sagacity, and the serpent for his pru-

dence, were consecrated to Esculapius, to figure the two qualities

that are very essential to a physician. Pausanias says they used to

feed tame snakes in his temple at Epidaurus; and it was even al-

leged that Esculapius frequently showed himself under the figure

of that reptile. Accordingly, the Romans, infested with the

plague, having consulted their sacred books, learnt that in order

to be delivered from it, they were to go in search of Esculapius

at Epidaurus, as we are told by many of the ancients. Embassa-

dors were deputed to that city, where the priests gave them a

tame adder, which they said was Esculapius himself. They em-

barked with it, and having arrived at the island of the Tiber,

which Plutarch calls Mesopotamia, it came out of the ship and

hid itself among the reeds that grew on the shore. It was from

that circumstance believed that the god had chosen this place for

his residence, where a temple was immediately built; thus was

the worship of Esculapius established at Rome in the year of the

city 462.—A similar adventure to the above, according to Pau-

sanias, was likewise practised by those who built the city of Li-

mera in Laconia, who also sent, upon that occasion, to seek for

Esculapius—And the prevailing opinion that this god appeared

under the form of a serpent, gave rise to the trick of one Alex-

ander, which, Lucian pleasantly relates. This impostor having

conveyed a young serpent into the shell of a crow's egg, placed

it in the foundation of a temple that was about to be built in hon-

our of Esculapius, and reported that he had there found that egg
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and having opened it in the presence of many persons, no doubt

was entertained that the reptile was Esculapius, who was sup-

posed to be propitious to the building of the temple. The impos-

tor having retired for sometime after, appeared again with a large

snake, which he had tamed; and the credulous people, believing

that it was the god of physic, were zealous to consult him at the

expense of large contributions, whereby he amassed great wealth.

" The other gods of physic, and of health,

phoru"\c; thefr
among the Greeks, were, Hygeia, Thelespho-

worship, symbols j-yg^ Jaso, and Panacea, who were supposed to
and representa-

tion, be the children of Esculapius and Meditrina,

' —— The Pergamenians, as we are told by Pausanias,

upon the faith of an oracle, worshipped Thelesphorus as a god,

whom the Epidaurians, in the worship they paid him, called

Acesios, or health-giving: thus wc are to consider Thelesphorus

as the god of convalescents.—Pausanias telfe as that in the tem-

ple of Esculapius at Sicyon, was a statue of Hygeia, the goddess

of health, covered with a veil, to which the ladies of that town

dedicated their locks. We find her often represented upon

monuments and medals, sometimes with her father, but more

frequently by herself. The Romans especially entertained a high

veneration for that goddess, whom they looked upon as the savi-

our of the empire, and gave her that title upon their medals. She

is commonly represented as a young woman, holding a serpent

N in one hand, and a patera in the other: sometimes the serpent

seems to be drinking out of the patera; sometimes he is intwined

about the body of the goddess; or meekly coiled up in her lap,

while she is majestically seated upon a rock, to betoken that

health defies the storms of calamity.—-Thelesphorus is always

represented as a young man, with a long robe that envelopes the

whole of his body, insomuch that even his amis are not to be

seen; with a kind of hood upon his head, leaving bare only his
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face. This atiire contains no doubt some mystery; but whether it

signifies that patients should be well covered, or something else>

Ave cannot determine.

SECTION" SIXTH.

GENERAL REMARKS ON HEROES
OR DExMI GODS.

AS every onej during the heroic ages of
Of the idea the

. . _ .

Greeks had of Greece, who distinguished himself by services

their heroes or
rendered the public, and for various other pre-

demi-g-ods.
*^ *^

===== tences both public and private, received heroic

honours, it would greatly exceed our limits to sketch even

the most cursory account of their history, individually. We shall

therefore be content with adding here, a general account of their

worship, and an enumeration of the names of the principal of

them.—The term Hero was synonymous with that of Demi-god^

among the Greeks; for they conceived a very high opinion of

their heroes and illustrious men, who signalized themselves by

their glorious deeds. They considered them as a kind of giants,

who had a stature far superior to that of ordinary men. This at

least is the idea given us of them by the poets; and Homer espe-

cially, makes them throw stones of such a size and weight, that

four men of his time could not raise from the ground. The his-

torians have sometimes described them after the manner of the

poets; and Pausanias says Polydama was the tallest man that had

been seen since the heroic age.

The original of the term Hero is very ob-
The etymology

of the term hero scure; which is sufficiently proved by the num-
is very

^^^ ^^ etymologies assigned to it by the ancients.

Some derive it from the word Eros^ which signifies love, to de-

note that the Heroes were the offspring of the love of the gods
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for inoital virgins, or the love of the goddesses for men; for

there were an abundance of heroes and heroines of both descrip-

tions. The opinion of Serviiis deviates but little fronr» this, when

he says " the appellation of Hero was given to those who sprung

from the embraces of Spirits under visible forms, with mortal

virgins:" but this original cannot hold, without exceptions, since

we find several heroes who were avowedly the sons of mere mor-

tals. But there can be no instruction or amusement in pursuing

these etymologies further, as it is probable that they are all in-

correct, and that the original appellation itself denoted the valour

and courage of the persons on whom it was conferred.

Herodotus and Pausanias informs us of the

bet\veen tlie wor- distinction that was made between the gods and

ship of the heroes the heroes. According lo them, the worship of
and the gods, had
many exceptions, the gods consisted of sacrifices and libations.

I which, say they, are honours due to divinity;

whereas, that of heroes was only a kind of funeral solemnity,

wherein the memory of their exploits was celebrated. Pausanias

says that at the dedication of cities, sacrifices were offered to the

gods, and that heroes were invoked merely by prayers. When

Epaminondas, adds he, designed lo re-establish the Messeniuns,

and built them a city, after having consulted the augurs, and upon

their report, made choice of the place where it was to be built,

the Arcadians, the Messenians, and the Thebans, offered each to

their own gods private sacrifices, and then they all invoked the

heroes of the country. But this distinction did not always subsist,

since we have many instances of heroes being honoured with sa-

crifices in the same manner as the gods.

======== So firmly were they persuaded that the he-
Tlic heroes ^s

well as the rods ^'^^^ interested themselves as well as the gods

supposed to re- jp (he affairs of this world, that they were even
venpe the mis-

conduct of men. believed to be the avengers of impiety. The ex«

===== amples of this, quoted by Pausanias, are very
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authentic. « Cleonienes, says he, having corrupted the priestess

of Delphi, to induce her to declare that Demaratus was not the

lawful son of Aristo, thereby to exclude him froni the. crown,

and having stabbed himself in one of those fits of madness to

which he was subject, his death was regarded as a punishment

from the gods and heroes. And indeed, continues that historian,

it was not the first instance of the vengeance which the gods and

heroes inflict upon men. Protesilaus, who was worshipped at

Eleus, and who was a hero no less celebrated than Argus, pun-

ished with his own hand the Persian Artacetus: and ever since

the Megereians presumed to appropriate to themselves and cul-

tivate the lands consecrated to the divinities of Eleusis, they have

never been able to appease their wrath."

It is not easy to determine at what time the

The origin of
^yorship of heroes commenced. The ancients,

the worship oi *

heroes in Greece and even Pausanias himself who says so much
attributed by

, , . ... _ .

some to Cadmus, about this worship, give us no account or its

•

original. But among the moderns we have m£n

of learning, who, discerning no traces of this worship till the

time of Cadmus, conclude from thence, that he had brought it

from Phenicia into Greece. From that period, say they, com-

menced the practice among the Greeks, of honouring the funerals

of their relations by festivals, invocations, and ofFeringsj of erect-

ing to them remarkable tombs, whither they repaired, especially

on the day of their anniversary, there to do them honour. To

these tombs very soon succeeded statues and altars. Every private

person was permitted to pay his respects to his ancestors; but

often their fame reached no farther than the extent of their own

family. But it was otherwise as to those on whom cities and king-

doms conferred honours. They were commonly persons who had

done valuable services to the state, and signalized themselves by

some great achievements, whose names thereby became very fa-

mous, and were propagated every where. Thus we may distin-
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guish two sorts of heroes; those who were honoured only in their

own families, and were the same as their god Penates: others

had heroic honours conferred on them by public decree, and

thereby became the heroes of a whole nation. To the one were

erected only tombs, which served for altars; while the monu*

ments that were raised to others difiered but little from the tern*

pies of the gods. To these, mysteries and festivals were institu-

ted, and a succession of priests destined to their service.

-
„;, T In the family of Cadmus, besides that prince
Ihe principal

I'.eroes and hero- himself, there were, his sister Europa ; his bro-
iocs 01 Greece'

the" Atymnus; and his* four daughters, Argavcj

Autonoe and her husband Aristeus, Ino and her son Melicerta,

Semele and her son Bacchus.—In the family of Minos, besides

that prince himself, there were, Rhadamanthus, Androgeos, and

some others.—In the family of Inachus, there were, besides him-

self, Danae, Perseus, Hercules, and Alcmena.—In the family of

Pelops, there were himself and his wife Hippodamia, Castor and

Pollux, Helen, Menelaus, and Agamemnon.—In the family of

jEacus, there were besides himself, Peleus his son, and Achilles.

—In that of Priam, were Hector, Cassandra, and Hclenus.—^At

Athens there were, Cecrops, Erichthonius, Pandion, Theseus and

Hippolitus. At Eleusis there were, Triptolemus and Celeus.—

We may also reckon in the number of heroes, the soothsayer

Amphiaraus, his son Amphilochus, Phoroneus, Orpheus, ProtC'-

silaus, Areas, Tdomeneus, Emeriones, Melampus, Adrastus,

lolas, Machaon, Polemocrates, Podalirius, Areotopotes, Alaban-

dus, aftd Calcas the soothsayer, so famous at the sige of Troy.

—The apotheosis also of Homer, represented upon an ancient

monument explained by Cuper^ leaves no room to doubt that this

poet was likewise worshipped at least asademi-god.—A passage

in Pausanias gives us the names of several heroes, whom he calls

Eponymes. A little above the place where the senate \yas held.

Vol. III. 3 O
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are the statues of these heroes, from whom the Athenian tribes

afterwards took their names: the first is Hijipocoon the son of

Neptune; Antiochus the son of Hercules is the second; and the

third is Telamon the father of Ajax.—Among the Athenians we

may also reckon Leos, who by the advice of the oracle devoted

his daughter for the safety of the state; Erectheus, who defeated

the Eleusinians and slew their general; Immarandus the son of

Eumolpus; ^geus the father of Theseus; Acamas one of the

sons of Theseus; and Theagenes, who was so often conqueror

at the Olympic games; as having been honoured with heroic

monuments.—Pirithous, Oedipus, and Adrastus, as we learn from

Pausanias, had their heroic monuments in Attica; and Pallas, the

son of Lycaon, had his in Arcadia. The same author says that

Pelops, whom we have already mentioned, had a temple at Al-

oes, and a piece of ground consecrated to him; for, says he, the

Eleans esteem that prince as far above other heroes, as they es-

teem Jupiter above the other gods. They sacrificed to him by

the side of a ditch, where the Arcons used to perform that cere-

mony every year, before they entered upon their office; and

their sacrifice had this singularity in it, that no part of the victim

was allotted to divination.—Deucalion had altars in Greece, and

was honoured as a divinity. Diomedes was esteemed a god, and

had a temple and a sacred grove at Timavirs. Phidias was hon-

oured with sacrifices by his descendants. Hermotimus was wor-

shipped as a god among the Clazomenians. Pandarus was wor-

shipped in Lycia; Phoroneus had a temple at Corinth; Acesidas

and Acesius had also heroic monuments in Greece; and %o had

Adrastus, jEthlius, Agamedes, and Trophonius surnamed Jupi-

ter, who^had the famous oracle; also Agamemnon, Menelaus, the

two Ajaxes, and Pyrrhus the son of Achilles: and Lycurgus, if

we may believe Strabo, had a temple at Lacedemon.—Pausanias^

who of all the ancients has enlarged the most on this subject^

having travelled over Greece which abounded in heroic menu-
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ments, among a vast number of others, speaks of those of Bel-

lerophon, Atys, Augeas, and Chiron so celebrated for his wis-

dom; also those of Triptolemus whose temple was at Eleusis,

and Zarax a man of great fame, who had learnt music from

Apollo himself.—Philip king of Macedon, was too illustrious not

to acquire heroic honours; accordingly he had in Alces a chapel

in the form of a rotundo, where he also had a statue of gold, by

the hand of Leochares. But however ambitious his son Alexander

was, to be taken into the number of the great gods, he did not

even attain to the honours of a hero, or demi-god; at least, if any

"worship was paid to him, it was not very extensive. Pausanias

enumerates Piolemy Philadelphus, however, in the number of

heroes who had divine honours.—This curious traveller, after

naming so many heroes, has not forgotten the illustrious women

who attained to the same honours. Besides the daughters of Cad-

mus, he says Cassandra the daughter of Priam had a temple in

Greece; Alcmena had an altar in the temple of her son Hercu-

les; Andromache had heroic monuments in the same country;

Anaxandra, Aphea, and the Trojan Aimene, had likewise altars

there; Coronis, the mother of Esculapius, was worshipped there

with her son; Helen had a temple at Lacedemon; and so had Cy-

nisca, the daughter of Archidamus king of Sparta, who obtained

the first prize in the chariot race at the Olympic games. Hilaria

and Phoebe, the wives of Castor and Pollux; lodamia, who was

transformed into a stone; Iphimedia, Laphria, and Latria, Mega-

nira, Latona the mother of Apollo Diana, and Manto the

daughter of Tiresias, who professed the art of prediction like

her father, had heroic monuments. The tomb of Rhadina was

honoured by unfortunate lovers, and the temple of Octavia was

in high repute.
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DEIFIED VIRTUES.

WE have already stated in the first volume, when speaking of
the progress of Idolatry, that the Greeks and Romans, particu-

larly the latter, after they had peopled heaven and hell and all the
parts of the earth, with numberless deilies, still actuated by an
insatiable rage for the nuiltiplication of the objects of a depraved
worship, deified every virtue and every vice, every passion and
every affection of the mind, and even conferred on every function

of human life, and every species of crime, a guardian or tutelar

divinity. Before we draw this volume to a close, we shall give a

brief account of the principal deities of this order, and leave the

reader to judge of the rest of them, from what we have said on
this subject, in the first volume as just mentioned.

VIRtUE AND HONOUR.

The philosophers, the orators, and poets, had made so many
eloquent encomiums upon Virtue, the only source from which
they derived their happiness, that it was impossible to prevent
the admiration they inspired for so glorious an object from pass-

ing into the enthusiasm of adoration. Accordingly she was dei-

fied, and antiquity has left us several traces of the religious wor-
ship that was paid to this divinity. Plutarch and others inform us,

that Scipi'j, who razed Numantia, was the first who consecrated

a temple to this goddess. Mavcellus, as we are told by the same
author, designing to build a temple of the spoils of the Sicilims
to the same goddess and to Honour, consulted the pontiffs, who
prohibited it under pretext that one and the same temple could

not contain those two divinities; thus he built two adjoining to

each other in such a manner, as Cicero remarks, that it was im-
possible to ariive at the temple of Honour without passing

through that of Virtue, to teach men that true honour was only

to be attained by the practice of virtue. It was even to support

this wise maxim, that Virtue was sometimes painted with wings,

to intimate the velocity with which she proclaimed the honour,

of those who possessed her. Plutarch furnishes us with another

remark to tliis purpose: he says they sacrificed to Honour with

tlie head uncovered, because it was usual to uncover at meeting

those who by their virtue had acquired h.onour in the world. Ami
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we learn from Pany, that Fab.liutilianus wis the first who pass-

ed a law that on the icJes of July the Roman knights should

march on horseback fiom the temple of Honour to tne Capitol.

—-Plautus, in the prologue to his Amphitryo, names Virtue

among the other gods whom Mercury there speaks of; and Lu-
cian says Fortune used her so very ill, that she dursi no longer ap-

pear at Jupiter's court—an ingenious allegory, applicable to vir-

tuous people, who are too often persecuted by those who have

despoiled them of their substance.—Virtue was usually repre-

sented under the figure of a venerable matron, leaning against a

pillar. We find this divinity, however, upon some medals of

Gordian and Numerian, under the figure of a man with a beard.

Had Hope escaped when the imprudent Epimetheus opened
Pandora's box, no resource had been left to man against the ca-

lamities he daily labours under. But as she alone remained in

that fatal box, it is not to be wondeirrl at that the ancients made
a divinity of her. Cicero defines hope to be the exfiectation ofgood
^-bonorum cxfiectatio; which is conformable to the defiriiiion of

the Apostles, sfies estfuturorum bonorum. Futuie good, whether

in this life, or in the world to come is its object; and it is proba-

ble the pagans themselves extended it thus far. It was in the hope

of immortality, says Cicero, that the heroes so cheerfully resigned

themselves to death. The wisest among the heathens have

showed us what influence hope and fear are capable of producing

upon the minds of tl ose who take a near view of future life.

What Plato says to this purpose is admirable beyond encomium.
"Know Socrates, that when any one is at the point of death, anx-

ious doubts and fears arise in his mind, from a reflection on the

errors of his life. Then it is, that the pains and torments reserved

for the guilty in the other world, which he had hitherto accounted

as only so many ridiculous fables, and made them the objects of

his raillery, begin to aff'ect him, and make an impression upon
him, apprehending that all these things may be real. Tnus,
•whether it be that his mind is enfeebled by age, or that having

death nearer at hand- he examines things with greater attention,

his soul is seized with fear and dread, and if he has injured any

one, he sinks into despair; while he, who has nothing to reproach

himself with, feels that snveet hofie springing up in his mind,

which Pindar so happily calls the nurse of old age" This is one

of those refined sentiments which right reason dictated to the

philosophers who were so wise as to consult and hearken to this

sacred guide. It was virtue, according to Cicero, that inspired

the hope of immortality, and that same immortality animated

hope. There is nothing melancholy, says he, in that death which
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leads to immortality. So thought the wiser heathens, and nothing

couki he objected to their morality as to this article, had they

gone no further than to consider Hope as a virtue; but they actu-

ally made a divinity of it. Cicero speaks of one temple of this

go'ldess. Titus Livius mentions that which stood in the herb-

market, and another which Publius Victor erected to her in tiie

seventh region. M. Fullius the censor consecrated another to her

near the Tiber.—Whether the Romans borrowed from the

Greeks the worship of tl)is goddess, is not determined. It is cer-

tain however, that the latter worshipped her under the name of

Elpis.— Hope is represented upon some ancient monuments, and

frequently upon the medals of the emperors, sometimes with a

cornucopia, or with flowers and fruits, or a bee-hive, with the in-

scription of S/iPs Publica: Sfies Pafiuli Romarti, isi'c. The above

symbols figured the blessings that were looked for from this

consoling goddess. In fine, we often find her with one hand rest-

ing upon an altar which M. Aurelius Pacorus dedicated to her.

-—As Hope had her temples and altars, it is not to be doubted

that she had her sacrifices too; but antiquity gives us no account

of the victims that were offered to her.

piEtr.

As Piety, whether it has for its object the Supreme Being, or

one's parents, or our country, has always been respected in all

human society, we need not wonder that the Romans made this

virtue a divinity, and the object of a religious worship. M Atti-

lins Glabrio built a temple to her in the herb-market, and another,

which he dedicated to Piety towards parents, in the place where
the woman dwelt who had nourished her father, condemned to

starve in piison, with the milk of her own breast.

MERCT.

We learn from Pausanias the name of a goddess, which may
be rendered by the synonymous terms, Mercy, Indulgence. Com-
passion, Pity. The life of man, says he, is obnoxious to so many
hardships and sufferings, tliat this goddess deserves to be in the

highest esteem. All nations of the world should offer sacrifices

to her, because they all stand mutually in need of her influence.

All that we know further about her, is, that she had an altar at

Athens, and that the Romans as well as the Greeks gave the

name of Asylum to the temple they erected to this goddess.

CLEMEifcr.

Clemency was also ranked among the gods, and she had a tem-

ple, «s appears from a medal of Julius Csesar. Upon other medals
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she has also her symbols, which were a bough, the patera, and
the spear.

VRVTH,

The ancients made a divinity of Truth; and, as Plutarch and

several others relate, believed that she was the daughter of Sa-

turn. Whether is it, queries that judicious author, because Saturn

is time^ or because he ^vas the most just of men, that he has been
jiccounted the father of Truth? This is what he does not deter-

mine, though he inclines to believe, that it was for his having
strictly practised the rules of justice, that he had this virtue given

him for his daughter. And as Truth was the daughter of the just

Saturn, so was she the mother of Virtue: which genealogy shows
that men, even when sunk in the grossest idolatry, followed

Romctiroes the light of refined reason.—Philostratus, in the

image of Amphiaraus, represents Truth as a young virgin clad

in a robe, whose whiteness rivalled that of the snow. Hippocrates
in one of his letters also gives her portrait, thus: represent ta

yourself, says he, a fine woman of a proper stature modestly
dressed, with a thousand attractive charms, the lustre of her eyes,

especially, resembling that of the stars, and you will have a just

idea of ll.is divinity. Lactantlus has left us a saying of Democri-
tus, that Truth lay hid in the bottom of a well, so difficult it is to

accomplish the discovery of it. But that philosopher rather al-

luded to Truth as a principle of science, than to Truth as a mo-
ral virtue, the object upon which the ancients conferred divine

lionours.

FIDELIfr.

Fidelity, for thus we are to understand the word Fides, of which
the pagans had not the same idea with us, was also a divinity

among the Romans. It was the funelion of this goddess to pre-

side over truth in commerce, and sincerity in promises. It was
by her, that security was given against deceit and falsehood, since

she was called upon to witness their engagements, and the oath
imade in her narnc, or that of Jupiter Fidius, which amounts to

the same, was of all oaths the most sacred and' inviolable. Nothing
was more revered than Fidelity, which even among the pagans
had for its foundation religion itself, and what Cicero says of it

in regard to the pagan deities, will ever hold true with all reli-

gions; tiikc away, says he, the reverence that is due to the gods,

and Fidelity is at an end.—The temple of Faith or Fidelity

erected by Calalius was in the Capitol near that of Jupiter. Fes-
tus, upon the authority of Agalhocles, says that jEneas, on his

arrival in Italy, also consecrated one to the same goddess: but

Dionysius of Ilalicarnassus and Plutarch make the first temple
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erected to this goddess, to have been built by Niinia Pompilius.

This prince had likewise ordered the priests, whom he appointed

to preside over the worship of this goddess, to wear white vest-

rnenls when they offered sacrifices to her. What induced Numa
Pompilius to make Fidelity one of the Roman divinities, is thus

related by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. " In order, says he, to en-

gage his people to mutual fidelity and truth in their contracts

^yith one another, he had recourse to a method which the most
celebrated legislators had not ts yet devised. He remarked that

the public contracts, and those made before witnesses, were
pretty regularly observed, and that few who contracted in that

manner were found to violate^their promises, because men na-

turally have a regard for the good opinion of those in whose pre-

sence they have come under engagements. He observed on the

other hand, that those sorts of compacts that were made without

witnesses, and depended merely upon the honesty of the parties

contracting, were still more inviolable than the former; whence
he concluded, that by deifying Fidelity, he would make this

sort of contracts still more binding. Besides, it appeared to him
unreasonable, that while divine honours were paid to several

other virtues, Fidelity alone,the most sacred principle in the

M'orld, and at the same time the most worthy of veneration among
men, should be honoured neither in public nor private. Full of

so laudable a design, he was the first who built a temple to public

Faith, and instituted sacrifices whereof he had the charges de-

frayed by the public, as he did with respect to several other gods,

in hopes that the veneration for so fundamental a virtue, which
he propagated through the city, would insensibly communicate
itself to each individual. He was not mistaken in his conjecture:

Faith came to be so revered, and held in such religious awe by

the Romans, that she alone had more force than witnesses and

oaths: insomuch that if there arose any litigation among those

who had contracted together without witnesses, the matter was
referred to the faith of the defendant, and the controversy went

no further. It was the common method too for magistrates, in

cases of intricacy, to refer the determination to ihe/ait/t of the

contending parties."*—The antiquaries are of opinion, that a

figure, near which two hands are joining or embracing each

other, represents this goddess, since it is with the joining of

hands that mutual faith is usually plighted.

• The same prince appointed a god to be the guardian of the land marks,
and the avenger of encroachments wliich one neighbour made upon an-

other. In fine, he made several otiier rt-gulutions in religion, all by the
direction of the nymph Egenira, whom he affected to consult in a grove
not far from Rome
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CONCORD, PEACE, AND fRANQUILLIfi'.

Though Concord, Peace, and Tranquillity, seem to present

but one and the same idea, it is hovrever certain, that the Romans
made three distinct ti;oddesses of them. The first had several tem-
ples at Rome, one in the Capitol, which the dictator M. Furius

Camillus had built, where the senators, as Pliny tells us, frequent-

ly assembled to deliberate about the affairs of the republic. The
same author informs us, that Flavius had built a chapel of brass

in honour of the same goddess, with the money raised by a tax

upon the farmers of the revenues. Cicero, Titus Livius, and

some others of the ancients, frequently speak of the chapels and
altars of this goddess; as also of the statue which was consecrated

to her by the censor Quintus Marcius; and of the temple which
was erected to her, or at least repaired by Livia the wife of Au-
gustus. Concord was addressed particularly to promote a good
agreement in families, between husband and wife, between citi-

zens, 8cc. 8cc. As the power of Concord was confined within the

city and houses, so that of Peace was extended to all the empire.

She had magnificent temples; and that which Claudius had be-

gun, and Vespasian finished, was little short of any in Rome. If

we may believe Suetonius, Josephus, and St. Jerom, the emperor
deposited there, the precious and rich spoils of the temple of

Jerusalem. In this temple assembled those who professed the

fine arts, to dispute about their prerogatives, that in the presence
of the goddess of Peace all warmth might be banished from their

debates. This goddess had also in the same city an altar which
Avas very much frequented. Monuments represented her to us

under the figure of a woman crowned with laurel, olive, or chap-

lets of roses, while she holds in one hand a caduceus, and in the

other ears of corn, the synjbol of that plenty which she procures.

Aristophanes gives her Venus and the Graces for her compa-
nions Tranquillity the happy effect of Concord and Peace, had
also her temples at Rome, without the Porta Collina as we learn

from St. Augustine. " I am surprised, says that holy father, that

when they attributed divinity to every thing, almost to every ac-

tion, and built temples within the city to the goddess Agerona
who incites us to action, to the goddess Stimula who makes us

over-act, to Murcia who renders us soft and indolent, as we are

told by Pomponius, and to the goddess Strenua who inspires us

with courage; they should not have received among them Quies
the goddess of Tranquillity, but left her without the CoUine gate."

However, as they gave Orcus, the god of the dead, the epithet

of Quietalis, to denote the rest and peaceful state of the Shades,

le^irned authors will have it, that the worship of this goddess was
the same with that of Orcus.
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yUSVlCE AND EQ^UItr.

Though in general the Greeks and Romans looked upon The-
TTiis as the goddess of Justice, yet the latter had their Justice and

Equity besides; whom they represented upon their medals, and
on the monuments that were consecrated to them. They gave

Justice the figure of a woman sitting with a cup in one hand, and

a sceptre in the other, as may be seen on the meduls of Hadrian

and Alexander Mammeus. The^- also lepresented Equity under

the figure of a woman, with a sword in one hand, and a pair of

'scales in t,he otiier. This goddess was confounded with Astreea,

and with Dice, to whom we have a hymn under the name of Or-
pheus, wherein the author, whpever he was, destines incense to

her.

FELIClTr.

St. Augustine is justly surprised that the Romans, who had
introduced a great many gods unknown to other nations, should

have been so late in taking Felicity into the number. « For, says

that learned father of the church, if the books and ceremonies
of the pagans are true, and Felicity be a goddess, why did they
not adore her alone, since she was capable of bestowing all that

is desirable, and making n)en quickly happy? or what is the

amount of all our desires, but prosperity? Why then were they

so long in building a temple to this goddess? Why did not Ro-
mulus especially, who was desirous of founding a happy city,

consecrate a temple to Felicity, and abandon for her alone the
worship of all the other gods, since with her nothing could fail

him? Whereas without the favour of that goddess, he never
could have been first made a king, and then a god. Why then did

Romulus give to the Romans for gods, Jupiter, Mars, Janus, Pi-

cus, Faunus, Tiberinus, and Hercules? Why did T. Tatius add
Satur;i, Ops, the Sun, the Moon, Vulcan, Light, and many
others, even the goddess Cloacine, at the same time that they
showed no regard to Felicity? Why did Numa introduce so many
gods and goddesses, without taking her into the number? Had
Tullus Hostilius known and adored her, he had never consecra-

ted Fear and Paleness, since both of these disappear at the ^ight

of Felicity. All the other gods,' continues that author, ' would
have yeilded to Felicity, even Jupiter himself, since it was she
who made him happy by raising him to the throne, liut,' adds
that holy doctor, ' civil wars never happened till the Romans ac-

knowledged that goddess: was it, says he, that she was offended

at them, because, instead of giving her a place among the great
gods or gods of council, and building to her the most magnificent
temple, such as might have eclipsed all the rest, they placed her
by the ide of a Priapus, a Cloacina, Sec?" Froni this passage it
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appears, ihat it was very late before the Romans raised Felicity

to the rank of a divinity: and it was actually above six hundred
years after the building of the city, that LucuUus, upon his re-

turn from the war vrith Mithridates and Tigranes, built a temple
to her.— Felicity is often represented upon the Roman medals,

under the figure of a woman holding in her hand either the cor-

nucopia^ or some such symbol, with the legend, Feiicitas l^ubUca:

Felicitas jiugusd.

LIBER'Tr.

A people who idolized Liberty so much as the Romans did,

could not but make a divinity of her, and consecrate to her altars

and temples. Accordingly this goddess, who was invoked to pre-

serve that liberty which was established on the ruins of the regal

power, had several of those sacred structures in the city. Publius

Victor built one of those temples upon the Aventine mount, with

a vestibule, which was called the vestibule of Liberty. The anci-

ents, who frequently speak of this vestibule, have not informed

us to what use it was destined; but we may suppose that public

sales were made there, as in the other vestibules. Titus Livius,

speaking of the temple which Tiberius Gracchus had consecrated

to the same goddess, says its columns ^vere of bronze, and that

it contained several very fine statues. When Ciceio set out for

his exile, P. Clodius, his persecutor, consecrated the house of

that great man to Liberty. In short, Dion informs us that the

Romans by a public decree, raised a temple to the same goddess

in the behalf of Julius Caesar: an action quite worthy of those

degenerate Romans, to raise a temple to Liberty in honour of

him who made them lose the remains of that valuable preroga-

tive, which Marius and Sylla had still left them, and whereof

they had, till then, been jealous.—This goddess is represented

under the figure of a woman, crowned with laurel, and holding

a staff surmounted with a cap, which has ever continued to be

her chief symbol, and is emphatically styled the caji of Liberty.

PROVIDENCE.

Though the ancients believed Providence to be an attribute of

the gods, as may be proved by several medals upon which we
read Providence, Deorum^ it appears nevertheless, that they made
a particular divinity of it; whom they commonly represented un-

der the figure of a woman leaning upon a pillar, holding in her

left hand a cornucofiia, and in the right a staff which she points

to a globe, at once to show that all good is derived from her, and

that she extends her care over the whole universe. Sometimes

she has other symbols, but this manner of representing her is

the most common.
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FSUIfFULNESS.

The Romans also deified Fiuitfulness, who was ihe same as

Juno Lucina, whom tlie women invoked to obtain children; and
for that end they submitted to a discipline equally ridiculous and
obscene. When they came, with this view, into the temple of
the goddess, the priests made them strip themselves, and lashed

them according to the dictates of their supeistition, with a whip
made of thongs of goat-skin. The medals of Lucilla represent

Juno sitting upon her throne, with her sceptre in one hand, and
one of those whips in the other, with the inscription Juno?ii Lucina,

MODEs-rr.

Modesty is a virtue too essential to the fair sex, not to have
been advanced to the honours of a di\iniiy. History accordingly,

informs us that the Romans worshipped her under the name of
Pudicitia. She had temples in the city, and altars upon which sa-

crifices were oft'ered her. But as if there was a difference be-

tween the modesty of the nobles and that of the populace, there

was a distinction made at Rome between the deity that presided

ever the chastity of the patrician ladies and that of the plebeians.

The origin of this distinction, which is pretty singular, is thus

related by Titus Livius: Virginia, of a pafician family, having
married a plebeian, whose name was Volumnius, and w ho was
however afterwards consul, her sister looked upon this match to

be unworthy of her name; and joining with the other matrons,

would no longer suffer her to partake in rhe mysteries of the

goddess of C/iastiiy, but drove her out of the temple.. Virginia,

stung with indignation at this affVont, had a chapel erected in the

same street w here the teiiiple stood from which she was excluded,

and dedicated it to the Chastitu of ihe plebeian ladies: here the

wives who weie not of the senatoiian order, convened from that

time.to offtr sacrifices to this goddess.—CMiastity was represented

under the figure of a woman veiled, sometimes pointing iier fin-

ger to her face, to signify that she has no reason to blush.

SILENCE AND PLEASURE.

Silence, or the art of governing the tongue, is a virtue perhaps

greater and more rare than is comnu'niy thought; but of this the

ancients were so sensible as to make a divinity of it. The orien-

tals worshipped this deity undei the name of Harpociate.^-; and

the Romans made a goddess of it, called Ageionia or An-
geronia. The feast instituted in lionour of her, was celeb; ateof

every year on the 2lht of December, in the ten. pie of the god-
Vol. III. ( 3 )
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dess of Pleasure called Volupia; for Pleasure was also pionioied

to the rank of ;^ tlivinit). But what could be the meaning of that

association of Silence with Pleasure? Was it to show thai he who
knows how to conceal his griefs, and far more to subdue them,
arrives at Lst that culm and sedate state wherein the wisest phi-

losophers made true pleasure to consist?—We learn from Julius

Modestus, that the Homiins, afflicted with the quinsey, had re-

course to the goddess of Silence, and soon found relief from her;

which gave rise to the sacrifices that were regularly ofTeied to

her from that time— Monuments represent her under tiie figure

of a woman who, like H irpocrates, holds a finger to her lips, in

token of the silence she imposes. Sometimes her statues are

charged with symbols, as those of Harpociates, which are called

Panthean figures. Thus in that published by M. Maffei, she car-

ries upon her head the calathus of ."^erapis, and holds in her hand
Hercules's club, while at her sides she has the caps of Castor

and PoUux, surmounted with the stars of those gods. Nunia
Pompilius regulated the worship of this goddess under the name
of Tacita.

SPEECH, OR AIUS LOQ^l'UTlUS.

But as it is not practicable, nor indeed incumbent on us always

to keep silence, it being no less a point of wisdom to speak than

to be silent in season, so there was also the god of Speech, called

by the Romans, Aius Loquutius. who became known after the

following manner: "Not long before the arrival of the Gauls in

Italy, says Ciceroi a voice was heard, which proceeded from

Vesta's grove, declaring, that if they did not rebuild the walls of

the city, it would be taken by the enemy. The voice was at first

disregarded: but when the (iuals had made themselves masters

of the city, they began to reflfci upon it. and resohed to erect

an altar to the god of Speech under the name of Aius Loquutius."

SUADA, PiriiOs OR PERSUASIOlf.

If the pagans did not make a divinity of eloquence, they at least

deified Persuasion, which is the true end of eloquence. This god-

dess was called by the Greeks Pitho, and by the Latins Suada.

Pausanias informs us that she had a temple at Sicyon, which con-

tained however, no statue or representation of her: also that she

had a chapel at Egiale.

•THOUGH r.

The ancients made also a di\in!ty of Mens or Thought, that

it might suggest to us. as we are told by Varro, Lactantius, and

St. Augustine after theiDj none but the best, and turn away thoss
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which have a tendency to seduce and lead us into error. Titus
Livius informs us that T. Ottaciliiis, when praetor, had vowed to

tiiis goddess a temple which he built in the Capitol when he
was created Duumvir.

FRlEUnSHIP.

Friendship was a goddess o^" whom the ancients take very little

notice, insomuch thai we know not whether she had either tem-
ples or altars; nor has time preserved any monuments of her.

However, Lylio Geraldi quotes a fragment of some Hebrew sen-

tences, wiiere we find these words: " The Romans repiesented

Friendship under the figure of a young woman, with tlie head

bare, and clad in a coarse aitire. LJpon her forehead was this in-

scription, Summer and Winter; she had her breast naked as far

as the seat of the heart, where her hand pointed, and thesf words
were inscribed, Far and A^'ear; while below w^s written, Life and
Death:" symbols which denote that true friendship never decays;

that she is equally the same in all season?, in pi esence or absence,

in life or death; that she exposes herseli to every danger to serve

her friend, and. keeps nothing secret from him.

DEIFIED VICES, AND OTHER EVILS.

AS the fear of evil is ever much stronger than the hope of

good, it is easy to imagine that the pa.^ans who have adored the

gods from whom they expected bl< ssings, would not fail to pay

the same respect t(j hose who weie capable of doing them harm.
*' Men, says Cicero, were so sunk in error,, that not only did they

give the nan:e of gods to things pernicious, but they even paid

religious worship to them. Thus we see a temple to Fever on

mount Palatine, and an altar to ill Fortune on the Esquiline

mount."

ENvr.

Among the passions deified by the ancients, none perhaps de-

served that honour less than Envy. Yet the Romans made a god-

'less ol her, and the Gieeks a god, the name being masculine in

their language. Plutarch, who hi. s composed a small treatise upon
this passion, makes curious reflections upon the sul)ject, and the

poets have taken to themselves a free sco|;e in drawing the pic-

ti.ic. Ovid especially has excelled in these verses:

Livid and meaprre were her looks, her eye

In foul distorted glances turn'd awry;
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A hoard of gall her inward pans possess'd.

And spread a greenness o'er her canker'd breast;

Hei- teeth were brown with rust, and from her tongue.

In dangling drops the stringy poison hung.
' She never smiles but when the wretched weep.

Nor lulls her malice \yilh a moment's sleep.

Restless in spite: while watchful to destroy,

She pines and sickens at another's joy;

Foe to herself, distressing and distrest.

She bears her own tormentor in her breast.

—The yncients compared her to the eel, fiom a notion that this

fish bore envy to all others.

FRAUD.

Boccace in his genealogy of the gods, takes Fraud into the

number of pagan di\iniiies. She had, says he, the looks of an

honest person, the body of a serpent, exhibiting different colours,

while the lower part terminated in the tail of a scorpion. This au-

thor adds, that siie swam in the waters of the Cocytus, and that

no part of her was to be seen but the head: such is the allegori-

cal description we have of this deceitful divinity.

DISCORD OR ATE.

Among the malignant di\iniiies, we cannot omit Ate or Dis-

cord, that cruel goddess, who having plotted to set the gods by

the ears, was at length banished Olympus, whence she came to

the earth, here to exert all her fury. Homer makes Agamemnon
thus speak of her in excusing liiniself for having forced away

Briseis liom Achilles in that fine speech he makes to the

Grecian captains assembled by his order:

What then could I, against the will of heav'n?

Not by myseif, but vengeful Ate driv'n;

She, Jove's dread daugliter, fated to infest

The race of mortals, enter'd in my breast.

Not on the ground, that haughty fury treads.

But prints her lofty footsteps on the heads

Of mighty men; inflicting as she goes

Long fest'ring wounds, inextricable woes!

Of old, she stalked amid the bright abodes;

And Jove himself, the sire of men and gods.

The world's great ruler, felt her venom'd dart;

Deceiv'd by Juno's wiles, and female art. &c.

Then Agamemnon relates how Juno, by making Stheneleus's

wife bring torih Luristheus before her time, and thereby acquire

a right to command Hercules, had so provoked Jupiter, that the

sovereign of the gods falling foul of Ate, whom he believed to

have inspired Juno with that design, seized her by the head, and
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threw her down from the top of Olympus, making an oath that

she should never again appear in the mansion of the s^ods. From
this, it seems to have been the opinion of the ancients that Ate

was the daughter of Jupiter; that she had once been the inhabi-

tant of Olympus; and that fm- offending hev father, she had been

banished from thence, and had come down upon earth to dwell

among men. Some fathers of the church believed from this story,

that the pagans had some knowledge of the fall of the angels.

Justin even asserts that Homer had got it from Egypt, and that

he had read that passage, where the prophet Isaiah speaks of the

fall of those spirits of disobedience; but how could that poet read

the writings of a prophet who was not born till a hundred years

after him.—After Homer, their great original, have the succeed-

ing poets painted this goddess in the blackest colours. Virgil re-

presents her followed by Beilona, having her head entwined with

serpents. But none have given such a finished description of her

as Petronius, in those fine verses of his epic poem upon the civil

war.—To this goddess were ascribed not only wars, but also

quarrels among private persons, broils and dissentions in families;

and we have seen that it was she who threw into the assembly of

the gods, the fatal apple that occasioned that contest among the

goddesses, whereof the gods declined to be judges, for fear of

involving themselves, through partial views, in debate and wran-

glings, which are the inseparable attendants on Discord.

FJME OR REPORT

.

Among the divinities who are the subjects of this section, Fame
had also her place. Hesiod, who gives a description of her, has

omitted her genealogy : but it is certain that she was looked upon

as a divinity, and that she had an established worship, especially

at Athens, as we learn from Pausanias; and a temple, as Plutarch

tells us in the life of Carnillus. No statue nor painting can have

a stronger expression, or a greater likeness to this goddess, than

is exhibited in this fine picture of her drawn by Virgil:

Now Fame, tremendous fiend! without delay.

Through Libyan cities tosk her rapid way.

Fame, the swift plague, that every moment grows,

And gains new strength and vigour as she goes.

First small with fear, she swells to wondrous size.

And stalks on earth, and tow'rs above the skies.

Whom, in her wrath to heav'n, the teaming earth

Produc'd, the last of her gigantic birth;

A monster huge, and dreadful to the eye.

With rapid feet to run, or wings to fly.

Beneath her plumes the various Fury bears
A thousand piercing eyes and list'ning ears.

And with a thousand mouths and babbUng tongues appears.
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Thund'ring by night through heav'n and earth she flies.

No golden slumbers seal her watchful eyes:

On tow'rs or battlements she sits by day.

And shakes whole towns with ten-or and dismay.

Alarms the world around and perched on high.

Reports a truth, or propagates a lie. &c.

—Ovid also gives a very fine description of the same goddess,

and some other poets have likewise exercised their poetical ge-

nius upon the same subject; from ail of whom, we learn that

Fame was a giantess, and daughter of the earth, who, to be aveng-

ed of the gods, and of Jupiter in particular for striking her chil-

dren with his thunder, brought forth this monster to spread abroad

their crimes and make them known to all the world—for Fame
spares neither gods nor men.

FEAR JSD PALENESS.

Fear may be distinguished into two sorts: first, that prudent

and moderate concern which one may entertain for public opinion,

and his prosperity in general; which, if it is not wisdom itself,

is at least the beginning and fundamental principle of it : secondly,

that vain and unavailing Terror which disturbs the tranquillity of

the soul, without furnishing it with the means to be cured of its

uneasiness. Such v.'as the Fear or Dread which the Greeks had

deified, and which the Romans afterwards adored, with Paleness,

its inseparable companion. At a view of certain events whose
causes were unknown, mankind were inspired with a Terror,

against which nothing could fortify their minds, and therefore

made a divinity of this disturbing passion, from which they

sought to be delivered by addressing to it vows and prayers. It

is not possible to determine the precise time when they began to

pay adoration to those two divinities. They are perhaps of as old

a date as the disturbance which they create; at least they were
known to the earliest poets of Greece. Hesiod, after having told

us in his theogony, that Fear was the daughter of Mars and Ve-
nus, adds in the description of Hercules's buckler, that the god

of war was thereon represented, in his chariot, accompanied with

Fear and Terror. Homer gives those goddesses the same origi-

nal. Accordingly, whenever he makes the god of war appear in

fight, he gives him Fear, Terror, and Flight, for his retinue. He
also places the same divinities sometmies upon the tremendous

JEgis of Minerva, and sometimes upon the buckler of Agamem-
non: in one place Mars orders these two goddesses to prepare

his chariot,to fly to avenge his son Ascalaphus; at another time, in

the midst of the tumult and consternation occasioned by the com-
bat between Hector and Ajax, these two goddesses came forth

from the Grecian ships to put the Trojans to flight. Divinities so
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weli marked in those two poets, and so formidable in themselves,

could not fail to command a religious worship. Accordingly they
had recourse to gifts and sacrifices, in o'der to appease, i.nd be
delivered from them. The two sons of Medea having been inhu-
manly murdered by the Corinthians, Mortality cariied off many
of their children, and upon consul'ing the oracle, they were told

to offer sacrifices to the offended manes of those innocent victims

of their cruelty, and at the same time to consecrate a statue to

Fear. In a battle fought by Tullus Hostilius. the Albans, who
were on his side, having gone over to the enemy, his men weie
dismayed in consequence of it, and ail seemed to be lost, when
that prince, with great readiness of mind, vowed a temple to Fear
and P.deness, whereupon the soldiers resumed their courage, and
Tullus gained a coniplete victory. This event, which is the sera

of introducing the woiship of these two goddesses into Rome, is

stamped upon two medals of the family of Hosiilia. Upon the

one is a head with the liair standing on end, the countenance
raised toward heaven, the mouth open, and a troubled aspect;

which is a lively figure of the divinity whom the medal repre-

sented. The other exhibits a meagre face greatly lengthened, the
hair laid fidX, and a staring aspect; the true portrait of Paleness
which is the effect of Fear.

ISTPUDENCE, CALUMNr, AND INDOLENCE.

If some ancient authors did not inform us that the Greeks
raised altais to Impudence and Calumny, we should never hdv<n

believed it possible for them to worship ihose two vices, which
are so pernicious.—The goddess of Indolence, called Murcia, had
no doubt her worship, for tiiis is the favourite divinity of the fair

sex; but antiquity gives us no particular account of her: St. Au-
gustine only tells us that this goddess, vviio afflicts one with lazi-

ness, had her temple at Home.

NECESSirr, AND VIOLENCE.

We are very little acquainted with the goddesses of Necessity
and Violence Pausanias speaks of the temple they had in the

citadel of Corinth, wliose entrance was prohibited to all, except
to those who served these goddesses.

I'EMPESI',

All that we know of Tempest, which was deified by the Ro.
mans, is, that Marcellus, as an acknowledgment for having es-

caped a storm by which he was overtaken at sea between the

islands of Corsica and Sardinia, built a temple to her without the
porta Cafitna.
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Fever was also made a divinity, and we have a monument
where she is called the holy Fever. Cicero says she had a temple
on the Palatine mount; and Valerius Maximus says she had

others, into which they carried the remedies used in diseases.

FORrUNE.

As men have always highly valued earthly good, it is not to be
wondered at, that they adored Fortune as a divinity. Thus, instead

of acknowledging an intelligent Providence that distributes riches

and all earthly good, from the wisest views, though placed beyond
the reach of human discovery, they addressed their vows to an

imaginary being, that acted without design, and from the impulse

of an unavoidable necessity; for it is beyond a doubt, that Fortune

in the pagan system was nothing else but Destiny, as she was
confounded with the Parcfe, who were themselves that fc:tal ne-

cessity which the poets have reasoned so much about.— It does

not appear that this goddess was anciently known to the Greeks
and Romans, since Hesiod and Homer say nothing of her. The
most ancient circumstance we know ol this goddess, is, that Bu-
palus, a great statuary and architect, was the first who made a

statue of her for the city of Smyrna, and that this ingenious art-

ist thought fit to represent her with the polar star on her head,

holding in her left hand the horn of Amalthea, or the cornucopia.

It is beyond doubt that by the first of these symbols he designed

tu express the powers of this goddess over the world, and by the

second, that she was the dispenser of all good. After him Pindar

celebrated this goddess in his verses, and gave her the name of

Pherepolis, that is, the protectress of cities. Among the encomi-

ums given to the goddess of Fortune by this poet, was, to make
her one of the Parcse, and to give her the greatest power of them
all; or to speak more accurately, he made her the same as Des-

tiny, that blind divinity, who exercises her dominion over all hu-

man affairs, who brings them to what issue she pleases, and dis-

tributes good and evil at random. Such is nearly the oricinal of

the worship of this goddess in Greece, a modern divinity com-
paratively speaking, not known before the time of Pindar; and

such also was the idea the Greeks entertained of her powers.—
They erected to her in after times several temples at Corinth

and elsewhere. She had a chapel at Egira, with a statue having at

its side a winged cupid, probably to signify that in love affairs for-

tune has a greater influance than beauty. In that of Elis. she had

in her hand the cornucopia: but her most suitable symbol was that

which the Beotians had given her, having represented her hold-

ing Plutus in her arms under the form of an infantj and this, says
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Pausanias, is an ingenious notion, to put the god of riches into

the hands of Fortune, as if she hud been his mother and his nurse.

—The city of Smyrna was not the only one in Asia, where For-
tune was worshipped; the inhabitants of Antioch held her in ex-

treme veneration, nor is it improbable that several other people

imitated their example; for in general almost all mankind are

votaries of Fortune, and though they do not always ofFer victims

to her, yet they too often sacrifice to her their honour and pro-

bity.—The Romans had much the same sentiments of this god-
dess as the Greeks, since their most ancient Fortune was that

which was worshipped at Antium, and which was confounded with

the Lots, so famous in that city: thus it is evident they did not

distinguish her from Destiny, any more than the Greeks them-
selves. But though the Romans were content, at first, with con-

sulting the lots of Fortune at Antium, they at length adopted

her, and established her worship in their own city, where she had
in process of time, a great number of temples. Servius Tullius

was the first who built one to this goddess, which gives us pretty

exactly the date when her worship was introduced into that me-
tropolis.—Almost all the monuments of Fortune now extant re-

present her under the figure of a woman with the cornucopia, or

a helm, or a wheel, or a globe; characteristics either of her power
or inconstancy. We find her also pretty frequently with the sym-
bols of Isis, especially with that singular head-dress so common
to the representation of Isis, of which we have spoken in its pro-

per place. She is sometimes crowned with victory, to indicate

some happy event to the emperors who thus represented her
upon medals. In fine, Spon has given us the print of a statue

consecrated by L. Aurelius MarcelJinus, Atigustus's freedman,
which represents Fortune under the figure of a man advanced irj

'years, with a beard, holditjg in one hand a vase, and in the other

a helm, with the inscription Fortune Barbate—to the bearded

Fortune, But this has nothing strange in it, for the pagans often

gave both sexes to their deities, as we have had frequent occa-

sions to mention. Though wings were also one of the symbols of

Fortune, nothing being more expressive of tiie celerity with

which she accumulates riches for her favourites, or takes them
from some who possess them; yet we see no Roman figure of this

goddess with wings: which probably has some reference to what
Plutarch tells us, that Fortune having quitted the Persians and
Assyrians, first flew swiftly over Macedonia, saw Alexander per-

ish; passed from thence into Syria and Egypt; at last arrived on
mount Palatine, put off her wings, threw away her wheel, and
entered into Rome, there to fix her residence for ever.

Vol. III. (3)
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COMUS—MOMUS.

GODS OF FEJSTS, JESTS, TIME, AND ETERNITY.

COMUS, "THE COD OF FESTjritr.

AS paganism had gods to preside over all the actions of hu-

man life, of course feasting and good cheer, A\hich some people

make their most serious employment, could not but have its guar-

dian divinity also. The god however, called Conius, whose oflice

Mas to preside therein, would hardly be known to us but by name,
had not Philostratus given us a picture of him. That author paints

this god as standing at the chaniber of two young spouses, which
communicates with a hall where an entertainment was held,

youthful, and charged with wine, which makes him sleep on his

feet, while his head is nodding lorvvard, crowned with roses. He
seems to have been leaning his left hand against the frame of the

door, but sleep has made him loose his hold; and as he totters,

the torch which he has in his hand, seems to be falling, while he
shrinks in the contrary direction to avoid the steam of it. This
picture, though entirely the creature of fancy, clearly marks the

god of banqueiting and jollity.—Some mylhologists derive the

name of this god from a kind of song which the ancients called

Co?nus; for there is usually singing, as well a§ eating and drinking

at jovial meetings.

MOMUS, 'THE GOD OF yESTS,

As Comus was the god of good cheer arnong the Greeks and
Romans, so was Monms, Avhom Hesiod makes to be the son of
Nox and Sornnus, honoured by both of those nations as the god
of buffoonery and jests. Satirical to excess, he let nothing escape
him, but made even the gods, and Jupiter himself the objects of
his most pungent raillery. No one has drawn this sarcastical god
in more lively colours than Lucian: we may see, in his council of
the gods, where the question was agitated about expelling all

strangers and such as had been improperly introduced mto hea-

ven, in what manner, and with how little ceremony Momus
speaks of them. We are also told, that he censured Vulcan, be-

cause in the human form which he had made of clay, he did not

place a window in his breast, that others might see whatever was
thought or transacted there: he censured the house that Minerva
had iiiade, because it was not moveable, by which means a bad
neighbourhood might be avoided: and he fond fault with the

bull which Neptune had pioduced, because his horns were not in

front of his forehead near his eyes, that he might give his thrusts

with more truth and force. '
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flME, AND IfS PARfS.

The pagans also deified Time and all its parts. Though history

does not intbrm us* what sort of worship was pi.id to all the parts

of Time as it does of some of them, the Hours and Seasons for

example, yet as all those parts had been personified, it is very

probable they were accoimted so many divinities. There is nci

doubt as to that of Time, who was represented by Saturn himself,

commonly with wings, to denote the rapidity with which he passes

away, and a scythe, to signify the havock and devastation he

makes in all things.—Time was divided into the age^ the geriero'

(ion or period of thirty years, the Itistr-um, or period of five years,

the veer, and the seasoTm. Of the seasons were reckoned at first

but three Summer, Jiitumn, and Winter; Spring being added af-

terwards. There were also several other divisions of Time, among
vhich some had reference to the different parts of the diy. Each
of these parts of Time had its particular figure, which was either

that of a man or woman, according as its name was masculine or

feminine. These figures were even carried about in the ceremo-

nies of religion: thus, at the famous procession of Ptolemy Phi-

ladelphus, appeared Pentereris or the Lustrum, under the figure

of a tall woman, and the Year under that of a man of the same
stature, that is, six feet high. Montfaucon, in the first volume of

the Supplement of his Antiquities, has given very fine prints of

all the parts of Time worshipped by the ancients.

EfERNirr.

The Romans even made Eternity itself one of their divinities;

but we find no account either of temples or altars being erected

to this goddess. She is only to be seen upon some medals under

the figure of a woman, with the words JEternitas jiugusti, hold-

ing in her hand the head of a radiant sun, with the moon, a phe-

nix, a globe, or an elephant, and some other symbols that were
thought proper to represent her. The sun and moon were sym-
bols of the goddess of Eternity, because it was supposed that their

course would never have an end; the elephant was her'syinbol,

on account of his long life; and the phenix, because this fabulous

fowl was believed to spring up and renew itself out of its own
ashes, and thus became immortal; lastly, the globe was an appro-,

priate symbol of Eternity, because time is aptly compared to a

circle which is without extremities: and this circle often consists

of a serpent with its tail inserted into its mouth.

The goddlss roma.

The city of Rome also shared divine honours, and she was one
of the greatest of Roman divinities. Though this was not the only

city which received divine honours, since medals make us 39-
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quainted with several others, of whose deification there can be
no doubt, yet her worship was much the most celebrated and ex-

tensive of them all. To her, temples were ereoledin several parts

of the empire, especially in Niceea, in Ephesus, in Alabanda, and

several other cities. But the Romans especially, signalized them-
selves in the worship they paid this goddess, who owed to them
her original. Temples, sacrifices, annual festivals, were all em-
ployed to do her honour. She became the most common figure

on their medals, where she appears crowned with turrets, and
holding in her hand a Victory. In other respects she was figured

so much like Minerva, that she was only to be distinguished by
some particular symbol. A fine Roman statue represents her as

a robust woman sitting upon a rock, with trophies of war at her

feet, and her head covered with a helmet. Sometimes she has by
her a lamb and a kid, to indicate the peace and tranquillity enjoyed

by the nations she had conquered. When she is accompanied by
an old shepherd and the woolf which suckled Romulus and Re-
mus, it is obvious that she then denotes the original of the city

of Rome, and the early history of those two young princes whom
the shepherd Faustulus preserved.
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